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Editorial Preface
From the Desk of Managing Editor…
It may be difficult to imagine that almost half a century ago we used computers far less sophisticated than current
home desktop computers to put a man on the moon. In that 50 year span, the field of computer science has
exploded.
Computer science has opened new avenues for thought and experimentation. What began as a way to simplify the
calculation process has given birth to technology once only imagined by the human mind. The ability to communicate
and share ideas even though collaborators are half a world away and exploration of not just the stars above but the
internal workings of the human genome are some of the ways that this field has moved at an exponential pace.
At the International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications it is our mission to provide an outlet for
quality research. We want to promote universal access and opportunities for the international scientific community to
share and disseminate scientific and technical information.
We believe in spreading knowledge of computer science and its applications to all classes of audiences. That is why we
deliver up-to-date, authoritative coverage and offer open access of all our articles. Our archives have served as a
place to provoke philosophical, theoretical, and empirical ideas from some of the finest minds in the field.
We utilize the talents and experience of editor and reviewers working at Universities and Institutions from around the
world. We would like to express our gratitude to all authors, whose research results have been published in our journal,
as well as our referees for their in-depth evaluations. Our high standards are maintained through a double blind review
process.
We hope that this edition of IJACSA inspires and entices you to submit your own contributions in upcoming issues. Thank
you for sharing wisdom.
Thank you for Sharing Wisdom!
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Generating Classification Rules from Training
Samples
Arun D. Kulkarni
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Abstract—In this paper, we describe an algorithm to extract
classification rules from training samples using fuzzy
membership functions. The algorithm includes steps for
generating classification rules, eliminating duplicate and
conflicting rules, and ranking extracted rules. We have developed
software to implement the algorithm using MATLAB scripts. As
an illustration, we have used the algorithm to classify pixels in
two multispectral images representing areas in New Orleans and
Alaska. For each scene, we randomly selected 10 per cent of the
samples from our training set data for generating an optimized
rule set and used the remaining 90 per cent of samples to validate
the extracted rules. To validate extracted rules, we built a fuzzy
inference system (FIS) using the extracted rules as a rule base
and classified samples from the training set data. The results in
terms of confusion matrices are presented in the paper.
Keywords—Fuzzy membership functions; classification; rule
extraction; multispectral images

I.

INTRODUCTION

Many methods have been used to classify pixels in
multispectral images using training samples. These include
parametric methods such as the maximum likelihood, support
vector machines, decision trees, neural networks, fuzzy-neural
systems, and fuzzy inference systems. In supervised
classification methods during the learning phase, a model is
built to map an input feature vector to output classes, and
during the classification phase the model is used to classify an
unknown sample. The maximum likelihood classification
algorithm assumes normal distribution and uses the mean
vector and covariance matrix of each class to find the posterior
probability. It then assigns a pixel to the class with the higher
posterior probability. The Support Vector Machine (SVM)
partitions the feature space by using hyper-planes that
maximize the distance between the two classes in the feature
space [1]. It has been shown that the SVM algorithm yields
higher classification accuracy for small datasets compared to
conventional classifiers [2]. Neural networks provide a
nonparametric method for classification. Neural network
models learn from training samples. During the learning
process weights are updated using a gradient descent method
such that the mean squared error between the desired and
actual outputs is minimized [3]. During the decision-making
phase the model is used to classify pixels based on their
spectral signatures.
Fuzzy-neural systems have been used to classify pixels in
Landsat images [4]. Fuzzy logic provides a tool to process

information using linguistic rules. Fuzzy logic in the form of
approximate reasoning provides decision support and expert
systems with powerful reasoning capabilities. In fuzzy logic
class memberships based on a degree of compatibility with the
concepts presented are used [5]. A fuzzy inference system
(FIS) provides a method to classify pixels in Landsat images.
However, the potential of fuzzy inference systems has not been
fully explored by the remote sensing community as of yet. The
main task in implementing a FIS is to develop a rule base.
Classification rules can be generated from training samples or
can be obtained from expert’s knowledge. These classification
rules then can be used to build the FIS. Several methods to
generate classification rules from training samples have been
reported in the literature. They include extracting classification
rules using fuzzy membership functions, decision trees, neural
networks, and black-box models. Wang and Mendel [6]
suggested a method to extract fuzzy rules from data samples
using fuzzy membership functions. They have used the method
for a time-series prediction problem, where the output function
is a continuous function. Chiu [7] developed a method called
subtractive clustering to efficiently extract rules from a high
dimensional feature space. The method was able to produce a
much simpler fuzzy classifier and could be used to extract rules
for function approximation as well as pattern classification.
Kulkarni and McCaslin [8] have generated classification rules
from neural network models and have built a FIS to classify
pixels in Landsat images. Fung et al. [9] developed a costefficient method to quickly extract rules from SVMs trained
with thousands of samples. Their algorithm forms rule sets that
can be easily understood by humans, and only needs simple
multivariable optimization problems to be solved. Sicat et al.
[10] developed the FIS using farmer’s knowledge for
agricultural land sustainability classification using fuzzy
models. Reshmidevi et al. [11] have developed a fuzzy rule
base system for land suitability in agricultural watersheds.
They have considered two types of attributes: continuously
measured attributes and thematic attributes, and the crop
suitability index as the output of the fuzzy rule-based system.
They have used heuristic information and farmer’s knowledge
aggregated through field surveys as the basis for the fuzzy rulebase. Cay and Iscan [12] have developed a fuzzy expert system
for land reallocation in land consolidation. They developed a
rule base system using farmer’s knowledge obtained from
survey questions. Meng and Pei [13] have suggested a method
to extract linguistic rules from data sets using fuzzy logic and
genetic algorithms. They have formalized linguistics based on
complex data summaries and used a genetic algorithm to
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optimize the number of parameters of membership function of
linguistic values. Kulkarni and Khan [14] generated rules to
classify Likert-scale survey data by using a multi-layered feed
forward neural network. Kulkarni and Shrestha [15] have
generated rules using induction trees and built a FIS using the
extracted rules.
In this paper we have used the method similar to that
suggested by Wang and Mendel [6] for classification of pixels
in a Landsat images. In rule extraction the main concerns are
the number of extracted rules and the quality of those rules.
Technically, each training sample generates a rule, and we get
a large number of rules. It is important to note that the
generated rules often contain redundant and conflicting rules.
Also, a rule set with a large number of rules results in a model
that often over-fits the data samples. Generally, rule generation
is a two-step process. During the first step all possible rules are
generated. In the second step, the rule set is optimized. The
suggested algorithm for rule generation is as follows: First, the
training data is fuzzified. From the fuzzified data, rules are
generated. The generated rules may contain redundant and
conflicting rules which are then eliminated. The remaining
rules are ranked.

shown in Fig. 2, membership values are given by (2), and the
corresponding rule can be stated as If
medium then the class is C1

x1

is low and

x2

low  x1   0.7, med  x1   0.2, high  x1   0.0
low  x2   0.0, med  x2   1.0, high  x2   0.0

is

(2)

We generate a rule using the highest membership values.
The firing strength of a rule is given by (3).

  min  low  x1  , med  x2  
 min(0.7,1.0)  0.7

(3)

Each sample pair generates a rule, and the total number of
generated rules is equal to the number of samples. The
extracted rules contain duplicate and conflicting rules.

As an illustration, we have considered Landsat scenes from
areas in New Orleans and Alaska. We selected training set
areas interactively by displaying the scenes. We extracted
classification rules from training samples. We built a FIS for
each scene using the extracted rule as the rule base and
classified all pixels. The outline of the paper is as follows.
Section II describes a method for generating classification rules
from training samples and optimizing the rule set. Section III
provides implementation and results of Landsat data analysis.
Section IV provides discussions and results.
II. RULE GENERATION AND OPTIMIZATION
The proposed method for extracting classification rules
from data samples and finding the optimized rule set by
eliminating conflicting and redundant rules is shown in Fig. 1.
The process includes five steps. The first two steps are
concerned with rule generation and the last three steps deal
with optimization. To illustrate the method, we have chosen a
classification problem with two features and three classes, and
the training set contains fifty samples from each class. The
method can be extended to multiple features and multiple
classes. The steps are explained below.

Fig. 1. Rule generation and optimization process.

Step-1 Fuzzify Data: We assume a set of desired inputoutput data pairs as shown in (1).

 x , x , y , x
1
1

where

1
2

1

2
1

, x22 , y 2  ,...,  x1n , x2n , y n 

 x1 , x2  represents features, and y

(1)

represents the

corresponding class. For each feature the domain interval is 0
through 10. We divided the domain interval with three fuzzy
sets {low, medium, high}. We used trapezoidal membership
functions as shown in Fig. 2.
Step-2 Rule Generation: We fuzzified the input values
and generated classification rules. Let the input vector

 2.3, 3.5 represent class C1. From the membership functions

Fig. 2. Fuzzy membership functions.

Step-3 Eliminate duplicate rules: To eliminate repeated
rules, extracted rules are mapped onto the Fuzzy Associative
Memory (FAM) banks as shown in Fig. 3. In this example
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there are three classes and there are 50 samples in each class.
There are 150 rules generated as each sample generates a rule.
We used three FAM banks, one for each class. Each cell in a
FAM bank represents a rule, and the value in the cell
represents the count of that rule. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that
a rule is as follows: If x1 is low, and x2 is low, then class is
C1. The count for the rule is 32. That means 32 samples
satisfied this rule. Looking at the FAM bank in Fig. 3, we can
see that by eliminating repeated rules, we get a rule set of only
10 rules. The extracted rules are shown in Table I.

TABLE I.

RULE SET AFTER ELIMINATING REPEATED RULES

Rule

X1

X2

Class

Count

R1

low

low

C1

32

R2

low

medium

C1

9

R3

medium

low

C1

8

R4

medium

medium

C1

1

R5

medium

medium

C2

45

R6

low

medium

C2

3

R7

high

high

C2

2

R8

medium

medium

C3

3

R9

high

high

C3

46

R10

medium

high

C3

2

TABLE II.

RULE SET AFTER ELIMINATING CONFLICTING RULES

Rule

X1

X2

Class

Count

R1

high

high

C3

46

R2

medium

medium

C2

45

R3

low

low

C1

32

R4

low

medium

C1

9

R5

medium

low

C1

8

Step-4 Remove Conflicting Rules: To optimize the
generated rules, it is necessary to remove conflicting rules if
there are any. Two rules are considered to be conflicting when
their antecedent parts are identical while the consequent parts
are not the same. The conflicting rule with the highest count is
retained, and the other rule is discarded. It can be seen from
Table I that Rules 4 and 5 are conflicting rules. For Rule 4 the
count is 1, while for Rule 5, the count is 45.Therefore Rule 4 is
eliminated. This process is repeated until there are no more
conflicting rules.
Step-5 Rank Rules and Select a Subset: After eliminating
repeated rules, the remaining rules are organized in descending
order from the highest to lowest based on their count. A subset
from the ranked rules is then selected using the count as the
criterion. Rules with a low count can be excluded. In our
example, we removed the rules that represent less than three
percent of samples. The final rule set is shown in Table II.
III. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
In this research work we developed software to generate
classification rules from training samples using MATLAB
scripts. We also evaluated the extracted rules by classifying
pixels in two Landsat scenes. We built FISs with extracted
rules as the rule base and classified training set data. The
results are provided in this section.

Fig. 3. Fuzzy associative memory (FAM) bank.

A. Example-1 Landsat Scene from New Orleans
As an example, we considered a Landsat-8 scene from
operational Land Imager (OLI) obtained on February 26, 2016;
path # 22 and row # 39. We selected an area of the size
512x512 pixels from the full scene. The raw image is shown in
Fig. 4. To extract classification rules, we selected six training
set areas representing three classes: water, vegetation, and land.
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The training set data contained a total of 7000 samples consists
of 3400, 1800, and 1800 samples from three classes: water,
vegetation, and land, respectively. We used band-2, band-3,
band-5, and band-6 as features for classification. We selected
these bands because they showed the maximum variance. We
used randomly selected ten percent of training samples for
generating classification rules. Spectral signatures for the
classes are shown in Fig. 5.

TABLE IV.

CONFUSION MATRIX FOR NEW ORLEANS SCENE
water

vegetation

land

water

3055

0

0

vegetation

51

1564

0

land

0

155

1475

Fig. 6. Classified output new orleans scene.

We used five term sets for each feature: very-low, low,
medium, high, and very-high. We used trapezoidal
membership functions and generated the optimized rule set
using the method outlined in Section II. The extracted
optimized rule set contained sixteen rules. The first ten rules of
the optimized rule set are shown in Table III. We implemented
a FIS with the optimized rule set as a rule base. The process of
implementing the FIS is described by Kulkarni & Shrestha
[15]. The validation samples were classified using the FIS. The
confusion matrix is shown in Table IV. We obtained
classification accuracy of 96.73 percent with the FIS system
that was built using extracted rules. The classified output is
shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 4. Raw image-new orleans scene.

Fig. 5. Spectral signatures - new orleans scene.
TABLE III.

OPTIMIZED RULE SET FOR NEW ORLEANS SCENE

B2

B3

B5

B6

Class

Count

R1

low

low

low

low

water

357

R2

low

low

medium

medium

vegetation

119

R3

low

low

high

medium

land

117

R4

low

low

medium

high

vegetation

23

R5

low

low

high

high

land

15

R6

medium

medium

high

high

land

13

R7

medium

low

high

medium

land

9

R8

medium

medium

high

medium

land

6

R9

low

low

low

high

vegetation

4

R10

low

low

high

low

vegetation

3

B. Example-2 Landsat Scene from Alaska
In this example, we considered Landsat-8 OLI scene from
Alaska obtained on June 6, 2016, path # 58 and row # 19. We
considered a sub-scene of the size 512 x 512 pixels. The
unclassified data for the Alaska scene is shown in Fig. 7.
Spectral signatures for four classes are shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. Raw data-Alaska scene.
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Fig. 8. Spectral signatures - Alaska scene.

To extract classification rules, we selected five training set
areas representing four classes: water, vegetation, ice-land, and
glaciers. Each selected training area was of the size 100x100
pixels. Our training set data consisted of 50,000 training
samples. We used band-2, band-3, band-5, and band-6 as
features for classification as these bands showed the maximum
variance. We used randomly selected ten percent training
samples for generating classification rules.
To define fuzzy membership functions, we used five term
sets for each feature: very-low, low, medium, high, and veryhigh. We extracted fuzzy classification rules using the method
described in Section II. The optimized rule set contained
twenty rules. The first ten rules are shown in Table V. We
implemented a FIS with the optimized rule set as a rule base,
and validation samples were classified using the FIS. The
confusion matrix is shown in Table VI. The obtained
classification accuracy was 91.58 percent. The classified output
is shown in Fig. 9.
TABLE V.

OPTIMIZED RULE SET FOR ALASKA SCENE

B2

B3

B5

B6

Class

Count

R1

v_low

v_low

v_low

v_low

water

2068

R2

v_low

v_low

low

medium

ice_land

851

R3

high

high

medium

medium

glaciers

786

R4

medium

medium

medium

low

vegetation

282

R5

high

high

high

medium

vegetation

281

R6

high

high

high

low

vegetation

111

R7

medium

medium

high

low

vegetation

83

R8

high

high

high

low

glaciers

61

R9

medium

medium

high

medium

vegetation

56

R10

medium

high

high

medium

vegetation

42

TABLE VI.

CONFUSION MATRIX FOR ALASKA SCENE

Water

Vegetation

Ice_land

Glacier

Water

16757

1223

17

0

Vegetation

10

8865

130

0

Ice_land

164

1761

7066

0

Glacier

0

136

347

8524

Fig. 9. Classified output - Alaska scene.

IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have suggested an algorithm for generating
and optimizing classification rules from training samples using
fuzzy membership functions. Furthermore, we developed
software using MATLAB scripts to implement the algorithm.
As an illustration, we classified pixels from Landsat scenes for
two areas in New Orleans and Alaska. We extracted
classification rules from training samples for these two scenes.
To validate extracted rules, we developed a FIS for each scene
using extracted rules a rule base and classified samples from
the training sets. The classification accuracy for New Orleans
scene was 96.73 percent, and for Alaska, the accuracy was
91.58 percent. This clearly shows that extracting rules using
fuzzy membership functions is a valid approach to generate a
rule set that can be used develop a FIS for classifying pixels in
Landsat images. In our examples we have used five term sets
to define fuzzy membership functions. It is possible to use
more terms sets to increase granularity, which may lead to an
increase in the number of rules in the optimized rule set. It may
be noted that as the number of rules in the optimized rule set
increases the classification accuracy increases; however, there
is a danger of overfitting training data.
The future work includes generating rules using fuzzy
membership functions with seven or nine term sets for each
membership function. This may increase the number of rules in
the optimized rule set and may yield better classification
accuracy. Furthermore there is no well-known criterion for
evaluating quality of generated rules. That needs to be
developed. We also plan a bench mark study to compare
accuracy of the suggested algorithm with other existing rule
extraction algorithms.
The author is thankful to anonymous reviewers for their
valuable comments.
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Abstract—This paper considers robust control problems for a
3D space robot of two rigid bodies connected by a universal joint
with an initial angular momentum. It is particularly difficult to
measure an initial angular momentum in parameters of space
robots since the value of an initial angular momentum depends
on the situations. Hence, the main purpose of this paper is
to develop a robust controller with respect to initial angular
momenta for the 3D space robot. First, a mathematical model,
some characteristics, and two types of control problems for the
3D space robot are presented. Next, for the robust attitude
stabilization control problem of the 3D space robot, a numerical
simulation is performed by using the nonlinear model predictive
control method. Then, for the robust trajectory tracking control
problem of the 3D space robot, another numerical simulation
is carried out. As a result, it turns out that this approach can
realize robust control on initial angular momenta for the two
control problems. In addition, computation amount is reduced
by this approach and real-time control of the 3D space robot can
be achieved.
Keywords—3D space robot; universal joint; initial angular
momentum; nonlinear model predictive control; robustness; attitude
stabilization control; trajectory tracking control

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Since early times, “the falling cat phenomenon” is well
known and this means that a cat can land on her feet despite
it drops upside down from a tree. This phenomenon has been
focused and investigated in the field of classical mechanics
[1]. Similar examples of the falling cat phenomenon can be
easily found in the research field of engineering; robots and
craft in outer space, freely falling multi-body systems [2],
and gymnastic robots [3]. In such systems, the total angular
momentum is conserved, and then the conservation law of
the total angular momentum can be regarded as a nonholonomic constraint [4]. The word “nonholonomic” means that
constraints in the differential equation form are nonintegrable.
Therefore, it is possible to change the attitude of the system by
changing its shape due to the existence of the nonholonomic
constraint.
In the research field of control theory, various researches on
space robots have been done so far. In [1], some interesting
results on the falling cat phenomenon are shown. In [5], a
space robot model of two rigid bodies is dealt with and a
near-optimal control law using finite dimensional Fourier basis
is developed. In [6], a chained-form based control strategy is

proposed to control the attitude of a planer space robot. In [7],
a control method by the genetic algorithm for a space robot
is derived. In most researches about control of space robots,
it is assumed that space robots do not have initial angular
momenta. However, space robots often have initial angular
momenta in realistic situations. For example, a mother ship
gives a space robot out, the space robot obtains an initial
angular momentum. Thus, the authors have focused on 3D
space robots with initial angular momenta and developed a
control strategy based on the near-optimal control method [8]–
[10]. In these studies, it is confirmed that the proposed method
can make the state of the 3D robot transfer to a desired one at
a desired time (the state transition control problem). Moreover,
in order to deal with other control purposes except the state
transition control problem, The authors apply the nonlinear
model predictive control method, which is one of the feedback
controllers, to 3D space robots [11], [12]. In [11], [12], the
two kinds of control problems, called the attitude stabilization
control problem and the trajectory tracking control problem,
are considered. In these work, it is assumed that initial angular
momenta can be measured accurately. However, as compared
to physical quantities such as mass, length, and inertia moment,
it is quite difficult to measure initial angular momenta because
the values of initial angular momenta vary according to the
situations. So, when we measure an initial angular momentum
of a 3D space robot, there exists error of measurement. To
control 3D space robots with initial angular momenta, we have
to overcome this problem, that is to say, we have to design
robust controllers for initial angular momenta.

The main aim of this research is to construct robust
controllers in terms of physical parameter errors for two types
of control problems of a 3D space robot with an initial angular
momentum, and verify robustness of the new control methods
via numerical simulations. The contents of this paper are as
follows. First, in Section II, a mathematical model of the 3D
universal joint space robot with an initial angular momentum
and its some characteristics are presented. Next, in Section
III, a numerical simulation on robust attitude stabilization
control of the 3D space robot is carried out. Then, Section IV
illustrates a numerical simulation on robust trajectory tracking
control of the 3D space robot. Finally, Section V gives the
concluding remarks of this research and future work.
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II.

3D U NIVERSAL J OINT S PACE ROBOT WITH AN
I NITIAL A NGULAR M OMENTUM

A. Mathematical Model of 3D Space Robot with I.A.M.
First, this subsection explains a mathematical model of a
3D universal joint space robot with an initial angular momentum. See [8]–[11] for more details. We consider a space robot
that consists of two rigid bodies in the 3-dimensional space
as illustrated in Fig. 1. In the space robot, two rigid bodies
(Rigid Body 1 and 2) are connected by a universal joint via
two links (Link 1 and 2). We denote coordinates of the inertial
space, Rigid Body 1 and 2 by C0 , C1 and C2 , and assume that
the origins of C1 and C2 correspond to the centroids of Rigid
Body 1 and 2, respectively.
Let Ai ∈ SO(3) be the attitude of Rigid Body i (i = 1, 2)
with respective to the inertial space C0 , and wi ∈ R3 be the
angular velocity of Rigid Body i. Note that ŵi = AT
i Ȧi holds.
We use the following notations: mi : the mass of Rigid Body
i ( = m1 m2 /(m1 + m2 )), li : the length of Link i, si =
[ 0 0 − li ]T ∈ R3 : the vector showing the position of the
joint w.r.t. C0 , Ii ∈ R3 : The inertia tensor of Rigid Body i
T T
(Ji = Ii + ŝT
i ŝi , J12 = ŝ1 A1 A2 ŝ2 ), where ˆ is the operator
that transforms a 3-dimensional vector v = [ v1 v2 v3 ]T ∈ R3
into a 3 × 3 skew-symmetric matrix:
"
#
0
−v3 v2
v3
0
−v1 .
v̂ =
(1)
−v2 v1
0
It is also noted that A :=
the space robot and

AT
1 A2

represents the shape of

w 2 = AT w 1 + w

(2)

holds for the angular velocity of the joint w ∈ R3 , ŵ =
T
A Ȧ. In this paper, we adopt the universal joint depicted in
Fig. 2 as a joint connecting the two rigid bodies. It must be
noted the universal joint can twist and the degree of freedom
is 2. Let θ1 ∈ R and θ2 ∈ R be angles of Link 1 and 2,
respectively, and we use the notation: θ = [ θ1 θ2 ]T ∈ R2 . By
considering coordinates of the space robot, we can show the
following:
"
#
sin θ1 sin θ2
cos θ1
− sin θ1 cos θ2
cos θ2
0
sin θ2
A=
.
(3)
cos θ1 sin θ2 − sin θ1 − cos θ1 cos θ2

angular velocities of the universal joint can be controlled, that
is, u1 := θ̇1 , u2 := θ̇2 . Then, we have
"
#
" #
cos θ2
0
0
w=
u1 + 1 u2 .
(5)
sin θ2
0
| {z }
| {z }
b1

b2

Substituting (2) and (5) into (4), we obtain
A1 Iu w1 + A1 (AJ2 + J12 )(b1 u1 + b2 u2 ) = P0 ,

(6)

where we define the new notation:
T
Iu := J1 + AJ2 AT + AJ12
+ J12 AT .

(7)

To represent the attitudes of Rigid Body 1, we use the
Cayley-Rodrigues parameter, and hence the attitude of Rigid
Body 1 A1 is expressed as (8). using the parameter α =
[ α1 α2 α3 ]T ∈ R3 . The relationship between w1 and α
is expressed by
w1 = U1 (α)α̇, U1 (α) =

2(I − α̂)
.
1 + αT α

(9)

Substituting (9) into (6) and solving for α̇, we have
α̇ = U1−1 Iu−1 AT
1 P0
− U1−1 Iu−1 (AJ2 + J12 )(b1 u1 + b2 u2 ).

(10)

Consequently, we derive the universal joint model with
an initial angular momentum (11) with the variables q :=
[ θT αT ]T ∈ R5 , u := [ u1 u2 ]T ∈ R2 . Thus, the system (11)
is represented as a 5-state and 2-input nonlinear affine control
system.
B. Control Problems for 3D Space Robot with I.A.M.
Next, some characteristics of the universal joint model with
an initial angular momentum (11) are investigated from the
viewpoint of nonlinear control theory. If an initial angular
momentum exists, that is, P0 6= 0, the drift term of the
system (11) satisfies f (q) 6= 0, ∀q. This means that the
system (11) does not have any equilibrium point, that is,
the space robot cannot stop and keeps moving. For nonlinear
control systems, the concepts “local accessibility” and “local
controllability” are quite important in order to investigate
the range of movement of the system [13], [14]. The next
proposition on local accessibility and local controllability of
the system (11) can be obtained [8]–[11].

In this paper, we consider the case where the universal
model has an initial angular momentum, hence we denote the
initial angular momentum by P0 ∈ R3 . Then, the conservation
law of total angular momentum of the space robot is represented by

Proposition 1: The universal joint model with an an initial
angular momentum (11) is locally strongly accessible at any
point q = [ θT αT ]T ∈ R5 . Moreover, if the control input u
is sufficiently large, (11) is small-time locally controllable at
any point q.

T
(A1 J1 + A2 J12
)w1 + (A2 J2 + A1 J12 )w2 = P0 ,

Since there is no equilibrium point in the model of the
universal joint model with an initial angular momentum (11),
we cannot deal with a normal stabilization problem for the
system. However, Proposition 1 guarantees that we have some
possibilities of other control purposes except normal stabilization. For the universal joint model with an initial angular
momentum (11), the next three types of control purposes

(4)

and we can easily confirm that (4) is represented as A(q)+
B(q)q̇ = 0 using the generalized coordinate q, and thus this
is an affine constraint [14]. From the result in [14], it can
be checked that (4) is completely nonholonomic. Assume that
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1 + α12 − α22 − α32
2(α1 α2 − α3 )
2(α1 α3 + α2 )
1
 2(α1 α2 + α3 )
1 − α12 + α22 − α32
2(α2 α3 − α1 )
A1 (α) =
2
1 + ||α||
2(α1 α3 − α2 )
2(α2 α3 + α1 )
1 − α12 − α22 + α32

 
 
0
1
0
θ̇1
 θ̇2  = 
+
0
0
1
U1−1 Iu−1 AT
−U1−1 Iu−1 (AJ2 + J12 )b1 −U1−1 Iu−1 (AJ2 + J12 )b2
α̇
1 P0
|
{z
} |
{z
f (q)

g(q)

can be considered: (i) the state transition control problem: a
controller to transfer of the space robot to a desired state at a
desired time; (ii) the attitude stabilization control problem: a
controller to stabilize only the attitude of the space robot with
ignoring the shape of it; (iii) the trajectory tracking control
problem: a controller to track the space robot to a given
reference trajectory. In this paper, we will tackle the problems
(iii): the trajectory tracking control problem.

III.

ROBUST ATTITUDE S TABILIZATION C ONTROL

A. Problem Setting
In this section, we shall deal with “the robust attitude
stabilization control problem” for the universal joint model
with an initial angular momentum (11). The purpose of this
control problem is that we design a controller to stabilize only
the attitude of the space robot α with ignoring the shape θ
in the presence of a parameter error for the initial angular
momentum. For example, this kind of the control problem
includes the situation where we move the space robot to the
direction of a given point of the earth in order to send and
receive information. The robust attitude stabilization control
problem is formulated as the next.
Problem 1 [Robust Attitude Stabilization Control]: For
the universal joint model with an initial angular momentum
(11), find control inputs such that the attitude of Rigid Body
1 α is stabilized to a desired value αd under the assumption
on the existence of a parameter error for the initial angular
momentum (P̂0 : an estimated value, P0 : a real value).


(8)







u1
u2


(11)

}

with the weight matrices:
Q = diag{2.0, 1.0, 3.0},
R = diag{0.01, 0.01},
S = diag{0.8, 0.2, 0.4}.

(13)

Note that the cost function (12) evaluates only α and
ignores θ since we consider attitude stabilization. In (12), the
evaluation interval is set as T (t) = T (1 − e−at ), T = 6.5, a =
0.05. Moreover, we also use the parameters of controller:
the division number of the evaluation interval: N = 50, the
stabilization parameter of the continuation method: ζ = 20,
the number of iterations of the GMRES method: kmax = 3,
the sampling time: ∆t = 0.05 [s], the simulation time: 20 [s].
B. Simulation Results
A numerical simulation is performed based on the problem
setting in subsection III-A. Fig. 2 and 3 illustrate the simulation
results. Fig. 2 shows the time series of θ and α of the 3D
space robot, and Fig. 3 depicts snapshots of the behavior of
the 3D space robot. From these results, we can confirm that
the attitude of Rigid Body 1 α is stabilized to the desired
value αd = [ 0 0 0 ]T . The computation time of this simulation
is 0.95 s, and hence we can see that real-time robust control
can be achieved by the proposed method. It is also confirmed
that the control purposes can be achieved for other problem
settings (physical parameters of the 3D space robot, initial and
desired states, and an initial angular momentum) with tuning
the weight matrices in (12).
IV.

ROBUST T RAJECTORY T RACKING C ONTROL

A. Problem Setting
In this paper, we take the nonlinear model predictive control approach in order to solve Problem 1. Especially, we use
the C/GMRES method [15], which is a real-time optimal control algorithm for nonlinear systems. In the simulation, we use
the parameters of the 3D space robot: l1 = l2 = 1, m1 = m2 =
1, I1 = I2 = diag{ 1/2, 1/2, 1 }, the estimated value of the
initial angular momentum: P̂0 = [0.10.1−0.1]T , the real value)
of the initial angular momentum: P0 = [ 0.07 0.07 − 0.01 ]T ,
the initial state: q0 = [ π/2 π/2 1 1 1 ]T , the desired attitude:
αd = [ 0 0 0 ]T . For the nonlinear model predictive control
method, we use the next cost function:
J=

1
2

Z

t+T (t)

(α(τ ) − αd )T Q(α(τ ) − αd )dτ
Z
1 t+T (t) T
+
u(τ ) Ru(τ )dτ
2 t
1
+ (α(t + T ) − αd )T S(α(t + T ) − αd )
2
t

(12)

Next, in this section, we shall deal with another control
purpose, called “the robust trajectory tracking control problem”
for the universal joint model with an initial angular momentum
(11). The purpose of this control problem is that we design a
controller to make the state of space robot q track to a desired
trajectory data qd (t) in the presence of a parameter error for the
initial angular momentum. Examples of the control problem
are the situations where we track a solar panel installed into
the space robot to the direction of the sun, and we shoot
moving astronomical bodies with a camera installed into the
space robot. The robust trajectory tracking control problem is
defined as follows.
Problem 2 [Robust Trajectory Tracking Control] : For
the universal joint model with an initial angular momentum
(11), find control inputs such that the state q tracks to a
desired trajectory qd (t) under the assumption on the existence
of a parameter error for the initial angular momentum (P̂0 : an
estimated value, P0 : a real value).
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Rigid Body 1

Link 1
Link 2

Universal Joint

Rigid Body 2

Fig. 1.

The 3D universal joint space robot model.

To solve Problem 2, we also utilize the C/GMRES method
[15]. In a simulation, we use the parameters of the 3D
space robot: l1 = l2 = 1, m1 = m2 = 1, I1 = I2 =
diag{ 1/2, 1/2, 1 }, the estimated value of the initial angular
momentum: P̂0 = [ 0.1 − 0.1 0.2 ]T , the real value) of the
initial angular momentum: P0 = [ 0.095 − 0.095 0.195 ]T ,
the initial state: q0 = [ −π/2 − π/2 − 1 − 1 − 1 ]T . The
desired trajectory q(t) is generated from (11) in advance (see
the simulation result in the next subsection). For the C/GMRES

method, we use the next cost function:

J=

1
2

www.ijacsa.thesai.org

Z

t+T (t)

(q(τ ) − qd (τ ))T Q(q(τ ) − qd (τ ))dτ
Z
1 t+T (t) T
+
u(τ ) Ru(τ )dτ
2 t
1
+ (q(t + T ) − qd (t))T S(q(t + T ) − qd (t)),
2
t

(14)
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Fig. 2.

The simulation result in the robust attitude stabilization control problem: the time histories of the real trajectory.

where
Q = diag{0.02, 0.015, 0.04, 0.04, 0.04},
R = diag{0.01, 0.01},
S = diag{0.1, 0.1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2},

(15)

and the evaluation interval T (t) = T (1 − e−at ), T =
6.5, a = 0.05. In addition, we also use the parameters of
controller: the division number of the evaluation interval:
N = 50, the stabilization parameter of the continuation
method: ζ = 200, the number of iterations of the GMRES
method: kmax = 3, the sampling time: ∆t = 0.005 [s], the
simulation time: 40 [s].

error defined by e(t) := q(t) − qd (t) is illustrated. In addition,
snapshots of the behavior of the 3D space robot for both
desired trajectory and the real one are shown in Fig. 6. From
these results, we can see that the state of the space robot
tracks to the desired trajectory qd (t) and then the error e(t)
converges to 0. The computation time of this simulation is
2.71 s, and hence it turns out that real-time robust control can
be achieved by the proposed method. We can also confirm that
the control purposes can be also achieved for other problem
settings (physical parameters of the 3D space robot, initial
and desired states, an initial angular momentum, and a desired
trajectory) with tuning the weight matrices in (12).
V.

B. Simulation Results
The simulation results are depicted in Fig. 4, 5, and 6.
Fig. 4 shows both the time series of θ, α of the space robot
and the desired trajectory. In Fig. 5, the time series of the

C ONCLUSIONS

This paper has considered two kinds of robust control
problems “the robust attitude stabilization control problem”
and “the robust trajectory tracking control problem” for the 3D
universal joint space robot with an initial angular momentum
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Fig. 3.

(a) t =0.0000

(b) t =4.0000

(c) t =8.0000

(d) t =12.0000

(e) t =16.0000

(f) t =20.0000

The simulation result in the robust attitude stabilization control problem: the snapshots of the 3D space robot.

from the standpoint of the nonlinear model predictive control
approach. The simulation results have shown that the control
purposes are achieved in both robust control problems, and
hence the proposed method has robustness for initial angular
momenta. Moreover, we can see that the computation times
in numerical simulations are quite short, and thus real-time
control has been realized.

[4]
[5]

Our future work include the next topics: modeling and
control of space robots with initial angular momenta by the
quaternion representation, controller design for space robot
models in the descriptor representation, and control of other
types of 3D space robots.

[7]

[6]

[8]

[9]
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The simulation result in the robust trajectory tracking control problem: the time histories of the error.
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Fig. 6. The simulation result in the robust trajectory tracking control problem: the snapshot of the 3D space robot (upper: the desired trajectory, lower: the
real trajectory).
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Link Prediction Schemes Contra Weisfeiler-Leman
Models
Katie Brodhead
Department of Mathematics
Florida A&M University
Tallahassee, United States

Abstract—Link prediction is of particular interest to the data
mining and machine learning communities. Until recently all
approaches to the problem used embedding-based methods
which leverage either node similarities or latent group
memberships towards link prediction. Chen and Zhang recently
developed a class of non-embedding approaches called
Weisfeiler-Leman (WL) Models. WL-Models extract subgraphs
around links and then encode subgraph patterns via adjacency
matrices using the so-called Palette-WL algorithm. A training
stage then learns nonlinear graph topological features for link
prediction. Chen and Zhang compared two WL-Models – a
linear regression model (―WLLR‖) and a neural networks model
(―WLNM‖) – against 12 different common link prediction
schemes. In this paper, all author claims are validated for
WLLR. Additionally, WLLR is tested against 22 additional
embedding-based link prediction techniques arising from
common neighbor-, path- and random walk-based schemes.
WLLR is shown not to be superior when calculable. In fact, in
80% of the datasets where comparisons were possible, one of our
added implementations proved superior.
Keywords—Weisfeiler-Leman; link prediction; machine
learning; linear regression; common walk; path-based; random
walk; stochastic block; matrix factorization

I.

INTRODUCTION

Improvement in effective link prediction has been of
particular interest to the data mining and machine learning
communities. Much interest arises from diverse real-world
applications.
Particular
applications
include
friend
recommendation in social networks [2], product
recommendation in e-commerce [3], knowledge graph
completion [4], finding interactions between proteins [5], and
recovering missing reactions in metabolic networks [6].
Additional interests arise from the search to overcoming a
central challenge for researchers: determining which method is
best for a particular situation, especially when each scheme is
grounded in a particular heuristic.
Heuristics range in complexity from the more complex (e.g.
stochastic block models [5], probabilistic matrix factorization
[7]) to the more simplistic (e.g. common neighbors (CN) [1],
Katz index [9]). Heuristics with mid-level complexities
include methods which calculate node proximity scores via
network topologies or random walks. Amongst the diverse
methods which exist, the following two challenges have always
persisted.

1) Heuristic complexity does not often translate into
corresponding performance. The more simplistic often work
well, are more interpretable, and scalable. The Katz and CN
indices are exemplary examples. The latter asserts higher link
probability as the number of common neighbors increases and
is reasonably accurate with respect to links on social networks.
2) All known heuristics lack universal applicability to
different kinds of networks. CN is again a prime example: its
performance electrical grids and biological networks is quite
poor [10] notwithstanding its excellent aforementioned
successes. Resistance distance (RN) is a converse example: it
performs poor where CN thrives [11]. A study of over 20
different heuristics found flaws in each, making none
universally effective performance models [10].
Hitherto, the only resolutions to (1) and (2) have been
expert selection or trial-and-error.
A recent KDD paper [40] modifies the Weisfeiler-Leman
(WL) algorithm from graph theory towards making link
predictions. The modified algorithm is called Palette-WL.
Additional algorithmic additional machinery is then built on
top which allow for machine learning implements to operate.
The authors claim an establishment of new universal model
which learns a suitable heuristic directly from a given network,
thereby demolishing challenge 2. In addition, reported results
demonstrate a superior performance over a wide variety of
known link prediction methods, thereby ensuring the
demolishment of challenge 1.
In this paper, we implement Palette-WL in MATLAB and
train a linear regression model (i.e., the authors‟ WLLR model)
towards validating author claims which the authors test on 12
common link prediction schemes. We also expand testing
scope and implement 22 additional tests towards developing a
more complete picture of author claims. All 34 aforementioned
link prediction schemes are “lean” – that is, they do not require
a neural network or advanced support for parallelism or
distributed computing. The goal of this work, then, is to test
author claims on lean prediction schemes contra WLLR. To
that end, we test five of the authors‟ lean data sets (USAir, NS,
PB, Yeast, C.ele). These are described in Section II with results
presented in Table V. Three of the authors data sets (Power,
Router, and E.coli) are not tested in this paper as these are not
“lean”. Our future work will perform the same type of analysis
on the full WLNM model, and additional non-lean data sets.
See Section VI on Future Work.
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a highlevel overview of link prediction is presented. In Section III,
we present Palette-WL and the implementation of WL-Models.
Section IV details the many specific link prediction models
implemented in this paper along with the key results that were
obtained. Section V gives a conclusion, while Section VI
presents directions for future work. The tail end of this work,
following the References Section, includes an Appendix where
the full set of computation results from this paper is presented
in various tables.

Weisfeiler-Leman models for link prediction are not
feature-based. The ideas which motivated its implementation
arose from two research areas related to graph classification:
design of efficient graph kernels [14], [19], and effective graph
labeling schemes [15] arising from impositions of vertex
orderings. Niepert et al. [15], in particular, focus on orderings
towards defining receptive fields around node pixels; the fields
are then used to learn a convolutional neural network for graph
classification. WL-models [40] work by instead extracting
subgraphs around links instead of node pixels, and by focusing
on link prediction rather than on graph classification.

II. OVERVIEW OF LINK PREDICTION

WL-models are new to the link prediction landscape being
only formally published in the recent Chen-Zhang paper [40]
which this paper tests. Chen and Zhang, in particular,
implement two key WL-Models, WLLR and WLNM, along
with a third, Palette-WLNM, an extension of WLNM. Among
the two, WLNM is superior. Area Under the receiver operating
characteristic Curve (AUC) Results are listed in Table I, split
in two parts, for five datasets and twelve non-WL methods. In
short, WLNM outperforms nine state-of-the-art link-prediction
methods developed by heuristic means (e.g. Katz, PageRank,
SimRank, etc.), and three latent feature models (stochastic
model block, and two matrix factorization methods); a full
explanation of all methods will be given in Section IV. \WLLR
is less successful, but nonetheless a strong adversarial method.
Palette-WLNM is tested elsewhere in their paper, but not
considered in this present paper given this paper‟s focus on
WLLR.

Historically, link prediction models have been featurebased (a.k.a. embedding-based) arising either from (1)
topological features or (2) latent features.
1) Topological feature models. These models leverage
node similarities, either locally or globally. Topological
models do not perform well when similarity scores do not
capture the network formation mechanisms. Common
neighbor-based methods (e.g. CN [1], Adamic-Adar [2]),
Path-based methods (e.g., Katz [9]), and random-walk based
methods (e.g. PageRank [1]) all fall within this category. A
breakdown of each of these categories is given in Section IV.
2) Latent feature Models. These models assume that latent
groups exist for nodes and that links are determined by group
memberships. Latent models extract group memberships via
the low-rank decomposition of a network adjacency matrix [3]
or via training which fits probabilistic models [5]. Given these
models‟ focus on individual nodes, a central weakness arises
in understanding how networks are formed. Popular methods
include ranking methods [17], learning to rank methods [17],
matrix factorization [16], and stochastic block methods [5],
[18]. This paper implements methods from the latter two.
TABLE I.

The five datasets used above are USAir, NS, PB, Yeast,
and C.ele. USAir is a network of US airlines. NS is a
collaboration network of researchers who publish papers on
network science. PB is a network of US political blogs. Yeast
is a protein-protein interaction network in yeast. C.ele is a
neural network of C. elegans. All evaluation methods (CN, Jac,
AA, etc., will be described in full detail in Section IV.
RESULTS FROM [40]

PR

SR

SBM

MF-c

MF-r

WLLR10

WLNM10

0.898

0.944

0.782

0.944

0.918

0.849

0.896

0.958

0.940

0.582

0.940

0.940

0.920

0.636

0.720

0.862

0.984

0.901

0.928

0.883

0.935

0.773

0.938

0.930

0.943

0.827

0.933

0.892

0.824

0.921

0.880

0.927

0.914

0.914

0.831

0.881

0.854

0.956

0.864

0.868

0.755

0.864

0.740

0.901

0.760

0.867

0.832

0.844

0.803

0.859

7.500

6.875

12.875

7.125

10.375

5.125

11.000

5.625

10.500

9.500

10.125

2.500

Data

CN

Jac

AA

RA

PA

Katz

RD

USAir

0.940

0.903

0.950

0.956

0.894

0.931

NS

0.938

0.938

0.938

0.938

0.682

PB

0.919

0.873

0.922

0.923

Yeast

0.891

0.890

0.891

C.ele

0.848

0.792

Rank

7.875

10.625
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IV. PALETTE-WL AND WL-MODELS
WL-models use a modified version of the WL-algorithm,
called Palette-WL, from graph theory towards making link
predictions. Additional algorithmic additional machinery is
then built on top which allow for machine learning implements
to operate. Three steps, in particular, flesh out an entire WLModel.

1: input: graph G = (V, E), initial colors c0(v) = 1, v ∈ V

1) Extract enclosing subgraphs: generates K-vertex
neighboring subgraphs.
2) Encode subgraph patterns: via adjacency matrices with
vertex ordering given by Palette-WL.
3) Training: learns nonlinear graph topological features
for link prediction.

6:

To understand each step, a review of graph labeling
functions, along with the base WL-Algorithm is in order. A
graph labeling function is a map L: V → C from vertices V to
an ordered set of colors C = {1, ..., n}. C uniquely determines
the vertex order in an adjacency matrix whenever L is one-toone. The WL-algorithm (“WL”), then, is a color refinement
algorithm which iteratively updates vertex colors on a
particular graph labeling function, specified below, until a
fixed point is reached. (Palette-WL, discussed later, further
ensures that the converged function is one-to-one.)
WL specifically works by iteratively augmenting vertex
labels using neighbors‟ labels. It then compresses augmented
labels into new “signature” labels until convergence. At first,
all vertices are set to the same color “1”. Each vertex gets its
new signature string by concatenating its own color and the
sorted colors of its immediate neighbors. Vertices are then
sorted by the ascending order of their signature strings and
assigned new colors 1, 2, 3. Vertices with the same signature
strings get the same color. WL is formally presented below.
See Fig. 1 for an example of the process.

2: output: final colors c (v) for all v ∈ V
3: let c(v) = c0(v) for all v ∈ V
4: while c(v) has not converged do
5:

for each v ∈ V do
collect a multiset {c (v′) |v′ ∈ Γ(v)}
containing its neighbors’ colors

7:

sort the multiset in ascending order

8:

concatenate the sorted multiset to c (v)
to generate a signature string
s(v) = ⟨c (v), {c (v′) | v′ ∈ Γ(v)}sort⟩

9:

end for

10:

sort all s(v) in lexicographical ascending order

11:

map all s(v) to new colors 1, 2, 3... sequentially;
same strings get the same color

12: end while
WL ensures that final colors encode the structural roles of
vertices inside a graph. It also defines a relative ordering for
vertices, with ties that is consistent across graphs. More
specifically, vertices with the same final color share the same
structural role within a graph.
We now fully outline the three-step (1-3) process for
implementing a WL-model. Step 1 extracts K-vertex enclosing
subgraphs via the “Extract Enclosing Subgraphs Algorithm”
below. Step 2 then encodes subgraph patterns via adjacency
matrices with vertex ordering given by the Palette-WL, also
noted below. Fig. 2 gives an overview of these steps in action.
Step 3, training, is via any viable machine learning algorithm.
The authors use a neural network, WLNM, to achieve superior
results. They also train via linear regression, in a method called
WLLR.
Extract Enclosing Subgraphs Algorithm
1: input: target link (x,y), network G, integer K
2: output: enclosing subgraph G(VK) for (x,y)
3: VK = {x,y}
4: fringe = {x,y}
5: while |VK| < K and |fringe| > 0 do
6:

fringe = (∪v ∈ fringe Γ(v)) \ VK

7:

VK = VK ∪ fringe

8: end while
9: return enclosing subgraph G(VK)
Palette-WL Algorithm
1: input: enclosing subgraph G(VK) centered at link (x, y),
which is extracted by the EES Algorithm
2: output: final colors c (v) for all v ∈ VK
Fig. 1. An example of WL.

3: calculate d(v) = sqrt[d(v,x)* d(v, y)] for all v in VK
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Now let  be a scaler for a link measure M so that M(x,y)
= CN(x, y)/, and let dx denote the degree of node x. For
various choices of , different CN-measures, noted in Table II,
are obtained.

4: get initial colors c(v) = f(d(v))
5: while c(v) has not converged do
6:

calculate hashing values h(v) for all v ∈ VK by (2)

7:

get updated colors c(v) = f(h(v))
TABLE II.

8: end while
9: return c(v)

α=

α=

CN-MEASURES, |Γ(X) Γ(Y)| /ALPHA

CN

Jac

SltOna

Sora

1

|Γ(x)∪Γ(y)|

sqrt(dx  dy)

(dx + dy)/2

HPIa

HDIa

LHNa

min{dx, dy}

max{dx, dy}
a.

Fig. 2. An overview of a WL-model, Steps 1-2.

Chen and Zhang show, via mathematical proof that the
Palette-WL graph labeling function converges in at most K
iterations to a one-to-one function for a graph with K vertices.
Furthermore, the function is color-order preserving: vertices‟
color orderings are preserved from state-to-state. Both of these
facts enable WL-models to successfully predict links.
V. ASSESSMENT OF WL-MODELS
We use Area Under the receiver operating characteristic
Curve (AUC) to measure results. AUC measures on the
probability that a randomly chosen missing link is given a
higher score than a randomly chosen nonexistent link. More
precisely, if among n independent comparisons, there are n
times the missing links having a higher score, n times those
have the same score, the AUC value is AUC = (n + 0.5n)/n.
A. Assessment Methods
In our experiments we compare the authors WL-model
implemented with linear regression (WLLR), against methods
from four traditional link-based assessment areas: common
neighbor-based methods, path-based methods, random walkbased methods, and latent feature-based methods. For each
test, we compute the AUC value and tabulate the results. The
Appendix includes tables with all of our results. We outline
the algorithms used in assessment below. Our implementation
is motivated largely by two recent papers [38], [39].
B. Common Neighbor (CN)-based Methods
For a node x, let (x) be the set of neighbors of x. The idea
is that two nodes x and y are more likely to share a link if they
have many common neighbors. The most basic measure
CN(x,y), defined to be | (x)   (y)|, asserts this. Note that if
A is the adjacency matrix for the corresponding graph, then
CN(x, y) = A2(x, y).

dx  dy

'Measurements not provided in the KDD paper [40]

The Jaccard Index (Jac) [23] gives the probability that x
and y are adjacent, given an edge of either x or y. The Salton
Index (SltOn) [20] is often also called cosine similarity in the
literature. Sørensen Index (Sor) [24] is primarily used for
ecological data. Hub Promoted Index (HPI) [25] is used to
quantify the topological overlap of pairs of substrates in
metabolic network; under this scheme, links adjacent to hubs
are more likely to be assigned to be assigned high scores. Hub
Depressed Index (HDI) is the complementary measure to HPI.
Finally, the Leicht-Holme-Newman Index (LHN) [22] assigns
high similarity to node pairs that have many common
neighbors compared to the expected number of such neighbors;
in particular, dx  dy is proportional to the expected number of
common neighbors of nodes x and y in the configuration model
[26].
Three related CN-based methods we considered are
Preferential Attachment Index (PA), Adamic-Adar Index (AA),
and Resource Allocation Index (RA); these are noted in
Table III. PA is motivated by a preferential attachment
mechanism which ensures that the probability that a new link
to be added connects x and y is proportional to dx  dy. PA is
often used to quantify the functional significance of links
subject to various network-based dynamics such as percolation
[27], synchronization [28], and transportation [29]. AA is a
refinement of simple counting of common neighbors; it assigns
less-connected neighbors more weight [2]. RA [8] is motivated
by the resource allocation dynamics on complex networks.
Suppose x and y are not directly connected and x can send a
resource to y, with common neighbors playing the role of
transmitters. If each transmitter has a unit of resource, and
distributes equally to all its neighbors, then RA is the amount
of resource y received from x.
TABLE III.
PA
dx  dy

THREE RELATED CN-BASED MEASURES

AA
 z  (x) (y) (1/log(dz))

RA
 z  (x) (y) (1/dz)

We also considered three local naïve Bayes methods with
common neighbor, Adar-Adamic index, and resource
allocation, respectively. These are listed as LNBCN, LNAA,
and LNBRA in the tables provided in the Appendix.
In our experimental runs on the five data sets, we able to
validate all of the KDD results [40] on the measures that were
used in that paper: CN, Jac, AA, RA, and PA. See the
Appendix, Tables VI, VII and VIII. Numerical values were
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rarely the same, but sufficiently close. In addition, in each of
our experimental runs inclusive of all additional measures, the
RA index generally performs best, while the AA, CN, and
LNBAA indices follow closely behind in best overall
performance. This “best performance” neglects comparisons
against the WLNM test runs. Because WLNM outperforms
even AA and CN, WLNM still provides superior performance
according to KDD data. A caveat is that we only ran the WLmodel with linear regression, called WLLR, which fared worse
amongst the various CN-measures above. In fact, almost
without exception, all 13 common neighbor methods
implemented exhibited superior performance over WLLR on
the NS, PB, and Yeast data sets. Exceptions occurred with PA,
Jac, LHN, and LNBRA on certain data sets.
C. Path-based Methods
The Katz Index [9] is based on an ensemble of all paths. It
is a sum over the collection of all paths with a damping factor β
providing shorter paths more weight. Letting A be the
adjacency matrix, Katz(x, y) =  i 1(A)i = (I – A)–1 – I.
The Local Path Index (LP) [8, 33] takes local paths into
additional consideration beyond CN and is defined as LPI(x, y)
= A2 + ϵA3 where ϵ is a free parameter; note that when ϵ = 0,
the index is just CN. A more expanded version allows for n
sum factors, and as n → ∞ the index becomes Katz.
Experimental results show that the optimal n is positively
correlated with the average shortest distance of the network
[33].
The Leicht-Holme-Newman Index (LHNII) [22] is a
variant of the Katz index and is based on the concept that two
nodes are similar if their immediate neighbors are themselves
similar. A self-consistent matrix formulation is S = AS + ψI =
ψ(I – A)–1 = ψ(I + Katz(x, y)) where ψ and β are free
parameters controlling the balance between the two
components of the similarity. An formulation useful for
computations is S = 2mD–1(I – A/)–1D–1 where λ is the
largest eigenvalue of A, m is the total number of edges in the
network, D is the degree matrix, and β is a free parameter. The
choosing of β depends on the investigated network, and smaller
β assigns more weights on shorter paths.
The KDD paper [40] only implements Katz with β = 0.01.
In our experiments we also run Katz with β = 0.001, as well as
LocalPath, and LHNII with β = 0.9, 0.95, and 0.99. See
Appendix, Tables IX and X. In our implementations, on four
data sets (USAir, NS, PB, and Yeast), Katz (both versions) and
LocalPath always exhibited superior performance to WLLR,
with the exception of Katz (β = 0.01) on USAir. For the NS
dataset, LHNII actually exhibited top performance on WLLR
over all methods discussed in this section.
D. Random Walk-based Methods
Resistance Distance (RD) is often called Average
Commute Time (ACT) in other contexts and equal to s(x, y) +
s(y, x) where s(x, y) denotes the average number of steps
required by a random walker starting from node x to reach
node y. The pseudoinverse
of the Laplacian matrix L = D –
A, is easily computable as m(L+(x, x) + L+(y, y) – 2L+(x, y)) [11,
30]. ACT(x,y) is defined as the reciprocal of this with m=1 in

order to ensure that two nodes are more similar whenever they
have a smaller average commute time.
The PageRank (PR) algorithm [13] may be directly applied
using Random Walk with Restart (RWR). Consider a random
walker starting from node x, who will iteratively move to a
random neighbor with probability c and return to node x with
probability 1 – c. Let
denote the probability that a random
walker locates at node y in the steady state. Then px = px1, px2,
... is given by px = c · PTpx + (1 – c) · ex where ex is the n 1
vector in Euclidean n-space which is 1 at entry x and zero
elsewhere, and P is the transition matrix with P(x, y) = 1/dx if x
and y are connected and 0 otherwise. The solution, given by px
= (1 – c)(I – cPT)–1ex, is used in the code for this project.
Define RWR as RWR(x, y)= pxy + pyx.
SimRank (SR) [31] is defined in a self-consistent way
similar to LHNI as SR(x, y) =  ( z(x)  z(y) SR(z, z))/(dxdy)
where SR(x, x) = 1 and   [0, 1] is a decay factor. The
underlying idea is that two nodes are similar if they are
connected to similar nodes. From a random-walk perspective,
SR measures how soon two random walkers, respectively
starting from nodes x and y, are expected to meet at a certain
node.
Cosine Similarity based on L+ (Cos+) [30] is defined using
pseudoinverse L+ of the Laplacian matrix L = D – A so that
Cos+(x, y) = L+(x, y)/sqrt(L+(x, x) · L+(y, y)).
Local Random Walk with step s (LRWs) [34] measures the
similarity between nodes x and y when random walker is
initially put on node x and proceeds for s steps. The density
vector is defined by Vx(0) = ex and Vx(t + 1) = PT ·Vx(t) for t ≥
0. Then LRWs(x, y) = init(x) · Vxy(s) + init(y) · Vyx(s) where
init is the initial configuration function. In [34] Liu and Lü
determine init(x) by node degree so that init(x) = dx/m.
Superposed Random Walk with step s [34] is similar to the
LRWs index and defined as SRWs(x, y) = 1  i  s LRWs(x, y).
Here a random walker is continuously released at the starting
point. A higher similarity is between the target node and the
nodes nearby results.
Matrix Forest Index [32] is defined by MFI = (I + L)–1.
MFI gives the ratio of the number of spanning rooted forests
(such that nodes x and y belong to the same tree rooted at x) to
all spanning rooted forests of the network.
Transfer Similarity with CN (TS) is defined, using a
parametrized version of MFI, by TS = (I + λ · CN)–1 * CN.
The KDD paper [40] only implements RD, PR, and SR. In
our experiments we also implemented Cos+, RWR with β =
0.95, LRW with 3-5, SRW with 3-5, MFI, and TS. See
Appendix, Tables XI, XII, and XIII. In our implementations,
random walk-based methods could not be calculated on two
datasets (NS, Yeast) due to memory limitations. On the other
three sets (USAir, PB, and Celegens), every random walk
method was superior to the WLLR model, with the exception
of RD and SR and TS on all sets, and RWR 0.95 and MFI on
USAir.
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E. Latent Feature-based Methods
Latent (present participle of lateo, “lie hidden”) featurebased models attempt recover hidden features which are then
used to predict graphs links.
Stochastic Block Model (SBM) [5], [35]-[37] partitions
nodes into groups and the probability that two nodes are
connected depends solely on the groups to which they belong.
Let  be a partition, Qab denote the probability that groups a
and b are connected (so that Qaa = 1 for all a), and cab denote
the number of connections (i.e. edges) between groups. The
likelihood L(A|M) of observed structure A given M is therefore
a  b (Qab)c_(ab) · (1 – Qab)1 – c_(ab). From this SBM(x, y) [21] is
defined via Bayes‟ Theorem as
L(Axy = 1|M)L(A|M)p(M)dM  L(A|M)p(M)dM
where Ω is the set of all partitions and p(M) is a constant
assuming no prior knowledge about the model.
With Matrix Factorization (MF) [39], some entries in A are
unknown. MF attempts to approximate A, using only known
entries, into two low-dimensional matrices so that A  FGT
with F being N K, G being N K, and K being the number of
latent features. The squared error is thus given by (eij)2 = (aij –
kKfikgkj)2. A regularization technique adds a factor to avoid
over-fitting so that instead (eij)2 = (aij –  k  K fik gkj)2 + ( /2) k 
2
2
K (||F|| + ||G|| ). The goal is to minimize the sum of all squared
errors to obtain optimal F and G. The gradient at current values
is calculated via partial differentiation with respect to fik and
separately with respect to gkj. Weights are then updated in the
direction opposite the gradient and this gives rules fik = fij + 
(2 eij gkj –  fik) and gkj = gkj +  (2eij fik –  gkj) which are then
used iteratively until error converges to a minimum. Implicit in
the above formulation is that squared errors must be known
elements of A, so aij is in the training set.
Amongst the two methods, our results showed that SB
generally provided better results with respect to link prediction.
See Appdendix, Table XIV. For the USAir and Celegens data
sets, SB outperformed the WLLR. For the PB and Celegens
datasets, MF likewise outperformed WLLR.
F. Summary
Each of the aforementioned methods were implemented
with various parameters as outlined in the Appendix. In
particular, our implementation extends the KDD authors‟
implementation by testing all data sets on the additional
common neighbor schemes (13 instead of 5), path-based
methods (6 instead of 1), random walk-based methods (13
instead of 3). We also implemented all of the authors‟ latent
feature models. On the five datasets sets tested, all author data
on these methods were able to be validated. In our
implementation, a WL-model is run as linear regression and
noted as WLLR. WLLR did not exhibit superior performance
in any run for which comparisons were possible. Amongst the
comparisons possible, in 80% of these our implementations
(not implemented in the KDD paper) demonstrated superior
performance. In particular, WLLR AUC results for NS, PB,
Yeast, and Celegens were 0.865, 0.838, 0.860, and 0.804,
respectively; the corresponding results for LHRII (all cases),
LRW3, LNBAA, and LRW3 were 0.9690, 0.9367, 0.8990, and

0.9197, respectively. For USAir, the WLLR AUC score was
0.930 and RA demonstrated superior performance with an
AUC score of 0.9540. Common neighbor methods were
superior in 40% of the cases. Random walk-based methods
were superior in another 40% of the cases. Finally, the Pathbased methods were superior in the remaining 20% of cases.
Table IV demonstrates these results.
TABLE IV.

Data Set

WLLR

COMPUTATIONS

Top Score

Models with Top Score Top Score in
Top Score
Class
this Paper

RA

Common
neighbor

USAir

0.930

0.9540

NS

0.865

0.9690

PB

0.838

0.9367

LRW3

Random-walk ✔️

Yeast

0.860

0.8990

AA, RA,
LNBAA

Common
neighbor

C.ele

0.804

0.9197

LRW3

Random-walk ✔️

a.

LHNII
Β ∈{3,4,5}

Path-based

✔️

✔️a

AA and RA were implemented in [40]; LNBAA was implemented in this paper

VI. CONCLUSION
Chen and Zhang [40] develop novel WL-link prediction
scheme which to-date best predicts links in real world graph
data, according to experimental data. An innovative feature is
that link formation mechanisms are learned, not assumed. WLlink prediction schemes work by encoding enclosed subgraphs
as adjacency matrices. Encoding occurs via the author‟s
modification of the Weisfeiler-Leman (WL) algorithm [12]
from graph theory. The authors‟ modification, Palette-WL,
labels vertices according to their structural roles in the
subgraph and preserves subgraph intrinsic directionality.
Training on adjacency matrices then learns a predictive model.
When training is done on the authors‟ neural network, the
model is called WLNM, i.e. WL Neural Machine, and this
requires advanced support for parallelism or distributed
computing. When training is done with linear regression, the
model is called WLLR, i.e. WL Linear Regression, and this
was the focus of our work; forthcoming work will tackle
WLNM.
We extended the authors‟ implementations by testing all
data sets on additional CN-, path- and random walk-based
schemes. In particular, we implemented 32 such schemes
compared to the nine from the KDD authors. We also
implemented all of the authors‟ latent feature models. On five
data sets, all author data on these methods were validated. The
WLNM model still demonstrates superiority even when all
additional schemes are implemented, according to data
provided by the KDD authors. The linear regression version of
the model, WLLR, on the other hand, was not superior when
calculable. In fact, in 80% of the datasets where comparisons
were possible, one of our added implementations proved
superior.
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VII. FUTURE WORK
Given the successes in validating the results from [40] for
WLLR and in demonstrating a multitude of results which
supplant that model, our next step will be to implement and
validate WLNM. That is, the current work is limited in scope
to only the WLLR model. Therefore, the goal will be to
determine if the WLNM model can also be supplanted. We will
also run all experiments on the three additional data sets
(Power, Router, and E.coli) which the authors test in [40] and
which require advanced support for parallelism or distributed
computing.
Other opportunities for future work also abound. For
instance, in what ways can might the graph coloring scheme be
applied to other algorithms in data science (e.g. clustering)?
Also, as the authors' algorithm pertains only to undirected
graphs, how might the WLNM be modified in order to apply to
directed graphs? It is also plausible that for specific classes of
graphs, a parred set of calculations might suffice towards
leading to manageable neural network computations; one
direction for future work would be to identify such classes and
prove optimal computational bounds. Another line of work
would be to determine whether there might be a class of
circumstances in which a heuristic method (or an embedding
model) may provide a better result. If so, what properties,
would such a class or model have, mathematically, and could
an example be found in nature?
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APPENDIX
The full set of results from this paper are presented in various tables as
Area Under the receiver operating characteristic Curve (i.e. AUC)
measurements (“Test”). Calculations are towards validating the results in [40]
(“Paper”).

TABLE VII.

COMMON NEIGHBOR METHODS II*

No

Data

Source

SltOna

Sorb

HPIc

HDId

1

USAir

Test

0.9037

0.8959

0.8621

0.8891

2

NS

Test

0.9450

0.945

0.9449

0.9449

3

PB

Test

0.8692

0.8673

0.8478

0.8637

4

Yeast

Test

0.8972

0.8972

0.8961

0.8971

5

C.ele

Test

0.7897

0.7816

0.7958

0.7685

a.
b.

Entries with „–‟ require a Graphics Processing Unit for calculations and are
outside the scope of this study. Tables or columns marked with * contain
results run exclusively in this paper; no such computations were run in [40]
(“Paper”).
TABLE V.
Data

Source

WLLR 10a

WLNM 10b

1

USAir

Paper

0.896

0.958

Test

0.930

–

2

NS

Paper

0.862

0.984

Test

0.865

Paper
Test

4

5

PB

Yeast

C.ele

No

Data

Source

LHN*

LNBCNa

LNBAAb

LNBRAc

1

USAir

Test

0.7615

0.9434

0.9503

0.8943

–

2

NS

Test

0.9446

0.9452

0.9452

0.7045

0.827

0.933

3

PB

Test

0.7584

0.915

0.9165

0.8973

0.838

–

Paper

0.854

0.956

4

Yeast

Test

0.8932

0.8987

0.899

0.8355

Test

0.860

–

5

C.ele

Test

0.716

0.858

0.8623

0.7605

Paper

0.803

0.859

Test

0.804

–

a.
b.

a.

Weisfeiler-Leman Linear Regression Model, K = 10 (WLLR 10)
b.

TABLE VI.

TABLE IX.

Source

CNa

Jacb

AAc

RAd

PAe

1

USAir

Paper

0.940

0.903

0.950

0.956

0.894

Test

0.939

0.905

0.950

0.954

0.899

Paper

0.938

0.938

0.938

0.938

0.682

Test

0.945

0.945

0.945

0.945

0.705

Paper

0.919

0.873

0.922

0.923

0.901

Test

0.912

0.867

0.915

0.917

0.897

Paper

0.891

0.890

0.891

0.892

0.024

Test

0.898

0.897

0.899

0.899

0.836

Paper

0.848

0.792

0.864

0.868

0.755

Test

0.842

0.782

0.858

0.862

0.761

3

PB

d.

COMMON NEIGHBOR METHODS I

Data

NS

c.

Weisfeiler-Leman Neural Machine, K = 10 (WLMN 10)

No

2

5

Yeast

C.ele

a.

Common Neighbor
b.
c.
d.
e.

PATH-BASED METHODS I

Source

Katz with 𝛽= 0.01a

1

USAir

Paper

0.931

Test

0.926

Paper

0.940

Test

0.947

Paper

0.928

Test

0.924

Paper

0.921

Test

–

Paper

0.864

Test

0.860

4

(CN)

Local naive bayes method with Adar-Adamic Index (LNBAA)
Local naive bayes method with Resource Allocation (LNBRA)

Data

2

5

NS

PB

Yeast

C.ele

Jaccard Index (Jac)

Adar-Adamic Index (AA)
Resource Allocation (RA)

Leicht-Holme-Newman (LHN)

Local naive bayes method with Common Neighbor (LNBCN)

No

3
4

Hub Promoted Index (HPI)

Hub Depressed Index (HDI)

TABLE VIII. COMMON NEIGHBOR METHODS III

WEISFEILER-LEMAN BASED METHODS

No

3

c.
d.

Salton Index (SltOn)

Sorenson Index (Sor)

a.

Katz Index with damping factor 𝛽 = 0.01

Preferential Attachment (PA)
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TABLE X.
Katz

PATH-BASED METHODS II

TABLE XII.

LHNII
LocalPathb c
0.9

LHNII
0.95d

LHNII
0.99e

No

Data Source

1

USAir Test

0.9279

0.9306

0.6040

0.5870

0.5712

2

NS

Test

0.9474

0.9499

0.9690

0.9690

0.9690

3

PB

Test

0.9266

0.9273

0.6363

0.5810

0.5273

𝛽= 0.001a

RANDOM-WALK BASED METHODS II*
Cos+a

RWRb

LRW 3c LRW 4d

LRW 5e

USAir Test

0.9342

0.914

0.9389

0.9367

0.9337

2

NS

Test

–

–

–

–

–

3

PB

Test

0.9196

0.917

0.9367

0.9293

0.9325

4

Yeast

Test

–

–

–

–

–

5

C.ele

Test

0.865

0.857

0.9197

0.9034

0.9105

No

Data

1

Source

a.
b.

4

–

Yeast Test

–

–

–

–

c.
d.

5

C.ele Test

0.8614

0.8626

0.6070
a.

0.5551

b.
c.
d.
e.

TABLE XI.

0.5003

e.

Katz Index with damping factor 𝛽 = 0.001

TABLE XIII. RANDOM-WALK BASED METHODS III
Data

Sourcea SRW 3a

SRW 4b SRW 5c

MFId

TS

Leicht-Holme-Newman II with 0.95

1

USAir

Test

0.9407

0.9389

0.9384

0.9129

0.589

2

NS

Test

–

–

–

–

–

3

PB

Test

0.9257

0.9272

0.9292

0.8959

0.4417

4

Yeast

Test

–

–

–

–

–

5

C.ele

Test

0.9009

0.9031

0.9063

0.8722

0.5076

Leicht-Holme-Newman II with 0.99

RANDOM-WALK BASED METHODS I
RDa

PRb

SRc

1

USAir

Paper

0.898

0.944

0.782

Test

0.911

0.931

0.775

a.
b.
c.

4

5

PB

Yeast

C.ele

Paper

0.582

0.940

0.940

Test

–

–

–

Paper

0.883

0.935

0.773

Test

0.879

0.930

0.771

Paper

0.880

0.927

0.914

Test

–

–

–

Paper

0.740

0.901

0.760

Test

0.726

0.899

0.758

a.
b.

Local Random Walk with step 5 (LRW 5)

No

Source

3

Local Random Walk with step 4 (LRW 4)

Leicht-Holme-Newman II with 0.90

Data

NS

Local Random Walk with step 3 (LRW 3)

Local Path Index (LocalPath)

No

2

Cos+ based on Laplacian matrix (Cos+)

Random walk with restart with damping factor 0.95 (RWR 0.95)

Superposed Random Walk with step 4 (SRW 4)
Superposed Random Walk with step 5 (SRW 5)
d.

Matrix Forest Index (MFI)
e.

Resistance Distance, or Average Commute Time (RD)

Transfer Similarity (TS)

TABLE XIV. LATENT FEATURE BASED METHODS
No
1

Data
USAir

2

NS

3

PB

4

Yeast

5

C.ele

PageRank, or Random Walk with restart, with damping factor d = 0.85 (PR)
c.

Superposed Random Walk with step 3 (SRW 3)

SBMa
0.944
0.932
0.920
–
0.938
–
0.914
–
0.867
0.878

Source
Paper
Test
Paper
Test
Paper
Test
Paper
Test
Paper
Test

SimRank with 0.6 (SR)

MF-cb
0.918
0.914
0.636
0.620
0.930
0.927
0.831
–
0.832
0.837
a.

b.

Stochastic Block Method (SBM)

Matrix Factorization with classification loss function (MF-c)
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Abstract—This paper presents a methodology for addressing
the challenges and opportunities in defining and selecting the
preferred Networked Computer System (NCS) solution in
response to specified United States Defense mission planning
requirements. The identified set of mission requirements are
aligned with existing computer system capabilities allowing them
to be acquired and processed as candidates to be included as part
of the preferred NCS solution. In performing the proper selection
process, decision making process is required in being able to
properly select the preferred NCS by utilizing associated models
for analysis. The models will then be applied towards NCS
mission planning in analyzing an NCS solution’s effectiveness in
terms of operational availability, mission reliability, capability
sustainment and lifecycle cost. The analysis and models were
developed in response to the need to develop defense mission
planning capability solutions by utilizing existing computer
systems enabling the Department of Defense acquisition
professionals to perform a practical approach in selecting and
defining the preferred NCS for satisfying a mission.
Keywords—Mission
reliability;
sustainment
reliability;
operational availability; basic reliability; networked computer
system; system of systems

I.

INTRODUCTION

There’s currently a methodology framework as part of this
research that provides the process for modeling and analysis
of an NCS’s cost-effectiveness that provides the basis for
ranking candidate computer systems and for selecting the
preferred NCS solution. In this paper, we present models and
describe the associated analysis for NCS mission reliability,
sustainment reliability, operational availability and lifecycle
cost that provide estimates for DoD acquisition managers to
use during the decision-making process of defining the
preferred NCS solution in response to defense mission
planning requirements [6]. In developing this paper, there
were ground rules that were determined and assumed. The
following ground rules are described as part of the NCS costeffectiveness modeling and analysis:


The constituent computer systems are currently
operational, or will be within the required acquisition
time.

 The NCS solution requires existing information from
each of the owners of the constituent systems as input
to cost-system effectiveness analysis.
 The NCS solution executes on a computer network
whose availability and reliability is not considered as
part of the NCS cost-effectiveness analysis.
 Each of the computer systems assumes data required to
perform their respective capability is available.
II. METHODOLOGY FACTORS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS
NCS systems solutions that are formulated in response to
DoD defense mission planning requirements may be
compared in terms of systems cost effectiveness. NCS system
cost effectiveness is a function of two factors, namely, system
effectiveness and system cost. While there is not a standard
definition of system effectiveness, we use a generally accepted
definition consisting of three factors; system availability,
system performance (form, fit, and function) and system
mission reliability. In terms of system availability, it depends
upon two factors: system sustainment reliability and system
capability sustainment (Integrated Logistics Support plus
Capability Upgrades) [3]. System cost is the total cost of
ownership over the system life cycles as specified by the
requirements for a needed NCS for DoD mission planning. In
general, system cost consists of Acquisition Cost plus the
Operating and Sustainment Cost plus the Disposal Cost.
Note that all NCS system cost effectiveness factors are
correlated and related variables. For example, the mission
reliability for a candidate NCS solution, a System of Systems
(SoS), can be increased by adding redundancy, i.e., by putting
an identical system in parallel to a NCS system. In adding a
redundant system, that specific change in mission reliability
configuration in term will increase NCS mission reliability,
and may, or may not, increase system effectiveness. But, it
will increase system cost while decreasing NCS availability as
a result of decreasing NCS Sustainment Reliability and
increasing NCS Capability Sustainment. These relationships
are indicated in Fig. 1.
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III. NCS FORM, FIT, AND FUNCTION WITH RESPECT TO
REQUIREMENTS
Form, Fit, and Function is the identification and
description of specific characteristics of a part, component,
and/or assembly of a component or in this case the NCS. By
developing the NCS based on requirements, it would allow for
the possibility of making certain changes to the NCS while
keeping the form, fit, and function of the solution. This is a
critical consideration in selection of the computer systems and
defining preferred NCS solution such that computer systems is
unique but relevant, fits into the overall NCS, and functions as
required in providing its capabilities.

Fig. 1. NCS cost effectiveness relationships.

Two major contributions of the methodology that this
study made to the current body of knowledge, and specifically
to the DoD, are the capability to quantify (a) NCS costeffectiveness for required capability so that candidate
solutions may be objectively compared and (b) the impact of
trades among the NCS cost-effectiveness variables (see
Fig. 2).

The ―form‖ refers to specific dimensions, size, and
physical characteristic of a NCS. In this case, the form is the
computer systems and network architecture that makes up the
NCS. In describing the overall characteristic of a NCS, the
form is a comprehensive number of computer systems that is
made up of hardware and software in performing a specific
mission. The network architecture is also considered as part of
the ―form‖ as it provides the physical connectivity of the
computer systems. The reference to an NCS ―fit‖ refers to the
ability for the computer systems that are parts of the NCS to
be able to interconnect and interface with other computer
systems. In this case of ―fit‖, computer systems communicate
with one another through computer networking providing its
capability at some time period. The ability for each of these
computer systems to be able to connect, interface,
interoperate, and communicate with one another satisfies the
definition of the term ―fit‖ in the case of an NCS architecture.
In translating ―function‖ of the NCS, the function refers to the
purpose of each of the computer systems of the NCS in being
able to perform its own capabilities. This defines that each
computer system capability that is expected to perform in
fulfilling its purpose. Furthermore, the capabilities performing
its own function can be extended to the overall NCS mission
as the overarching function.
The NCS form, fit, and function requirements are based on
overall requirements for an NCS for mission planning. The
form, fit, and function of each candidate NCS is evaluated to
determine whether or not the NCS for mission planning are
met. If not, the candidate NCS is eliminated from
consideration.
IV. NCS MISSION RELIABILITY AND ANALYSIS

Fig. 2. NCS cost-effectiveness interrelationships.

There are methodologies for addressing mission reliability
modeling and analysis being performed for individual systems
[3], [4]. However, the methodology developed for this
research and dissertation has been modified to accurately
model constituent computer systems that are composed of
both hardware and software while interconnected through
computer networking in order to function as a SoS. In
addressing mission reliability of a single constituent computer
system, software and hardware reliability is provided as single
reliability measures [2], [7]. Future research is considered in
the area of the interrelationship between software and
hardware reliability with respect to mission reliability.
However, in this research of NCS mission reliability, the
overall system reliability is considered as one measure for
both hardware and software. Furthermore, the methodology
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developed addresses mission reliability in terms of a single
NCS solution. The analysis starts with an overview of the
NCS and its mission planning to develop the mission
description, Concept of Operations (CONOPS), and mission
definition and description. It is followed in describing the
NCS mission profile, mission essential functions, success
criteria, mission essential hardware and software for each
phase.
The following ground rules are described and assumed as
part of the NCS Mission Reliability modeling and analysis:


The NCS mission is deemed successful when all NCS
phases are completed individually by each computer
system capability.



The NCS and its mission are considered failures when
any of the constituent computer system in its respective
NCS systems architecture phase fails during the
mission.



The constituent computer systems may have
redundancy or failover capabilities if designed as a
redundant system.



The length of each of the NCS mission phases is
determined prior to performing the mission.



No failures are repaired at any time during the NCS
mission.



Each of the computer systems reliability measures is
provided by each of the system owners.

B. NCS Description, CONOPS, and Mission Definition and
Description
An NCS is described as a number of constituent computer
system working and associated equipment for communicating
with one another in order to accomplish a defense mission
over some period of time. Each of the constituent computer
systems is an integral part of the overall NCS by providing
essential capabilities required during a phase or phases within
the mission. Each of the capabilities are provided
independently as individual computer systems. However,
since each of the computer systems play a key role in the
success of the mission, any computer system failure may be
classified as a failure of the mission of the NCS depending on
the type of failure and the functional configuration.
While an NCS is described as a number of computer
systems interconnected through computer networking in
providing capabilities throughout the mission, there is
typically one computer system that is considered to be the
main system for operating and orchestrating through each of
the capabilities. This command and control computer system
is where an NCS user would utilize a mission staging system
for collecting the results of the capability outputs and
compiling the information as a final product. In the case of
using an NCS during mission planning, the product would be
an operational planning document that is used for a
Department of Defense (DoD) operational purpose in both
strategic and tactical execution. A concept of operation is
described using the following notional CONOPS diagram (see
Fig. 4).

A. Overview and Process
The model development and analysis overview is
described and depicted with the following process (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 4. NCS notional CONOPS.

Fig. 3. Process for NCS mission reliability analysis.

The model development and analysis of the NCS mission
reliability starts with the mission definition and mission
profile. The initiation of these steps in the process allows for
the understating of the mission specific phases and times,
functions, and success criteria of the NCS mission. In
addition, these steps also characterize the various mission
essential functions performed by the software and hardware
equipment during each phase. The development of an NCS
mission reliability mathematical model requires an
understanding of the NCS equipment configuration and
estimates of associated failure rates.

Fig. 4 describes the characteristics of an NCS system by a
user who will interact with the NCS during mission planning.
This interaction with the NCS by the user is specified by the
CONOPS and is the viewpoint on how the NCS will be
utilized by that user. The NCS supports the DoD mission
planning requirement to be responsive to any mission planning
efforts given by the DoD. The NCS enhances the DoD’s
ability to support rapid and emerging response to capabilities
necessary for crisis and deliberate planning. The NCS
provides the interconnection between varying capabilities that
enables mission planning to accomplish critical tasks in areas
of intelligence information, operational capabilities, imagery
integration, and command and control that is vital in executing
search and rescue, combat readiness, physical disruption, and
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cyber operations. The NCS provides the means to continue
the time sensitive synthesis of information allowing mission
planning products to be developed with accurate information
and performed in a timely manner. In order to perform
mission reliability modeling and analysis of a NCS, a mission
definition and description must be developed.

along with identifying all the required tasks necessary to
accomplish the mission. Therefore, the mission analysis phase
clearly defines the mission, the objectives the mission is trying
to satisfy during each of the phases.
In developing a generalized NCS mission, the following
table (see Table II) depicts a mission characterized with i
number of phases with an n number of systems. The table
describes how each of the systems is utilized throughout the
various phases of the mission.

In defining a mission plan, the NCS mission follows the
format of the Joint Operation Plan (JOP) publication process.
Joint operation planning begins when an appropriate authority
recognizes potential for military capability to be employed in
response to a potential or actual crisis. At the strategic level,
that authority—the President, Secretary of Defense, or
Chairman of the Joint Chief of Staff—initiates planning by
deciding to develop military options. The JOP published a
process consisting of activities associated with joint military
operation planning performed by military leadership in
response to deliberate and crisis action activities. The
publication process is a well-defined process in order to
address challenging military operations and activities. The
JOP provided a framework in which an NCS is developed in
order to execute a defense mission plan.

The notional mission description provides a generalization
of an NCS mission and provides a holistic approach in
describing a process to model and analyze the NCS.
Furthermore, the NCS mission can be characterized as a
number of phases that are performed sequentially to satisfy the
mission objectives. In order to measure the NCS mission
quantitatively, one must understand when each of the
computer systems will be used and at what phase(s) of the
NCS mission. This method will result in a mission reliability
mathematical model given an NCS mission, the essential
computer system capabilities, and the phases requiring each of
the capabilities over some time phased period.

Table I describes an NCS mission planning process in in
leveraging the JOP.

The failure of the NCS to be able to perform its mission
means that capability performed by one or more of the
constituent system was not successful or failed to perform. In
an NCS architecture, if a capability in any of the phases is not
performed, then the reliability of the overall NCS mission is
jeopardized. A mission description includes elements in each
phase, the length of each of the phases, essential functions,
and success criteria for each of the critical systems involved in
the overall mission of the NCS.

In determining the capabilities required by the NCS, it is
important to understand the mission through the mission
analysis phase. During the mission analysis phase, the process
determines what systems are required to be able to provide the
required capabilities in planning the right mission with the
best capabilities. In this phase, mission analysis is utilized to
research and study the assigned tasks and their objectives
TABLE I.

Planning Initiation

Mission
Analysis

Course of Action
Development

GENERAL NCS MISSION PLANNING PROCESS

Course of Action Analysis

TABLE II.

Course of Action
Comparison

Course of Action Approval

GENERAL NCS MISSION DESCRIPTION WITH I PHASES

Phase No.

1

2

3

…

i

Mission Phase Titles

P1

P2

P3

…

Pi

Phase Length

T1

T2

T3

…

Ti

Constituent Systems of
NCS

Plan/Order
Development

System 1

S1

Required

Required

Required

…

Required

System 2

S2

Required

Not Required

Not Required

…

Not Required

:
:

:

Not Required

Required

Not Required

…

Not Required

:
:

:

Not Required

Not Required

Required

…

Not Required

System N

SN

Not Required

Not Required

Not Required

…

Required
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C. NCS Mission Profile, Mission Essential Functions by
Mission Phase, Success Criteria, and Mission Essential
Equipment (Hardware and Software) by Phase
The NCS mission profile must be developed with respect
to the duration of the mission, mission phases, and the
duration of each of the phases. In addition, a success criteria
must be defined in ensuring the mission essential functions at
each of the phases. The NCS mission profile involves both
hardware and software mission essential functions that must
be considered individually and overall holistically. This
functional dependency implies a level of coupling between
software and hardware, making the two components to be
highly dependent on each other. This in fact is the systems
architecture typical of computer systems. Therefore, computer
systems functionality should take in for account that hardware
and software reliability should both be considered when
quantifying the systems reliability in addressing the overall
mission reliability [8]. Therefore, in this methodology
application, it will be assumed that each of the computer
system reliability has been calculated such that each computer
system addresses both hardware and software reliability as one
complete system reliability.

successfully, they depend on mission essential equipment of
an NCS solution (see Fig. 6). In the case of an NCS, the
mission essential equipment consists of both hardware and
software elements. At a minimum, the software includes the
operating system and the software application to provide the
defined capability, whereas the hardware components consists
of computer hardware elements such as a computer desktop,
laptop, rack server, and tower, to name a few.

Based on the mission description, a mission profile is
developed for the NCS mission (see Fig. 5) and is represented
by phase in terms of the constituent computer systems
delivering their required capabilities during the specified
phased time period.

Fig. 6. Mission phases, mission essential functions, and success criteria.

Fig. 5. Mission profile for a general NCS.

Fig. 5 depicts a mission profile of an NCS where each of
the constituent systems is used in sequence to perform its
function during a phase of the mission. In ensuring that each
computer system is ready to provide its intended function, an
initial pre-check occurs prior to the start of the mission for that
system. The purpose of the system pre-check is a formal
verification that the computer system is ―all up‖, including any
redundant elements prior to the start of the mission.

D. Mission Reliability Block Diagram
In developing an NCS mission reliability block diagram
(RBD), the mission as a whole is analyzed in depicting
mission success utilizing mission essential equipment as well
as any alternate modes of operation and redundancy.
Therefore, in order to properly develop a RBD, the following
must be considered; system functional block diagrams,
mission definition and profile, mission success criteria, and
mission essential functions and equipment. The mission
definition and profile along with the mission essential
functions and equipment were described in the previous
sections. In this section, a system functional block diagram
and well defined mission are developed for use in developing
the RBD.
The NCS functional block diagram describes the
interrelationships between the computer systems during the
mission (see Fig. 7). In this diagram, it depicts which
computer system provides commands and variables to another
specific computer system providing output variables in order
for the next computer to accept the output variables as input
variables. This interrelationship continues during each phase
of the mission requiring for the computer systems to
successfully perform their objectives and eventually satisfying
the criteria successfully.

In providing a specific capability, each constituent
computer system is required to provide its Mission Essential
Functions (MEF) during each phase of the mission in order to
be successful. In an NCS mission planning scenario, the
mission phases have success criteria during each of the phases,
including mission analysis, course of action development,
model and simulation, and approval process [9].
The success criteria describe that each of the computer
systems was able to perform its capabilities during its phase.
In order for these MEFs to satisfy the defined success criteria

Fig. 7. NCS functional block diagram.
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The functional block diagram depicts the interrelationship
of the computer systems of the NCS and how they are
connected together in being able to receive input variables and
provide output variables. In order to fully depict the successful
satisfaction of the objectives of the computer systems during
each phase, a comprehensive success criteria must be clearly
defined up front. This will provide a means to measure
whether the computer system or systems were able to provide
the necessary capabilities as part of the mission.
Table III presents success criteria during each phase of the
mission. This table shows which systems are required for each
of the phases and the success criteria to satisfy mission
success. Based on the NCS configuration, each phase requires
two computer systems collaboratively performing their
capabilities satisfy the mission objectives.
TABLE III.

System Name

System

NCS MISSION SUCCESS CRITERIA

Phase

Mssion Success Criteria

Fig. 8. NCS reliability block diagram.
Joint-Coordinated Planning
System

S1

Special Operations Mission
Analysis System

S2

Joint-Coordinated Planning
System

S1

Planning and Effects Based
System

S3

Joint-Coordinated Planning
System

S1

1

Mission phase accomplishment in describing the following
based on mission intent:- Leadership goal- Military impact Political impact- Policy impact

2

Development accomplishment of course of actions with the
following information:- Mission objectives- Mission tasksMission capabilities required- Mission sustainment conceptMission deployment concept- Mission interagency task

3
Mission Modeling and
Simulation System

S4

Joint-Coordinated Planning
System

S1
4

Joint Mission Planning Request
and Approval System

S5

Successful simulation of COA to define the following:Verifying COA flow- Mission risks- Asset estimation

Successful approval workflow process and passing the
following:- Submit COA to leadership for review- Leadership
selection of COA for execution- Validating requirement of
Leadership Intent with COA- Receive Leadership
recommendation

In understanding the mission as a whole, the system
functional block diagrams, mission definition and profile,
mission success criteria, and mission essential functions,
mission essential hardware and software, provided inputs in
developing a diagram for depicting how the computer systems
contributes to the success or failure of the NCS solution [1].
The following NCS RBD is developed to better understand the
mission phases, capability needs, and the notional redundancy
that must be performed throughout the mission to accomplish
mission success through mission reliability (see Fig. 8).

E. Mission Reliability Mathematical Model
In general, mission reliability,
, is the conditional
probability that a specific system will successfully perform its
essential functions during a specified mission, given that all
mission essential equipment is up at mission start. An NCS
mission reliability mathematical model is used to evaluate
system reliability in terms of:
 Probability of mission success
 Expected number of mission losses per 1,000 missions
An NCS mission reliability mathematical model describes
the mathematical relationship between probability of mission
success and mission critical failure rates and configuration of
mission essential equipment, including software, and success
criteria [4]. The development of an executable math model
requires the type of time to failure probability distributions.
F. Time to Failure Probability Distribution
In developing an executable NCS mission reliability
model, the model requires a time to failure probability
distribution. The default probability distribution for reliability
analysis of computer systems and NCSs is the Exponential
Probability Distribution, i.e., the random variable Time to
Failure, T, has the Exponential Probability Distribution with
parameter
. In this application,
is the failure rate.
Therefore, the probability of an NCS element surviving a
period of time t during a mission is
( )
and,

,
is the mission critical failure rate.

If all NCS elements, i.e. computer systems, time between
failures can be characterized by the exponential probability
distribution with failure rate , then the NCS mission
reliability model was developed from the RBD in Fig. 8.
The mission Reliability Block Diagram by mission phase
is as follows (see Fig. 9):
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̂

,

where
is the cumulative number of mission critical
failures, associated with both hardware and software, that
occurred in cumulative time .
H. Mission Reliability Analysis
NCS mission reliability analysis provides an estimate of
the probability successfully completing a well-defined
specified NCS mission, given that a successful permission
NCS check is completed prior to mission start.

Fig. 9. NCS mission reliability block diagram.

where
is the mission critical failure for i=system
number=1,2,3,4,5 and j= phase number =1,2,3,4.
We derived the following NCS Mission Reliability Model
from the above RBD as follows:
(

)

∏

( )

V. NCS SUSTAINMENT RELIABILITY MODEL AND
ANALYSIS

where
( ) is the probability of NCS mission success for
( ) is the
the defined mission of duration
, and
probability of NCS success for mission phase
for k=1,2,3,4
where
( )

(

) (

( )

(

) (

( )

(
),

) (

)
)

and
( )

NCS mission reliability for a specified mission depends on
the NCS reliability configuration, mission time and mission
critical failure rates of mission essential hardware and
software. Since the methodology that we developed is
applicable to NCS solutions utilizing existing systems to the
extent feasible, the failure rates of mission essential equipment
must be provided by the computer system owners as estimates.
And for a specified mission, the mission time,
, is a
specified value. Therefore, the only variable in NCS mission
reliability is the reliability configuration. Redundant reliability
configurations, such as active parallel and standby, can be
considered as alternatives in NCS mission reliability analysis.
In general, use of redundancy will increase mission reliability.
But with an associated penalty in
, and Lifecycle
Cost [6].

(

) (

)

Note that use of the above formula for NCS mission
reliability overstates the true value since the per phase
reliabilities are conditional probabilities of success, given that
are mission essential systems are all ―up‖ at the beginning of a
phase.
The mission reliability block diagram and mission
reliability model may be developed for a general NCS having
a well-define mission by utilizing the above methodology.
G. Estimation of Failure Rates for Mission Essential
Equipment – Hardware and Software
If the time to failure probability distribution for a NCS
element, E, is Exponential with parameter, , its failure rate,
then the failure rate of element E is estimated as follows

System sustainment reliability,
, in general, is the
mean time between failures, over a specified period of
calendar time. Time, T, and failure, F, must be defined for a
particular system type. Time, T, is often defined to be system
operating time for a specified system or for all systems of that
type. Failure, F, is usually defined to be an event that results in
a response to an indicated malfunction. Under this definition,
failure can range from ―no fault found‖ to loss of system
function due to a physical failure of a part. Failure may be
associated with systems hardware, software and hardwaresoftware interaction.
The formula for calculating
depends on the type
of probability distribution of the random variable T, the time
between failures. The default distribution for NCSs is
exponential. In which case,

then
∑
where
is the failure rate of the ith element of the jth
computer system for j=1,2,…,k and
∑
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The sustainment reliability of the NCS is:

relative short calendar time.

provides a mean time, a mathematical
expectation of operating time between indicated malfunctions.
The
is a factor in calculating NCS operational
availability and life cycle cost. It is not a factor in calculating
mission reliability since only mission critical failures of
mission essential equipment (hardware and software) may
cause mission failure.
VI. NCS OPERATIONAL AVAILABILITY MODEL AND
ANALYSIS
System operational availability, in general, is defined to be
the likelihood or probability that the system is capable of
initiating its required mission at any given point in calendar
time. Operational availability is a measure of system
readiness. For a NCS for mission planning, the operational
availability, , is defined as
,
where
is NCS sustainment reliability and MDT is
the mean down time of the NCS for all causes including time
associated with preventative unscheduled and scheduled
maintenance, downtime due to supply, administrative
downtime, and support equipment downtime.
MDT is also considered in the equation as a basic measure
of maintaining and repairable items. In a case of NCS
hardware requiring repair time, the hardware is either repaired
or replaced which requires some down time as far as
operations. Since the NCS also has software components,
MDT also applies to software if required in the form of reboot,
rejuvenation, or installation time requiring down time of the
software. MDT is also an important consideration as average
time a system is awaiting maintenance which requires time in
troubleshooting, remediation, while following process and
procedures to address any maintenance requirements. In using
the obtained parameters, the
and MDT estimates the
availability of the NCS capable of its assigned mission at a
given time.
Since the methodology that we developed is based on
using existing systems to define candidate NCS solutions,
, and MDT are estimated from data provided by their
owners.
VII. NCS LIFE CYCLE COST MODEL AND ANALYSIS
NCS life cycle cost is the total cost of a candidate NCS
over its lifecycle as defined by DoD in Fig. 10.
Since the methodology that we have developed is
applicable only to NCS development using existing computer
systems to the extent feasible in meeting NCS requirements,
the activity in the first four phases involves planning,
architecture development, identification, of existing computer
systems and definition of candidate systems, acquisition
planning and integration of existing systems. This activity is
generally minimal comparted to new development NCS with

Fig. 10. DoD NCS life cycle.

Therefore, the first four life cycle (LC) phase is associated
with the preferred NCS acquisition and its cost is
nonrecurring. The NCS operations and support phase consists
of two activities, namely, (1) providing the mission planning
capability required and (2) supporting the NCS to sustain the
required capability [5]. The cost associated with this phase is
recurring.
VIII. LIFE CYCLE COST MODEL
The lifecycle cost model for a specific DoD required NCS
capability is

where
is the NCS acquisition cost, nonrecurring, that is
required (estimated) to accomplish the following activities by
DoD life cycle phases (see Table IV):
and
is the NCS operations and support cost, recurring,
that is required (estimated) to provide NCS operations and the
associated support cost over this DoD life cycle phase
consisting of the following activities (see Table V):
The NCS support cost, , depends on maintenance cost
and logistics support cost, and can be estimated as follows:
(

)

,

where
is the NCS sustainment reliability defined in 5.4
and
is the average cost of an indicated malfunction of the
NCS, including cost of manpower, material and other logistics
support resources.
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TABLE IV.

NCS ACQUISITION PHASES

B. Life Cycle Cost Summary
NCS life cycle cost analysis must be performed to ensure
that a candidate NCS solution meets the cost requirement for a
specific DoD required capability for mission planning. In
addition, life cycle cost analysis results in an estimate, that
when used in conjunction with
and
provides
an estimate of the cost effectiveness of each candidate NCS
solution.

Material Solution Analysis Phase
Analyze and define mission description and goals
Analyze and define mission objectives
Analyze and define mission requirements
Analyze contractual cost of existing computer systems capabilities
Technology Development Phase
Determine requirements can be met by existing computer systems capabilities
Develop preliminary design of the NCS
Develop configuration items from existing computer systems capabilities as
initial candidates for considerations
Finalize preliminary design based on configuration items
Engineering & Manufacturing Phase
Develop master integration plan for developing an NCS
Identify candidate computer systems
Develop NCS candidate systems
Select the preferred NCS solution
Develop operations and support plan
Production & Development Phase
Develop initial working NCS prototype to ensure communication and
computer system capabilities are functional across the computer network
Integrate existing computer systems to obtain the full working NCS
Perform operational test and evaluation
Acquire NCS operations and support resources
TABLE V.

NCS OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT PHASES

NCS Capability Sustainment
Manage the system overall to ensure its operating and providing users with
their needs
Operate the system in terms of support with a help desk center (tier 1 to tier 3
help desk engineering support)
Ensure the computer systems are working properly by replacing and
upgrading equipment as required and ensure the computer network is
functioning
Support the NCS in terms of required training, maintenance, and logistics
support
NCS Disposal
Develop plan for NCS disassemble
Approve contractual disposal agreement
Disassemble NCS capabilities
Complete with engineering efforts in ensuring computer system capabilities
are returned or disposed by system owner plan

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In the development of this paper, we discussed specific
factors and their relationships with respect to NCS system cost
effectiveness. These specific factors in cost effectiveness
helped identify the critical elements in producing an NCS
solution that could be modeled and analyzed. In addition, the
research modeled specific factors in dealing with mission
reliability, sustainment reliability, operational availability, and
lifecycle cost that are essential drivers in producing a costeffective NCS solution. Also, during the mission reliability
modeling, the scope of mission description, profile, and
success criteria, along with reliability block diagrams was
produced in understanding NCS mission as whole. This
process provided a complete overall picture of the NCS
mission and thus providing a detailed model to be used for
analysis.
The development of the mission reliability model and
analysis provided an overarching perspective on the
understanding of NCS mission and the factors that are
important and critical for mission success. This is essential in
establishing a measurement for mission success and is the
contributing factor as part of the decision making process of
NCS stakeholders in determining the preferred NCS in support
of U.S. DoD Mission Planning missions.
[1]

[2]
[3]

[4]

A. Life Cycle Cost Analysis
An analysis is performed to determine (estimate) the life
cycle cost of each candidate NCS for a specified DoD mission
planning NCS [6], [9]. The life cycle cost may be used in
conjunction with corresponding
to
characterize the cost –effectiveness for each candidate NCS
[6].
NCS life cycle cost analysis utilizes input date from
various sources, ranging from actual recorded costs to
forecasts based on extrapolation, to obtain a ―best‖ estimate.
Since the uncertainty associated with the estimated NCS life
cycle cost may be large, sensitivity analysis may be utilized to
identify life cycle cost drivers and to assess the effect of
variation of input data on NCS life cycle cost.

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
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Abstract—Poor illumination, less background contrast and
blurring effects makes the medical, satellite and camera images
difficult to visualize. Image fusion plays the vital role to enhance
image quality by resolving the above issues and reducing the
image quantity. The combination of spatial and spectral
technique Discrete Wavelet Transform and Principal Component
Analysis (DWT-PCA) decrease processing time and reduce
number of dimensions but down sampling causes lack of shift
invariance that results in poor quality final fused image. At first
this work uses combined median and average filter that
eliminates noise in the image which is caused by illumination,
camera circuitry and sensor at preprocessing stage. Then, hybrid
Stationary Wavelet Transform and Principal Component
Analysis (SWT-PCA) technique is implemented to increase
output image accuracy by eliminating down sampling and is not
influenced by artifacts and blurring effects. Further, it can
overcome the trade-off of Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle by
improving accuracy in both domains, time (spatial) as well as
frequency (spectral). The proposed combined median and
average filter with hybrid SWT-PCA algorithm measures quality
parameters, such as peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), mean
squared error (MSE) and normalized cross correlation (NCC)
and improved results depict the superiority of the algorithm than
existing techniques.
Keywords—Image fusion; Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle;
combined median and average filter; Haar wavelet; Stationary
Wavelet Transform and Principal Component Analysis (SWT-PCA)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Image fusion is the process of extracting high quality, more
informative single image out of multiple images by removing
artifact, noise and blurring effects [1]-[3]. Image fusion is an

interdisciplinary area of research and has received a lot of
interest in academic, industrial, hospitals, manufacturing,
robotics, military and computer vision [4], [5]. The spatial
domain techniques such as PCA, averaging method have low
spectral resolution whereas spectral domain such as DWT,
Curve-let, SWT techniques have low spatial resolution
therefore it degrades the quality of output image [6].
In [7], Moris has developed image fusion technique based
on Maximum method in which blurring effects limit the
contrast of fused image. Simple averaging method is used for
image fusion in [8]. However, better quality image is not
produced due to artifacts and noise issues. Spectral domain
technique named Curve-let transform is implemented by Choi
in [9]. It produces better results than discrete wavelet transform
but it suffers performance degradation if image is not curved
shape. A good data compression technique named PCA
developed in [10] that reduces the number of dimensions,
however it suffers spectral degradation. In [11], author has
proposed a Discrete Wavelet transform technique that achieves
better and precise results with fast computation but it suffers
with spatial degradation that reduces the overall performance
of output image. In [12], author has implemented the Discrete
Stationary Wavelet transform that minimizes spectral
degradation in comparison to DWT. The shortcoming of this
technique is less spatial resolution. The DWT-PCA has been
implemented in [13] to achieve better results in both domains,
spatial and spectral. Though this technique achieves good
quality image than existing algorithms, but the final fused
image is still affected by shift-invariance due to down
sampling.
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In this paper, combined median and average filter at preprocessing stage has been used. It does not only reduce the
complexity but also preserve the edges by reducing the image
noise. At the same time, statistical histogram is applied to
improve the searching speed of median value. The proposed
technique achieve fast computation by PCA and high quality
image by eliminating down sampling in SWT. In addition,
Haar wavelet is used in our work because it has number of
attractive features such as, orthogonality, compact support, and
infinite support in frequency domain, symmetric in scaling
function and anti-symmetric in wavelet function. These all
characteristics make this work more accurate, robust and
memory efficient. This proposed method for multi-focus data
finds applications in various fields such as recognition of
objects, feature extraction in military surveillance as well as in
aeronautical observations.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Image fusion
techniques and proposed hybrid model has been elaborated in
Sections 2 and 3, respectively. Finally simulation results and
conclusion will be discussed in Sections 4 and 5.
II. TECHNIQUES OF IMAGE FUSION
Image fusion techniques are classified in two domains;
spatial (time) and Spectral (frequency) which are discussed
below:
A. PCA
PCA transforms the number of correlated variables into
uncorrelated variables that makes it more accurate and reliable.
Moreover, it reduces the number of dimensions by choosing
the highest eigenvalue vector as the principle component that
results in fast computation [14]. It is quantitatively rigorous
method that generates new set of variables called principal
components and all these components are orthogonal to each
other which mitigate redundant information. PCA is widely
used in many applications such as image processing, machine
learning, wireless communication, pattern matching and so on
[7], [14]-[16].
The flow diagram for PCA technique is shown in Fig. 1.
The input images are arranged in column vectors and their
resulting vector has dimension of n 2 where n is length of
each vector. The eigenvectors and eigenvalues are computed
pc
for both images. Finally the principle components 1 and
pc2
are obtained from eigenvectors corresponding to largest
eigenvalue [16], [17].

Fig. 1. Diagram of PCA.

The analysis of PCA involves five main steps:
 Produce the column vector from source images.
 Get covariance /correlation matrix A from data sets of
input images. Variance and covariance are obtained
x and x2
from data set of input images; 1
.

 v1
cvar 1, 2 
A

v2 
cvar 1, 2 
cvar 

(1)

   x  x    x  x 
1

1

2

2

(2)

N 1

v1 , v2 , cvar 1, 2

and N represents the variance, covariance
and number of terms respectively.
 The Eigen values can be obtained by solving:

Det A   I  0

(3)

 represents the eigenvalues.
 v1
cvar 1, 2 

  I  0
v2 
cvar 1, 2 

(4)

v

(5)

1

     v2      cvar 1, 2   0
2

 Eigen vectors are solved as follow:
A   I  X   0

(6)

 The co-ordinates of each data point in the direction of
principal component are obtained by:
pc j  ai1Y1  ai 2Y2 ...........ainYn

(7)

Where
pc j
j
is coefficient of factor i ,
is the th principle
Y , Y ...Y
component and 1 2 n represents coordinates of each data.

ai

B. DWT
It provides a compact representation of signal’s frequency
component by achieving better frequency information and
good time resolution. It decomposes image into frequency subbands at different scale by splitting into high and low
frequency [18]. The low frequency contains average intensity
of image whereas high frequency provides edges information.
Down sampling in DWT decreases the computation time and
speed up the algorithm [13], [17]-[19].
It is depicted in Fig. 2, the DWT separately filters and
down samples 2D image in horizontal and vertical direction.
The source image is filtered by low pass (L) and high pass (H)
filter in horizontal direction and down-sampled by factor 2 to
get the coefficients matrices Im(L) and Im(H). Same filters
with down sampling are applied to coefficient matrices in
vertical direction to obtain sub-bands, Im(LL), Im(LH),
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Im(HL) and Im(HH) that are images with low-low, low-high,
high-low and high-high frequency respectively [15], [20].
The wavelet decomposition is given by following equation:
G j 1  HG j H '

(8)

Dhj1  GG j H '

(9)

Dvj1  HG j G'

(10)

Ddj1  GG j G'

(11)

j  0,1, 2,..... j 1 is for decomposition level. H for
'
'
low-pass filtering; G for High-pass filtering; H and G are
Dh
Dv
Dd
G
conjugate of the H and G; j 1 , j 1 , j 1 and j 1 are
approximate, horizontal, vertical and diagonal details of images
respectively.
Where

Inverse DWT is applied to reconstruct 2D image from subbands Im(LL), Im(LH), Im(HL) and Im(HH) as depicted in
Fig. 3. This involves column up sampling the both; low and
high pass filters for each sub-band images. Same filters are
applied with row-up sampling to get the fused image. Image
reconstruction equation is given as:
G j  H 'G j 1H  G' Dhj 1H  H ' Dvj 1G  G' Ddj 1G

(12)

j  j  1, j  2,...0 , G j 1 represents low frequency
Dh
Dv
Ddj1
component (approximate detail) and j 1 , j 1 and
denote high frequency components respectively (horizontal,
vertical and diagonal detail).
Here

C. SWT
Down sampling in DWT causes lack of shift-invariance
that adds distortion, artifacts and blurring effects which results
poor quality output image. These issues can be resolved by
eliminating the down-sampling in SWT. Therefore, preserving
a high quality and more informative output image [16], [21].

Fig. 2. Image decomposition by DWT.

Fig. 4. Diagram of SWT.

The original image is decomposed into horizontal and
vertical approximation by applying column wise and row wise
low pass and high pass filters [21]. Same filtration is applied to
decomposed parts in rows wise and column wise to obtain
Approximate, vertical, horizontal and diagonal detail as
elaborated in Fig. 4. The low pass and high pass filters preserve
low and high frequencies and provides detailed information at
respective frequencies.
The wavelet decomposition equation for SWT is given as:
Aj , k1 , k2   h02 j  n1  2k1  h02 j  n2  2k2  Aj 1 , n1 , n2 (13)
n1 n 2

D1 j , k1 , k2   h02 j  n1  2k1  g02 j  n2  2k2  Aj 1 , n1 , n2 (14)
n1 n 2

Fig. 3. Image reconstruction by DWT.
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D2 j , k1 , k2   g02 j  n1  2k1  h02 j  n2  2k2  Aj 1 , n1 , n2 (15)

 Compute

D3 j , k1 , k2   g02 j  n1  2k1  g02 j  n2  2k2  Aj 1 , n1 , n2 (16)

A 0
A 0
 Verify, if 1
and 2
then return to step 1
otherwise enlarge the mask size by n  n  2 .

D1 , k , k D2 , k , k
D3 , k , k
A ,k ,k
Where j 1 2 ; j 1 2 ; j 1 2 and j 1 2 are
low frequency (LL), horizontal high frequency (LH), vertical
high frequency (HL), and diagonal component (HH)
2 j
2 j
respectively for SWT. h0 , g0 ; indicate that -1 zeros are

A
Where med , min , med , 1 and n represent the median,
minimum, maximum, average values and mask size,
respectively.

A1  med  min; A2  med  max

n1 n 2

n1 n 2

added between
Aj 1 , n1 , n2 

.

The output images O1 and O2 are obtained by applying
filters to the input images. Furthermore, using hybrid SWT-

3

1
 ( h1  n1  2k1  i h1  n2  2k2  i  Aj , k1 , k2
4 i  0 k1 k2

  h1  n1  2k1  i g1  n2  2k2  i  D , k1 , k2

PCA, O1 and O2 images are decomposed into four sub bands

1
j

k1

k2

  g1  n1  2k1  i g1  n2  2k2  i  D 2j , k1 , k2 )
k1

and LL2 , LH 2 , HL2 , HH 2 by SWT. We
compute the PCA for these sub band and eigen vectors with
maximum values are selected. Each sub band images are
multiplied and summed to combine mentioned sub bands. The
LL1 , LH 1 , HL1 , HH 1

(17)

k2

  g1  n1  2k1  i h1  n2  2k2  i  D1j , k1 , k2
k1

Step 2: Apply median filtering to find median values.

k2

The SWT can be reconstructed by (17) shown above.
D. Combined Median and Average Filter
The image noise is random variation that is produced by
illumination, sensor and camera circuitry. It does not only add
distortion in image but highly affects the visual effects. This
noise can be reduced by a non-linear median filter that
preserves the edges and sharpen the contrast as well. The noise
reducing effects depend on the shape and size of filtering mask
whereas algorithm complexity depends on searching speed to
get the median value. Authors have proposed fast algorithms
that improve the searching speed of median filter and reduced
the complexity while preserves the edges without being
affected by noise [22].

new sub-bands LLnew , LH new , HLnew and HH new are calculated
by following equations:
LLnew  pc1  LL1  pc2  LL2

(18)

LH new  pc3  LH1  pc4  LH 2

(19)

HLnew  pc5  HL1  pc6  HL2

(20)

HH new  pc7  HH1  pc8  HH 2

(21)

pc1 , pc2 ....... pc8

are principal components for sub bands,

respectively.

The combined median and average filter achieves better
performance for noise reduction that adaptively resizes the
mask filter according to level of noise mask. This technique
reduces the noise and retain the better image detail by
preserving the edges. We sequentially check each pixel for
noise reduction. If the pixel value is greater than the average
value, it means the pixel is affected by noise and we replace
that pixel with median value of the mask; otherwise, we unchange that value of the pixel [22].
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
We have implemented a combined median and average
filter based hybrid SWT-PCA which is discussed briefly.
A. Combined Median and Average Filter based Hybrid SWTPCA Algorithm
The proposed method involves two steps: At preprocessing
stage, combined median and average filter is applied on input
images then image fusion is done by hybrid SWT-PCA.
Prepressing stage involves the following steps:
Step 1: Adaptively resize the mask
 Initialize the filter by n  3

Fig. 5. Proposed SWT-PCA algorithm.
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The proposed hybrid SWT-PCA algorithm is depicted in
Fig. 5. Combined median and average filter is applied to input
images. The output of this filter is feed to low pass and high
pass filters in row wise and column wise. The decomposed
sub-bands LL1 , LH1 , HL1 , HH1 and LL2 , LH 2 , HL2 , HH 2 are
obtained by applying the Haar wavelet. SWT does not use
down sampling that makes the fusion output stable and
consistent with original input sequence. Resulting coefficients
are evaluated by PCA and each coefficient of source image is
applied to corresponding coefficient of PCA. Fusion rule
merges the PCA components with new decomposed coefficient
( LLnew , LH new , HLnew and HH new ). Finally, more informative
and high quality fused image is obtained by applying inverse
SWT on coefficients of combined transform.
The flowchart of combined median and average filter based
SWT-PCA technique is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Flowchart of proposed algorithm.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have used MATLAB tool for our
simulation and the images have been taken from the website
http://imagefusion.org and paper [5].
A. Simulation Results
The simulation results given below show the comparison
among DWT, SWT, DWT-PCA and combined median and
average filter based SWT-PCA and their performance is
measured on different quality parameters; PSNR, MSE and
NCC.
1) Scenario-01
It can be seen from Fig. 7 that source images with different
foci are combined by different image fusion techniques to
produce better output image. Though DWT-PCA achieves
better results than individual DWT and SWT but it is still
affected by random variation in image. The proposed SWTPCA with combined median and average filter achieves better
results than all existing fusion techniques without being
affected by noise or random variation. Furthermore, it can be
analyzed from Table I that there is only a little improvement of
PSNR among DWT, SWT and DWT-PCA. Consequently, in
proposed technique, PSNR jumps from 40.321 to 45.154 that
shows its superiority.

Fig. 7. The input focused images and output fused images: (a) Right focused
input image; (b) Left focused input image; (c) DWT fused image; (d) SWT
fused image; (e) DWT-PCA fused image; (f) Proposed method (SWT-PCA
fused image).
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TABLE I.

COMPARISON ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT IMAGE FUSION
TECHNIQUES

DWT

SWT

DWT-PCA

Proposed
method

PSNR

36.732

38.297

40.321

45.154

MSE

3.83

3.76

3.42

3.02

NCC

0.35

0.41

0.47

0.57

2) Scenario-02
Background focused and rope focused images are shown in
Fig. 8. It can be clearly seen from Table II that PSNR of
proposed technique jumps from 34.321 to 40.154 that depicts
significant improvement. Similarly, MSE of proposed method
reduces from 3.73 to 3.22 which shows better improvement as
compared to existing techniques.

Fig. 8. The input focused images and output fused images: (a) Background
focused input image; (b) Rope focused input image; (c) DWT fused image;
(d) SWT fused image; (e) DWT-PCA fused image; (f) Proposed method
(SWT-PCA fused image).
TABLE II.

COMPARISON ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT IMAGE FUSION
TECHNIQUES

DWT

SWT

DWT-PCA

Proposed
method

PSNR

31.432

32.597

34.321

40.154

MSE

4.24

4.01

3.73

NCC

0.28

0.37

0.43

3) Scenario-03
It is shown in Fig. 9 that output fused image of DWT,
SWT, DWT-PCA produce poor quality output image, whereas
proposed method (SWT-PCA with combined median and
average filter) eliminates the noise effect and produce better
quality output image. Furthermore, it can be analyzed from
Table III that there is less PSNR and NCC improvement in
existing DWT, SWT and DWT-PCA. The proposed method
achieves better improvement in PSNR and NCC with more
reduction in MSE value. This shows the effectiveness of
combined median and average filter with SWT and PCA.

Fig. 9. The input focused images and output fused images: (a) Character
focused input image; (b) Background focused input image; (c) DWT fused
image; (d) SWT fused image; (e) DWT-PCA fused image; (f) Proposed
method (SWT-PCA fused image).
TABLE III.

COMPARISON ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT IMAGE FUSION
TECHNIQUES
Proposed
method

DWT

SWT

DWT-PCA

PSNR

35.621

36.78

38.21

44.10

3.22

MSE

3.21

3.04

2.87

2.14

0.54

NCC

0.43

0.51

0.56

0.68
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4) Scenario-04
Fig. 10 shows that input images are affected by noise due to
camera circuitry. The output fused image of DWT, DSWT,
DWT-PCA is of poor quality due to noise. Proposed method
eliminates the noise effect, produces better quality output
image and achieves higher PSNR and NCC with less MSE than
existing fusion techniques as shown in Table IV.
PSNR, MSE and NCC have been used as evaluation criteria
in this paper. Higher the value of PSNR and NCC; better will
be the final fused image. Similarly lower the MSE value
corresponds to better output image. It can be clearly seen from
above results that proposed technique (combined median and
average filter based SWT-PCA) outperforms than current
techniques by achieving lower MSE, higher PSNR and NCC
values. Furthermore, it can be depicted from above figures that
our proposed method remove the noise from input by
combined median and average filter and obtain better accuracy
by hybrid SWT-PCA.

V. CONCLUSION
Recently, image fusion techniques are being considered as
the most prominent and has been used in many areas such as
images for medical diagnosis, military and law enforcement,
robotics, manufacturing, computer vision and so on. A lot of
research has been carried out regarding improving the image
quality but it suffers with issues like noise, artifacts, blurring
effects, lack of shift-invariance and Heisenberg uncertainty
principle. However, the simulation results of proposed
algorithm for multi-focus images resolve the mentioned issues
and evaluate the performance on the basis of PSNR, MSE and
NCC. Lower values of MSE, higher values of PSNR and NCC
show the superiority of proposed algorithm than existing
conventional and combined DWT-PCA techniques. Combined
median and average filtering with Haar wavelet in SWT-PCA
excludes down sampling that makes the hybrid algorithm shift
invariant and robust while preserving the image data by
reducing noise and complexity. Triple modality is also hot
research topic for future work and this idea can be
implemented for opaque and semi-transparent images.
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Abstract—With the rapid growth in multimedia contents,
among such content face recognition has got much attention
especially in past few years. Face as an object consists of distinct
features for detection; therefore, it remains most challenging
research area for scholars in the field of computer vision and
image processing. In this survey paper, we have tried to address
most endeavoring face features such as pose invariance, aging,
illuminations and partial occlusion. They are considered to be
indispensable factors in face recognition system when realized
over facial images. This paper also studies state of the art face
detection techniques, approaches, viz. Eigen face, Artificial
Neural Networks (ANN), Support Vector Machines (SVM),
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Independent Component
Analysis (ICA), Gabor Wavelets, Elastic Bunch Graph Matching,
3D morphable Model and Hidden Markov Models. In addition to
the aforementioned works, we have mentioned different testing
face databases which include AT & T (ORL), AR, FERET, LFW,
YTF, and Yale, respectively for results analysis. However, aim of
this research is to provide comprehensive literature review over
face recognition along with its applications. And after in depth
discussion, some of the major findings are given in conclusion.
Keywords—Face recognition; illuminations; partial occlusion;
pose invariance

I.
st

INTRODUCTION

The 21 century is a modern and scientific era in which a
lot of progress has been achieved as to expedite humans for
accomplishing their tasks. In support of above statement,
nowadays use of computer technology has been an integral
part of life. Computers are being used in pyramids of
applications, which range from simple to complex problem
solving methods. Among such contributions face recognition
technology has emerged as useful tool to recognize features of
faces through their inherent traits. And it has been one of the
most researched areas in the field of pattern recognition and
computer vision. However, due to its wide use in multitude of
applications such as in biometrics, information security, law
enforcement access control, surveillance system and smart
cards. But it possesses many challenges for researcher that
needs to be addressed. Face an object depends on facial
expressions, which constitute meaningful features. For
instance, pose invariance, illuminations and aging which are
potential areas that require further investigation over previous
work. The result of previous researches reveals that facial
expressions are changing with respect to aging; therefore, they
could not be permanently modeled in face recognition. The
face recognition problem can be categorized into two main
phases: 1) face verification and 2) face identification. For
example, in real time system, face verification identifies the

same person in the scene, and face identification who is this
person in that scene. In the first phase it locates a face in an
image. Similarly, in the second stage, it extracts features from
an image for discrimination. After that they are matched with
face database images in order to recognize correct face image
as shown in Fig. 1. However, some existing recognition
methods for authentication suffer from lack of reliability. For
instance, smart cards, wallets, keys, tokens use PINs and
passwords which are very difficult to remember. In addition,
these passwords and codes can easily be forgotten; also these
magnetic cards can be misplaced, even robbed or reproduced.
As a result this makes them illegible. Contrary to biological
characteristics and traits of an individual person they cannot
be stolen, forgotten or misplaced [1].
Biometric recognition system can be built through various
techniques. However, most commonly used are fingertips and
iris methods. These require individual’s participation or
involvement to access the system. Moreover, latest systems
provide participant access without its intervention. Among
such methods face recognition is one of the most viable
technique in which an individual can easily be captured and
monitored through the system. Face recognition databases
vary with controllable photos to uncontrollable videos, where
LFT is used for controllable photos and YTM is used for
videos. Face recognition system comprises of three main
modules: 1) pre-processing, 2) feature selection, and
3) Classification.
Human beings possess natural ability to recognize
hundreds of faces by their visual system and cognition. That
makes them recognize familiar faces even after a long period
of time. Building an intelligent system similar to human
perception system is still an active area of research. The
researchers have suggested numerous algorithms and
methodologies for recognizing a face in an effective and
efficient manner. For this purpose, they have focused on
detection and recognition of traits and features for individuals
such as nose, eyes, mouth, face shape position, size, and
beside relationship among traits and features. Furthermore,
ongoing research in face recognition tries to develop such
systems that could work well in an effective and efficient
manner in multitude of real-world applications. In addition,
many scholars have proposed and concluded that the accuracy
of face recognition can further be improved through the use of
3D faces [6]. The rest of this paper is arranged as follows:
Section II describes challenges related to the face recognition.
Section III explains face recognition databases. Section IV
elaborates methods and techniques in face recognition.
Section V illustrates widely used applications in face
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recognition. Finally, Section VI gives conclusion and future
directions.
II. CHALLENGING AREAS IN FACE RECOGNITION
A. Aging
Aging is an inevitable natural process during the lifetime
of a person as compared to other facial variations. Aging
effect can be observed under main three unique
characteristics:
1) The aging is uncontrollable: It cannot be advanced or
even delayed and it is slow and irreversible.
2) Personalized aging Signs: Every human passes through
different aging patterns. And these rely on his or her genes and
many other factors, such as health, food, region, and weather
conditions.
3) The aging signs depend on time: The face of person at
a specific age will affect all older faces, but unaffected in
younger age.
B. Partial Occlusion
Occlusion refers to natural or artificial obstacles in an
image. It can be a local region of the face along with different
objects such as sunglasses, scarf, hands, and hair. They are
generally called partial occlusions. Partial occlusions
correspond to any occluding object. And the occlusion less
than 50% of the face is considered to be a partial occlusion.
The approaches to face recognition with partial occlusion are
classified into following three categories: 1) Part Based
Methods, 2) Feature based methods and 3) Fractal-Based
Methods [4]. Many areas of image processing have been
impacted by partial occlusion such as recognition by ear is
occluded due to earrings. Occlusion affects the performance of
a system when people deceive it either by the use of
sunglasses, scarves, veil or by placing mobile phones or hands
in front of faces. In some cases, other factors like shadows due
to extreme illumination also act as occluding factors. Further,
local approaches are used to deal with the problem of partially
occluded faces which divide the faces into different parts [5].
However, this problem can be overcome by eliminating some
of the features which create trouble while accurate recognition
in the image. Mostly local methods are based on feature
analysis, in which best possible features are detected and then
they are combined. Another approach that can be applied for
this purpose is near holistic approach in which occlude
features, traits and characters are eradicated and rest of the
face is used as valuable information. Different techniques are
being developed by the researchers to cope up with this
problem [7], [8].
C. Pose Invariance
Pose variance is yet another hurdle in achieving a
successful face recognition system. People pose differently
every time they take a picture. There is no standardized rule
for taking a pose. Therefore, it makes more difficult to
distinguish and recognize the faces from images with varying
poses. Pose variations degrade the performance of the facial
features. In addition, many systems work under inflexible
imaging conditions and as a result it affects the quality of
gallery images. The methods dealing with variation in pose

can be divided into two kinds i.e. multi-view face recognition
and face recognition across pose. Multi-view face recognition
can be considered as an annexure of frontal face recognition in
which gallery image of every pose is considered. On the other
hand, across a pose in face recognition, yield face with a pose
which has never been exposed before to a recognition system.
A good face recognition approach should provide good pose
tolerance and capability to recognize different poses. Several
issues in this regard are still open such as lack of perceptive
subspace pose variant images. And many of research have
been devoted to deal with this issue [9]-[13]. However, none
of them has achieved 100% accuracy yet. There are some
other methods and approaches that are being used to tackle
similar problem of face recognition. Furthermore variance and
changes in pose can be divided into three classes, namely:
1) general algorithms, 2) two dimensional methods for face
recognition, and 3) three dimensional models [14].
D. Illuminations
Illumination is an observable property and effect of light.
It may also refer to lightning effect or the use of light sources.
Global illuminations are algorithms which have been used in
3D computer graphics. Illumination variation also badly
affects the face recognition system. Thus it has been turned an
area of attention for many researchers. However, it becomes
tedious task to recognize one or more persons from still or
video images. But it can be quite easy to extract desired
information from images when they are taken under a
controlled environment along with uniform background. Also
there are three methods that can be implemented to deal with
illumination problem. They are gradient, gray level and face
reflection field estimation techniques. Gray level
transformation technique carries out in-depth mapping with a
non-linear or linear function. Gradient extraction approaches
are used to extract edges of an image in gray level. As
illumination is a factor that heavily affects the performance of
recognition system obtained via face images or videos. These
techniques are developed to suppress the effect of illumination
[9]-[13].
III. FACE RECOGNITION DATABASES
This database of faces was previously called The ORL
Database of Faces and it has a set of face images taken at the
AT & T lab. This database was used for face recognition
project which was carried out with the support of Speech,
Vision and Robotics Group of the Cambridge University,
Department of Engineering. It includes 10 different images
each having 40 diverse subjects. However, for some subjects,
the images were acquired under various conditions, i.e.
variable light, facial expressions: smiling/sad, open/closed
eyes and facial details (glasses/without glasses). These images
were obtained with a dark consistent background having
position in upright, frontal. Details of the databases used in
face recognition are described as under.
A. AR Database
AR database was created by Computer Vision Center
(CVC), University of Alabama at Birmingham. It comprises of
over 4000 colour images of 126 people’s faces. And they are
divided into 70, 56 man women, respectively. Images feature
frontal view faces with different facial expressions,
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illumination conditions and occlusions (sun glasses, hair styles
and scarves). The images of a single person were collected on
two different days with a difference of 14 days. This database
is available online and can be accessed without any cost for
research and academic purposes.
B. FERET Database
The FERET database is being used in facial recognition
for system evaluation. The Face Recognition Technology
(FERET) program is executed by joint collaboration between
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
and the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST). DARPA released a high-resolution, 24-bit color
version of these images in 2003. And it was tested over 2,413
still face images, representing 856 individuals. However, the
main motive behind development of FERET database was to
facilitate algorithm development and evaluation. Thus
initially, it requires a common database of facial images in
order to develop and test for the purpose evaluation. After
that, complications in image mentioned by the images should
enhance.
C. LFW Database
Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) is a database of face
photographs which was mainly developed for the
comprehension of unconstrained face recognition problem.
The data set has over 13,000 images of faces obtained via
web. And each face is labeled with the name of the person
whose picture was captured. However, roughly 1680 of the
pictured people contained two or more distinct photos in the
data set. However, the main constraint on these face images is
that they were detected by the Viola Jones face detector. They
are organized into four sets of LFW images, in which one is
an original and other three are different types of aligned
images. The aligned images have "funneled images" LFW-a,
which includes an unpublished method of alignment, and
"deep funneled" images. Among them, LFW-a, and the deep
funneled images provide higher results over most of the face
verification algorithms for original images and funneled
images.
D. YouTube Face Database (YTF)
YTF database consists of face videos which were
developed for unconstrained face recognition. In this database
shortest and longest clips are 48 frames and 6,070 frames
respectively. And the average length of a video clip is 181.3
frames. And all the videos were taken from YouTube. An
average of 2.15 videos is available for different subjects.
E. Yale Database
The Yale Face Database includes 165 grayscale images in
Graphical interchange Format (GIF) of 15 individuals. They
are divided into 11 images/subject, each having different
facial expression or configuration: center-light, with/glasses,
no glasses, happy, sad, sleepy, normal, surprised, and wink.
Left-light, right-light.

Yale face database is available in two volumes Yale face A
known as yalefaces and Extended Yale face database B. In
this database there are 15 different subjects (14 males and 01
female). These comprises of different conditions in facial
images such as variations in an expression like sad or normal
and happy, etc. This also depends upon other lighting
conditions which consists of left, right or center light, and
picture having glasses and non-glasses were included.
Extended Yale face database is a dataset of 2414 images of 38
subjects. No variation in expression and no occlusions are
found in the images but more focus is on extracting feature apt
to illumination and they are available in cropped version.

Fig. 1. Preprocessing steps of face recognition.

IV. METHODS AND TECHNIQUES OF FACE RECOGNITION
A. Eigen Faces
The word eigenface coined by German ―Eigen wert‖ The
―Eigen‖ literally mean characteristic and ―wert‖ mean value.
Eigenface is well establish algorithms that was used to
recognize a feature in a face image. It is based on Principle
Component Analysis (PCA) [14]. In this method the
fundamental concept is to recognize the face by taking its
unique information about the face in question. Then encode it
to compare with the decode result of previously taken image
as shown in Fig. 2. In eigenface method, decoding is
performed with the calculation of eigenvector and then it is
represented as a matrix. However, Eigenface based face
recognition systems is only suitable for images having the
frontal faces but some researches identify a face with different
poses have also been made [1]. Analyzing different results
drawn from the researchers the accuracy ratio has been much
improved in recent years as compared previous results. It is
expected to have an effective and efficient output in upcoming
years. A comparative study of the analysis results obtained by
different researchers by applying face recognition techniques
on the basis of Eigen Faces is given in Table I.
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TABLE I.

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF FACE RECOGNITION TECHNIQUES
BASED ON PCA

Y
ea
r

Database

20
12

ORL Faces

2

20
12

Face94

3

20
13

FRAV Face DB

4

20
14

S
#

1

-

Techniq
ue

PCA

PCA
Eigen
Face
PCA
Eigen
Faces

Accu
racy

Reference

TABLE II.
S
#

Ye
ar

Database

1

20
12

IIT-Dehli
Database

70.0
%

Slavković et al.
[20]

100.0
%

Abdullah et al. [33]

3

Saha, Rajib et al.
[51]
Rahman,
ArmanadurniAbd,
et al. [21]

4

96.0
%
70.0
%
92%
to
93%

5

20
14

Yale Database

PCA

6

2
01
4

AT & T

PCA

7

20
16

Computer Vision
Research Projects
dataset

PCA

93.6
%

Md. Al-Amin
Bhuiyan [34]

8

20
17

EmguCV library

PCA +
RMF

93.0
%

Jacky Efendi et al.
[35]

9

2
01
7

Yale Database

PCA

98.18

Riddhi A. & S.M.
Shah [46]

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF FACE RECOGNITION METHODS
USING ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORS(ANN)

2

5
6

20
13
20
15
20
15
20
15
20
15

Accuracy

Reference

88.25% to
98.3%

Raja, A. S. et al.
[31]

96.66% &
98.88%

Nandini, M. et al.
[32]

Deep ID 3

99.53%

Yi Sun, et al. [19]

AFLW

99.00%

-

Multi PIE
dataset
AFLW

Technique
NN Based
SOM for Face
recognition
BPC and RBC
Network

CPF

99.50%
90.00%

Haoxiang Li et al.
[29]
JunhoYim et al.
[52]
Sachin Sudhakar
Farfade [30]

MuzammilAbdulra
hman et al. [37]
Johannes Reschke
et al. [36]

B. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)
ANN provides an effective feature recognition technique,
and it has been widely used after emergence of Artificial
Intelligence. This consists of network, where neurons are
arranged in the form of layers. Accuracy of face recognition
has been boosted with the aid of better deep network
architectures and supervisory methods. And recently few
remarkable face representation learning techniques are
evolved [15]. Using these techniques, deep learning (Fig. 3)
has got much closer to human performance. For evaluation
LFW face veriﬁcation dataset has been used on tightly
cropped face images [15]. However, the learned face
representation could also add signiﬁcant intrapersonal
variations. One of the most viable feature of Neural Networks
is it lessens the complexity. It learns from the training samples
and then works fine on the images with changes in lighting
conditions and increases accuracy [1]. The main drawback of
the neural network is a more time is needed for its training.
Initially Training is precursor step to get the desired results
from the system as user point of view.
After feature extraction, classifiers for face recognition
such as the Radial Basis Function and Feed Forward Neural
Network (FFNN) are the implemented. Moreover, study
reveals that ANNs achieves improvement over face
recognition [2]. The following comparative study in Table II
shows an accuracy ratio obtained through the use of ANNs.

Fig. 2. Face recognition using neural network.

Fig. 3. Face recognition by using SVM [38].

C. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
SVM is the kind of supervised learning algorithm that uses
data for classification and regression analysis. SVM provides
advantages of being effective in high dimensions. SVM can be
implemented to recognize the faces after facial feature
extraction [3]. SVM can yield better outcomes when the large
quantity of data set is selected directly with training (Fig. 2).
However, Least Square Support Vector Machine (LS-SVM)
[50], [51] is among the popular one in SVM types that is being
successfully utilized for face recognition task.
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This provides advantage of fast computation, speed along
with high recognition rate [1]. Component-based SVM
classifier [16] is another variant of SVM in face recognition.
The Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier is a most
widely used technique that is being implemented on a wide
range of classification problems. Mostly these problems are in
high dimensions and they are not linearly separable. SVM is
useful in the advent of dealing with very high dimensional
data. Researchers worked on SVM for classification of face
recognition and got better results as shown in the below
Table III.
TABLE III.
S
#

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF FACE RECOGNITION METHODS
BASED ON SVM

Ye
ar

Database

Technique

1 2009

ORL Face
Database

Least
Square
SVM

2

20
11

ORL Face
Database

ICA, SVM

96%

Kong, Rui et al. [26]

3

20
11

FERET
Database,
AT&T
Database

2DPrincipal
Component
Analysis,
SVM

95.10
%

Le, Thai Hoang et al.
[27]

20
16

Yale Faces

SVM

97.78
%

Bhaskar Anand &
Prashant K Shah [24]

4

Accu
racy
96%

The main advantages of Gabor Wavelets Transform are
face feature reduction and its global feature representation in
face recognition [21], [29], [30]. Table IV shows comparative
analysis of Gabor filters by different researchers.
TABLE IV.
S#

Year

1

2012

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF FACE RECOGNITOIN METHODS
BASED ON GABOR WAVELETS
Database
FRGC &
CASIA

Technique

Accuracy

3D GPSR

95.80%

Reference
Ming et al.
[44]

98.30%
2

2014

Yale Face DB

PCA,
LGBPHS
& DPL

97.30%
99.20%

Hyunjong Cho
et al. [43]

99.70%

Reference
3

2014

RBM

PCA

99.5%

Dong Yi et al.
[42]

4

2013

ORL
Database,
FRGCv2

Magnitude
Phase of
Gabor,
PCA, SVM

99.90%

Bellakhdhar et
al. [45]

5

2015

T1-w dataset

SVM RBF

93.8%
+0.3+-

6

2015

ORL

MAHCOS
Distance

97.50%

7

2015

IIT-Dehli
Database

PCA

99.20%

8

2015

FERET &
CMU-PIE

Xie, Jianhong et al. [25]

D. Gabor Wavelet
Dennis Gabor in 1946 introduced a tool for signal
processing in noise removal and named as Gabor filter. Gabor
wavelets technique is being widely used for face tracking and
position estimation in face recognition. While an image
representation using the Gabor wavelet transform provides
both the spatial relations and spatial frequency structure. As
shown in Fig. 4, it has a characteristic that allow it to delineate
the properties of spatial localization, spatial frequency
selectivity, and orientation [17], [18]. Gabor Wavelets works
well over extraction of edge and shape information and it
represents the faces in a compact way which is more similar to
the feature based methods [19].

92.80%

Nooshin et al.
[38]
Vinay.A et al.
[39]
Shervin
Minaee et al.
[40]
Leonardo A.
Camenta [41]

E. Hidden Markov Models
Hiddel Markov Model (HMM) is another statistical
modelling technique in which the system undergoes in
Markov process with hidden states (Fig. 5). This model was
proposed in 1960 and provided a significant contribution
towards speech recognition. HMM is well established method
in reinforcement learning, temporal pattern recognition, and
bioinformatics applications. Currently it is being implemented
to recognize face expressions. Also it can be applied to the
video sequences for face recognition. It needs a sequence of
1D and 2D images for experimental purposes [21]; but firstly
these images should be converted into a chronological
sequence of 1D or spatial. However, model consists of two
processes, in which first Markov Chain process having a finite
number of states is not viewed explicitly. While in other
process each state constitutes a set of probability density
function connected with it [1]. Although for research,
generally 5-state HMM is designed for face recognition
system. 5-state HMM is grouped into five facial features such
as eyes, nose, mouth, chin and forehead for frontal view face
images as shown in Fig. 6 [47]. But the number of states can
be added or removed which depends upon system’s
requirement.

Fig. 4. Gabor wavelet process of recognition.
Fig. 5. Three states of transition from left to right for HMM [25].
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and is recognized. In this case, only legitimate persons are
allowed to access account.
B. Security
Security is a most important precursor at all places.
Computer security is being carried out with use of face
recognition application. In this regard, image database is being
used for investigation purposes [1]; for instance, searching
image for authentication of licensed drivers to search missing
peoples, immigrants in law enforcement agencies, General
identity verification [1], Electoral registration, banking,
electronic commerce, identifying newborns, national IDs,
passports, employee IDs.

Fig. 6. Hidden Markov Model process of recognition.

In other case, 7-State HMM [48] provide more details
which boosts the performance of the face recognition system.
Various researchers have worked to get satisfactory outcomes
by applying different algorithms in this model. However, a
new enhanced model The Adaptive Hidden Markov Model
(AHMM) [49] is proposed by authors to find out the issues of
identifying the faces via a video sequence. The comparative
result in Table V depics the accuracy ratio of HMM.
TABLE V.
S#

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF FACE RECOGNITION METHODS
BASED ON HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS (HMM)

Year

Database

Technique

Accuracy

Reference

1

2013

ORL
FaceDB, Yale
Face DB

SubHolistic
HMM

95.25% &
94.45%

Sharif,
Muhammad et
al. [28]

2

2015

CK+ UNBCMcMaster

MIL HMM

85.23%

Chongliang
Wu et al. [22]

3

2015

UMIST

MS-HMM

93.66%

Samiksha
Agarwal et al.
[23]

4

2013

MSRAction3D

DMMHMM

90.50%

Chen Chen et
al. [24]

5

2015

SCOP

HHblits

93.80%

James Lyons
et al. [25]

V. APPLICATIONS OF FACE RECOGNITION
There are many applications where face recognition
techniques are successfully used to perform a specific task.
Few of them are described as under:
A. Access Control
Access control allows the authorized group of users to
access the personal account by logon through their email
account using computer accessing bank account through ATM
machine. But using face recognition system face pictures are
taken under natural conditions such as frontal face images.
Such kind of systems yields optimal accuracy without any
intervention from the user. These automatic face recognition
systems are also used to view and control a user activity on PC
or ATM machine; for example, when users leave the PC
without proper closing their files and folders for a
predetermined time. Then system halts until user again logon

C. Surveillance
The
word surveillance has
been
derived
from
a French phrase which means "watching over". Here
(sur means "from above‖ and veiller means "to watch").
Surveillance is used to monitor the individual’s behavior,
activities, or beside other related information for ensuring the
people safety. This can be achieved by means of electronic
equipment i.e. closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras) or
interception of electronically transmitted information.
Surveillance system offer no. of benefits to different
organizations. For example, it is being used by governments
for intelligence gathering, control the crime, monitoring the
process, person, crowd or object, or the inquiry of crime.
However, on the other side, surveillance is often considered as
a violation of privacy, and in such cases it is often criticized
by
civil
societies, groups
and
activists.
Liberal
democracies have laws which bounds local governments and
law agencies to use surveillance, usually restricting them in
those
circumstances
where
public
safety
is
compromised. Legitimate organizations have often been
imposed
such
domestic
restrictions.
However,
international surveillance is similar among all types of
countries. Moreover researchers are trying to achieve more
improved and contented results through the use of latest
algorithms in face recognition.
D. Time & Attendance
Biometric Time Attendance technologies have been used
for Access Control solutions and these are among the latest
solutions over traditional systems [23]. In this technology,
users are required to expose their face into the machine’s
camera by making a certain distance and remove any physical
contact with the device. This eliminates any possibility of
being tempering or machinery alteration through its noncontact method procedure. Face Recognition system captures
specific features from a human face and record it in the form
of mathematical template as depicted in Fig. 7. In order to
recognize the face, facial image is normalized as to line-up
eyes and mouth. Then it performs matching with mathematical
vectors from database. Finally face recognition system verifies
face and allows for marking attendance or access transaction.
These machines could also be implemented for other
solutions, where biometric identification/verification is
required; such as canteen management, salary distribution, and
social services.
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 The development trends and achievements in the realm
of face recognition shows that a lot of researchers have
been carried out in last four decades.
 Currently, face recognition system has been
implemented for many real-time applications, but still
it suffers from several challenges that need to be
addressed in order to design a well-established face
recognition system.
 Developed face recognition techniques
analyzed over varying facial expression
varying lighting conditions and pose. And
could be performed using benchmark and
databases.

could be
i.e. under
evaluation
latest face

 Similarly to the face image recognition, the video
image recognition is more complicated that needs to be
researched.
Fig. 7. Facial recognition.

E. Pervasive Computing
The aim of pervasive computing is to create a sensor based
network as to make smart devices. Hence, sensor network is
used to collect, process and send data, and eventually, it can
understand its surroundings and improves the human
capability and quality of life. However, pervasive computing
uses wireless communication and networking technologies,
mobile devices, wearable computers, embedded systems,
Radio Frequency Identification Devices (RFID) tags,
middleware and software agents. Pervasive computing is
being widely used in number of applications, for instance in
energy, consumer, healthcare, production, military, safety, and
logistics.
One of the examples of pervasive computing is a smart
Watch developed by Apple Watch. It informs a user for
incoming phone call and allows him to complete the call using
watch [1].
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Study of face recognition has remained a striving area for
researchers for many years. In this paper, a comprehensive
study was performed over different face recognition methods.
After detailed analysis it revealed that PCA is best suited
technique when dimension of features is higher for original
face images, whereas eigen faces image features method work
well for frontal face recognition. Among face recognition
methods, the most popular are Neural Networks, Support
Vector Machine, Sparse Representation based Classification
(SRC), Linear Regression Classification (LRC), Regularized
Robust Coding (RRC) and Nearest Feature Line ((NFL).
These methods provide better results when the image
dimension is under 150 or more. Furthermore, it is suggested
that PCA, SVM, NN and Eigen methods still need to be
researched so that more satisfactory results could be achieved
for face recognition. Moreover, in this paper we also
mentioned state of the art face recognition image database and
face technology benefits in various applications. However,
main findings of this research are highlighted as under:

Further, it is suggested that for recognition of video
images, YouTube Faces could be analyzed for evaluation.
Furthermore, recognition of emotional human behavior has
emerged recently as a promising [52] research area for
scholars that should be exploited in future. Finally, it is
concluded that still there remains a gap in terms of study in
face recognition system that requires to be filled in order to
improve its accuracy and efficiency.
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Big data analysis has become a priority for all companies
and organizations that want to maintain a high level of
competition. To accomplish this task, companies use several
frameworks like Hadoop ecosystem which ensures both
storage and processing despite the huge volume of data.
Hadoop [1], [2] contains mainly a distributed File System
HDFS [3] and a distributed computation framework
MapReduce [4].

Hadoop ecosystem is a set of popular frameworks [7] that
provides distributed processing over a huge amount of data.
Hadoop is designed to solve data storage problems caused by
the large amount of data generated each second. The data
managed by this framework is processed in a parallel way by
exploiting thousands of machines. Fig. 1 shows a simple
architecture of Hadoop ecosystem.

OOZIE

INTRODUCTION

II. HADOOP ECOSYSTEM

WORKFLOW

I.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
Hadoop ecosystem. Section 3 presents the motivation of using
MapReduce Criteria. As for Section 4, it talks about Pig, Hive
and Sqoop as related work. Section 5 briefly describes the
Query Criteria API. The last section contains final conclusions
and points to further work.

STATISTICS

Keywords—Hadoop; HDFS; MapReduce

programs will be reduced to facilitate readability and
maintenance.

R Connectors

Abstract—A Hadoop HDFS is an organized and distributed
collection of files. It is created to store a huge part of data and
then retrieve it and analyze it efficiently in a less amount of time.
To retrieve and analyze data from the Hadoop HDFS,
MapReduce Jobs must be created directly using some
programming languages like Java or indirectly using some high
level languages like HiveQL and PigLatin. Everyone knows that
creating MapReduce programs using programming languages is
a difficult task that requires a remarkable effort for their
creation and also for their maintenance. Writing MapReduce
code by hand needs a lot of time, introduce bugs, harm
readability, and impede optimizations. Profiles working in the
field of big data always try to avoid hard and long programs in
their work. They are always looking for much simpler
alternatives like graphical interfaces or reduced scripts like PIG
Latin or even SQL queries. This article proposes to use a
MapReduce Query API inspired from Hibernate Criteria to
simplify the code of MapReduce programs. This API proposes a
set of predefined methods for making restrictions, projections,
logical conditions and so on. An implementation of the Word
Count example using the Query Criteria API is illustrated in this
paper.

MAP REDUCE

To analyse data stored in HDFS and according to the
user’s profile and competence, several programming
languages are used such as java to create MapReduce
programs directly [5]. Some high level languages are also used
like PIG Latin scripts or HiveQL queries [6]. In this domain,
several research projects have attempted to simplify the code
of MapReduce programs to make them readable and easily
maintainable.

HADOOP HDFS
Fig. 1. Simple architecture of Hadoop ecosystem.

This article suggests using an API called MapReduce
Criteria inspired from the Hibernate Criteria API to hide the
code of the restrictions and projections made on the data
stored in the HDFS. Thus, the number of lines in MapReduce

Along with the market trends and the diversity of profiles
that intervene on the data, several additional technical
components have been emerged; components for people who
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are used to work in declarative SQL language and other
components that are based on procedural languages.
With the multitude of solutions that currently exist in the
market, each profile must carefully choose the Big Data
solution that aligns with its skills. The analysts will likely find
that they can ramp up on Hadoop faster by using Hadoop data
warehouses such as Hive [8], Impala [9] and HAWQ now
frequently deployed at customer sites. Developers who want
better control of the data flow process and those who come
from a procedural language context will choose to work in
PIG Latin. Despite the diversity of existing solutions, they all
use the same HDFS for cluster storage and the same
MapReduce model for distributed processing (Fig. 2).

B. MapReduce
The basis of the MapReduce framework was defined by
Dean and Ghemawat at their paper in 2004 [5]. MapReduce
orchestrates the processing of a large data sets using parallel
computing on a cluster. It manages all issues related to
partitioning the input data, scheduling the program’s execution
and data transfers. Several research papers are focused on the
MapReduce model to apply it to some business domains [10],
[11] to resolve some algorithms issues [12], [13] or to search
for some optimization leads [14], [15]. The user of the
MapReduce library expresses the computation as two
functions: Map and Reduce.
Map function takes an input pair and produces a set of
intermediating key/value pairs. It gathers together all
intermediate values associated with the same intermediate key
and passes them to the Reduce function. Reduce function
written by the user accepts an intermediate key and a set of
values for that key. It merges these values to form a possibly
smaller set of values (Fig. 4).

Fig. 2. Conceptual overview of HDFS and MapReduce.

A. Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)
To meet the ever-changing volumes of data processed
every day, The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is
designed to be highly fault-tolerant and to be deployed on
low-cost hardware. HDFS is based on a master / slave
architecture. It offers a master server (NameNode) and slaves
(DataNodes) per node of the cluster [3]. The NameNode
manages the namespace of the file system and also
orchestrates access to the files by the clients. The DataNodes
manages the storage associated with the nodes on which they
run. A simple HDFS architecture is given at Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. Map function showing values to form a possibly smaller set of
values.

III. MOTIVATION
MapReduce programs are positioned in the core of all
BigData systems. Unfortunately MapReduce programs have
been criticized for several disadvantages including the large
number of instructions, the lack of readability and also the
difficulty of maintenance.
In order to simplify the number of instructions, the
readability and the maintenance of the MapReduce programs,
we propose to use the MapReduce Query API which will hide
all the instructions related to:
Fig. 3. Architecture of the HDFS.

● Restrictions like equal, not equal, less than, more than,
etc.
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● Logical expressions like AND, OR, XOR etc.

Programs Using
MapReduce Criteria

● Relations between data like “inner_join”, “left_join”
● Projections like group, maximum, minimum, average,
etc.

MR Query API

● Orders ascendant and descendant.
We propose to apply all methods defined in Hibernate
Criteria [16] to MapReduce programs. Among the major
concerns of big data solutions today, we can mention the
optimization of execution times and also the simplification of
creating MapReduce programs. Solutions mentioned at the
next section try to hide the complexity of MapReduce
programs by generating MapReduce plans automatically.

MapReduce Programs

HDFS

IV. RELATED WORK

Programs
Mapreduce Criteria API

Different tools and sub-projects have been created to
simplify the task for users who are not so good at
programming languages. Many frameworks have been
implemented to help users who are struggling with Hadoop,
especially while performing any MapReduce tasks. Among
these solutions, we find Pig, Hive and Sqoop described briefly
in the following paragraphs.
A. Pig
Pig is a procedural language platform used to develop a
script Pig Latin [17]: a sequence of steps, much like in a
programming language, each of which carries out a single
high-level data transformation e.g., filtering, grouping, or
aggregation.
B. Hive
A data warehouse solution that allows users to write SQL
like Query (HiveQL) and translate them into physical plans of
MapReduce jobs using the Thrift Server. Hive proposes many
external interfaces (Command Line, Web UI, JDBC...) to
challenge with its database [18]-[20]. The latest version of
Hive (since version 2.0) allows also procedural SQL on
Hadoop [21].
C. Sqoop
This solution is also adopted by the Apache Foundation in
order to achieve bulk data transfers between Hadoop and
structured databases such as relational databases. Sqoop hides
and simplifies the complexity of MapReduce programs to
users [22], [23].
V. PROPOSED WORK
The MapReduce Query API inspired from Hibernate
Criteria API will represent a query against a particular file
stored at the HDFS. The interface will provide the same
powerful mechanism of hibernate criteria API and will allow a
programmatic creation of queries against the HDFS (Fig. 5).
It’s an alternate way to manipulate objects generated from
data stored at the HDFS. Specifying the structure of the data to
be loaded from the HDFS is required for using MapReduce
Query API. It is the equivalent of Relational Object Mapping
in the Hibernate Framework. Any program based on
MapReduce Query API will be automatically translated to
MapReduce programs according to a previously defined plan.

Fig. 5. MapReduce processing.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION
WordCount is a famous application that counts the number
of occurrences for each word in a given set of files. The input
for this implementation is a file of comments as detailed
below:
A. WordCount Example without MapReduce Criteria
To develop a simple MapReduce example in the current
model, it is necessary to create at least three classes: A class
"Mapper" as shown in Table I, a "Reduce" class as shown in
Table II and a "Main" class as shown in Table III.
TABLE I.

WORDCOUNT MAPPER CLASS

package com.hadoop.mapreduce.example;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.util.StringTokenizer;
import org.apache.hadoop.io.IntWritable;
import org.apache.hadoop.io.LongWritable;
import org.apache.hadoop.io.Text;
import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.MapReduceBase;
import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.Mapper;
import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.OutputCollector;
import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.Reporter;
public class WordCountMapper extends MapReduceBase
implements Mapper<LongWritable, Text, Text,
IntWritable> {
private final static IntWritable one = new
IntWritable(1);
private Text word = new Text();
public void map(LongWritable key, Text value,
OutputCollector<Text, IntWritable> collector, Reporter
reporter) throws IOException {
String line = value.toString();
StringTokenizer st = new StringTokenizer(line, " ");
while (st.hasMoreTokens()) {
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word.set(st.nextToken().trim());
if (!"Apache".equals(word))
{
collector.collect(word, one);
}
}
}
}
TABLE II.

WORDCOUNT REDUCER CLASS

package com.hadoop.mapreduce.example;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.util.Iterator;
import org.apache.hadoop.io.IntWritable;
import org.apache.hadoop.io.Text;
import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.MapReduceBase;
import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.OutputCollector;
import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.Reducer;
import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.Reporter;
public class WordCountReducer extends MapReduceBase
implements Reducer<Text, IntWritable, Text, IntWritable>
{
public void reduce(Text key, Iterator<IntWritable> values,
OutputCollector<Text, IntWritable> outputCollector,
Reporter reporter) throws IOException {
int sum = 0;
while (values.hasNext()) {
sum = sum + values.next().get();
}
outputCollector.collect(key, new IntWritable(sum));
}
}
TABLE III.

WORDCOUNT MAIN CLASS

package com.hadoop.mapreduce.example;
import java.net.URI;
import org.apache.hadoop.conf.Configuration;
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.FileSystem;
import org.apache.hadoop.fs.Path;
import org.apache.hadoop.io.IntWritable;
import org.apache.hadoop.io.Text;
import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.FileInputFormat;
import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.FileOutputFormat;
import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.JobClient;
import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.JobConf;
import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.RunningJob;
import org.apache.hadoop.mapred.TextOutputFormat;
public class WordCount {
public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception {
Configuration conf = new Configuration();
Path inputPath = new Path(
"hdfs://127.0.0.1:9000/input/comments.txt");
Path outputPath = new

Path("hdfs://127.0.0.1:9000/output/");
JobConf job = new JobConf(conf, WordCount.class);
job.setJarByClass(WordCount.class);
job.setJobName("WordCounterJob");
FileInputFormat.setInputPaths(job, inputPath);
FileOutputFormat.setOutputPath(job, outputPath);
job.setOutputKeyClass(Text.class);
job.setOutputValueClass(IntWritable.class);
job.setOutputFormat(TextOutputFormat.class);
job.setMapperClass(WordCountMapper.class);
job.setReducerClass(WordCountReducer.class);
FileSystem hdfs =
FileSystem.get(URI.create("hdfs://127.0.0.1:9000"),
conf);
if (hdfs.exists(outputPath))
hdfs.delete(outputPath, true);
RunningJob runningJob = JobClient.runJob(job);
System.out.println("job.isSuccessfull: " +
runningJob.isComplete());
}
}
B. WordCount Example using MapReduce Criteria
The objective of MapReduce Criteria is to reduce the
number of rows and classes for developers using MapReduce;
it will facilitate the creation and also the maintenance of their
programs. Each program based on MapReduce Criteria will be
automatically translated into Mappers and Reducers classes.
The example "WordCount" in MapReduce Criteria is given in
Table IV.
TABLE IV.

WORDCOUNT EXAMPLE USING MAPREDUCE CRITERIA

package com.hadoop.mapreduce.example;
public class WordCountMrCriteria extends MrQueryScript
{
public static void main(String[] args) {
String hdfs = "hdfs://127.0.0.1:9000";
DataList dlist1 = load(hdfs + "/input/comments.txt",
new String[] {"line:String"});
DataList dlist2 = null;
for (DataObject dobj : dlist1.getDataObjectList()) {
dlist2 = tokenize(dobj,"line", " ", new String[]
{"word:String"});
}
MapReduceCriteria c1 = dlist2.getMrCriteria()
.add(Restrictions.ne("word", "Apache"))
.add(Projections.groupBy("word"))
.add(Projections.rowCount());
DataList dlist3 = c1.dataList();
dlist3.store(hdfs + "/output/countword.txt");
}
}
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VII. CONCLUSION
MapReduce is a programming model created to perform
distributed processing of a large datasets stored in a
distributed file system HDFS. It is well-known that
MapReduce programs are difficult to create, to read and to
maintain. Therefore, it is necessary to simplify them using
some frameworks or APIs.
This paper has suggested using an API called MapReduce
Criteria in order to reduce the number of MapReduce
instructions and also to hide Mappers and Reducers classes for
developers. In our future work we will compare MapReduce
programs that use the Query Criteria API with existing
languages that also simplify the use of MapReduce as Pig
Latin and Hive.
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Abstract—This paper presents a new approach to composite
surface characterization using Gradient Field time displacement.
The new technique employs calculation of thermally charged
regions within a composite structure as a result of each area
gradient and then correlates the regions (storage areas) using a
time displaced (Lag) model. The resulting data show that a ratedependent model is fit to describe the behavior of damaged areas
within a composite structure, which act as energy storage
elements. The rate of dissipation of stored energy per region
contributes to the shape and area of the resulting correlated Lag
curve.
Keywords—Gradient norm; edge detection; gray level mapping;
segmentation; rate-dependent; lag; thermal images

I.

INTRODUCTION

Image enhancement is critical in image processing.
Normally image enhancement is basically achieved using
histogram equalization or one of its related techniques with no
provision of proper mathematical model for the intensity
variation associated with histogram equalization. Also,
histogram equalization uses Probability Distribution Function
(PDF) and Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) and both
assume uniform distribution, which is not applicable in many
cases.
This problem can be resolved using gradient analysis or
correlated gradient with histogram analysis. Such a unique
concept has been employed for specific applications, such as,
deblurring and image restoration [1]-[7].
Edge detection is an extremely important technique in
image processing and image analysis. Edge detection process
preserve important image structural features. Edge Detection
involves taking steps in the process of locating the sharp
edges which are discontinuous that result in variation in pixels
intensities, thus, defining boundaries within the image [8][11].
Composite structures continue to be used widely in
aerospace and automotive applications due to its light weight
coupled with high strength. There is a growing interest in the
application of thermal methods for nondestructive testing
(NDT) of composite components. There are many gains using
thermal NDT as compared to other methods, as its capable of
covering large and complex areas without direct contact, and it
produces results in a reasonably short time. Thermography has

a good potential for detection of various abnormalities, such as
delamination, and disbands.
Non-uniform composite structures and/or damaged
composites will most of the time result in the creation of edges
within the fiber-matrix system. Consequently, segmentation
will occur and subdivides the composite image into regions.
The number of regions formed as a result of segmentation
depends on the type of damage a structure suffered. The
segmented image is a function of both discontinuity and
uniformity. Both factors can be used to establish similarity and
level of damage as a result of abrupt change or edges [12][16].
Detecting damage using thermal images produced as a
result of testing of composite structures is a challenging task
owing to their variable appearance and the wide range of
shapes and orientations that a damage can cause. The first
need is a robust feature set that allows for damaged areas to be
discriminated efficiently, even in cluttered backgrounds under
difficult illumination. The second need is for a good
mathematical model that covers effect of thermal energy on
image properties due to the existence of non-uniform or
damaged composite structure [17]-[21]. In addition,
Knowledge of the thermal conductivity of the composite
structure is essential in assessing and modelling heat transfer
through fiber and matrix.
At present, active thermal imaging is regularly used for
inspection during manufacturing and in service to inspect
composite parts and units. The technique can be used to
specify damaged areas and their boundaries. The technique
measures the difference between the temperature of a defect
area and a defect-free one. Processing of the results of can be
achieved using dynamic thermal tomography technique fast
Fourier transform.
In this work, a new approach to using gradient field
analysis is applied to PVT images of composite structures,
which results in a new approach in detecting and analysing
composite structure damage, which is comparable in its
approach to the active thermal imaging technique. The
presented technique in the work is based on correlative
displacement of gradient fields associated with damaged areas
of composite structures identified as a result of energy based
segmentation due to energy storage within the composite
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structure that results in thermal edges caused by structural
damage.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The main objective is to use segmentation of thermal
charged regions to detect damage. Damaged areas will vary in
their energy storage in comparison to undamaged areas,
resulting in thermal edges. Such a phenomenon can be
realized through gradient application to captured images over
periods of time. Pulse Video Thermography (PVT) is
employed in the testing. The used equipment comprised a
heating source and thermal imaging system. Pulses obtained
by discharging energy pulses through flash tubes, which are
directed at the tested structure. The tested structure consisted
of 5mm thick Reaction Injection Molding (RIM) composites.
The obtained thermal images converted to gray levels before
applying segmentation algorithm as a function of Gradient
Field (GF). Different levels of threshold used to obtain an
optimum boundary isolation and region segmentation. Fig. 1
shows the experimental arrangement.

Fig. 3. Jet coloring of thermal image after 18 minutes.

Structure under test
Affected Area

Camera

Thermal Pulse

Stored Thermal Energy

Fig. 1. Experimental setup.

Fig. 4. Jet coloring of thermal image after 23 minutes.

Classifica tion System

III. RESULTS
Fig. 2 to 4 show the tested component, at sampled intervals
{13, 18, 23} minutes.

Fig. 2. Jet coloring of thermal image after 13 minutes.

Fig. 5 to 7 show the Gradient Field for each of the time
sampled thermal images.

Fig. 5. Gradient field of thermal image after 13 minutes (coordinates
represent pixels with image area of 120 by 120 by 3).
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Fig. 8. Relationship between the two thermally charged regions in the
tested composite.

Fig. 6. Gradient field of thermal image after 18 minutes coordinates
represent pixels with image area of 120 by 120 by 3).

Fig. 8 shows the relationship between the time responses
of the two thermally charged arras within the tested composite
structure. From the plots the relationship between the two
charged areas representation can be modelled using a RateDependent model as it is evident that during the thermal
discharge process one thermal energy is exchanged between
the two mainly charged regions (damaged areas) of tested
composite structure, thus introducing a time delay or lag
between the discharging activities of the two main regions.
This introduce two main cycles considered in the proposed
model:
1) Primary thermal charge-discharge cycle as a function
of the applied PVT pulse.
2) Secondary thermal charge-discharge cycle as a function
of damaged area size.
Both processes follow an outward direction. In general, the
model is represented as in (1).

Fig. 7. Gradient field of thermal image after 23 minutes coordinates
represent pixels with image area of 120 by 120 by 3).

IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION



A1 t   Rinitial   A1 t   d

(1)

0



The observed Gradient field indicates four stages of
thermal interaction between the composite sample under test
and the thermally applied pulse:
A. Initial absorption (t=t+): The whole structure is subjected
to the applied pulse of energy with approximately equal
distribution of intensity levels and pixel population over
the structural area.
B. Second stage (t=13 minutes): Two interconnected and
thermally charged areas appear, with the rest of the areas
discharged. The two touching areas (inter-thermal
convergence) exchange thermal energy with each other
and with the rest of the composite structure.
C. Third stage (t=18 minutes): Two thermally charged areas,
with well-defined boundaries (inter-thermal divergence
and intra-thermal convergence) observed as a result of the
areas in the second stage relinquished. This is due to
thermal discharge of stored energy.
D. Fourth stage (t = 23 minutes): Mainly one area is left,
which is associated with the highest level of surface nonuniformity(damage), as other parts have come to a total
thermal discharge and heat dissipation.

A2 t   Rinitial   A2 t   d

(2)

Lagt   A1 t   A2 t 

(3)

0

T

Lag(t ) 

 A1 t   d   A2 t   d
T

0

0

(4)

From the results, it is observed that one area will discharge
at a faster rate and hence thermal decay will occur within the
integration interval of the second area. Thus, (4) becomes
(assume here that A2 discharges at a faster rate):
T
t1
 t1
Lag(t )   A1 t   d   A1 t   d    A2 t   d
 0
 0
t1

(5)

where T is the maximum testing time. Thus:
t1
t1
 T
Lag(t )   A1 t   d   A2 t   d    A1 t   d
 0
 t1
0

(6)

which gives:
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(7)

Pixel Difference

 t1
  T
Lag(t )    A1 t     A2 t   d    A1 t   d

  t1
 0
 

From (7), both A2 and A1 can be obtained as a function of
each other:
A1 t   lagt   A2 t 

(8)

A2 t   lagt   A1 t 

(9)

0

Applying observations to (7) and noting that one region
will undergo decay at a faster rate than the other (depending
on which time limit is critical to show critical damage), results
in the following:
 t1
  T
Lag(t )    A1 t     0 d    A1 t   d

  t1
 0
 

(10)
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Fig. 9. Relationship (difference) between the two thermally charged
regions in the tested composite.

Equation (14) also represents a time-relative change of
segmented (damaged) areas that are separated by edges.
V. CONCLUSIONS

Which gives:
 t1
  T
Lag(t )    A1 t   d    A1 t   d

  t1
 0
 

(11)

Hence:
Lag(t ) 

 A t      A t   d
t1

0

T

1

t1

1

(12)

Thus
Lag(t ) 

 A t   d

The proposed technique is an excellent beginning to
Characterize damage in composite structures through edge
detection and region segmentation using gradient field as a
function of time displacement. From the obtained images and
the mathematical model, the behavior of the charged regions
in relations to each other can be quantified in Table I. The
initial fully charged sample is (120 by 120 by 3 =43200). The
factor of 3 is due to the conversion from color to gray level.
The discharging relationship is presented in Fig. 10.
TABLE I.

T

0

1

(13)

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THERMALLY CHARGED REGIONS
A1

A2

Ratio (A2 : A1

Equation (13) indicates that a main area of damage is
present in the tested composite structure.

t=t+

43200

43200

Initial Charge

8

28500

25600

0.9

The previous set of equations can be applied to any
number of adjacently charged regions by extending (7) to
include a set of time limits. Thus, allowing for various levels
of charged regions to discharge their thermal energy and
resulting in a tabulation of regions that contain fiber-matrix
problems. This will allow for detailed analysis of causing
effects and an enhanced process of manufacturing.
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21600

14400

0.7

18
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23
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28

1800

0
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Fig. 9 show another dimension to the kind of relationship
between the observed charged regions plotted over additional
time intervals. From the figure, the following is observed:
1) An almost symmetrical difference curve as a function
of time.
2) The maximum Area (pixel) difference occurs at t=18
minutes. Thus indicating a total separation between the two
observed regions and the start of each region specified by an
area of pixel population to diminish over a period of time.
3) The difference curve highlights what the Lag function
describes and could alternatively be represented as in (14):
 dA   dA 
Diff   2    1 
 dt   dt 

(14)
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Fig. 10. Discharge relationship between two damaged areas in a
composite structure.

It is evident the power law behavior of the discharging
process of both damaged areas as a function of time and
composite structure properties. The power law curve shows
similar characteristics to Ostwald de Waele power law Model.
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The presented technique is promising, and leads to potential
development of detailed mathematical models covering the
thermal behavior of composites by applying a more
comprehensive version of the Gradient Field technique that
takes into account the presented mathematical model, the
optimum threshold level, type and structure of the tested
composite component and various sources of thermal energy.
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Abstract—Numerous studies have evaluated aspects of mlearning use in Saudi Arabia, mostly focused on technology use
and its impact on students, or technology challenges and
promises. Few studies have explored features of m-learning use
and engagement among university faculty members. This paper
presents a new methodology for evaluating the status of mlearning from faculty members’ perspectives in Saudi Arabia by
investigating level of use using Concerns-Based Adoption Model
framework. Concerns-Based Adoption Model is well established
in the United States of America and in research investigating
innovation adoption in education, including recent efforts in the
Middle East (Jordan and Saudi Arabia). The outcome of such
research, including this study, promotes better use and
engagement with m-learning and provides a better
understanding of advantages, disadvantages and barriers. The
outcomes of this research study can reflect positively on
universities’ status in the future and help in reforming policies
and practices for developing the use of m-learning in Saudi
Arabia.
Keywords—Concern Based Adoption Model (CBAM);
evaluation; M-learning; Saudi Universities; level of use; mobile
phone

I.

INTRODUCTION

Interest in m-learning in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
(KSA) has grown immensely in recent years as a result of the
rapid increase in mobile technologies, wireless networks, and
the capabilities of today’s mobile devices, facilitated by
massive infrastructure and educational investment. The Saudi
government is highly concerned to diversify the national
economy and reduce oil dependency, and establishing a
knowledge-based service economy is a key to this. Thus, more
interest has been targeted to investing in IT and m-learning
projects for Saudi educational institutions [1]. These range
from simple SMS services for individuals and groups to
complex operations that related to managing students and
distributing learning materials.
Studies have revealed that positive attitudes among students
towards m-learning improve adoption of and engagement with
educational technologies and m-learning can promote the
learning process to shift from a teacher-centric model to a
learner-centric approach. Moreover, different research studies
have been oriented towards investigating m-learning in terms
of adoption, benefits, obstacles and future development needs
in KSA [2]. However, few studies have considered issues

related to faculty members’ use of educational technologies,
and defining their effects, impacts and challenges for future
enhancements in use and policies. The exact engagement with
m-learning by faculty members in KSA and level of use is thus
unknown in Saudi m-learning literature, although different
tools and frameworks are present for outlining and defining
engagement levels [3].
The Concern Based Adoption Model (CBAM) is a
framework known for its uses in investigating instructors’
practices and providing a formative and summative evaluation
methodology. CBAM consists of three different tools used for
assessment, each focusing on a specific dimension with
specific characteristics and strengths as a tool. The first tool is
known as “Stages of Concern” (SoC), which is a quantitative
questionnaire measuring users’ feelings towards and
innovation. The second tool is known as “Levels of Use”
(LoU) which is an open-ended questionnaire based on a
predefined matrix for measuring instructors’ actions in eight
behavioral categories against the variety of use. The last tool in
this framework is known as “Innovation Configuration” (IC),
which is a map of verbal description of the components of an
innovation that describes the actions related to each component
with differences on evaluating the actions, from “poor” to
“ideal” [4].
CBAM tools can be used separately if needed in order to
investigate different dimensions of m-learning adoption, or
they can be used together sequentially, starting from SoC and
ending with IC, to have a wider scope of understanding
through assessing, monitoring and understanding different
aspects of the implementation process related to m-learning.
The CBAM tools provide a consistent and coherent taxonomy
to describe emotional and behavioral domains with respect to
the innovation used. CBAM has been widely deployed to study
m-learning contexts in the United Stat of America (USA),
Canada, Australia and more recently in the Middle East,
specifically Jordan [4], [5].
This research is the first study to use the CBAM Levels of
Use (CBAM-LoU) model to assess the use of m-learning in
KSA. It is believed that the use of CBAM-LoU will provide a
better understanding for m-learning implementation in KSA,
which will promote better use, engagement and policies in the
future. The next section presents CBAM-LoU and explains the
use of this tool.
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The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II
discusses the levels CBAM. Section III describes the research
methodology. Section IV presents the data analysis and results.
Section V gives further discussion of the findings and
Section VI concludes the paper.

Level VI

Renewal

II. CBAM LEVELS OF USE (CBAM-LOU)
CBAM-LoU focuses on behavior and does not pay any
attention towards attitudes, emotions and feelings. Moreover, it
does not concentrate or investigate the quality of the researched
innovation. It focuses on the behavior of a user or group and
classifies them into eight different levels relating to use of the
innovation [6]. The first three levels (0-II) are for the non-use
of innovation, and the remaining five levels (III-VI) are for
users using the innovation. CBAM-LoU has decision points
that are triggered when users shift from one level of use to
another. Table I shows the level of use with respect for each
decision points used [6], [7]. Each presented level has seven
different categories of behavioral indicators [7], [8], as shown
in Table II.
TABLE I.

CBAM LEVEL OF USE CATEGORIES AND DECISION POINTS

Category
level

Category
Name

Level 0

Non-use

Decision Point A
Level I

Orientation

Decision Point B
Level II

Preparation

Decision Point C
Level III

Mechanical
Use

Decision Point D-1
Level IVA

Routine

Decision Point D-2

Level IVB

Refinement

Decision Point E

Level V

Integration

Decision Point F

Discription
In this level, participants have little or no
knowledge of using the innovation, and show
no interest or action towards becoming
involved.
Participants should act towards learning more
about the used innovation
Users in this level have developed or are
developing information about the innovation,
and have discovered its value and demands.
Participants present decision to use the
innovation through starting a time to begin
Participants are organizing for the first
interaction with the innovation.
Participants performs user oriented changes
Participants make short-term effort with daily
engagement with the innovation, with little time
for reflection. The uses in this level are mainly
disjointed and shallow.
Participants form a routine pattern of use.
Participants’ use of the innovation is stable
and few changes are made over the period of
use. Few efforts are made to develop or
improve the use or its consequences.
Participants adjust the use of the innovation
according to formal or informal evaluation to
improve expected benefits.
Participants vary the use of the innovation to
increase benefits within the direct scope of
influence. Differences are based on
understanding of short- and long-term
consequences.
Participants starts change in the usage of the
innovation for the advantage of learners and in
coordination with other colleagues to enhance
the benefits
Participants bring their efforts with each other
for related activities in order to reach collective
effect within the scope of influence.
Participants starts exploring different

modifications to the innovation they are
currently involved with.
Participants re-asses the quality of interaction
and use of the innovation, searching for
possibilities of performing main modifications
or alternatives, in order to bring better impacts
of the innovation to their practices, students and
the system.

CBAM-LoU outlines each participant in only one level,
unlike CBAM’s SoC that defines users in different stages. In
addition, the results of CBAM-LoU evaluation must be
perceived as development status and not as summative end
state [8]. The previously presented categories for each LoU are
all concerned with action performed by participants except for
the knowledge category, which deals with observable
behaviors, dealing with understanding about the innovation and
its use and effects.
The used categories represent subparts for each LoU that
define each LoU through presenting more in depth description
of a part of LoU, thus it makes it possible to have different data
points for determining LoU. Each presented category can be
evaluated.
Distinctly and the groupings of ratings can be used to
define the overall LoU [9].
TABLE II.

CBAM BEHAVIOURAL CATEGORIES

Category
Name

Description

Knowledge

Participants know how to use the innovation and its
characteristics and consequences of use. Knowledge is
cognitive and related to the use of the innovation, not to
feelings or attitudes.

Acquiring
Information

Participants ask for information about the innovation in
different ways, such as asking about resources related to
the innovation, persons, agencies and materials.

Sharing

Participants discuss the innovation use with other
colleagues, and share plans, thoughts, resources,
outcomes and challenges related to the use of the
innovation.

Assessing

Participants explore the possible or actual use of the
innovation, through mental evaluation or actual collection
and analysis of data.

Planning

Participants make short- and long-plans during innovation
adoption, such as scheduling, aligning resources, activities
and coordinating the use of the innovation.

Status
Reporting

Participants report their personal stand at the current time
in regard to the use of the innovation.

Performing

Participants perform actions and activities related to the
innovation.
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Fig. 1. Branching technique used to define level of use category.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

TABLE III.

This research methodology is based on the specifications of
CBAM-LoU tool applied to faculty members in Saudi
universities concerning the use of m-learning.
The evaluation of participants was based on focused
interviews that used a branching technique based on the output
obtained from each participant. The used branching technique
is presented in Fig 1.
CBAM-LoU reliability, validity and internal consistency
have been demonstrated by different research studies for use
with more than eleven educational tools [9]-[11]. The research
sample consisted of 347 faculty members who agreed to
participate in this research study, recruited by email from six
different universities. A total of 119 faculty members were
defined as users for m-learning, and 228 were classified as
non-users. All participation was voluntary and fully informed
consent was obtained. Interviews were performed in different
settings and locations chosen by the participants and with
respect for each university, as shown in Table III.
Classification distributed among different stages based on
the derived results. The following table shows the categories
and stages that are defined by CBAM-LoU tool [1], [13].
In terms of the gathered data, descriptive analysis was
undertaken using SPSS V22 in order to define descriptive
numerical data (frequencies) related to the LoU for all
participants. The following section presents the output of this
research study.

PARTICIPANT GROUPS AND UNIVERSITIES

King Abdulaziz

M-learning groups
Users
Non-users
4
4

Total number
Users
Non-users
42
30

Umm Al Qura

2

3

33

50

Taibah

3

5

19

32

Majmaah

2

6

12

38

Islamic (Madina)

3

4

8

33

King Khalid

1

6

5

45

Total

15

26

119

228

University

IV. CBAM-LOU RESULTS
A. Participants using M-learning
Table IV shows the results of 119 faculty members using
m-learning from six different universities in KSA.
The results indicate that participants are classified as
mechanical use of m-learning according to the behavioral
indications of CBAM-LoU. As noted previously, LoU is
different from CBAM’s Stages of Concern in that it defines
only one level with the highest percent shown from the results
[7], [8], [12].
B. Participants Not using M-learning
Table V shows the results for 228 participants not using mlearning in Saudi universities according to the CBAM-LoU
matrix [7], [9].
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Based on CBAM-LoU, the results for non-users of mlearning are classified as orientation based on the behavioral
indications provided by LoU methodology.

TABLE V.
Categories

Level of Use
None Use
Decision Point A Orientation

Frequency
53
175

Percent
23%
77%

Acquiring
Information

None Use
Decision Point A Orientation

74
154

32%
68%

Sharing

None Use
Decision Point A Orientation

191
37

84%
16%

Assessing

None Use
Decision Point A Orientation

177
51

87%
22%

Planning

None Use
Decision Point A Orientation

195
33

86%
14%

Status Reporting

None Use
Decision Point A Orientation

189
39

83%
17%

Knowledge

V. CBAM-LOU RESULT’S DISCUSSION
This section discusses the results related to the status of
using m-learning in Saudi universities based on the results
shown in Tables IV and V.
A. CBAM’s LoU- Results Discussion (Using M-Learning)
As stated before that LoU is based on semi-structured
interview and it has 8 questions for participants that were used
to outline their level of uses based on the predefined categories.
The following discussion will be related to the results shown in
(Table IV) with respect for the CBAM's LoU categories.
1) Knowledge category
In this category the following question was used: (What are
the strengths and challenges of m-learning according to you,
and have you tried to overcome challenges?). The results had
two answers that identified participants as mechanical and
routine use (86% and 14%, respectively). This category had
different answers, and the majority of participants agreed that
the main strength of m-learning was its availability and easy
access anytime, anywhere.
TABLE IV.
Categories

Knowledge

Acquiring
Information

Sharing

Assessing

Planning

Status
Reporting

Performing

CBAM LOU RESULTS FOR (USING M-LEARNING)

Level of Use

Frequency

Percent

Decision point C mechanical use

102

86%

Decision point D-1 routine

7

14%

Decision point C mechanical use

112

96%

Decision point D-1 routine

7

6%

Non-Use

79

66%

Decision point C mechanical use

30

25%

Decision point D-1 routine

7

6%

Decision point D-2 Refinement

3

3%

Non-Use

96

81%

Decision point C mechanical use

18

15%

Decision point D-1 routine

3

3%

Decision Point E- Integration

2

2%

Decision point C mechanical use

59

50%

Non-Use

31

26%

Decision point D-1 routine

21

18%

Decision point D-2 Refinement

8

7%

Non-Use

108

91%

Decision point D-1 routine

6

5%

Decision point C mechanical use

5

4%

Non-Use

58

49%

Decision point C mechanical use

40

34%

Decision point D-1 routine

21

18%

CBAM LOU RESULTS FOR (NOT USING M-LEARNING)

Moreover, they agreed that many used applications
facilitated collaborative learning and enhanced learners’
engagement with the materials. In addition, the majority agreed
that m-learning encourages self-paced learning and it addresses
different learning styles (e.g. reading text, watching videos,
listening to podcasts, working with interactive material and
researching on the internet). On the other hand, the majority of
participants agreed on some challenges related to m-learning,
such as the connectivity in many cases can be a major
challenge for m-learning and the challenge of screen size
limitation.
Furthermore, the mentioned device compatibility issues
with some technologies and finally they agreed that using
mobile phones for learning can cause distractions due to phone
calls, instant messaging and other applications. In terms of
overcoming challenges, the majority of participants agreed that
faculty members must be trained to create content suitable for
mobile devices and to be educated on using m-learning
strategies.
2) Acquiring information
The following question was used for this category: (At the
present time are you looking for information related to mlearning, and if so, for what kind and for what purpose?). The
answers identified mechanical use and routine use (96% and
6%, respectively). Mechanical use participants agreed that they
are not currently seeking additional information related to mlearning, as they are overwhelmed by the currently available
applications and tools. On the other hand, routine use
participants agreed that they are seeking different information
related to m-learning, especially those used for creating microlearning objects to be used and distributed as learning content.
3) Sharing
In this category the following question was used: (Do you
discuss m-learning with colleagues, and what do you tell
them?). The results included non-use (66%), mechanical use
(25%), routine use (6%) and refinement use (3%).
The non-use group agreed that they do not share any
information related to m-learning, while the group defined as
mechanical use agreed that they share some basic information
related to some common tools and applications that are widely
used in their institutions. The routine use group agreed that
they share information about uses of some applications and its
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common uses among their close colleagues, while the
refinement group agreed that they share the uses of m-learning
tools and applications among different friends and on social
media networks related to education and technological use, and
they try to educate others on the benefits of using those
applications.
4) Assessing
This category had two broad questions: (Based on your
experience what is the effect of m-learning, how do you
determine this, are you performing any formal or informal
evaluation for using m-learning, and have you received
feedback from students or colleagues, and what have you done
with the information you got from the assessment?); and (Have
you recently changed your use of m-learning, what, why and
how recently are you considering making any changes?). The
results from this category and the used questions came into
four different results: non-use (96%), mechanical use (15%),
routine use (3%) and integration use (2%).
The results show that the majority of participants in Saudi
universities are not concerned with assessing their use of mlearning. This practice gives an indication for the need to
educate faculty members in KSA about the importance of
assessing their use of m-learning and its effect on future
implementations and pedagogy in the educational sector. The
mechanical use group agreed that they do some basic nonformal assessment for some features and uses of mobile
applications and tools. The routine group agreed that they are
performing informal assessment for their use of m-learning.
The informal assessment is based on their daily use and
discussion with other colleagues.
The integration group participants agreed that they are
performing formal and informal assessment for their use of mlearning. The informal assessment is based on their discussion
with other colleagues about the features and their impact on
learning. On the other hand, the formal assessment is based on
students’ performance and output from participating and
engaging with m-learning tools and applications.
5) Planning
In this category the following question was used: (What
plans do you have for m-learning use?). This category had four
different results: mechanical use (50%), non-use (26%), routine
use (18%) and refinement (7%). The results show that half of
participants are mechanical users with no real plans for future
use of m-learning. All participants in this group showed no real
plans for future use and enhancements. The non-use showed no
interest in making any plans for future use of m-learning and
mentioned that no plans are being made. The routine use group
agreed that they are making small plans for enhancing their use
and engagement with tools and applications used for
educational purposes. The refinement group agreed that they
are having serious plans for exploring different tools that are
being used within the educational context, in KSA and abroad.
6) Status reporting
This category had the following question: (Are you
coordinating your work with other colleagues out of your
institution on the use of m-learning, and have you made any
changes on m-learning based on your coordination?). The

majority of participants agreed on not coordinating or working
with others, thus they are classified as non-use (91%), with 5%
of routine use participants showing some coordination with
their colleagues outside their institutions using social media
channels and educational groups. Mechanical use (4%)
participants showed little and shallow coordination with some
colleagues in different universities. The routine use group
mentioned that they have made some changes related to mlearning use of tools and applications in that they have
discovered better tools through reporting their use of existing
tools and applications to others.
7) Performing
In this category the following question was used: (Are you
planning to make major changes or to replace m-learning use at
this time?). Three different groups emerged from answers: nonuse (49%), mechanical use (34%) and routine use (18%). The
first groups’ answers stated that no planning had been made to
change or replace m-learning. The second group (mechanical
use) agreed that they have plans to change and enhance their
use of m-learning through adopting different applications and
tools and that they need to consider the use of m-learning with
different subjects being taught and to encourage students on
more interaction.
The routine use group agreed that they are seriously
considering making major changes in their use and interaction
with m-learning through exploring different tools used in
education by different foreign institutions worldwide.
Moreover, they agreed that they need to enhance the
collaboration level among different faculty members in
different universities to share experiences and knowledge. In
terms of replacing m-learning, all participants agreed that mlearning is the latest technology being used by them and their
institutions and no other technology is present that can act as
substitute to m-learning.
The previous results for all categories were shown that the
interaction level for participants with m-learning ranges from
basic to intermediate. Moreover, it shows that the interaction
level with m-learning is defined as mechanical use, as
participants’ efforts are based on short-range, day-to-day use of
m-learning with little time for reflection. As stated before,
mechanical use is related with participants directing their
efforts to become proficient at tasks required for using mlearning, and their use is generally considered fragmented and
shallow.
On the other hand, a smaller group of participants showed
more interest and engagement with m-learning activities, and
this group was defined as routine use. The routine use group
showed different and simple changes in their ongoing use, and
they provided some efforts and views to improve their use of
m-learning. For some categories, participants’ attitude was
classified as non-use, in the categories sharing, assessing,
planning, status reporting and performing.
The results of CBAM-LoU for participants in this study
were identified as mechanical, as CBAM identifies one level of
use only. The next section explains the results related to
participants who did not use m-learning and discusses their
status based on CBAM methodology.
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B. CBAM’s LoU- Results Discussion (Not using M-Learning)
The second group of 228 participants found not using mlearning has been interviewed using CBAM-LoU matrix, and
this section will provide the discussion for their results with
respect for LoU categories.
1) Knowledge category
For this category the following two questions were used:
(Have you decided to use m-learning in the future, if so,
when?); and (How do you describe m-learning as you see it?).
The results indicated non-use (23%) and orientation (77%).
The non-use groups were found to be uninterested in adopting
m-learning as part of their educational activities and routine.
They did not show any positivity for adopting m-learning in
the future, nor did they provide satisfactory description of mlearning as they focused on the hardware aspects and some of
its challenges rather than tools and services.
The orientation group showed positive attitudes towards
adopting m-learning within their educational activities, and
they agreed on using m-learning in the near future. They
managed to describe m-learning in satisfactory manner, as they
focused on the mobility, tools and applications that can be used
in education. Moreover, it was found that they have not been
using m-learning because of high responsibilities and being
busy with many educational tasks and activities. In addition,
they believed that m-learning will add more responsibilities
that they cannot adopt; especially as such practices are not
being recognized or encouraged by their institutions or
educational policies.
2) Acquiring information category
In this category the following question was used: (Are you
currently searching for any information related to m-learning,
and if so, for what kind and for what purpose?). The answers
for this category indicated non-use (32%) and orientation
(68%). The non-use participants showed no interest in knowing
more about m-learning and the wide selection of services it can
offer. They stated that they are satisfied with the traditional
approach or the current knowledge they have about m-learning.
On the other hand, the orientation group showed a positive
attitude for learning more about m-learning and the services it
offers related to content creation, sharing resources and
providing collaboration among users. Moreover, they were
interested in knowing about tools and services that can support
their teaching, with the focus on minimizing efforts and fatigue
inherent in traditional approaches of teaching.
3) Sharing category
In this category the following question was used: (Do you
share information about m-learning with others, and what do
you share?). The answers for this category indicated non-use
(84%) and orientation (16%). The non-use group agreed that
they do not discuss or share any information related to mlearning use, tools, services and applications. On the other
hand, a small percent of the orientation group showed positive
attitudes as they discussed and shared information with other
users. The shared information was related to the perceived
benefits of m-learning, tools and services that are used in
education and the possibility of saving efforts using m-learning
technology.

4) Assessing category
For this category two questions were used: (What are the
assets and flaws of m-learning for your situation?); and (What
questions do you ask related to m-learning use, giving
examples if possible?). The results indicated non-use (87%)
and orientation (22%). The non-use group did not specify or
identify any assets related to m-learning, but they focused on
the flaws they mentioned, such as that m-learning is timeconsuming and not beneficial compared with the traditional
approach and activities, or even if compared with internet use
through personal computers.
In terms of the questions asked related to m-learning use,
the most frequent questions were related to the benefits of mlearning on educational activities, such as how m-learning
supports different pedagogies, assessments and user
engagements. On the other hand, the orientation group
recognized some benefits for using m-learning as they
mentioned it might help in learning more about different
technologies and bridging the gap between Saudi and foreign
universities. Moreover, they mentioned that using m-learning
can provide the same benefits of e-learning. In terms of flaws,
they mentioned the lack of Arabic digitized resources, tool and
services, and the absence of consensus of specific tools and
services in education are another main flow.
In terms of questions and concerns related to m-learning,
the main concerns were related to possibilities of supporting mlearning with policies and recognition for the efforts. The
possibilities of providing tools in Arabic language were the
main concern for many faculty members KSA.
5) Planning category
The following question was used with this category: (Do
you have any plans or preparations for m-learning adoption?).
The results indicated non-use (86%) and orientation (14%).
The majority of participants mentioned that they do not have
plans or preparations for m-learning use, especially as most of
the tools are presented in non-Arabic languages and there is no
agreement on using specific tools in educational settings in
KSA or having a policy for such use. On the other hand, the
orientation group mentioned that they need to have training on
the use and benefits of m-learning, and they need better
management skills for their traditional educational activities.
Moreover, they focused on the need for support by their
institutions to be able to have serious plans of use and
adoption.
6) Status reporting category
For this category the following question was used: (Where
do you see yourself in relation to the use of m-learning?). The
answers indicated non-use (83%) and orientation (17%). The
non-use group agreed that they are currently not using mlearning as they are satisfied with traditional learning and with
the use of e-learning through Personal Computers (PCs). On
the other hand, the orientation group agreed that they are
interested in m-learning but there are some serious obstacles
for adopting such services and practice. The challenges are
related to policies, time management, language and content
creation.
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Investigating participants not using m-learning gave better
understanding for the challenges facing m-learning adoption in
Saudi universities. Different challenges that act as barriers for
m-learning use were identified, and it was found that
eliminating those challenges will enhance the adoption by the
groups defined as orientation by CBAM-LoU. However, there
will be a group that resists the change and favors traditional
approaches only, seeing the obstacles and neglecting the
opportunities for enhancing educational outcomes.

showed the lowest impact in the categories sharing, assessing,
planning and status reporting.
These results give a good indication about the level of use
and the status of m-learning in Saudi universities. The
information from this research study can be used to promote
better practice and engagement with m-learning through the
defined strengths and challenges, and through planning for
better training and policy settings by university officials and
decision makers.

VI. CONCLUSION
The importance of evaluating the use and interaction with
educational tools, applications or systems is essential to
provide better quality of education and to form and reform
appropriate policies. Different evaluation tools are used to
evaluate the interaction with m-learning. This research
deployed CBAM-LoU tool, as CBAM is a well-used
framework for evaluating educational tools within educational
settings. Moreover, CBAM-LoU managed to provide different
views on the evaluation results through the matrix it provides.
This research study managed to evaluate the use of m-learning
in six different Saudi universities with 347 participants, using
an evaluation methodology based on using semi-structured
interviews.
The evaluation sample was divided into two groups, users
and non-users of m-learning. The first group consisted of 119
participants, and the results from CBAM-LoU identified them
as mechanical use, which defines participants as having their
focus on short-term daily engagement with m-learning with
little time for reproduction. Their efforts are largely focused on
learning important issues related to the use of the educational
tool, thus their use is fragmented and shallow. In terms of
challenges related to that group, it was found that using mlearning adds more responsibilities for managing their tasks
and activities. Moreover, it was found that their practice of mlearning use is based on self-efforts and less is related to
university’s support and policies.
The categories that had challenges and which need more
attention from Saudi management and officials in universities
are sharing, accessing, planning, status reporting and
performing. On the other hand, the second group consisted of
223 participants who are not using m-learning. The CBAMLoU matrix with semi-structured interviews was performed
and the results identified some participants as the non-use
category. This category classifies users as having little or no
knowledge of using m-learning, and participants are not
showing interest or action towards becoming involved.
In addition, it was found that participants are favoring the
traditional approach of teaching and the use of e-learning using
personal computers. According to CBAM-LoU, participants
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Abstract—The automatic generation of correct syntaxial and
semantical image captions is an essential problem in Artificial
Intelligence. The existence of large image caption copra such as
Flickr and MS COCO have contributed to the advance of image
captioning in English. However, it is still behind for Arabic given
the scarcity of image caption corpus for the Arabic language. In
this work, an Arabic version that is a part of the Flickr and MS
COCO caption dataset is built. Moreover, a generative merge
model for Arabic image captioning based on a deep RNN-LSTM
and CNN model is developed. The results of the experiments are
promising and suggest that the merge model can achieve
excellent results for Arabic image captioning if a larger corpus is
used.
Keywords—AI; image caption; natural language processing;
neural network; deep learning convolutional neural network;
recurrent neural network; long short-term memory

I.

INTRODUCTION

Automatic generation of captions for images by describing
the content of an image using natural language sentences has
become a fundamental task in Artificial Intelligence and has
recently attracted the attention of the research community [1].
Given the huge number of images that are available online,
image captioning has become nowadays central to image
retrieval tasks such as the one carried by search engines or
newspaper companies. More specific applications, like
describing images for blind persons or teaching children
concepts, can also be given as examples on the importance of
captioning images.

two sub-networks: a deep recurrent neural network (RNN) for
sentences and a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) for
images. These two sub-networks interact with each other in a
merge layer to predicate and generate the caption. Moreover,
the first public Arabic image caption corpus is presented. This
Arabic version is a subset of the Flickr [11] and MS COCO
[12] caption data sets. The remainder of the paper is organized
as follows. Influential work as well as state-of-the-art models
for image caption generation for English as well as other
languages are presented in Section II. Detailed description of
the image caption generation model for Arabic language is
given in Section III. A description of the image dataset with
Arabic captions is presented in Section IV. The process of
building the Arabic image caption corpus through
crowdsourcing is presented in Section V. The experiment
evaluation and results are described in Section VI. Finally, the
conclusion with some directions for future work is given in
Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
This section covers recent advances in the development of
image caption generation models for different languages
including: English, Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, and German.

Image captioning has been identified as a cross-modal task
which grounds and relates the visual and the natural language
model. Despite the challenging nature of this task, several
image caption generation models, one can cite [2]–[6] as
examples, have achieved promising results due to the advances
in training neural networks [7] and the large image datasets that
are now available [8].
The sparsity of annotated resources other than English is an
issue in morphological complex language such as Arabic.
Thus, there is a need for corpora sufficiently large for image
captioning in other languages.
The aim of this work is to take a step towards the goal of
developing an image caption generation model for describing
images in Arabic language (see Fig. 1). The model is inspired
by the merge model proposed in [10] and [11]. It consists of

Fig. 1. Example of an Arabic caption generated for an image (caption
translation in English: a man and a child in a yellow canoe in the lake).

A. Image Captioning for English Language
The different approaches for image caption generation can
be either based on retrievable or constructive approaches as
pointed out in [9], [10], [13], [14]. This taxonomy is clearly
depicted in Fig. 2. An image caption generator based on a
retrievable approach models the problem as a retrieval task. A
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database based on image features and captions is constructed.
Given an image, the most suitable annotation is retrieved. This
approach however lacks the ability of generating novel
sentences, does not scale to describe raw images, and the
caption generation is limited to the features and the size of the
database. Thus, this approach is not suitable for today’s
demand. Example of work based on this approach includes [1],
[15]–[17].
Recent progress in automatic image captioning is based on
a constructive approach. A constructive approach gradually
constructs a novel caption for each image. This can be further
divided into computer vision and natural language generation
methods (CV/NLG) or CNN/RNN methods. For the first
category, image attributes are extracted from images using
computer vision techniques which are fed to natural language
generation models to generate a syntactically correct caption.
This approach is the base of the work in [18]. The CNN/RNN
approaches have proven to be the most successful ones. They
model the caption generation process in two phases, the first
phase is image features learning phase and the second is the
sentence generation phase. Depending on whether the image is
injected to the language model or left out and then later merged
with the output of the language model using a feedforward
layer, one can distinguish two models, the inject and the merge
model. A complete empirical study of these two models can be
found in [10] and [11]. In the inject class (see Fig. 3), the
language model, such as the RNN, is the primary generation
component where an image is directly injected to the model
during training time. The output of the RNN is a mixed vector
that is handled in a subsequent feedforward layer to predict the
next word in the caption. Works under this class includes [2]
and [19]. In [2], the Neural Image Caption (NIC) model is
presented. This model is based on an end-to-end neural
network that works by first pre-training it for an image
classification task using a CNN and then using the last hidden
layer as an input to the RNN that generates sentences.
Experiments on several datasets including Flickr [11], MS
COCO [12], Pascal VOC [17], and SBU [16] using different
metrics: BLEU-{1,2,3,4} [20], CIDER [21], and METEOR
[22] reported an accuracy comparabale to state-of-the-art
approaches; for instance, on the Pascal dataset, NIC yielded a
BLEU score of 59, to be compared to the current state-of-theart of 25, while human performance reaches 69. On Flickr30k,
an improvement was achived from 56 to 66, and on SBU, from
19 to 28. In [19], the process starts by decomposing the input
image by detecting objects and other regions of interest to
produce a vector representation richly expressing the image
semantics. This feature vector is taken as input by a
hierarchical RNN. The hierarchical RNN is composed of two
levels: a sentence RNN and a word RNN. The sentence RNN
receives image features, decides how many sentences to
generate in the resulting paragraph, and produces an input topic
vector for each sentence. Given this topic vector, the word
RNN generates the words of a single sentence. The model was
experimented on a novel dataset of paragraph annotations,
comprising of 19,551 MS COCO [12] and Visual Genome [23]
images, and evaluated across six language metrics: BLEU{1,2,3,4} [20], CIDER [21], and METEOR [22]. The scores
show the superior advantages of this method over traditional

image captioning methods and was close to human
performance.

Fig. 2. Taxonomy for English image captioning approaches.

Fig. 3. Inject model.

Fig. 4. Merge model.

The second class is the merge model in which the image
features and linguistic models are learned independently and
then merged in a feed forward model in which the prediction
takes place (see Fig. 4). The work of [24] was the first to
prpose a merge model for image captioning and shortly after
their work was published, several papers appeared with
promising results including [4], [25], [26]. This demonstrates
the effectiveness of this model. In [24], Mao et al. proposed the
merge model then refined it in [4] and [26]. Their image
representation is learned independently by a CNN model then
inputted to the RNN-LSTM model along with every word in
the sentence description. The approach uses the capacity of the
RNN-LSTM more efficiently. The RNN-LSTM model
incorporates a two-layer word embedding system which learns
the word representation more efficiently than the single-layer
word embedding. These two models interact with each other in
a multimodal layer. The effectiveness of their model was
validated on four benchmark datasets IAPR TC-12, Flickr 8K,
Flickr30K, and MS COCO. Experimental results based on
BLEU-{1,2,3,4} [20], CIDER [21], METEOR [22], and
ROUGE [27] showed the outstanding performance of their
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model for almost all evaluation metrics. In [25], the Deep
Compositional Captioner (DCC) is introduced. DCC builds on
recent deep captioning models which combines a CNN and
RNN networks for visual and language generation,
respectively. Then, both models are combined into a deep
caption model which is trained jointly on paired imagesentence data. However, unlike previous models which can
only describe objects that are present in paired image-sentence
data, DCC is able to generate sentences that describe objects
presented in unpaired image/data but not present in paired
image/sentence data. To accomplish this task, the training is
preformed into three stages: 1) CNN and RNN are trained
with unpaired data, then 2) both models are combined into a
caption model which is trained on paired image-sentence data,
and finally, 3) the knowledge is transferred from words that
appear in paired image-sentence data to words that do not
appear in paired image-sentence data. DCC performance was
empirically evaluated by studying results on a training split of
the MS COCO [12] dataset by deliberately excluding certain
objects. Moreover, DCC performance to describe objects in
the ImageNet7k dataset which are not present in the caption
datasets was assisted. DCC scored 69.36 and 23.98 on the
BLEU and METEOR metrics respectively. In addition, the F1score was reported, which indicates that DCC can integrate
new vocabulary in captions.
The literature on English caption generation although new,
is rich of models that have proven their efficiency. However,
few explicit comparison between the performance of the inject
and merge architectures has been investigated. In [26], the
authors compared the inject and merge architectures based only
on the BLEU metric and concluded that merge is superior. The
first work that studies extensively and systematically the
difference between the inject and merge architecture is
presented in [10] and [11]. Experimental evaluation concluded
the following: 1) inject architectures tends to be slightly better
on standard corpus-based metrics such as CIDER [21],
2) merge architectures produce sentences that are rich in
vocabulary; that is inject models tends to re-generate captions
wholesale from the training data, 3) inject models tend towards
more generic and less image specific captions, especially for
longer captions; a problem that merge models is not susceptible
of, and 4) from an engineering perspective, merge architectures
make better use of their RNN memory and avoids overfitting.
B. Image Caption for Arabic language
Automatic image captioning in Arabic was addressed only
by the work of [28] by using root-word based RNN and Deep
Belief Network (DBN). The approach adopted can be
summarized in three stages. In the first stage, a Region CNN
(RCNN) [29] is used to map image objects to Arabic root
words by the aid of a transducer based algorithm for Arabic
root extraction [30]. After that, stage two uses a word based
RNN with LSTM memory cell to generate the most
appropriate words for an image in Modern Standard Arabic
(MSA). Finally, the caption sentences are generated by using
dependency tree relations; specifically the Prague Arabic
Dependency Treebank (PADT) [31]. For evaluation, two
datasets were created. The first consists of annotating 10,000
images from the ImageNet dataset with Arabic captions and the
second 100,000 images from Al-Jazeera news website.

Experiments show a promising result considering BLEU-1
score with value 34.8 for Arabic caption generation.
C. Image Caption for Other Languages
The limitation of image description corpora in languages
other than English is an issue, particularly for morphologically
rich languages such Arabic and Japanese. In [32] a Japanese
version of MS COCO caption dataset has been created using
Yahoo! Crowdsourcing. The authors developed a model for
image caption generation for Japanese language using deep
learning. They pre-trained the model with the English portion
of the corpus to improve the performance then trained it using
Japanese captions. The resulting bilingual model has better
performance comparing to the monolingual model that uses
only the Japanese caption corpus. Cross-lingual image
captioning for Chinese language has been developed by
applying machine translation [33]. The experiment has been
done on Flickr8k-cn and Flickr30-cn datasets. To improve the
translated English-Chinese sentences, a fluency-guided
learning framework has been proposed using LSTM neural
network. The proposed approach improves both the fluency
and the relevance without using any manually written caption
in Chinese. In [34], an RNN model for generating Chinese
captions has been presented. The authors developed two
methods, one that takes the list of words from a Chinese
sentence as input, and the second takes the list of characters
and feed them to the same RNN model. The Chinese caption is
obtained by translating Flickr30 dataset from English to
Chinese using Google Translation API. They observed that the
character level method outperform the word level in this task.
Multi30K, a Germen version of Flickr30K dataset, has been
presented in [35]. Each image has a German translation of the
English description obtained from Flickr30K dataset and five
independent German captions obtained using Crowd flower
platform. The translated sentences were collected by
professional English-German translators without seeing the
image.
III. METHODOLOGY
The Arabic image captioning model proposed in this work
follows the merge architecture that was previously described in
[10], [11]. This architecture is a simplified version of the
architecture in [2]. It was chosen for its simplicity whilst still
being the best performing system in the 2015 MS COCO [12]
image captioning challenge.

Fig. 5. The proposed model.
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from Flicker, a total of 750 Arabic captions. The rest of the
images (2111) were translated to Arabic using Google
translator and then checked by Arabic native speakers. The
total of images from both datasets (COCO and Flicker) is 3427,
with a vocabulary size of 9854 and the longest caption
consisting of 27 words. Since the dataset consists of some
images from MS COCO and some from Flicker training sets,
all images were divided for the experiments to 2400 for
training, 411 for the development, and 616 for testing with a
percentage of 70:12:18 respectively (see Table I).
V. CROWDSOURCING PROCEDURE

Fig. 6. Image captioning system for Arabic based on merge model.

The model is composed of three parts as shown in Fig. 5:
1) a language model based on RNN-LSTM [36] to encode
linguistic sequences of varying length, 2) an image feature
extractor model based on CNN [7] to extract image features in
the form of a fixed-length vector, and 3) a decoder model that
takes as input the outputted fixed vectors from the previous
models and makes a final prediction.
A detailed illustration of the three parts of the proposed
system is shown in Fig. 6. First, the language model inputs
sequences with a pre-defined max length -the maximum words
in the longest caption- which are fed then into an embedding
layer that uses a mask to ignore padded values. Further, a 50%
dropout is performed in a form of a regularization then the
output is forwarded to the LSTM layer with 256 memory units.
Independently, the second stage is the image feature extractor
model that expects an input photo features to be a vector of
4,096 elements. A 50% dropout is also done before the image
being processed by a CNN layer to produce a 256-element
representation of the image. The final stage is the Decoder
model that merges the 256-output of both models to an output
Softmax layer that makes the final prediction over the entire
output vocabulary for the next word in the caption.
IV. DATASET
The model has been trained and tested with images, from
MS COCO dataset [37] and Flickr8K datasets [38]. The MS
COCO images contain multiple objects in the scene collected
by searching for pairs of 80 object categories. This dataset
contains 2.5 million captions labelling over 330,000 images.
To gather Arabic captions for the images, Crowd-Flower
Crowdsourcing service [39] was used. Given 1166 images
taken from the training set of the MS COCO dataset, a total of
5358 captions were collected. The images have on average 4.6
captions; the maximum number was 6 and the minimum was 4.
Flickr8K dataset contains 8000 images and each comes with 5
English sentences. The images were selected with different
locations and scenes from 6 Flickr groups. The first 2261
images from the training set were selected. A professional
English-Arabic translator translated the captions of 150 images

All captions used to build the dataset were human
generated using Crowd-Flower Crowdsourcing [39]. A job was
posted that asked the contributors to describe an image. In the
job page, a user interface was provided with instructions in
Arabic and one example. Each task includes only 5 images in
each page to prevent contributor's exhaustion. Some of the
instructions were translated directly from English instructions
that were used in the MS COCO captions [37] and instructions
specific to Arabic language were added. The job has the
following instructions:
1) Please adhere to the standard Arabic language.
2) Write a useful sentence that ends with a period (.). Do
not just type multiple words or phrases.
3) The sentence must contain at least 20 Arabic letters.
4) Use a polite style of speech and correct punctuation
marks.
5) Please comment on the image by giving only factual
data:
a) Do not write about things that may happen in the
future.
b) Do not write about sounds, such as, the child heard
the sound of the horn.
c) Do not speculate or imagine. Do not write about
something that makes you feel uncertain.
d) Do not write about your feelings regarding the scene
in the picture.
e) Do not use excessive poetic style.
1) Do not use demonstrative pronouns such as 'this' or the
adverb of place 'here'.
2) Please do not write the names of the persons, places or
nationalities; e.g. Washington City, American Flag.
3) Please describe all important parts of the scene; do not
describe unimportant details.
TABLE I.

TRAIN/DEV/TEST SPLIT
Train

2400

Dev

411

Test

616

Train

Evaluate
Total

3427
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The job only appears for Arabic contributors to be sure that
non-Arabic workers do not participate in this job. Six captions
per image were collected. To guarantee the quality of the
captions and that they are well written in Arabic and not using
an Arabic dialect, a data-cleaning task was assigned to a
professional Arabic language specialist. For some images, he
selected the best 4 captions, for others he kept all 6 captions
with small modifications.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section the relative importance of different
components of the proposed model is assessed, the
implementation environment is defined, and finally the
obtained results are presented and analyzed.
For the image encoder, a fully convolutional network based
on Visual Geometry Group (VGG) OxfordNet 16-layer CNN
[40] is adopted. Prior to training, all images were vectorized
using the activation values which is trained to perform object
recognition on a 4096-element vector and returns a 256 vector.
For the language model, a single hidden RNN-LSTM layer
with 256 memory units is defined. This layer is supported in
the Keras [41] API library. The network uses a dropout of 50%
on both models.
The complete model was implemented in python using
latest version 2.1.6 of Keras [41]. Eexperiments were
conducted on the commercial cloud server FloydHub [42].
FloydHub servr uses Nvidia Tesla K80 GPUs (12GB vRAM)
and 61GB RAM and supports Keras [41] API.
In the experiment, the maximum length of a description
within the data set is 27 words. This value is essential because
it defines the input length to RNN-LSTM model. Given the
amount of training data, the model was fit for 10 epochs, and

the model stabilized after the 6th epoch. At the end of the 6th
model, the loss computed was 4.278 on the training dataset and
a loss of 4.859 was on the development dataset. The model
generates correct descriptions of images (see Fig. 7), the syntax
and the semantic of the sentences is accurate. For the middle
image in the second row, the obtained caption “Dish has a dish
inside”, even though correct, it fails to describe the important
part of the image which is the food.
Following previous works, the model was evaluated on the
BLEU-{1,2,3,4} [20], which evaluates a candidate sentence by
measuring the fraction of n-grams that appear in a set of
references. The model scored a value of 46 which is considered
excellent in the BLUE scale. All BLEU scores obtained by the
proposed model are given in Table II. Moreover, Table II gives
a comparison of the proposed model with the BLEU scores of
the Arabic captions obtained by translating the English
captions derived from the NIC model [2] using Google
Translate [28]. This translated model is evaluated on the
Flickr8K dataset. As seen from Table II, the Arabic caption
based merge model is comparable on the BLEU-{1} score.
Also comparing the proposed model with [28], the proposed
model results a 10% higher BLEU-{1} score. The obtained
results are promising and can be improved with the availability
of more data.
TABLE II.

Test Dataset
Flickr616
Flickr8K

BLEU-{1,2,3,4} METRICS FOR THE ARABIC MODEL & NIC
[2]/GOOGLE TRANSLATION
Model
Arabic caption based on merge
model
NIC [2]/Google translate

BLEU{1} {2}

{3}

{4}

46

26

19

8

52

46

34

18

.ًحمار وحش
Zebra.

.رجل ٌرتدي خوذج حمراء ٌقف على تلح ثلجٍح
A man wearing a red helmet stands on a
snowy hill.

.طائرج تحلق فً السماء
A plane flying in the sky.

.رجل ٌمارس رٌاضح ركوب األمواج
A man practicing surfing.

. طثق فٍه طثق
Dish has a dish inside.

.كلة أسود وأتٍض ٌقفز على سجادج
A black and white dog jumps on a carpet.

Fig. 7. Examples of image captions generated using the proposed model.
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VII. CONCLUSION
A novel corpus of image captions in Arabic is built by
collecting 5358 captions for 1176 images using a CrowdFlower Crowdsourcing service, and 750 captions for 150
images were obtained from a human translator. The rest of
image captions were translated from English to Arabic using
Google translator. The RNN model trained by Arabic captions
works well for image caption generation even with the small
dataset that has been used for training and validating the
model. Till now, no other RNN models were proposed for
image caption generation for Arabic language except the paper
of Jindal [28] that used a different methodology based on Deep
Belief Network. The performance of the proposed model on
the test set gave a promising result of 46.2 for the BLEU-1
score, which is 10% higher than the Jindal result.
The proposed model can give better performance with
larger dataset. Therefore, for future research the image dataset
with Arabic captions will be expanded and made publicly
available. Further experiments will be conducted with the
expanded corpus.
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Abstract—Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs)
practices in developing economies experience a unique set of
challenges to attain their success. With a view of analyzing
double impact of SME financial literacy and use of technology on
practice of record keeping and risk management as echoed on
firm performance, the partial least square structural equation
modelling was used to configure the perceived impact of these
variables. The results posit a significant relationship between the
firm use of technology to its practice of record keeping and
performance, a significant positive association of financial
literacy and firm risk management practices. Nevertheless the
study found insignificant association of financial literacy and
firm book keeping practice; it offers unleashed dual practical
role of financial literacy and use of technology for improving
SMEs financial practices in developing economies.
Keywords—Technology use; financial literacy; book keeping;
risk management; developing economies

I.

INTRODUCTION

As SMEs in developing countries being considered as
important pillars of their economies they also serve as a mean
for people‟s life sustenance and survival [1]. The fact that
SMEs are managed by single or few owner/managers and their
smallness nature implicate high cost of having relevant
information as a base for rational decision making. Therefore
possessing a well-placed technology utilization and financial
literacy niceties can greatly enhance the firm decision making
process.
The inception of new digital information and technology
has revolutionized the world of business practices [2]-[4].
Besides of the challenges it has posed, the potential ample
benefits justify its adoption by individuals and firms. The use
of technology has an anchoring utility especially when it comes
to learning process. Adopting new technology opens up
multiple avenues for acquiring other skills and knowledge. In
this quest the yielded results transmuted into business practices
encompassing e-commerce, e-business and e-marketing. These
practices has demonstrated a positive impact to all business of
any size globally [5].
The analysis of the adoption and applicability of
Information Communication and technology can only be
meaningful if studied by satisfying the conditions for a
company success [6]. Financial literacy as one of the basic
gasp that is inevitable for an individual or firm has implacable
anecdotes with the use of technology. Financial literacy and

use of technology at individual and firm level has a tendency of
bolstering each other. In [7], [8] embedding use of technology
as a construct in financial literacy studies verify its noteworthy
impact on firm financial practices and performance. At firm
level the concept of financial literacy has been shown to have
an influence on some basic firm practices [9]-[11] such that the
attainment of improved financial literacy by the firm managers
will ultimately improve the performance of the firm.
Coupled with the general low level of technological
advancement, developing economies has shown a deviant
picture in ICT adoption, while some countries have been able
to yield the ICT potentials, other countries has lagged behind
[12]. The choice of technologies is deemed to be the most
important decision for developing economies, therefore
understanding the intricacies for making such a choice is
imperative [13]. On the other hand the general financial
literacy in developing economies is also considered to be
relatively low [14]. Therefore studying the double array of
financial literacy and technology utilization impact on SMEs
practices and performance forms an interesting phenomenon.
The use of technological at firm level reckoned to have
positive impact on firm practices, and a financial literacy well
placed firm managers provides an array for SMEs better
financial management and improved performance. The analysis
of concurrence and collectiveness of SMEs technology use
with financial literacy impact on firm practice and performance
is the focus of this study. Specifically this study improvise a
model that works on assessing the impact of financial literacy
and use of technology into firm record keeping practices and
risk management replicating their consequential results on firm
performance in developing economies.
II. HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
This study is based on an “evolutionary theory of economic
change” by [15]. The theory contends that a firm searching for
innovative (imitative) solutions boost their profits, in such a
way prosperous firms grows at the expense of the
outperformed firms. This process dynamically has an
interaction of many variables in business competitive
environment. Therefore the firms may not be able to grasp the
finest technological bases, ultimately fail to heighten their
performance perfectly.
The theory clearly shows the need for the firm to be
innovative and the interactiveness of variables to boost the
performance of the firm. The theory is applied to amplify the
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importance for right technology adoption as basis for
improving firm performances. Technology enhances
innovations and widen the sphere of knowledge and skills
acquisition, the applicability of it is reflected in the firm
interactive practices for enhancing its performance. With this
base the general model is drawn and presented in Fig. 1.

Hypothesis H3: Financial literacy positively influence the
practice of risk management practices by SMEs in developing
economies.
Hypothesis H4: Financial literacy has a positive impact on
firm book keeping practice in developing economies.
The SMEs functional practices are be a base of it success or
failure. Of particular interest record management has been
identified to be one of the principle success factor for
entrepreneurs [27]. Therefore there is a need to have a
comprehensive system prioritizing its authenticity. And
enterprise risk management currently is viewed as one of the
key conditions for successful firms because it enable them to
put a glance at all risks facing a company through systematic
plan [28]. Therefore SMEs are well placed to attain better
performance if they have sound systems of record keeping and
risk management. With these arguments it is proposed that:
Hypothesis H5: The practice of book keeping positively
influences the firm performance in developing economies.
Hypothesis H6: The risk management practices in
developing economies has a significant impact on firm
performance in developing economies.

Fig. 1. The conceptual model of the study.

The application of information technology has had an
obvious positive results into firm practices. [16] assert that firm
with strong IT resources are able to assimilate the
technological business planning cases more effectively,
apprehend and make a dependable cost effective use that
support the firm more fast than competitors, have an effective
inter-business unity communications and able to foresee the
future business needs before their competitors. The investment
in information technology is a vital organization resource that
can be used to advance communications, enhance product
design worth, melt down the product development costs and
lessen the design cycle [17]. Previous studies gives us a clue on
the positive impact of information technology application on
firm performance [16], [18], [19]. With this base the study
therefore propose that:
Hypothesis H1: The use of technology has a positive impact
on firm practice of book keeping in developing economies.
Hypothesis H2: The use of technology positively influence
firm performance in developing economies.
Financial literacy at individual and firm level is a key to
sound financial management. At a firm level, considering the
nature of smallness of organizations, managers are easily
capable of disseminating their financial knowledge and skills
into firm practices. Financially literate SME manager is
capable of using financial resources optimally, knows and
understand the sources of reliable financing, capable of
implementing sound business practices of budgeting, planning
and control, put in place a sound system of acquiring,
processing, storing and dissemination of financial information.
The literature gives us ample overt evidences of financial
literacy to financial practices [20]-[23] at individual level and
[24]-[26] at firm level. Therefore researchers propose that:

Author in [6] gives us clues that the information and
technology is very crucial to SMEs because it enable them to
implement their business competitive advantage. SMEs
benefits by enhancing their visibility, easy access to
information, overcome traditional trade areas and facilitate
financial transactions. SMEs record keeping, processing and
disseminations overtly enhanced by use of technology in terms
of hard and software. The use of computers software enhances
the preparation of instant periodical financial statements.
Therefore SME use of technology in record management
considered to increase the impact of firm use of technology on
its performance. Therefore it is argued that:
Hypothesis H7: Firm book keeping practices moderates the
use of technology-firm performance relationship.
III. LITERATURES
A. Financial Literacy
Many individual has attempted to define financial literacy
at personal level. The main focus has been simply summed up
by Jump$tart definitions who simply define financial literacy
as the ability to use knowledge and skills to manage one‟s
financial resources effectively. At firm level financial literacy
stresses the ability of the owner/manager to be able to
propagate their financial skills and knowledge into firm
operations. The concept of financial literacy for SMEs spring
from the nature of smallness and few owners of SMEs creating
an avenue of easily transferring their expertise into firm
endeavor. The Bank association of South Africa has attempted
to define SME financial literate managers as entailing the
following qualifications: having adequate level of
entrepreneurial competencies, personal skills, and business
management skills, having appropriate level of understanding
of functional financial management systems, has appropriate
level of understanding of SMEs life cycle funding and other
financial requirements, understand legal, regulatory and tax
issues as they relate to financial matters and understand the
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range of legal resources it can opt to when necessary, in case of
bankruptcy or other financial distress situations [29].
B. Use of Technology
In this context [30] gives us a definition by stating that
„Information technology is the technology that is used to hoard,
manipulate, distribute and create information‟. [31] provides
four dimensions of the use of technology readiness which are
optimism, innovativeness, discomfort and insecurity. The
optimism dimension presents a positive view of technology
adoption and perception of the benefits to be accrued from its
use for enhancing work efficiency and improving performance.
Innovativeness refers to the extent to which individuals prefer
to experiment with the new technology to come out with the
best solution towards solving their problems. The dimension of
discomfort displays a sense of lack of technological mastery
and lack of courage to use the latest technology. And the
insecurity dimension presents a state of complete mistrust of
technology-based transactions and complete doubt of its
capabilities. The first two dimensions are considered to be
contributors to the process of adopting new technology while
the last two represent inhibitors of the technological adoption.
Author in [32] shows that optimist and innovators are prone to
adopting to new technology easily. In terms of financial supply
technology advances is the ability to effortlessly create a free
online connection structure, the secure online money transfer,
correct credit scores to be utilized by a bunch of financiers, and
the free media tools to market their products therefore engage
large group of geographically dispersed people [33].
C. SMEs Definition
Defining SMEs has been a contextual endeavor due to lack
of general widely accepted definition. The study define SMEs
by Tanzania context the setting of where the study was
undertaken. The Tanzania SME policy defines SME to mean
micro, small and medium enterprises. These organizations
comprises of non-farm activities mainly manufacturing,
mining, commerce and services. The micro organizations are
those employing up to 4 people with capital threshold of
Tanzanian shillings 5.0million. The small enterprises are
considered to employ ranging from 5 to 49 human resources
with capital investment ranging from Tshs. 5 million to Tshs.
200 million. The medium enterprise they are the one which
employ between 50 to 99 people within a range of capital of
Tsh.200 to 800 million [34].
D. Use of Technology and Financial Literacy
The adoption of technology by individual and firm now has
become an inevitable matter boosted by expanded coverage
and presence of wireless cellphones, computers, internet and
other gadgets. In developing economies where there is
prevalence of low level of technology, the use of technology
has become a pillar for individual and firm success. The
connection of technology and financial products offers crucial
tie on enhancing financial literacy. For instance the electronic
banking which has proliferated recently has increased financial
products consumers‟ accessibility. These technological
products may include direct deposit, computer banking, store
value cards and debit cards [35]. A study of financial literacy
by [8] on financial literacy of micro entrepreneurs in South
Africa found that there is a limited use of technology by most

firms. In this study they discovered that most of the firms had
no email address and inaccessibility to internet at their work
station, none of their respondents had a webpage. Financially
excluded individuals and firms suffer from lack of financial
literacy and basic education resulting into limited access into
financial services. Therefore concentrate much on the use of
informal financial system of which they are more familiar with.
The barrier can be bypassed by employing information
technology, which gives a feasible option to reduce transaction
costs at large extent and form user friendly platforms
convenient to the users [36].
E. Use of Technology SME Practices
The general extent of utilization of technology by SMEs is
at low level [37]. Nonetheless literature offer ample evidence
that utilization of technology is an important determinant for
SME success [38]-[40]. Considering the scale of many small
businesses such that they are more prone to cash flow
problems, and therefore have less resources to devote to the
sophisticated management of financial instruments and, since
they don‟t partake into economies of scale and market power
enjoyed by large organizations [41], [42]. The use of
information technology by SMEs can benefit them by
developing competences for managing, information intensive
resources, reduce the transaction costs and develop capability
to gather information locally and internationally resulting into
rapid flow of information [30]. For instance crowd funding via
internet based forums can improve SMEs access to finance and
potentially remedy certain market failure, such as sufficiency
of funding for start-ups it is a flexible, cost-effective and
quickly raise finances, and it could be a marketing tool to
entrepreneurs [43].
F. SMEs use of Technology and Record Keeping
Firm records are business information that contains the
transactions between parties in the form of electronic and paper
documents kept for present and future references [44]. The
electronic business records, refers to the records in a form of
digital records processed, manipulated and/or transmitted using
a computer system. The practice of keeping information
electronically by SMEs poses a new set of challenges for the
SMEs to retain the authenticity of such information because
they can easily be altered.
G. Financial Literacy and SMEs Risk Management
Authors in [45] stresses the importance of insurance as the
main driving risk tool for SMEs because the other sophisticated
means of risk management might prove to be cost ineffective.
Financial literacy enables individuals and businesses to make
better financial decisions and therefore undertake firm risk
management more effectively [8].
Author in [46] measuring financial literacy discovered
one‟s protection from unexpected happenings using either
insurance or risk management techniques is one of the
important constructs in financial literacy studies. Risk
management is an interdisciplinary theme which may call
integration of knowledge of fields of economic, technological,
social and political knowledge. SME managers function in a
macro, and micro market environment that is affected by
numerous internal and external influences which continuously
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prone to change. The situation confronts entrepreneurs to be
vigilant therefore able to identify opportunities and threats.
Having more knowledge of financial literacy specifically in
strategic risk management enables SMEs owner/managers to
objectively evaluate their actions. The challenge with risk
management is that every risk is linked to a different discipline
which may not be necessarily in conversancy of firm manager
proficiency. The concept of managing risks is an essential part
of borrowing and investing. Therefore risk management is
considered as part and parcel of individual and firm financial
literacy.
IV. METHODOLOGY
Data was collected through a survey of SMEs in region of
Morogoro and Dar es salaam region Tanzania. The survey was
directed to SMEs owners/managers‟ at the top level who could
provide the required information. The data collection was done
by researchers‟ personal visit at the firm location and the
researcher supervised the process of filling the questionnaire
for prompt response. The introduction was preceded by the
introduction letter assuring the participants that the information
needed was solely academical, confidential treatment of the
results and researchers‟ readiness to avail the results to them
and the public at large. The choice of firm to be included in this
study was based on convenient sampling due to limiting factors
including firm proximity, time, financial and respondents
readiness. The survey was done by a team of 4 researchers with
an average of 8 SMEs reached per day per each researcher. The
researcher visited 520 firms and the complete usable results
obtained from 311 firms. A response rate of about 60 percent.
This study is part of the comprehensive questionnaire designed
capture main aspect of financial literacy at personal and firm
level. The survey questionnaire was used in pilot study for
instruments refinements and then evaluated by experts.
Cronbach‟s alpha test was used to verify its quality and
consistency. Basing on the PLS sampling rule that the
minimum sample size has to be ten times of the portion the
model that require for multiple regression. This model has 5
independent variables tolerating the use a minimum sample of
50, therefore 311 is more than six times enough.
A. Measured Variables
The indicators making up the constructs for financial
literacy were gathered using instruments validated by [14]
where by financial literacy (FL), was categorized into general
financial knowledge, financial knowledge, financial attitudes,
and financial behavior. Financial knowledge was captured
using multiple choice questions and the remaining questions of
financial attitudes and behavior were stylized into a likert scale,
the choice of questions was made in such a way they are
relevant to firm level business operation. The use of
technology (UT), book keeping (BK) and risk management
(RMGT) were are all adopted from [8], thereafter made into
likert scale questions of 5 points. Some items were added from
the
original
format
questions
for
questionnaire
comprehensiveness. The firm performance (FP) indicators was
drawn from the enterprise survey questionnaire, formed into a
five point likert scale, [47] uses the same approach.

B. Demographic Information
The study captured demographic information at individual
and firm level. At individual level the survey collected
information about gender and education level and at firm level
information collected was about business type, location, firm
age and number of employees. Table I shows the detailed
results. The demographic information were used as control
variables. These control variables were linked to the
independent variables and assessed whether there was a
significant increase in R square, the results with all control was
insignificant, therefore the influence of these control variables
was excluded in further analysis.
TABLE I.

Gender

Education Level

Business type

Location

Firm Age

Number of
employees

SUMMARY OF RESPONDENTS DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
Male
Female
Primary
Secondary
College
University
Wholesale and Retail
Agricultural
Construction
Food and
Accommodation
Manufacturing
Others
Rural
Urban
Below 1 Year
1-5 Years
6-10 Years
More than 10 Years
1-5 Micro
6-49 Small
50-99 Medium

Number
164
146
11
87
134
78
101
56
31

Percentage
52.9
47.1
3.5
28.1
43.2
25.2
32.2
18
10.0

31

10.0

30
61
127
183
39
132
100
39
144
147
19

9.7
19.1
41
59
12.6
42.6
32.3
12.6
46.5
47.4
6.1

C. Examination of Model Reliability and Validity
By examining the parameters of the PLS structural model
the hypotheses are assessed. The standardized path coefficients
shows how strong the relationship between the independent
and dependent variable. In a partial least square- structural
equation modelling composite reliability is an alternative
preference to Cronbach‟s alpha to test the convergent validity
in a reflective model, this is because Cronbach‟s alpha may
under/overestimate the scale of reliability [48].
The first step was to examine the outer model acceptability
in the research algorithm. The outer loading acceptable range
be ≥0.5, [49]-[52]. According to the result presented in a
Table II, all of the construct meet this criterion with exception
of UT3 and therefore considered further analysis.
Average variance extracted (AVE) can be used to assess
both convergent and divergent validity. In actual fact AVE
mirrors the average communality for every latent factor in a
reflective model. The AVE can be calculated by having the
sum squared component loading for each construct divided by
sum of component loading plus the sum of the error variance.
The adequacy of a model is reflected by AVE being greater
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than 0.5 [49], [53]. The meaning of this condition is that factors
in the model at least explain half of the variance of the
corresponding indicators. Once more Table II presents
acceptable results for the model.
TABLE II.

RELIABILITY AND CONVERGENT VALIDITY

Standard
Mean
Loading
t-static
Deviation
Book keeping (composite reliability=0.765; AVE=0.5)
0.649
0.225
0.706
3.257*
0.715
0.225
0.771
3.639**
0.612
0.225
0.635
2.812*
0.543
0.225
0.561
3.142**
Use of technology (composite reliability=0.762; AVE=0.5)
0.794
0.149
0.829
6.222**
0.788
0.165
0.826
5.926**
0.443
0.271
0.469
1.783
Financial Literacy (composite reliability=0.794; AVE=0.5)
0.476
0.201
0.537
5.599**
0.772
0.151
0.795
4.627**
0.772
0.156
0.814
4.860**
0.620
0.201
0.637
3.061*
Firm Performance (composite reliability=0.803; AVE=0.6)
0.916
0.135
0.947
10.770**
0.647
0.227
0.703
3.472*
0.602
0.179
0.601
3.205**
Risk Management(composite reliability=0.817; AVE=0.6)

BK1-BK
BK2-BK
BK3-BK
BK4-BK
UT1-UT
UT2-UT
UT3-UT
GFL-FL
FA-FL
FK-FL
FB-FL
PF1-PF
PF2-PF
PF3-PF
RMGT1RMGT
RMGT2RMGT
RMGT3RMGT

0.832

0.169

0.891

4.860**

0.642

0.256

0.692

2.510*

0.674

0.258

0.728

2.925*

RMGT

-0.020 (0.3)

-0.269
(0.4)

0.112(0.3)

0.775

UT

-0.243(0.5)

-0.110
(0.3)

-0.269 (0.5)

0.007
(0.1)

2) Cross loading and heterotrait-monotrait ratio
An alternative to assessing discriminant validity beside of
AVE is the examination of the cross-loading. Accordingly a
good model has to have indicators which load well on their
intended factors. The cross loading with other factors they are
not intended to measure should be given attention. The rule of
thumb is that cross loading should be under 0.3 and some use
0.4 [48]. Evaluating the variables in Table IV, all indicators
have less or equal to 0.3 cross loading weight signifying that
the model has discriminant validity.
Superior to the use of cross-loading examination and use of
Fornell-Larcker criterion the heterotrait monotrait ratio
(HTMT) criterion was established. The HTMT is the geometric
mean of the heterotrait-heteromethod correlation divided by the
average of the monotrait-heteromethod correlations [54]. The
condition for this criterion for a well-fitting model, heterotrait
correlations should be smaller than the monotrait correlations,
implying that the HTMT ratio should be below 1. A cut of 0.9
is established in literature [55], [56]. The results from model in
Table IV shows all ratios displayed are fine below 0.9, again
further confirming that the model has discriminant validity.
TABLE IV.

VARIANCE INFLATION FACTOR (VIF) AND CROSS LOADING
VIF

*p≤0.05 and ** p≤0.001

1) Discriminant validity
The Fornell-Larcker criterion was used to establish the
discriminant validity. The criterion is based on calculation of
AVE. which states that “for any latent variable, the square root
of the AVE should be higher than its correlation with any other
latent variable” [48]. This imply that for any latent variable the
shared variance with its cluster of indicators is higher than the
variance it shares with any other latent variable. In result
Table III verify that there is discriminant validity in the model
since all the numbers in diagonal cells (square root of AVE) in
absolute terms are greater than the corresponding correlation of
the variables.
TABLE III.
FORNEL-LARCKER CRITERION AND HETEROTRAITMONOTRAIT RATIO (HTMT) IN PARENTHESIS
BK

FL

FP

RMGT

UT

0.728

Cross Loading
BK

FL

FP

RMGT

UT

BK1

2.196

0.7

-0.1

0.2

0.0

-0.2

BK2

2.234

0.8

0.0

0.3

-0.2

-0.3

BK3

1.264

0.6

-0.3

0.3

0.1

-0.0

BK4

1.264

0.6

-0.1

0.2

-0.0

0.0

FA

1.629

-0.2

0.8

-0.0

-0.1

-0.1

FB

1.617

-0.1

0.6

-0.1

-0.1

-0.1

FK

1.010

-0.0

0.8

0.2

-0.3

-0.1

GFL

1.061

-0.2

0.5

-0.0

-0.2

-0.0

PF1

2.089

0.3

0.0

0.9

0.1

-0.3

PF2

1.669

0.2

-0.0

0.7

0.2

-0.2

PF3

1.572

0.3

-0.2

0.6

-0.0

-0.1

RMGT1

2.649

-0.1

-0.3

0.1

0.9

-0.0

RMGT2

1.870

-0.0

-0.2

-0.0

0.7

0.0

RMGT3

1.846

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.7

-0.0

UT1

2.286

-0.3

-0.1

0.1

0.0

0.8

UT2

1.331

-0.2

-0.1

-0.2

0.0

0.8

UT3

1.874

-0.2

-0.1

-0.2

0.0

0.5

Source: Authors‟ analysis

BK

0.673

FL

-0.164 (0.3)

0.705

FP

0.35 (0.6)

0.014
(0.2)

0.764

3) Multicollineariry
The possibility of multicollinearity existent in the reflective
model was also tested. Multicollinearilty occurs when two or
more variables are highly intercorrelated. This may deter a
researcher from assessing the relative importance of the
independent variable. To examine the presence of
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multicollinearity a variance inflation factor (VIF) is used. The
common rule of thumb provides a cut off of 4 or higher VIF
for multicollinearity to exist [48]. In this model the results in
Table IV offers all indicators VIF below 4 signifying that
multicollinearity hasn‟t affected this scrutiny.
4) Common method bias
In a survey model of self-reported data there is a possibility
of common method bias to exist. [57] posit that common
method bias can be a result of a combination of many factors
that may entail consistency and social interest. Specifically
common method bias is a caused by the measurement approach
used in a structural equation modelling study and the implied
social desirability associated with the questionnaire responses
eliciting the indicators to share a certain amount of conjoint
variation [58]. To assess whether the data are affected with
common method bias two approaches were employed, first is
the psychological separation [59] done during data collection
the questionnaire was structured in such a way the dependent
and independent variables question was not asked on
chronological order. Secondly was to further asses the data
collected in the model using the approach by [58]. The
approach emphasize on assessing the variance inflation factor
(VIF) acceptability say if they are ≥ 3.3 provided that the data
passed the convergent and discriminant validity then confirm
the absence of common method bias problem in the model.
Table IV verify VIF results in the model are below 3.3,
therefore it validate that the data are not affected by common
method bias.
D. Evaluation of Study Structural Model
With satisfactory measurement model and no worry for
multicollinearity, common method bias and the non-response
biases the analysis proceeded to test the study structural model.
The test comprises of estimates of path coefficients signifying
the strength of the relationship between dependent and
independent variable and the evaluation of the significance of
such path coefficients.
TABLE V.

PATH COEFFICIENT

Sample

Mean

BK->FP
0.372
FL->BK
-0.193
FL->RMGT
0.269
ModE->FP
0.195
RMGT->FP
0.113
UT->BK
0.264
UT->FP
0.197
*p≤0.05 and ** p≤0.001

0.371
-0.208
0.287
0.174
0.117
0.285
0.204

Standard
deviation
0.116
0.153
0.125
0.093
0.144
0.121
0.095

T statistics
3.134**
1.227
2.227*
2.075*
0.790
2.273*
2.065*
Source: Authors

Examination of the specific hypotheses exemplified in the
study model was assessed by two-tailed t-statistics for the
standardized path coefficients running basic bootstrap with no
sign changes option at 1000 samples. The results are shown in
Table V and Fig. 2.
H1 Predicted the presence of positive direct relationship
between the firm use of technology and the practice of firm
book keeping in developing economies. The PLS structural

path coefficient was significant at (p< 0.05) in hypothesized
direction. This proposes that firm which has the high rate of
use of technology are the one with improved of record keeping
practices. Therefore H1 is supported.

Fig. 2. Results after bootstrap.

H2 Also predicted a positive relationship of the firm use of
technology with its performance. According to the results the
PLS structural path coefficient on this relationship was
significant at (p<0.05) on the positive hypothesized direction.
The results suggests that the more the firm employ the use of
technology the more it will improve its performance over a
steady period of time. Therefore H2 is supported by the study
algorithm.
H3 States that financial literacy has a positive relationship
with firm risk management practices. From the results the PLS
structural path coefficient confirm that this path is significant at
(p< 0.05) again the result suggest that, the higher the financial
literate managers the more likely to engage into risk
management of the firm. Therefore financial literacy of those
who manage the SMEs in developing economies has an
important impact on firm risk management. Again H3 is
supported by the algorithm.
H4 suggested that there is positive relationship between
financial literacy and firm practice of record keeping. The PLS
structural path coefficient in this it is not significant.
Suggesting that there is no direct relationship between financial
literacy and the practice of book keeping. Though it is hard to
draw a conclusion on insignificant results speculation can be
on factors like the managers‟ level of education and factors for
financial information flow constructs may mediate or moderate
the relationship between financial literacy and firm book
keeping practice.
H5 predicted that there is positive relationship between firm
practice of book keeping and firm performance. The partial
least square structural path coefficient is significant at (p<
0.01) in a hypothesized direction. The results indicate that, the
more the firm put more emphasis on practice of record keeping
the more will enhance its performance over time. This higher
significance emphasize on how important record keeping can
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be for firm sustainability. Keeping records is the base of all
analysis aiding financing, investment, marketing and pricing
decisions. Therefore H5 is supported by the analysis.
H6 predicts that there is a direct positive relationship
between firm risk management practices and firm performance.
The PLS structural path coefficient in this equation is not
significant though it display a positive relationship. With this
results speculation can be that there are other factors that
mediate/moderate the risk management-firm performance
relationship. The risk management factor determinants also
would be not likely to be captured in a short while because the
happening of uncertain event is not certain. Therefore H6 is not
supported.
H7 Predicted the moderating role of firm book keeping
practice on use of technology-firm performance relationship.
The PLS structural path coefficient is significant on this
equation at (p< 0.05). The result suggests that firm practice of
record keeping enhance the relationship of firm use of
technology and its performance in developing economies. In
other words emphasizing on plausible firm record keeping
practice implicate more use of technology which eventually
improve firm performance. Therefore H7 is supported by the
analysis.
V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This study links variables at individual and firm level,
examining how financial literacy and use of technology affect
the business practices of book keeping and risk management
translating the ultimate effect on firm performance in
developing economies. The results presents significant results
on the impact of use of technology and firm practices and
performance. This result is consistent [38]-[40], [60]. Adoption
and actual use of more sophisticated information technology
system technology of more sophisticated in developing
countries would have a cunningly better way of SMEs
practices and performance.
Enhancing financial literacy of SMEs managers in
developing economies still proves its vitality. Even though the
model offer a slight insignificant results of (p< 0.2) suggesting
an indirect relationship of financial literacy on the firm practice
of book keeping, the usefulness of SMEs managers
understanding of financial information collection, processing,
storage and dissemination is of utmost importance. Firm
managers well placed on the knowledge and skills of process
financial data electronically will have timely information as a
base for their present and future decision.

one of the firm sound accounting practices. Consistent with the
result [61] offers more evidence that proper book keeping
practices as the one of the key factor for SME success or
failure in United Kingdom and Nigeria comparative study. And
also [62] contended that majority of SMEs lacked accounting
knowledge as a result they never kept complete accounting
information therefore fail to effectively utilize financial data as
basis for their decision and performance measurement. The use
of technology in SMEs information processing has had a
strengthening tie to firm performance as it shown in H7.
Authors in [63] further stress on the importance of IT support
and book keeping for entrepreneurs effort to maintain an
efficient firm operation, if taken for granted could be a great
hindrance for business success.
VI. CONCLUSION
Coupled with the general impediment of information
technology and financial system in developing economies,
SMEs faces relatively copious challenges in terms of
technology availability, awareness, and technical knowhow.
Most of SMEs finds it is cost ineffective to monitor the present
and updating to upcoming newer information technology
versions which are emerging now and then. In addressing these
challenges it is important to understand the relative impact of
financial literacy and information technology on firm practices
as it has been exemplified in this study. Situating SMEs
owner/managers‟ financial knowledge and skills entwined with
right technology adoption has an array of operational
reinforcement of which if well understood and utilized will
definitely enhance firm effective practices ultimately improve
performance. Investment on SMEs risk management good
practices and a good system of financial information collection,
processing, keeping and dissemination has valuable tie with
firm performance.
Limited by the nature of the study in terms of data and
analytical approach, nevertheless the study gives glimpses of
unharnessed benefits of integrating financial management and
information technology in developing economy firms.
VII. FURTHER STUDY RECOMMENDATION
There is much untapped potential of the applicability of
technology adoption and its implications on awareness, access
and actual use of financial products by individual and firms in
developing economies. This study recommends more rigorous
scientific research to be undertaken on this phenomenon
including more variables of firm practices.

The model also offers significant results of the relationship
of financial literacy and firm risk management practices. As it
is demonstrated in [8], [45], [46], risk management is an
important firm determinant of financial literacy. Therefore firm
managers high level of financial literacy will embark on more
effective business insurance and internal risk management
practices and strategies. The lack of insurance cover by micro
entrepreneurs demonstrated in [8], verify the failure of these
SME managers to recognize the its importance.

[1]

Well placed firm practice of data management has been
shown to have a high significance on the performance of the
firm; the results are elucidated in H5. Proper book keeping is
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Abstract—In this research, we develop learning teaching
materials using building blocks for children with disabilities, and
verify learning effect. It is important to prepare input equipment
according to children with disabilities and to prepare learning
materials according to the ability you have learned. Therefore,
this time we developed a teaching material using building blocks
to improve spatial recognition capability using touch pad and
tablet as input device. It is decided to measure the effect by
comparing the scores learned by actually combining the input
device and the learning material. Through experiments with
participants of disabled children, it is found that the learning
contents are effective and appropriate for improvement of their
spatial recognition capability.
Keywords—Experiment; slope surfaces; interaction between
two surfaces

I.

INTRODUCTION

Children have acquired the ability to become the basis of
learning from activities such as living activities and playing.
However, some children have restricted activities due to
obstacles, and they miss opportunities to learn. For example,
in the study of building blocks for young children In the
research of Ito - Takahashi, the child A performs the actions
such as "loading", "breaking", "hitting", "arranging", which
are basic motions for playing using building blocks
Experienced. After winning acts to pile up, they repeatedly
challenged play and confirmed play and experienced
"interval", "width/depth/height", "center of gravity",
"balance", etc.
It can be pointed out that child A is acquiring the concept
of "plane" "solid" through building blocks [1]. However,
some children who have disabilities use the real building
blocks. It is difficult to learn. Children with severely
overlapping obstacles have difficulty in displaying intention
based on voice and behavior, and there are many passive
learning that only learning is heard, learning is listening. In
special support schools, various education is conducted
according to the progress of each individual development and
disability based on the guidelines for teaching special support
schools [2]. The faculty prepares for the learning environment
tailored to the student. ICT can be used effectively in order to
teach instruction according to students. Therefore, in this
research, we aim to improve the spatial recognition capability
by using a learning environment that combines input

equipment according to student's disability and learning
materials using building blocks. Learning materials, by
changing input devices, consider the teaching materials that
can be used regardless of the degree of disability.
Development of learning support software with CG
animations for intellectually disabled children is conducted
[3]. Spatial comprehension exercise system with 3D CG of toy
model for disable children is proposed and is well reported
[4]. Also, learning content for improvement of spatial
comprehension capability with 3D CG toy model for disable
children is proposed [5].
In this research, we develop learning teaching materials
using building blocks for children with disabilities, and verify
learning effect. It is important to prepare input equipment
according to children with disabilities and to prepare learning
materials according to the ability you have learned. Therefore,
this time we developed a teaching material using building
blocks to improve spatial recognition capability using touch
pad and tablet as input device. It is decided to measure the
effect by comparing the scores learned by actually combining
the input device and the learning material.
Research background is described in the next section
followed by learning content creation. Then experiments with
specific disabled children are described followed by
conclusion with some discussions.
II.

RESEARCH BACKGROUND

A. Disabled Children
A child with physical disability is a child with disabilities
in motor function such as hands, feet, spine, etc. due to injury
at birth or childbirth, or illness or accident at young age. The
condition varies according to inconvenient parts and degrees.
In the case where the exercise / motion of the right hand or
right body only, or both feet, and even the whole body is
inconvenient.
There is a match. In addition, the extent is also diverse,
such as those who do not feel difficulty in everyday life, those
who need prosthetic gear such as pine needle stick and wheel
chair, and even those who need assistance for many
activities [6].
Involuntary movement is an exercise that cannot normally
be suppressed or can only be partially restrained [7]. Student
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becomes difficult to bend arbitrary movements arising
temporarily in arms and hands. In that case, they may move
their fingers to attract objects.
Intellectual disability is the state where the development of
cognitive abilities has remained at a level where the cognitive
ability development is generally delayed due to intellectual
functional disorder that occurred until the developmental
stage. The degree of intellectual impairment is shown
below [8].
 Mild intellectual disability refers to intellectual
disability with IQ generally 50-70. Meals, clothes
removal, drainage etc. There is no hindrance to the
everyday life skills of. But the development of
language is slow, even 18 years old and above
elementary school. It is often stayed at the raw level of
academic ability.
 Medium intellectual disorder generally refers to
intellectual disability with IQ of 35-50. Language
development and delay in athletic ability. They can do
yourself partly, but it is difficult to do everything.
 Severe intellectual disability refers to a mental disorder
whose IQ is generally 20-35. Development of language
and motor functions is slow. On the learning side, it is
limited to reading and writing hiragana. The
development of emotions is immature and one thing
around us. Because it is difficult to do with people,
protection and assistance may be necessary for food,
clothing and shelter.

for one year from 2015, we have been developing input
devices to support Student A's intention display. Educational
support from 2016 aims at improving the spatial recognition
ability by learning to show intention by using Student A's own
hand rather than listening, passive learning which is only
viewing. Therefore, prepare two kinds of problems using
building blocks and learn mental rotation.
Student B (Female) is difficult to express by speech
language with the most severe intellectual disorder. Student B
understands the daily movements such as correcting posture
and instructions on learning using things, and acts as
instructed. As a result of educational support so far, she can
recognize plan figures and pictures. We tried to grasp the
touch pen and select the same shape and picture as Fig. 2
using a tablet [10]. When we started educational support, we
dropped or thrown tablet. However, with repeated support, we
understand the content of the learning, and now we can
correctly answer the problem more than a healthy person.
Therefore, in this educational support, we will see what kind
of response to the learning of the three-dimensional figure. We
think that the ability to capture things in three dimensions in
the future life is necessary and aim to improve mental rotation
as well as Student A to improve space recognition ability.

 Most severe intellectual disability refers to a mental
disorder with an IQ of 20 or less. Words do not
develop. It's almost time to stay screaming. They can
handle all aspects of their life.
Mental rotation is a cognitive activity that rotates the
visual stimulus presented in a rotated state mind and
recognizes figures in an upright state without rotation [9].
Spatial recognition capability is the ability to quickly and
accurately grasp and recognize the state and relationship of
objects in 3D space such as position, orientation, attitude, size,
shape and spacing of objects.

Fig. 1. Movable range of his / her hand.

B. Children in Concern
Student A (Male) has a high intellectual level but it is
difficult to express by speech language due to paralysis of
upper and lower limbs. At school, he is sitting in a wheelchair.
The physical condition of Student A can move his hands and
arms with his own will and grips and opens his hands. When
grasping objects, there is an influence of involuntary
movements from one minute to five minutes. Legs are difficult
to move by paralysis. Although there are physical restrictions
due to paralysis of the upper and lower limbs in response to
the instruction of the teacher, it is possible to speak "ah" "uh"
or waving his own intention.
The range that Student A moves mainly by hand is shown
in Fig. 1. Student A moves his face to see for those who are
interested by judging who the ears are very good at the
footsteps heard from the corridor. As an educational support

Fig. 2. Photo which shows character learning process.
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III.

EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Configuration
In this section, we will describe the input device according
to the target state described in Section 2. Touch pad that
touches the copper plate to output signals and touch table to
learn by touching the pen were prepared as input equipment
considering the physical restriction due to the target
obstruction.
Student A can wield his hand at his own will as described
in 2.2. Therefore, we prepared a touch pad that outputs signals
only by touching the hands. The touchpad is a mechanism that
outputs signals (keys 1, 2, 3) by touching three copper plates.
For this time, we are trying to learn by touching the upper left
and lower right copper plates. Student A easily moves the
hand to the upper left and the lower right, so the buttons are
arranged accordingly. Understand the copper plate to
understand that it corresponds to the learning material choice
by sticking colored paper.
Student B used the tablet and the stylus used for
educational support from three years ago. Student B
sometimes drops things or throws things. Therefore, we use a
tablet resistant to impact. In addition, because Student B is
difficult to grab a thin pen, it made thick the touch pen so that
it grips easily. The operation of the learning material can be
learned by touching the option with the touch pen. Touchpad
and tablet and touch pen are shown in Fig. 3 as building block
learning tools.

(a) Touchpad

give interest to 3DCG teaching materials which we have not
seen so far, we have reproduced the familiar toys. By playing
with the toy with that toy, we have not been able to play by
myself, but by using this input device we can experience what
we can operate and draw interest. After that, let's learn when
the operation of the input device gets used.
Toy model reproduced the toy playing with teacher usually
with 3DCG. Until now it was difficult to play with toys in
hand by himself, but by using the input device according to
the subject, they can operate their own toys and play. In the
developed toy, they can "turn" the red of the touchpad by
touching and touch the blue to "stab the sword" (Fig. 4). By
touching the button on the tablet by displaying the button, the
same action can be done.
We asked the special support school teacher to evaluate
the developed toy model. Children who have difficulty
playing with objects due to the obstacles this time are highly
valued, such as wanting to try also by other students because
they play very happily.
Children who have difficulty playing toys due to obstacles
tend to give up a lot of things, becoming passive even if they
are playful if their own thoughts do not pass. Therefore, it was
found that the environment where the input device and the toy
model can be combined and played as desired can be effective
for children's active activities.
The building block play was reproduced on the PC
(Fig. 5). The subjects A and B of this time let the students play
with complicated operations but were not able to play, but had
another obstacle. The student has never played with a building
block because it is difficult to move down from the neck due
to obstacles. Therefore, we prepared an environment where
you can play building blocks on a PC. The student can move
the mouse pointer using the line of sight input device. The
operation method of this building block is to operate by
performing the functions by hovering over the button
displayed around the building block.

(b) Tablet and touch pen

Fig. 3. Building block learning tools.

(a) Camera switch mode

(b) Building block operation mode

Fig. 5. Building block toy model.

(a) Alternately stab a sword

(b) If you hit the hit area you fly

Fig. 4. Toy model.

We describe the environment which we can play with
3DCG. For this time, learning is done with the teaching
materials using 3DCG for the first time. Therefore, in order to

(a) Level 1

(b) Level 2

(c) Level 3

Fig. 6. Three difficulty level of building block toy model.
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The alignment teaching material of building blocks is a
question concerning the arrangement of building blocks. Since
the object understands the planar figure, it is a teaching
material to check whether you understand the threedimensional shape before doing the building block problem.
By rotating the arranged building blocks so that the whole is
visible, we made it possible to see the viewpoint seen from the
front and the viewpoint seen from behind. The question
presentation (yellow frame) is placed on the screen and the
options are arranged on the left and right (red frame, blue
frame) under the screen. When presenting the question, rotate
360° so that the whole can be seen and pause at every 180°
rotation. Three difficulty levels are set to change difficulty
level, question number, number, and number of questions
(Fig. 6).
This teaching material has become a teaching material to
check whether the number of building blocks necessary to
comprehend the shape of the arranged blocks and to compose
the arranged shape can be counted. This teaching material also
rotates so that the whole of the building blocks arranged in the
same way as previously described model which is shown in
Fig. 6. The number of remaining questions from this teaching
material is displayed on the upper left of the screen as
requested by the teacher (Fig. 7).

(a) Level 1

(b) Level 2

(b) Answer (Correct (left), Incorrect (middle), Mouse miss-operation
Fig. 8. Building block toy model.

The explanatory learning material is a teaching material
for explaining the wrong answer after confirming whether the
arrangement and number of building blocks are
understandable. Choose the wrong answer with the learning
materials, and the teacher draws a commentary with the
viewpoint of the building blocks, the movement of the
building blocks, and the building blocks drawing attention
(Fig. 9). The operation procedure is shown below:
a) Move drag block while right clicking the block to
move block.
b) Move drag view while left clicking on places other
than building block to move view point.
c) Right click the block to change the color of the block.
d) Mouse wheel scaling to enlarge or shrink the block.
e) Click reset button to reset the position of the building
block.

(c) Level 3

Fig. 7. Three difficulty level of block counting toy model.

In learning process flow, questions are presented when
selecting the question number first (Fig. 8(a)). As soon as it is
presented, options are displayed after the question sentence is
read aloud. When answering, the question presentation section
is inclined at the same angle as the selected building block, so
that the difference between correct answer and incorrect
answer can be understood (Fig. 8(b)).

(a) Change the view point (b) Move the block (c) Look at the block
Fig. 9. Displaying the instructions.

The building block problem is a teaching material to
answer the number of building blocks by performing mental
rotation while imagining the arrangement of building blocks in
the head from the viewpoint of the front, the upper, and the
right from the viewpoint of the front side, the upper side, and
the right side. This learns after learning the understanding of
the shape of the building blocks and the number of building
blocks with the learning materials of Fig. 10 (a) and 10 (b).

(a) Question
(a) Question No.1
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TABLE II.

SCORE AT THE SECOND TIME (STUDENT A)
Quiz1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Ans.
○
○
○
○
x
○
○
○
○
○

Quiz3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Ans.
○
x
○
○
○
x
○
○
○
x

When Quiz 1's first learning score was low, they answered
without looking at the screen (average response time is 24
seconds). For the wrong problem, the choice of correct answer
and the choice of incorrect answer were relatively similar by
one block difference. Since the score of learning when student
A himself was concentrating was high, it was confirmed that
he was firmly recognizing the shape of the building block.

(b) Question No.2
Fig. 10. Building block questions.

In this question, let them answer the maximum number of
blocks of blocks from the figure. By imagining from three
viewpoints and grasping the position of the building blocks, it
improves the space recognition ability. It is very good to be
able to know the students' comprehension level as an
evaluation by a special support school teacher. In school life,
students have a lot of passive learning and students' intention
is reflected in teaching materials, so that mistakes can be
supplemented with commentary materials.
Even for Student A is difficult to touch the real building
blocks, they can learn a lot through building teaching
materials and it is very effective for learning. We would like
to see students' reactions by letting other students learn using
building blocks teaching materials. Very good evaluation was
obtained from the target teacher this time.
We experimented to see if the shape of the building block
was recognizable in three dimensions. Tables I and II as well
as Fig. 11 show the results of making the blocking problem of
the blocks.
A cross mark in the answer result is a case of an
unintended answer or incorrect answer due to involuntary
movements. When the score of Quiz 3 of the first learning and
the score of Quiz 1 of the second learning were high, after
seeing the screen for a while, they moved hands by hand and
answered (average response time is 5 minutes).
TABLE I.

Fig. 11. Results of making the blocking problem of the blocks.

We experimented to see if we can count the number of
building blocks that are lined up. Tables III to V as well as
Fig. 12 show the results of counting the number of building
blocks.
The score of Quiz 1 is high for the 1st and 2nd learning,
but it is wrong with Question 8 (Fig. 13). What is considered
as a cause is that since the problem is being rotated, it seems
that the numbers are wrong because the front and rear shapes
are similar.

Ans.
○
○
○
x
○
○
x
x
x
x

Quiz 3.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

SCORE AT THE FIRST TIME (STUDENT A)
Quiz1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

SCORE AT THE FIRST TIME (STUDENT A)
Quiz1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

TABLE III.

Ans.
○
x
x
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Ans.
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
x
○
○

Quiz2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Ans.
x
x
x
x
x
x
○
○
x
x
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TABLE IV.

SCORE AT THE SECOND TIME (STUDENT A)
Quiz1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

TABLE V.

Ans.
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
x
○
○

Quiz2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Ans.
○
x
x
x
○
x
○
○
○
○

Student A reacts sensitively to the sound, it is a level to
judge who is just a footstep. He moves his face every time. He
heard footsteps and tries to see it. Therefore, student A was
enclosed in a partition and concentrated on the screen
(Fig. 14). Until now, the teacher was supplemented (such as
reading the position of the face and the problem) next to
Student A, but Student A alone saw the screen and answered
more. Furthermore, in order to draw motivation for learning,
we changed the scenery at the time of learning for each
question (Fig. 13). In the change of the landscape, although
there was no influence on the score, time to see the screen and
the input device increased, and it was possible to change the
willingness to learn.

SCORE AT THE THIRD TIME (STUDENT A)
Quiz1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Ans.
x
x
○
x
○
x
x
○
x
x

Quiz2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

It seems to be because it judged that the number of
building blocks before and after the problem presentation part
and options are repeated while looking it repeatedly.
Regarding Quiz 2, when three times of learning is repeated for
the correct part, a high score is obtained. It was confirmed that
the number of building blocks can be counted from the score.

Ans.
○
x
○
○
x
○
○
x
x
○

Fig. 14. Learning environment.

Fig. 12. Results of making the blocking problem of the blocks for Question 8.

This section describes experiments on reactions of Student
B to learning three-dimensional drawings. Student B knows
that long-term learning is necessary from educational support
so far to learning ability through learning. Therefore, we
looked at what kind of response it would be to learning of a
three-dimensional figure to work on for the first time. We got
motivation for learning and examined the iterative learning till
learning can be done just like educational support so far.
In addition to the educational support of plan figures and
pictures so far, learning of building skill teaching materials of
a three dimensional figure was done. Student B was unable to
bring motivation for learning by dropping or throwing the
tablet on the first teaching material. However, we were
interested or had time to look at the rotating problem. From
the teacher who saw this reaction, there was an opinion that
the shape and the size did not change very much even if the
plan view rotated, but it is difficult to rotate the threedimensional figure because the size and shape change.
IV.

Fig. 13. Question No.8.

CONCLUSION

In this research, improvement of spatial recognition ability
and learning materials were effective for education for
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children with disabilities using educational materials using
input devices and building blocks suitable for the target and
educational support. It became possible for Student A to
display their own intention rather than past passive learning.
As a result, it was confirmed that Student A's positional
relationship and spatial grasping ability are provided. Since
the period of educational support was short, the measurement
of space recognition ability due to the block trees problem was
insufficient and we could not confirm the improvement of
capacity.
Student B dropped or threw the teaching material for the
first time for the teaching material to see, so learning effect
was not seen. However, since we have to make repeated
learning for a long period of time from educational support so
far, we will measure the learning effect by looking at the
future response. Overall, we could not measure the learning
effect from the learning and the score using the teaching
materials, but in terms of providing a learning environment
tailored to each individual disability, we highly evaluated
from the faculty and tried it for other students, I was able to
know that it was effective as well.
As a future task, it is difficult to learn using only input
devices and learning materials. Differences appear in the
ability to concentrate due to the sound and scenery at learning,
and it is influenced by the learning score. In the future, it is a
task to measure the learning effect by long-term educational
support while considering not only the object but also
surrounding environment.
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Improved Langley and Ratio Langley Methods for
Improving Sky-Radiometer Accuracy
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Abstract—Improved Langley Method (ILM) is proposed to
improve the calibration accuracy of the sky-radiometer. The
ILM uses that the calibration coefficients of other arbitrary
wavelengths can be presumed from the calibration coefficients in
a certain reference wave length, and improves the calibration
accuracy of a full wave length region by Ratio Langley Method
(RLM) in long wavelength paying attention to calibration
accuracy being good comparatively was proposed. Specifically,
the calibration coefficient of other wavelengths was presumed by
the RLM from the calibration factor by ILM in 0.87 micrometer.
The numerical simulation based on measured data of solar direct
and aureole when the calibration error of the proposed method
was evaluated about the case where ±3% and ±5% of
measurement error is superimposed on the measurement data
solar direct and aureole, the maximum with error was 0.0014 and
0.0428, and they of ILM were 0.011 and 0.0489. Therefore, the
proposed calibration method is robust for a measurement error
compared with ILM, and was understood that highly precise
calibration is possible over full wavelength. When the standard
deviation of a calibration coefficients estimated the accuracy of
the proposed calibration method based on the measured data of
the sky-radiometer for 15 days which fits calibration among the
measured data for four years or more, it was 0.02016, and since it
was smaller than the standard deviation 0.03858 of the
calibration coefficients by ILM, the predominance of the
proposed calibration method has been confirmed.
Keywords—Calibration; Langley plot; improved Langley
method; ratio Langley method; aerosol optical depth; volume
spectrum

I.

INTRODUCTION

Attempts have been made to estimate the aerosol complex
refractive index and particle size distribution using the
downward radiance on the ground obtained by a radiometer
(sky-radiometer) that measures the direct sunlight, scattering,
and marginal light [1]. There is the aerosol parameter
distribution on a global scale like AERONET: Aerosol Robotic
Network and SKYNET: Sky-radiometer Network by
developing the sky-radiometer all around the world, and
aerosol which is a contributing factor of earth radiation budget,
global warming etc. Attempts have been made to elucidate the
wide area distribution of. In that case, the calibration accuracy
of the sky-radiometer greatly affects the aerosol complex
refractive index and the estimation accuracy of the particle size
distribution, which is extremely important.
Solar irradiance measurement on the ground is a very
effective method for knowing the optical and physical

properties of the sun and the Earth's atmosphere [2]-[4]. The
first of this method is the Langley plot method based on the
Beer Bouquet Lambert's rule [5]: LPM [6]. Measure the direct
sunlight from sunrise to southern middle time to estimate the
atmospheric mass to 0, that is, to estimate radiance outside the
solar atmosphere. A calibration method has been proposed to
determine the calibration coefficient of the sky-radiometer so
that the difference between this estimated value and the stable
solar atmospheric radiance and irradiance model [5] called socalled solar constant is 0, which is widely used [7], [8]. In
addition, a method of reducing the influence of noise in
observation has been proposed [9].
The calibration of the sky-radiometer has dealt with the
Rati Langley method [10] which aimed at improving the
calibration accuracy by obtaining the calibration coefficient
according to the ratio between the LPM and the measurement
wavelength, and the fluctuation of the atmospheric condition in
the Langley plot This is done by the modified Langley method
(ILM [11]). LPM is effective when the atmospheric condition
does not change, but such a state is difficult to obtain, generally
it is not possible to expect high calibration accuracy. ILM
measures not only direct sunlight but also scattering and
marginal light on the ground surface, estimates the optical
thickness of air molecules, ozone, aerosol, aerosol complex
index of refraction, and particle size distribution, and obtains
the scattering phase function from these The scattering
contribution component is estimated and the calibration
coefficient of the sky-radiometer is determined with the
downward radiance on the ground where the value obtained by
multiplying the aerosol optical thickness by the atmospheric
mass becomes zero. Therefore, since ILM does not assume
stability of atmospheric condition for a long time compared
with LPM, relatively high calibration accuracy can be
expected.
In addition, the RLM utilizes the fact that the logarithm of
the optical thickness and the logarithm of the wavelength are in
a linear relationship, and by taking into account the aerosol
particle size distribution by the aerosol optical thickness at a
certain reference wavelength, an aerosol of any arbitrary
wavelength and estimates the optical thickness. The calibration
coefficient of the sky-radiometer is determined by the
downward radiance (irradiance) on the ground where the
proportional coefficient of the linear relation is multiplied by
the aerosol optical thickness at the reference wavelength and
the atmospheric mass to zero.
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This research aimed at newly devising a calibration method
that combines the merits of ILM and RLM and to further
improve the calibration accuracy. In other words, I propose a
method that achieves high calibration accuracy over all
wavelengths by exploiting the features of ILM with high
calibration accuracy in the relatively long wavelength region,
and using this as the reference wavelength of RLM to obtain
calibration coefficients of other arbitrary wavelengths
At this time, consider the aerosol particle size distribution.
That is, the volume spectrum [11] is reanalyzed using sunlight
and marginal light radiance. I evaluated the proposed method
based on measured numerical simulation and measured values
themselves, and ascertained the superiority over the existing
method, I report here. Section 2 introduces LPM, ILM and
RLM as a theoretical background on calibration of skyradiometer, and explains the proposed method in Section 3. In
addition, the numerical simulation method and results in
Section 4 and the advantage of the proposed method based on
measured data are shown in Section 5.
II.

PROPOSED METHOD

A. Theoretical Background
LPM observes the sun's direct light F from the sunrise to
the south middle and estimates the radiance F0 of the sun's
atmosphere outside from (1).

ln F  ln F0  m

(1)
where F and F0 are the direct solar radiation radiance on the
earth's surface and the sun's atmospheric radiance outside the
atmosphere, τ is the optical thickness of the whole atmosphere
and m is the atmospheric mass. It is a precondition that the
optical thickness of the whole atmosphere does not change
during observation time for that reason,
As a result, LPM is effective only at high-altitude sites
where the atmosphere is clear and stable with consistent
conditions. In addition, the calibration accuracy of measuring
equipment for solar direct light is also important. This is
evident from the fact that it appears as an estimation error of
the calibration coefficient of 2.6 to 10% [12] as it is clear from
the past study evaluating the influence of the calibration
precision in the plural aerosol models. ILM based on
simultaneous observation of sunlight and marginal light was
proposed to cope with the atmospheric condition variation in
the Langley plot. The optical thickness of the aerosol is
estimated by Volume Spectrum Analysis (VSA). At VSA,
solar marginal light is replaced by the relative radiance of (2).

R( ) 

F ( )
 P( )  q( )
Fm

(2)

where, R (θ) at the angle θ is the relative radiance at the
angle θ normalized by the solar direct ray F of the sun marginal
light: F(θ), ΔΩ is the small solid angle, ω is the single scattered
albedo, and q( ) is multiple scattering component. Also,

P( ) is the scattering phase function of the aerosol and the air
molecule at the scattering angle θ, and is defined by (3).

P( )  ( a a Pa ( )   m m Pm ( )) / 
Pa ( )
a  a

where,

,

and

(3)

are the single scatter albedo,

optical thickness and phase function of the aerosol, and

 m and Pm ( )

m ,

are those of the air molecule. If the aerosol
particles are spherical homogeneous, from the Mie scattering
theory

a a Pa ( ) is defined by (4).
r2

~ )v(r )d ln r
a a Pa ( )   K ( , kr , m
r1

(4)

where, v(r )  (4 / 3)r n(r ), and n(r ) is the vertical
particle size distribution of the aerosol. In addition,
~  n  i is the aerosol complex index of
k  2 /  and m
4

~ ) , K ( , kr , m
~ ) is the integral kernel
refraction, K ext (kr , m
function defined by Mie scattering theory. An approximate
solution of the aerosol volume spectrum v(r ) is obtained by
using a radiative transfer inversion that iteratively updates the
multiple scattering contribution q( ) according to the
measurement value of the sun marginal light [11]. In this way
the aerosol optical thickness can be estimated by (5).
r2

~ )v(r )d ln r
 a   K ext (kr , m
r1

(5)

By rewriting equation (1),

ln F  m( m   o )  ln F0  m a

(6)

where,  o is the optical thickness of ozone. Therefore, the
calibration coefficient is obtained when m a = 0. This method
is called a modified Langley method (ILM). This method
excludes most of the influence on atmospheric state change in
aerosol optical thickness estimation by solar marginal light
observation and is superior to LPM with deterioration of
calibration coefficient estimation accuracy due to atmospheric
state change. Fig. 1 shows comparison between LPM and ILM.
In this figure, despite the total atmospheric optical
thicknesses being both 0.1 and 0.2, the estimated value of
radiance outside the solar atmosphere is not matched because
of the calibration problem in the case of LPM, but in the case
of ILM, the radiance outside the solar atmosphere is matched
when both the optical thicknesses are 0.1 and 0.2.

ln F / m  ln F0 / m  

(7)
The proposed method deforms (1) to reduce the influence
due to temporal and spatial atmospheric conditions [13].
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thicknesses of both is smaller in the long wavelength region
than in the short wavelength, meaning that the accuracy is
higher when the calibration coefficient is obtained in the long
wavelength region.

(a) Langley Method (T0 denotes Total atmospheric optical depth)

Fig. 2. The Differences of aerosol optical depth by means of VSA and
reanalysis of volume spectrum from air-mass 1.5 to 4.5. Data are observed by
POM-1 Sky-radiometer in 11/26/2003, 12/03/2003 and 12/04/2003 at Saga,
Japan.

(b) Improved Langley Method (ILM), Tau0 denotes
Fig. 1. Illustrative comparison between Langley method and Improved
Langley Method (ILM).

Fig. 3 shows the minimum of the estimated sunlight direct
radiance when the measurement error is ± 10% for the optical
thickness change range (0.08 to 0.28) under the typical
atmospheric condition of Fig. 2 (L2) and the maximum (L1)
logarithm. When compared with the case without error, it is
found that there is a difference of -2% between the former and
the + 3% from the latter. In other words, it means that the
measurement accuracy of the optical thickness of ± 10%
appears as the logarithm difference of the direct solar radiation
radiance of 5%.

It is also applied to measurement data of Multi-Filter
Rotating Shadow Band Radiometer (MFRSR) [14] and is
trying to use it for atmospheric correction [15]. Furthermore,
accuracy comparison with regular LPM has also been done,
proving that the precision according to (7) is higher [9].
B. Proposed Method
In solving the radiative transfer equation by inversion due
to influences such as the brightness of marginal light θ <30°,
scattering by air molecules, error in peripheral light
measurement, volume spectrum estimation error, other
assumptions about atmospheric conditions, etc. The effect of
multiple scattering tends to be estimated low. These errors
appear when VSA estimates the aerosol optical thickness. An
example is shown in Fig. 2.
Aerosol optical thickness was measured at Saga University
under fine weather on November 26, 2003, December 3 and
December 4, 2003 by the Sky-radiometer POM-1
manufactured by PREDE Co. Ltd. This figure compares the
aerosol optical thickness estimated by VSA and the volume
spectrum obtained by reanalysis using the measurement result
by the Sky-radiometer. The difference between them is as
much as 10%, which means that the calibration coefficient
estimation accuracy obtained by ILM will be low. The figure
also shows that the difference between the aerosol optical

Fig. 3. Importance of optical depth measurement accuracy for Improved
Langley Method: ILM.

From the aerosol optical thickness at a certain reference
wavelength, there is a method of obtaining it from other
wavelengths in consideration of the particle size distribution
f (r ) [10]. This method is called RLM. At this time, the
aerosol optical thickness can be obtained by multiplying the
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particle diameter distribution by the logarithm of the particle
diameter r and integrating by multiplying by the kernel
function.

 a ( , t )  A(t )  K ext (r ,  ) f (r )d ln r

(8)

Therefore, the ratio of the aerosol optical thickness at
different wavelengths is a constant as in equation (9).

 a (1 , t ) /  a (2 , t )   a (1 , t 0 ) /  a (2 , t 0 )  

(9)

where, A(t ) is a constant for deriving the actual particle
shape distribution from the particle size distribution shape at
time t. From these, it is found from the calibration coefficient
at the reference wavelength at other wavelengths.

ln F (1 )  m( m (1 )   o (1 ))  ln F0 (1 )  m a (0 )
where,

0 , 1 is

(10)
the reference and calibration wavelength,

 is a constant. Since m a (0 ) is well calibrated,
ln F0 (1 ) can be obtained by regression analysis with the left
side of (10) and m a (0 ) .
and

The proposed calibration method calibrates based on the
ILM in the long wavelength region where the calibration
accuracy is relatively high and uses the result as the reference
wavelength calibration coefficient to obtain calibration
coefficients of other wavelengths. At this time, the Skyradpack
software code [11] was used when ILM was applied. The flow
of the proposed calibration method is shown in Fig. 4.
First, based on Skyradpack ver. 4.2, VSA is obtained by
using measurement data by Sky-radiometer, and aerosol optical
thickness and volume spectrum are calculated. At this time, the
calibration of the sky-radiometer is performed by ILM. Next,
the volume spectrum is reanalyzed using the direct sunlight and
the peripheral light radiance to re-calculate the aerosol optical
thickness, the volume spectrum, the complex refractive index
and the like with higher accuracy. Calibration is performed at
other wavelengths based on the calibration coefficients at
various amounts and reference wavelengths obtained by these
reanalyzes. These are performed in two stages of levels 0 and 1
shown below.

Fig. 4. The algorithm of multi stage calibration method.

III.

SIMULATION

Simulation data was generated based on Skyradpack
ver.4.2 mentioned above. The wavelength to be used is the set
wavelength of the Sky-radiometer POM-1 manufactured by
PREDE Co. Ltd., 0.4, 0.5, 0.675, 0.87 and 1.02 μm. The
reference wavelength was set to 0.87 μm which is a long
wavelength. In addition, the lognormal distribution of (11) was
assumed for the particle size distribution of aerosol.
2

n(ln r )  
i 1

Ci
2 log  i

exp(

(log r  log ri ) 2
)
2 log 2  i

Level 0: Estimate volume spectrum based on VSA. The
aerosol optical thickness is obtained using the sunlight directly
and peripheral measurement data. Calibrate F0 from the plot
until lnF-mτa becomes zero.

(11)
where n(lnr)dlnr is the number density of aerosol particles
between particle size r and r+dlnr. Also Ci set to 1, the

Level 1: Re-analyze the sunlight and marginal light,
volume spectrum, update the VSA, and recalculate the phase
function and volume spectrum.

standard deviation and average  i , ri of the particle size
distribution was set to be the same as the aerosol type
measured at Saga University in 2003. These amounts are
shown in Table I.
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TABLE I.

THE PARAMETERS FOR LOG-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
No. Mode
1
2

Ci
1
1

ri(μm)
0.37
3.06

σi
1.95
2.36

That is, the particle size distribution is a bimodal
characteristic (bimodal), with the first mode appearing at 0.37
μm and the second mode at 3.06 μm. Furthermore, the aerosol
complex refractive index is set to m=1.50-0.01i, and the
radiance of the sun outside the atmosphere is set to 1. The
temporal variation of the aerosol optical thickness was
assumed to conform to (12) [16].

 a   a 0 (1  t 2 )

(12)

where,  a 0 is the aerosol optical thickness at the southmiddle time, and they were set to 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 by numerical
simulation. Also,  is assumed to be 0.011. Thus, the aerosol
optical thickness will vary from 0 to 20%, whereas the
TABLE II.

atmospheric mass varies between 1.5 and 4.5. An error
(random noise) of ± 3% and ± 5% was intentionally
superimposed on the measured value of the Sky-radiometer.
Simulation results are shown in Fig. 5. In the figure, the
wavelengths are limited to 0.4, 0.5 and 0.87 μm to avoid
expression complexity. These are the ILM, VSA (L0 in the
figure) and the proposed method, i.e. the estimation error of the
aerosol optical thickness (L1 in the figure) obtained by
reanalysis of the volume spectrum. At this time, the total
atmospheric optical thickness was set to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3.
Measurement errors of 0%, ± 3% and ± 5% were randomly
superimposed on the radiance measured by the Sky-radiometer.
Table II shows the maximum of the estimation error of
aerosol optical thickness by ILM, that is VSA. From this table
the accuracy of estimating the aerosol optical thickness of ILM
is more sensitive to the measurement error superimposed on
the sky-radiometer than the optical thickness of the whole
atmosphere.

MAXIMUM ERROR IN AEROSOL OPTICAL DEPTH ESTIMATION WITH THE METHODS BY (A) VSA AND BY (B) REANALYSIS OF VOLUME SPECTRUM
AS THE OPTICAL DEPTH OF 0.1, 0.2 AND 0.3

Error(%)
0
±3
±5
0
±3
±5

Method

Optical Depth
Wavelength(nm)

LM

PM

0.1
400
0.025
0.09
0.14
-0.015
0.058
0.058

500
0.015
0.05
0.07
-0.011
0.025
-0.038

870
0.007
0.028
0.045
-0.003
0.024
-0.02

0.2
400
0.042
0.063
0.1
-0.013
0.045
-0.042

500
0.025
0.036
0.045
-0.01
0.02
-0.03

870
0.009
0.022
0.038
-0.003
0.025
-0.02

0.3
400
0.042
0.057
0.081
0.042
0.044
-0.038

500
0.024
0.033
0.038
0.033
0.02
-0.032

870
0.009
0.026
0.038
0.013
0.014
-0.021

Table II and Fig. 5 also show that
a) estimation of aerosol optical thickness by reanalysis
of volume spectrum is more accurate than by VSA,
b) estimation of aerosol optical thickness at 0.87 μm
c) the influence of measurement error depends largely
on the case of VSA and not sensitive for volume spectrum
reanalysis,
d) optical thickness: The same is true for the influence
on VSA, in the case of VSA, the estimation error of the
aerosol optical thickness depends on the optical thickness, but
in the case of reanalysis of the volume spectrum the
dependence is small. Aureole is discussed in the previous
paper [17].

(a) τ0=0.1, no sky radiance error

(b) τ0=0.2, no sky radiance error

(c) τ0=0.3, no sky radiance error
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d)τ0=0.1, ±3% of sky radiance error
(h) τ0=0.2, ±5% of sky radiance error

(e) τ0=0.2, ±3% of sky radiance error
(i) τ0=0.3, ±5% of sky radiance error
Fig. 5. The estimation errors of aerosol optical depth with VSA and
reanalysis of volume spectrum for the wavelengths 0.4, 0.5 and 0.87um with 0,
±3% and ±5% of random noise in sky radiance measurements.

Table III compares the calibration coefficient estimation
accuracy by ILM and the proposed method for five
wavelengths. The calibration accuracy of the proposed method
exceeds ILM especially at short wavelength (0.4 μm). Also, as
the optical thickness increases, the more the noise
superimposed on the measurement of the sky-radiometer, the
greater the difference in calibration coefficient accuracy
between ILM and the proposed method.
(f) τ0=0.3, ±3% of sky radiance error

(g)τ0=0.1, ±5% of sky radiance error

TABLE III.
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATION ERROR FOR CALIBRATION
BETWEEN ILM (USE VSA) AND THE PROPOSED METHOD (PM: USE
REANALYSIS OF VOLUME SPECTRUM) AS THE OPTICAL DEPTH ARE 0.1, 0.2
AND 0.3
(a)0% Error
Aerosol Optical
Depth
Wavelength(nm)

0.1

400

0.0008

500

0.0003

675

0.0012

870

0.0002

1020

0.0002

LM

0.2
PM
0.000
6
0.000
6
0.000
5
0.000
2
0.000
2

LM
0.002
9
0.001
5
0.000
6
0.000
1
0.000
1

0.3
PM
0.000
9
0.000
6
0.000
6
0.000
1
0.000
1

LM
0.01
3
0.01
0.00
5
0.00
3
0.00
2

PM
0.001
4
0.000
9
0.000
5
0.000
4
0.000
4
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(b)±3% Error
Aerosol Optical Depth
Wavelength(nm)

0.1
LM

PM

0.2
LM

PM

400

0.011

0.004

0.017

0.009

500

0.008

0.003

0.009

0.006

675

0.003

0.002

0.003

0.002

870

0.006

0.002

0.001

0.001

1020

0.002

0.001

0.001

0.002

(c)±5% Error
Aerosol Optical
Depth
Wavelength(nm)

0.1
LM

PM

LM

PM

400

0.013

0.007

0.018

0.005

500

0.006

0.006

0.006

0.004

675

0.003

0.003

0.003

0.003

870

0.001

0.001

0.002

0.001

1020

0.001

0.001

0.002

0.001

0.2

0.3
LM
0.02
3
0.01
2
0.01
5
0.00
2
0.00
1

PM
0.011
0.009
0.007
0.001
0.001
(a) Outlook of the POM-1

0.3
LM
0.02
7
0.01
1
0.00
7
0.00
1
0.00
1

PM
0.014
0.01
0.005
0.001
0.002

In order to investigate the influence of particle size
distribution on calibration accuracy, the average and standard
deviation of the relative particle size distribution of equation
(10) were varied by ± 3% and ± 5%. An example of the
particle size distribution recalculated by reanalysis is shown in
Fig. 6.

(b) Observation scheme
Fig. 7. Observation scheme (Almucantar observation for direct, diffuse and
aureole measurements) and outlook of the sky-radiometer, POM-1 which is
put on the top of the building of the Saga University at 130°29’E, 33°25’N.

The effectiveness of the proposed method was verified.
Here, the optical thickness of the atmosphere was 0.3 or less at
0.5 μm. Also, the ratio of the optical thickness ratio at two
different wavelengths was within 5%.
The calibration result at the reference wavelength of 0.87
μm by ILM is shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 6. Size distribution error due to ±3% and ±5% of sky radiance
measurement errors.

From this figure, it can be seen that the measurement error
of the standard deviation of 3, 5% appears as a difference in
volume spectra of 0.61 ± 3.3% at 0.37 μm in the first mode and
0.47 ± 8.5% at 3.06 μm in the second mode. Conversely,
calibration accuracy is improved by reflecting this amount on
the aerosol optical thickness by this amount.
IV.

EXPERIMENT

Direct scattering, scattering and marginal light were
measured using the sky-radiometer POM - 1 shown in Fig. 7. I
am continuing the measurement from September 2003 to the
present, but here it is assumed that 15 data sets measured under
fine weather conditions (on 16, 17, 23 November 2003, 03, 04,
24 December 2003, 07, 08, 31 January 2004, 20 February 2004,
15 March 2004, 05, 22, 24, 25 April 2004).

Fig. 8. F0 measured with Improved Langley method for 15 days of measured
solar direct, diffuse and aureole.
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V.

Fig. 9. Comparison between ILM and the proposed method (PM) at bands
0.4 and 0.5μm for 15 days of measured solar direct, diffuse and aureole.

CONCLUSION

Improved Langley method (ILM): In order to improve the
calibration accuracy of the Sky-radiometer by ILM, attention is
paid to the fact that the ILM has a high calibration accuracy at
a relatively long wavelength. Rati Langley method (RLM):
RLM calculates the calibration coefficient at another reference
wavelength I proposed a calibration method that improves
calibration accuracy in all wavelength bands by utilizing the
fact that the calibration coefficient of an arbitrary wavelength
can be estimated. Specifically, calibration coefficients of other
wavelengths were estimated from the calibration coefficient by
ILM at 0.87 μm by the RLM method. The calibration error of
the proposed method was intentionally evaluated by numerical
simulation based on actual measurement data when the
measurement error of ± 3% and ± 5% was superimposed on the
measurement value of the marginal light, and the maximum of
the error was 0.0014 and 0.0428, and those of ILM were 0.011
and 0.0489. Therefore, the proposed calibration method is
more robust to measurement error than ILM, and it was found
that highly accurate calibration is possible over all wavelengths
The accuracy of the proofreading method was evaluated
based on the standard deviation of the calibration coefficient
based on the measured data of the Sky-radiometer for 15 days,
which is suitable for calibration, out of the measured data over
4 years, it was 0.02016, and the calibration coefficient by ILM.
The standard deviation of 0.03858 of the proof calibration
method was confirmed.
Further experimental study is required for validation of the
proposed method.

Fig. 10. Comparison between ILM and the proposed method (PM) at bands
0.675 and 1.02μm for 15 days of measured solar direct, diffuse and aureole.

As is apparent from the figure, the standard deviation of the
calibration value of F0 is within 1%, indicating that the
accuracy is extremely high. Calibration results of ILM and the
proposed method are shown in Fig. 9 (0.4, 0.5μm) and Fig. 10
(0.675, 1.02μm).
As is evident from these figures, it can be demonstrated that
the proposed method has higher calibration accuracy than ILM.
Whether the calibration accuracy is good or bad is evaluated
based on the standard deviation of the calibration value of F0 is
shown in Table IV, and it was confirmed that the calibration
accuracy improvement ranged from 8.22% to 47.75%. The
effect of improving the calibration accuracy is high in the short
wavelength region as can be understood from the principle.
From this, it can be said that calibration by the proposed
method requires less calibration frequency for the same
calibration accuracy requirement.
TABLE IV.

COMPARISON OF THE STANDARD DEVIATIONS BETWEEN ILM
AND PM

Wavelength(μm)

Standard Deviation

% Improve

ILM

PM

Ratio

0.4

0.03858

0.02016

47.745

0.5

0.02219

0.01691

23.795

0.675

0.01837

0.01295

29.505

1.02

0.01022

0.00938

8.219
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Abstract—Internet of Things is one of the most popular
subjects nowadays where sensors and smart devices facilitate the
provision of information and communication. In IoT, one of the
main concepts is wireless sensor networks in which data is
collected from all the sensors in a network characterized by low
power consumption and a wide range of communication. In this
study, an architecture to monitor soil moisture, temperature and
humidity on small farms is provided. The main motivation for
this study is to decrease water consumption whilst increasing
productivity on small agricultural farms and precisions on them.
This motivation is further propelled by the fact that agriculture
is the backbone of some towns and most villages in most of the
countries. Furthermore, some countries depend on farming as
the main source of income. Putting the above-mentioned factors
into consideration, the farm is divided into regions; the proposed
system monitors soil moisture, humidity and temperature in the
respective regions using wireless sensor networks, internet of
things and sends a report to the end user. The report contains, as
part of the information, a 10-day weather forecast. We believe
that with the above information, the end user (farmer) can more
efficiently schedule farm cultivation, harvesting, irrigation, and
fertilization.
Keywords—Wireless sensor network; internet of things; smart
agriculture applications; precision agriculture

I.

INTRODUCTION

Owing to the increment in population and corresponding
decrement in rainfall amount, there is a substantial scarcity of
food and water – which are the most basic needs of life. Hence,
the importance of precision agriculture [1] has become more
pronounced leading to a plethora of researchers being
conducted in the field over the recent decades. In most
countries, the family economy depends on agriculture, thus,
principled and productive agriculture is of paramount
importance to them. Unfortunately, in the most countries and
regions where farming is done on small farms, primitive
methods are still widely being used while in developed
countries; statistics show that the use of modern agriculture is
on the rise. Modern agriculture can be expressed with this
view; reduce agricultural costs and increase productivity.
The main target of this study is small farms, in other words,
farms capable of planting several types of products, such as
vegetables and fruits in a small area. For instance, consider the
cultivation of eggplant, parsley, pepper or tomato on a farm,
each of these needs a different irrigation method and
scheduling. Thus, the main goal of this study is increasing

production with minimal costs and, ultimately, increase net
revenue. Technology supported agriculture with concepts of
wireless sensor networks (WSN) and the Internet of Things
(IoT) can help to gradually shift from primitive agricultural
practices. Studies on industrial agriculture ranging from
climate information, soil information to intelligent irrigation
was based on data collection performed by wireless sensors.
The wireless system enhances crop productivity and
convenience [2]. WSNs collect information from different
sensors in large and small networks so end users can get and
process data. These networks can be used in the monitoring of
people health, weather conditions, control traffic, and air
pollution.
IoT is an environment where objects, animals or people are
equipped with unique identifiers capable of data transmission
over the internet without the need for human or computer
interactions [3]. In this paper, we effort to simulate IOT
concept using different sensors. The information collected by
the sensors is sent to the server with RASPBERRY PI 3 and
WI-FI module that can be understood in a graphical
environment (GUI). As days go by, the number of applications
in this field increases and many researchers have been focusing
on a new idea based on IoT technology concept. One of the
popular research areas is agriculture and smart farms.
However, they are not comprehensive methods. The most
researches are suffered from compatibility and connection
between heterogeneous devices [4]. Currently, the farmer can
collect data as temperature, air humidity, soil humidity,
volumetric water content unit (VWC) and gravimetric water
content (GWC) from the different regions of the farmed area
thanks to this technology. After collecting the required data,
they can be analyzed and give flexible plans to its users in
order to different intentions such as cultivation, harvest,
irrigation, fertilization. It is also important to note that the
collected data by digital sensors must be understandable to the
end user.
In our proposed system, we collect different data via sensor
nodes. In addition, we use some current information such as
weather conditions because analysis of the system that takes
external factors into its own parameters is more reliable.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 is about related works of precision agriculture,
Section 3 describes our proposed system architecture and
abilities. Finally, Section 4 presents conclusions of the workstudy and future works.
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II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we focus on how to use the IoT and smart
technologies in the agriculture-based applications.
In [2] has proposed a smart wireless sensor network so the
authors design an architecture to data collection from nodes in
an agriculture environment. They analyze collected data and
display their results to its end users. In [5] has presented a
method based on wireless sensor networks in potato farming
that it monitors and understands individual crop and
requirements. Therefore, the farmers can potentially identify
the various fertilizers, irrigation, and other requirements. The
authors propose an irrigation management model to estimate
agricultural parameters using mathematical calculations and
intelligent humidity sensors. Devices used for monitoring are
laptop computers or PDA. In [6] has introduced a smart system
based on wireless sensor network in a red bayberry greenhouse
using soil moisture and temperature sensors. This system can
collect the temperature, humidity, illumination, and voltage of
the greenhouse.
GPRS gateway has been used for transmitting data to
monitor the system. The energy of sensors is provided by solar
and storage batteries. In [7] has proposed a novel platform to
establish energy efficient wireless sensor network in a sugar
farm. It provides the energy efficiency by the solar system. In
[8] has proposed a method to make agriculture smart using
automation and IoT technologies. In this paper, the authors use
ZigBee models, camera and actuators to handle smart irrigation
on accurate real-time field data. In [9] has focused on
automated irrigation using the wireless moisture sensor
network and IoT technology in order to smart precision
agriculture system. Irrigation by schedule is to supply water to
the plant at specific times and automated irrigation by feedback
based on temperature, humidity and moisture sensors. Two
irrigation methods are compared to the second method has
better efficiency in water consumption.
As seen in many studies in the literature, wireless sensor
networks are a structure that works nested with IoT
technology. Therefore, let us talk a bit about this network.
A. Wireless Sensor Networks
The wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consist of multiple
many sensor nodes in a wireless communication-based
environment. The sensor node is to detect physical phenomena
such as temperature, humidity, and moisture with limited
energy and memory [10]. Many current researchers are focused
on these limitations by various methods as different routing
protocols [11], [14], intelligent based approaches [12], [13] etc.
They have many applications area in various environments
such as military, medicine, education, agriculture, monitoring
systems etc. It is expected that it will be more workspaces by
emerging the IoT concept. Fig. 1 shows a sample architecture
of a sensor node.
The main components of a sensor node are power unit,
computing unit, sensing unit and Communication unit.

Fig. 1. Node architecture.

The nodes sense a physical event of the phenomenon and
convert them to digital signals by sensing unit. Then they
handle collected data and process them by computing unit.
This unit is consist of processing and memory subunits. They
can store necessary data in their storage. In addition, they
support necessary their operations from a few hours to months
or years via power unit. The sensor nodes are also able to
communicate together or server/base station as centralized or
decentralized architectures based on various topologies such as
mesh, star etc. This is realized via the communication unit. The
sensor nodes can communicate together in the point-to-point or
multi-hop models [14].
These are the deepest differences with the classic sensor
nodes. These nodes furthermore widely deployed in 1m up to
100meters area, low communication bandwidth, limited
memory and computation power.
The characteristics of wireless sensor nodes are ease of use,
scalability to the large scale of deployment, the mobility of
nodes and resilience. Since these networks are interested in
information regarding the physical phenomenon instead of
information from a single sensor, the failure of a single node
should not affect the overall operation of the network.
Nevertheless, the fault tolerances is an important design factor
in the networks [15]. Need to be aware of other factor is cost.
The most basic features of these networks are cheap.
Therefore, they are almost used as low-cost sensor nodes.
Researchers are introduced new sensor devices with different
software and hardware properties. In this paper, we use our
designed sensor node. The other factor is energy and network
lifetime. The sensor nodes have low battery level (4 Joule or
less). Various methods such as optimized routing protocols,
topology control, and power management protocols are
followed to achieve this aim.
B. Internet of Things
Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the new topics that has
been discussed recently that usage areas are growing rapidly.
They are consist of many nodes that are equipped with internet
output. The existing technologies such as ad-hoc systems,
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pervasive and embedded systems, wearable technology and
machine learning techniques are founded new concept by
emerging of IoT. One of the most important requirements in
this technology is connection to internet problem [16]. Internet
one of the inseparable things in our life that can reduce cost
and time. Imagine yourself doing an internet search for your
watch you lost somewhere in your house. Therefore, this is the
main vision of IoT, an environment where things are able to
talk and their data can be processed to perform desired tasks
through machine learning techniques [6], [13]. The IoT is built
around wireless radio waves that allow to different devices to
communicate with each other through the Internet. This
platform includes some standards such as Wi-Fi, low-power
Bluetooth, NFC, RFID, and so on. Physical object in IoT
collects and process data that it can receive it from the
environment and/or other objects [17]. These objects are
embedded with sensors, actuators, internet output and network
connectivity. Truth, not all the devices need to be the
connected internet. This property can be increased the cost of
the system. In this case, a system designer can use the WSN
structure in order to reach to a smart application.
Environmental and personal health monitoring, monitoring
and control of industrial processes including agriculture, smart
spaces, and smart cities are just some of the examples of IoT
applications [3]. According to Fig. 2, it is estimated that by
2025 approximately 75.44 billion devices will be connected to
the internet [18]. One of the IoT trends is in agriculture. In
agriculture applications based on IoT, the objects communicate
together to provide useful information from the farm or
greenhouse. In these types of systems, some actual devices do
some required operations such as irrigation and prune. In other
words, the internet and physical agents have been effective in
reducing the human factor involvement, to increase
productivity, as well as reduce costs.

gateways. The all collected data in server side must be
analyzed and be presented to the users in a user-friendly
platform. SIXFAB Company and IZU-WSN Research Lab.
designed a custom board that is called as KIANI sensor nodes
(Fig. 3). This node is used in this case study.

Fig. 3. Our jointly produced custom sensor node.

The sensing unit of the node has SparkFun Soil Moisture
Sensor. Furthermore, the board has temperature and humidity
sensors that sense different air humidity and temperature. In
communication unit, our board transceiver is based on Texas
instruments cc1101 Low-Power Sub-1GHz RF Transceiver
Computing unit equips with Arduino Nano, ATmega328P used
in computing unit. In power unit, we used 1200mah 3.7v Li-ion
rechargeable battery. In Second part of the architecture, we use
RASPBERRY PI 3 as a gateway to send collected data from
sensors to sever for processing and presentation information
that users need to it. At last, related information such as
temperature, humidity, soil moisture and future air conditions
are shown as an application in GUI that can be available in the
related website and mobile application. Fig. 4 shows a sample
model of the system and node in the agricultural land.

Fig. 4. Sensors based custom nodes in the farm.
Fig. 2. Internet of Things (IoT) connected devices.

Today, the water issue is one of the important problems in
our life. We need to avoid the litter and we must use this source
correctly, especially in agriculture lands.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEMS
In this section, the proposed system architecture is
introduced. The used sensor types in the system are humidity,
temperatures, and soil moisture. In this architecture, the sensorbased devices are deployed in the environment to sense and
data collection. The related system has more benefit for
farmers so he/she can manage his/her time, energy and costs.
Data will be collected by system nodes and it transmits to
server finally via the cross from probable other nodes and

On the other hand, the irrigation system has traditionally
used in farms and water comes to the point of water entry into
the farms. In result, the water has come to the total agricultural
land over a given period. To cover the total farm surface, it also
depends on the surface of the earth and type of soil.
Traditionally, created waterways in the farms could divide the
entrance water at least equal. In our proposed system, we
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consider a farm with 100*100 meters that farmers divided this
area into four equal regions as is shown in Fig. 5. Then, in each
region, our nodes have been deployed. Data is obtained in
every one hour from devices, which forwards it to the gateway.
Where it is stored and then transferred to end users through
API.

farmers would be welcome. The implemented GUI has a userfriendly interface so the users can benefit from all means. In
this system, we tried to have a simple and understandable
graphic user interface. The system will update the information
hourly, as well as provide a history of the information from
every region.

Fig. 7. GUI snapshot.

Fig. 5. The farm structure that is divided into 4 equal clusters.

After this, an application will be processed and data will be
shown to end user. The working mechanism of the proposed
system is presented in Fig. 6. It shows related information in
every region in one-hour periodic periods, continuously. The
results of the system are presented to end user via a website or
mobile application so is shown in Fig. 7. The proposed
application uses the current some information as weather
condition besides the information that receives from our nodes.
The end user with this comprehensive information will be
prepared fields of farms for planting, harvesting, fertilizing and
irritating. This general view of the farm, the farmer will be
aware of the accurate understanding of land changes, which
previously was traditionally used and experimental knowledge
was provided. In such systems, technology will provide useful
information at the lowest cost. Launching the system may be
costly for the farmer for the first time, but over time, with the
increase in productivity, this cost will be offset. The work is
done automatically and farmer monitors self-land makes some
decisions and applies them through automatic devices that are
in the farm or near to our region.

Fig. 6. Data comes from Arduino.

This system provides a great convenience to farmers and
they can have more and more efficient products, efficient use
of water and management of energy, time and unnecessary
classic costs. All of them would be one of the reasons why

IV. RESULTS AND EVALUATION
IoT's importance is increasing day by day in our lives.
There are a variety of applications in this respect. Because
these methods are inspired by WSN technology, they can also
be used to differentiate between different algorithms and
software methods. They can be more usable in various
applications so one of them is agriculture area. In today's
world, people are beginning to make use of intelligent devices
and system thus; they have a smart assistant thanks these
systems. In this paper, an architecture has been proposed so it
helps to farmers to manage the irrigation time of their
agriculture correctly. The result of it is shown it is efficient in
the resource consumption. The resulting of the system that is
an application can be of great benefit to its users. The user can
directly divide own land into as many regions as desired in this
application. Therefore, the users will provide saving in their
time and water. In addition, this application is reliable because
it provides weather information instantaneously from the
central stations.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In general, water issue and irrigation methods play an
important role in efficient water using and increase
productivity. So, water consumption reduction that helps
farmers economic at the small farms. Furthermore, farmer's
information about weather conditions of next days can help to
make decisions that are more accurate. In this project, we used
the IoT and WSN enables to achieve this goal. In addition to,
fertilization, harvesting and cultivation are important as
irrigation too. Therefore, with this method, the farmer can
schedule his/her next upcoming activities. About future work,
we will use a reinforcement learning based system in data
collection and processing phases on the farms to give
suggestions that are more useful to farmers about normal
activities in farms. In addition, some data can be collected from
self-farmers.
As future works can design different hybrid architectures
for various IoT based applications. It can be realized by
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software and hardware-based approaches. In addition, the
machine learning-based methods such as reinforcement
learning, game theory, fuzzy logic and neural networks can be
suggested. On the other hand, the energy efficiency issue can
be investigated from different perspectives such as routing and
communication between devices based on shortest path finding
methods.
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Abstract—The method proposed here allows control
cucumber greenhouse environment based on IoT technology. IoT
sensors are to measure the room and air temperature, relative
humidity, CO2 content, water supply, liquid fertilizer, water
content. The basic system is rule based system. All the required
rules to control the cucumber greenhouse environment are
proposed here. Through regressive analysis between IoT sensor
data and the harvest cucumber quality, it is found that the
proposed rule based system is appropriate to control the
cucumber greenhouse environment.
Keywords—Temperature; relative humidity; CO2 content; water
supply; liquid fertilizer; rule-based system; IoT; artificial
intelligence; expert system

I.

INTRODUCTION

Vitality monitoring of vegetation is attempted with
photographic cameras [1]. Grow rate monitoring is also
attempted with spectral reflectance measurements [2]. BiDirectional Reflectance Distribution Function: BRDF is related
to the grow rate for tealeaves [3]. Using such relation, sensor
network system with visible and near infrared cameras is
proposed [4]. It is applicable to estimate nitrogen content and
fiber content in the tealeaves in concern [5]. Therefore, damage
grade can be estimated with the proposed system for rice paddy
fields [6]. This method is validated with Monte Carlo
simulation [7]. Also Fractal model is applied to representation
of shapes of tealeaves [8]. Thus the tealeaves can be asse3ssed
with parameters of the fractal model. Vitality of tea trees are
assessed with visible and near infrared camera data [9].
Rice paddy field monitoring with radio-control drone
mounting visible and NIR camera is proposed [10] while the
method for rice quality evaluation through nitrogen content in
rice leaves is also proposed [11]. The method proposed here is
to evaluate rice quality through protein content in rice crop
with observation of NDVI which is acquired with visible and
NIR camera mounted on radio-control drone. Rice crop quality
evaluation method through regressive analysis between
nitrogen content and near infrared reflectance of rice leaves
measured from near field radio controlled drone is proposed
and validated successfully [12].
Meanwhile, estimation of protein content in rice crop and
nitrogen content in rice leaves through regressive analysis with
NDVI derived from camera mounted radio-control drone is

conducted successfully [13]. On the other hand, relation
between rice crop quality (protein content) and fertilizer
amount as well as rice stump density derived from drone data
is well investigated [14]. Then, estimation of rice crop quality
and harvest amount from drone mounted NIR camera data and
remote sensing satellite data is carried out [15]. Furthermore,
effect of stump density, fertilizer on rice crop quality and
harvest amount in 2015 investigated with drone mounted NIR
camera data is well reported [16]. Moreover, method for NIR
reflectance estimation with visible camera data based on
regression for NDVI estimation and its application for insect
damage detection of rice paddy fields is proposed and validated
[16].
There is a strong demand for automatic environmental
condition control system of green-house in order to improve
farmers’ labor cost reduction as well as resource reduction.
Also, in order to decrease the barriers to entry into agriculture,
easy system for automatic environmental condition control
system of green-house is highly required. The method
proposed here allows cucumber greenhouse environment
control based on IoT technology. In artificial intelligence, an
expert system is a computer system that emulates the decisionmaking ability of a human expert [17]. Expert systems are
designed to solve complex problems by reasoning through
bodies of knowledge, represented mainly as if–then rules rather
than through conventional procedural code [18]. The first
expert systems were created in the 1970s and then proliferated
in the 1980s [19]. Expert systems were among the first truly
successful forms of artificial intelligence (AI) software [20][24].
An expert system is divided into two subsystems: the
inference engine and the knowledge base. The knowledge base
represents facts and rules. The inference engine applies the
rules to the known facts to deduce new facts. Inference engines
can also include explanation and debugging abilities [25]. The
most important things are environment control rules which are
derived from the acquired environmental data through IoT
sensors.
A study on greenhouse automatic control system based on
wireless sensor network is recently well reported [26]-[34].
This is the typical system for greenhouse automatic control.
Not only wireless sensor network but also knowledge base
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system and IoT related technologies are required for more
efficient feedback control system which refers the product
quality for control the environments of the greenhouse in
concern.
The proposed method is described in the next section
followed by experiments. The experimental results are
validated in the following section followed by conclusion with
some discussions.

A. IoT Sensor System
The method proposed here allows control cucumber
greenhouse environment based on IoT technology. IoT sensors
are to measure the room and air temperature, relative humidity,
CO2 content, water supply, liquid fertilizer, water content. The
basic system is rule based system. All the required rules for
control the cucumber greenhouse environment are proposed
here.
Fig. 1 shows IoT sensor system of the proposed rule based
artificial intelligent system of cucumber greenhouse
environment control system. In the ambient, There are solar
illumination sensor, air temperature sensors at the east end and
the west end, relative humidity sensors at the both ends, as well
as CO2 sensor in the west end, while room temperature sensors
at the both ends as well as room humidity sensors at the both
ends, and also CO2 sensor at the east end. Furthermore, water
supply and liquid fertilizer sensor are also equipped. Moreover,
water content in the soil, leaf color and size can be monitored
with camera images.

Fig. 1. IoT sensor system of the proposed rule based artificial intelligent
system of cucumber greenhouse environment control system.

With the acquired environmental data and cucumber
products data of quality and harvest amount, the all the
required rules for maximizing cucumber product quality and
harvest amount can be derived.
III.

Water supply, Liquid Manure, Water content at East and West greenhouse and Mean temp.,
Max/Min Temp. Max/Min RH, Accumurated Solar illumination

PROPOSED METHOD

Quality of L, M, S1, S2, and curved
cucumber

II.

and harvest amount. By using the environmental and product
data which are acquired from October 2017 to February 2018,
all the required rules for control room temperature, room
relative humidity, water supply, liquid fertilizer, room CO2, can
be derived.

EXPERIMENT

East Water supply

East Liquid manure

East Water content

West Water supply

West Liquid manure

West Water content

Mean Air-Temp

Max Air-Temp

Min Air-Temp.

Max RH

Min RH

Accum.Solar
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1
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(a) The acquired environmental data
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Date since the mid.October 2017

A. Preliminary Acquired Data
Fig. 2(a) and (b) shows the example of the acquired
environmental data and the cucumber products data of quality

(b) The cucumber products data of quality and harvest amount
Fig. 2. Example of the acquired environmental data and the cucumber
products data of quality and harvest amount.
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B. Derived Rules
The derived rules of room temperature is as follows:

Means and degree of influence for raising humidity in
house:

1) Temperature Control:
It becomes management by principle "saturation difference
value". It controls in correlation with humidity.

○ Same throughout the year (not related to winter or summer)
① transpiration of cucumber (degree of influence 70%)
② Watershed watering (influence degree 20%)
③ Skylight ventilation "close" (influence degree 10%)

Means and means for raising the temperature inside the
house:
○ October - March
① Heating machine (degree of influence 90%)
② Solar illumination (influence degree 10%)
Because the solar radiation is weak and the cloudy weather
days are quite large compared to the Pacific side production
area, we mainly keep the temperature by the heating machine.
○ April - September
① Solar illumination (degree of influence 85%)
② Heating machine (influence degree 15%)
From April the solar radiation gradually becomes stronger
and the outside air temperature also rises.
However, since it may cool down in the evening too early
in the morning around April, heater is often used.
Means and means for raising the temperature inside the
house:
○ October - March
① Outside temperature (degree of influence 50%)
② Skylight ventilation (influence degree 50%)
Since the outside air temperature is low, basically the inside
temperature of the house drops at the outside air temperature.
In the autumn of October to November, the daytime
temperature may rise, so you may open the skylight to lower
the temperature inside the house.
○ April - September
① Ventilation with skylight (degree of influence 85%)
② Side ventilation (influence degree 15%)
Because it will be a period of high trend both during the
day and at night, it is a point when the temperature inside the
house is lowered.
Actually both of ① and ② influence degree is 50% 50%,
there are cases where side ventilation is not used due to the
invasion of pests in the house.
On the other hand, room humidity control rules are as
follows,
2) Relative Humidity Control:
It becomes management by principle "saturation difference
value". It controls in correlation with temperature. As shown in
the Table I on the right, the value of "saturation value 3 to 6".
Control the temperature and humidity to make it. Where the
color is attached corresponds to the proper value
In the case of cucumber it is a feeling of 2 ~ 6.

Humidity inside the house basically keeps 80 ~ 90%,
depending on the temperature. (This is sudden deviation
management). Recently, a small fog cooling facility called
"mist" has come out, but farmers who are introducing are rare
at the moment. (It is likely to increase in the future.) If we put
mist above, the influence will be around 90%.
TABLE I.
Room
Temp。
(deg.C)
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

ROOM TEMPERATURE AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY CONTROL
Relative
Humidity(%)
95
0.7
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.9
1
1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.4
1.4

90
1.4
1.5
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.5
2.7
2.8
2.9

85
2
2.2
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.9
3.1
3.3
3.5
3.7
3.9
4.2
4.4

80
2.7
2.9
3.1
3.3
3.5
3.7
3.9
4.2
4.4
4.7
4.9
5.2
5.5
5.8

75
3.4
3.6
3.8
4.1
4.4
4.6
4.9
5.2
5.5
5.8
6.1
6.4
6.7
7.3

70
4.1
4.3
4.6
4.9
5.2
5.5
5.7
6.3
6.5
6.9
7.4
7.7
8.2
8.6

65
4.8
5
5.4
5.7
6
6.4
6.8
7.3
7.7
8.1
8.5
9
9.5
10.1

60
5.5
5.8
6.2
6.5
6.9
7.4
7.7
8.3
8.7
9.3
9.8
10.3
10.9
11.5

55
6.2
6.5
7
7.4
7.8
8.3
8.8
9.3
9.8
10.4
10.9
11.6
12.3
13

50
6.7
7.2
7.7
8.2
8.7
9.3
9.7
10.3
10.9
11.5
12.2
12.9
13.6
14.4

1.5

3

4.7

6.2

7.6

9.1

10.6

12.1

13.6

15.2

Means and degree of influence to lower house humidity:
○ Same throughout the year (not related to winter or
summer)
① Heating machine (degree of influence 50%)
② Skylight ventilation "opening" (degree of influence 50%)
The above is the way humans intentionally lower. The solar
radiation is strong from April to June, and it is very difficult to
maintain 70 to 90% if humidity is intentionally raised. Also, if
the cucumber leaves get wilted, transpiration will also decrease,
so it will become more dry. The humidity is lowered by the
above means mainly because the inside of the house at night is
high humidity (humidity becomes 100% depending on the day).
We will intentionally use skylight ventilation and heating when
the humidity becomes 100%.
In addition, there are the following points to note about the
saturation value. ―harvest start time ~ harvest end time‖ is used
as a guideline to manage while checking the value of the
difference. In addition, in the period of ―settling ~ harvest
start‖, the number of leaves is small and transpiration from the
leaves is small, so the saturation value cannot be reached.
Therefore, temperature and humidity management will be
carried out while confirming the withering condition etc. of the
cucumber.
When the set concentration value is cut off while always
measuring with the CO2 sensor, the control device issues an
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ON command to the carbon dioxide gas generator. After that, it
is controlled so that it turns OFF when it exceeds the set upper
limit concentration.
Meanwhile, CO2 control rules are as follows:
3) CO2 Control:
We change the CO2 concentration in the house according to
the time.
 Winter season
Basically, the skylight does not open (because it warms the
inside of the house with heating), so it is set to 550 ~ 600ppm.
We are trying to increase photosynthesis efficiency by
making it darker than the concentration of outside air
(approximately 400 ppm).

Fig. 3. Example of the acquired camera image of cucumber leaf.

"Moisture percentage"
This is my own way. Confirm the moisture content at the
end of the day (around 17 o'clock).

Since the temperature inside the house will rise due to solar
radiation, open and close the skylight to control the
temperature inside the house.
Due to the nature of CO2, it cannot be made as high as in
winter because it has the property to move from high
concentration to low concentration. Therefore, control is made
so that 400 to 440 ppm can be maintained so that the state can
be maintained almost same as the outside air concentration.
Water supply and liquid fertilizer control rules are as
follows:
4) Water supply and liquid manure control:
It is difficult for water, liquid fertilizer. The basic judgment
criterion is "looking at the state of cucumber" and "moisture
content".
Point to judge
"State of cucumber"
① Leaf color
→ Leaf color is thin · Water is high or there is not enough
fertilizer → Action is "Reduce water" or "To increase liquid
fertilizer"
→ Leaf color is dense · Water is little or fertilizer is too
effective → Action is "increase water" or "thin or cut liquid
fertilizer"
② Leaf size
→ Leaves are developing widely · · · Water works well.
The action in this case is "as is".
→ Leaves are small · Water is not working → Action
increases water.
Leaf color and size can be estimated with the camera
images. Example of the acquired camera image is shown in
Fig. 3.

 Moisture content is clearly decreasing → We firmly
absorb water but judge that it is not enough to increase
irrigation volume
 Moisture content has not changed so much → It is
judged that it is roughly irrigated.
 Moisture content is increasing → Multiple irrigation.
Set to reduce irrigation setting.
C. Validation of the Proposed Role Base System
The proposed rule based artificial intelligent system of
cucumber greenhouse environment control with IoT
technology is validated with the daily averaged of the
environmental data and the product data which are acquired in
February 2018. Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the product quality and
the environmental data of water supply, liquid fertilizer and
water content in the soil. In the Fig. 4(b), summarized product
quality is shown as 2L+0.5L+0.3M (the number of highest
quality of cucumber: 2L followed by L and M. therefore,
Quality in Fig. 4(b) is calculated weighted sum of these
numbers).
140
2L
Harvest Amount of A Quality

 Spring - summer season

L

M

120
100
80
60
40
20
0
1-30

2-4

2-9

2-14

2-19

2-24

3-1

3-6

Date in Feb. 2018
(a)Product quality data
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All these product and environmental data acquired in
February 2018 is shown in Fig. 6. The correlation coefficients
between the products quality and the other environmental data
of water supply (WS), liquid fertilizer (LF), water content in
the soil (WC), room temperature (RT), room relative humidity
(RH), room CO2, (CO) air temperature (AT) and accumulated
solar illumination (AS) are as follows:

Quality, Water supply, Liquid manure

500
450

Quality

Water Supply

Liquid manure

Water Content

400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
1-30

2-4

2-9

2-14

2-19

2-24

3-1

3-6

WS

LF

WC

RT

RH

CO

AT

AS

0.400

0.339

0.415

0.324

-0.212

-0.160

0.216

0.370

These correlation coefficients are derived from the Fig. 4 of
products quality data and the environmental data. Essentially,
there is no relation among these parameters, WS
LF
WC
RT
RH
CO
AT
AS because we can set these
parameters intentionally.
Therefore, the product quality (Q) can be estimated with
the following equation,

Day in 2018
(b)Environmental data
Fig. 4. Product quality and the environmental data of water supply, liquid
fertilizer and water content in the soil.

Other daily averaged environmental data of room
temperature, room relative humidity (RH). CO2, Air
temperature, accumulated solar illumination acquired in
February 2018 are shown in Fig. 5(a) while hourly averaged
environmental data is shown in Fig. 5(b), respectively.

Q=0.237WS+0.2LF+0.245WC+0.192RT-0.125RH-0.094CO
+0.127AT+0.219AS
(1)
The most influencing environmental factor to the product
quality is water content in the soil followed by water supply,
liquid fertilizer, room temperature, air temperature, room
relative humidity, and CO2 concentration.
Quality
Liquid Manure
Room Temp.
Room CO2
Accum.Solar
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CO2
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Date in Feb. 2018
(a)Daily average
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Quality, Water Supply, Liquid Manure, Water Content, Room
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Fig. 6. Product and environmental data acquired in February 2018.
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Fig. 5. Daily and hourly averaged environmental data.
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CONCLUSION

The method which allows control cucumber greenhouse
environment based on IoT technology is proposed. IoT sensors
are to measure the room and air temperature, relative humidity,
CO2 concentration, water supply, liquid fertilizer, water content
in the soil. The basic system is rule based system. All the
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required rules for control the cucumber greenhouse
environment are also proposed. Through regressive analysis
between IoT sensor data and the harvest cucumber quality, it is
found that the proposed rule based system is appropriate for
control the cucumber greenhouse environment. Also, it is
found that the most influencing environmental factor to the
product quality is water content in the soil followed by water
supply, liquid fertilizer, room temperature, air temperature,
room relative humidity, and CO2 concentration.
Further research works are required for improvement of the
prediction accuracy of cucumber quality and harvest amount.
Also, cost performance evaluation is required for water and
fertilizer managements.
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Abstract—Object detection and tracking with the aid of
computer vision is a most challenging task in the context of
Driver Assistant System (DAS) for vehicles. This paper presents
pedestrians detection techique using Haar-Like Features. The
main aim of this research is to develop a detection system for
vehicle drivers that will intimate them in advance for
pedestrian’s movement when they are crossing the zebra region
or passing nearby to it along the road. For this purpose, dataset
of 1000 images have been taken via CCTV camera which was
mounted for road monitoring. A Haar based cascade classifiers
have been implemented over images. And system is trained for
positive (with people) and negative (without people) image
samples, respectively. After testing, the obtained results show
that it attained 90% accuracy while pedestrian detection. The
proposed work provides significant contribution in order to
reduce the road accidents as well as ensure the safety
measurement for road management.
Keywords—Pedestrian; Haar based classifier; positive and
negative samples; computer vision; object detection

I.

INTRODUCTION

During past few years, field of computer vision for the
object detection and tracking has been a hotspot area for
researchers. This has become due to growing interest in visual
data; as to acquire hidden patterns that could enable machines
for automated decision making tasks. And it might be
explored through numerous applications which proves the
potential benefits of this research domain, e.g. Road Sign
Recognition, Passive surveillance, License Plate Recognition,
Face Tracking, Pedestrian Tracking and beside other related
area [1]-[6]. Detecting pedestrian remains an ineluctable task
for driver assistance system. However, pedestrian movement
recognition is also a crucial research problem that cannot be
overlooked. Therefore, it is matter of more attention to detect
pedestrian as to avoid any adverse accident and to control the
speed of vehicle. In this paper, a vision based driving assistant
system has been proposed which aims to detect people which
are near to or crossing the zebra region. This work provides
significant contribution over people safety.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section II
gives literature review related to pedestrian detection.
Section III explains training procedure of cascading classifier
for tracking objects in an image. Section IV provides
simulation results and discussion over zebra crossing people

Rafaqat Hussain Arain6
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detection. Finally, Section V gives the conclusion and future
work.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Over last few years, various works has been reported in
pedestrian detection for driver assistance system. In this
regard, J. Hariyono and K. Hyun Jo suggested [7] a model for
detection of pedestrian crossing the road. In which pedestrian
pose and lateral speed are recognized using spatial body mass
ratio. Whereas, motion trajectory and spatial layout are
obtained through centroid of human region and distance of the
pedestrian along the road lane boundary. Similarly, B. Riveiro
et al. [8] proposed mobile LIDAR data technique for
automatic detection of zebra crossing. It uses several
successive processes, begins with segmentation of road for
curvature analysis in each laser cycle. Then, implements
rasterization and Standard Hough Transform techniques, in
order to detect zebra crossing. This work is beneficial for road
managers that need Geographic Information Systems. Object
detection method for advanced driver assistance systems
(ADAS) was presented by M. Kang and Y.C Lim [9]. In this
research, authors employ fully convolutional network (FCN)
in order to detect objects in road environment. In a similar
context, B. Wang et al. [10] provided an approach for multiple
object tracking and detection for road obstacles. Their system
works well when this was tested on different trafﬁc video
sequences over public database. Sanchez et al. [11] used
Convolutional Neural Network for pedestrian movement and
direction recognition, in which histograms of gradients (HOG)
and SVM have been implemented for pedestrian detection.
Another paper C. Caramuta et al. [12] provided
comprehensive survey over pedestrian dynamics detection
techniques, simulation and mathematical models. Similarly,
Hui Zhou and Wan Hang [13] demonstrated Lane Detection
and Tracking for Driver Assistance Systems.
III. CASCADING CLASSIFIERS
The cascade classifiers are special case of ensemble
learning, where several classifiers are combined together [14].
These are mostly used for object detection from images and it
was firstly proposed by Viola and Jones in 2001 for face
detection. The cascade classifiers are trained for positive and
negative images for specific object detection. However,
training phase of classifier requires tradeoff between feature
selection and its computation. For example, classifier with
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more features produces higher detection rates as compared to
false positive results. But on the other side, it increases its
computation time. Therefore, optimization of classifier
depends upon selection of framework for training. For this
purpose, one must consider following parameters. These are
1) number of classifier stages, 2) the number of features in
each stage, and 3) threshold in each stage. In fact, an effective
classifier is one that could work well in real time object
detection, and such kind of classifiers are very difficult to
design. However, cascade classifiers under goes subsequent
training stages for target selection. And during each stage in
the cascade, it reduces the false positive rate and increases the
detection rate. Features are added to a classifier in each stage,
until we get targeted object along with reduction of false
positives rates. And, accuracy of the classifier is determined
by testing it on a ground truth data.
Fig. 2. Positive sample image.

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this paper, Haar Based Cascade Classifier has been
implemented for object detection. This classifier has been
used successfully for detection and tracking of objects in an
image [15]. In order to train the classifier, an image sample is
built for positive and negative images respectively for targeted
and unwanted objects. The main aim of using classifier is to
generate most optimized targeted values for detecting and
tracking the object through varying the size of window for
Haar feature selection as highlighted in Fig. 1. It filters the
features of positive images and then creates specific target
values through separation of black and white areas in the
image features. And these are placed in an image where we
want to perform object detection.
In an image there are different objects, but we are
interested in finding the specific object from it. For this
purpose, a training is carried out over dataset for positive and
negative images for object location and detection. Testing of
the classifier has been achieved for positive (with people) and
negative (without people) images as shown in Fig. 2 and 3
respectively. These images are obtained via video sequence
using a fixed CCTV Camera. And it is mounted on the road
for monitoring the traffic. We have made dataset of 1000
images, each having 500 images for positive and negative
samples, respectively. Thus classifier executes as
aforementioned manner, however, speed of locating the
objects in the image highly depends upon classifier training.

Fig. 1. Types of Haar features.

Fig. 3. Negative sample image.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, simulation results are shown for proposed
system and discussion is made over it. In this regard, testing is
performed for some positive and negative images for people
detection. However, research aim is to detect people which are
near or over the zebra crossing region. For this purpose, we
have taken 300 images for training, and then performed testing
over 100 images. The performance of proposed system has
been evaluated using correct and mis-detection metrics.
Table I depicts that system recognize 90 images with
people out of 100 and leaving only 10 mis-identified images.
It can be observed from Fig. 4 and 5, respectively, there are
different objects namely: people, vehicles, poles, buildings,
barriers and trees. But proposed system is trained to detect
people when they are crossing the zebra or approaching near
to it. However, in some cases it yields mis-detection, when
both the people and beside other surrounding object are
targeted as shown in Fig. 6. The graphical results in Fig. 7
shows that proposed system provides higher recognition rates
as compared to mis-detection as it achieves accuracy of 90%
when tested over dataset.
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TABLE I.

RESULTS OUTCOMES OF PROPOSED MODEL

No. of
Images
in
Dataset

No. of
Images for
Training

No. of
Images
for
Testing

Correctly
Detected

MisDetected

1000

300

100

90

10

Rate
(%)
90%

Fig. 7. Graphical results representation.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Fig. 4. Pedestrian detection along zebra crossing.

Accurate pedestrian detection and tracking remains a big
dilemma in computer vision for driver assisted system. In this
paper, people detection near to or crossing the zebra region
was proposed for vehicle drivers. A Haar based cascade
classifiers were used for feature detection for positive and
negative samples respectively. The system was trained over
1000 images obtained via CCTV camera. After testing of 100
images, results showed that out of them 90 images were
correctly identified leaving only 10 mis-identified images.
However, overall system attained accuracy of 90%. In future,
we shall improve the performance of this algorithm using deep
learning technique for classification in order to improve its
accuracy.
[1]
[2]

Fig. 5. Pedestrian detection near zebra crossing.

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
Fig. 6. Pedestrian mis-detection.
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Abstract—In the modern era of computing and countless of
online services that gather and serve huge data around the world,
processing and analyzing Big Data has rapidly developed into an
area of its own. In this paper, we focus on the MapReduce
programming model and associated implementation for
processing and analyzing large datasets in a NoSQL database
such as MongoDB. Furthermore, we analyze the performance of
MapReduce in sharded collections with huge dataset and we
measure how the execution time scales when the number of
shards increases. As a result, we try to explain when MapReduce
is an appropriate processing technique in MongoDB and also to
give some measures and alternatives to take when MapReduce is
used.

the use of MapReduce within MongoDB when is a good
option, what needs to be done to speed up the processing and
what alternatives to consider.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents a summary of some related work in this area.
Section 3 contains a short description of the MongoDB where
the main point is the shard techniques and possibility of
sharding. Section 4 provides the testing results and MapReduce
performance evaluation implemented on MongoDB by use
different number of shards. Finally, Section 5 provides some
conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK

Keywords—NoSQL;
MongoDB

big

I.

data;

MapReduce;

sharding;

INTRODUCTION

We live in the era of the Information Age. Everything is
connected and online services are more and more oriented to
user data gathering. Major companies process hundreds of
petabytes daily at their servers and the computations have to be
distributed across hundreds or thousands of machines in order
to finish it in a reasonable amount of time. The issues of how to
parallelize the computation, distribute the data, and handle
failures obscure the simple computations within a large
amounts of complex code in dealing with them. With these
problems in mind engineers try to borrow ideas from functional
programming languages by using the map and reduce
primitives as an abstraction that allows to express the simple
computations, and hide the complex details of parallelization,
fault-tolerance, data distribution and load balancing, hence
MapReduce was introduced. The main purposes of this paper
are:
 Analyzing MongoDB sharding capabilities
 What is MapReduce and why use it
 Presentation of the results using MapReduce in sharded
collections by number of shards used.
In this paper we measure MapReduce time performance
through MongoDB, and try to find out how the MapReduce
execution time changes with increased number of MongoDB
shards. We have described the environment, defined a mini
cluster of three virtual machines on which MongoDB is run
and we have experimented with a collection of relatively large
number of documents. And at the end, the results and
conclusions are shown, tried to answer some questions such are

Big companies started facing issues on how to handle the
huge amount of data they were receiving and how to process
those. Google as the pioneer in search technologies needed
computations that process a large amounts of data such as
crawled documents, web request logs, graph structure of web
documents, etc. According to authors Jeffrey D. and Sanjay G.,
Google needed a simple solution that was easy to understand,
fault tolerant, cheap and reliable. In their paper [1] they analyze
MapReduce in large clusters that are highly scalable where
hundreds of programs are run and thousands of MapReduce
jobs are executed, what is Google on a daily basis.
The authors Smita A. et al., in their paper [2] have
introduced an explanation of the MongoDB, its features,
advantages and disadvantages. Especially, they address the
MongoDB features such as MapReduce, Auto – sharding,
MongoDump, etc. They continue with their analyses in case of
dealing with small and large amount of unstructured/semi
structured data and at the end the conclude that if the amount of
the data is big and permanently increases, and high
performance and availability are required then MongoDB
should be considered as options to use as database.
The authors Zeba Khanam and Shafali Agarwal, in their
paper [3], explore large scale data processing using
MapReduce and its various implementations to facilitate the
database, researchers and other communities in developing the
technical understanding of the MapReduce framework. They
continue
with
exploring
different
MapReduce
implementations; most popular Hadoop implementations and
other similar implementations using other platforms and
compare those based on different parameters.
The authors A. Elsayed et al., in their paper [4], look back
to the MapReduce and try to find out the strengths and
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weaknesses, dealing with failures and enhancements that could
be made to it. Furthermore, they argue that MapReduce doesn’t
show the expressiveness of query languages like SQL and it
needs improvement of limitations such as collocation of related
data, implementing efficient iterative algorithms, and
managing skew of data.
Another study shows an attempt to analyze user data with
MapReduce in real time [5]. The authors Ian B. and Joe D., in
their paper show a system which uses the information state
collected during a person-machine conversation and a casebased analysis to derive preferences for the person participating
in that conversation. They use MapReduce in their processing
model to achieve a near real – time generation of user
preferences regardless of total case memory size.
Authors Michael T. G. et al., in their paper [6], study the
MapReduce framework from an algorithmic standpoint and
demonstrate the usefulness of approach by designing and
analyzing efficient MapReduce algorithms for fundamental
sorting, searching, and simulation problems.
In time when not only big data but also fast data are
exploded in volume and availability, authors Wang L. et. al. in
their paper [7], address the key challenges that MapReduce is
not well suited for and provide solutions with MapUpdate use
which is a framework like MapReduce and specifically
developed for fast data.
Into the researches [8]-[10] are analyzed the MongoDB,
NoSQL databases and reasoning behind choose of them, query
optimizations, and comparisons between NoSQL and SQL
databases are shown.
Authors Shuai Z. et al., in their paper [11], analyze the
MongoDB clusters and introduce how to partition spatial data
to distributed nodes in the parallel environment, using its
spatial relationships between features.
Mohan and Govardhan, in the papers [12], [13], have
analyzed MapReduce as a paradigm and combine it with online
aggregation used in MongoDB. Online aggregation, according
to them is useful when the data collected from massive clusters
and can be very advantageous when the data are collected and
estimated from sensors, various social media or Google search.
Combining those two area (MapReduce and Online
Aggregation) they introduced a new methodology that uses
MapReduce paradigm along with online aggregation.
Dede et al. in their paper [14], have evaluated the
combination of the MapReduce capabilities of Hadoop with the
schema – less database MongoDB, as implemented by the
mongo – Hadoop plugin. This study provides insights into the
relative strengths and weaknesses of using the MapReduce
paradigm with different storage implementations, under
different usage scenarios. They have concluded that, in general,
if the workload uses MongoDB as a database that needs to be
occasionally used as a source of data for analytics then
MongoDB is appropriate solution, however, it is not
appropriate when using MongoDB as an analytics platform that
sometimes must act like a database. Also, they show that using
Hadoop for MapReduce jobs is several times faster than using
the built-in MongoDB MapReduce capability and this is due to
Hadoop file management system (HDFS).

III. MONGODB
Document oriented databases are designated to work
without of use of SQL, and instead of it, they use a different
language to communicate. A document can have any number
of fields listed in any order, like in a relational database. Unlike
to relational databases, a row inside a document oriented
database, not need to have the same number and types of fields
as any other row inside the database. This is due to the fact that
there is no schema that restricts a row to be identical in number
and the sequence of fields. While there are many document
based databases, MongoDB stands out due to its high
performance and ease of setup.
MongoDB as document based database uses BSON to
store the data, which is the binary – encoded serialization of
JSON format. JSON currently supports the following data
types: string, number, Boolean, array and object. BSON
supports: string, int, double, Boolean, date, byte array, object,
array and others. BSON’s only restriction is that data must be
serialized in little – endian format. Since BSON is a format that
the data are sent/retrieved and stored, there is the need of
decode those to text. In an analogy with the relational database,
a table into MongoDB is a collection of the documents and a
database is a group of collections. A document is the most
basic entity where MongoDB stores information, similar to a
row inside a table in relational database, except the data
structure is schema – less. One of the best features of a
document is that it may contain other documents embedded
inside.
Indexes in MongoDB work almost the same as in relational
databases. MongoDB uses B-Tree to implement the indexes
and also allows two – dimensional geospatial indexing which is
very useful when dealing with location based services.
A. Sharding
The problem of huge amount of data, MongoDB solves in
an effective fashion with use of the horizontal data distribution,
known as horizontal scaling. Horizontal scaling is shown as
very well solution and means a distributed and balanced work
across the machines. This way of work in MongoDB is known
with the name sharding. Sharding in MongoDB is designed to
partition the database into smaller pieces accommodated to
different machines, so that no single machine has to store all
the data or handle with all the load. MongoDB handles
sharding very easily and transparently which means that the
interface for querying a sharded cluster is exactly the same as
the interface for a single MongoDB instance.
Usually, there are collection which needs to be together and
the others which allow or might be need to be distributed
across some machines. So, no all collections need to be
sharded, but only some collections that need data to be
distributed over some shards to improve read and/or write
performance. All un – sharded collections will be held in only
one shard that is called primary shard (e.g., Shard A in the
Fig. 1). The primary shard can also contain sharded collections.
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(mongod)
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(sharded)

Shard N
(mongod)

Shard A

Fig. 2. Components in a Mongodb sharded cluster.

Fig. 1. Example of sharding a collection across multiple shards.

In case of more complex application, we should shard only
the collections that would benefit from the added capacity of
sharding while leaving the smaller collections unsharded for
simplicity. Because sharded and unsharded collections are
possible to be accommodated into a same system, all of this
will work together, completely transparently to the application.
In fact, if later we find that one of the collections that is not
sharded, becomes larger and larger, we can shard it, so, it is
allowed, at any time, to enable the shard and make a sharding
[15].
Manual sharding can be done with almost any database
software. Manual sharding is when an application maintains
connections to several different database servers, each of which
are completely independent. The application manages storing
different data on different servers and querying the appropriate
servers how to get data back. This approach works well, but
there are difficulties when adding or removing nodes to/from
the cluster is needed or in face of changing data distributions or
load patterns.
MongoDB supports autosharding, and by use of this tries to
avoid the abstract architecture from the application and
simplify the administration of such a system. MongoDB allows
to application to ignore the fact that it isn’t talking to a
standalone MongoDB server, to some extent. On the operations
side, MongoDB automates the data balancing across shards and
makes it easier to add and remove capacity.
A sharded cluster consists of shards, mongos routers, and
config servers, as shown in Fig. 2.
B. Shared Key
To shard a collection, we have to choose at least one field
which will be used to split up the data. This field(s) is called a
shard key. In case, when there are a few shards, it’s almost
impossible to change the shard key, so, it is important to
choose a correct one. To choose a good shard key, a good
knowledge of the workload and how the shard key is going to
distribute the application’s requests are needed. And it is often
difficult to imagine.

There are three most common distributions ways of
splitting the data, which are: ascending key, random, and
location – based. Also there are other types (with other key
types) but most of those fall into one of the mentioned
categories:
Ascending key distribution: The shard key field is usually
the data type of Date, Timestamp or ObjectId. With this
pattern, all writes are routed to one shard. MongoDB keeps
distribution and spends a lots of time migrating data between
shards to keep data distribution relatively balanced across the
shards. This pattern shows weaknesses in the write scaling.
Random distribution: This pattern is more appropriate in
case of when the fields (taken for shard key) do not have an
identifiable pattern within dataset. For example, if shard key
includes any of the following field username, UUID, email
address, or any field which value has a high level of
randomness. This is a preferable pattern for write scaling, since
it enables balanced distribution of write operations and data
across the shards. However, this pattern shows weak
performances in case of query isolation, if the critical queries
must retrieve large amount of “close” data based on range
criteria in which case the query will be spread across the most
of the shards of the cluster.
Location – based distribution: The idea around the
location-based data distribution pattern is that the documents
with some location – related similarity will fall into the same
range. The location related field could be postal address, IP,
postal code, latitude and longitude, etc.
MongoDB supports three types of sharding strategies:
Range – based sharding: MongoDB divides dataset into
ranges determined by the shard key values.
Hash – based sharding: MongoDB creates chunks via
hash values it computed from the field’s values of the shard
key. In general, range – based sharding provides better support
for range queries that need query isolation while the hash –
based sharding supports more efficiently write operations.
Tag – aware sharding users associate shard key values
with specific shards. This type of sharding is usually used to
optimize physical locations of documents for location – based
applications.
On the below table (Table I) is shown the guidance how to
select the shard key.
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TABLE I.
KEY CONSIDERATIONS FOR A SHARD KEY SELECTION
REGARDING THE QUERY ISOLATION AND WRITE SCALING REQUIREMENTS
Query
isolation
importance

High

Low

High

Write
scaling
importance

Low

High

High

Shard Key Selection
 Range shard key.
 If the selected key does not provide
relatively uniformly distribution of data,
we can either use a compound shard key
or add a special purpose field to our data
model that will be used as a shard key. Or
for location – based applications we can
manually associate specific ranges of a
shard key with a specific shard or subset
of shards.
 Hashed shard key with high cardinality.
 If a selected key does not provide
relatively uniformly distribution of data,
we can add a special purpose field to our
data model that will be used as a shard
key.
 A shard key enabling mid – high
randomness and relatively uniformly
distribution of data.
 Determine which shard key has the less
performance effect on the most critical
use cases.
 Special purpose field to our data model
that will be used as a shard key.

C. MapReduce
MapReduce is a programming model which is capable to
process a huge amount of data with a parallel and distributed
algorithm on a cluster. It is a programming paradigm that allow
for massive scalability across hundreds or thousands of servers
in a Hadoop cluster. MapReduce also is a powerful and flexible
tool for aggregating data, solves some problems that are too
complex to express by use the aggregation framework’s query
language. In our case we use MapReduce with JavaScript as its
“query language” to express arbitrarily complex logic.
MapReduce processes different problems across large
datasets using a large number of computers (or computing
nodes) in parallel. Basically, it takes a set of input key/value
pairs and produces a set of output key/value pairs [15] and this
operations is executed in three steps: Map is the first step, takes
the input pairs and to each node applies the “map” function and
finally writes the temporary output. To prevent same data
being processed a master node ensures that only one copy of
redundant input data is processed. Shuffle is the second step,
where the shards redistribute that data based on the output keys
and reaches a stage that all data with the same key value
belonging to the same shard. And finally, reduce is the final
step which takes the shuffled data and processes each group of
data per key.
MapReduce uses a finalize function to clean the temporary
results and to manipulate with the MapReduce output, which
are given from the last reduce phase. The finalize function is
called before the MapReduce output is saved to a temporary
collection. Returning large result sets is less critical with
MapReduce, so the call of the finalize function is a good
chance to take averages or remove the temporary or

unnecessary information in general [16]. MongoDB allows the
user to define which shards will execute the map function, the
shuffle and reduce and also we can use the same shards for
map function execute and as well as reducer function or define
other shards that will do that job.
By default, MongoDB creates a temporary collection while
MapReduce processes with the data and the temporary
collection name is unlikely chosen from a collection name, but,
it is a dot – separated string containing MapReduce, the name
of the collection which is in MapReduce process, a timestamp,
and the database job’s ID. It looks something like
mr.geonames.1525765769.2. MongoDB automatically destroy
this temporary collection when the job is finished and /or
MapReduce connection is closed. To keep the temporary
collection after the job finishing and connection closed we
have to set keeptemp in true as an option parameter. In case
that the temporary collection is used, MongoDB allows naming
the output collection with the out part option, which is a
combined name and out string. To address the last issue
MongodB contains an optional parameter called as out and
which needs to be set to true, if out parameter is set to true,
then there is no need to specify keeptemp, since it is implied.
Even if a name for the temporary collection is specified,
MongoDB again uses the autogenerated collection name for
MapReduce further intermediate steps. When the computations
have finished, the temporary collection automatically and
atomically will be renamed from the autogenerated name to our
set or chosen name. This means that if MapReduce is run
multiple times with the same target collection, it will never use
an incomplete collection in performing operations. The output
collection created by MapReduce is a normal collection, which
means that there is no problem with doing a MapReduce on it
or a MapReduce on the results from that MapReduce.
IV. MAPREDUCE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
To analyze the MapReduce performances, used in
MangoDB circumstances, we have created a mini cluster of
few virtual servers on which is run MongoDB and the
geonames database. Geonames database is an open source
database and is taken as an example. Geonames database
contains detailed information to world countries such are
population, size, geolocation, rivers, villages, capital, etc. [17].
It contains around 11 Million records, rendered on tab
separated text file. To manipulate on a better way, we
converted those data to a csv format, that could easily be
exported to mongo. We scaled down the database only to
documents with population larger than zero and the number of
those documents was 469660. From the csv file we took into
consideration and imported only geonameid as id, asciiname,
country and population.
Next, we built a sharded cluster to which was run
MongoDB 3.2 under Ubuntu 16.04, based on Fig. 2, through
three Virtual Machines, named as mongo-c1, mongo-c2, and
mogno-c3, one VM for the configuration server and one query
server VM. We indexed the id with “hash” that allows us to
create a shard key with the hashed id which makes sure the
equally distribution of our geoname collection documents. The
hostnames and ip addresses of each VM was set as follow:
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 mongo-config: 192.168.157.132

produced ununiform distribution. We executed the same
MapReduce job as in previous tests and the results are shown
on the following table (Table III).

 mongo-router: 192.168.157.130
 mongo-c1: 192.168.157.129

Average time of execution as a function of the
number of shards

 mongo-c2: 192.168.157.128
 mongo-c3: 192.168.157.131

9.5

In our tests a simple map function was set, which finds the
country code and returns a value of 1, and reducer function
which iterate through the values to count the number of
documents in the collection which belongs to each country.
The number of documents included in our tests was 469660
and the id was used as a shard key to shard the documents to
the different shards.
On the above-mentioned architecture, we executed three
tests. In our first test we used only one shard (mongo-c1 was
used). The number of documents was 469660 and the total
import time was 11.28. In the second test, we used the same
number of documents but sharded into two shards (in this case
was added the second shard mongo-c2). The total import time
in this case was 08.25. The collection was sharded successfully
and after sharding the achieved distribution was as follow: into
first shard (mongo-c1) 234349 documents and into second
shard (mongo-c2) 235311 documents. And in our third test we
included another shard (mongo-c3), the same number of
documents was included but distributed into three shards. For
this case the total import time was 8.47 and the collection was
successfully sharded as follow 156646 documents into first
shard (mongo-c1), 156693 documents into second shard
(mongo-c2) and 156321 documents into third shard (mongoc3). We executed the same MapReduce job (with the same
map and reduce functions) three times to each test and the
results are shown on Table II.
TABLE II.

MAPREDUCE JOB EXECUTION TIME EXECUTED ON ONE, TWO
AND THREE SHARDS USED. NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS USED IS 469660

Execution
Num. Of
Shards

Import
time

1

2

3

Average
time

1

11.280

9.470

9.238

9.878

9.529

2

8.250

5.773

5.771

5.800

5.781

3

8.470

4.848

4.874

4.922

4.881

To better express the dependence between MapReduce job
execution time and the number of nodes used, so the
dependence on the number of shards to which the documents
are distributed, on Fig. 3, the curve which clearly expresses the
decrease of the time with increasing the number of shards is
shown.
Next, we again performed the last test, but this time with a
little complex shard key. We chose the pair (id, population) as
a shard key. Total import time was 8:08. Since the shard key
cannot be changed afterwards, so, we drop the before
collection shards and recreate a new shard by use of the new
shard key. By use of the new shard key the sharding was
349699 documents to the first shard, 119947 documents to the
second shard and only 14 documents to the third shard. So, it is

8.5
7.5
6.5

5.5
4.5
1

2

3

Fig. 3. Average time of mapreduce job execution per number of shards.
executed on 469660 documents..
TABLE III.

MAPREDUCE JOB EXECUTION TIME EXECUTED ON THREE
SHARDS USED. NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS USED IS 469660, SHRD KEY (ID,
POPULATION)

Execution
Num. Of
Shards

Import
time

1

2

3

Average
time

3

8.470

6.685

6.841

6.638

6.721

Regarding to the above tests, clearly we can conclude that
when the number of shards increases MongoDB MapReduce
performs better and faster. The only trouble as shown in last
test is that we should be very precautious in chose of the shard
key, so, we need to choose an appropriate (a good shard key
which provides as far as possible uniform documents
distribution) that will not slow down MapReduce.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Big data has indeed reshaped the way we deal with data.
The problems that arise when trying to manipulate huge
amounts of data are growing every day and solutions are found
from both scientists and companies alike. MongoDB and other
NoSQL databases alike has seen growth by providing an
alternative to SQL databases. Their design, high availability
and fault tolerance have attracted usage in projects where SQL
databases cannot be used such as handling unstructured raw
huge amount of data.
MapReduce as a framework is designed to solve many
problems with huge amount of data, so, MapReduce has a little
significance when dealing with small data, but it has an impact
when the collections grow. Also it is clear and our tests show
that as the number of shards scales up, MapReduce jobs are
executed faster especially if we take precautions and use a
good shard key. However, the Mongo 3.2 documentation [18]
recommends the avoid of the MapReduce use and instead of
MapReduce the Aggregation Pipelining is preferred for better
performance.
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Abstract—In order to cope up the continuously increasing
electric demand, Governments are forced to invest on Renewable
Energy (RE) sources due to scarcity of fossil fuels (such as coal,
gas and oil), high costs associated with it and emission of
greenhouse gases. However, stochastic nature of RE sources like
wind and PV threaten the reliability and stability of power
system. Demand Response (DR) is an alternative solution to
address the issues of economic constraints, integration challenges
of RE, and dependency on fossil fuels. It is an aspect of Demand
Side Management (DSM) that converts consumer’s passive role
to active by changing energy consumption pattern to reduce peak
load. DR plays the role in deferring the investment on building
new power plants, eliminating transmission losses and making
the society green. This work analyzes initialization of different
DR programs due to slumping technology costs and recognition
of users’ behavior in electricity market. Moreover, this paper
points out the problems associated with DR and its project
implementation across USA, China and developed cities of
Europe.
Keywords—Demand side management (DSM); demand
response (DR); renewable energy (RE); DR programs; wind; PV
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consume less power such as Compact Fluorescent (CFL) lights.
Strategic load conservation ideas like building home in such a
way that it requires less cooling during summer and less heat
during winter play the vital role in reducing electric demand at
user end [5]-[7]. However, strategic load growth like
electrification increases the energy consumption but its
objective is to increase electricity sale and local resource
consumption to find the alternate of fuel. Flexible load curve
gives the option that load can be interrupted by grid operators
when needed to reduce peak demand but varying reliability and
quality of service. All these DSM techniques not only serve to
reduce power consumption but also put its effort in building
green society [8]-[10].
Making the society green requires the abundant use of RE
sources such as PV and wind. However, integration of these
stochastic sources threatens the grid reliability. Consequently,
DR proves to be effective alternate to supply reserves, reducing
peak and providing other ancillary services to mitigate the
integration challenges. Increasing trend of RE generation till
2017 and DSM classification are shown in Fig. 1 and 2,
respectively.

INTRODUCTION

DSM also known as energy demand management was first
coined in 1973 due to high prices of fuel and energy crisis [1],
[2]. It was first premised by Electric Power Institute in 1980s.
It is the process of implementing, planning, monitoring and
controlling user end activities to match the balance between
supply and demand [3], [4].

12,00,000
10,00,000
8,00,000
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4,00,000
2,00,000

Other than increasing power generation to meet up the
increase load, demand can be controlled at user end by demand
response, energy efficiency and load conservation techniques.
Peak reduction, shifting peak load to valley hours and turning
on users own generating units are popular DR techniques and
these techniques helps in deferring the installation of new
power plant, decreasing peak demand and improving the load
factor. In addition, Energy Efficiency (EE) methods
encourages the customer to use energy efficient devices that

0

wind Generation (GWh)

PV Generation (GWh)

Fig. 1. PV and wind generation (GWh) till 2017.
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Peak clipping

Valley
filling

Load
shifting

Demand Response

Demand Side
Management

Energy Efficiency & Conservation
Programs

Strategic load growth
(Electrification)

Strategic load conservation (Energy
efficiency)

Flexible load shape

Fig. 2. Classification of DSM explaining load shaping techniques.

A. Need of Demand Response
With each passing year the power consumption of
residential, commercial and industrial users is increasing
exponentially. It has been estimated that till 2030 power
demand will be increased up to 40 percent. In order to
overcome this problem the first solution come in mind is to
generate more power. Amount of power generation can be
increased by installing more small, medium or large size power
plants in proportion with the increase in demand. More fossil
fuels generating units will be required which will produce
greenhouse gases and pollute the environment that is already
suffering with extreme global warming issues [11].
Furthermore, after power generation, distribution and
transmission networks need to expand. These all set ups from
generation to transmission to distribution not only increases the
cost but also increases the occurrence of unwanted events like
brown outs or black outs [12]. Our present grid system are
prone to faults and often suffer with problem of brown outs
when load increases beyond the peak load. Third world
countries that do not have enough sources to catch up the
demand often have to shed the load. In case of failure of
shedding proper amount of load power system leads to
cascaded failure that causes the whole grid to black out [13].
Number of cases of these black outs has been increased
significantly since past few years that effected millions of
consumers.
The effective and less costly solution other than firing up
the generating plants is to control or reduce the demand. There
have been few hours in a day where demand shoots up and this
time period is known as peak hours or peak period. During
these peak hours if consumer shifts their load to off peak hours
or reduce their energy consumption by using devices that
consume less power: system will not suffer the problem of

reliability. Moreover the need to build new generating plants
will be reduced that will save a lot of capital cost. In order to
achieve this, continuous monitoring of power consumption
should be noted that needs two way communication between
utility operators and consumers. The different possibilities of
coping up increase in demand are shown in Fig. 3:
Demand
Increase

Generate
Power

Demand
Response

Have enough
sources

Install/run
generating
units

Expand
transmission
lines

Do not have enough
sources

Expand
distribution
lines

Shed load

Fig. 3. Different schemes to meet the increase demand.

The popular method of reducing load from 1970s to 1990s
was curtailable and interruptible programs but customers were
never exposed to real-time whole price signals. Integration of
more renewable energy sources in the electric grid causes
uncertainty in electric supply [14], [15]. This forces the utility
managers to work on demand response programs that base on
price response in order to convince customers to participate in
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these programs. Rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Sections 2 and 3 enlist customers load reduction methods and
DR programs respectively while Section 4 elaborates DR
measurement phenomena by calculating self and cross
elasticities. Section 5 elaborates the merits and demerits of DR
schemes. Section 6 analyze the DR significance across USA,
Europe and China and also identify technical barriers to
implement these programs. Section 7 concludes the paper and
also discusses the future work.
II. CUSTOMERS LOAD REDUCTION METHODS
DR can be done at three levels.
A. Residential level
B. Commercial level
C. Industrial level
There are three ways of reducing the load for residential
customers during peak hours [15], [16].
 First one is to completely shed the load during peak
hours when price is considerably high but it will
involve the loss of comfort. Turning off the AC,
heaters, dryers or other household appliances during
these hours helps to reduce peak demand.
 Second one is not to shut the high consuming devices
but reduce its consumption level such as turning on the
AC at 26 or 27 instead of 18 will reduce the electricity
consumption.

 Third option is to shift load to off peak hours. Daily
house hold activities like washing clothes, dryers and
cooking chores can be shifted from afternoon or
evening to night when power consumption is relatively
less.
Prior to save electricity and reduce the monthly bill;
residential customers also receive special incentives from
electric suppliers in participating demand management.
Unlike residential customers it is difficult for industrial
customers to shed load completely. This entails commercial
customers to reduce load and provide stability to power system
when demand increases. Demand can be mitigated
considerably without being effected too much by just dimming
the lights of lobby of big hotel for 20 minutes or changing the
thermostat setting of freezers of big plazas.
The best way for industrial users are to shift load on their
own power generating units because industry will not able to
bear the loss of shutting or reducing the load. These two
customers can save electricity costs by DR and can earn back
as much as 5 to 25%. Prior to the customers benefit to opt DR
programs, utilities also has their reasons in convincing
customers to participate in these programs [17].
III. DEMAND RESPONSE PROGRAMS
There are many demand response programs [18]-[22] and
its types and sub types are shown in Fig. 4.

Demand response programs

Load response programs

Price response programs

programs

Demand bidding

Direct load
control

Contractual

Interruptible
programs

Time differentiated
pricing

Curtailable load
programs

Under customer
bidding

Under sponsor
pricing
Direct
pricing

Voluntary

Critical peak
pricing

Time of
use

Real time
pricing

Fig. 4. Different schemes to meet the increase demand.
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A. Load Response Programs
This type of demand response also called event based
program, reliability based or dispatchable. In this kind of
program, some agreement takes place between customers and
utility. Some incentive or reduction in bills are offered to
customers by reducing load when utility asked them to do so.
Grid operators install some control technologies in consumer’s
premises to control and monitor their electricity usage. This
load response program can be referred as contractual and
voluntary load programs.
 According to contractual load programs agreement
customers must curtail their load during peak hours and
receive guaranteed payment otherwise being penalized.
 However, in voluntary programs agreement customer
decides by himself when and when not to reduce or
shed the load.
This kind of incentive based scheme sometimes also known
as explicit demand response.
1) Direct load control: As the name indicates in direct
load control program utility directly control the customer’s
energy consumption. Grid operators install some remote
control devices such as wireless communication, wired
communication, radio control, GSM control and so on. With
the help of these devices they can remotely monitor and control
the consumer’s appliances. Mostly this type of program is
suitable for residential customers.
2) Interruptible programs: This type of demand response
mostly targets big commercial and industrial customers. These
customers can shut down electricity for short time interval or
can switch back to their own generating units. Participating in
this program customers receive electricity rates that are much
lower than industrial rates and these rates are usually known as
“interruptible rates”.
3) Curtailable load programs: Those customers that
cannot shut their supply can participate in DR programs by just
reducing their load and this type of program is known as
curtailable load programs. Mostly industrial and commercial
customers signed to this program and they are generally
notified about shedding the load between 30 minutes to two
hours.
B. Price Response Programs
Price response program also known as market-based, nondispatchable or non-event based programs is totally based on
voluntary action of customers. Showing willingness to take
part in this program customers are offered some economic
incentive or pricing choice. Generally, this scheme focuses in
reducing the wholesale market price.
This price based voluntary scheme also refers as implicit
demand response.
1) Demand bidding programs: Demand bidding or buyback programs that sometimes also known as economic
response programs mostly targets commercial and industrial
facilities. These customers can minimum shed load of 100 kW

per event. This program further divides in two branches
depending upon how bid is structured.
a) Under Customer Bidding
In this case, customers bids the price that is lower than
market price for reducing specific load at specific time at most
a day ahead or in some cases an hour ahead.
b) Under Sponsor Pricing
In this scheme, Customers are being notified the price of
per kWh of load reduction by the market administrators. Upon
showing willingness to this method customers receive reduced
electricity price depending on how much reduction in load
occurs.
2) Time differentiated pricing: Electricity suppliers expose
customers to time-varying electricity prices that show the price
of electricity at different time periods. It may vary from flat
day and night price to high dynamic price depending on hourly
wholesale prices. Therefore customers can shift load from high
prices intervals to low prices intervals.
Electricity price does not remain constant; it varies
significantly according to months of the year, days of the week
and hours of the day. During peak periods the market prices are
considerably high as compared to off peak periods. There are
several structures for this scheme that are mentioned below:
a) Time-of-Use Rates
Time-of-use rates do not follow the single flat rate for
energy consumption instead prices are high when electric
demand is higher. Usually in summer period, afternoon 6 hours
are considered as peak hours while remaining other hours are
considered off peak hours. TOU is applied to these two blocks
of hours where price is predetermined and remains constant.
This program gives consumers chance to reduce electricity bill
by shifting load from peak hours to mid peak hours or valley
hours.
b) Dynamic Pricing
In contrast to TOU rates in which electric suppliers gave
forecast of load a day ahead but in dynamic pricing it is as
closely correlated as one or two hours ahead. It reflects hourly
variation of wholesale market prices. Increasing trend of smart
grids that includes smart meters, advanced communication and
control technologies creates novel options for dynamic rate
structures. The possible dynamic pricing mechanisms are
mentioned below.
c) Real Time Pricing
Electricity prices not only vary weekly or daily, but also
vary hourly or sub hourly. Real time pricing (RTP) reflects the
prices that varies on hourly basis. It informs customers of price
variation as little as of 5 minute interval.
d) 5.2.4 Critical Peak Pricing
Critical peak pricing (CPP) is a hybrid of TOU and RTP.
TOU has two main standard periods on and off periods but
CPP adds the third block called “critical peak period.” TOU
blocks have fixed price and specific time frame unlike CPP
block that may or may not occur on any specific day.
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This program may come in account during emergency
condition in power system or when electric suppliers anticipate
high wholesale electric prices. In these cases grid operators
might invoke critical events during any specific time interval
such as it can be from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. on any cold day of a
winter or between 3 pm to 6 pm of summer afternoon. During
this critical time interval electricity prices will shoot up
exponentially.

Therefore, single period elasticity is defined as ratio of relative
change in demand during tth hour to relative change in its dayahead price during same hour. It can be calculated as:
(2)
or can be expressed as:
(3)

IV. DEMAND RESPONSE MEASUREMENT
Amount of peak reduction is an indicator for the success of
DR. Besides peak reduction dynamic pricing act as an
important factor to determine sensitivity of electric users to
price of electricity. Users sensitivity is determined by demand
price elasticity which is outlined as ratio of change in demand
to ratio of change in price and is calculated as [23]:
=

*

(1)

E = elasticity of demand

po(j) or pot = change in price during tth hour
do(i) or dot = initial demand during tth hour
B. Cross-Elasticity/Multi Period Elasticity
Loads like processing loads that has the ability to operate in
more than one mode and can switch its mode to off peak
periods has cross elasticity or multi period elasticity [23], [25].
Consequently, cross-elasticity is termed as ratio of relative
change in demand during tth hour to relative change in its dayahead price during kth hour and its value is always positive.

∂d(i) = Change in demand (MWHr)

(4)

d(i) = Initial demand (MWHr)

pok = change in price during kth hour

∂p(j) = Change in price ($ or RMB/MWHr)

dok = initial demand during kth hour

p(j) = Initial price ($ or RMB/MWHr)
Highly elastic demand occurs when huge changes in
demand results only slight changes in prices. Price demand
elasticities can be divided in two types counting on users’
response to price demand elasticities:
A. Self-Elasticity/Single Period Elasticity
Loads like incandescent lamps that can only be turned on
and off and cannot be shifted to some other period has
sensitivity during a single period only and known self-elasticity
or single period elasticity and always has negative value [24].

It reveals that DR schemes performance are comprised of
below factors.
1) Peak demand reduction
2) Demand elasticity
DR can work efficiently only when automated response
technologies are enabled. The complete architecture of these
technologies is shown in Fig. 5.

Automated response technologies

Control devices

Communication system

Monitoring system

Wireless
communication
Load
control
devices

Smart
meters

Wide area
network

Smart
thermostats

Home area
network

Smart
metering

Advanced metering
infrastucture

Neighbour
area network

Energy
management
system

Wired
communication

Energy
informatio
n system

Meter data
management system

Fig. 5. Automated technologies needed to implement DR.
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V. MERITS AND DEMERITS OF DEMAND RESPONSE
Electric power system has three main features:
1) Electric energy cannot be stored economically for that
demand and supply must be in balance all the time.
2) Due to the need of increase in power generation because
of the continuous increase in demand, grid conditions change
drastically from day to day or even hour to hour. It may cause
the mismatch between supply and demand that will jeopardize
the stability of system.
3) Electric grid that includes power generating units,
hundreds of kilometers long transmission lines network and
distribution network makes it highly capital-incentive.

scenario customers not only save bill but also help other
customers in reducing their bill as well. These
advantages are summarized in Fig. 6.
Eliminate problem of
integrating RE sources

Bring down wholesale
energy costs

Reduce Power
outages

These problems enhance the importance of demand
response. Merits of DR can be viewed as power grid and
electric customer benefits which are discussed below.
A. Power Grid Benefits
Prior to the customers benefit to opt DR programs, utilities
also have their reasons in convincing customers to participate
in these programs. In case of sudden increase in demand power
system has to use their stand by generating units such as hot
spinning reserve and cold spinning reserve. First, hot spinning
reserves comes in action and if it is not sufficient to fulfill the
demand then has to start the cold spinning reserves as well.
This all can be avoided just by opting to DR programs.
These programs can eliminate the need of building new power
plants such as in New York alone industrial and commercial
customers save up to 543 MW that is about the capacity of
medium size power plants.
 Increase in demand during peak period forces to run the
standby generating units that may only run few hours in
the entire year. This problem can be dealt easily by
reducing peak demand during these hours.

Increase flexibility to cope
demand at low costs
Fig. 6. Power grid benefits.

B. Electric Customer Benefits
 Customers can reduce electricity bill by shutting down
high load devices during peak periods.
 Number of increasing fossil fuels generating units has
adverse effect on climate because of the release of
greenhouse gases. Demand response helps to make the
environment cleaner and healthier.
 Customers can continuously monitor consumption and
prior to their own financial management can also play
the role towards grid stability that reflects the positive
impact on society as depicted in Fig. 7.

 DR eliminates the problem of integration of renewable
energy sources to the grid. The grid uncertainty also
increased drastically due to the varying nature of these
sources.

Cleaner
environment

Financial
incentive

 During sudden increase in load causes the frequency to
decay and if generation does not match up with load, it
will cause the generators to shut down. This problem
can lead to cascaded failure and whole system will
suffer black out. Demand response can become
important to eliminate this problem and keep the
balance between demand and supply.
 Governor that control the amount of fuel in generators
come in action as soon as demand increase. In case
governor action is not sufficient to fulfill the load
requirement power system has to switch to hot spinning
reserve and then to cold spinning reserves. There will
be no need of these ancillary services by following the
demand response programs.
 After getting awareness of market price (by following
price response program) if customers reduce or shift
load, it will lower the wholesale market prices. In this

Positive impact
on community
Risk and resource
management

Fig. 7. Electric customer benefits.

As DR programs are gaining importance by each passing
day but still there are number of problems and demerits
associated with it are discussed below:
 Demand response programs need two way
communication that will require some changes in
current electric grid. Control, monitoring and
communication devices will increase the initial cost of
the utility.
 The first and foremost thing for demand response is the
participation of customers. Sometimes customers are
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hesitate to take part and think these programs will
benefit only utility. Furthermore, they don’t want to
waste time to monitor and control the load.
 The current market structures lack the appropriate
market mechanism. Beforehand planning for DR causes
doubt in the response that can be accomplished in real
time.
 Smart meters and smart thermostats are needed to install
at residential customers’ premises to participate in DR
programs. Customers feel reluctant to share their
privacy and control to utility. Furthermore they got
confused that in spite of reducing the same amount of
load why the price of electricity varies on daily basis?
 DR programs focuses more on commercial and
industrial consumers instead of residential because of
the high success and income involved with these
customers.
 Few energy sellers are reluctant to participate in DR
activities because it will reduce the sale of energy
efficient devices.
 Monetary funds of DR programs are beyond the
customers controls. Policies of contracts and incentives
for DR programs may vary year to year or might
eliminate it. These little uncertainties causes customers
observe DR as not a “sure bet.”
VI. WORLD WIDE DEMAND RESPONSE EXPERIENCE
A. DR in USA
The invention of Air conditioning system by a New York
student Willis Carrier in early 20th century turned in to central
heating/cooling unit till 1970s. This central air conditioning
cause the electricity demand to grow and load factor to decline.
TABLE I.

Simultaneously, oil crises and scarcity of natural gas increases
the electricity price. Ultimately in 1980s oil prices collapsed
and natural gas used to address the price of new capacity [26],
[27]. These scenarios and “integrated resource planning” force
the USA energy policy makers to work on load management
and during 1980s and 1990s interruptible DR programs quiet
become popular. 1992 Energy Policy Act of USA allowed
independent power producer to participate in market price
mechanism [28] that encourages to invest heavily on DR
programs that reach up to 2.7 billion dollar nationwide in 1993.
However, this value declined to half (1.3 billion dollar) till
2003 due to industry restructuring. Merely 22,904 MW peak
load reduced in 2003 due to DSM activities.
Restructuring of USA electric power system during 1990s
unbundled generation, transmission and distribution network.
Transmission operations in many regions have evolved into
Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs) under the
supervision of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) that manage transmission systems as well as wholesale
power markets. Therefore, same restructuring or deregulation
that swept during 1990s used as a mean to promote DSM
activities by developing competitive market price and
announcing “public benefit programs” [20].
In 2008, 38,000 MW and 2700 MW peak load reduction
caused by incentive and price based DR programs respectively.
Contribution of DR towards reducing load in 2010 reach up to
31,702 MW. Installation of Advanced Metering Infrastructure
(AMI) has increased from 8.7% to 23% [29] within three years
span (2010-2012) and the number reaches to 38 million in
2012 [30]. This number continues to grow up to 65 million in
2015 and furthermore increased integration of distributed
generation push to maximize DR potential. FERC estimated
that by the year 2019, amount of load reduction by DR may
reach up to 138,000 MW that makes 14 percent peak demand
of total load and its details are listed in Table I.

POTENTIAL PEAK REDUCTION FROM DR PROGRAMS BY NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRIC RELIABILITY REGION
2013

RTO/ISO

2014

Peak reduction
(MW)

Percent of peak
demand

Peak reduction
(MW)

Percent of peak demand

California (CAISO)

2180

4.8%

2316

5.1%

Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT)

1950

2.9%

2100

3.2%

ISO New England, Inc. (ISO-NE)

2100

7.7%

2487

10.2%

Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO)

9797

10.2%

10356

9.0%

New York Independent System Operator

1307

3.8%

1211

4.1%

PJM Interconnection, LLC (PJM)

9901

6.3%

10416

7.4%

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. (SPP)

1563

3.5%

48

0.1%

Total ISO/RTO

28798

6.1%

28934

6.2%
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TABLE III.
TABLE II.

PEAK REDUCTION OF DIFFFERENT DR SCHEMES

DR FORECASTS TILL 2020

Country
Italy
France
Spain

Year wise DR forecast (GW)
2008
2010
2013
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.60
3.00
3.00
2.00
2.30
2.50

2015
4.00
3.00
2.70

2020
4.00
3.00
3.00

Netherland
Greece

1.00
0.40

1.00
0.60

1.10
0.80

1.25
1.00

1.50
1.30

DR in USA can be considered a source of generation as it
covers 10 % demand of country. Moreover, USA is interested
in promoting more of DR programs in next 5 years as only 4
types of DR schemes contributes to 80 % of peak reduction as
shown in Table II.

Germany
Belgium
Hungary

0.20
0.20
0.00

0.30
0.20
0.05

0.40
0.20
0.08

0.50
0.20
0.10

0.05
0.20
0.20

Monte negro
Luxemburg

0.03
0.02

0.03
0.02

0.05
0.02

0.05
0.02

0.05
0.02

DR offers a win-win situation both for participants and
utility and is expected to become more mainstream as it saves
money, reduce the need to build more power plants and reduce
the CO2 emission to protect the environment. The total peak
reduction by following DR and EE techniques during 19922008 are summarized in Fig. 8.

UCTE countries

11.45

11.50

12.15

12.82

13.32

Sr. No:

DR Program

Peak Reduction (%)

1

Capacity Resource

29

2

Interruptible load

24

3

Direct load control

15

4

Time of use

12

Total peak reduction (MW)

The most positive step towards consumer participation was
the inclusion of DR in Network codes during 2014-2015.
Network codes are the list of rules blueprinted by European
network of transmission system operators for electricity
(ENTSO-E) to facilitate integration and efficiency of European
electricity market and its objective till 2020 is [33], [34].

35,000

 Reduce 40% greenhouse gas emission in comparison to
1990

30,000

 20% involvement of RE consumption

25,000

 27% energy saving
Summary of DR potential till to date is shown in Fig. 9:

20,000

160 GW
Estimated DR
potential in 2030

15,000
10,000

100 GW
Theoretical DR
potential till to-date

5,000
0
199719981999200020012002200320042005200620072008
DR (MW)

EE (MW)

20 GW
DR potential
activated today

Total actual peak recution (MW)

Fig. 8. Total peak reduction during 1997-2008.

B. DR in Europe
Unlike USA, summer peak periods are not a major concern
in Europe. Though, during winter heating load increases
electric demand but the bigger drivers are the increasing share
of renewable energy such as wind and solar power. Large part
of USA load management is via capacity markets but Europe
has just initiated to develop the structures that allow DR
resources to participate effectively [31].
Since past 20 years, electric demand reduction in Europe
has been done by different forms of load shedding mechanisms
[32]. These techniques did not base on precise price signals to
give the dynamic pricing option to customers. In 2008, Union
for the Co-ordination of Transmission of Electricity (UCTE)
estimated DR forecasts in European countries that is shown in
Table III. Except Germany and Hungary, DR potential
continues to rise and up to 2015 and UCTE forecast has
accomplished desire goal [32].

Fig. 9. DR potential in Europe.

Recently, potential of electric demand response, integration
of renewable energy to match the balance between supply and
demand has been discussed by Industry Research and Energy
Committee (ITRE) held on 30th May 2017. Vice Chairman of
the committee address the problem of continuously increasing
load and said “electricity generation follows consumption”
paradigm is no longer applicable [35]. This phrase emphasizes
the importance of DR in addressing this critical issue across the
whole Europe. Peak reduction by different companies across
few developed European countries and list of technical and
policy barriers in implementing DR across various countries
are shown in Table IV and Fig. 10.
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TABLE IV.

DR FORECASTS TILL 2020

Country

Restrictions/Barriers in implementing DR

Austria

EMC (Electricity Market Code) assign strict requirements for
participating in DR programs.

Germany

No penalties against producing a negative reserve

Ireland

Involvement of DR activities is unclear on balancing
markets.
Participation for primary reserve is limited.
Aggregators can bid separately but unable to bid as one
single block
Ancillary services not available for DR activities.

Sweden

DR aggregators cannot participate independently in market.

Poland

DR programs are limited to only Emergency demand side
reserve program.

Denmark
Finland
France

Spain

Only interruptible load program is available.

Italy

Interruptible load program is available only for industrial
loads.

C. DR in China
China represents 44% of total world coal production and
65% of its power demand is fulfilled by these fossil fuel
sources [36] as it is world’s largest electricity producer and
consumer. Load management started in 1990s in china but load
shedding and black outs issues due to increase load during
2003-2008 fasten the implementation of DSM projects
especially DR programs [37]. DR programs enlisted in Table V
are actively working in China.
TABLE V.

ACTIVE DR PROGRAMS IN CHINA

Price-based
program

Incentive-based program

Policy-guided
program

Time-of-use rates

Interruptible/curtailable load

Power rationing

Critical peak
pricing (CPP)

Direct load Control

Orderly power

Two-part pricing

Jiangsu is the first province that issue its own DSM
regulations in April, 2002 [38]. Up till 2003, it used TOU
scheme for industrial customers to implement DR and about
95% of users enrolled in it. Nanjing, Yangzhou and Xuzhou
are the cities that actively participated in DR events. Complete
list of peak reduction in different provinces during 2003 are
presented in Fig. 12.

Potential of DR around 15% of peak around
18%
16%
14%
12%
10%

Peak load reduction (MW)

8%
6%

12000

4%
10000

2%

10,100

0%

8000
EU-wide:
Gils 2014

EU-wide: Germany, Germany, UK, tertiary:
EWI 2012 industry and industry and Element
tertiaty:
tertiaty: Energy 2012
Stede 2016 Stotzer et al
2015

6000
4000
2000

Fig. 10. Peak reduction by DR schemes across Europe.
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R
E
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Fig. 11. Europe energy goals till 2030.
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0

Therefore, fostering DR is an effective way to meet the
energy goals of Europe without increasing the GHG emission
gases. Energy goals of Europe to use more RE and decarbonize
the environment till 2030 are elaborated in Fig. 11.

CO2

2800

less
primary
energy use

Fig. 12. Peak reduction in pilot cities during 2003.

10 GW increase in load in Foshan city (Guangdong
province) in 2014 prompt to follow DR schemes and resulted
in 450 MW peak reduction in following two years [39]. During
1997-2003, Beijing’s DSM project focus was just to improve
load factor above 80% that falls below 76% [37], [40].
However, this focus shifted to other DR schemes like
increasing the difference of peak and valley prices, involving
industrial users to participate in interruptible DR schemes,
increase in the usage of energy storage devices. Beijing was
pioneer city that took part in DSM pilot projects of National
Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) and Ministry
of Finance (MoF). Being part of three year plan (2013-2015),
Beijing reduce load up to 800 MW that composed of 4 to 5%
of city’s entire load. List of targets of all pilot cities of three
year plan are enlisted in Table VI.
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TABLE VI.
City

PILOT DR PROGRAMS TILL 2015

2015 Load Reduction Goals (MW)

all users participation without loss of comfort and can be
further explored for future work.
Targeted End
Users
[1]

Temporary
reduction

Beijing

Suzhou

150

200

Permanent
reduction

650

800

Total load
reduction

800

[2]
Commercial
buildings,
Industry and
Municipal
facilities

1000

Industry and
Municipal
facilities

450

Industry and
Municipal
facilities

[3]

[4]
[5]
[6]

Foshan

Tangshan

90

360

Total load reduction-400

[7]

Industry
[8]

Load reduction, less reliance on fossil fuels and
achievement of 40 % renewable energy generation till 2030 are
the main goals of China. Investing in the latest control and
communication technologies, China is making progress by
implementing pilot projects across industrial provinces.
However, lack of competitive market prices, reasonable
incentive allotment, customer education programs and
Government involvement and supervision impedes the growth
of DR in China [39], [41]-[43].

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
DR can play a vital role in balancing the supply and
demand without introducing more generation capacity and
threatening environment. 100 GW DR potential in Europe,
14% peak demand reduction using DR in USA till 2019 and
40% RE generation by China till 2030 highlights the
significance of DR across world-wide. Current developments
within developed countries regarding to a wide rollout of
advance metering infrastructure technology will enable the
consumer for prompt action during peak hours or in case of
contingency.
In spite of the effectiveness in mitigating peak demand and
addressing RE integration issues there are still some barriers in
using DR to its full potential. Educating customers,
introduction of aggregators, competitive market price and two
way communication between utility and customers need to be
done. Although DR in World has not reached its entire
potential, however collecting information about potential
targets, proposing an action plan and educating the customers
can prove successful to attract remaining energy sectors as well
as industrial, commercial and residential customers.
The problem with existing DR programs is that inelastic
loads like lamps, refrigerators cannot participate unless users
are willing to loss of comfort. Therefore, to solve this issue,
novel concept Integrated Demand Response (IDR) has been
proposed recently. IDR deals with multi energy carries and
provides the option of switching energy source. It guarantees

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]

[18]

[19]

[20]

[21]
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Abstract—As part of the digital governance of scientific
research of Moroccan universities and national research
institutions, the Ministry of Higher Education, Scientific
Research and Executive Training has shown great interest in
setting up the Moroccan Information System for Scientific
Research (SIMARECH). Despite a great effort that was made for
the implementation of SIMARECH in Moroccan universities,
difficulties appear in the use of this information system. This
prompted Abdelmalek Essaadi University to consider developing
an intelligent system to provide remote training for users to use
SIMARECH to facilitate the learning process, reduce
administrative costs for displacement to national universities and
save time training, etc. This article is in the context of a new
rapidly expanding learning paradigm in the field of artificial
intelligence for education. It encompasses the design and
development of a SIMARECH Intelligent Learning System of
Global Use and Features to provide customized learning and
adapt to different environments as well as the types of learning
scenarios for user training of SIMARECH, this system is named
ISSIMA (intelligent system for the use of SIMARECH).
Keywords—Moroccan Information System for Scientific
Research (SIMARECH); intelligent system; E-learning systems;
learning process; interactive learning environments; intelligent
tutoring systems

I.

research activities at the national level and the information
needed to manage research. In order for the Abdelmalek
Essaadi University to ensure the application, integration and
efficient and effective use of the latter by the users at the
various national universities, the idea of developing an
intelligent system appeared.
This intelligent system named ISSIMA will be devoted to
train teacher-researchers, those who are responsible of
structures, deans, and administrative staff of universities. In
order to facilitate the use of SIMARECH, reduce
administrative costs (mainly due to displacement and
commitment of trainers, booking rooms and materials, etc.)
also save training time (meetings, telephone exchanges, etc.)
and avoid the problem of the availability of SIMARECH users
in a specific time.
The approaches implemented for the design and
development of ISSIMA are derived from both knowledge
engineering and software engineering methods. Abdelmalek
Essaadi University has taken great care in the study and the
choice of the methods used, according to the field and the
objectives of the training, to guarantee as result a robust and
technically and scientifically valid system.
II. CROSS-BORDER DIGITAL SERVICES FROM ABDELMALEK
ESSAADI UNIVERSITY

INTRODUCTION

The academic world is full of enormous potentialities and
skills, unfortunately still hidden. Universities are facing change
and ICTs are at the heart of this ongoing process. These
technologies reconfigure the teaching environment by
introducing "forms of innovation". ICTs make it possible to
enrich pedagogical content, to stimulate interactions between
learners and between learners and teachers, to further
individualize the training and reach populations previously
excluded from university training; hence, the challenges that
have been set by Moroccan universities, particularly in the field
of scientific research.
The 2013-2016 action plan [1] has devoted an axis to the
promotion of scientific, technical and innovation research,
which is based on several projects, among them we find the
development of a computer system for scientific research in
universities. Indeed, a Moroccan information system for
scientific research (SIMARECH) is set up by Abdelmalek
Essaadi University and generalized to the various universities
after having tested it at this university [2]. This system tracks

The experience and lessons learned from the Ministry's
emergency program, the desire for consolidation of autonomy
of Moroccan universities as well as the new instruments made
available to respond effectively to the expectations of
stakeholders (Students, Companies, Public Authorities) lead to
the definition of a new approach to university governance
(modernizing its governance and structures). both in its
organization and in the field of its competences inevitably
going through the modernization of its information system [3].
In the context of autonomy and international, the
proliferation of digital services (intranet, e-mail, forums,
website publication, online courses, online document
collections, e-administration, etc.) has experienced an
unprecedented boom in the history of the Moroccan university.
Corollary to this massive deployment of ICT, new issues are
now posed with insistence: problems relating to functional
consistency, more others are technical relating to the
interoperability between applications, others finally relating to
the cultural and organizational aspect [4].
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Defying these difficulties, technological evolution and
feasibility helping, Tempus projects and emergency program
supporting, Abdelmalek Essaadi university (UAE) set itself the
objective [4], [5], to adapt its organization and equip itself with
the tools and methods to carry out its missions and meet the
challenges it has set itself. Adapt Its Information System
Department has entrusted, missions of design, evolution and
urbanization of the information system (business applications
and digital services); integration, studies and development of
digital applications and services, and administration and
maintenance of the information system [6].
This is how the UAE moved to digital governance by
taking several actions, complementary and of equal
importance, namely [3], [6]:
 The implementation of an original information system
dedicated to scientific research, "SIRech", renamed
today "SIMARECH" following its adoption by all
Moroccan universities.
 The implementation of a management information
system for university cooperation SIMACoop.
 The implementation of an integrative single access
system for all digital services at the university: a Digital
Work Environment (ENT).
 The implementation of an integration portal dedicated
to the winners of the university and companies called
"KHIRIJ".
 Development of the Information and Management
System (GIS).
 Involvement in the information system "JAMIATI".
It goes without saying that the UAE continues, beyond its
priorities, to devote efforts and resources to other important
missions in the continuity of previous projects. This is
particularly the international influence of the university; its
ambition in this area is to focus on the international research
component by strengthening exchanges and scientific
collaborations with EU countries and Latin American
countries. aware that the trend has already begun with results
showing that research in the UAE is oriented internationally
with 82% of the indexed publications made in the context of
cooperation [6], [7].
III. MOROCCAN INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR SCIENTIFIC
RESEARCH (SIMARECH)
In the context of the mobilization of all the actors around
the emergency program of the Moroccan Ministry of Higher
Education, and in the spirit of careful planning of the strategies
of the valorization of the research, that the University
Abdelmalek Essaadi presents the platform SIMARECH. It is
not only a tool for steering research in universities, but also in
its institutions and structures, with the ultimate aim of
supporting researchers and enhancing their scientific output.
SIMARECH is indeed the result of a collaborative work, its
creation was at the Abdelmalek Essaadi University in 2008 [2].
The first version was in fair testing phase at the UAE
institutions. Later, other Moroccan universities and national

research institutions were gradually included in the
implementation of other versions of SIMARECH in order to
offer new features that meet the expectations and needs
expressed by users.
SIMARECH is an IT platform that facilitates the collection
and management of data on research activities and results
within an organization [2]. It aims to present in a coherent way
the establishments, the research units within the university,
including the personnel and their scientific activities
(publications, patents, events, equipment, etc.), as well as the
follow-up of the financial means and the international activities
(partnership agreements, congresses, etc.). Researchers,
administrators, and evaluators have all the tools they need to
monitor research results, improve visibility, and efficiently
allocate available resources (Fig. 1).
Initially, the system was structured to present and include a
range of information services (programs, projects, events and
products resulting from the activities of the research developed,
etc.) for the use of users (teacher-researchers, those who are
responsible for structures , deans, and administrative staff)
according to their role (Fig. 2). Moreover, at the strategic level,
it aims to have a set of indicators and available research
statistics. Modular nature of the system and flexibility of its
data model allowing different users to access certain
information and functionalities throughout the process, and
facilitate the processing, organization and transmission of
information in accordance with international standards [2], [8].
SIMARECH is developed in stages with incremental
improvements to the usability of the tool for users. The UAE
team has involved users from beginning to end, in order to i) be
familiar with the information system, ii) have a vision of what
the SI is aiming for and therefore want to provide data to
achieve this, and iii) that their wishes regarding what the IS
could do are reflected in its design. This avoids that there are
major differences between the expected SI and that which is
realized.
Ensuring the proper use of SIMARECH system has always
been a real concern of the UAE within Moroccan universities
and national research institutions. A huge investment is already
being made to provide necessary training for the
implementation of SIMARECH by displacement and
organizing meetings, personal visits or telephone and e-mail
exchanges, etc. to help users of SIMARECH (the teacherresearchers, those who are responsible for structures ,deans and
administrative staff) to understand the features and use of the
system. But despite all the efforts made by UAE and that
SIMARECH integrates an intuitive and usability interface for
users to adapt with the system, difficulties and problems arise
(especially teachers who are not used to using a such a system,
faculty of humanities and human sciences, the elderly, etc.) to
use and access the various features of the system.
A solution to be effective should be able to adapt to the
user by providing effective learning tools, and at the same time
reduce administrative costs and save training time. Indeed,
each individual according to his abilities has his own strategies
and pace of learning. For this, the university has thought to
develop an intelligent system to meet this need. Intelligent
tutoring system (ITS) are ideal solutions in these conditions
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because they are equipped with environments that provide

individualized, adaptive and quality learning [9].

Fig. 1. Integration of SIMARECH in universities [2].

Fig. 2. SIMARECH web application (administrator space) [8].
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IV. DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTELLIGENT SYSTEM FOR
LEARNING HOW TO USE THE MOROCCAN INFORMATION
SYSTEM FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH (ISSIMA)

To achieve this goal, ICAI has quickly established itself as a
highly multidisciplinary field. These latter systems are
commonly referred to as Intelligent tutoring system (ITS) [13],
[16].

A. Overview
E-Learning concerns a method of acquiring knowledge or
building knowledge using interactions (actor - actor or actor resource) relayed by a telematics system (electronic, computer
connected by networks) [10]. E-learning broadly refers to the
use of technologies for learning. This term includes both eeducation, e-learning, e-training, virtual learning, use of ICT;
in fact, it is learning using the computer alone or with other
multimedia tools [11].

The purpose of ITS is to provide the benefits of individual
training. It enables learners to practice their skills by
performing tasks in highly interactive learning environments
[16], [17]. According to Murray [18], ITSs are computer-based
teaching systems that have content in the form of a knowledge
base (which specifies what should be taught), teaching
strategies (which specify how to teach this content) as well as
knowledge about the learner's level of content, in order to
dynamically adapt their teaching.

E-learning today nevertheless benefits from international
recognition, to find its place among the public. Its effectiveness
has been demonstrated several times, sometimes impressively.
It represents a reliable alternative to costly face-to-face training
and makes it possible to react quickly to the constant evolution
of trades [12].

The design of such systems involves specialists in AI, the
field taught and the teaching, each of whom has a role to play
in the components of the system. In general, ITSs consist of
four main models [17]: the domain model, the student model,
the tutoring model and the interface.

In e-Learning, two levels of complexity can be
distinguished for the applications: on the one hand, the systems
derived from the computer-assisted instruction (CAI) do not
offer any adaptation according to the learner; it is exclusively
interested in the data (transmission of the information to be
learned). on the other hand those derived from intelligent
computer-assisted instruction (ICAI) seeking to understand the
learner to provide the best possible response to his or her
learning needs [13]–[15]. The ICAI helps to orient learning
according to the learner: understand the reasoning of the
learner, the reasons for his mistakes, validate and quickly
assess his knowledge, his pedagogical preferences to adapt the
teaching according to particularities specific to this individual.

 The domain model, representing the expert's knowledge
of the field;

Fig. 3 shows the different components of a ITS [17], [19].

 The student / learner's model, allowing the state of one's
knowledge to be established at a given moment;
 The tutoring or pedagogical model in which the
knowledge of one or more pedagogical experts is
represented, making it possible to make teaching
choices according to the behavior and the model of the
student / learner;
 The interface model, allowing the exchange of
information between the system and the user.

Fig. 3. The components of an intelligent tutoring system [17].
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ITS includes both a student model and a domain model,
both interacting with the tutoring model, which is available to
users in the user interface.
There are three main approaches to the development of
ITSs [19], [20] :
 The program sequence is made so that the student can
easily adapt himself, in addition to the material is
demonstrated to the student just when he / she needs it
[16].
 ITS gives detailed feedback to the learner about the
imperfect or false solution, helping to learn of his
mistakes (If the feedback between ITS and the learner is
provided, better training results are obtained [21], [22]).
 Problem-solving methods, little help is provided to the
learner so that the right solution is reached (if ITS
instantly corrects the mistakes made by the learner or
shows the correct way to avoid the error , the
knowledge of the student becomes deeper and broader
[21], [22]).
B. The Objectives of the ISSIMA Training
In this context, the objectives of the university in this
training are to acquire knowledge, skills and Attitudes.
1) Acquisition of knowledge
 Train learners on the principles of SIMARECH.
 Provide learners with the means and knowledge
necessary to handle SIMARECH.
 Train learners in operating procedures and management
of research units, etc. at SIMARECH.
2) Acquisition of Skills
 Develop learners with the skills they need to perform
their tasks.
 Develop skills to improve the usage performance of
SIMARECH.
 Provide reminder training when necessary (the case
where a skill has not been sufficiently mastered).
3) Acquisition of Attitudes
 Personal effectiveness.
 Allow learners to know each other better at the national
level.
 Coach teams / researchers.
Naturally, through these objectives, the training aims at the
development of SIMARECH's competence to use, the training
also helps to motivate learners to use SIMARECH.
C. Development of the ISSIMA Intelligent System
1) The development of the ISSIMA prototype: The
development of the intelligent system prototype for learning
the use and functionality of SIMARECH, breaks down as
follows [23]:

 Design a system architecture based on classical ITS
architecture (Fig. 3).
 To elicit raw knowledge expressed by the experts (to
identify and bring out the important concepts of the
field and the significant relations between these
concepts).
 Build a model of learner knowledge and performance
representation including diagnostic tools to identify
errors and misconceptions and provide mechanisms to
help correct them.
 Establish tutorial rules based on tutoring strategies that
have been proven effective and are widely used in
learning environments [22].
 Implement and evaluate a first stable ISSIMA prototype
and offering the basic features.
The long-term goal is to create an intelligent learning
system in which it will be possible to access different
environments (dependent on connected actor) and to define
learning scenarios for the training of the learner. The system
will integrate all SIMARECH usage and feature learning
scenarios to meet the needs of SIMARECH actors. Its
configuration will have to be simple, intuitive and does not
require a great competence in computer programming.
2) The operating cycle of ISSIMA: The operating cycle we
present here is the one we designed for the ISSIMA system as
a whole, i.e. it applies to all the scenarios defined for the
training. It is important to note that ISSIMA is designed to be
a learning system that can support and offer SIMARECH
usage and functionality training (principles, objectives, role,
etc.).
It is important to mention that SIMARECH has four types
of actors; it is accessible to all teacher-researchers, those who
are responsible for structures, deans, and administrative staff at
the level of the presidency of the university. Their knowledge,
skills or expertise of using the SIMARECH platform differs, so
the use of the system does not present the same difficulties for
them.
The SIMARECH platform has four spaces. Each actor of
SIMARECH has different access from the other. Our ISSIMA
system should offer the possibility of integrating different
environments and defining adaptive learning scenarios for each
SIMARECH actors. Here we describe the overall course of a
training session in ISSIMA. The entire training session takes
place in the learning environment on which the learner can act,
and through which the tutor interacts with the latter.
When the learner enters the ISSIMA system he will be
asked to select his profile: trainer or user / learner (for all actors
of SIMARECH); then he will have to choose his username
from the list of learners of the selected profile and enter his
password. If the learner does not have a username, he will be
asked to contact the platform administrator.
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Fig. 4. Course of a training session.

At the very first access to his account, the system will offer
him a questionnaire. The answers to the quiz questions will be
used to create the psychometric model that will be used to
initialize the learner model, allowing the system to establish a
first cognitive model that will provide the basic information for
the learner's personalized follow-up [24]. After accessing his
account, and passing the entrance test, the learner will be asked
to choose a scenario (an objective) from those available in the
learning environment for which the training was defined. Once
the objective is chosen, the learner can begin the training under
the supervision of the intelligent tutor who observes his
movements in his environment and his behavior, note each of
his actions and give him positive or negative feedback.
Each interaction of the learner in his / her learning
environment or with the tutor, in case he / she will ask for help
for example, will be taken into account by the system and the
resulting information will be used to update the learner model
as it evolves in training. The tutor asks the expert to determine
whether the actions taken by the learner in the training are
relevant to the current scenario, and gives feedback to the
learner if necessary.
At the end of the training, the model of the learner will be
presented to him as well as his degree of reaching the chosen
objective that will allow him to see at what level he is
compared to other learners having the same user profile (actor)
either at his university or at national level. Fig. 4 illustrates in a
simplified way the progress of a training session.

3) Technical Implementation Options: In the e-Learning
projects, the question of the choice of the platform is essential,
Indeed, According to the pedagogical scenario that one wants
to use at the level of the architecture, some platforms will be
more adapted than of other. As the platform on which our
system will be based, we have chosen the Moodle platform
that is an extremely powerful tool that we have used to ensure
the reliability, efficiency and robustness of our solution. It is
the most suitable for our needs, enjoys a good reputation as
well as numerous Moodle platform are revealed a great
success in the teaching field.
Moodle is the contraction of Modular Object-Oriented
Dynamic Learning Environment, is a platform of e-learning of
constructivist philosophy, free and open source. In other words,
it is an accessible system with a web browser, which allows
managing online courses (space for filing documents, online
activities with students, registration management and access
rights, remote tutoring, etc.), its ergonomic interface and its
way of being make it easy to handle and make you want to use
it [25].
Moodle is a learning platform designed to provide teachers,
administrators, and learners with a single, robust, secure, and
integrated system for creating personalized learning
environments [26]. Indeed, Moodle gives the possibility to
organize courses in the form of the sector; it is also a content
management system to which is added educational and
communicative interaction tools creating an online learning.
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The application thus makes it possible to create through its
network interactions between pedagogues, learners and
educational resources [25], [26].

[3]

Based on the features of Moodle [25], we will develop a
system for learning how to use SIMARECH by using best
practices to achieve the educational objectives, functional
expectations of the training. This system will be fully
automated, will facilitate learning without the intervention of a
human tutor and adaptable to the needs and current knowledge
of each actor of SIMARECH, which will give this system the
main features of the intelligent computer system.

[4]

Our automated system will help us increase the
effectiveness of training and achieve significant results in terms
of learning. This system is open:

[8]
[9]

 To all actors of SIMARECH, They can access it by
their login and password.

[5]

[6]
[7]

[10]

 Only trainers (teachers or others) from the University
can create one or more objectives on Moodle.

[11]

 An administrator who manages the technical part of the
system.

[12]

[13]

V. CONCLUSION
We have a strategy to develop an intelligent learning
system for the use of Moroccan Information System of
Scientific Research (SIMARECH) at national universities,
which will be fully automated and adaptable to the needs and
current knowledge of each actor of SIMARECH formed in it,
which gives this system the main features of the intelligent
computer system. This solution will facilitate the use of
SIMARECH and reduce administrative costs, save training
time, avoid the problem of the availability of SIMARECH
users in a specific time.

[14]
[15]

[16]
[17]
[18]

The system design presented in this article is mainly
offered to individual learning situations. The learner's
interactions with the learning environment in which he evolves
are through a set of actions observable by the system.
Throughout the learning process, the learner benefits from the
intervention of a machine tutor to guide him in the acquisition
of the skills that will enable him / her to complete the training,
to be able to understand the functionalities and to use
SIMARECH easily.
The development of the SIMARECH intelligent learning
system will be a real solution to the difficulties encountered in
implementing SIMARECH at the national level.
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Abstract—A huge amount of data is being generated every
day from different sources. Access to these data can be very
valuable for decision-making. Nevertheless, the extraction of
information of interest remains a major challenge given a large
number of heterogeneous databases. Building shareable and
(re)usable data access mechanisms including automated
verification and inference mechanisms for knowledge discovery
needs to use a common knowledge model with a secure, coherent,
and efficient database. For this purpose, an ontology provides an
interesting knowledge model and a relational database provides
an interesting storage solution. Many papers propose methods
for converting ontology to a relational database. This paper
describes issues, challenges, and trends derived from the
evaluation of 10 methods using 23 criteria. Following this study,
this paper shows that none of the methods are complete as well as
the conversion process does not use the full expressivity of
ontology to derive a complete relational schema including
advanced constraints and modification procedures. Thus, more
work must be done to decrease the gap between ontologies, a
relation database.

the need to know the structure of each database nor to
manually extract data from many sources each time. The
resulting data should also be available in a unified format
reflecting the knowledge model used to define the query. On
the other hand, data managers must be able to create, manage,
and maintain data with the least possible resources while
ensuring its fidelity, integrity, and traceability of its evolution.
For this purpose, data integration is the mechanism used for
combining data from different sources in a unique unified
model offering a single access point. In the database field, the
two main and widely used techniques to represent a data model
(let’s call them conventional techniques) are the entityrelationship model [1] and the object-oriented model [2] which
are otherwise mutually convertible [3]. However, these
conventional techniques do no longer provide expressivity that
is sufficiently complete to semantically interpreted and widely
reused data outside a restricted field of application [4]. The
current trend in data integration is, therefore, the use of
knowledge to enhance the process [4], [5].

Keywords—Ontology; relational database; database modeling;
knowledge model; ontology to relational database

In many heterogeneous environments, a knowledge model
seems very useful to decipher source structure, and isolate
interesting data elements to extract and combine [4]. In the
early 80s, the computer science community adopted the
ontologies as a knowledge model with reasoning abilities [6] to
provide a shared conceptualization of some domain of interest
[7]. Since then, ontologies (such as those expressed using the
OWL language [8]) have been used in different ways: database
modeling, data integration, data mapping, data exchange, data
annotation, information retrieval, knowledge discovery, and so
on [9]. In particular, ontologies are becoming an important tool
for data integration because they handle semantic
interoperability by describing a common understanding of data
without preoccupation with the underlying layer [7], [4]. In
addition, sound integration cannot be done without handling
data integrity when a large amount of data sources is highly
fragmented and heterogeneous. In light of the recent
technology, Relational Database Management System

I.

INTRODUCTION

Information systems are now at the center of decisions in
many areas (healthcare, economic, industrial, manufacturing
and so on). A huge amount of data is being generated every
day from different sources. Organizations desire to reuse this
data for many kinds of analyses to enhance decision-making.
The correctness of decision-making depends on the quantity
but also on the quality of data collected. Nevertheless, data is
stored in different sources that are structured (structural
heterogeneity) and encoded (terminological heterogeneity) in
different ways. On the one hand, to use data efficiently and
correctly from these various heterogeneous sources, experts
would ideally be able to express their queries according to a
unified knowledge model that represents their domain without
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(RDBMS) with vertical representation [10] and in-memory
databases [11] are performing significantly better than ―triple
stores‖ sometimes used in conjunction with ontologies [12].
Thus, a RDBMS is needed to allow multiple users to store,
modify, and interrogate a large volume of data in a concurrent,
reliable, and secure manner [13]–[15].
Yet, since ontologies offer excellent data integration
support for disparate systems, a relational database derived
directly from an ontology can be hypothesized to be the best
way to ensure data integrity and a unique data access point for
a large volume of data. First, modeling a relational database
using ontologies (rather than entity-relationship) allows the
reuse of ontology in many tasks facilitating queries expression
as well as ensuring semantic and structural uniformity [16],
[17]. Second, with the axiomatic model underlying the
ontology, data storage and verification can be automated,
increasing data integrity. Reasoning mechanisms can also be
leveraged to allow for knowledge discovery. Finally, both
models (ontological and relational) must be used together to
benefit from the expressiveness of ontologies and the maturity
of databases [16].
Several methods have been proposed in the literature to
convert an ontology into a relational database [5].
Nevertheless, methods differ in terms of the various
ontological constructs covered to generate an enriched
relational model. Therefore, 10 methods using 23 specific
criteria were described and analyzed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the study methodology including conversion issues
and challenges as well as criteria definition and the selection
process. Section III presents the analysis of the evaluated
methods. Section IV elaborates on the advantages of using
ontologies and gives an overview of current trends. Section V
concludes the paper. Finally, in the appendix, the results of
each criterion for the 10 methods are presented in a table.
II. STUDY METHODOLOGY
In this section, first, some ontology and relation database
constructs are briefly presented. Then, some noteworthy
conversion issues and, challenges are described. Twenty-three
evaluation criteria were then derived to evaluate different
methods, analyze the challenges, and underline the trends.
Using the criteria, the evaluation of 10 methods is presented in
the form of a table in the appendix.
A. Issues and Challenges
An ontology and a relational database (relational theory)
represent facts using different modeling construct [18]. An
ontology is defined using classes, individuals, axioms,
properties (object properties and data properties), datatypes,
and annotations. For more detail please refer to [8], [19]. A
relational database is defined by a set of relational variables
(a.k.a relvar in relational theory or table in SQL), each
relational variable is defined by a set of attributes (pairs of a
unique name and a datatype) and constraints. For more detail
please refer to the references [20], [21]. Both models also share
common foundations: the set theory and the first order logic.
Thus, a conversion from one to the other is possible, at least in
part, but the main challenge is to maintain the richness of

ontological definitions in the resulting relational database by
converting uniformly and consistently ontology constructs into
a relational construct. Some related challenges are now
presented.
1) Preserve property cardinalities: An axiom is an
expression that links classes or individuals using properties and
cardinalities. A cardinality represents the number of individuals
of the related entities that can participate regarding a property.
A cardinality is represented as a participation with a range
having a minimum value and a maximum value such as [0..1],
[1..1], [0..n], [1..n], [0..*], [1..*] and [n..n] where n is a positive
integer representing the exact participation value, and a ―*‖
(star) is an undefined participation. In a relational database, an
axiom can be represented as candidate keys (primary keys,
unique keys), referential keys (foreign keys), and general
constraints (functions and triggers). A conversion process that
handles cardinality constraints increases data integrity and
automatic inconsistency detection.
2) Handle missing information: In an ontology, properties
of some class can be optional (as attributes in a relational
database). That is, the value can be unknown (in some cases) or
inapplicable (in some other cases). This can be implemented by
the use of null values, but this implementation is not
semantically complete. Moreover, null values can introduce
data inconsistency in query results. Thus, it is recommended to
avoid them by using other modeling techniques as described in
[22], [23].
3) Preserve axioms expressivity: Axioms can be defined
using different forms: simple or composite. A simple axiom is
defined by atomic entities including a property, one or two
classes, and a datatype. Several simple axioms can be
combined by set operators (intersection and union) and logical
operators (conjunction and disjunction) thus forming
composite axioms. Let be the following composite axiom A
OP qt (B ∩ C) where A, B, and C are classes, OP is an object
property, and qt is a quantifier: some, only, min, max, exactly;
it is possible to express it in 3 simple axioms: A OP qt Z ; Z
isa B ∧ Z isa C where Z is a new class subclass of Thing. In a
relational database, such operators are defined in the
conceptual model and may have different transformations [3]
generating different structures and constraints. This may be an
issue when using popular medical and biomedical ontologies
(see ontologies in OBO foundry repositories [24]) because
composite axioms are frequently used. There is a need for a
conversion process that uniformly converts such axioms by
preserving the complete semantic.
4) Maintain Ontology-SQL type compatibility: A type
(datatype) is a set of values. On the one hand, in computing,
these sets are necessarily finite but this restriction is not
automatically applicable on a data property. On the other hand,
for some ontology-type (e.g. owl:rational, xsd:positiveInteger)
there is no direct mapping to an SQL-type. Furthermore, SQLtypes compatibility and exact handling depend on the target
RDBMS. This must also be considered when converting types.
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5) Enable structural and tuple reversibility: One of the
objectives of using ontologies is the reuse of the model
(described entities and axioms) in several tasks. Once data is
integrated, a sound mechanism for linking tuples to entities can
be very valuable for knowledge discovery and ontology-based
data access [7]. In this context, the reversibility between the
components of an ontology and those of a relation schema is an
essential point to take into account when defining the
conversion process. Two reversibility features can be defined:
the structure reversibility, the ability to reconstruct or identify
an ontological construct from a relational construct; the tuples
reversibility, the ability to reconstruct individuals (i.e. as RDF
triples) from tuples.
6) Handle knowledge and schema evolution: Knowledge is
in constant evolution. This implies changes to ontologies with
ensuing repercussions on the related relational schema. The
schema must, therefore, cope with it while maintaining earlier
knowledge interpretations and preserving coherent data [17].
Moreover, with the opportunity to easily access data, new
needs will emerge, and existing needs may change. The impact
when integrating knowledge change that implies schema
evolution can be very large. Consequently, the conversion
process needs to be defined in a way to facilitate structure
modification and extensibility.
7) Maintain schema documentation: Relational schema
documentation is often ignored despite the added value in
many tasks such as data querying, mapping definition,
application development and so on [25]. Without a clear
definition of the data or the database structure, several tasks
cannot be verified or even done [4]. Part of the semantics of the
class is carried by the axioms but complementary information
can be found in annotations. An annotation in the ontology
represents a text in a specific language that defines various
aspects of an entity. Using annotations can be beneficial for
schema generation and documentation. Examples of interesting
types of annotations are: labels (e.g. rdf:label) and comments
(e.g. rdf:comment), and definitions (e.g. definition from IAO
ontology1) which propose a common language description of
classes, individuals, and properties.
B. Criteria Definition
Based on the issues and challenges described above, criteria
were defined and grouped into four categories: the ontology
criteria, the relational schema criteria, the conversion process
criteria and tool implementation criteria.

2) Relational schema criteria
 Structure normalization – the relational schema normal
form? : 3NF, BCNF, 5NF or 6NF. This criterion can be
deduced from the conversion rules.
 Structure scope – the form of the predicate represented
by the relvars of the generated relational: schema
generic [G] (RDF generic style <predicate, subject,
object>) or specific [S] (a specific predicate per class or
association).
 Domains2 – does the method convert the ontology data
types and their constraints into domains (e.g. CREATE
DOMAIN in PostgreSQL)?
 Primary keys – does the method generate [G] or
calculate [C] the primary keys? A generated key is an
artificial key defined independently of the set of
axioms. A calculated key is a key deduced from the set
of axioms.
 Secondary keys – does the method generate the
secondary key from the set of axioms?
 Foreign keys – does the method convert the appropriate
axioms into foreign keys?
 General constraints – does the method convert
cardinalities into general constraints?
 Modification procedures – does the method define the
procedures for modifying the data (insert, delete, and
update triggers)?
 Supported target RDBMS – such as PostgreSQL,
MySQL, Oracle, MSSQL, etc.
3) Conversion process criteria
 Axiom normalization – does the conversion process
deal with composite axiom?
 Intermediate structure – the intermediate data structure
used for the conversion of OWL into a relational
schema: MOF (Meta-Object Facility) FOL (First order
logic), RDF, Jena model, etc.
 Type conversion – does the conversion process specify
or configure the conversion rules between ontology
types and SQL types?

1) Ontology criteria

 Restriction conversion – does the conversion process
convert the restrictions to general constraints? If yes: is
explicit conversion [E] or metadata (implicit conversion
[I]).

 Ontology language – the ontology language supported
by the method: OWL-DL, OWL-QL, OWL-RL, OWLEL, RDF(S), DAML, etc.

 Annotation conversion – does the conversion process
convert the annotations to document the relational
schema?

2
1

http://www.obofoundry.org/ontology/iao.html

A domain as defined by the type theory is a finite set of values and a
type is a constrained domain that restricts the accepted values.
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 Structural reversibility – does the conversion process
make it possible to refer to the ontology construct?
 Structural reversibility algorithm – does the method
describe the algorithm and propose an implementation
of structural reversibility?
 Tuples reversibility – does the conversion process make
it possible to import tuples stored in the DB in their full
ontological expression?
 Tuples reversibility algorithm – does the method
describe the algorithm and propose an implementation
of tuples reversibility?
4) Implementation criteria
 Existence of an implementation – has the method been
implemented?
 Tool availability – is the tool publicly available?
C. Literature Selection Process for the Evaluated Methods
The search process started in February 2018. The first
intent of the search was to find a publicly available tool. To
identify methods implemented or updated with current
technologies, only papers from the year 2010 and up were
retained. The search was conducted with Google Scholar and
Engineering Village using the following keywords: ―Ontology
to relational schema‖, ―Ontology to relational database‖,
―Relation schema from ontology‖. From 178 papers, 10 were
selected and evaluated. The selection was based on the
completeness of the paper. The completeness was defined
regarding the number of criteria. A paper was selected if at
least 15 (over 23) criteria can be evaluated. Moreover, authors
of the papers were contacted to validate the evaluation or
complete the missing values in the evaluation table and 6 out of
10 responded.
III. RESULTS
This section presents the analysis of the results. The
analysis is divided into two categories: general observation
and, criteria observation. The Appendix I presents specific
criteria results for each method.
A. General Observation
The OWL language is the most popular ontology language.
However, the methods differ from one another according to the
ontology constructs taken into account in the conversion
process. The common ontology constructs used are: classes,
objects properties, data properties, subclass axioms with simple
restriction (some, exactly, min and max), functional properties
characteristic as well as the domain and the range of properties.
The methods also differ from one another in several other
aspects: the conversion rules, the conversion steps, the quality
of the relational schema generated, the availability of the tool,
etc.
First, there seems to be a consensus on some conversions
rules, especially the class conversion rule is the same for all
methods, a class is transformed into a relation. But, properties
and axioms are generated differently, i.e. a property can be
transformed into an attribute or into a relation depending on the

granularity of the conversion rules. In addition, several
conversions are suggested to increase the integrity of the data,
including the generation of secondary keys, general constraints,
modification procedures, and so on. Furthermore, no tool
supporting multiple ontologies with an advanced conversion
process that was publicly available has been identified. It is
thus very difficult to reproduce or share the results, let alone
reuse it.
B. Criteria Observation
1) Ontology criteria: OWL defines four profiles: EL, RL,
QL, and DL. The DL profile being the superset of the three
others [26]. It is important to use DL profile to benefit from a
higher degree of expressivity, and to cover more general
modeling construct (i.e. universal and existential
quantification, cardinality restrictions, functional properties,
etc.). While some reasoning operations may be undecidable
[26] the gain in expressivity is notable. On the other sides,
optimized translation schema may be derived taking the
restrictions of EL, RL, or QL into account.
DL is the most supported (7/10) and just one method
supports specifically EL, QL and RL profiles, but no indication
is given on the available optimizations, if any.
2) Relational schema criteria: The generated relational
databases differ with respect to their structure and their
constraints. On the one hand, all methods generate an
ontology-specific relational schema except the method
presented in [27]. The latter uses generic representations as a
"triple store" where all the data are stored in a single large table
(subject, predicate, object). This representation accepts any
combination of "fact" but makes it difficult to verify data
integrity and to process a large volume of data [13]. In
addition, an object property is often converted to a join table,
and a data property is always converted to an attribute. These
conversions rarely take into account the value of the
cardinality. On the other hand, regarding the schema constraint,
primary key constraints are generated by most of the methods
(7/10), and secondary keys are calculated only by few of them
(3/10) using property characteristics (functional and inverse
functional). In addition, only two methods generate general
constraints, yet this generation is limited to an enumeration
restriction (i.e. value enumeration inside a check constraint).
Furthermore, modification procedures are only generated
by one method [27] and are limited to the insertion procedure.
The generation is based on cardinality restrictions and on all
the property characteristics (functional, inverse functional,
transitive, symmetric, asymmetric, reflexive and, irreflexive).
Finally, the main RDBMS targeted are PostgreSQL,
Oracle, MySQL, and MSSQL. Method [28] supports multiple
RDBMS and method [29] uses an ontology database system
called OntoDB.
3) Conversion process criteria: The conversion process is
unique to each method. The methods differ in terms of the
sequence of steps or conversion rules. A noteworthy point is
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that all methods only deal with simple axioms or do not give an
explicit indication of the treatment of composite axioms.
Type conversion: few methods define conversion of
ontology types to SQL types (4/10). In the case where a
definition is presented, the conversion often depends on an
internal configuration or a specific RDBMS. Thus, manual
adaptation is needed to reuse the generated relational database
in different RDBMS. In addition, some ontology-type does not
have a direct mapping to SQL-type, a more advanced mapping
mechanism is required.
Restriction conversion: for the majority of the methods
(9/10) the participation applicable to an object property in an
axiom are converted into referential keys. In addition, a few
methods (2/10) generate general constraints (explicit
conversion) and some of the methods (4/10) keep information
about the participation in metadata tables (implicit conversion).
The latter case implies that cardinalities are not verifiable by
the RDBMS unless there are constraints or automatisms that
take advantage of them. However, these constraints or
automatisms are not generated by these methods. In this case,
the RDBMS cannot guarantee intrinsically the integrity of the
data as described by the ontology. Yet, the integrity of the
database can be evaluated externally if the information is
present in the metadata, and internally if explicit constraints
were generated.
Individual conversion: individuals are converted into tuples
by five methods (5/10) so the initial database schema can
contain tuples. This is an interesting feature as the database can
be ready for querying. In addition, to benefit from it tuples
reversibility can be valuable.
Annotation conversion: annotations are rarely used by
methods (2/10) to document the database or the automate some
conversion rules. Thus, a complementary mechanism is needed
to fetch information from the ontology and the relational
database to take full advantage of semantics.
Structure reversibility: none of the methods defines the
reversibility explicitly. But, according to the overall conversion
process, structure reversibility can be easily defined by six of
the methods. Only two of the six methods present algorithms
for this use.
Tuples reversibility: none of the methods defines the
reversibility explicitly. But, according to the overall conversion
process, tuples reversibility can be easily defined by five of the
methods. Three over five methods present algorithms for this
use.
4) Implementation criteria: Most methods have an
implementation (7/10) but unfortunately only one is publicly
available [30] and its use is limited to one ontology.
Furthermore, the tool evaluation is rarely detailed which made
it difficult to have a clear view of the evaluation scale.
IV. DISCUSSION
Ontologies are used as knowledge models to define
axiomatically the application domain while the relational
schema is used as a logical data model to store, modify, and
retrieve in a secure way a large amount of data. In the context

of data integration, the role of ontologies is twofold. First, an
ontology presents a consensual knowledge model [31], thus
more suitable for semantic interoperability and for defining a
unique access point. Secondly, an ontology offers a formal
definition of the database enabling automatic structure and data
consistency verification (that can be done automatically by
most of the reasoners). Both the ontological and the relational
model must be used together to take advantage of the
abstraction and expressiveness of ontologies as well as the
operational functionalities of databases built using relational
schema [16].
As illustrated here, more work is still needed to improve the
overall database quality especially to consolidate the schema
integrity. First, the relational schema must be normalized and
general constraints must be defined based on the cardinality in
the axiom. This implies better management of missing
information, and participation of individuals according to the
property. In addition, the normalization is even more important
in the context of physical data warehousing (especially for
temporal database and big data) or virtual data warehousing
(mediation) where the data extracted from multiple sources are
heterogeneous, highly fragmented and context dependent [17],
[32]. A ―high‖ normal form (like 5NF and 6NF) reduce
uncontrolled redundancy and facilitate schema extension as
every part of the schema represents one predicate [33]. Even
more, the resulting structure (after normalization) is closer to
the set-theory foundation of ontologies and databases, thus
facilitating query formulation [34] as the query formulated
using ontology entities can have a more direct mapping.
Second, preserving axiom expressivity is important to
guarantee lossless conversions. Some ontologies may be built
with simple axioms definitions but in the biomedical field, this
hypothesis is not guaranteed, and as mentioned earlier,
multiple ontologies in the OBO foundry use this approach.
Describing conversion rules according to axioms definition is,
therefore, an important aspect to cover ontologies produced in
a large number of domains. Third, the structure of relations in a
database differs from the structure of ontological entities.
"Ontological" views can be generated to provide a view of the
ontology structure. Even more, through these views,
modification procedures can be generated to provide better
access and standardize data manipulation. Therefore, a method
that allows the generation of views and modification
procedures can be very beneficial for application development
in the sense that data access and modification can be handled at
the database level. Fourth, another interesting advantage of
using ontologies is the capability to document entities using
annotation. However, the methods do not use annotations to
document the relational schema (actually documentation is
rarely available). For example, ontology label annotation can
be used to define different views with different languages
increasing the schema accessibility. Finally, regarding
ontology-SQL type compatibility, when the RDBMS allows it,
domains must be created for ontology types to make it easier to
change types during the life cycle of the database.
Maybe more importantly, knowledge and schema evolution
are not mentioned in any paper. This subject may be out of the
scope of the selected paper, but it is an important one to ensure
a long-term solution. Sustainability is a challenge faced by
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every system, and explicit approaches to address this challenge
are required.
Regarding structure reversibility and tuples reversibility,
interesting work has been done in the reversibility aspect. That
means that the methods are used in a more global context such
as ontology data access, data acquisition, and data extraction.
Finally, what slowed down the adoption of ontologies is the
lack of publicly accessible tools. Ontologies are by their very
nature (shared understanding of a domain) public and shared
resources. Thus, to encourage the reuse of ontologies or the use
of common database schemas, tools must be publicly
accessible and usable with multiple ontologies. Once this is the
case, further work to assert that the method is usable at a
certain scale will require several evaluations (tests) that are
accepted by the community, easily used and reproducible.
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V. CONCLUSION
Ontologies are definitely starting to be ―popular‖ and they
are now used in different forms. They are indeed a very
promising approach to bring formal semantic to relational
databases in order to enhance data interoperability.
Nevertheless, in the context of using ontologies to generate a
relational database, many issues remain to maintain the full
expressivity of ontologies, among them: preserving property
cardinalities and axiom expressivity, handling knowledge and
schema evolution, handling missing information, and
maintaining schema documentation. Complementary, relational
approaches have much potential for bringing performance and
power to ontology-based data operations. Finally, more work
must be done to decreases the gap between ontologies and
relation databases but the work presented is a step in this
direction.
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APPENDIX I
The table below (Table I) presents the evaluation result of the criteria and
of the requirement for the selected paper respectively. The value "?" means that
the information was not found in the article. The evaluated papers are:
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A4.
A5.
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A5. Tool availability: The tool is a web application and works with Mondial ontology: http://www.semwebtech.org/rdf2sql/
A7. Restriction conversion: CHECK constraints are generated according to individual values
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Abstract—Nowadays,
telecommunication
software
organizations are challenged to provide high-quality software to
customers within their estimated time and budget in order to stay
competitive within the market. Because quality is a defining
aspect of the product, it is essential for a project manager to stay
alert throughout the project lifecycle. Quality has a direct
bearing on customer satisfaction, and if a company produces
high-quality products, satisfied customers will rank it highly in
customer satisfaction surveys. Additionally, dissatisfied
customers are more vocal in their criticisms. Therefore, testing is
an important step to produce more reliable systems. In this paper
we address two important aspects of software testing for ad hoc
network protocols. The first one is by integrating a high-level
testing approach based on state transition on top of a network
simulator in order to fill a perceived gap in existing network
simulators. The second one is reducing testing effort by
eliminating redundant test cases, in order to effectively improve
the result accuracy of existing network simulators. In this paper,
we implemented an automated state transition testing approach
for wireless network routing protocols, using an improved Ant
Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm. The expected result is to
provide maximum coverage in terms of states and transitions.
Keywords—Component; ant colony; simulation; optimization;
state transition; ad hoc routing protocol

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the last few decades, competition in the software market
has increased, and software developers are working on high
quality products with limited time and budget. Quality is
essential in every phase of the project lifecycle as it has a direct
bearing on customer satisfaction. Customer dissatisfaction is
harmful to a company‟s reputation, which is why the testing
phase is crucial for developing high-quality, reliable systems.
In the testing phase, developers focus on investigation and
discovery, finding out whether their software works in line
with customer requirements. Using the results from this phase
makes it possible to reduce the number of errors within the
software program because it's not possible to solve all the
failures you might find during the testing phase [1].
Typically, network protocols are modeled using statemachine diagrams [2] that consist of a finite number of
protocol states with or without connections between them.
Connections between states are called events, and they
facilitate the transition from one state to another. Network
protocols are systems with large input and output parameters.
For this reason it is necessary to find testing solutions that
reduce parameter problems such as duplicates in the path, and

at the same time increase the overall effectiveness of the
testing. Our method of achieving this was by introducing a
state transition testing approach, which is placed on the top of
the network simulator in order to ensure an effective and
optimal number of test cases.
Due to the complexity of networks, simulators play an
important role in overcoming some of challenges that arise
from implementing and testing network protocols. However,
simulators also have their limitations [3], e.g. traffic
generation, documentation, and scalability, especially with the
current growth in the use of wireless devices. Furthermore,
simulators do not provide an accurate portrayal of real life
because they use the queuing theory and discrete events. For
example if network congestion is high, estimation of the
average occupancy becomes challenging due to high variance
[3]. To this end, there is a need to integrate a new software
testing approach in order to overcome potential weaknesses in
the simulation environment.
Testing is an important phase in the software development
lifecycle. The developed software needs to be tested
thoroughly to ensure that it meets the needs and expectations of
its users, and that it is free from errors. Before starting with the
actual validation, testing activities must be planned properly in
order to perform effective testing. Delivering a high quality
product is crucial for maintaining customer satisfaction and
reducing the risk of faults and the cost of repairing them.
Quality contributes to the long-term revenue and profitability
for companies, making it possible for them to charge and
maintain higher prices for their products. Our main focus in
this research was to integrate a high-level testing approach into
a network simulator to guarantee effective testing.
Traditionally, network research communities implement their
proposed solutions in a network simulator and generate
scenarios based on the network scale, node mobility, and traffic
generation models. This approach can limit the scenario size
and traffic model exceptions in the source code. Our focus is
on the functionalities of network protocols at every point of the
simulation.
This research adopts a quantitative methodology. First,
related works from journals and conference proceedings will
be reviewed. Then, data collection and statistical analysis of
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) will be performed for ad hoc
networks. Finally, the proposed approach will be implemented
and compared with existing approaches. Fig. 1 illustrates the
stages of the methodology.
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2) Destination-Sequenced
(DSDV)

State Transition Testing approach
using ACO

Reviewing Related
Works

Distance-Vector

Routing

DSDV is a proactive routing protocol and a table-driven
routing scheme for ad hoc mobile networks requiring each
node to periodically broadcast routing updates. This is a tabledriven algorithm based on modifications made to the BellmanFord routing mechanism. Each node in the network maintains a
routing table that has entries for each of the destinations in the
network and the number of hops required to reach each of
them. Each entry has a sequence number associated with it that
helps in identifying stale entries.

Data Collection
The Proposed
approach
Implementation

Evaluation

Conclusion
Fig. 1. Methodology.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II provides
background and related works; Section III presents the
proposed approach, Section IV presents the improvements in
ACO and implementation details. Section V describes the
results. Section VI provides a comparison between the original
ACO and the improved one; and finally Section VII concludes
the paper.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS
A. Background
In this section, we present a brief description of the
protocols and algorithm used. Two protocols have been chosen
and considered as a good choice for MANETS [6], DSDV and
AODV.
1) Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV)
AODV is a routing protocol for ad hoc mobile networks
with a large number of mobile nodes. The protocol's algorithm
creates routes between nodes only when the source nodes
request the routes. This protocol allows the network to be more
flexible in order to give nodes the choice to enter and leave the
network. The routes will be active unless there are no data
packets being sent from the source to the destination. Once the
source stops sending packets, the path will be time out and
close. AODV additionally supports both unicast and multicast.
The protocol has different types of messages. It initiates the
request when needed (“on demand”). Then, route discovery
starts with “route request” and “route reply” messages. Finally,
routes are maintained just as long as necessary. There are four
types of messages used for communication among the nodes.
Route Request (RREQ) and Route Reply (RREP) messages are
used for route discovery. RREQ packets are broadcast by the
source node to connect with the destination node, as the source
node has no route entry to the destination node. For the RREP,
it unicasts the message to the source node if the node is the
destination or has a route to the destination. The other two
types are Route Error (RERR) messages and Hello messages,
which are used for route maintenance [7].

Each node periodically sends updates tagged throughout
the network with a monotonically increasing even sequence
number to advertise its location. New route broadcasts contain
the address of the destination, the number of hops to reach the
destination, the sequence number of the information received
regarding the destination, as well as a new sequence number
unique to the broadcast. The route labeled with the most recent
sequence number is always used. When the neighbors of the
transmitting node receive this update, they recognize that they
are one hop away from the source node and include this
information in their distance vectors. Every node stores the
“next routing hop” for every reachable destination in their
routing table. The route used is the one with the highest
sequence number, i.e. the most recent one. When a neighbor B
of A finds out that A is no longer reachable, it advertises the
route to A with an infinite metric and a sequence number one
greater than the latest sequence number for the route forcing
any nodes with B on the path to A to reset their routing
tables [8].
3) State transition testing (STT)
State Transition testing is a testing technique in which
changes in input conditions causes state changes in the
application under test. It is a process where the tester analyses
the behaviour of an application under test for different input
conditions in a sequence. The tester provides both positive and
negative input test values and records the system‟s behaviour.
It is helpful where testing different system transitions is
needed. The state transition testing model consists of four
parts: states, transitions, events, and actions [9].
Moreover, state transition has state diagram, events and test
cases as its output, and it is commonly used in black box
testing. It uses model of the states for the component to occupy
the transitions between those states, the events which cause
those transitions, and the actions which may result from those
transitions [9].
a) Ant colony optimization (ACO)
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is a metaheuristic for
solving computational problems. Biologists noticed that blind
ants can find the shortest path between food sources and their
nests. They also found out that ants spread pheromones on their
way, and so other ants can follow the previous pheromone trail
by while traversing the paths. The higher the amount of
pheromone present, the higher the probability that the ants will
follow the trail. This indirect communication between the ants
via pheromone trails allows them to find the shortest paths
between their nests and food sources [10].
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Metaheuristic algorithms are used to escape from local
optima, control some basic heuristic: by constructing a
heuristic starting from a null solution and adding elements to
build a complete one, or a local search heuristic starting from a
complete solution and iteratively modifying some of its
elements in order to achieve a better one. The metaheuristic
part permits the low-level heuristic to obtain solutions better
than those it could have achieved alone, even if iterated [10].
B. Related Works
In this section, previous works related to the use of ant
colony optimization for testing wireless networks are
presented. We also present some of the most used network
simulators by the network research community.
Authors in [11] proposed a formal model named
“Evolving-Graph-Based Finite State Machine” (EGFSM) to
describe the behaviors of protocols in a mobile ad hoc network
for conformance testing. To enhance the description capacity
for the dynamic behavior, the authors proposed a method to
introduce the evolving graph theory to extend the Finite State
Machine (FSM) model. They assumed that the topology of the
protocol under testing is predictable. The test sequences
generated from the proposed model can be adapted in test
execution for specific network topologies. Finally, they
presented a case study to validate the effectiveness of the
proposed model and its generated test sequences.
The authors of [12] proposed a framework for testing
wireless sensor networks and presented testing strategies for
the same. Their paper addressed some of the characteristics of
WSNs, such as node dependencies, the location of the mote,
the lack of human interaction during runtime, and how these
affect the testing process. The paper mentions two types of
testing which must be applied on such applications. The first
type is unit testing and it is applied on the motes of the
networks. The second one is integration testing and it tests the
network after the integration. This type of testing is not
applicable for routing protocols since it is based on transitions
and searching for paths, and needs intelligent algorithms to
automate the testing process.
Authors in [4] proposed an ant colony optimization
algorithm to generate an automatic state transition test
sequence to offer a strong level of software coverage. The
paper focused on providing full coverage and they mentioned
that there is a previous work [5] that has applied ACO but with
less coverage, while other papers used genetic algorithms to
improve the quality of the testing, and neither of them
considered full software coverage. They also used the visited
status concept to ensure that each vertex is visited at least one.
This concept is based on the value of the visited status
parameter, for example if there is a connection between two
vertices and the second one was not visited by any ants before
then the ant will select this vertex. They used a tool called
STTACO, a genetic algorithm, and their proposed approach,
which based on ACO to apply it on real time case studies
“enrolment system”. The proposed solution can be applied on
wireless networks since it is a state machine, and the most
important thing is that they provided full coverage.

The authors in [1] proposed ACO to generate a set of
optimal paths in the control flow graph (CFG) and prioritize
the paths. They also proposed an approach to generate a test
data sequence within the domain and use it as the input of the
generated paths. Their approach guarantees full software
coverage with minimum redundancy, and their proposed
algorithm prioritizes paths in two ways to decide which paths
are to be tested first. The first way takes a CFG as an input and
generates optimal and prioritized paths. The second way uses
ACO for test data generation and uses it as the input of the
generated paths. In the end, they applied it to a binary search
program to generate paths as well as inputs. The benefits of
their work are: providing full path coverage through the CFG
(node, branch, loop, condition), using ACO to generate paths
as well as test data, prioritizing the paths to ensure effective
testing, and removing redundancy. The authors used a control
flow graph as their input, whereas in this research, a state
transition table is used as input.
Authors in [13] described a state machine testing approach
for cyber-attacks and malicious activities. A map component is
implemented between the system-under-test and the learner
component. The learner operates abstract inputs and outputs
while the mapper transforms the abstract inputs into concrete
ones which are accepted by the system. In the opposite
direction, it transforms the concrete outputs into abstract ones
for the learner. Simulation results show improved outputs from
a security viewpoint.
Authors in [24] presented the method of inference and
analysis of formal models of botnet command and control
(C&C) protocols. Their contribution was to establish a novel
state-machine approach for reducing the number of inputs in a
realistic high-latency network environment. A Mealy machine
modeling approach [2] was used. Optimization of the L*
algorithm was implemented to made the inferring procedure
more effective.
Although simulators have a major role in evaluating routing
protocols, they also have their limitations. Starting with NS2,
which is the first developed simulator, the simulator has some
issues related to interoperability and coupling between models.
There is also a lack of memory management, debugging of
split language objects. NS3 was developed to overcome the
problems with NS2, but there is still a need for improvements
to the animator tool for wireless scenarios, user friendless, ease
of use, as well as good tutorials and wider community support.
There are other simulators such as OPNET [14] and
QuaNet [15], but they are not useful for students and
researchers because they are commercial network simulators
and there are no educational licenses for them. Another
limitation related to OPNET is that because it is proprietary
software, customization options are limited.
Authors in [16] presented a performance comparison
between NS2, NS3, OMNeT++, and GloMoSiM using the
AODV routing protocol. They stated that in order to evaluate
routing protocols using simulators, three variables must be
considered: memory usage, computation time, and CPU
utilization [16]. Table I illustrates their comparison.
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A similar work was presented in [17] where the authors
compared various network simulators such as OPNET [14],
NS2 [18], NS3 [19] QualNet [16], OMNeT++ [20], J-Sim, and
Backplane, and tested their suitability when used for simulation
of critical infrastructure. Other research works [21] and [22]
have presented comparative study to compare various
simulators. However, they do not give a comparative study,
and instead only provide a description of each simulator
independently. On the other hand, many researches have been
conducted on testing routing protocols using high-order testing
approaches such conformance testing [23] and black box
testing [24]. Authors in [24] proposed a framework for WSN
testing to apply distributed unit testing concepts in the
development process.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has been
done to integrate high order testing techniques on top of a
simulator environment for correctness and test case selection.
Random test cases can easily hide protocol defects because
there are no specific procedures to be followed in the testing
stage. Thus, random test cases even though will not cover all
the cases. In practice, network simulator software is commonly
used in testing and protocol assessment. The trustworthiness of
results produced from simulation models must be investigated
because simulators are less accurate compared to real-life
scenarios, as they use queuing theory and discrete events.
Simulator output results are often taken as evidence without
further verification. In this work, a new layout-level
verification tool is added in order to find critical test cases and
test implemented protocols.
TABLE I.

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

NS2

NS3

OMNeT++

GloMoSiM

Memory usage

Highest
amount of
memory

Lowest
amount of
memory

Average

Average

CPU usage

Higher

Higher

Lowest

Lowest

Computation
time

Highest
computation
time

Lowest

Low

Low

III. PROPSOED APPROACH

The proposed approach enables testers to be exposed to the
design of the protocol and reduces the cost investment.
As shown in Fig. 2, the state transition testing approach
was placed on top of the network simulator. The reasons for
such decision are to ensure effective test cases along with an
optimal number of test cases.
The main components are:
a) Simulation environment: refers the simulation
software. The proposed approach can be adapted to any
environment, such as NS2, NS3, OMNeT++, etc. In this work,
NS2 is used. The trace file entity refers to the actual output
generated from NS2. It captures events occurring in the
modelled network. The trace data is in ASCII code and is
organized into 12 fields.
b) Monitor: is in charge of injecting test cases generated
by the state transition testing in the simulation environment. A
trace file is generated and passes through the test evaluator
module.
c) Protocol Formalization: implementing the state
machine formalization model for a specific routing protocol.
Protocol Specification: represents the protocol‟s task with a
comprehensive description of the intended purpose.
d) State Transition Testing (STT): is the main
component for learning about the protocol being tested. This
learning is important to create test cases for the simulation
environment module. The testing action has two roles: (1)
running state transition testing to achieve the highest coverage
with minimum redundancy, and (2) transferring generated test
cases to the simulation environment module. A complex role
is assigned to STT to define test cases based on system
knowledge and communication scheme. This is necessary to
ensure effective testing with reduced cost. An improvement of
the ACO algorithm is implemented in section 4 to enhance the
test case quality section and the system performance.
e) Test Evaluator: is used in deciding whether to pass or
fail a test case based on protocol formalization and
actual/expected results. The expected results are the
conditional criteria that show the output that should be
generated from the test case. In our case, the expected results
when all states and transitions are covered. The test passes if
the actual result matches the expected result based on the
following specifications:
 All states have been reached at least once.
 All transitions have been executed at least once.
 All feasible paths have been executed.
The actual results are retrieved from the trace file that
represents the behaviour observed when a protocol is tested.
All tests with a „pass‟ are stored in the test case repository for
future use in regression testing. Tests with a „fail‟ need
additional investigation.

Fig. 2. The proposed approach.

A. Apply STT for AODV and DSDV
One of the components in our proposed approach is
protocol formalization, which is implementing the state
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machine formalization model for a specific routing protocol. In
this work, state transition testing is applied on wireless network
routing protocols AODV and DSDV. Fig. 3 illustrates the
AODV protocol using a state diagram. The protocol messages
are illustrated as states and transitions. AODV first starts by
initiating the request on demand. Then, route discovery is
initiated and once it has found one it will request a route and
get route reply if a valid route found. After route maintenance,
two different types of messages will be sent: Hello and Error.

Fig. 3. AODV using STT.

Table II presents the states and events of AODV, which
happened in order to move from one state to the other. Each
event is described in Table III.
For instance to move from S1 to S2, Event X which
corresponds to Initiate Request as shown in Table III should
happen first. The same thing applies to the transition from one
state to another for all states. Each transition should be done
once the corresponding event has occurred.
TABLE II.
S
1

S
1
S
2
S
3
S
4
S
5
S
6

S2

S3

STATE TRANSITION TABLE FOR AODV

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

Even
tZ

Even
tF

DESCRIPTION OF AODV EVENTS

Event

Description

Event X

Initiate Request

Event Y

Route Discovery

Event J

Route Request

Event I

Route Reply

Event K

Route Maintenance

Event Z

Hello

Event F

Error

Event C

Checked

Event G

Null

State transition testing was also applied on DSDV as shown
in Fig. 4. The protocol messages are illustrated as states and
transitions. It first starts by creating a routing table for each
node and monitoring the tables for two types of events. The
first type occurs when the update is triggered and the second
type is a periodic update. For the triggered update, this means
that a new change has been detected. This first type of update
packet is sent for a major change, and contains all the routing
information available at a node. In this case the required action
is applying a full dump. The second type is sent for a minor
change in the routing table, e.g. new nodes added or link
breakage. This type of update packet contains only the
information that has changed since the last full dump was sent
out by the node. So, the action is applying incremental.

S9

Even
tX
Even
tY
Even
tJ
Even
tI
Even
tK

Fig. 4. DSDV using STT.

S
7

Even
tC

S
8

Even
tG

S
9

TABLE III.

Table IV presents the states and events of DSDV, which
occurred in order to move from one state to the other. Each
event is described in Table V.
Table V presents a description of the DSDV events, which
describes the normal functioning of the protocol. It comprises
the creation of the routing protocol table and its maintenance,
detecting updates and applying full dump.
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TABLE IV.
S
1
S
1
S
2

S2

STATE TRANSITION TABLE FOR DSDV

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

Algorithm: Ant Colony Optimization

S8

S9

Input: 2D State Transition Table represents the State Transition
Diagram.
Output: Number of paths covered, number of visited states,
number of transitions covered.

Even
tX
Even
tY

S
3

Algorithm for ant p:
Even
tJ

Initialize all parameters

Even
tI

S
4

set evaporation factor to 0.1
Even
tH

set  to 1

S
5

Even
tG

S
6

Even
tK

Even
tZ

S
7

Even
tF

S
8

Even
tC

S
9

set  to 3
set evaporation factor to 0.1epresentumber of transitions in
the s
Set count: count= Cyclomatic complexity.
Set key: key1=end _node, it is a variable which store the
value of end node.
While (count>0)
Evaluation at vertex „i‟

TABLE V.

Initialize: i = start.

DESCRIPTION OF DSDV EVENTS

Event

Description

Event X

Create routing tables for each node

Event Y

Maintain routing tables

Event J

Triggered update

Event I

Periodic update

Event H

New change detected

Event K

Minor Change

Event Z

Major change

Event F

Apply Incremental

Event C

Apply full dump

Event G

Null

Update the track: Update the visited status for the current
vertex „i‟
i.e. if (Vs[i] = =0)

then Vs[i] =1

Evaluate Feasible Set: This is to determine F (p) for the current
vertex „i‟.
Evaluate the probability from the current vertex „i‟ to all
feasible sets s in the F (p).
The probability is calculated based on the following formula:
(
∑ ((

)(
)(

)
)

for every k belonging to a feasible set F (p).
Move to next vertex: Using the rule below to move to the next
vertex
R1: Select paths (i->j) with maximum probability (Pij).

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section the description of the proposed algorithm,
which is an improved version of the ACO algorithm is
presented.
A. The proposed improvement to the ACO Algorithm
In this research work, two improvements to the Ant Colony
Optimisation (ACO) algorithm are introduced in order to cover
critical states with an optimal number of transitions in the state
transition diagram of the protocol under test (PUT), as
demonstrated in the following pseudo-code.

R2: If two or more paths (from i j and i k) have equal
probability like (Pij = Pik ) then select path according to below
rule:
R2.1. Compare each entry in the feasible set with the end_
node i.e.
If (j== end _node) then select „k‟ as the next node otherwise
follow R2.2
R2.2. If Vs [j] =Vs [k] then select randomly
Update track: update the covered transition for Tij, if Tij=0
then Tij=1
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(which is explained later). The priorities are determined
based on the criticality of the transition.

Start= next_node
Update the parameter Update Pheromone: Pheromone value
updated for transition (i->j) according to the following rule:
If (j= = end_node)

  The summation of all possible transitions from i to all
the neighbouring vertices.
 = 1 and =3 (give more influence on the priority
states)

Go step 2
else

At the end of each transition and once the ant reaches the
destination vertex j the pheromone will be “evaporated”
according to:

This means that if there are two feasible transitions with a
high and low priority each, the high priority transition will be
selected as shown in the selection factor formula (1). The low
priority transition will be selected in the next iteration since it
has not been visited. In the case of two transitions, which have
been visited, the transition with the higher priority will be
selected again. Each value will be discussed in more details:
a) Visited status set: Vs shows information about all the
states, which are already traversed by the ant p. For any state
„i‟:
 Vs (i) =0 shows that vertex „i‟ is not visited yet by the
ant p.

If (start! = end_node)
go to step 2.3.
else count =count-1.
Go to step 2

 Whereas Vs (i) =1 indicates that state „i‟ is already
visited by the ant p.

End //End of algorithm
 The first is the optimization of the ant number in the
start state by introducing the Cyclomatic Complexity
(CC) concept. The Cyclomatic Complexity (CC) is
defined as “CC= Number of closed areas in the diagram
+1”.
The two advantages of using Cyclomatic Complexity are
that it improves the running performance time and optimizes
the minimum number of ants. Simulation results show that the
running time is largely reduced, compared to the traditional
approach where the number of ants is computed based on the
ant factory index.

b) Feasible set: The procedure evaluates the entire
possible transition from the current vertex i to the all the
neighboring vertices with the help of a state transition
diagram. For example, if there is a vertex i connected to j and
k, this means that there are two possible feasible transitions
from vertex i§. Otherwise, the algorithm will terminate if there
is no feasible path from the current vertex i.
c) Pheromone value: The pheromone value will be
incremented by 1 in each transition using the following
formula:
, and by the end of each transition the
pheromone will be evaporated by this rule:

 The second improvement that this research has
introduced is the selection factor to critical states. The
main idea is to first generate test cases for paths
covering a maximum number of critical states. This
way, the proposed algorithm reduces the testing effort
and guarantees testing of the system‟s main
functionalities.

When the ant moves from i to j the pheromone value will
be increased at this moment using this formula:
,
but when the ant reaches to j the pheromone value will be
evaporated using
. The pheromone value will
also be evaporated for previous events that the ant passes
through. For example, if there is a transition from S1 to S2 and
from S2 to S3 the evaporation is calculated as:

 The factor P between two states i, and j is computed as
follows:
(
∑ ((

)(
)(

)
)

S1

S2
at S2 the pheromone will be evaporated

(1)
S2

Where:
 τ i,j is the pheromone value of the transition between
state i and j.
 i,j is the state priority (high = 3, normal =2, and low
=1). In this case, the proposed idea will not face the
scenario where there is an equal selection factor from a
state which has two feasible paths, because of the
existence of a pheromone value in the expression and
that will vary from one transition to the other, and also
because of the consideration of the evaporation factor

S3
, the pheromone will be evaporated

τ
The pheromone will also be evaporated for S1 and S2
τ
d) The evaporation factor: The evaporation will be
calculated to avoid conflict in event selection when priorities
are equal.
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V. RESULTS
As stated in Section III-A, one of the steps in our proposed
approach is protocol formalization, which is implementing the
state machine formalization model to a specific routing
protocol. In this research, state transition testing on the wireless
network routing protocol DSDV is applied.
The state transition diagram for DSDV contains three
paths (3), nine states (9), and ten transitions in total (10).
Table VI shows the number of states, transitions, and paths of
the protocol under test.
TABLE VI.

NUMBER OF STATES, TRANSITIONS, AND PATHS IN DSDV

Fig. 7 illustrates the coverage on the three levels: states,
transitions, and paths as described in Table VII.

Coverage by Proposed
Agorithm
20
15
10

State transition components

Values

5

States

9 states

0

Transitions

10 transitions

Paths

3 paths

Visited States

Covered
Transitions

Covered Paths

Coverage by Proposed Agorithm

As stated in the test criteria, Fig. 5 shows the output after
implementing the proposed algorithm in Python. The output
shows the number of visited states for each path and the
number of covered transitions. Fig. 6 illustrates how the
automation testing is done and how the pheromone value is
updated.

Fig. 7. The coverage of DSDV using the proposed algorithm.

This research also applies the normal ACO algorithm on
the DSVV protocol in order to compare results from both
approaches. Table IX shows the coverage of states, transitions,
and paths.
TABLE VIII. THE COVERAGE AFTER APPLYING THE NORMAL ACO

Fig. 5. The output after applying the proposed algorithm.

Variables

Coverage

States

19

Transitions

16

Paths

3

The number of visited states, covered transitions, and paths
are the same as in the proposed approach.
This paper presented the protocol under test, DSDV, and
the number of states, transitions, and paths that the protocol
contains. It then demonstrated the results after applying both
the proposed approach and the traditional testing approach in
order to compare the two.
VI. DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION
Fig. 6. Part of automation process.

Table VIII shows the number of visited states, covered
transitions, and paths.
TABLE VII.

THE COVERAGE AFTER APPLYING THE PROPOSED

Variables

Coverage

States

19

Transitions

16

Paths

3

A. Discussion
This research paper addresses the problems in existing
state-based approaches, such as infeasible paths and the length
of test sequences being too long, making the testing process too
complex. The proposed algorithm based on ACO finds good
paths through the graph. It not only detects feasible paths but
also generates minimal non-redundant test cases by providing
all definition-use paths, compared to existing state based
approaches. This eliminates redundant test cases and saves
time consumption.
As mentioned previously, the test completion criteria have
been chosen to be as follows:
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 All states have been reached at least once

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

 All transitions have been executed at least once
 All feasible paths have been executed
The number of visited states in each path has been visited.
Note that for some states the value of the visited states is more
than one, meaning that the ants have visited the state more than
one time. For example, {S1, S2, S3, S9} have been visited
three times, and similarly {S4, S6} have been visited twice.
Other states have only been visited once. Thus, all the states
have been ensured to be visited at least once and that all the
transitions and feasible paths have been executed. Fig. 8 shows
how all the mentioned criteria have been met. The line with
“bold dashes” denotes the most critical path, then the “dashes”,
and finally the “dots” cover the least critical path.

The proposed approach is an improvement to the ACO
algorithm. The modification was applied on the selection factor
and included the priorities of each event to be calculated with
the pheromone value, in order to help the ants in making their
decisions. The use of α and β ensures to give the priority
states more influence.
As a result, the approach reduced the number of generated
test cases and provided full state and transition coverage. The
test completion criteria were: all states reached at least once, all
transitions executed at least once, and all feasible paths being
executed.
Moreover, normal ACO testing has been applied on the
protocol in order to perform a comparison between the results.
The results showed that the number of visited states, covered
transitions, and paths are the same as the results from the
proposed algorithm.
As a future work, two ideas are to be proposed: the first is
to apply the proposed algorithm on another complex protocol
to see the differences in results between the automated testing
and the traditional one. The second is to allow users to interact
with the software by developing a graphical user interface,
which adds animations to the output.
[1]

Fig. 8. The coverage of the proposed algorithm.

[2]

Furthermore, the normal ACO algorithm has been applied
on the protocol in order to compare it with the output from the
proposed approach. As demonstrated, the results of the
proposed approach are the same as the normal ACO approach
in terms of coverage due to the limited number of paths,
transitions, and states that the DSDV protocol contains.

[3]

B. Evaluation
This section presents a comparison of the results between
the normal ACO and the proposed approach. Table IX shows
the results of both approaches.
TABLE IX.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE NORMAL ACO AND THE
PROPOSED APPROACH

[4]

[5]
[6]

[7]

[8]

The normal
ACO

The proposed approach

[9]
[10]

States

19

19

[11]

Transitions

16

16

Paths

19

3

[12]

As illustrated in Table IX there is a remarkable difference
in terms of the number of paths and coverage parameters. The
system‟s performance was enhanced compared to the normal
ACO. Thus, the proposed algorithm ensures that minimal
number of paths is used which enhances the performance of the
algorithm.

[13]

[14]
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Abstract—With all the benefits from cloud computing, there
are negative influences for the data trust and integrity since
clients lose control over the outsourced data in clouds. We
propose a verification scheme that supports keywords based
search among the encrypted data which is updatable. During the
verification process the outsourced cloud data are protected from
being inferred by the cloud server. Additionally, if the cloud
server returns wrong or incomplete search results the clients will
be able to detect such failures. A novel concept in our scheme is
the ability of clients to update their outsourced data and to
ensure the data’s correctness. With our scheme, the data’s
update efficiency is high and the client’s computational cost is
low, which makes our scheme very suitable for resource
constrained devices.
Keywords—Cloud computing; verification; outsourced data;
update; correctness; search results

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud storage is one of the most significant cloud
computing techniques which offer elastic storage services in a
―Pay-Per-Use‖ mode. A lot more individuals and companies
are outsourcing their data to storage providers such as iCloud,
MediaMax, Dropdox and Strongspace to reduce storage cost
and management. However, practical cloud storage usage [1]
is still faced with privacy and security risks as a consequence
of cloud users losing control over their data to the cloud.
Encrypting data before outsourcing is the most effective way
in guaranteeing confidentiality. Outsourced encrypted data
also encounter challenges especially in terms of its
searchability which severely has an effect on the retrievability
of data. In addressing this concern, a cryptographic primitive
known as Searchable Symmetric Encryption (SSE) is
proposed. SSE permits a Cloud Storage provider (CSP) to
return keyword based queries on the encrypted data without
any data information as well as the keywords being learnt.
Most SSE schemes [2]-[9] require data owners to build
searchable indexes at the setup phase so as to make
subsequent keyword queries executable in an efficient way.
Due to the mistrust of cloud server (CS), it is important to
ensure that the contents of the outsourced database will not be
tampered with as well as the operations performed on the
database are correct. Additionally, a proof should be provided
by the CS to protect the outsourced data’s modification by
unauthorized users. Furthermore, the malicious CS should not
be able to update (add or delete) the data. Finally, the clients
should be able to verify the returned search results.

A. Our Contribution
The focus of our paper is to ensure that outsourced data
with updatable functionality is authentic. Our main
contributions are as follows:
1) We propose a new verifiable scheme where cloud
clients can verify every outsourced data’s block. Thus, the
client with the help from additional block information can
verify the authenticity of the stored data in the database.
2) Our proposed scheme also supports data updating.
Since our scheme is dynamic every data block can be updated
by the cloud client without the data being revealed by the
updating process. In furtherance, clients can also verify how
many times data in block position in the database has been
updated.
B. Our Paper’s Organization
The paper’s remaining sections are organized as follows:
In Section 2, related works are explained and the related
preliminaries are given in Section 3. The system model is
presented in Section 4 and Section 5 introduces our proposed
scheme. Evaluation of our scheme’s security and performance
analysis is elaborated in Section 6. We conclude our paper in
Section 7.
II. RELATED WORKS
Data outsourcing has the advantage of shifting cloud
clients’ data management burden to CSPs which are honestbut-curious (HBC) so as to either save bandwidth resources or
its computation. This problem from malicious CSPs paves
way for security threats. In guaranteeing the privacy and
integrity of data, various cryptographic protocols and
primitives have attempted to fight this challenge. Cloud clients
also have the ability to guarantee the correctness of search
results and also detect fatal search operation. Lots of research
has been done on outsourced database verification and
determining the search result’s correctness. Most of these
works are based on techniques which are fully homomorphic
encrypted such as [10], [11]. These schemes however lacked
practicality. Benabbas et al. [12] proposed a verifiable
database scheme with update and retrieval queries based on
composite order bilinear groups. A vector commitment was
used by Catalano et al. [13] to generate a verifiable database
with efficient update. The vector commitment is used as the
scheme’s response proof. Another scheme which is used to
authenticate outsourced database’s query results using
signature with Merkles hash tree was proposed by Ma et al.
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[14]. However, schemes based on Merkles hash tree require
much information in order to verify results. Zheng et al. [15]
proposed a verifiable scheme by utilizing attribute based
encryption but this scheme is not feasible and practical in
large datasets. After this, Sun et al. [16], [17] proposed a
verifiable conjunctive keywords search schemes foe static and
dynamic database but the flaw with these schemes is their
need for a secure channel form.
III. PRELIMINARIES
This section introduces some preliminaries that our
scheme uses. We also provide our verifiable scheme’s
algorithms and finally describe the polynomials used.
A. Hash Function
A hash function is a compressive primitive algorithm that
accepts arbitrary length inputs (block of data) and outputs a
fixed size bit string. Hash function inputs are typically called
messages and the outputs as message digests. A cryptographic
hash function should be able to stand against the known
cryptanalytic attacks. A cryptographic hash function has the
following properties:
1) It is computationally infeasible to find two different
messages
and
that share the same hash , such that
, where is the hash key.
2) Given a hash value it should be computationally
infeasible to find any message such that
3) Given an input
, it should be computationally
infeasible to find a different input such that
.
3.2 Verifiable outsourced database algorithm
A verifiable outsourced database is made up of the algorithms
below:
a) Setup: Given security parameters, this algorithm
outputs secret key
for the cloud’s client and for the
database the public key .
b) Initialization: This enables clients to perform precomputation on cloud data and generates a plaintext
encryption algorithm as well as updating operations
verification algorithm.
c) Query: Index i is inputted after being generated by an
algorithm after which the CS returns the encrypted data, the
information about verification, the updating times counter and
the proof.
d) Verify: Using SK the encrypted data and the number
of updating times are verified by the client.
e) Update: After updating the encrypted data, the client
verifies the CS generated verification information and then
updates the proof.
B. Polynomial Computation of Our Scheme
Client wants to compute a high degree polynomial’s value
at some point a malicious powerful CS’s help. It is assumed
is an encoded input and
is an encoded output, the
polynomial is an encrypted function. The polynomial

Where
is a high degree polynomial
that will be outsourced to the CS. The function on the value
will be computed by the client. A transformed polynomial
is constructed for the secure outsourcing and
verification.
1) Client-Side Computation:
Client selects randomly
and
and computes:
The transformed polynomial’s coefficient

is then generated as

where 1

.

will be outsourced to the CS.

Client then computes

where

=1, 2, …...n
and

will be sent to the CS.

If the client wants to compute the value of
point , the client computes
and sends
The client then computes
(

at the
to the CS.

)

∏
2) Cloud Server-Side Computation:
CS returns
and
∏
The CS then sends (

) to the client.

Client computes
∏
and verifies whether
holds . If the equation
holds, the client can get the final result by computing
mod
where
∑
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IV. SYSTEM MODEL
Our system model considers a scenario where in order to
guarantee outsourced data’s authenticity, data will be
encrypted before uploading to the CS. The cloud’s client can
query for their outsourced data anytime and in any location.
Due to the CS being malicious and untrusted the returned
query results needs to be verified for its correctness. Also,
outsourced data can be updated anytime by clients and a proof
information for the verification generated.
A. Security Model
In our scheme the Cloud Clients are fully trusted since
they are the owners of the outsourced data. The CS is assumed
to be malicious, thus, they may strictly follow predefined
protocols but may infer on outsourced data. The CS will
honestly provide the query results to meet the requirements of
the security and should also obtain only encrypted data from
the clients.

B. The System’s Initialization
The algorithms used in this section have been defined in
the subsection 2.3 (Polynomial computation of our scheme) of
the paper.
Initialization. Two polynomials
and
are
generated by the clients.
is a high degree polynomial

and
is a simple polynomial, so that the client can
efficiently compute. In protecting the original data in the
database the client selects
and hides the
which is
the original data as
. The client randomly selects
and
, after that
into
.
where

B. Design Objectives
Our proposed scheme has three (3) main objectives as
follows:
a) Privacy preserving: During the updating process, the
data’s plaintext will not be revealed since it’s encrypted before
outsourcing to the cloud. Information about stored data should
not be obtained by the CS.
b) Low computational cost: the cost of computation
during the verification phase and the updating process should
be low.
c) Verification: Clients should be able to verify the
returned result’s correctness from a query on stored cloud
data. The client can also verify the correctness of the number
of the times a stored data is updated.

The client then computes
key

as the public

The secret key in this system is

V. OUR PROPOSED SCHEME
We introduce our verifiable scheme in details. It is made
up of the following subsections: overview of our proposed
scheme and our system’s initialization.
A. The Model’s Overview
The proposed scheme is based on the verifiable
polynomial scheme which will be explained in the next
subsection. Our scheme considers encrypted outsourced
database
(ciphertext)
which
are
in
the
form
, where is the index,
is the ciphertext
form of the data , counts the number of times that has
been updated, is the verification information of
which
helps generate the
.
When

is queried by the client, the CS will return the
tuple. This protocol’s security will
guarantee to the client the correctness of
and . The client
will also verify whether
, and
are correct. In
updating the index , the client updates by setting
. The verification information of is then verified by the
client. If is valid, the updated data
is stored with the new
proof
on the tuple (
). Since data
may be updated frequently the existing proof will become
non-functional and non-usable by the CS.

where

is a generator of

and the public key

Ciphertext Generation. For each data in the database, the
client masks the original data
as
, after the
masking client uploads to the CS. When CS receives the
masked data
for the first time, it records the data’s position
index and sets the counter
, and then computes

∏
The CS sends
with
.

,

and

to the client. Client computes

The equation below is verified by the client to ascertain if
it holds
, Else, client outputs . Otherwise, client
computes
, and generates the proof
where
is a non-collision hash function and
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is the position of the index. The proof
is sent to the CS
by the client.
is the ciphertext that is stored in the
outsourced database

A. Security Analysis
Theorem 1. The proposed scheme secures the ciphertext
from integrity.

Query. The data in the position is queried by the client.
The CS
returns to the client the ciphertext
.

Proof of Theorem 1. A new ciphertext has to be generated
by the challenger if the
(stored data) is changed to
,thus,
. The challenger’s
advantage is defined as:

Verify. Client computes

with

,
If the

(new ciphertext) is valid, the probability is

∏

(

And then verifies whether the following equation holds

If it does not hold, client outputs . Otherwise, clients
compute
( ) and then verifies
( |

| )

)

=

(

)

=

(

)

where
is the verification function;
that data verification has been passed.

implies

The challenger can generate the valid pair (

If this equation does not hold, client outputs .

(

Thus,

Update. If the data in position is to be updated to
the client masks
as
and sends it to the CS.

,

However,
(

Cloud server computes

).

)
is generated by

)

is the secret key and cannot be acquired by the
challenger. If
is changed to
, it is difficult to generate
which equals to
. Thus, it is hard for the challenger to forge
the proof

∏
and

(
is negligible.

are returned to the client.

Client then computes
and
after which it’s verified
whether the following equations hold

If it does not hold, client outputs . Else, client computes
( ) and generates a new proof

) is negligible, thus,

Hence,
{ (
negligible. Thus making

)

}

negligible. The stored data
unforgeable.

is
is therefore

Theorem 2. The update’s counter cannot be falsified.
||
the

||

and then sends the proof to the CS. The CS then updates
(proof) and sets . The new ciphertext is

Where

.
VI. SECURITY EVALUATION

This section evaluates our scheme’s security with
theorems and proofs. We also evaluate our scheme’s
performance based on the cost of query, verification and
update.

Proof of Theorem 2. If is changed to , the challenger
has to generate
(new proof) to pass the verification. The
proof
(
) is generated by . Nonetheless,
the challenger can obtain the index ’s position and the
updates counter
from the ciphertext.
Though
is
generated by
, which can be obtained from the ciphertext,
the client’s secret key is the polynomial
. Hence, the
challenger cannot obtain from
.
With a given hash it is also impossible to generate a
message. Given ,
is negligible. Thus,
making it difficult to generate a new proof
(
).
Theorem 3. Data in a position cannot be substituted with
another from a different position.
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Proof of Theorem 3. When queries are made for a data in
position , the CS may replace the data in the position by the
data in position . The ciphertext
will be changed into
.
The
will pass the verification for the new
ciphertext . The client will then obtain
. When
the client queries the index , the proof is
(

)

However, when
(

)

the CS cannot obtain
, where the client’s secret key is
used to generate and is also a secret. Due to the noncollision hash function property it is impossible for
to
generate
. Hence, the conclusion that data in position
cannot be substituted by data in position .

(a)Time cost in data query.

B. Performance Evaluation
We provide a detailed experimental evaluation of our
proposed scheme. Our experiments are based on the Pairing
based cryptography (PBC) [19] library. We performed 20 runs
for each test and the average was taken. All experiments were
performed on a computer with 16GB RAM, Intel i7-4600 2.7
GHz CPU with Linux Operating system. This specification of
the computer will help to measure precisely both the cloud
server and the client server’s overhead precisely. We provide
in our experiment the time cost simulation for our scheme
when =50 and the related schemes [12], [18]. The time cost
in the query, verification and update phases are shown in
Fig. 1(a), 1(b) and 1(c), respectively.
The CS on receiving query request from its client performs
a search over the indexes and computes on the queried data.
Fig. 1(a) shows our scheme’s computational overhead and that
of [12], [18] is significant and linearly grows with the
computing counts. We however argue that the query’s
computational overhead is mainly performed by the CS rather
than the resource constrained client. In a real world scenario,
the result indicates that the time is acceptable. Data
verification’s efficiency comparison among the three schemes
is shown in Fig. 1(b). It shows that our scheme can achieve
data verification with nearly the computation overhead over
the scheme [18]. However, when compared with [12] our
scheme shows an increase in computational overhead. Our
claim is that our scheme can achieve both verifiability and
updating functionalities. Notably, in our scheme the data
verification’s computational cost can be reduced by the client
using the secret key. Simulation results shown in Fig. 1(c)
show our scheme being more efficient than that of [12] in the
update algorithms by the clients. All these make our scheme
most suitable for real world applications.

(b)Time cost in data verification.

(c) Time cost in data update.
Fig. 1. Efficiency comparison for data query, verification and update.
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VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this era of Big Data, end users are faced with many
challenges. In dealing with these huge amounts of data, end
users need high storage capacities and powerful devices which
can perform complex computations. The insurgence of cloud
computing has provided solutions to these problems. Cloud
computing provides services which includes providing clients
with huge storage space and also performing powerful
computational operations on these stored data. Pertaining to
this paper, we construct a new verifiable scheme which
supports updated data on the cloud. During the updating
process the original data will be protected from malicious
adversaries which includes the CSPs. Our scheme’s
computational cost is low during the verification, update and
query phases.
One disadvantage of the proposed scheme is that when
clients continuously insert data into the same database index
the number of the level in hierarchical commitment increases.
The storage and computational overheads of the CS will
linearly increase thereby reducing the verifiable scheme’s
efficiency. Future works should thence try to solve the
problem of how to construct a verifiable scheme which is
efficient and supports updatable operations regardless of the
type of insertion.
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Abstract—Virtual reality (VR) Exposure Therapy with
sophisticated technology has been used in the Psychological
treatment. The goal is to design a virtual environment using HCI
(HMD) device with an interactive and immersive realistic 3D
graphic scenes for exposure therapy of acrophobia that allows
patient to sense height and gets used to the fearful feelings .The
degree of fear is then used to evaluate the effectiveness of the
system before and after therapy with the help of comparison.
One may feel a little uneasy and perhaps accelerated heart rate,
excessive sweating and shortness of breath, etc. are some of the
most common physical symptoms of anxiety upon exposure to
height. This extreme or irrational fear of height is called
“Acrophobia”. The HMI based simulation is used which used the
body sensation elucidation as physical symptoms of anxiety upon
exposure to height to predict the results. The test reveals that
anxiety level decreases from 16% at first level exposure and 8%
at last level exposure. It is concluded from the results that VR
exposure therapy is more effective than real exposure therapy
and also the post test for VR exposure therapy were significantly
better than post real exposure results. This system provides cost
effective solution for rehabilitation environment.
Keywords—HMI; virtual reality (VR); HMD; acrophobia; VR
exposure therapy; cognitive behavioral therapy; 3D VR
environment

I.

INTRODUCTION

Virtual reality (VR) innovation has been utilized as a part
of the mental treatment of acrophobia and has come to
command the treatment of various uneasiness issues. It is
currently realized that virtual reality introduction treatment
VR exposure therapy regimens are profoundly powerful for
acrophobia treatment. Acrophobia, or the dread of statures, is
described by a silly dread of tallness circumstances bringing
about the shirking of such circumstances or the encounter of
such circumstances with stamped trouble. This dread for some
is persisted with trouble, though for others, the dread is intense
to the point that stature circumstances must be maintained a
strategic distance from by and large. Acrophobia can be
characterized as a nonsensical and exciting apprehension of
stature. Numerous specialists have demonstrated victory in
diminishing acrophobia utilizing virtual reality. Virtual reality
is an incredible innovation, which advances persistently and
which must be continually improved. Virtual the truth is a
valuable device to treat fears, yet there are additionally
different conditions which could be tackled with the assistance
of this innovation. We have numerous opportunities, we

simply need to continue endeavoring to discover arrangements
and accomplish a definitive objective [1].
In VR exposure therapy patients are presented to virtual
uneasiness inciting conditions rather than genuine on edge
circumstances. VR exposure therapy depends on the
presumption that individuals feel 'display' in the virtual
condition. Nearness is deﬁned as a mental state or subjective
discernment in which, despite the fact that part or the majority
of a person's present affair is produced by or potentially
ﬁltered through human-influenced innovation. Those taking
after focuses highlighted those hugeness of this examination
venture and in addition demonstrate the sources from claiming
inspiration to those fruition from claiming this study: 1) A lot
of people patients would not dealt with since they can't
manage the interview fees of a psychotherapist, something
like that it might be an expense compelling result. 2) Those
tolerant can't make general sessions from claiming treatment
due to going by issues or the long run issues, yet toward those
recommended framework they could profit at home
additionally. 3) The patients who would suffice starting with
any kind for fear Hosting an issue should face
psychotherapists since they feel bashful along these lines this
might make succeed eventually by perusing utilizing this VR
exposure therapy treatment. 4) Patients don’t require tying to
taking every last one of sessions of restoration. At whatever
point somebody won't feel easy, he/she might stop that
treatment effectively. In contrast to VR exposure therapy.
There are sure impediments to the current arrangement of fear
treatment. Well-being and control, Wastefulness in treatment
and trouble in planning, Hazard to patient's protection,
restricted redundancies of dreaded circumstances [2].
The examination purpose incorporates: 1) is to configure
actualize a Virtual Reality-based framework which could help
will treat or reduce the particular fear; 2) will offer a VRbased three-dimensional stage the place fear patients could
straightforwardly convey for the honest to goodness
alternately true particular circumstances Also might respond
as stated by those provided for circumstance; 3) to develop a
framework which might catch that tolerant muscle to motions
progressively What's more makes as 3D-virtual earth; 4) to
test those suggested system looking into Different sorts of fear
patients What's more comes about will a chance to be assessed
rely on upon distinctive therapeutic parameters in pulse and
Circulatory strain.
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This study has four sections. The first section covers the
main idea behind the VR and its applications. The second
section would cover the immersive virtual reality would entail
the hardware and software setups. The third section covers the
reality based implementation of VR. The fourth section covers
the results presentation and discussions.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Virtual the truth is a valuable instrument to treat fears and
enhancing the nature of individuals' lives. The adaptable
Engineering of the VR application will be used to include
more modules and features, to treat a bigger scope of fears, for
giving treatment under the reconnaissance of the advisor. The
specialist will have the probability of controlling powerfully
the changing of the earth. A module for examining the
advance of treatment could likewise be actualized, in view of
the specialist's comments Advances in the field of 3D
illustrations and the expansion in processing power, the
constant visual rendering of a virtual world is conceivable in
true. Virtual reality gives new systems of perception, making
on the qualities of visual portrayals. In a few occurrences,
virtual reality can give all the more precisely the enumerating
of a few highlights, procedures, et cetera than by different
means, which enables it to perform extraordinary close-up
examination of a question, perception from an incredible
separation, and examination of territories and occasions
inaccessible by different means [1], [2].

guarantee the productivity of cooperation between a client and
any innovation intervened application. In Virtual Reality the
Sense of Agency is for the most part considered as a key
component of the Presence phenomenon. And can be isolated
into two components, he feeling and the judgment of
organization, and depends on three standards, in particular the
standards of need, selectiveness and consistency, influences
the level of immersion in VR The enthusiastic reaction a man
has to a living space is overwhelmingly influenced by light,
shading and surface as space-production components. To
confirm whether this marvel could be recreated in a reenacted
environment, the creator led an examination in immersive
show that used proportionate outline traits of splendor,
shading and surface so as to survey to which degree the
enthusiastic reaction in a mimicked domain is influenced by
similar parameters influencing genuine environments [5], [6].
Uneasiness issue or Phobia is a sort of mental issue which
causes apprehension/nervousness took after by nonstop dread
of some circumstance or a thing. It is available generally for a
traverse of a half year. The influenced individual may
experience a considerable measure of inconvenience in
specific circumstances or because of particular items [7].

The developing notoriety of VR has realized a relentless
increment in VR content alongside constant advancements in
VR gadgets. Specifically, HMD innovation has pulled in
noteworthy enthusiasm from industry. Virtual Reality
amusements that require VR-particular gadgets like a headmounted show have wind up noticeably prevalent.
It is normal that VR content joined with a HMD will be
utilized as a part of a wide assortment of modern parts, for
example, video gaming, film what's more, media, instruction,
touring, the medicinal services and restorative field, games,
and promoting [3].
The cell phone based VR application has gotten a
considerable measure of consideration. As a critical piece of
the cell phone based VR application, the outline of menu
cooperation has noteworthy effect on the client encounter. Just
a head-mounted show (HMD) is required for association. With
the presumption that eye and head are well facilitated, the
head movement and eyes movement is reliable. The eyes look
bearing approximates head introduction, and the eyes look
beam can be displayed as a virtual intelligent apparatus.
Moreover, a touchpad is coordinated into the HMD, the snap
and slide operation on the touchpad can be identified. In view
of those works, the info and collaboration continuously is
accomplished [4].
The two key essential ways to deal with interface with 3D
VR condition are Interaction and immersion. The 3D realistic
scenes for presentation treatment of acrophobia must have an
intuitive practical scene that guarantees profundity of quality
and enables patient to detect stature and gets used to the
frightful emotions. Encountering a high Sense of Agency,
feeling in control when playing out an activity, is basic to

Fig. 1. Categories of Phobia.

Phobia can be separated into different classes, viz.
particular or specific, social and agoraphobia as shown in
Fig. 1. The most well-known fears are the nervousness
because of statures, electrical storms, open talking, lifts and
flying. List of different phobias with their associated fear
shown in Table I.
TABLE I.
SPECIFIC PHOBIA
Animal phobia
Nycto phobia
Hydro phobia
Arco phobia
Phasmo phobia
Haemo phobia
Globo phobia
AGORA PHOBIA
Claustro phobia
Enochlo phobia
SOCIAL PHOBIA
Glossoss phobia
Social anxiety disorder

LIST OF PHOBIA WITH ASSOCIATED FEAR
Fear from specific object and certain situation
Fear of snakes, spider, cockroaches, etc.
Fear from darkness
Fear from water
Fear from height
Fear of ghosts
Fear from blood
Fear of balloons
Cause people to avoid certain places and situation
Extreme fear of confined places
Fear of large crowd and gatherings of people
Fear of social situations that involves interaction
with people
Fear of public speaking
Fear of being judged, negatively evaluated/rejected
in social or performance situation
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Numerous individuals accept there is no actual treatment
for fears or that the existing methods of treatment are
inefficient. Others are frightened by the thought of confronting
the question of dread, giving the fact that a conceivable
treatment could involve gradual presentation. There are
additionally various treatment techniques which are expensive
for most patients or need availability [8], [9].
Therapeutic treatment comprises of tranquilizers and
antidepressants that have the objective of reducing
nervousness and in this manner helping individuals relax.
Unfortunately, they must be utilized with alert, as they can
cause dependence [10].

A. Application
A VR application was constructed by using the Unity 3d
game engine. Unity Asset Store was used to access more
features of Unity 3d game engine efficiently. The models for
the application were designed by using 3D Max. The VR
application consists of two realistic virtual environments and
can be interact with in the form of levels. The first level
consists of mountainous view with heightened mountain scene
as shown in Fig. 2.

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) is the most common
method of treatment. CBT has two segments: subjective
treatment, which portrays how fear is affected by one's
skeptical considerations and behavioral treatment, which
contemplates how the sufferer responds when confronting a
circumstance causing nervousness [11].
Virtual Reality involves giving our faculties a PC
produced virtual condition that we can investigate in some
mold. The innovation invigorates two faculties of the client,
with a specific end goal to make them experience the VR
encounter: sight and hearing [12].
Virtual reality treatment can be compared to the “in vivo”
treatment, as it uses similar aspects. It has however the
tremendous favorable position of giving a huge combination
of conditions and boosts, causing diverse instruments and
mental responses. It isn't the main advantage, as virtual reality
treatment can diminish the length of the treatment, can give
extraordinary openness and adaptability. In expansion,
patients can feel more secure and be less wary when they need
to communicate with a virtual world, rather than standing up
to the protest of dread, all things considered [13]. VR-based
mediations have been greatly effective for some nervousness
clutters, since this innovation empowers in an extremely exact
way the terrifying circumstances and incites regular responses
from its clients [14]. The vivo sort of treatment comprises in
step by step presenting the sufferer to the reason for fear,
without any genuine threat. It can be seen at first as the most
exceedingly awful dread of the patient, because it includes the
real encounter of the genuine protest causing nervousness. The
by the specialist amid the whole move. The power of the
presentation to the jolts is normally expanded bit by bit until
the point that the sufferer begins feeling better, less terrified
within the sight of the protest of dread [15].
Our study is based on VR based innovative technology, the
purpose of the software we programmed is to facilitate the
medical field in combination with emerging technology that
helps suffering people to reduce their fear and improve lives.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation method of our study is based on the
true immersive virtual reality. The patient is no more
connected with the external world, and fully immersed into the
computer-generated sight. The system consists of the
following software and hardware setup:

Fig. 2. Mountainous sights.

The second level is comprised of city view with
heightened structures as shown in Fig. 3 in both of the
environments the models are connected with the heightened
channel. The purpose was to build highly immersive sight that
triggered patient feared stimulus.

Fig. 3. City sights.

B. Microsoft Kinect Sensor
Microsoft Kinect with SDK Software development kit is
utilized as a part of the venture for detecting the movement of
the patient and development following. Its highlights
incorporate a RGB camera, a profundity sensor and a multicluster amplifier which conveys a full body 3d movement
catching,
voice
acknowledgment
and
a
facial
acknowledgment. It is most intense and has propelled
capacities. It is additionally good with Unity3D and SDK. The
default scope of Kinect is 12 feet with depth sense and color
camera.
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C. VR (HMI) Kit
Gear VR along with Samsung galaxy S7 edge is used as
HMD kit. Virtual environment will be developed using the
professional tool Unity 3D. Then the Unity 3D environment
will be integrated with HMD to treat the phobias. The Kinect
is connected with the PC by using Kinect through SDK and
Wireless network is used to for communication between PC
and VR kit. The Kinect sense the motion of the patient and the
corresponding movement will update in VR environments
through wireless networking. The setup flow is shown in
Fig. 4.

participants in group were selected in a manner that the overall
percentage of anxiety level remain same for comparison
purpose.

Fig. 5. Pre-exposure anxiety score.

The first group was exposed to the real exposure for two
months, with 25 minutes session per week. The post real
exposure survey result shows that the anxiety level decreases
to a certain level. This can be seen in Fig. 6.

Fig. 4. Setup flow of hardware and software.

IV. METHODOLOGY
This investigation is to determine the viability of virtual
reality presentation treatment VR exposure therapy on
acrophobic participant and further to evoked effectiveness by
the real exposure treatment through VR exposure therapy. The
sample size of is one hundred for this study through Severity
Measure for Height Phobia Questionnaire between age group
of 20 to 22 years. There were 65 female and 35 male
participants responded randomly who were identified as real
acrophobic. Results of 20 participants were selected only to
make the test simple and effective and also they were agreed
to be a part of study if the further testing is required.
Afterwards twenty were divided into the group of ten on the
basis of having almost same anxiety level. Additionally, Body
Sensation Interpretation Questionnaire (BSIQ) is also
conducted to find the physical indication of Acrophobic
patient on selected participants. In this study, the therapy
consisted of eight sessions of each 25 minutes duration was
also given to the ten patients (only 10 agreed to participate)
for two months with single session per week. The first group
was selected for real exposure and the second group was
directed to VR exposure therapy. Virtual exposure therapy
consisted of two different exposure levels. Four sessions per
month for each level with one session per week. Post
Exposure surveys were conducted for each group to evaluate
the effectiveness of our proposed system.

Fig. 6. Post real-exposure anxiety score.

The second group was exposed to the VR exposure for two
months, with 25 minutes session per week and one month for
each level, the post VR exposure survey result shown in Fig. 7
that the anxiety level decreases to a significant level.

Fig. 7. Post VR-exposure score.

V. RESULTS
From the result of our first survey twenty participants were
selected, with the anxiety level shown in Fig. 5. The

Fig. 8 below shows that the Mean value of Pre vs. Post real
Exposure Therapy reduces from 63% to 53%.
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VI. CONCLUSION

Fig. 8. Mean values of pre and post real-exposure.

Fig. 9 below shows that the Mean value of Pre vs. Post
VR Exposure Therapy reduces from 64% to 48% during first
level exposure of one month. The value further reduces from
48% to 40% during second level exposure of one month, with
single session per week for both level exposures.

It has been analyzed during the real exposure there are
some risk factors involved while the utilization of virtual
reality based application would give more control to the
specialist for the treatment prompting a more productive
treatment. Protects the secrecy of the patient, the majority of
the patients don't need other individuals to think about their
apprehensions and since this treatment is directed inside the
facility itself there is no hazard of running into companions,
family or relatives. Since the sessions are of no longer than
thirty minutes hence it allows simplicity of planning. The most
vital of these advantages is that it permits the advisor to do
boundless reiterations of dreaded circumstances. The anxiety
level decreases from 63% to 53% after real exposure therapy.
.our HMI based simulation involves two levels, the anxiety
level decreases from 64% to 48% after first level exposure and
finally from 48% to 40% after last level exposure. It is
concluded from the results that VR exposure therapy is more
effective than real exposure therapy. The Mean value of BSIQ
Score of Pre vs. Post real exposure reduces from 3.0 to 2.6 and
the Mean value of Pre vs. Post VR exposure reduces from 2.9
to 2.3. The results confirmed that the post test for VR
exposure .therapy were significantly better than post real
exposure results
FUTURE WORK
We can enable more immersive user experiences, along
with adding more levels to the current phobia and high-quality
graphics. Number of participants can be increased in the future
to obtain highly accurate results. Different physiological
parameters with the panel of medical professionals may be
involved. VR-HMI based application can be used to treatment
various other anxiety disorders.

Fig. 9. Mean values of pre & post VR-exposure.

Fig. 10 shows that the Mean value of BSIQ Score of Pre
vs. Post real exposure reduces from 3.0 to 2.6 and the Mean
value of Pre vs. Post VR exposure reduces from 2.9 to 2.3.

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]
Fig. 10. Comparison of mean values of pre and post exposure.

The results confirmed that the post test for VR exposure
therapy were significantly better than post real exposure
results. The plots shown in graphs for the post real exposure
vs. Post VR exposure also provide the evidence that on the
average the post VR exposure results were much superior to
post real exposure results.

[6]

[7]
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Abstract—The recent developments in communication and
antenna engineering demands compact and multiband antennas.
Microstrip antenna is one of the most useful antennas for
wireless communication because of its inherent features like low
profile, light weight and easy fabrication. This design is aimed at
miniaturized Microstrip Patch Antenna (MSA), without
deteriorating its other parameters, such as gain, bandwidth,
directivity and return loss. A significant amount of 89%
miniaturization has been made possible by careful and
meticulous investigation of slots insertion in patch and ground of
MSA antenna. Dielectric substrate used in this design is polyester
which has shown better result. As the focus of this design is to
miniaturize the MSA, the technique used here is Defected
Ground Structure (DGS), along with Defected Patch Structure
(DPS) which actually shifted the resonant frequencies to the
lower range without increasing its physical dimensions. Besides
this shorting pin is also introduced between patch and ground,
which also contributed in the enhancement of parameters like
gain and return loss. The position of pin played an important role
in the acquirement of better performance and radiation at
desirable frequency band. Different shapes have been designed
on Ground and Patch to obtain enhanced results. With the use of
DGS, the designed antenna started radiation at multiple
frequency bands. The frequency bands generated by this
designed antenna are in the range of L band and S band of IEEE
standard which made it apposite to use in variety of applications.

radiation pattern, gain, efficiency and directivity. Moreover
when certain load is inserted, such as pins and varactor diode,
between the patch and ground, results in variation of
parameters values [3].

Keywords—Miniaturization; multiband; defected ground
structure (DGS); defected patch structure (DPS); directivity; gain

I.

INTRODUCTION

In contemporary world, where the space technology is
booming with very high pace, require the hardware which is of
small size and high efficiency. The antenna is the integral part
of the wireless communication and it also required to be low
profile with high efficiency and improved parameters. Low
profile antennas are regularly used in various commercial and
public applications such as radio, mobile and wireless
communication wherein size of the antenna is matter of
concern [1]. For this purpose Microstrip Antenna (MSA) is
unvaryingly used. MSA is well-matched with MMIC design.
The microstrip patch antenna is majorly consist of patch,
substrate and ground mounted one above other in a layer
making three slices, along with this there is feeding part also
connected on the suitable place [2]. The dimension of patch
and ground of MSA can be exploited to get more affirmative
variation in different parameters like resonant frequency,

Major drawbacks in operation of MSA are low power gain,
low efficiency, spurious feed radiation and narrow bandwidth
[4]. However, in certain application like security systems
narrow frequency bandwidth is considered advantageous. Also
there are certain techniques to enhance the bandwidth and
efficiency i.e. increasing the substrate’s height. However, at the
same time as the height increase it extracts more power for
direct radiation because of introducing of surface wave which
is again undesirable. These surface waves in return radiate at
discontinuity or bands and result in the degradation of
polarization characteristic and antenna pattern. Defected
Ground Structure (DGS) is useful in suppressing cross
polarization [5]. By introducing cavity or any shape the surface
wave can be removed while bandwidth remains as improved.
Stack configuration is also use to enhance the bandwidth. DGS
technique is used to achieve size reduction and also further
bandwidth as well as gain enhancement. Artificial magnetic
conductor has been used for the antenna’s miniaturization and
reduction of antenna size has achieve but at the cost of lower
gain [6]. Introduction of Koch fractal shape on the patch also
reduce the size of antenna up to 21% but the gain starts
decreasing after few iteration [7]. One more technique of short
circuiting the patch to ground of MSA is introduced for
miniaturization but again the problem happened with the gain
[8]. The main drawback of smaller physical dimensioned
antenna is that it has narrow impedance bandwidth. Multiband
response is introduced in MSA antenna but yet again the gain
is remained problem [9]. Miniaturization has been
accomplished by using complementary split ring resonators,
wherein the size reduced up to 10% [10]. For the reduction of
size of antenna Meta material is used for ground plane along
with high permittivity substrate which results in considerable
antenna reduction but at the cost of poor efficiency and narrow
impedance bandwidth of antenna [11]. This task can also be
performed by substrate of pure magnetic property but finding
pure magnetic material is demanding to obtain [12]. Defected
ground structure is already investigation in microstrip patch
antenna for miniaturization purpose and till then the reduction
of antenna achieved was 34% [13]. Arrangement of L-Shape
and U-Shape slits on the Ground plane are also used for
miniaturization of antenna wherein impedance bandwidth is in
range of 3.1%-25% [14]. Patch and the ground plane are
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shorted through a shorting pin and ground plane are disturbed
for miniaturization and has acceptable gain for all band which
is in the range of 3.5dBi to 6.6dBi [15]. When MSP antennas
are used in low frequency band the size of antenna get
increased.
A particular inset-fed MSA has generated resonant
frequency of 3.6 GHz wherein defected ground structure makes
the frequency band shifted towards a lower frequency, in doing
so miniaturization of the MSA antenna is justified [16].
Defected ground structure is incorporated with defected patch
antenna to improve its performances and achieve
miniaturization but miniaturization up to 50% was achieved,
comparing with conventional microstrip antenna [17].
Electromagnetic band gap (EBG) structure is used like defect
ground structure to miniaturize and attain multiband resonant
frequencies. Two cells of spiral-shaped defected ground
structure (DGS) with each cell composed of spiral with four
arms are used in the design. Simulations outcome showed that
50% reduction in size was accomplished [18], [19]. Without
defected ground structure and other slots the antenna resonates
at 3.22 GHz but after the DGS and slots introduced in MSA the
frequency shift from 3.22 GHz to 1.07 GHz [20]. DGS
technique is also used for array microstrip patch antenna size
reduction wherein the miniaturization achieved is 37% [21].

been made between miniaturization and other parameters i.e.
bandwidth. Height of substrate in this particular design is kept
2mm.
Thus, this design is based on following parameters
Frequency= 4.1 GHz
Dielectric substrate permeability, εr = 1.39
HS= 2mm
III. CALCULATING DESIGN PARAMETERS
On the basis of these above mentioned factors other
designed parameters of planned antenna have to be calculated.
These designed parameters include length of patch (PL), width
of patch (PW), length of ground (GL), width of ground (GW),
Effective Dielectric Constant (εreff), Effective Length (Leff),
Length Extension (∆L) and Feed Location (XF, YF). Moreover,
shorting pin is also used in this design at different location
endeavoring for better results.
A. Width of Patch (PW) Width of Ground (GW)
The width of patch of design MSA is computed by the
expression 1 given below:
(1)
√

II. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION
In designing microstrip patch antenna the first and foremost
task is to measure the dimension of antenna for specific
frequency and substrate. For dimension, the parameters
required are length of patch (PL), width of patch (PW), length of
ground (GL), width of ground (GW), height of substrate (SH). It
is also a matter of concern to find the proper feed location on
antenna as it ensures the better impedance matching. Feeding
point is point on antenna where antenna is made excited by
input energy. The suitable feeding point on antenna is where
the input impedance matches the antenna impedance.
Before finding other parameters of antenna for its
dimension, it’s important to set following three parameter on
the basis of which other parameters have to derive.
A. Operating Frequency
To find out the length, height and width of antenna, it’s
imperative to choose a desired frequency for which antenna has
to be design. For this specific MSA design the frequency that
has been chosen is 4.1 GHz.
B. Dielectric Substrate
Dielectric substrate plays an important role in defining
MSA antenna design. Here, in this design the substrate used is
“Polyester”. This dielectric substrate has very low relative
permittivity of about 1.39.
C. Substrate Height (HS)
Since the miniaturization of an antenna is the major
objective of this design, so the thickness of dielectric substrate
is kept such that the goal is achieved without disregarding other
parameters such as bandwidth, gain, and efficiency. As the
bandwidth is related to thickness of substrate, trade-off has

Whereas,
1.3, speed of light, c =
m/s and
Frequency = 4.1 GHz and by putting the values of variables
in right side of expression, the width of patch is calculated as;
PW =33 mm
The width of ground is greater than width of patch (PW) by
simply addition of length equal to six time thickness of
substrate ( ) and is given as
(2)
By inserting the values of unknowns in right side of
equation we get the width of ground as GW = 47 mm
B. Effective Dielectric Constant (εreff)
The effective dielectric constant
expression:

is given by

(3)
Putting the values of variables as ε = 1.39, PW = 33 mm and
h= 2 mm, the resulting effective dielectric constant will be as
under:ε = 1.344
C. Length of Patch (LP) and Length of Ground (GL)
Equation for the effective length of patch is given as:
(4)
(5)
By inserting the values of LPeff = 31.95 mm and ∆L =
1.2096mm, consequential Length of Patch is derived as: LP =
29.53 mm
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cutting at each side of the patch. Opposite sides of the patch are
equally slotted, the slits parallel to long arms of L are large i.e.
its length is 16.4mm and width is 2.5mm while the slit parallel
to short arm is small whose length is 8.22mm and width is
2.5mm.

Fig. 1. Front view of conventional MSA.

Likewise the length of ground, the length of ground is also
greater than width of patch (PL) by simply addition of length
equal to six time thickness of substrate ( ) and is given as
(6)
By inserting the values of unknowns in right side of
equation we get the width of ground as GL = 42 mm.
D. Feed Scheme and Feed Point (FX, FY)
In this design the feeding technique used is coaxial probe
feeding. The coaxial probe feeding method is frequently used
in microstrip patch antenna. The outer conductor of coaxial
probe is connected to the ground plane while inner conductor is
drilled into the dielectric substrate and extended outside
soldered to radiation patch. The inner and out conductor of
coaxial cable are insulated.

Fig. 2. Defected patch of design MSA.

F. Defected Ground
Fig. 3 presents the defected shape of ground of Design 2
MSA. Likewise the radiation patch of Design 2 the ground is
also deform by introducing inverted double L but this time
both L are not facing each other but lying in same line facing in
opposite direction. The long arm of each L of length 20mm and
of width 1mm each while the short arm of each L is of length
19mm and width 1mm each.

The feeding location also plays an important role in
impedance matching of antenna. The feed location (FX, FY) are
calculated by using following expression:
√

(7)
(8)

Using above expression the feed location calculated are FX
= 12.73 mm and FY = 16.94 mm. Because of the slots insertion
the feeding point will slightly change from the calculated
location and new proper location found is FX= 8 mm and FY =
16.5 mm. According to these calculated parameters first
conventional antenna for 4.1GHz is designed shown in Fig. 1.
Then slots are inserted on patch and ground structure of that
antenna.
E. Defected Patch
Fig. 2 presents the deformed patch shape of Design MSA
wherein inverted double L shape slots are introduced along
with stack configuration. The length of long arm of each L is
19mm and width is 1mm, while the length of short arm of each
L is 8mm and width is of 1mm. Each L is inverted and facing
toward each other. Besides inverted double L slits, a stack
configuration is also introduced. Stack configuration represents

Fig. 3. Defected patch of design MSA.

G. Shorting Pin
Fig. 4 displayed the bottom view of Design MSA wherein
the feeding through coaxial probe is vividly noticeable along
with that on the right side of which the shorting pin is visible.
Shorting pin short the ground plane with patch for providing
low resistive path to current which play an important role in
setting parameters of antenna at different frequency band. In
side design the best location of shorting pin found is pinU=1
and pinV=1 (mean 1mm in x direction and 1mm in y direction
of local working coordinate system).
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The designed antenna, which is the modification of same
antenna that resonated at 4.1 GHz, by introducing different
shapes on Patch and Ground, is now operating in three
different frequency bands shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 4. Shorting pin in design MSA.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 5 shows the s-parameter of conventional antenna
wherein the antenna is explicitly resonating for only 4.1 GHz.

The S-parameter (S1,1) of the Design MSA depict the
multiband resonating nature of MSA wherein three different
frequency bands show good return losses This designed
antenna operates at 1.4GHz, 2.2GHz and 3.88GHz. Return loss
of 1.48GHz is about -23dB and that of 2.24GHz is almost 18dB while that of 3.84GHz is around -21dB. Gain, directivity
and Bandwidth at three different frequency bands are given in
Table I.

Fig. 5. Return loss in dB of conventional MSA.

Fig. 6. Return loss in dB of conventional MSA
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TABLE I.

PARAMETERS’ VALUE OF DESIGN MSA

Design 2
MSA
Parameters

Simulation
Results (1st
frequency band)

Simulation
Results (2nd
frequency
band)

Simulation
Results (3rd
frequency
band)

Resonant
Frequency

1.48GHz

2.24GHz

3.84GHz

Return Loss

-23dB

-18dB

-21dB

Gain

4.11dB

4.88dB

6.47dB

Directivity

4.2dBi

4.95dBi

6.69dBi
(a)

Bandwidth

114.3MHz

117.8MHz

135MHz

Polar pattern of Radiation Gain of Design MSA in the
farfield region at resonant frequency 1.48GHz is show in
Fig. 7(a). The Main Lobe magnitude shows maximum gain of
4.11dB at 1.48GHz. Polar pattern of Radiation Gain at resonant
frequency 2.24 GHz is show in Fig. 7(b). The Main Lobe
magnitude shows maximum gain of 4.54 dB at 2.24 GHz in
direction of 890. Polar pattern of Radiation Gain at resonant
frequency 3.84 GHz is show in Fig. 7(c). The Main Lobe
magnitude shows maximum gain of 6.43 dB at 3.84 GHz.
Unlike conventional antenna, design antenna radiates at
three different useful frequency bands i.e. 1.4 GHz, 2.24 GHz
and 3.84 GHz. Since, 1.4 GHz lies in IEEE L band and used
for a number of applications. Mobile, military, maritime, land
mobile telemetry, fixed telemetry, digital multichannel system,
satellite (downlink) and aeronautical are the applications of
frequency band 1.4 GHz. Moreover, the same final design
antenna operates at 2.24 GHz frequency band, which lies in
IEEE S band. This frequency band is also used in some
communications satellites. The Design 2 MSA antenna also
works at 3.84 GHz which too is present in S band of IEEE
standard.
The Design MSA antenna start operating at lower
frequencies simply by defecting ground and patch of antenna
rather than increasing its size. This design MSA antenna is
miniaturized for 1.4 GHz frequency band up to 89%. For
conventional MSA antenna, working at 1.4 GHz frequency, the
required dimension would be 98.01 x 89.10 = 8732.691mm2
while the dimension of Design MSA antenna is 33.47 x 29.14
= 975.315 mm2. By calculation it is found that Designed
antenna is approximately 89% smaller in size than
conventional antenna.

(b)

(c)
Fig. 7. Polar Pattern of Radiation Gain of Design 2 MSA (a) at 1.48GHz (b) at
2.24GHz (c) at 3.84GHz.
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V. CONCLUSION
A significant amount of 89% miniaturization has been
made possible by careful and meticulous investigation of slot
insertion in patch and ground of MSA antenna. After
scrutinizing for different designs of cuts on patch and ground
plane of MSA, it is made possible to resonate at several
frequency bands and produce multiband response. By inserting
shorting pin at a proper position between ground and patch, its
parameters like gain, directivity and efficiency are improved.
The frequency bands generated by this designed antenna are in
range of L band and S band of IEEE standard. This antenna
design is very apposite for application like Mobile, military,
maritime, land mobile telemetry, fixed telemetry, digital
multichannel system, satellite (downlink) and aeronautical.
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Abstract—This study proposed a model for determining the
movement direction of the object based on the optical flow
features. To increase the speed of computational time, optical
flow features derived into a Histograms of Oriented Optical Flow
(HOOF). We extracted them locally on the grid with a certain
size. Moreover, to determine the movement direction we also
analyzed multiple frames at once. Based on the experiment
results, showing that the value of accuracy, precision, and recall
of the movement detection is good, amounting to 93% for
accuracy, 73.07% for precision and 84.25% for recall.
Furthermore, the results of testing using the best parameter
shows the value of accuracy of 98.1%, 35.6% precision, 41.2%
recall, and direction detection error rate (DDER) 25,28%. The
results of this study are expected to provide benefits in video
analysis studies such as the riots detection and abnormal
movement in public places.
Keywords—Video analysis; movement direction; optical flow;
Histograms of Oriented Optical Flow (HOOF); multiple frames

I.

INTRODUCTION

As a country of varying ethnicity, language and culture,
Indonesia has a high potential for rioting. The National
Disaster Management Authority (BNPB) noted that since 1998
to 2014 there have been 113 social conflicts [1]. The number of
victims due to the conflict or the riots is also not small.
According to BNPB’s data, the number of dead is 6,022
people: injured 4,123 people, lost 476 people, and displaced
60,777 people. A large number of casualties in the event of
social riots can be suppressed if it can be detected early.
Therefore, continuous research is needed to detect riots using
computers technology.
According to Mustofa [2], social riots involving many
people is part of collective behavior. The collective behavior
means a study that focuses on the patterns and sequences of
events occurring in problematic situations [3]. There are three
main characteristics of collective behavior that are spontaneity,
volatility, and transitory. Every event of social riots occurs
spontaneously, meaning that they are not predictable or
engineered events. Individuals involved may initially be lawabiding individuals and do not like violence. But in
problematic situations when individuals are involved in a
collective behavior such as social riots, they suddenly commit
acts of destruction and so on. The next characteristic of the riot
is volatility, meaning that it is easy to change in a short time. In
situations of riot, the people involved in it have changed
behavior in such a short time as suddenly running or

screaming. While the third characteristic is transitory, that is a
riot in general quickly subsided.
Based on the characteristics of the riots, the movement
direction of an object is one of the most important in the
process of riot detection. If it can be detected and known well,
then the pattern of movement of the object will be known and
analyzed. The main purpose of this research is to build a model
that can determine the movement direction of objects in a
video using computer vision technology. Computer vision is a
set of methods for capturing, processing, analyzing and
understanding images or videos. Basically, computer vision
tries to imitate how humans capture, process, analyze and
understand the environment.
In research on video analysis such as the analysis of social
riot, the movement direction of objects within the video is very
important. Movement direction can be used for the purpose of
movement analysis, detection, and recognition. In a study by
Martínez et al. [4], the movement direction is used as a
descriptor to classify human activity within the video.
Meanwhile, the histogram of the movement direction can also
be used to analyze crowd behavior [5]. In the study, the
histogram of movement direction is used as an indicator of
movement speed. Speed changes are used to detect abnormal
movements in the video.
Various methods and features used in many research
related to the analysis of motion direction of objects on video.
Optical flow is one feature that is quite widely used, such as in
[6]. In addition to using the optical flow feature, other studies
also add a mixture of Gaussian (MOG) feature to detect the
direction and speed of moving objects in the video [6].
Although the results show that the direction and velocity of the
object can be well-known, research has not been tested on
video with the crowded situation and the diverse object. In
addition, they used a low frame rate of density that is only 3
frames per second.
In a study by Benabbas et al. [7], the optical flow features
are extracted globally from each video frame using the
Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi method [8], [9]. The optical flow
features are grouped into blocks of a certain size and each
block is normalized using directional maps and von Mises
distribution [10]. Movement directions are used to detect
events such as walking, running, normal movement,
evacuation, parting, assembling and spreading. Movement
directions can also be used for recognizing human in a video
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[11]. The research that conducted by Benabbas has been doing
the division of frames into smaller blocks and analyzed the
movement direction between the blocks. However, movement
direction analysis has not been done for multiple frames at
once.
Meanwhile, in a study by Colque et al. [12], the optical
flow features and the direction vector become the descriptors
of the object movement patterns in the video. The simple
adjoining neighbor analysis method is applied to identify
unusual movement patterns. The proposed model requires a
training process that requires considerable computation time.
In addition, the direction of optical flow is used only 4
directions, so it is not enough to represent the direction of the
movement of an object.
Table I presents various studies related to the determination
of movement direction of objects on video over the last 10
years. There are various features and methods used to
determine the movement direction. There are 77% of
researchers use optical flow features to get the direction of
object movement because the optical flow has several
advantages. One of its advantages is that analysis can be done
directly on the pixels of successive frames, so it does not
require the detection process first. However, some researchers
also try to detect the object first before extracting the optical
flow. Flexibility and ease in the extraction and analysis process
make optical flow become popular especially to analyze
movement in the video [13].
Another weakness of some research that aims to detect the
movement direction of objects in the video is to require the
object detection process first. With the object detection process
will indeed increase the accuracy, but requires a longer
detection time. In addition, object detection is not very
effectively applied to video that contains large amounts of
objects, such as in crowded videos. Therefore, we need a
simpler model that no segmentation or object detection first.
In order to solve some problems in research to determine
the movement direction of objects, in this study we proposed a
new model of determining the movement direction of objects.
In the previous studies, the movement direction of objects
requires the process of segmentation and object detection in
advance, so it requires considerable computing time, especially
if applied to the crowded video. In this research, we developed
a model for determining the movement direction of objects in
the crowded video without involving segmentation and object
detection process, using optical flow features that are derived
to HOOF, dividing the frame into a certain size of grids, and
the HOOF accumulation analysis for multiple frames. This
research produces a model of determining the movement
direction of objects on video that faster than previous methods.

TABLE I.

STUDIES RELATED TO THE MOVEMENT DIRECTION OF AN
OBJECT ON VIDEO

#

Paper

Feature/ Method

Direction

1

[14], [15]

Optical flow, von
Mises
distribution, and
K-means

Circular
directions

2

[16]

Optical flow,
HOOF

8
directions

3

[17]

Optical flow,
HOOF

12
directions

4

[4]

Optical flow,
HOOF

32
directions

5

[18]

Optical flow and
Mixture of
Gaussian (MoG)

Based on
optical
flow
directions

6

[19]

Edge and KLT
tracker

Based on
optical
flow
directions

7

[20]

Optical flow,
Kalman filter

8
directions

8

[12], [21],
[22]

Optical flow,
Simple Nearest
Neighbor Search

4
directions

9

[23]

Optical flow,
Grid-based
HOOF

12
directions

10

[24]

Optical flow,
SLAM

-

Description
The extraction of
motion pattern used
to recognize object
behavior on video.
The calculation of
object direction is
done on the
silhouette of the
object; the object is
divided into 8 region
Histogram of
direction used for
segmentation of the
crowded object on
video.
Movement direction
used as a descriptor
to classify the
movement pattern.
Video input only 3
fps have not been
tested on higher
video density.
Objects are
segmented based on
the edge features and
the KLT method, the
movement direction
is determined based
on optical flow
features.
Object directions
were detected using
the proposed
method.
HOFM descriptor
was implemented to
detect abnormal
events on a video.
HOOF features were
extracted locally on
a grid and used to
determine the
movement direction
of the object on
every grid.
The video shot
motion analysis
based on LK optical
flow method to solve
the problem of film
video shot motion.
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Fig. 1. The proposed model.

II.

PROPOSED METHOD

This study aims to develop a model to determine the
movement direction of objects in a crowd video using optical
flow features that have computation time faster than previous
methods while maintaining its accuracy value. To produce a
model with faster computation time, then in this study:
 Derive the optical flow features into the Histogram of
Oriented Optical Flow (HOOF), so it will reduce the
dimensions of the features. To reduce it, we used
simple statistical methods that are expected not to
require a large computation time.
 Eliminate the process of segmentation and
detection because the process requires
computational time. The video constraint used
study is a crowd video consisting of many
objects, so the process of segmentation and
detection is not effective to implement.

object
large
in this
human
object

 Divide the frame into grids. It will keep a good
accuracy value, and also accelerates the computing
process because the accumulation of HOOF values is
done only on the grid.
 Determination of the movement direction is not only
done by analyzing HOOF on a single frame only but
also done on multiple frames at once by accumulating
the value of HOOF. It aims to maintain a good
accuracy value.
We develop a video analysis model to determine the
movement direction of objects consisting of two main
processes: feature extraction and feature analysis. Fig. 1
presents the complete proposed model. This model is the main
contribution of this research. Generally, the model has video
input with 320x240 size, frame rate 25-30 fps and AVI (audio

video interleave) format. The model also accepts several
parameters that affect the process at each stage. The main
parameters of the proposed model are as follows:
 The size of the grid, denoted by N. The value of N
determines the size of the grid that is used to divide the
area of a frame in the HOOF feature extraction process.
 Interval frame, denoted with Iframe. Value Iframe
affect HOOF features analysis process that has been
stored in the database. The value of 1 means interval
frame analysis performed for each frame and the
interval frame of 2 means that the next frame will be
ignored.
 The number of frames (P). It determines the number of
frames that are included in the analysis process.
The feature extraction process begins by dividing the video
into frames and extracting optical flow features for each frame.
The process of feature extraction is a process to take the
necessary features of an object. In this study, optical flow
values were obtained using the classic Horn-Schunck [25]
method by applying the convolution kernel [26], [27]. In this
research, the optical flow features extraction process is
performed for each frame of the input video. The optical flow
value of each frame is stored in a variable for processing at a
later stage.
The optical flow value reflects the movement of each point
of the video frame. The greater value of the optical flow (r), the
more significant the movement occurs. Under these conditions,
then in this study applied a threshold value to eliminate the less
significant movement of each video frame. Based on the results
of program testing, in this study used the threshold value of
0.1. If the optical flow value (r) is less than the threshold, then
the optical flow value is changed to 0.
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Fig. 2. The frame is divided into a number of grids.

Fig. 3. Multiple frames of HOOF feature analysis process for determining the movement direction.

The frame is divided into a number of grids with a certain
size (see Fig. 2). The division of frames into grids is based on
model parameters as described in the previous sections. Grid
size determination is highly dependent on the video dataset
used. The grid size that is too large or small can cause
movement direction information to be lost or distorted by
another movement. In this study, we tested several grid sizes,
namely 8x8, 16x16, and 32x32 pixels. With an N x N grid on
an image of width W and height H, a grid of m x n will be
obtained. The value of m is obtained by dividing the width of
the image (W) by the grid size (N). The value of n is obtained
by dividing the image height (H) with the grid size (N). If the
division yields a fractional value, then the result is rounded up.
The box coordinates on Grid (m, n) are (x, y, w, h). The value
)
of x is obtained by equation
((
)
and y
)
with equation
((
)
. For w and h values are
grid size (N).
Optical flow extraction produces values in complex
numbers. Optical flow value consists of two components, the
horizontal (u) and vertical (v). The direction of the optical flow
(denoted by θ) at a point (x, y) can be calculated based on the

values u and v using (1). The value of θ is an angle between 0
and 360 degrees.
-

(1)

After the optical flow direction of each point is obtained,
then it is normalized into 12 directions of movement. The
normalized direction is denoted by θb and has a possible value
of θb = {0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210, 240, 270, 300, 330}.
The calculation of optical flow normalization at point (x, y) is
done with (2). The twelve directions of movement are codified
into numbers 1, 2, 3, ..., 12. We also add 13 as a code meaning
no movement direction. The absence of a movement direction
needs to be codified as it allows at a point no movement at all.
To calculate the accumulated HOOF values for each grid,
( ) ∑ ( )( )
we use the equation
with hoof
(b) is HOOF value of direction code b, which b ϵ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13}, θb (x,y) is an angle of b at point (x, y)
such that point (x, y) is all point that located at area W. The
process of histogram calculation of the optical flow direction is
done by summing all the points that have a certain optical flow
angle direction. The HOOF value calculation process is
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performed for each grid. Thus the HOOF value on the grid (m,
n) is the histogram obtained based on the optical flow direction
of the grid (m, n) only.

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we explained the experiment results and
discussed them.
A. The Experiment Scenario
The experiment on the whole system produced aims to
determine the ability of the system of movement direction
analysis on the video. It was performed using UMN public
dataset [28]. In general, a series of tests are performed to find
out:

(2)

{
The next process is analyzing the HOOF features to get the
movement direction. It performed against a HOOF features
database that coming up from the feature extraction process at
an earlier stage. The analysis conducted on several frames at a
time on the same grid position as shown in Fig. 3 Step (a) and
(b). The number of frames being analyzed is determined based
on the parameters of the model (denoted by P). For example, if
you want to analyze the movement of the grid (1,1), the entire
HOOF value of the grid (1,1) for each frame that is observed is
taken and analyzed. HOOF value of the entire grid coupled into
a single histogram. After the combined histogram is obtained,
then the direction of movement is determined based on the
highest histogram values. The process combines the histogram
is done for each grid such that the entire grid of a series of
frames can be determined the movement direction of the object
as shown in Fig. 3 Step (c).
We also applied thresholding process to determine a grid
will be analyzed its HOOF value or not. For grids that contain
movement, it will be processed, while that does not contain
movement does not need to be processed. Thus the
computation process becomes faster. Based on the results of
experiments that have been done, the best method is the maxmin method. The threshold value (T) is obtained by adding the
largest HOOF value with the smallest HOOF value, then
divided by value 2.

 The value of success rate (SR) of the proposed model
in order to determine the best parameter. The success
rate of the detection process of a tested frame is
calculated based on the number of grids detected
correctly compared to the number of all grids detected
by the system. Furthermore, the success rate of the
overall tested data is averaged so as to produce the
success value of the whole model. The evaluation of
the proposed model is validated visually by the expert.
 The values of the accuracy, precision, and recall of the
movement direction model using the best parameter.
The experiment aims to determine the performance of
the proposed model. Testing of accuracy, precision and
recall value is performed using the best parameters
based on test results. In addition to the accuracy,
precision and recall value, it is proposed a measure of
the performance of the classification model of the
movement direction of the object on the video. It calls
the direction detection error rate (DDER). The value of
DDER indicates the error rate of the system classifies
the movement direction. The error rate is based on how
far the direction is detected by the system with the
actual direction. For example, if the real direction of
the object movement is the 3 o'clock direction, while
the system detects it as the clock direction 9, then it has
the highest error rate because the direction is opposite.
While if the clock direction 3, classified as the
direction of the clock 3 also then the error rate is 0
(smallest).
 The comparison of the speed of the HOOF features
extraction process from the proposed model using a
method that uses segmentation and object detection.

The movement direction in a grid is obtained by
accumulating the entire HOOF value of the entire grid
analyzed. The HOOF grid values of the selected frames will be
accumulated and recalculated to obtain the HOOF grid values
that are accumulated from multiple frames at once. In other
words, the analysis is not only done for a single frame but done
for many frames (multi-frame). The process of accumulating
HOOF values between grids is done using (3).
(

)

∑

(

)

( )

with hoofb (m, n) is the histogram of b of some frames on
the grid (m, n). P notation is the number of frames analyzed.
Fig. 4. Process time and success rate (SR) per interval frame.
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Fig. 4 presents the graph of process speed and success rate
for each grid size (N). From the graph, it is seen that the best
success rate value is achieved on grid size 16, while for the
process speed is achieved by the grid size 32. As explained in
the previous section that the grid size greatly affects the
success rate of the process of determining the movement
direction of the object and the optimal value depends on the
size of the object in the video. While the speed of the process
will be smaller as the size of the grid is used. From the graph,
the optimal cutting point is reached at grid size 16, so the best
grid size parameter is 16x16.

Fig. 5. Process time and success rate (SR) per grid size.

Fig. 6. Process tima and success rate (SR) per number of frames.

B. The Testing of Success Rate (SR) of the Movement
Direction Detection
The success rate test of the proposed model is performed
for each combination of the grid size (N), frame interval (Iframe)
and the number of frames analyzed (P). It turns out that the
resulting SR value has a very wide variation. This happens
because the value of SR depends on the value of the parameters
used. The diversity of the success rate generated can be seen
statistically by calculating the standard deviation value, the
mean and the smallest and largest value. The standard
deviation from the test result of 23.67% indicates that the data
distribution is very spread and varied. The smallest and largest
value range is also very wide, i.e., between 0% and 100%.
Based on the test results can also be seen that the average
success rate of the proposed model in detecting the movement
direction of objects in the video is 34.36%. The result is still
below 50% and still needs to be improved in the future. Based
on the test results, it can also be concluded that the best success
rate is achieved on the test parameter with grid size 16, frame
interval 1, and the number of frames 2. To strengthen the
conclusion, the best parameter analysis based on two measures
is the success rate (SR) and the process speed for each test
parameter separately.

Meanwhile, the process speed and the success rate of
movement direction detection for each frame interval is shown
in Fig. 5. Based on the graph, it is seen that the process time
increases the value of the larger frame interval. The best
process speed is achieved at the frame interval parameter of 1,
with a velocity of 0.367 seconds / frame. In line with that,
when viewed from the value of success rate, then the greatest
success rate value is also achieved with the parameter of the
frame interval of 1. The best success rate value is 40.88%.
Thus it can be concluded that the best frame interval
parameters recommended for use are 1. Next in Fig. 6 presents
the process time and success rate for each parameter of the
number of frames analyzed (P value). Based on the graph, it is
clear that the larger the number of frames that are analyzed
then from the side of the process time greater and from the side
of success rate decreases. Therefore, it can be concluded that
the optimal frame number parameter is worth 2 frames.
C. The Testing of the Accuracy, Precision, and Recall
The testing of accuracy, precision, and recall of the
proposed model is done using the best test parameters are grid
size 16, frame interval 1, and a number of frames analyzed 2.
The accuracy, precision and recall value is calculated by
confusion matrix method. The movement direction for each
grid is classified into 13 class labels consisting of sets {0, 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12}. The class 0 label indicates that
there is no movement on a grid.

Fig. 7. Computational time comparison of the optical flow and HOOF
extraction process.

Based on the test results, the accuracy of the model is quite
high. The average accuracy for the entire class is 98.1%. It
shows that the system is able to classify the movement
direction correctly. Thus the system performance is in a good
category. The results appear slightly different at the precision
value. The precision value describes the number of correctly
classified directions divided by the total grid having direction.
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The average precision value of the whole class is only 35.6%.
This indicates that the precision of the proposed model still
needs improvement. Similarly, the value of recall that shows
the level of system effectiveness in recognizing each class label
is still quite low, that is equal to 41.2%.
In addition to the accuracy, precision, and recall of the
proposed model, this study also calculated the DDER
(direction detection error rate). The DDER value indicates the
level of movement detection error from the proposed model.
The higher the DDER value, the greater the error detection rate
and the lower the proposed model's performance. Based on
model performance test results, then we calculated DDER
value. The resulting DDER value is 25.28%. Based on these
values can be concluded that when the system detects the
movement direction, the error rate in determining the direction
of movement is 25.28%.
D. The Proposed Model Speed Comparison
In this research, we proposed a method of determining the
movement direction of objects in a crowd video that does not
involve the process of segmentation and object detection first,
using the optical flow features that are derived into HOOF,
dividing the frame into a number of grids, and HOOF
accumulation analysis for multiple frames at once. The main
purpose of this research is to produce a method or model of
movement direction detection that has faster computation time
than the previous method while maintaining its accuracy value.
To know the performance of the resulting model, especially
in terms of time compared to other methods that require the
process of segmentation and object detection, testing is done
by comparing the proposed model with the previous method.
Nevertheless, researchers have difficulty in finding similar
methods that have the same research objective in determining
the movement direction of objects. Therefore, in this study, we
only compare computational time for the process of extracting
HOOF features. The computation time of the process of
determining the direction of movement of the object is not
comparable because of the variety of techniques used by other
researchers with unequal output results.
Fig. 7 presents computational time comparisons in the
extraction process of optical flow and HOOF features. The
comparison results show that for the computational time of
optical flow features, eliminating the segmentation and object
detection process saves computation time of 22 times more
efficient. Meanwhile, for the computational time of feature
extraction HOOF method without segmentation is slower than
the method with segmentation, which is about 42% slower. It
can be understood because by doing the detection and
segmentation of the object first, the number of areas that the
HOOF value is calculated will be less or limited only in the
segmented area only.
IV.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results of testing and discussion in the
previous section some conclusions can be drawn as follows:
1) The video analysis model for determining the
movement direction of objects on a video based on optical
flow features that derived into Histogram of Oriented Optical

Flow (HOOF) proved to be used to detect the movement
direction of objects in the video.
2) The test also shows that the success rate of the model is
influenced by three main parameters: grid size, frame interval
and a number of frames analyzed. The success rate of the
model is better on testing with 16x16 grid size, frame interval
of 1, and a number of frames analyzed by 2 frames.
3) The testing of the model using the best parameter
resulting in an average accuracy of 98.1%, 35.6% precision,
41.2% recall and a direction detection error rate of 25.28%.
4) The proposed model of this study has computation time
of HOOF feature extraction which is faster than the similar
method that requires segmentation and object detection first,
with an average computation time of optical flow extraction of
0.06 seconds / frame and HOOF extraction of 0,29 seconds /
frame. The results are 22 times faster than another method that
implements segmentation and detection first.
In the future, our approach that proposed in this study will
be developed with better optical flow estimation methods such
as Deep Neural Network method [29], promising better
computational time. Our method also needs to be implemented
with another video dataset.
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Abstract—The WSN technology is a highly efficient and
effective way of gathering highly sensitive information and is
often deployed in mission-critical applications, which makes the
security of its data transmission of vital significance. However,
the previous research paper failed to distinguish the role of
centralized server for it being the main controller of the entire
network. The decision of nodes communicating with each other
in the previous research paper was based on the information
received from the adjacent node. However, the proposed
research paper will take into account the centralized server to
develop a new technique to prevent the black node from joining
the wireless sensor network. Key distribution technique along
with the implementation of improved AES algorithm double key
encryption will play an important role in transferring the data
between authorized nodes securely and preventing unauthorized
user from accessing it.
Keywords—Wireless sensor networks (WSN); centralized
server; black node; encryption; security; key distribution technique

I.

INTRODUCTION

The wireless sensor networks (WSN) are specialized
transducers with spatially dispersed and dedicated autonomous
sensor nodes for identifying, monitoring and recording the
physical and environmental conditions at different locations.
Of the most commonly monitored physical parameters include
temperature, pressure, light, direction of wind and its speed,
intensity of illumination, vibration and sound, chemical
concentration in water, air, pollutant level, humidity, vital body
functions and so on.
WSN is a revolutionary technology that comprises of
several sensor nodes that are small in size, light in weigh and
easily portable. These sensor nodes are laced with a radio
transceiver, a microcontroller and a battery, which can either
be embedded in it or located externally as an energy resource.
The function of the radio transceiver is to connect the sensor
nodes or neighbor nodes with an external link while the
microcontroller is an electronic circuit that plays a significant
role to interface the sensor nodes thereby forming a complete

circuit to effectively process, store, receive and send data to the
base station.
This hi-end information gathering technology was
originated as an initiative of keeping surveillance checks in the
wars or battlefields. With its great potential applications, today,
it is widely and effectively deployed in wide-mission vital
military operations, various industries monitoring the health of
machineries, agriculture and commercial domains for
monitoring and controlling various other applications. As the
WSN deals in highly sensitive information, its processing,
gathering and transmittance, therefore, security in this spatially
dispersed nodal network is of crucial concern. This kind of
highly sensitive data, which can be related to a patient for its
medical background data, military operations related strategies
or highly confidential mission data, data related to earthquake,
or other such environment calamity and much more must be
dispersed or transmitted in an encrypted format. As any
leakage or misuse of this critical information or data can create
serious issues and impact an individual or the entire nation
badly, thus, it becomes of paramount importance to secure the
data of the sensory nodal network by deploying effective and
efficient network security techniques.
Wireless sensor networks are one of the most intriguing yet
most challenging technologies of the current times due to its
built-in complexity. The sensor nodes of WSN work under
extreme resource constraints as the energy resource usually
comprises of an embedded device with limited supply to
transmit data in a highly unspecified environment. Being a
wireless mode of network, the chances of data packets getting
damaged due to an unwanted error, or conflict amongst the
nodes or over congestion is very high. As the entire security
mechanism of the network depends upon the cryptographic key
distribution and reporting of critical events, the unreliable
mode of communication amongst the sensor nodes poses grave
threat to the security of the network. Additionally, sending and
receiving secure data in highly callous conditions is not an easy
task as the sensor nodes have the tendency to closely interact
with their physical environment to process and blend data and
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create novel information that must be transmitted to the endstation. However, these uncontrolled operations in unattended
environment may create accidental node failure.
The security of Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is under
grave threat due to the attacks on the sensor nodes, which are
often categorized as goal-oriented attacks, performer-oriented
attacks and layer-oriented attacks. Goal-oriented attacks are
mainly against the data confidentiality wherein an attacker
passively monitors the traffic, analyzes it for imperceptibly
encrypted sensitive information and then gains authentication
information to pass through the network. This type of attack is
called passive attack which results in the revelation of sensitive
information to the attacker without any knowledge at the user’s
part. However, in the active attack, the attacker actively
assesses the entire network to gain control over it. The best and
most common ways of active attack includes data modification,
spoofing, sinkhole, flooding, jamming the network, warm hole,
black hole, fabrication, lack of co-ordination, node subversion,
false nodes, selective forwarding and so on. While in
performer-oriented attacks, the attacks are either internal or
external. Internal attackers are the trickiest ones as they are not
only the legitimate node of the original network but also have
direct access to all the sensitive network information. The
internal
attacks
include
modification,
misrouting,
eavesdropping and packet dropping attacks that leads to
suppression of critical information reaching the base station,
thereby degrading the network performance. On the other
hand, external attackers are known for eavesdropping on
transmittance of data along with injecting fake data in the
network to exhaust energy resource, which will lead to denial
of services. Another attack on WSN are related to its layered
architecture, which makes it susceptible to node capturing,
jamming of radio signals, violating redefined protocols,
inducing collisions by disrupting a packet, depletion of energy
due to recurring retransmission and new connection request to
avert the sensor nodes from communicating effectively.
As of now, trust management system is considered to be
the most effective and efficient way of dealing with the attacks
on the sensor nodes of a wireless network. Trust factor is a
very important and useful concept for WSN for detecting the
attacks on the sensor nodes and accordingly support in the
process of decision making. The concept has grown its
relevance with the rising use of internet transaction and ecommerce. Considering trust as an important parameter in the
relationship between two nodes, it becomes quite easy to
identify the innate qualms in their co-operation process.
This concept of trust has been originated from the
sociological and psychological environment, which makes it an
essential element in any kind of network, be it social or
computer related. Generally, a trust management system is
broadly classified into two types: credential based trust
management system and behavior based trust management
system.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
A lot of researchers have worked in this field to provide
fool proof algorithms to avoid the security breaches of the
wireless sensor network. The unwanted and unnecessary
challenges associated with the sensory nodes of wireless

network makes it intricate to employ the proposed security
approaches of the researchers in the past. However, careful and
diligent understanding of these challenges along with the
susceptible attacks on the sensor nodes can definitely aid the
researchers in proposing or presenting an algorithm that would
work efficiently and effectively in handling the security
breaches and enhancing the security in the wireless sensor
network.
Geetha D. Devanagavi et al. [1] in their research proposed
an agent based Secured Routing using Trusted neighbors
(ASERT) in WSN. The proposed technique ensures high
security by selecting the trustworthy neighbors and formulating
the secured routes in the network using probability based trust
model and MAC model. In this task, software agents play a
pivotal role. The entire process of identifying trusted neighbors
is divided into two phases: the first phase involves agents
visiting all the neighbors one by one and determining their
probability using trust model and in the second phase, MAC
model is used to ensure the trusted neighbors.
Monia, Sukhchandan Randhawa and Sushma Jain [2]
in their research study proposed an improved algorithm in
which the cluster heads are chosen based on the received
signal. Calculation of trust values and malicious node detection
is done by considering the packet forwarding factor. The
proposed technique also takes into account the consistency of
clusters and lifetime of the network.
Mukesh Kumar and Kamlesh Dutta [3] put forth a
literature survey to elaborately discuss concerns that can cause
the security breach in data aggregation. It vividly describes the
basics of aggregating the data in WSN in a secured manner,
important factors to be taken into account for classifying the
secured data aggregation techniques for WSN, key aspects of
the existing data aggregation techniques and a crisp
comparison of these techniques based on parameters like
aggregation function, cryptographic techniques used in WSNs
etc.
Vinod Kumar Verma, Surinder Singh, N. P. Pathak [4]
intended to investigate the repercussions of static, dynamic and
oscillating modes by performing prevalent analysis of wireless
networks. The parameters like accuracy, path length and
energy consumption are taken into account to examine the
impact of different WSN modes on the deployed trust and
reputation models: Bio-inspired trust and reputation, Eigen
trust, peer trust, power trust and linguistic fuzzy trust and
reputation.
Weidong Fang, Chuanlei Zhang, Zhidong Shi, Qing
Zhao, and Lianhai Shan [5] proposed a beta based trust and
reputation evaluation method which employs the beta
distribution to determine the credibility of nodes distribution.
The calculated trust values are utilized to choose the relay
nodes and counteract the internal attacks. Intensive
experimental results exhibit higher information security and
maximize shield against various types of internal attacks from
malicious nodes.
X. Anita, M. A. Bhagyaveni, J. Martin Leo Manickam
[6] suggested a minimal overhead trust management scheme in
terms of memory and energy consumption. Instead of deriving
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the trust values of the neighboring nodes haphazardly, it
employs a novel trust detector that monitors and alarms the
nodes whose trust falls below a minimum threshold. This
warning motivates the sensor nodes to improve its trust
relationship with other nodes by analyzing and rectifying its
packet forwarding behavior.
Yun Liu, Chen-xu Liu, Qing-An Zeng [7] formulated an
improved trust management system derived from the trust
model in the iRTEDA protocol which is utilized to attain the
secured data aggregation pertaining to the nature of
relationship between the nodes in the network. The proposed
trust model intends to efficiently utilize the second –hand
information from the neighboring nodes and to attain the
maximum level of security for aggregating the data and
evaluating the trust and reputation of the nodes.
Yannis Stelios, Nikos Papayanoulas, Panagiotis
Trakadas, Sotiris Maniatis, Helen C. Leligou, and
Theodore Zahariadis [8] proposed a novel trust and
reputation system which detects a wide range of security
threats. The proposed model exhibits effective estimation of
malicious nodes and sustains the network connectivity even
when the malicious nodes comprise majority of the network. It
also incorporates the energy awareness in the network.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The existing research study has a big drawback in terms of
not explaining the role of centralized server in checking the
trust value of the nodes. Despite centralized server being the
main controller of the entire network, the decision of nodes
communicating with each other is based on the information
received from the adjacent node. In such cases, presence of a
black node in the network can cause severe damage to the
network. Therefore, a black node can pose a big threat if the
centralized network fails to detect its entry in the network,
joining and connecting with other nodes as black node is
known for sending wrong information to other nodes, thereby
affecting the trust value of the target node as a whole.
With this drawback in mind, the main emphasis of the
proposed research study is to check the trust factor of node
from the centralized server i.e. the cluster head (CH) that
controls the whole network to prevent the problem of black
node. Additionally, we have set a number of rules to prevent
the black node enter and disrupt the wireless Sensor Network
and its functioning, which are discussed in the proposed work.
IV. PROPOSED WORK
1) Registration Phase: In registration phase, server will
give Big Integer unique key, an ID to user.
2) Login Phase: For fresh node, there will be two phases
to join the network:
a) Authentication phase, wherein the authentication
phase server will check the following parameters:

 mac Address,
 username,
 password, and
 unique key.
If all these parameters are matched, only then
authentication will be completed for the server to send an
encrypted message to the Client.
b) Authorization Phase: In this, a user will decrypt the
message received by server by using his / her designated key
and send it to the server for matching. If the decrypted message
gets matched with the sending message, only then the
authorization phase will be completed for the user to log in.
3) File Sharing: When user wants to share the file, firstly
key agreement phase will be placed which will be done by
using IBE algorithm.
Algorithm steps:
Firstly, user requests to the server for receiver’s ID, public
key and a number.
a) User will encrypt the message using receiver’s ID,
public key, and a number that he gets from the server.
b) Receiver will decrypt this challenge using its private
key, number, user ID that he gets from the server.
If receiver decrypted message matches with the sender
message, only then file sharing is possible between them.
A. Encryption
On the server, file will be encrypted, using RSA with
homomorphic + AES algorithm;
Steps:
1) Apply Homomorphic with RSA algorithm: The
homomorphic property is meant to preserve the multiplication.
C(x1) â‹…C(x2) = (xe1modm)â‹…(xe2modm)
2) Now using encrypted key, the AES algorithm firstly
enables the server to select a master key for the particular user
and apply RSA Homomorphic on it as and it returns digital
signature which is used as key (1244812334565456)
Key (1244812334565456) in hexadecimal is 31
32 34 34 38 31 32 33 33 34 35 36 35 34 35 36
Now suppose, we have plain text to be encrypted as:
“Wireless sensor”
Change it to Hexadecimal code: 57 69 72 65 6c 65 73 73
20 20 73 65 6e 73 6f 72
Perform X-OR operation on it with key as:
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Perform X-OR operation on state matrix and round 0
matrix.

31 38 33 35

New Matrix:
32 31 34 34
34 32 35 35

00 3C GE 47
X-OR with

1F 4E 22 74

34 33 36 36

OE 08 1B 31

57 6c 20 6e

54 59 OB 1A

69 65 20 73

Here, we will apply ADD ROUND KEY to this resulted
matrix, using digital signature provided by RSA Homomorphic
as:

72 73 73 6f

Digital Signature key is “1234123412341234”;

65 73 65 72

This key is in hexadecimal is:
Result:

57 A1 50 A1 70 80 A0 60 F0 30 AB D1 FF F1 5E F2

Suppose it returns as -

00 3C GE 47

54 77 6F 20 4F 6E 65 20 4E 69 6E 65 20 54 77 6F
1F 4E 22 74

Pass this cipher text as plain text into AES as - Improved
AES:

X-OR with

OE 08 1B 31

Key will be generated by main server.

54 59 OB 1A

1) Add Round key
In this process, X-OR operation is performed between
round key and state. In Aes algorithm the total rounds are 10
but in our Improved Aes algorithm we have reduced 2 rounds
to generate cipher text. Round key is generated from the cipher
key by using the key expansion process.

57 70 F0 FF
A1 80 30 F1

AES example - The first round key:

50 A0 AB 5E

 Round 0: 54 68 61 74 73 20 GD 79 20 4B 75 6E 67 20
46 75

A1 60 D1 F2

 Round 1: E2 32 FC Fl 91 12 91 88 B1 59 E4 E6 D6 79
A2 93

Suppose Results as:
00 3C GE 47

2) Add Round key
 State Matrix

1F 4E 22 74
54 4F 4E 20
OE 08 1B 31
77 6E 69 54
54 59 OB 1A
6F 65 6E 77
20 20 65 GF

3) Substitution Bytes
 Current State Matrix:
00 3C 6E 47

Round 0 Matrix:
54 73 20 67

1F 4E 22 74

68 20 4B 20

OE 08 1B 31

61 6D 75 46

54 59 OB lA

74 79 GE 75
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Firstly, we will change this matrix into 1*4 orders so that
we can reduce substitution time as following:
COL 1

COL 2

COL 3

COL4

COL 2

COL 3

COL 4

ROW1
00
1F
0E
54

3C
4E
08
59

6E
22
1B
0B

47
74
31
1A

In order to increase the throughput, 4 rows are merged into 1
row.
Substitute each entry of current state matrix column wise
and find the entries into S-box as following:
a) As 00 1F 0E 54, firstly it will be ordered in the
ascending manner 00 0E 1F 54
b) For Example, take 1F to find the entries into S-Box.
In 1st row and Fth column, the next entry loop will start from 1
onward, suppose now next value is 54, so loop will start from 1
instead of searching from 0th location.
 Substitute each entry (byte) of current state matrix by
corresponding entry in AES S-Box. This leads to new
State Matrix:

1) First select the file to be decrypted.
2) Use the key for decrypting the file.
3) Select the cipher mode for decryption.
4) Now decrypt the final result with the help of AES
algorithm.
5) Get the file content into Bytes.
6) Decode this bytes using Base 64 Decoder.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The energy consumption is represented in Table I and
Fig. 1, where with higher nodes consumption is increasing.
TABLE I.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION

No. of nodes

Existing

Proposed

10

.008

.006

50

3

2

100

5

4

150

6

7

200

7

8

500

12

15

1000

32

38

Formula: Energy consumption= Load * time

63 EB 9F AO
CO 2F 93 92
AB 30 AF C7
20 CB 2B A2
4) Shift Rows
It is an operation that is applied to each row of the matrix
state where the first row remains unchanged and the second,
third and fourth rows are cyclically shifted on (K-1) basis.
Here k represents the order of the row.

Fig. 1. Energy consumption.

5) Mix Columns
During the mix columns process, each column of the state
array is considered as a polynomial. Multiplication using a
predefined Matrix is carried out and output is obtained.
The binary calculation based method is used in
conventional mix column transformation. The mix columns
transformation operates on the state column-by-column. The
multiplication method used in mix column transformation.
6) Download File
For downloading a file, user sends request to the server and
if user is authenticated, then the server send all the file data to
the user.
B. Decryption
At the time of decrypting a file, the request goes to the
server and if user is authenticated then server send the
encrypted key to the user to decrypt the message by using the
following algorithm steps:

TABLE II.

AGGREGATING ENERGY

No. of nodes

Existing

Proposed

50

45

50

100

45.80

52

300

46

54.5

500

53

58.5

1000

60

65

Formula: Aggregation accuracy = (Average
of successful transaction/ Total no. of nodes)*100

value

The aggregating accuracy is represented in Table II and
Fig. 2, where the aggregating accuracy for our proposed
algorithm is quite better than existing.
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Fig. 2. Aggregating accuracy.
Fig. 4. Compromised value of nodes.
TABLE III.
No. of nodes
50
100
300
500
1000

TRUST VALUE

Existing
0.5
0.68
0.70
0.75
0.82

The value of compromised nodes is shown in Table IV and
Fig. 4, the compromised nodes are lesser for our proposed
algorithm.

Proposed
0.5
0.70
0.72
0.78
0.87

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

Formula: Trust value = No of successful transaction of
active nodes / Total number of active nodes

In our research work, we have developed a new technique
to prevent the black node from joining the wireless sensor
network. For this, we used key distribution technique along
with the implementation of improved AES algorithm double
key encryption to not only transfer the data between authorized
nodes securely but also prevent unauthorized user from
accessing it. Our results regarding trust value, energy
consumption, and compromised nodes are enhanced as
compared to the previous approaches. However, the only
drawback with our research is that if by any chance a black
node gets to enter the WSN, then it can easily receive the
digital key from the main server and decrypt the data.
Therefore, more research needs to be done in this particular
area in the future.
[1]

[2]

Fig. 3. Trust value of nodes.

The trust value of nodes is given in Table III and in Fig. 3,
where the trust value is slightly better for higher number of
nodes. The trust is one of the most important parameter of
evaluating the routing performance.
TABLE IV.
No. of nodes
50
100
300
500
1000

[3]

COMPROMISED VALUE

Existing
0.5
0.47
0.30
0.29
0.18

Proposed
0.5
0.46
0.28
0.25
0.15

[4]

[5]

Formula: Compromised value = 1- No. of successful
transaction of every node
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Abstract—Efficient real-time monitoring systems for Patients
with critical health condition have been always helpful for
making timely decisions to save the lives. In such systems, the
useful monitored factors include SPO2 (Oxygen Saturation in
Blood), heart rate as well as temperature. Further, there are
hundreds of patients in ICUs under monitoring systems in
different hospitals and in different regions under fewer
doctors/consultants on the move. Under above facts, a prototype
for continuous monitoring of patient’s health statistics such as
SPO2 and temperature along with a bed-side desk using a
PC/Laptop (bio instrumentation) working as Server Database
with an application layer top transfer data on Android
Application Server is successfully developed. This Android
application accessing real-time monitored factors using Server
Database allows the consultant to monitor patient’s vitals data
using his smart phone on move being at any hospital or city that
creates easiness to handle any emergency and reduces Patient
risks.
Keywords—Monitoring system; SPO2; temperature; android
application; bio instrumentation

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Present research work on healthcare system aims to
deliver better healthcare to patients anytime and anywhere in
low cost and friendly manners. Therefore, for increasing the
patient care efficiency, there is a need for continuous
monitoring and consultation to avoid any life loss. Health care
industry today faces some basic problems when it comes to
patient monitoring. Like firstly, less number of
Surgeons/Doctors, which is a reason that patient is unable to
get timely attention and good treatment. Secondly, increased
population, which also increases the number of patients and
aged persons require health care. In order to achieve better
quality patient care, there is a need for an effective monitoring
system which can help the patient to seek utmost attention
from doctors and similarly can help doctors to treat as many
patients being at distance or without any distance.
Thanks to recent advances in Telemedicine and
Bioinstrumentation, it is possible to receive, process, record
and transmit patient’s physiological vitals (Signals presenting
actual vitals level) to computer servers and to any location via
internet servers. This advancement has not only a blessing for
patients at outreach to get a good healthcare efficiently but
also advantageous for doctors who can treat many patients at
the same time. Further, with the prevalent android OS based
smartphones, it is motivating to make an android application
for doctors and consultants to access real-time patient
monitoring data on the mobile phone application.

Today, into eager every day life, such is challenging in
conformity with preserve a wholesome lifestyle, that’s why
improper health cover/checkup leads to increase the number of
persons getting sick for for long time. The regular health
check can be achieved with monitoring systems [1].
Generally, a monitoring system for a patient is a procedure
where a Doctor can constantly screen patient’s vitals in a from
distance location. Since Traditional healthcare technologies
have been confined to hospitals providing no mobile
healthcare (monitoring or consultancy) resulted with wastage
of time, money and ease, several research teams have been
working on this bioinstrumentation via remote monitoring
using different methods [2].
In literature, it can be found that different possibilities for
realization of such bio-instrumentation and remote monitoring
like in [3], with ATMEGA8L microcontroller with sensor
network – a healthcare monitoring is achieved. The system
generates a buzzer if patient vitals exceed the nominal value
with no remote transmission [4]. Monitors patient’s Sp02 with
MCU, ZigBee chip, and Sp02 sensor where sensor transmits
data to the router, which is further linked to personal computer
lacking every time monitoring. After Microcontroller and
WSN Based system, Step further towards mobile healthcare
system promotes the use most common android plate form for
patient’s mobile monitoring and alerts. These phones can
easily monitor record and receive data collected by
bioinstrumentation section. This method provides more
flexibility, accuracy, ease, and analysis and reduces extra
expenditures. Like in [5] a system with a combination of
GSM and GPS first traces outpatient in pain or needs
assistance and then send an alarm message to consultants for
health care. Further, use of small single chip using Tran’s
impedance amplification, photodiode current source and
photodetector in [6] implements a pulse oximeter that helps in
bio-instrumentation with ultra-low power usage. This research
work includes developing patient monitoring system using
android application plate form with essentials vitals such as
include SPO2 (Oxygen Saturation in Blood), Heart Rate as
well as Temperature. This module will assist doctors to
monitor a patient using a simple android application on a
mobile phone being at distance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents an overview about system design, Section III defines
results, outcomes and analysis about the project and
Section IV presents conclusion and Section V presents future
work.
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II. SYSTEM DESIGN
This system aims to develop 1) Pulse Oximeter and with
Temperature sensor: This part consists of a temperature
sensor, red LED, infrared LED, a phototransistor. The
Arduino UNO microcontroller interfaces the circuit with a
computer and 2) Design for patient bedside monitoring Desk
for Consultants ( a Connection between sensor parts, web
server, and Android application ): This part consists of GUI
program to connect to connect sensor circuit and computer.
Arduino programming calculates the value of temperature and
% oxygen in the blood (SpO2) with easy to access interface
for the end user (Consultants) to access the measured patient
health patient data around the globe. The complete system is
depicted in block diagram in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Generalized block diagram.

The proposed architecture has following modules:
A. Temperature Sensor for Patient
LM35 sensor Fig. 2 whose output voltage is linearly
proportional to Celsius is used with patient body contact; this
is a precision integrated-circuit for temperature measurement
with high preciseness, low self-heating and trimming less.

Fig. 3. POM circuit.

C. Arduino Interface with GUI and Android Application
The Arduino IDE is a cross-platform application written in
Java and derived from the IDE with efficient compiling and
uploading programs to the board (Android programming).
Most common Arduino functions to make a program are Setup
() and Loop (). The end part of this project is GUI for the end
users. GUI connects the equipment to computer and simply
click measures percentage of oxygen in blood and body
temperature. Serial monitor panel will show the results of
these parameters. Built-in GUI processing screen for real-time
monitoring is present in the android application (Retomeier,
Android Application), however, monitoring reading can also
be performed LabVIEW or any other tool, and results can be
exported to other software using the port.
Further, Android application (Fig. 4) has been developed
for transmission of a vital signal from one device to another in
real time. GUI is connected to the web using a port and same
port address is given to the Android application. The android
application lands on the given port address where the
Acquired signals can be visualized.

B. Pulse Oximetry Meter (POM) for Patient
The quantity of Oxygen saturation (Sp02) defines how
much oxygen is present in the blood. Most common, reliable
and non-invasive method based on Hemoglobin and
Deoxyhemoglobin is Pulse Oximetry. Two different Light
Wavelengths 660nm (red light spectrum) and 940 nm (infrared
light spectrum) are normally used to determine the actual
dissimilarity in the absorption spectrum of HbO2 and Hb [7].
At receiver, photodetector collects non-absorbed light from
the two LEDs used and presents final output signal after
OpAmp. The final output signal has both frequency and nonfrequency parts which represent Intensity of Red LED
(pulsatile arterial blood) and Intensity of IR LED (venous
blood, tissue, and non-pulsatile arterial blood), respectively.
The POM (Fig. 3) compares the two wavelengths and
calculates Sp02 as follows: % Spo2 = Intensity of Red LED/
Fig. 4. Android applications.

Intensity of IR LED Equation (1).

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Results for temperature and readings are of Red and IR
LED can be visualized in numerical format on Arduino’s
serial monitor (Fig. 5) and Graphical representation on
android application for temperature and %SpO2 based on
Equation (1).
Fig. 2. LM35 with Arduino.
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Fig. 6 represents graphical representation of readings of
intensity of Red and IR LED.

Fig. 5. Numerical results for LEDs and temperature.
TABLE I.

READINGS ON ARDUINO SOFTWARE

Fig. 6. Readings of intensity of red and IR LEDs.

Body Temp

Red Intensity

IR Intensity

%SpO2

28.12ºC

33.84

34.44

98.25783972mg

27.8 ºC

33.12

34.89

94.92691316 mg

27.98 ºC

32.52

34.12

95.31066823 mg

26.3 ºC

32.78

34.76

94.30379747 mg

24.31 ºC

31.23

34.18

91.36922177 mg

25.84 ºC

31.22

33.9

92.09439528 mg

26.65 ºC

31.78

33.67

94.38669439 mg

29.47 ºC

32.19

34.41

93.5483871 mg

27.49 ºC

31.78

33.98

93.5256033 mg

27.4 ºC

32.42

33.87

95.7189253 mg

27.12 ºC

31.32

33.21

94.30894309 mg

28.35 ºC

31.88

34.11

93.46232776 mg

26.11 ºC

31.67

34.05

93.010279 mg

27.3 ºC

32.09

33.19

96.68574872 mg

27.9 ºC

31.83

34.39

92.55597557 mg

27.46 ºC

31.42

33.5

93.79104478 mg

26.52 ºC

31.97

34.12

93.69871043 mg

28.74 ºC

31.71

34.22

92.66510812 mg

27.34 ºC

31.55

33.86

93.1777909 mg

28.62 ºC

31.8

34.67

91.72194981 mg

28.9 ºC

31.39

34.45

91.11756168 mg

29.71 ºC

31.08

33.76

92.06161137 mg

29.11 ºC

31.42

33.87

92.76645999 mg

24.17 ºC

31.12

34.08

91.31455399 mg

24.49 ºC

15.13

45.11

33.54023498 mg

24.66 ºC

12.45

49.14

25.33577534 mg

24.76 ºC

10.33

55.22

18.70699022 mg

22.7 ºC

9.23

57.76

15.9799169 mg

22.34 ºC

12.88

58.9

21.86757216 mg

Table I shows the reading acquired using the prototype,
were compiled within thirty seconds, one reading each
second, the first column contains the body temperature,
second and third columns show the Red and IR LEDs’
intensity respectively and the fourth column is showing the
SpO2 values calculated using Equation (1) and shown in
Fig. 7 and results on android application is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. Results for % SpO2.

Fig. 8. Results on android application.

IV. CONCULSION
A Well Designed system for Android-based Bed-Side
Monitoring Desk is presented and tested to access patient’s
data on smartphone android application with low complexity,
low power consumptions, and high portability. The system has
an android application (user- friendly GUI) for consultant
smartphones, an Android application Access Server, Database
Server and the indigenously designed and developed patient
monitoring system having real- time temperature and SpO2
monitoring.
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V. FUTURE WORK
In future, research work focuses to include more
physiological vitals such as heart rate, Blood pressure, and
ECG. Also, a local server can be established to store past and
present history of patients so that Surgeons could have a quick
analysis of all procedures and treatments patient has gone
through.
[1]

[2]
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Abstract—Word Segmentation is considered a basic NLP task
and in diverse NLP areas, it plays a significant role. The main
areas which can be benefited from Word segmentation are IR,
POS, NER, sentiment analysis, etc. Urdu Word Segmentation is a
challenging task. There can be a number of reasons but Space
Insertion Problem and Space Omission Problems are the major
ones. Compared to Urdu, the tools and resources developed for
word segmentation of English and English like other western
languages have record-setting performance. Some languages
provide a clear indication for words just like English which
having space or capitalization of the first character in a word.
But there are many languages which do not have proper
delimitation in between words e.g. Thai, Lao, Urdu, etc. The
objective of this research work is to present a machine learning
based approach for Urdu word segmentation. We adopted the
use of conditional random fields (CRF) to achieve the subject
task. Some other challenges faced in Urdu text are compound
words and reduplicated words. In this paper, we tried to
overcome such challenges in Urdu text by machine learning
methodology.
Keywords—Part-of-speech (POS); NER; word segmentation;
information retrieval; Natural Language Processing (NLP);
conditional random fields (CRF)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a key area for
research in almost every language of the world. In NLP
computers are trained in such a way that can easily understand
and manipulate human language text or speech. NLP
researchers are trying to produce such a knowledge that how
human beings understand and use natural language. They use
applicable tools and procedures that can be technologically
advanced to make computer systems cognize and operate
natural languages and achieve the desired tasks. NLP

fundamentals lie in various disciplines such as information and
computer sciences, electronic and electrical engineering,
linguistics, artificial intelligence (AI), mathematics and
psychology, etc. [1]. NLP applications consist of various fields
of studies, such as text processing and summarization, user
interfaces, CLIR (cross-language information retrieval), speech
recognition, AI and word segmentation etc. Recognition of
valuable and relevant documents from a large collection with
respect to the desired query is information retrieval (IR). The
technique which is used to process document or collection of
documents for identification of events or entities which have
been pre-specified is information extraction (IE). Information
extraction (IE) is a technique which processes a document, or
collection of documents, to identify pre-specified entities or
events.
Word Segmentation has significant role in all NLP
applications. It has the ability of dividing and separation of
written text into meaningful units which are usually known as
words. Words boundaries in a spoken language can be
identified by word segmentation. Hindi like languages attracted
researcher‟s attention during recent years. Especially on web
Urdu language is going to become a key part of Asian
languages [2]. Informational retrieval (IR) and Data Mining
(DM) need a detailed knowledge of NLP with responsibilities
of the relationship exploration, topic categorization, event
extraction and sentiment analysis, etc. NLP significance such
as part-of-speech (POS) tagging, morphological analysis,
named entity recognition, stop words removal, parsing and
shallow parsing have signiﬁcant importance in all NLP systems
[3]. Urdu word segmentation problem is not unadorned as
some of the other Asian languages, in which space is used for
word demarcation, but it has not consistently been used. The
use of space gives rise to both space omission and space
insertion problems in Urdu text [4] and [5]. The Space
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omission problem e.g. the Urdu word " "انکبwhich is actually a
combination of two words but the system treats it as a single
word. Such Segmentation in Urdu text is handled with the
application of Urdu-Devnagri transliteration system [6]. The
Space Insertion problem e.g. the word "("عقل هنذAqalmand,
Intelligent) is actually one word but when segment it will be
treated as two words i.e. عقلand  هنذwhich is handled by a twostage system [7]. Hindi-Urdu transliteration issues are briefly
discussed by [8] and [9]. Simple, compound and complex
words are segmented for Sindi language using three layers
[10]. A complete survey of techniques regarding Urdu-Arabic
Word Segmentation and also their challenges have discussed
by [11].
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Nowadays different languages use different techniques for
word segmentation problem so far. These techniques are used
by NLP researchers and have deduced better results from each
one. The existing techniques for word segmentation in NLP are
Dictionary/rule-based, statistical/machine learning and hybrid
approaches.
A. Existing Techniques
There are some techniques which are commonly used for
word segmentation and some are not widely used yet. The
detail of these techniques is given below:
1) Rule-Based Techniques: Rule-based techniques are set
of rules or pattern which are used to perform various NLP
tasks. Rule-based approaches were constructed manually by
linguistics experts. This approach was used by [12] for chines
word segmentation. They also show a transformation-based
algorithm for improving the output of the system. As Urdu,
Chines, Japanese and Thai etc have not delimited by spaces,
therefore word segmentation is how much difficult as
compared to other western languages like English etc. Word
segmentation for Thai language using rule-based technique
was presented by [13]. An Urdu stemmer namely “Assas
Band” developed by [14] is based on rule-based. Assas-Band
firstly removes the prefix from the stem and then postfix and
finally stem is extracted with the accuracy of 91.2%. Urdu
online handwriting recognition system provided by [15].
Author in [16] has used the rule-based technique for Name
Entity Recognition in Urdu. Urdu word segmentation using
this approach is done by [5].
2) Machine Learning/Statistical Techniques: Machine
learning approach is much better than rule-based approaches
although this technique is not commonly used for word
segmentation. These techniques use learning algorithms which
are capable of defining a function that takes input samples to a
range of output values. A corpus is constructed for these
approaches in which word boundaries are explicitly defined.
Statistical models are formed containing features of the words
which have been surrounded by boundaries. Supervised
statistical learning is one of the most current dominant
technique in NLP. This approach automatically induces rules
from training data. Machine learning algorithms consist of
intelligent modules. Different machine learning models have

been discussed by [17]. In order to carry out major NLP task
using statistical approaches, it incorporates stochastic and
probabilistic methods. A two-stage word segmentation system
for handling space insertion problem in Urdu by [7] is done
using the statistical-based technique. The space omission
problem in Urdu word segmentation using this approach has
been used by [6].
3) Hybrid Approaches: Hybrid techniques are the
combination of features of rule-based and statistical
techniques. Authors in [18] presented a hybrid approach for
Urdu sentence boundary disambiguation comprising of
unigram statistical model and rule-based algorithm. These
results better than rule-based and statistical based approaches.
Hybrid technique for segmentation presented by [19] uses topdown mechanism for line segmentation and bottom-up design
for segmenting the line into ligatures. The accuracy result was
achieved 99.2% using this technique.
III. URDU LANGUAGE
Urdu is the National language of Pakistan. The hand-held
devices such as mobiles phones, etc. have been successfully
using everywhere but the software they provide for user input
is mostly in English and in Pakistan, it is difficult for a
common man to communicate in English easily. In order to
facilitate Urdu speakers and writer and reduce the difference
between the common man and the new technology, Urdu NLP
systems are required. We have tried to bridge this gap by using
machine learning approach for segmentation of Urdu text.
A. Urdu Writing Style
Urdu is not scripting language although it is written in
cursive Arabic script. Arabic script has many traditional
writing styles such as Naskh (mostly used for the Arabic
language), Taleeq, Kufi, Divani, Sulus, Riqa, etc. As
Nastalique is complex writing style but it is novel and robust
and most commonly used for Urdu writing. Nastaleeq is
character based, bidirectional (mainly right to left), diagonal,
on-monotonic, cursive, context-sensitive writing system with a
significant number of marks (dots and other diacritics).
1) Urdu Characters: Urdu has 50 consonants in which 35
are simple and 15 are aspirated. There are 15 diacritical marks
and 1 character for nasal sound. Consonant letters, vowels,
diacritic marks, numerals, punctuations and few superscripts
signs support Urdu text. Urdu text can be written with simple
characters or characters with diacritical marks. Both format
conveying same meaning but the only difference is in writing
and oral saying e.g. the Urdu word having simple character
“ ”ذولکفلis same in oral saying as “ ” ُذولکِفلwhich have two
diacritic marks i.e ُُ and ُِ . For segmentation, such diacritic
marks will have to remove first. Table I shows the Urdu digits
and characters, while Table II shows some other characters
which are not counted as part of the alphabet, punctuation
marks, signs, and symbols of Urdu text.
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TABLE I.

Urdu
Writing
Style

URDU DIGITS AND ALPHABETS

Urdu
Writing
Style

Numbers &
Characters

Numbers

Characters

٩ ٨ ٧ ٦ ٥
٤ ٣ ٢ ١
٠

ح چھ چ جھ ج ث ٹھ ٹ تھ ت پھ پ ثھ ة ا
ط ض ص ش س ژ ز ڑھ ڑ ر ڈھ ڈ دھ د خ
ے ی ہ و ى م ل گھ گ کھ ک ق ف غع ظ

TABLE VI.
Urdu
Writing
Style

TABLE TYPE STYLES

Characters not
counted as part of
alphabet/diacritics

Punct
uation
marks

Signs & Symbols

ً ًھںآۂۓئؤء
ً ً ً ً ً
ً ً ً ً ً

،۔؟؛٫
،



؏
ً ً ً ً ً 
﷽

2) Joiners: Urdu script is cursive and characters are joined
with neighbor within a word and acquire different shapes.
Such characters are known as joiners. Joiners have four-way
shaping i.e. initial, medial, final and isolated form. Table III
shows some examples of four-way shaping form of joiners
and Table IV shows joiner characters of Urdu text.
TABLE III.

Four-way Shaping of Urdu Joiners
Final

Medial

Initial

Isolated

ثت

ثجت

ثب

ة

ثت

ثتت

تب

ت

ثٹ

ثٹت

ٹب

ٹ

ثی

ثیت

یب

ی

JOINERS IN URDU

Joiners in Urdu
Joiners
س ش ص ض ط ظ ع غ فق ک
گ ل م ى ء ی

ة ت ح ث ٹ ج چ ح خ ہ

3) Non-Joiners: Some Urdu characters are not joined with
the neighbor ones, such characters are referred to as nonjoiners. Non-joiners have only two forms i.e final and isolated.
The following Table V shows some examples of the final and
isolated forms of non-joiners whereas the Table VI shows
non-joiner characters of Urdu text.
TABLE V.
Urdu
Writing
Style

Isolated

ظر

ر

کو

و

کے

ے

FORMS OF NON-JOINERS

Forms of Non-Joiners
Urdu non-joiners

NON-JOINERS IN URDU

Non-Joiners in Urdu
Non-Joiners

B. Urdu Linguistics Resources
Urdu lexical resources are a necessary part of every NLP
system for the computational processing of Urdu language. In
Pakistan the area of applied linguistic such as English language
teaching (ELT) and sociolinguistic are the two highly focused
fields by the researchers. Very trivial study has been reported
in respect of descriptive and theory-based linguistics and there
has an evenly finite capability in that area in Pakistan. For the
purpose stated, one of the leading “Essential Urdu Linguistic
Resources project” is concentrating on building up
indispensable Urdu lingual resources and tools by ramping up
research capability in grammatic and semantic studies. This
coaction will assist research community to abloom the area of
linguistics inside Pakistan.
The Urdu corpus and lexical resources developed for Urdu
has been discussed by [20] are listed below:

FOUR-WAY SHAPING OF JOINERS

TABLE IV.
Urdu
Writing
Style

Final

آا د ڈ ر ر ز ڑ ژ و ے

Diacritics, punctuation mark, signs & symbols

Urdu
Writing
Style

Urdu non-joiners

Digits & Alphabets

TABLE II.

Urdu
Writing
Style

Forms of Non-Joiners

Final

Isolated

ثب

ا

ثذ

د

1) Urdu Encoding Scheme: The computer keyboard is
used as input device for entering data to the computer. It
contains characters, numbers, functional keys and symbols etc.
Special encoding technique is used when the computer gets
input. Character encoding is the process of assigning a unique
number to each character of the language. This code is
generated internally in a computer system. For Urdu language,
different encoding schemes have been developed but for
standardization of encoding scheme, no effort was undertaken.
2) UTF: The Unicode organization is responsible to
develop and assign a unique character encoding scheme for
digital text of almost all languages of the globe. The most
general Unicode character scheme that are commonly in use
are UTF-8, UTF-16, and UTF-32. Majority operating systems
are based on UTF-16 encoding scheme. This encoding scheme
is adopted as worldwide encoding scheme and is capable to
map all known characters.
3) Urdu Zabta Tahti (UZT): As there are no industry
standards for coding in Urdu, similar to ASCII standard for
English, therefore, it needs much attention. For this purpose
Urdu Zabta Tahti (UZT) version 1.01 by [21] is a standard
code page for Urdu. The Government of Pakistan has accepted
UZT version 1.01 as a standard code for Urdu.
4) Urdu Text Corpus: In 2002 Becker and Riaz released
the first publicly freely available Urdu dataset to promote
research activities in Urdu. In its development the contents of
7000 news articles were used which was extracted from BBC
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Urdu URL. The Becker and Riaz dataset contains very reach
contents and is considered feasible for majority of ULP tasks
such as Part of speech tagging, named entity recognition and
so on.
EMILLE project has made Urdu corpus for the first time by
[22]. The corpus has 200,000 words of English text translated
into Urdu etc. and 512000 words of spoken Urdu and 1640000
words of Urdu text.
5) CLT Conference: In Pakistan the Society for Natural
Language Processing (SNLP) has taken initiative steps to
arrange a series of international conference, namely,
Conference on Language and Technology (CLT) with the
objectives to abide students, researchers of various universities
and research institutions to share research ideas and to
promote research culture in Pakistani and South Asian
languages.
6) SNLP: Recently researcher has shown growing interest
in the computational processing of Urdu digital text in
Pakistan. In Pakistan there are assorted number of
organizations and individuals which perform research
activities in isolated manners and there exists no coordination
among various organizations and individuals.
An integrated exertion is necessary to bring in them in
collaborative platform to present ideas and pass around
information. SNLP renders a research platform for
organizations and individual researchers for this aim.
These days more than 60 languages are mouthed in
Pakistan; hence we can state that Pakistan symbolizes a diverse
still adhesive lingual and cultural environment. Lot languages
are interconnected and several are generally mouthed crosswise
territorial bounds. Hence, there is a demand to build up a basic
platform to draw together the research community processing
these languages.
IV. CONDITIONAL RANDOM FIELDS
CRF is a machine learning algorithm, which is widely used
in Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks e.g. word
segmentation, sequential labeling, Name Entity Recognition
and so on. Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) are undirected
graphical models used to calculate the conditional probability
of values on designated output nodes given values on designed
input nodes. CRF has several advantages over Hidden Markov
models and stochastic grammar models (Lafferty, McCallum,
& Pereira, 2001) and defines a CRF on X and random variable
Y as follows:
(
) such that
Let the graph
( ) ) so that Y
) is conditional
is indices by the vertices of G. Then (
random field when the random variable Yv, conditioned on X,
obey the Markov property with respect to the graph:
( ⁄
) means that w and v are neighbors in G. For
sequence tagging tasks, the LDCRF (Latent-dynamic random
fields) or DPLVM (Discriminative Probabilistic Latent
Variable Models) are a type of CRFs for sequence tagging
tasks. These models are known as latent variable modela that
are trained discriminatively. According to LDCRF let a given

sequence of observations say,
one of the
tagging task but here the problem arises that how to assign
sequence of labels and this problem should be solved by the
model let
, be a labels sequence. In
ordinary linear-chain CRF, latent variables „h‟ is inserted
between x and y rather than directly modeling ( ⁄ ) . It
uses chain rule probability.
( ⁄ )

∑

( ⁄

) ( ⁄ )

( )

Suppose
is a sequence of Urdu words in a sentence
with name entities
. According to linear chain CRF, the
conditional probability is as:
(

⁄

)

⁄

(

(∑ ∑

))

( )

Where the normalization factor Z is calculated as under
∑

(∑

(

∑

))

( )

V. NAME ENTITY RECOGNITION
NER was first introduced in 1995 as part of MUC-6
(Message Understanding Conference). Later on, in 1996, the
MET-1 conference introduced the name entity recognition in
the non-English text. Name entity is one of the prior tasks in
NLP. Named entity recognition consists of identifying within
sentence words or sequences of adjacent words belonging to a
certain class of interest or it classifies proper nouns into its
predefined categories such as a person, time, date, brand
names, quantities, monetary values, percentages, abbreviations,
location, organization, etc. For each class of interest, the
labeling distinguishes between the first word in the named
entity and the following words in the named entity. Words not
belonging to any class of interest are labeled as O (other).
Name entity recognizer is the software which labels sequence
of words in a text. Word segmentation has been applied in
several tasks e.g. NER, IR, automatic speech recognition,
machine translation, etc. There are two types of approaches to
utilize word segmentation in such tasks: pipelining and jointlearning. The pipeline approach creates word segmentation
first and then feeds the segmented words into the subsequent
task(s). The joint-learning approach trains a model to learn
both word segmentation and the subsequent task(s) at the same
time. Many NER types of research are based on word
segmentation and even Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging. The
relationship between them is described in Fig. 1.

NEs

Characher

Word

POS

Fig. 1. NER model for segmentation.
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The main goal of NER is to recognize the name entities and
then resolve the ambiguities from them. Two types of
ambiguities are common in names i.e. structural ambiguity and
semantic ambiguity has been discussed briefly by [23]. They
implemented a module for proper names recognition.
Considerable work has been done for NER in western
languages such as English, etc. but the interest for NER in
South Asian languages has not been developed so far. The
main reason is lack of technologies for South Asian languages.
Urdu is one of the most important languages of South Asia and
a lot of efforts are going on for the development of this
language throughout the world especially in Pakistan because
Urdu is a national language of Pakistan. The first effort in NER
for South Asian languages was made by [24], who highlighted
the main challenges facing NER for the Urdu language. They
created Becker-Riaz Urdu corpus for the first time as there was
no other resource available at that time. In IJCNLP conference
2008, a comprehensive attempt for NER was made for South
Asian languages. Many experiments have done for NER in
Urdu which uses CRF up to some extent, but need more
attention and deep study while using CRF as a module for NER
in Urdu.
CRF Classifier provides a general implementation of
(arbitrary order) linear chain Conditional Random Field (CRF)
sequence models for any task. In our work, the NER structured
as to consider the following Urdu sentence.
پبنبهب کیس کے فیصلہ سے قجل گیلپ پبکستبى نے عواهی رائےجبنی۔
[پبنبهب کیس: NOR] [کے: NOR] [فیصلہ: NOR] [سے: NOR] [قجل:
NOR] [گیلپ: PER] [پبکستبى: LOC] [نے: NOR] [عواهی: PER]
[رائے: NOR] [جبنی: NOR]
VI. CHALLENGES IN URDU WORD SEGMENTATION
Urdu word segmentation faces different challenges such as
Space omission problem, space insertion problem, compound
words, reduplicated words, affixations and English
Abbreviations. All these challenges of word segmentation are
briefly discussed below.
A. Space Insertion Problem
When space is inserted in between two words of Urdu then
the space insertion problem arises. In handwritten Urdu text,
there is no space inserted in between words and are briefly
discussed by [8], [5] and [6]. When the ending character of the
word is joiner then space must be inserted to separate the
words otherwise they make a miss-understandable form which
the system does not recognize it however the native speaker of
Urdu can understand. E.g. consider the Urdu words داخلہ فبرم
(dahla form, Admission Form) ( ہن هنصتhum mansab,
counterpart) is a combination of four words but semantically
these are two words. Now if we remove the spaces in between
the words then the above words look like  داخلہفبرم،ہوونصت
which having visually incorrect shape, means in such like cases
space must be inserted in between the words otherwise system
will not recognize such words. But the problem hereby arises
that if we put space in between such words then it is also
difficult for a system to take it as a single word because such
words are a combination of different words. Similarly, consider
the whole sentence, “( ”اقرارکرنبیبانکبرکرنبiqrar karna ya inkar
karna, accept or refuse) having five separate words ، کرنب،اقرار

 کرنب، انکبر، یبcan easily understand and segmented by the native
speaker of Urdu. But the system will take this whole sentence
as a single word. Space insertion problem causes due to
multiple reasons which have been briefly discussed by [5].
B. Space Omission Problem
When space is omitted in such a place where it should be
inserted for the appropriate form of the word, then space
omission or space exclusion problem arises. Space omission in
Urdu text is also a challenging task for word segmentation. If a
word ends with a joiner character then it should be separated
by a space otherwise it will append to next word which then
gives visually incorrect shape. Consider the word شبہی قلعہ
(Shahi Qilla), if space is omitted then it will look like شبہیقلعہ
having a visually incorrect shape for reader and system as well.
But there are some words in which if space is omitted then they
do not lose their meaning and have correct shape also.
Consider the words: (آپ کبyours) ،(will do) ،کرے گی کے لئے
(for), (narrate)  اس وقت, (ثیبى کریںat that time), after omitting the
space in between these words they make the forms: ، کریگی،آپکب
 اسوقت، ثیبنکریں، کیلئےall these shapes are acceptable and
understandable by the system and the native speakers (Durani
& Hussain, 2010). Thus we can say that space is not always
used as a word boundary in Urdu. One of the considerable
approach for handling space omission problem in Urdu word
segmentation is used by (Lehal, 2010), which is based on
Urdu-Devnagri transliteration system, in which Urdu words are
translated into Hindi Devnagri and then segmented.
C. Compound Words
Compound word is the combination of two or more
lexemes to form another lexeme [25]. Compounding is the
process in which new units of thought are formed. [8] have
categorized the compound words into three categories.
 AB
 AoB
 AeB
The examples of Urdu words in the above formats are جیل
(خبنہjail khana, Prison), (هخنت و عظوتmehnat o azmat,
hardworking and greatness) and (حبلت زارhalat-e-zar, bad
condition). In our system, these compound words are handled
while doing word segmentation.
D. Reduplicated Words
Reduplicated are those words in which one
word/morpheme occurs twice consecutively. Jawaid & Ahmed,
2009 has discussed the Urdu reduplicated words: (دى ثذىdin ba
din, day by day), (کجھی کجھیKabhi Kabhi, whenever). By
observing the above two reduplicated words it is concluded
that in reduplication one word is repeated twice or a morpheme
is added to that word and make reduplicated word e.g. in دى ثذى
word the morpheme  ةis added to the repeated word دى. The
reduplicated words will treat by the system as separate
orthographic words (Durrani & Hussain, 2010).
In Urdu word segmentation such words need proper
attention and in our work, these words are handled up to some
extent.
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E. Affixations
In Urdu text affixation (prefixes and suffixes) are used e.g
(انتھکanthak, tireless) is an example of prefixes which should
be a single word [3]. Similarly, the examples of words with
suffixes (ثذ اخالقbad akhlaq, bad character), (ثب وقبرba Waqar,
honorable) etc should also consider as single words [14].
F. English Words
Urdu is a language which borrows words from other
languages such as Arabic, Farsi, Greek, Latin, and English etc.
Abbreviations of English in Urdu writing needs a space/dash
character in between the words [8], e.g. Ph.D. ( )پی ایچ ڈیor (-پی
ڈی-)ایچ, M.Phl ( )این فلetc.
VII. URDU WORD SEGMENTATION MODEL

 UNER dataset is pre-processed
 CLE corpus is pre-processed
 POS tags are assigned to UNER dataset using Longest
maximum matching techniques
 The new UNER dataset is then modeled in CRFSharp
package requirements
 CRF is trained using the feature template
 The model file is generated
 Test data is tested for word segmentation task against
the model files and dictionary files
 Output is generated

The proposed CRF based Urdu word segmentation model
makes use of named entities and POS information of words as
a feature for the subject task.

 Result is calculated
 Results are averaged

For POS tag information we used CLE POS tagged corpus
and for NE information we used the UNER dataset [26]. The
UNER dataset contains only NE tags since POS information of
particular words provides important information about the
basis of the word. Therefore, to make the UNER dataset more
informative for feature learning task we first assigned POS tags
to each word of the UNER dataset. For this purpose, we make
legal use of CLE POS tagged corpus. The assignment of POS
task is achieved with help of longest maximum matching
technique.

CLE Corpus

Maximum
matching
module

After POS tag assigned to the whole UNER dataset CRF
model is trained on this UNER dataset containing both POS
and NE tags. This new UNER dataset is used to generate a
model file with help of feature set provided in below table. The
resultant training model file of CRF is then used along with
lexical dictionary file for testing test data. The following
Table VII shows the feature template for our proposed model.
TABLE VII.

UNER
Dataset

New UNER dataset
(POS Tags+NE
tags

FEATURE TEMPLATE FOR PROPOSED MODEL

Features
Feature Template

Description

U01:%x[-1,0]

N-1 token

U02:%x[0,0]

Current token

U03:%x[1,0]

N+1 token

U04:%x[-1,0]/%x[0,0]

N-1 word and N+1 token

U05:%x[0,0]/%x[1,0]

Current token and N+1 token

U06:%x[-1,0]/%x[1,0]

N-1 token and N+1 token

U07:%x[-1,1]

POS tag of N1 token

U08:%x[0,1]

POS tag of the current token

U09:%x[1,1]

POS tag of N+1 token

CRF
Encodi
ng
Modul
e

Dictionary
File

Model
File

Template
Feature

Test Data

Segmented
Text

Fig. 2 below shows the graphical depiction of proposed
CRF.

Fig. 2. Graphical depiction of proposed CRF model.

A brief summary of the steps is below:
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VIII. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS
To evaluate the performance of our proposed system we
used WordSeg 1 libraries a C# implementation. Training corpus
contains 320413 Urdu words, in which compound,
reduplicated and foreign words are also included. The overall
performance of the system is evaluated using Precision, Recall
and F-measure (F-score). Precision and Recall are inversely
related to each other as Precision increases, Recall decreases
and vice versa. F-measure is the value gained from calculating
the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall. For testing Urdu
text was taken from 2 BBC site. The text was in the form of
sentences in four cases. Table VII shows the Precision, Recall
and F-score values for the test data. The tested Urdu text is in
the form of sentences and the number of sentences and words
for the four cases are given in Table VIII.
TABLE VIII. TESTED TEXT RESULTS
Precision, Recall & F-score values of Urdu tested text
Results

Tested Text
Precision

Recall

F-Score

23

100%

50%

67.5%

3

50

94%

51%

66%

6

99

94%

51%

66%

31

497

96%

50%

65.7%

Sentence

Words

1

The results show the average values of Precision, Recall
and F-score for all the tested four cases are 96%, 50.7%, and
66.3%, respectively. It was observed that increasing the
training data for Urdu word segmentation improves the results
as well. The main challenges in Urdu word segmentation i.e.
space insertion and omission problems, reduplication,
compound words and foreign words are covered up to some
extent depending on the training corpus.
In this study, we considered the research work of [27] as
baseline work. The comparison of the proposed system with
baseline work is shown in Table IX:
TABLE IX.

Results
Compariso
n

COMPARISON OF PROPOSED CRF MODEL WITH BASELINE
APPROACH
Comparison of Proposed CRF Model with Baseline
Approach
Correctly

d

Segmente

Problem
Approache

d Words

Baseline
Approach
Proposed
CRF
Approach
1
2

Space
Omission
Space
Omission,
Deletion,
compound,

11,99
5

11,723

3,161

3,118

272

https://github.com/zhongkaifu/CRFSharp
http://www.bbc.com/urdu/sport

d

Segmente

d

Addressed

Accurac
Segmented

Text

d Words

y
Words

In this paper we have presented a system for solving Urdu
word segmentation using machine learning approaches i.e.
CRF algorithms. The task of Urdu word segmentation is more
challenging as compared to other Asian languages because of
space problems in between the words. The objective of this
study was to present ML based new system for Urdu word
segmentation in which both the main issues of segmentation
i.e. space insertion and space deletion as well as compound
words and reduplicated words, are handled up to some extent.
We believe that the proposed word segmentation system is
more advanced system when compared to previous systems as
it addresses simultaneously space insertion, space deletion,
compound words and reduplicated words challenges.
[1]
[2]

[3]
[4]
[5]

[6]

[7]
[8]

[10]

[11]
97.2%
[12]

43

Correctly

IX. CONCLUSIONS

y
Words

Teste

Reduplicate
d,
Abbreviatio
n, English
Words

Segmented
Text

s

Accurac

Uncorrecte

s

d

Addressed

Comparison of Proposed CRF Model with Baseline
Approach

Problem
Approache

[9]

Uncorrecte
Teste

Results
Compariso
n

98.6%

[13]
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Abstract—Cyber security plays an important role to secure
the people who use internet via different electronic devices in
their daily life. Some causes occurred all over world that people
face problems when they connect their devices and system via
internet. There are some highly sensitive data like biotechnology
and military assets which are highly threatened by the hackers;
cyber security plays a vital role in securing such data. Misusing
the internet becomes a current issue in different sectors of life
especially in social media, universities and government
organizations. Internet is very useful for students in study
institutes and employees who work in different organizations.
Internet source gives the facility to people to fetch some
information via internet. However, they must be protected when
use the internet and secure for any unauthorized access. In this
paper we have covered the different aspect of cyber security and
Network security in the modern era. We have also tried to cover
the threats in Intranet of organizations.
Keywords—Cyber security; internet; intranet; network security;
cybercrime and security alludes

I.

INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, access to information technology
(ICT) has surged across the world. Broadband technology is
now available to billions more it was just years in the past. The
access of computer internet technology has large benefits but
on the other hand there are several issues to reaping these
benefits. Among all those challenges one of the biggest
challenge is cyber security. In any computer network
environment successful security infrastructure must meet the
three basics objectives that are CIA (confidential integrity,
availability) without obtaining the goals of these requirements
it’s not feasible to achieve the goal of secure internet. Against
a setting of the Internet of Things-based DDoS assaults
researchers come to know that in the recent years, it is termed
as “death of the internet”. Now it is very easy for someone
who wants to turn down the internet. They will start attacking
the service provides [1]. In this paper we have discuss
different type of Security attacks which can affect internet.
Here we discuss about the major attacks of daily routine which
are the reason of security breach. We can also mention the
counter measure how we can secure our Internet from those
attacks Internet security is one of the biggest challenge of
computer era as we know that internet is also provided Internet
As A Services (IAAS). Security is becoming challenge for both

internet consumers and internet provider computer networks
are part of our daily life their security as important as on the
off chance that we have a learning of different web assaults as
we can shield yourself from these assaults. Purpose of
implementing CIA triad is to make internet secure and the
whole network. The purpose of this model is to save from
damage of internet security and to stop misuse of data. There
are many ability pitfalls which could stand up if network
protection isn't implemented well.
Internet is a telecommunications network that use guided
and unguided media (phone lines, satellites, and links) to
associate PCs and different gadgets to the internet. All PCs,
mobiles, TV, and diverse electronic gadgets can associate with
the Internet. Internet is becoming an important source for
people of world who use in different kinds of work in their
daily life. The graph of using internet in all over world
including developed and developing countries has increasing
day by day. The latest technologies are also introducing with
passage of time the people’s requirement related to internet
and fast access of any thing is also increase. Web was utilized
as a part of military, guard working activities, and for one of a
kind college's examination purposes. Presently in this century
it has developed in all sectors of life including information,
business, social life, education, entertainment, data sharing
service, and shopping. There are many advantages and
disadvantages. In disadvantages of internet is online fraud,
cyber terrorism, identity theft, and other cybercrimes are
mostly commit by any unauthorized third party. This reason
cyber security is very important for users of internet and they
feel protected when they will use internet [2]. Cyber security
gives the assurance and guarantees to internet users their
communication way/internet is secure and protected against
any attack of unauthorized third person.
II. CYBER SECURITY
Cyber security is the set of rules, body of technologies,
processes and procedures to protect the electronic data,
networks, computers, and programs from any attack and
unauthorized access. Cyber security must satisfy three points:
1) Measure amount of data for the protection of
information technology.
2) The Level of protection as an outcome from application
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of those taken measures.
3) The field associated with the professional endeavor.
These three aspects of cyber security play a vital role to
prevent and secure a personal data of every user of internet,
business, and government [3]. Those data are essential because
they can be hacked by other person for illegal activities.
Various powers oversee the lofty ascent in hostile cyber
intrusions and unapproved network breaks. The blast of new
advancements and development of societal reliance on allinclusive interconnected innovation, joined with the
robotization and commoditization of cyberattack tools, digital
aggressor modernity, and low passage hindrances into the
cybercrime market 10 are no uncertainty among the key ones
[4].
III. DIGITAL SECURITY ALLUDES
The significance of cyber security tends to be chosen in
various settings. At times, it alludes to monetary terms or in
social and social terms or even in politics and military terms.
As it is regularly utilized, “digital security” alludes to 3 (three)
things:
1) A course of action of activities and diverse measures
wanted to guarantee from strike, intrusion, or distinctive risks
PCs and unique segments of the web.
2) The state or nature of being protected from such risks.
The activities can join security surveys, settle organization,
approval systems, get to organization, and so on.
3) The extensive field of take a stab at, including
investigation and examination, went for realizing and
improving those activities and quality [3].
Web client is developing significantly in assortment age
and the motivation behind utilizing web at that point is done in
different courses as clarified previously. They can incorporate,
such as, investigate and estimate the feature and susceptibility
of the gear and programming used as a piece of the country's
political and money related electronic structure. They
furthermore incorporate revelation and response to safety
occasion, lightening of impacts, and repossession of
pretentious portions. Diverse compute can join such things as
gear and programming hardware & software firewalls,
physically protection, for instance, cemented workplaces, and
personnel getting ready and commitments. The quantity of web
clients in Indonesia for instance is expanding each year. As
indicated by Internet [5] business web administrations started
in Bahasa Indonesia at 1995 and imminent in 2008, Malay had
a normally more than 25 million Internet users. It is foreseen
that in starting of 2013, the amount of web users in Indonesian
is getting the chance to be observably more noteworthy than in
2008. [6] also communicates that web customers in Indonesia
is scramble definitely finished the latest two calendar years,
“20 ratio of Indonesians 14 at another time and more settled
now get to the Internet reliably. That is more than million
people and growing reliably consistently. Regardless, we need
to review two fundamental facts that depict the utilization. In
the first place, around ten of the thirty million customers get to
the Internet by methods for their cell phones. Secondly, around

70 ratios of those 30 million customers visit web Facebook,
YouTube and twitter every month, creating in the most
predominant location in the country” [7]. This reality truly isn't
amazing considering the way that PC and its ability containing
web as preface has been displayed since the adolescents in
review school. It infers that the Indonesian youngsters
particularly college understudies have expertise to get to web
yet they are additionally possibly to abuse or to be abused by
the web. Nearness of web for understudies in college really
encourages them to get a considerable measure of data
identified with their assignments. The data is given in types of
book on the web and diaries. The two books and diaries give a
simple assignment for the understudies to complete their
undertakings specific when they lead their last paper to be
graduated. In any case, a great deal of instances of abuse the
web work additionally led by college understudies.
Counterfeiting is a standout amongst the most web abuse led
by the understudies. They tend to duplicate a few materials to
their undertakings however they don't say the creator's name.
Other web abuse can be discovered, for example, unlawful
substance, online extortion, and wholesale fraud.
A. Classes of Strike
As indicated by National Research Council in the year
2003, there are 3 (three) classes of strike that directed to web,
as following:
1) Organization unsettling influence: It causes lost
organization and can come to fruition because of debilitating
of frameworks through a grouping of attacks, for instance,
repudiation of organization (DoS) and pummeling of
information [8].
2) Theft of favorable circumstances: It mainly handles
essential information on an adequately immense scale to have
genuine impact.
3) Catch and control: It’s incorporates catching all
controls of the web and apply this as an armament. These
levels of strike or attacks are label as a cyber-crime and
moreover have been balanced in various manners. That modus
in certainty undermine every single individual exercise
including framework.
B. Dealing with the Violations
To deal with and to keep those violations, digital security
assumes vital part to ensure individuals to utilize web securely.
As we known, the internet aggregates a gigantic scope of
related components of the internet exercises and it is in this
way the internet exercises are conceivably in danger. To take
out or expel the hazard, insurance of the internet framework is
required keeping in mind the end goal to stop programmers to
perpetrate their violations. The assurance of the foundation
must cover web equipment, media communications
framework, processing gadgets as control framework and
figuring gadgets as personal computer [9] moreover stipulates
that to take out the hazard isn't just security to the foundation
(equipment) yet in addition must ensure the product. Insurance
of programming is proposed to help everyone to utilize
PC/web securely. It is because such many PCs are utilized as a
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part of homes and organizations. The PC working frameworks
and email programs are two parts of PC/web that is powerless
against be assaulted and misused. Instance of PC worms that
smacked MS Windows working structure in 2003 was a
evidence to see that the prevention of write the computer
programs is relied upon to guarantee the web customer; or
other case of a worm happened in 2010, when a worm called
Stuxnet was impelled to strike the Iran nuclear power plant
agenda. [10].
Both protection of gear and writing computer programs are
the essential reason for advanced security. They can surety
people to use web soundly and safely. People will use web to
help their activities with no agonize too pessimistic for impact
of web. Regardless, the two preservations must be executed
and introduced in domestic and widespread master plan or
policy (control) to accomplish its targets. In United States,
e.g., it can be found National Strategic plan for motherland
protection. The inspirations driving this system are to check
computerized ambushes against fundamental structure; to
reduce domestic vulnerableness to advanced attack; and, to
restrain the mischief and regaining duration from
computerized attacks that do happen or another case in
Canada, it’s domestic procedure is determined to 3 segments:
protecting governing body of a nation structures; working
together with the privately owned fragment; and serving its
citizens to protect connected through care boost and raising
[3].
Internet misuse is mostly committed by the younger
generation their ages between 16 to 22 years. They are all
belongs to different study’s institutes. They are use internet for
financial fraud. These types of people hacked the other people
accounts, ATM card PIN numbers, and important data. Social
media is also a major and critical platform whose misuse by
many illegal persons. The cyber terrorism activities are also
occurred via this source in all over country. The misusers post
the unethical posts on Facebook, WhatsApp, and Twitter, etc.
For harmed the people. In forecast countries e.g., Indonesia,
etc. has a law against cybercrimes but in Pakistan there is no
any law against cybercrime introduced or implemented in
country. That’s why the misuse of internet is increase day by
day all over country. If any Law implemented in all over
country against these kinds of people and Pakistan
telecommunication authority, other agencies monitor the all
activities and communication with help of cyber security
techniques. Then we will overcome on this problem in very
few time of period.
IV. INTRANET AND MULTILEVEL SECURITY MANAGEMENT

Many organizations are moving toward a private internet
or personalized source of internet within the organization
mostly called intranet. Intranet is an inside a vital piece of
information system based on Internet knowledge, TCP/IP,
HTTP transmission rules and website services. The intranet is
an innovation that enables your association to characterize
itself all in all element, a gathering and a family, where
everybody knows their parts and everybody is chipping away
at the change of the association.

As on the Internet, there will be specific goals and
information and data on the intranet that ought to be kept
puzzle from work drive, e.g. fund and helpful information.
Measures are hence vital to ensure that these advantages are
used and gotten to in a secured and orderly form. In a
circumstance where there are just two sorts of assembled
information, e.g. 'portrayed' and 'unclassified', access to these
different sorts of information can be controlled by strategies
for an ordinary access control procedure, e.g. a mystery word.
If you know the mystery word, you will get to the more
unstable information. Else, you may be allowed to see the nonsensitive information. Associations differentiate nevertheless,
and military and government circumstances make the
protected securing of information living on these intranets
fundamentally more troublesome. The clarification behind this
is the request of information as showed by its substance [11].
Out of the blue there aren't just two specific requests of data
any more, however in the military condition for example, there
are more game plans, i.e. Constrained, Classified, Secret and
Top Secret. The number of groupings of data is settled only by
the earth and can be practically than in the already said
representation.
An intranet could comprise of a WAN (Wide Area
Network) with many LAN (Local Area Networks) associated
with it. Each of these LAN's alone can bolster an expansive
number of workstations, servers, work area PC's, fringe
gadgets and so on. Every one of these contraptions related
with the intranet could have a security gathering.
Heartbreakingly it's not just the devices that have a security
gathering, yet the information they store or process as well.
Every one of the information on a LAN can have the same or
unmistakable arrangements. These elements befuddle security
matters truly. Work power will in like manner have plans
which will allow them access to information with orders equal
or lower than their own specific gathering. This oversee is
gotten from the Bell-Lapadula Model which is a famous
security model. Clearly indicates for a relationship to empower
most of its work power to use such an intranet direct is a
critical troublesome task. If an affiliation is made to the web as
well, the issue ends up being altogether more troublesome.
Clearly the extended number of requests - i.e. Multi-Level
Security - of data makes a charming issue in respects security
in an intranet space. The change of modern and advanced
Internet of Things has pulled in an impressive measure of
enthusiasm from different research schools. The recognizing
verification of people and things has permitted their portrayal
in a propelled world through radio frequency distinguishing
proof developments. This has enabled numerous applications
to be delivered for key traceability and aerating and access
control in various zones, for instance, transportation,
mechanical or building [12].
V. ADVANCES OF OVERSEEING MULTILEVEL SECURITY
There are a few advances are utilized for overseeing
multilevel security in military condition.
A. Onion Routing
Onion routing is a technique for unusual correspondence
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on a computer network. In an onion network, messages are
summarized in coatings of encoding, closely resembling layers
of an onion [13]. This scrambled information is communicated
through a progression of system hubs also called onion
switches, every one of which "peels" left an unsociable layer,
revealing the information's next target. At the point when the
past layer is decoded, the message lands at its target. The
source stays unknown because every delegate identifies just
the area of the promptly going before and following hubs.
B. Intelligent Agents
A keen specialist is an item that enables people and take
after to up for their purpose. Savvy administrator’s effort by
empowering persons to name work that they could have
finished, to the pro programming. Pros can accomplish dull
errands, remember things you disregarded, keenly diagram
complicated information, pick up from you and even influence
proposal to you. To see how clever operators function, it is
best to inspect a portion of the down to earth issues that
shrewd specialist can help comprehend. A canny specialist can
enable you to discover and channel info when you are viewing
data or browsing the Internet and don't recognize where the
correct information is. It could likewise re-try information to
your slants, consequently save you time of dealing with it as
additional latest information arrived every day on the Internet.
VI. REQUIREMENTS FOR NETWORK SECURITY
Network security is the procedure through which we can
ensure the computerized data. It is so urgent for all systems
must be shielded from dangers and the dangers with the goal
that a business can accomplish its fullest potential. With the
advances in microelectronics, embedded processing, and
wireless communications, the enthusiasm for Body Sensor
Networks has risen pointedly and has empowered the
improvement and usage of such systems There are no models
or rules on estimating a scheme`s productivity. Security
investigation is infrequently performed with formal strategies;
rather, spellbinding examination is typical [14]. The target of
system security is
1) To secure the secrecy the data must be gotten to and
examined just by the endorsed individuals or social occasions.
It is the protection of the individual information. We can
differentiate order and security. Data encryption, User Ids and
passwords, bio metric checks are a bit of the methodologies
through which characterization can be secured.
2) To keep up Integrity it is the affirmation of not only the
information can be gotten to or changes by the endorsed
individuals presently moreover the data must be exact,
unfaltering completed on the off chance that it can recall cycle.
Measures taken to ensure respectability consolidate controlling
the physical state of sorted out servers, limited access to data,
and develop intensive check practices. Cryptography expect a
to a great degree genuine part in ensuring the data uprightness.
Hashing the data, you get and differentiating it and the hash of
extraordinary message is another system to ensure data
uprightness.

3) To ensure that the Availability of Data must be open to
the endorsed individuals at the perfect time. It can be ensured
by completely keeping up all hardware, preparing gear repairs
rapidly and keeping up an adequately working system
condition. Standard fortification must be taken, for information
benefits that are exceedingly essential, abundance is fitting
procedure to ensure availability.
VII. COMPLICATIONS IN NETWORK SECURITY
Major Cyber Attacks and their counter measure as internet
is facing number of security problems. That is the job of the
network security to keep the system ensure against malevolent
programming, worms, and dangers and different assaults. An
assault is a data security risk through which the social criminal
endeavor to get past, change, evacuate, embed or screen
essential data without approved get right of section or
consents.
A. Malware
Malware is a truncated term implying "malevolent
programming". This is programming that is especially
expected to get passageway or mischief a PC. Unmistakable
sorts of malware are spyware, key loggers, honest to goodness
contaminations, worms, or any sort of malignant code that
mischief a PC. Overall, writing computer programs is
recognizing malware in perspective of the desire of the creator
as contradicted to its real highlights. Prior to the term malware
was begat by [15], malignant programming was alluded to as
PC infections. Malware is habitually familiar with a machine
through email associations, programming program downloads
or working structure vulnerabilities.
1) Counter measure for malware: The most ideal path
against malware is to stop downloading contents from the
untrusted internet sources and users just try to improve
security. That is now and again accomplished through
deploying strong and up to date firewalls, which prevent the
unwanted traffic and it allows only the rusted traffic. While
applying the different access control lists. It allows you to
segregate the desired IP addresses which you want to allow in
your Network. It must be checked out after rapid interval that
operating system (for example Ubuntu, Windows, Mac OS X,
centos and Linux) you use has the most updated security
policy. Software developers update their software frequently to
overcome the weak points for this purpose one should use up
to date version of software. For example, the OS corporations
like Microsoft, launch the updates for their OS often.
B. Phishing
Much of the time acting like an interest in data from a put
stock in pariah, phishing attacks are sent by methods for email
and demand that customers tap on an association and enter
their own data. Phishing messages have turned out to be
fundamentally more refined recently, making it troublesome
for a couple of individuals to perceive a real interest for
information from a false one. Phishing messages as often as
possible fall into an undefined grouping from spam. yet are
more destructive than only a straightforward promotion.
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Research done by indicated that users effectively identified
just 53% of phishing sites notwithstanding when prepared to
recognize them and that they for the most part invest almost no
energy looking at security markers contrasted with site content
when making appraisals [16].
Phishing messages consolidate an association that aides the
customer to a false site that will take a customer's information.
From time to time, every one of a client desires to do is tap on
the association. For example, in the past few years social
media are the main and easy target of Pashing. Hackers create
a fake page for social media site and the Victim think that it is
original site, so he provides the credentials and get hacked
easily Check any requirements from associations that touch
base by means of email via telephone. If the email itself has a
telephone number, don't call that number, however rather one
you find unreservedly on the web or inside documentation
you've gotten from that organization. User must check the
URL of the accessing website before entering their credentials.
The protocol must be checked that it is HTTP or HTTPS,
HTTPS is more secure to give the personal information. Many
companies warn users not to give any personal information
over the Email or Telephone without verification. So, a user
must double check before providing his sensitive information
over the web.
C. Attacks on System via Password
The password is the most sensitive information a user
could have over the internet. But most of the times user use the
easy and simple words as their password which are easy to
remember for him. For example, 1234, his mobile number,
Birthdate, his own name or country name. Sometimes user set
the same username and password for his convenience. The
hacker tries to break your password using your public
information.
This does not require any special algorithm or
programming technique. It works just by entering Words
which user could use as password.
To avert this, a user must use the complex password. His
password must be at least 8 charters long. It should contain
upper case, lower case letters, numbers and special characters.
User should avoid using his personal pubic information like
his own name as password. Do not use the words available in
the dictionary. Password must be changes frequently.
D. Attacks on System via Denial-of-Service (DoS)
A DoS assault centers around entering the excessive
information to break the security. To slow down the
performance of a server or in some cases completely down the
services, the hacker sends the fake requests in a large number
of amount.
There are two or three different ways aggressors can
achieve DoS assaults, however the most widely recognized is
the circulated dissent of-advantage (DDoS) assault. This
includes installing a third-party software to send the large
number of fake requests to access the server. Due to this server
stop to respond to the real or actual requests.

Using the advance level firewall could help to protect your
system from such attacks. If a MAC address is broadcasting
enormous number of requests in small time intelligent firewall
will automatically block that traffic. Unless your association is
massive, it's uncommon that you would be focused by an
outside collecting or attacker for a DoS attack. Your site or
system could even now surrender to one, be that as it may, if
one more association on your organization is focused on. The
most perfect method to keep an extra rupture is to keep your
framework as secure as possible with normal program writing
energizes, online safety detecting and examination your
information stream to identify any bizarre or incapacitating
points in rush hour jam before they turn into a problem. DoS
attacks can similarly be performed by fundamentally cutting a
link or removing a fitting that interfaces your site's server to
the web, so due persistence in physically detecting your
associations is suggested too. Simply cutting a cable or
dislodging a plug that connects your website’s server to the
internet, so due assiduousness in physically monitoring your
networks is suggested as well.
E. “MAN in the Mid” (MITM)
By copying the endpoints in an online data exchange (For
example the connection from your mobile phone to a web site)
the MITM can gain your info from the end client and the
module he or she is talking with. For occurrence, in case you
are spending money on the different website, the man in the
inside would conversation with you by impersonating your
bank, and talk with the bank by rivalling you. The man in the
inside would then get most of the info traded between the two
gatherings, which could incorporate sensitive information, for
example, financial balances and specific individual data.
Often, a MITM gains entry over a non-encoded remote
entree point (For example one that doesn't utilize WAP, WPA,
WPA2 or other protection efforts). They would then move
toward most of the information being swaped among the two
gatherings.
The greatest perfect method to counter them is to just
apply encoded remote access attentions that Applying WPA &
WPA2 safety or more prominent. On the off casual that you
must interface with a site, ensure it uses a HTTPS association
or, for excellent or effective security, consider inserting
resources into a VPN (virtual private network). HTTPS uses
validations that check the identity of the server machine you're
interfacing with using an outsider association, for occurrence,
VeriSign, while VPN (Virtual private network) allow you to
link with areas through virtual private network.
F. Drive-By Downloads
Through malware on a true-blue site, a program is
downloaded to a client's structure just by passing by the site. It
doesn't need any type of motion by the customer to download.
Generally, a little part of code is downloaded to the client's
outline and that code at that point links with one more PC to
get the rest and download the package. It frequently
manipulates vulnerabilities in the customer's working
framework or in various plans, for example, Adobe and Java.
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The most perfect path is to make certain the bigger portion
of your working systems and programming agendas are flow
of blood edge. This cuts down your danger of inadequacy.
Furthermore, try to confine the amount of program additional
things you use as these can be viably replaced off. For
example, if your PCs needn't waste time with Flash or the Java
component, consider uninstalling them.
G. Malvertising
A method to job off your PC with malicious code is
downloaded to your outline when you tap on a partial
announcement. Malvertising strategies are tormenting the web
promoting business—offenders are procuring benefits by
posting authentic commercials at content robbery destinations
or utilizing a multitude of botnets to counterfeit publicizing
movement [17].
Computerized aggressors exchange debased show
advancements to different targets using an ad compose. These
commercials are then passed on to goals that match definite
amount watchwords and chase specification. Once a client taps
on one of those advertisements, malware will have
downloaded. Any webpage or web provider can be put through
to malvertising, and several don't know they've been
exchanged off.
The best way to deal with thwart surrendering to Malvern
is to use sound to decide. Any improvement that confirms
resources, free PCs or goes to the Bahamas is likely pipe
dream, and thusly could be disguising malware. Of course, in
the current style programmed and working structures are your
best first line of protection.
H. Rogue Software
Malware that pretenses as genuine and essential safety
programming will protect your framework.
Revolutionary safety programming fashioners make fly up
windows and alerts that saw true blue. These alerts urge the
customer to download safety programming, agree to terms or
revive their existing system with an eventual objective to
remain sure. By clicking "yes" to any of these conditions, the
dissident writing computer programs is downloaded to the
customer's PC.
The best protection is an average offense—for this
circumstance, a revived firewall. Guarantee you have a
working single in your workplace that protections you and
your agents from these categories of attacks. It is also a savvy
assumed to acquaint a put stock in antagonistic with
contamination or against spyware programming program that
can identify threat like free intellectual programming.
Similarly, as with furthermost categories of bad actions,
circumspection is one of the way to revolution. As
computerized stranger ends up being more advanced and more
trades relocate on the web, the quantity of risks to persons and
federation will carry on developing. Prepare by own and its
own trade put separately the chance to protect own systems
and made computerized security a need. If you appreciate
about some exceptional ways to agreement with keep on wary

opposed computerized attacks, it's continuously best to start at
home. At this time are eight methods to guarantee your
organization's data is protected.
VIII.

CONCLUSION

Internet has become a basic part of life in all over world.
There are many advantages and disadvantages. The critical
advantage is misuse of internet by criminal persons via
unauthorized access and sources. People urges secure and
protected platform who use internet. Cyber security gives the
facility to internet users access/use the secure and protected
source and way. Intranet has a private network used in
government organizations and especially in military. It is more
secure as compared to local internet but some drawbacks are
occurred in this network. Then onion routing and intelligent
agents control/protect the all over system by any threats and
attacks. The security is the fundamental issue in the versatile
specially appointed system [18]. In MANNET hub looks like
self-centeredness. A hub can utilize the assets of other hub and
safeguard the assets of possess. This sort of hub makes the
issue in MANET there is various ways, which ensure for the
wellbeing and security of your system [19]. Play out the
accompanying to keep away from security provisos must have
a refreshed antivirus program; try not to give progressively or
undesirable access to any system client. Working framework
ought to be consistently refreshed.
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Abstract—Web data mining became an easy and important
platform for retrieval of useful information. Users prefer World
Wide Web more to upload and download data. As increasing
growth of data over the internet, it is getting difficult and time
consuming for discovering informative knowledge and patterns.
Digging knowledgeable and user queried information from
unstructured and inconsistent data over the web is not an easy
task to perform. Different mining techniques are used to fetch
relevant information from web (hyperlinks, contents, web usage
logs). Web data mining is a sub discipline of data mining which
mainly deals with web. Web data mining is divided into three
different types: web structure, web content and web usage
mining. All these types use different techniques, tools,
approaches, algorithms for discover information from huge bulks
of data over the web.

extract information from the web. For discovering useful data
(videos, tables, audio, images etc.) from the web different
techniques and tools are used. Information over the internet is
huge and increasing with passage to time due to which size of
data bases are also growing. Digging knowledgeable
information and analyzing the data sets for relevant data is
much difficult because data over the internet in not in plain
text. It could be unstructured data, multimedia, table, tag.
Purpose of this paper is to describe web mining, its three
different types, tools and techniques. All three types are
explained in detailed and main focus is on web usage mining,
its techniques. Summarization table is detailed for all three
types.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Keywords—Web data mining; hyperlinks; usage logs; contents;
patterns

I.

INTRODUCTION

Now a day’s data over the internet is enormous and
increasing frequently day by day. It is must to manage that
massive information and display most related queried
information on user’s screen. Analyzing and fetching relevant
data from large data bases is not possible manually, for this
automated extraction tools are required through which user
queried data can be fetch from billions of pages over the
internet and discovers relevant information. Usually users find
data from world wild web WWW by using different search
engines like Yahoo, Bing, MSN, Google etc. Data mining is a
process of analyzing usable information and extract data from
large data warehouses, involving different patterns, intelligent
methods, algorithms and tools. This process can help business
to analyze data, user behavior and predict future trends. Data
mining includes four strategies steps for relevant data
extraction. Data source is a set on data in large data base
which can have problem definition in it. Data exploration is a
step of investigation true information from bulks of unfamiliar
data. Third step is modeling, in this different models are
designed and then evaluate. At the end tested models are
deployed, that occurs in final step of data mining strategies.
Organizations can use data mining techniques to change raw
data into convenient information. It can also help business to
improve their marketing strategies and increase the profit by
learning more about customer’s behavior.
Web mining is one of the types of techniques use in data
mining. The main purpose of web mining is to automatically

Data mining is a process of discovering knowledge from
data warehouse. This knowledge can be classified in different
rules and patterns that can help user/organization to analyze
collective data and predicted decision processes [9].
Centralized database of any organization is known as Data
warehouse, where all data is stored in a single huge database.
Data mining is a method that is used by organization to get
useful information from raw data. Software’s are implemented
to look for needed patterns in huge amount of data (data
warehouse) that can help business to learn about their
customers, predict behavior and improve marketing strategies.
Web mining is actually an area of data mining related to
the information available on internet. It is a concept of
extracting informative data available on web pages over the
internet [1]. Users use different search engines to fetch their
required data from the internet, that informative and user
needed data is discovered through mining technique called
Web Mining. Different tools and algorithms are used for
extraction of data from web pages that includes web
documents, images etc. Web mining is rapidly becoming very
important due to size of text documents increasing over the
internet and finding relevant patterns, knowledge and
informative data is very hard and time consuming if it is done
manually. Structure (Hyperlinks), Usage (visited pages, data
use), content (text document, pages) are included in
information gathered through Web mining [2], [5]. Term
World Wide Web is related to the combination of web
documents, videos, audios etc. Some processes included in
web mining are:
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Information Retrieval is a process of retrieving relevant
and useful information over the web. Information retrieval has
more focuses on selection of relevant data from large
collection of database and discovering new knowledge from
large quantity of data to response user query.IR steps includes
searching, filtering and matching [5], [6].
Information extraction is an automatic process of
extracting analyzed data (structured). IE is a task that work
same like information retrieval but more focuses on extracting
relevant facts [5].

tables. Over last few decades the amount of web pages
(HTML) increases to billions and still continues to grow.
Searching query into billions of web documents is very
difficult and time consuming task, content mining extracts
queried data by performing different mining techniques and
narrow down the search data which become easy to find
required user data [3].

Machine Learning is support process that helps in mining
data from web. Machine learning can improve the web search
by knowing user behavior (interest). Different machine
learning methods are used in search engine to provide
intelligent web service. It is much more efficient than
traditional approach i.e. information retrieval. It is a process
that has ability to learn user behavior and enhance the
performance on specific task.
III. WEB MINING CATEGORIES
Web Mining is sub categorized in to three types as shown
in Fig. 1:
Fig. 2. Web content techniques [7].

A. Web Content Mining

1) Web Content Mining Techniques: Web content mining
uses different techniques Fig. 2 to dig data. Following are four
techniques described used by web content mining.

B. Web Structure Mining
C. Web Usage Mining

Mostly in web contents data is in unstructured text form.
For extraction of unstructured data, web content mining
requires text mining and data mining approaches [5]. Text
documents are related to text mining, machine learning and
natural language. Main purpose of text mining is to extract
previous information from content source [7]. Text mining is a
part of web content mining and hence different techniques are
used for text data mining from web contents over the
internet/website to provide unknown data, some of them are
mentioned below:
 Information Extraction
 Summarization
 Information Visualization

Fig. 1. Web mining taxonomy [8], [15].

Web Mining consists of massive, dynamic, diverse and
mostly unstructured data that provides big amount of data.
Explosive growth of web leads to some problems like finding
relevant data over the internet, observing user behavior. To
solve such kind of problem efforts were made to provide
relevant data in structure form (table) that is easy to
understand and useful for organizations to predict customer’s
needs [4].
A. Web Content Mining
Content Mining is a process of Web Mining in which
needful informative data is extracted from web sites (WWW).
Content includes audio, video, text documents, hyperlinks and
structured record [1]. Web contents are designed to deliver
data to users in the form of text, list, images, videos and

 Topic Tracking
 Categorization
 Clustering
Structured is a technique that mines structured data on the
web. Structure data mining is an important technique because
it represents the host page on the web. Compare to
unstructured, in structured data mining it is always easy to
extract data [8]. Following are some techniques used for
structured data mining:
 Web Crawler
 Page Content Mining
 Wrapper Generation
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Semi-Structured is form of structured data but not full, text
in semi-structured data is grammatical. Its structure is
Hierarchical, not predefined. Representation of semistructured data is in form of tags (such as HTML, XML).
HTML is an intra-document structure case [4]. Techniques
used to extract semi-structured data are:
 OEM - Object Exchange Model
 Web Data Extraction Language
 Top Down Extraction [5]
Traditionally computing data was consider as text and
numbers but now a days there are different computing data
types of multimedia data like videos, images, audios etc. This
mining process is use for extracting interesting multimedia
data sets and also converted data set types in to digital media
[11]. Techniques uses for multimedia data mining are:
 Multimedia Miner
 Shot Boundary Detection
 SKICAT
 Color Histogram Matching [10]
2) Web Content Mining Algorithms: Multiple techniques
are used by web mining to extract information from huge
amount of data bases. There are different types of algorithms
that are used to fetch knowledge information, below are some
classification algorithms are described:

hidden layer but numbers of hidden layers are arbitrary [10].
Last hidden layer fed the input and make up the output layer.
B. Web Structure Mining
Now a day’s massive amount of data is increasing on web.
World Wide Web is one of the most loved resources for
information retrieval. Web mining techniques are very useful
to discover knowledgeable data from web. Structure mining is
one of the core techniques of web mining which deals with
hyperlinks structure [14]. Structure mining basically shows the
structured summary of the website. It identifies relationship
between linked web pages of websites. Continues growth of
data over the internet become a challenging task to find
informative and required data [15]. Web mining is just a data
mining which digs data from the web. Different algorithmic
techniques are used to discover data from web. Structure
mining analyzes hyperlinks of the website to collect
informative data and sort out in categories like similarities and
relationship. Intra-page is a type of mining that is performed at
document level and at hyperlink level mining is known as
inter-page mining. Link analysis is an old but very useful
method that is way its value increases in the research area of
web mining – Structure analysis is also called as Link-mining
[16]. Few of the tasks of link-mining Fig. 3 are
summarized as:

Decision tress is a classification and structured based
approach which consist of root node, branches and leaf nodes.
It is hierarchical process in which root node is split into sub
branches and leaf node contains class label. Decision tress is a
powerful technique [10].
Naïve Bayes is an easy, simple, powerful algorithm for
classification and also known as Native Bayes classifier. It is
based on Bayes’ Theorem. From predefined dataset values,
probabilities are calculated for each class by counting
combinations on values. Most likely class is the one with
highest probability [12].
Bayes' theorem: [13]
|
Support Vector Machine is a well-known and simple
machine learning and classification algorithm. SVM is a
method that can be used for linear and non-linear data sets
[10]. Optimal separating hyper plane (decision boundary) is
just a line that is used to draw to separate the two classes
depends on the different classification features.
Neural network is another web content mining approach
which use back propagation algorithm. The algorithm consist
of multiple layers i.e. input layer, some hidden layers and then
output layer, each feeds the next layer till last layer (output).
Neuron is the basic unit of neural network. Inputs are fed
simultaneously to units. From input layer, inputs are
simultaneously feeding to hidden layers. Usually there is one

Fig. 3. Web structure mining.

 Link-based Classification: It is an upgrade
classification version of classic data mining and its task
is to link domains. Main focus is to predict webpage
categories – based on text, HTML tags, link between
web pages and other attributes [15].
 Link-based Cluster Analysis: Primary focus is on data
segmentation. In cluster analysis data is categorized or
grouped together [16]. Similar objects are grouped in a
single group and dissimilar data objects are grouped
separately. To dig hidden patterns from datasets linkbased cluster analysis can be used [15].
 Link Type: It helps to guess link type between entities
(two or more) [16].
 Link Strength: Link strength shows that links might be
related to weights [16].
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 Link Cardinality: Main focus of link cardinality is to
find duplicated website, finding comparison between
them, predicts links between objects, also page
categorization [15].
3) Web Structure Mining Algorithms: There are various
web structure mining algorithms as mentioned in Table I, the
paper describes two of them i.e. Page rank algorithm and
HITS algorithms. Both of them focuses on link structure of
web and how it gives importance to web pages.
Page rank algorithm was developed in 1998 [16] by two
famous authors L. Page and S. Brain. The idea was proposed
in their PhD research. Both the authors suggested that well
known search engine Google was formed by page rank
algorithm. It is an algorithm that is frequently used to rank
pages. Page rank approach leads to number of pages linking to
a specific web page indicates, calculates or describes the
importance of that page. Above calculated links are known as
backlinks. If backlink is produced from key page or an
important page then weightage of this link will be higher than
those whose links are coming from non-important pages. Link
from page A to page D is considered as a vote (Shown in
Fig. 4: Back link Structure). More the vote receives by the
page more the importance of that specific page will be. If vote
produced from a high weightage page then the importance of
linking page will become higher.

Fig. 4. Back link structure [16].

Following is the formula [14] to find page rank of page A:

Where:
PR (Ti)

= Rank of Pages

Ti = links to A
C (Ti)

= No. of outbound links

d = damping factor (0 to 1)
HITS is an algorithm that stands for Hyperlink Induced
Topic Search and is use for web structure (hyperlink analysis)
mining. HITS concept was developed by Jon Kleinberg [16] to
rank pages. Two terminologies are used in HITS algorithm i.e.
authorities and hubs. Good authority is a page that is pointed
by high hub weights and good hubs are pages that points to
many authority pages with high weights Fig. 5. It is not easy
to differentiate in between these two attributes as some sites
can be hubs as well as authorities at the same time.

Fig. 5. HITS (Hubs and Authorities) [17].

HITS algorithm includes two steps. First is sampling in
which related pages are collected for certain queries. In
iterative step authorities and hubs are found with the help of
sampling output. Because of the equal weights of pages HITS
don’t find the relevant pages requested by user queries [17].
4) Web Structure Mining Tools: Following mention tools
are used for web structure mining. Google PR checker is a tool
designed for page rank and is used for Page rank algorithm. It
helps to rank of web pages in search engine result. It is simple
to find page rank just by pasting website URL and click search
– it will show rank of each page of website [22]. Link viewer
is used for HITS to visualize analyzes links process [23].
 Google PR Checker (for PageRank)
 Lin Viewer (for HITS)
 Web Mining Categories Summarization
5) Web Usage Mining: Web usage mining also called log
mining is a process of recording user access data on the web
and collect data in form of logs. After visiting any website
user leaves some information behind such as visiting time, IP
address, visited pages etc. This information is collected,
analyzed and store in logs. Which helps to understand user
behavior and later can improves website structure [18]. Web
usage mining is a technique that automatically archives access
patterns of user and this information is mostly provided by
web servers which are later collected in access logs. Logs
stores much needed information like URL address, visiting
time, Internet Protocol addresses etc. which can help an
organization to understand their customer’s behavior and
insure good service quality. Web usage mining dig and
analyze data present in log files which contains user access
patterns. Main purpose of web usage mining is to observer
user behavior at the time of his interacting with web. There are
two types of pattern tracking i.e. general tracking and
customized tracking. In general tracking information is
collected from web page history. In customized tracking the
information is gathered for specific user [19].
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TABLE I.

SUMMARIZATION TABLE FOR WEB DATA MINING CATEGORIES

Web Mining
Categories

Techniques

Tools

Algorithms

Web Content
Mining

- Unstructured Data Mining
- Structured Data Mining
- Semi – Structure Data Mining
- Multimedia Data Mining

- Screen Scaper
- Mozenda
- Automation Anywhere7
- Web Content Extractor
- Web Info Extractor
- Rapid Miner

- Decision Tree
- Naive Bayes
- Support Vector Machine
- Neural Network

- Link-based Classification
- Link-based Cluster Analysis
- Link Type
- Link Strength
- Link Cardinality

- Google PR Checker
- Link Viewer

- Page Rank Algorithm
- HITS algorithms (Hyperlink Induced Topic
Search)
- Weighted Page Rank Algorithm
- Distance Rank Algorithm
- Weighted Page Content Rank Algorithm
- Webpage Ranking Using Link Attributes
- Eigen Rumor Algorithm
- Time Rank Algorithm -Tag Rank Algorithm
- Query Dependent Ranking Algorithm

- Data Preprocessing

Data Cleaning

User & Session Identification
- Pattern Discovery

Statistical Analysis

Association Rules

Clustering

Classification

Sequential Patterns
- Pattern Analysis

Knowledge Query Mechanism

OLAP (Online Analytical
processing)

Intelligent Agents

- Data Preprocessing Tools

Data Preparator

Sumatra TT

Lisp Miner

SpeedTracer
- Pattern Discovery Tools

SEWEBAR-CMS

i-Miner

Argunaut

MiDas(Mining In-ternet
Data for As-sociative
Sequenc-es)
- Pattern Analysis Tools

Webalizer

Naviz

WebViz

WebMiner

Stratdyn

- Association Rules

Apriori Algorithm

Maxi-mal Forward References

Markov Chains

FP Growth

Prefix Span
- Clustering

Self-Organized Maps

Graph Partitioning

Ant Based Technique

K-means with Genetic algorithms

Fuzzy c-mean Algorithm
- Classification

Decision Trees

Naïve Bayesian Classifiers

K-nearest Neighbor Classifiers

Support Vector Machine
- Sequential Patterns

MIDAS (Mining Internet Data for
Association Sequences) algorithm

Web Structure
Mining

Web Usage
Mining

6) Web Usage Mining Techniques: Following three
techniques are described in detail with their sub approaches
use in web usage mining. Each technique performs different
tasks in a hierarchy.
 Data Preprocessing
Real world data and some data bases are incomplete,
inconsistent and not understandable. Data preprocessing is a
mining technique that integrate databases and make raw data
understandable and consistent [18]. In data preprocessing
information stored web logs are processed because of
insufficient and noisy nature. Raw data cleaning is done is
done in early step by removing redundant, useless, error,
incomplete, inconsistent data [19]. Preprocessing task is to
clean, correct the data and ready input data for mining. There
are many e-sources in web usage mining from data can be
collected and analyze such as data logs, website, users login
information, web access logs, cache, cookies etc. The reliable
source for usage mining is considered as web access logs

because they use standard logs format (Common LF and
Extended CLF) for recording [20]. Data preprocessing
includes methods like Data cleaning, User and session
identification are describe as follow.
Data cleaning is not only important for usage mining but
important for other analysis techniques as well. Purpose is to
remove irrelevant and no needed information from logs.
Graphics and videos needs to be removed from web logs as
they are unnecessary for usage mining [21]. When user
requests for a web server for a particular web page, multiple
entries are stored in log file. Those records that are not useful
for usage mining must be removed.
User and Session identification technique is used to find
user sessions from access log file. After data cleaning next
step is to identify users. Different approaches are used for user
identification like user login information, cookies to detect
visitors with unique ID for specific webpage. Session
identification is to know number of pages visited by a single
user in a row on one visit to a website. Session is a set of
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webpage visited by users, new IP mean new user. Difficult
step is when proxy server is used, same IP addresses for
different users in log file. Referrer method is suggested as a
solution to this problem. As different IP indicates new users, if
IP’s are same then different browsers / OS can identify new
users. If OS, IP and browsers are same then Referrer approach
consider URL account information. If account in URL was not
accessed before it will consider it as a new user [18].
 Pattern Discovery
Consider as key component in web data mining. After data
cleaning and user identification, some web usage pattern
discovery techniques are used to discover interesting patterns.
Main and tough task is to discover patterns produced by
preprocessing section and extract useful knowledge [19].
Pattern discovery techniques are describe as follow.
Statistical analysis is a powerful technique used for
extracting knowledge about webpage visitors. Analysts
perform to describe statistical analysis on session log while
analyzing using different variables. Knowledge obtained by
statistical analyzing result may help to improve performance
and enhance the system security as well as marketing
strategies [24]. Frequency, median and mode are three
statistical analyses are used mostly on sessions to show length
of page, recently accessed pages and view time [19].
Association rule is one of the basic rules of data mining
and is mostly use in web usage mining. Association rule helps
to find correlations between webpages that appears in a user
session repeatedly. The rule describes the relationship between
pages visited one after another by user at the time of his visit
session. The rule X => Y (where X and Y are pages) state that
items (transaction) includes in page X also contain in page Y
[26]. Rule format can be shown as:
X.html, Y.html => Z.html
It means that if user will observe page X and Y, most
probable he will also observe page Z in the same session.
Clustering is a method of grouping items (users and pages)
with similar features together. Usage mining consist of two
types of clusters i.e. users and pages cluster. Users cluster
provides information about set of users with a similar
activities or browsing patterns [25]. Similar webpage content
can be discovered from pages clusters. Different algorithms
are used for clustering technique as shown in Table I.
Classification technique is use to classify data items and
map them to different predefined classes. In usage mining, one
with an interest of generating user profile will use this
technique to establish user profile of user fitting to particular
class [24]. Classification can be performed by use of different
algorithms as mentioned in Table I.
Sequential sessions are discovered in sequential patterns.
Many algorithms are used to find sequential patterns in usage
mining, some of them are listed in Table I. MIDAS is
commonly used algorithm for finding sequential sessions [19].
This technique catches patterns like one or multiple bulks of
pages visited or accessed one after another in same time
sequence. It is helpful for web admin/marketer to predict

trends and prepare advertisements, place them to target group
of users [25].
 Pattern Analysis
Pattern analysis is considered as a last and final step of
usage mining. In this step all not interesting, irrelevant rules or
patterns discovered in above phases are separated and
interesting or relevant rules or patterns are extracted. This can
help to improve system performance [24]. Following are the
approaches uses for pattern analysis:
For query mechanism the most commonly language used
is SQL. SQL stands for Structured Query Language and is use
to extract useful information from patterns discovered [18].
After the pattern discovery data is receive into OLAP
phase. In this phase data is store in data cube (multidimensional database) format and OLAP operation (roll up
etc.) is performed. In OLAP measure term refers to
dimensions (tables) [27].
An agent can be defining as an assistant that can help to
perform some tasks on user’s behalf. An intelligent agent can
sense receiving element, recognizer them and determines
which task should be performed. In usage mining agents
analysis the pattern that are discovered at previously phases
[18], [28].
7) Web Usage Mining Algorithms: For usage mining there
are numbers of algorithms that can be used as few of them are
listed in above Table I. This section will describe three
important algorithms i.e. Apriori Algorithm, FP Growth
Algorithm and Fuzzy c-means algorithm.
Apriori algorithm is an important and supervised algorithm
mostly use for association rule (describe above) to find
frequent sets of items during transaction. At first apriori
algorithm observe initial database and captures those data sets
which are large, then uses result of first captured data sets as a
base or model to discover other data sets (large). In apriori
algorithm there is a pre-defined support level, if the support
level is greater than minimum then item sets are called large
or frequent and if support level is below then item sets are
known as small. Before AIS algorithm was used for mining
regular item sets and association rules but after some time
algorithm was modified and given a name Apriori Algorithm
[31]. Example: Suppose we have two transactions
{
} and
{
} where 1,2,3,4 are item sets and 2,
3 are frequent items in both transactions because of repetition.
FP growth is another efficient algorithm use for
association rule. FP-Growth discovers frequent sets of data
from FP tree without candidate generation and use bottom-up
approach. FP tree is complete data structure, contains one root
node “null” and sub tree nodes (prefix) as children. FP growth
search FP tree and fetch frequent sets of data [31].
Both Apriori and FP growth algorithms are suitable and
scalable for association rule but FP growth is considered more
efficient that Apriori algorithm but in Apriori full database
needs to be scan for frequent sets of data where as in FP
growth, FP tree is made and new sets are updated while
transaction.
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Fuzzy cMean is an algorithm use in usage mining using
clustering approach. It was developed by Bezdek [29]. Fuzzy
in an unsupervised algorithm that is applied to a wide range to
connected data. FCM task is to group n number objects n
number of clusters. In every cluster there is center point which
describes features and importance of that cluster [30]. Objects
close to the center of cluster become member of the cluster.
FCM Algorithm formula: [29], [30]
∑

∑ ∑

Where: Ci = Cluster Center

partitioning algorithm for historical information to be
maintained. Main purpose is to keep record of incremental
change [18].
WebViz is a tool that is used for statistical analysis of web
access logs. The main idea of developing this tool was to
provide WWW database designers graphical outlook of their
local db and access patterns. Relation between access logs and
databases (local) is displayed by use of Web-Path paradigm
[32]. It presents local database documents and association of
documents in graph structure. Information about accessed
documents is collected from access log. Number of visited
paths by users is also collected for display.
9) Web Usage Mining Techinques Comparison

Uij = Numerical Value [0, 1]
i

= Euclidian Distance =

IV. CONCLUSION
‖

‖

ith , jth = Cluster Center , data points
8) Web Usage Mining Tools: Speed Tracer is an analysis
tool and use for usage mining. This tool help to discover users
surfing behavior and analyze with entries stored in server logs
by using different data mining techniques. Cookies are not
required for identifying user session, speed tracer used
different kind for information like: IP address, URL of page,
agent etc. Collection of browsing patterns helps to understand
user behavior in a better way [18]. Three types of
understanding are generated by speed tracer: User based
which refers to user access time duration. Path based relates to
process of frequently visited path in web. Group based
generates information of repeatedly visited groups of web
pages.
Suggest 3.0 is a system that provides familiar information
to user about web pages they might have interest in.
Customers/user needs are successfully achieved by set of
constant changes in page links. Suggest 3.0 uses graph
TABLE II.

Usage Mining
Techniques

Data mining is a concept that helps to find information
which is needed from large data warehouses by using different
techniques. It is also used to analyze past data and improve
future strategies. Web data mining is considered as sub
approach of data mining that focuses on gathering information
from web. Web is a large domain that contains data in various
forms i.e.: images, tables, text, videos, etc. As size of web is
continuously increasing; it is becoming very challenging task
to extract information. In this paper we described three
important types of web data mining that can help in finding
informative data. Each type has different algorithms, tools and
techniques that are used for data retrieval. Various algorithms,
tools and techniques for each type are described. Table I
summarizes all types and Table II shows comparison for web
usage mining techniques. Web content mining is useful in
terms of exploring data from text, table, images etc. Web
structure mining classifies relationships between linked web
pages. Web usage mining is also an important type that stores
user access data and get information about specific user from
logs. All techniques may have some advantages and
disadvantages but drawbacks can be improved by further
studies.

USAGE MINING TECHNIQUES COMPARISON

Methods

Data Gathering

Data Store

Advantages

Important Algorithms

- Web status codes

- Data logs
- Website
- Users login
information
- Web access logs
- Cache
- Cookies etc.

- Web logs

- Convert raw data to
understandable
Common LF and
Extended CLF for
recording

Data Preprocessing

- Apriori algorithm
- FP Growth

Pattern Discovery

- Frequency, median,
mode used to show
length, recently
accessed, view time of
pages

- Filtered data from
preprocessing section

- Session logs

- Extract useful
information from
discovered patterns
correlations

- K-means with Genetic
algorithms
- Fuzzy c-mean Algorithm

Pattern Analysis

- Roll-up
- Drill Down/Up

- Pattern discovery

- Data cube
(multidimensional
database)

- Irrelevant rules and
patterns are separated

- SQL Language
- OLAP
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Abstract—In this manuscript, a hybrid wind/solar/battery
energy system is proposed for a stand-alone applications. Windsolar energy sources are used as power generation source in the
proposed hybrid energy system (HES), whereas battery is used as
energy storing system in order to manage the power flow among
various power generation sources and energy storing system.
Power management control strategy is also presented for a
suggested hybrid system. Through the real load demand and
practical weather data (proposed area is Jamshoro, Sindh
Pakistan), the system performance is verified under different
situations. It is observed that the hybrid system produces
maximum power in summer season as compared to other seasons
throughout the year. Moreover, the power generated from wind
and solar energy contributes 77.88% and 22.12%, respectively.
However, it is clearly observed that the HES is cost effective and
can be used in remotely rural areas which are isolated from
power grid. In future work, the HES can be integrated with the
power grid in order to meet the load demand during shortage of
power.
Keywords—Hybrid; stand-alone; wind; solar; battery; power
management; Pakistan

I.

Mahesh Kumar,
Aamir M. Soomro,
Asif A. Solangi, Yasir A. Memon

INTRODUCTION

The growing energy utilization, expanding environmental
contamination, high rate and the prompt decline of fossil fuels
have made increasing concern towards renewable energy
generation sources, i.e., wind energy, solar energy, geothermal,
biomass, and tidal energy [1]-[5, [18]. In Pakistan, the
renewable energy sources have a huge potential to produce
electric power and these resources can play a vital role in
overcoming energy crisis [6], [7]. Among these renewable
energy resources, solar and wind energy sources are more
attractive power producing technologies [1], [2], [8]. The wind
and solar energy are abundantly available, free, inexhaustible,
and have no emission of greenhouse gases, therefore they are
atmosphere friendly [3], [5], [6], [10]. Due to such features,
these renewable energy resources can be utilized on large scale
to produce power in order to meet load requirement [6]. A
huge amount of population are living at rural areas around the
globe, where still no power for their social life, and they have
very minimum load demand, and still not connected with the
power grid system. In order to supply the power to these
Support of the Higher Education Commission Pakistan & Mehran University
of Engineering and Technology, Pakistan is greatly acknowledged.

remotely located areas, alternative energy sources such as wind
and solar are economical and efficient substitutes [6].
Globally, wind and solar energy resources have their own
deficiencies, such as wind is not accessible at all times and
solar is accessible only day time, therefore in order to make
sure the continuity of power supply to meet the load
requirements, it is essential to make wind and solar energy
resources along with storage device as a hybrid energy system
[9]. The energy storing devices may be battery, flywheel, super
capacitor or fuel cell [1], [4], [10]. Hybrid energy system is the
integration of two or more than two power producing
technologies together with some energy storage system to
supply power to the load. Various unconventional energy
sources i.e., wind, solar, diesel, fuel cell, gas turbine can be
utilized to make a hybrid system [1]. A hybrid energy system is
more efficient and provides continuous power to consumers
with more reliability than a single source based system [1], [2].
The hybrid energy system is more appropriate for off-grid
services to supply remotely located rural regions [10].
In this paper, a hybrid wind/solar/battery energy system is
suggested for a stand-alone applications. Solar-wind system is
primarily resources of generation in our proposed system,
while battery is used as energy storage system and these
sources are coupled with AC bus via appropriate converters.
The DC load can be supplied through ac/dc rectification [15].
This paper is ordered as follows: in section 2, hybrid
system configuration and description is given. In section 3,
modeling and overall power management strategy is given. In
section 4, result and discussions is given. While the last section
5 concludes the manuscript.
II. HYBRID SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND DESCRIPTION
A. Hybrid System Configuration
The proposed configuration of the hybrid i.e.,
wind/solar/battery system can be shown in Fig. 1. In this
system, renewable wind and solar resources are utilized as
major energy sources, whereas battery is used as storage
device. When the power generation from wind and solar
system is excessive, the excessive power is delivered to the
battery. When battery becomes fully charged, then extra power
will be sent to dump load. While during the deficiencies of
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power generated from wind and solar energy system due to
weather issues, the battery backup will supply the power to
meet load demand. Through suitable interfacing circuits,
various energy sources are coupled with the bus. The proposed
hybrid system can be extended easily when other energy
generation resources are accessible.
Bus

The HES is planned in order to supply five homes in
Jamshoro. In this analytical study an hourly average domestic
load of five homes in Jamshoro is considered, as shown in
Fig. 2. The technique for determining the sizing of solar array
is given below:
The capacity factor  K cf  can be characterized as follows [1,
12]:

K cf 

Converter

P

“(1)”

Prated

Where  P  and  Prated  are the average power output and
rated power of a renewable energy resource respectively. The
theoretical capacity factor for wind is varies from 0-100 %,
while in practice it is mostly up to 30 %. However, in this
study authors have assumed 14 % and 10 % capacity factor for
wind solar respectively[1].

Wind Turbine

Converter

Solar Array

The purpose of unit sizing is to reduce the difference
between generated power  Pgen  from alternative energy sources
and load demand  Pdem  for a time period (T), and time
considered in this study is only one year data.

Load
Bidirectional
Converter

Battery

P  Pgen  Pdem  Kcf wtg * Pwtg rated  Kcf solar Psolar rated  Pdem

Where Pwtg rated and Psolar rated are the power ratings of wind
turbine and solar array respectively.

Dump Load

In order to balance the power generation and load demand,
the power rating of solar array is given as:

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of proposed hybrid energy system.

B. System Unit-Sizing
The process of unit-sizing is considered for a proposed
hybrid energy system with the recommended arrangements (as
shown in Fig. 1) for domestic electricity supply in Jamshoro. It
is clear from the Fig. 2 that minimum load demand is 5.5 kW
while maximum demand is 12.8 kW. The core objective is to
correctly size the elements of the hybrid system in order to
confirm the reliable power supply to meet the load
requirements.
14

12.8
12 12
11.5
11
10.5
10
10
10
9.5
9.5
9.2
9 8.7
8.5
12

12
Minimum demand

Psolar rated 

Pdem  K cf wtg * Pwtg rated
K cf solar

(3)

Peak demand

Load (kW)

10

(2)

8 6.5
6.5
6.15.8
5.65.55.8
6

8
Fig. 3. Characteristics of the WT at different pitch angle response [11], [12],
[15].

4

As shown in Fig. 2, the average load requirement is 9 kW
approx., therefore, according to equation (3), the solar array
will be of 20 kW in size.

2
0

0

2

4

6

8

10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Time (Hours)

Fig. 2. Hourly average load of five homes in Jamshoro response.

The battery is used as storage device and offers backup for
the system. The battery should be capable to store surplus
power and to supply power to load during deficiency of power
generation. The battery bank of 1800 AH rating is utilized in
this stand-alone hybrid energy system as shown in Table I.
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TABLE I.

SYSTEM COMPONENT PARAMETERS

Wind Energy System Components

Ratings

Rated power of wind turbine

50 kW

Cut in speed

3 m/s

Rated speed

14 m/s

Cut out speed

25 m/s

The wind turbine output power versus wind speed
characteristics are shown in Fig. 4. It can be observed from
Fig. 4 that wind turbine output power retains constant when
wind speed is higher than rated speed (i.e., 14 m/s), despite the
wind turbine can generate furthermore power. This can be done
with pitch angle control in order to avoid rotor over speeding
and to safeguard electrical system. In this proposed study, the
system will be taken out of operation when the wind speed is
greater than cut-out speed (i.e., 25 m/s) in order to protect
system.

Solar Array
Power rating

20 kW

Efficiency

18 %

Battery
Capacity

1800 AH

Battery rated voltage

48

C. Wind Energy System Model
The mechanical power taken out from wind turbine ( Pwind )
is expressed as follows [1], [2], [11], [13], [15] and [19]:
Pwind  0.5 Av C p ( ,  )
3

(4)

Where  is the air density in kg/m3, and its equal to 1.225
kg/m3, A is the swept area of blades in m2, its value is taken as
10 m2,  is the wind speed in m/s and C p is the power
coefficient and it is the function of the tip speed ratio and pitch
angle. The theoretical value of C p is 0.59 (see [20], [21]),
while its practical value is varies from 0.2 to 0.4 [11], [12],
[15]. In this study C p = 0.3 is considered.
In this paper, a variable-speed pitch controlled wind turbine
is used, in which pitch angle controller have a significant role.
The C p   characteristics of the wind turbine at different pitch
angles as shown in Fig. 3. It can be noted from Fig. 3 that the
value of C p changes with the change in pitch angle ( ) .
Therefore, wind turbine output power can be controlled by
means of pitch angle control.

D. Solar Energy System Model
In solar power generation system solar energy is directly
transformed into electrical energy. A solar power generation
system comprises of one or more than one photovoltaic panels
in series or parallel in order to deliver required voltage and
current. Solar power generation system is the most favorable
source due to eco-friendly. The output power of the solar array
depends upon the area of the solar array, solar irradiance and
efficiency of the solar array.
The power extracted from solar array can be calculated as
follows [15], [16]:
Psolar  A * H *

(5)

Where A is the area of the solar array, H is solar irradiance
and  is the efficiency of solar array. The Fig. 5 shows the I-V
characteristic curves at different solar irradiance (at 25 0C). It
can be observed from Fig. 5 that greater the solar irradiance,
higher will be the short circuit current I sc and open circuit Voc
voltage. Hence higher will be the solar output power.
Fig. 6 shows the impact of temperature on solar model
performance, it can be shown that lesser the temperature,
higher will be the solar output power and larger will be the Voc
[4], [14].
E. Battery System
The battery is the necessary component of the hybrid
system in order to store surplus energy produced by the hybrid
system and to deliver stored energy when the energy generated
by the wind and solar energy sources is insufficient to meet the
load requirements. Various types of batteries are available i.e.,
Nickel-Cadmium, Lithium-Iron, Lead-Acid, whereas LeadAcid battery is commonly used to store and supply the energy.
For hybrid energy system, the Lead-Acid batteries are less
costly and more efficiently [4], [13]-[15].

Fig. 4. WT output power vs. Wind speed response [11, 19].
Fig. 5. V curves of solar model at different irradiances response [15], [16].
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
Analytical studies has been done in order to verify the
performance of the proposed system under diverse conditions
by using experimental weather data collected at proposed site.
In this analytical study an hourly average domestic load of the
five homes in Jamshoro is used. The wind speed and weather
data is obtained from Pakistan Metrological Department
(PMD) [17]. This study carried out for the management of
power during four seasons throughout the year. The load
demand data is kept similar for the four seasons of the year.
The results for the four seasons of the year are discussed in the
following section.
Fig. 6. P-V curves of solar model at different temperature response [4, 14].
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Fig. 7. Wind speed data response (at a height of 50m).

III. MODELING AND POWER MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
In this proposed hybrid system, wind and solar energy
sources are utilized as chief power producing sources. The
power produced by these energy sources are weather
dependent, therefore battery is used to store extra power and to
supply it when required by the load [2]. In multisource hybrid
energy system, it is required to have an overall control and
power management strategy among various energy sources.
The difference between power produced by energy sources and
requirement of the load is given as:
Pnet  Pwind  Psolar  Pload

(6)

Where Pwind , Psolar and Pload are wind output power, solar
power and load demand in kW respectively.
The main control strategy is that, the surplus power
generated by the wind and solar energy sources  Pnet  0 is
delivered to the battery. Therefore, (6) will become:
Pwind  Psolar  Pload  Pbattery

;

Pnet  0

A. Four Seasons (Winter/ Spring/ Summer/ Autumn)
Descriptions
The wind speed and solar irradiance are lower in winter
season (December-February), spring season higher than winter
season (March-May), summer season (June-August) is higher
than winter, spring and autumn seasons of the year, and
autumn season (September-November) is higher than winter
season but lesser than spring and summer seasons. From four
seasons, the hourly wind speed (at a height of 50 m), solar
irradiance and temperature data for a period of 24 hours are
shown in Fig. 7, 8 and 9, respectively. The generated wind
power and solar power over 24 hour’s period of the day are
shown in Figs 10 and 11 respectively. During excessive power
generated from wind and solar sources ( Pnet  0 ), the extra
power available is supplied to the battery to store while during
shortage of power generated ( Pnet  0 ), than battery will
supplies the power to the load, as shown in Fig. 12. In Fig. 12,
positive value shows the excessive power available, which can
be supplied to the battery while negative value shows the
power supplied by the battery bank to meet load requirement.
1200
Winter
1000
800
600
400
200
0

(7)

while during shortage of power generation from wind and
solar sources  Pnet  0  , the battery supplies power to the load.
Therefore, the equation will become:
Pwind  Psolar  Pbattery  Pload

;

Pnet  0

Autumn

Solar Irradiance (W/m2)

14

0

2
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6

8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Time (Hours)

Fig. 8. Solar irradiance data response.

(8)
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Fig. 9. Temperature data response.
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V. CONCLUSION
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This paper proposes a stand-alone hybrid wind/solar/battery
energy system. The HES configuration, system unit-sizing,
characteristics of the key system components, modeling and
overall power management strategy of the suggested standalone hybrid system is discussed. The wind and solar energy
sources are utilized as main power producing systems while
battery is used as energy storing system. The battery stores
surplus power during excessive power generation from wind
and solar sources while it supplies power when there is
shortage of power generation to meet load requirement.
Analytical studies are carried out to verify performance of a
proposed system. The analytical studies of the four seasons i.e.,
winter, spring, summer and autumn, shows the usefulness and
feasibility of a suggested stand-alone hybrid wind/solar/battery
energy system. Through the experimental investigation, it is
clearly observed that the Hybrid system can full the demand of
the consumer where yet no power.
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Fig. 10. Wind power response.
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Fig. 11. Solar output power for four seasons response.
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Fig. 12. Excessive power available for storage & power supplied by the
battery during four seasons’ response.
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Abstract—Text segmentation is a live research field with vast
new areas to be explored. Separating text layer from graphics is a
fundamental step to exploit text and graphics information. The
language used in the map is a challenging issue in text layer
separation problem. All current methods are proposed for nonPersian language maps. In Persian, text strings are composed of
one or more subwords. Each subword is also composed of one to
several letters connected together. Therefore, the components of
the text strings in Persian are more diverse in terms of size and
geometric form than in English. Thus, the overlapping of the
Persian text and the lines usually produces a complex structure
that the existing methods cannot handle with the necessary
efficiency. For this purpose, the stroke width variety of the input
map is calculated, and then the average line width of graphics is
estimated by analyzing the content of stroke width. After finding
the average width of graphical lines, we classify the complex
structure into text and graphics in pixel level. We evaluate our
method on some variety of full crossing text and graphics in
Persian maps and show that some promising results in terms of
precision and recall (above 80% and 90%, respectively) are
obtained.
Keywords—Document
image
analysis;
text/graphics
separation; stroke width; raster map; Farsi; Persian; text
segmentation; text label

I.

INTRODUCTION

Text extraction is a fundamental task in graphical document
image analysis. This problem frequently occurs in many
applications like the map, form processing and engineering
drawing interpretation where text and graphics are processed in
mainly different ways [1]-[20]. Text and graphics are usually
separated for later analysis and recognition; indeed, text
recognition is completely different from graphics recognition
in general. Current OCR systems cannot recognize text labels
in complex mixed text and graphics. Moreover, both
government and business organizations must frequently

convert existing paper maps of raster maps into a machinereadable form that can be interfaced with the current
geographical information systems (GIS) or optical character
recognition (OCR).
Despite the many studies that have been reported on the
text layer extraction from the map, there does not exist any
study on the effect of Persian language in the map processing
research area [15]. Recent research suggests that language is
one of the influential factors in the process of extracting text
layers from a map [18]. In Persian, unlike English, one or more
characters can be connected to each other and create a
subword. In fact, the word (text string) consists of one to
several subwords. Therefore, the components of text strings in
Farsi have variable dimensions. On the other hand, the
overlapping of subwords and lines creates a large and complex
structure as shown in Fig. 1.
On the other hand, there are very rich and diverse sources
of maps in which the information they contain is valuable.
Information from past land and geographic areas that remain
untouched without study. Therefore, in order to extract the
Persian text layer from the map of the study, it is necessary to
design a new method to solve these complex overlapping text
and graphical lines. This work will open up a way for further
study on the researchers in this area.
In this paper, we provide stroke width-based approach,
which is a local descriptor of text, in urban maps that contain a
wealth of text labels. Due to the complexity of the text and
lines in these types of maps, macro-micro features are
combined to separate the subwords and lines.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
the proposed method is described in detail. And the
experimental results and analysis of the performance are given
in Section 3. Finally, the concluding remarks are given in
Section 4.
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A. Related Works

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Part of street map of Tehran, b) Persian Text layer of map.

In this section, we review some related studies in the
literature. Chiang has presented an extensive survey in map
processing area [15]. Fletcher and Kasturi [1] proposed a
method for text layer segmentation. The main assumption is
based on not touching text and graphics. By analyzing the size
and geometrical features of objects, text components are
separated from graphical lines. The approach works well for
simple maps in which text and graphics are not touched
together. Such simple maps are not so common in varieties of
applications like city maps in which text and graphical lines
fully overlapped each other. In contrast, we propose the
method not need to satisfy these limitations. In complex maps,
these assumptions cannot be practical.
Cao and Tan [4] propose a method based on the assumption
that simple touch occurs between a limited number of
characters of a text string and associated lines. This method
uses a thinning process of the input image to detect the region
intersection. Then using some heuristic rules, the lines and the
text are separated from each other. This method is able to
separate a simple overlapping pattern between lines and text.
Especially they assume that text characters are separate. In
contrast with our method, we do not assume that the characters
are necessarily separate from each other. In addition, our
method can deal with complex patterns of overlapping text and
lines as in Persian text words and lines in high-density city
maps.
Tombre et al. [5] proposed a method to consolidation
Fletcher and Kasturi’s method. They assume that some
characters of the text must be non-touched. Based on nontouching characters to lines, it looks for characters associated
with graphic lines. Using skeletonization of big line structure,
some heuristics rules are used to classify parts of the structure
into text stroke and line segments. Tomber’s method can be
used in simple maps based on finding a major number of
characters in a text string, while in Persian language maps,
these conditions cannot be met. In the case of Persian text

strings, the characters can be joined to each other, and it can
not necessarily be assumed that a significant portion of the
characters of the text can be separated from the associating
lines, especially in complex maps with a high rate of text and
lines overlapping as it is common in Persian city maps.
Cheng and Liu [6] proposed a method based on the
assumption that a line as an interferential curve in the text
image must be detected and then separated from it. The graph
representation of input image is obtained using thinning
process. Then, the shortest path algorithm is used to detect
interferential curve and removes it from the input image. The
text layer obtained from this process is an image thinned in
which text quality has greatly reduced. The main limitation of
this method is the separation of the lines depending on the
thinning of the whole image, so the text image quality from the
perspective of text recognition process is controversial. In
addition, the method is assumed that the length of the lines
should be greater than a predefined threshold and the curvature
gradient should be smooth. Therefore, application of the
method is not practical, especially in real maps in which these
assumptions are not satisfactory. Compared to our proposed
method, there are no limiting assumptions on the shape of lines
or gradients, as well as line length.
Zhong’s method [7] is based on the approximation of text
and graphics intersection region. The intersection region is
approximated by a polygonal shape. They detect the
intersection of text stroke and graphical lines objects using
heuristics rules. In complex text and graphics overlapping, the
method has complex intersection regions and their heuristics
rules cannot be applied efficiently to detect membership of
intersection region. In contrast with our method, Zhong’s
method detects intersection region of text and lines, while our
approach focuses on analyzing the complex big line structures
that occur usually in complex Persian maps.
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overlapping is consider using a micro level feature. In contrast,
our proposed method is automatic.
Roy et al. proposed a method [12] and a system [13] based
on color in raster maps. In [4], the color segmentation is
applied to large graphics components to separate into smaller
parts that differ in color. This method can be used for maps that
have both high-level quality print and the color of text and
graphics distinct from one another while color feature cannot
be used in many maps, especially the historical maps. In
Addition, the color of text and graphics cannot be distinguished
even in color maps. In contrast, our proposed method is
independent of the colors of the map. In [5], they perform the
color segmentation to get different color layers. They assume
that the dominant colors represent the layers of the map. This
method works well for maps in which color of text layer is
completely different from other layers of the map. However,
this assumption is not common in all raster maps.
Fig. 2. Stroke width in the yellow pixel has been shown by the red double
arrow as the smallest distance between the four directions passing through in
the yellow pixel: DEW as east-west, DNS as north-east, DNE as north-east
direction, and DNW as north-west direction.

Luo and Kasturi [8] designed some directional
morphological operator to extract linear features from maps.
Their method can separate lines touched to text. However, the
process of morphological is based on manual iteration design.
So the method is the difficult approach practically to apply and
is dependent on expert knowledge of maps processed. In
contrast, our method is not dependent on operator’s effort to
the analysis of maps.
Li et al. [9] proposed an OCR-based method by training
prototypes of characters separated by an operator as training
data using template matching approach. They assume some
characters of text layer in the map are separable before
completely text layer separation. Their approach is language
and font dependent and requires user involved in text layer
separation. In contrast, our method is not dependent on a
specific font.
Tofani and Kasturi [10] proposed a method based on a
priori knowledge about the text color of maps. So it is the map
dependent method and it cannot apply to some variety of noncolor maps. They assume text layer has two major colors,
Black and Pink. So they experimentally by color thresholding
separate text layer for color maps, then text separated from the
graphical line. They find text region and then using line
tracking, based on line thickness all pixels of line tracked are
removed from the image. They assume that line width is
constant and color of text layer is known. However, in contrast,
we do not assume that the color of text layer is known.
Chiang and Knoblock [11] propose a user-centric approach
to separate text layer of color map by some example as a
sample text region or non-text sample to recognize text and
non-text color. So based on these text colors found, text layer is
extracted from map. In contrast, we propose a new method to
extract text layer automatically, to generalize text layer
separation from color map, complex text and graphics

Levachkine et al. [14] proposed a global dynamic
thresholding method to convert the RGB color map into the
binary image to detect foreground layer of the map. The text
layer is separated from the obtained binary image using
connected component analysis. In fact, they use color as a
global feature to segment foreground layer, they assume that
binarization map is the suitable approach for foreground layer
separation. This method can work on some maps, but in maps
where the color contrast between the text layer and the rest of
the layers is low, it causes loss of parts of the text.
Velázquez [15] proposed global thresholding method on
the linear combination of RGB color space components (R, G,
B) to obtain a binarized image map. Then V_line technique is
used to detect a bounding box on the text string to feed to OCR
that is trained for synthetic characters with help of Gazetteer
(place names of geographical names list). They assume that
some major parts of text strings are not touching to graphics.
So the method can separate text string that only a limited
number of characters are in touch with the associated line. In
addition, the method is language dependent and it requires
user’s effort for the training of synthetic characters.
In contrast with above approaches [10], [12]-[15], our
method is not dependent on the color of maps. It can handle the
complex overlapping text and graphics situation. In addition,
we do not assume about the shape or line with or line pattern to
be separated from text objects as well as the isolation of
characters, which is a hypothesized in the above approaches.
B. Local Stroke Width Feature
Stroke width of the text is defined as the distance between
two parallel edges of a stroke. Fig. 2 shows part of a stroke in
an image and the stroke width associated with it by a red
double arrow in the yellow pixel of stroke [16].
II.

PROPOSED METHOD

The block diagram of the proposed method has been shown
in Fig. 3. Details of each step have been explained in the
following sections.
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Fig. 3.

The block diagram of the proposed method.

A. Binarization and Foreground Detection
Text and graphical lines are in the foreground layer of the
map. So, it is used the best known local adaptive binarization
method proposed by Sauvola [17] to detect foreground pixels.
The Sauvola’s method accurately keeps text labels and lines as
foreground pixels while removing the background pixels. So,
empirically, by setting binarization parameters the foreground
of the input map image is detected properly to be used for
further analysis. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that
the foreground and background pixels have been assigned by
‘1’ and ‘0’ respectively.
B. Stroke-width-feature Map Algorithm
In this section, we present an algorithm for generating
stroke width feature map. The Epshtein’s method [18] was
simplified to calculate local stroke width for each foreground
pixel [16]. In Fig. 2 the local stroke width of the foreground
yellow pixel has been shown by a red double arrow. So we will
obtain a stroke-width feature map as an image of the equal size
in which each pixel content has a stroke width. The strokewidth feature map is obtained using algorithm 1 as follows: for
each foreground pixel, four distances are calculated. Each
distance is the length of the line segment passing through the
pixel in four directions of north-south, east-west, north-east and
north-west. The smallest distance is obtained as the local stroke
width of this foreground pixel.
ALGORITHM 1. Create SW-feature map
Input: BW, binary image of input map image
Output: SW image with the same size as of BW
SW = Zeroes (size of BW);
For each foreground pixel of BW, pi in position of (x, y)
Calculate Four Distances as Follows:
DiEW= number of adjacent connected pixels pi on the
east-west direction until reaching to a background pixel
DiNS = number of adjacent neighbor pixels pi in northsouth direction until reaching to a background pixel
DiNE = number of adjacent neighbor pixels pi in northeast direction until reaching to a background pixel
DiNW= number of adjacent neighbor pixels pi in northwest direction until reaching to a background pixel

SW (x, y) = min (DiEW, DiNS, DiNE, DiNW);
End
C. Finding Graphic Line Width
After obtaining a stroke-width feature map, the histogram
of this feature map is calculated as follows: for each stroke
width value in the feature map, we count the number of pixels
which have the same stroke width. So, stroke width distribution
is found as a histogram. Fig. 4(c) shows the stroke width
histogram of the overlapped text and graphics shown in
Fig. 4(a). The histogram shows the stroke width variety which
is available in the mixed text/graphics input image. Obviously,
there is two major stroke widths in this text image: the first
stroke width belongs to graphical line overlapped with the text,
and the second one belongs to the text. Therefore, the
histogram shows the stroke width content of the input image.
By analyzing the stroke-width histogram we can find
dominate stroke width of graphic lines and text labels on the
map. In city maps, it is observed that the graphic lines on the
map are finer than the text associated with it. So, it can be
found the most frequent small stroke width as an estimation of
the average width of graphic lines. For example, in Fig. 4(c) the
smallest dominant stroke width appears at 2. So, it can be
concluded that this stroke width is the average graphic line
width of the input image.
D. Text/Graphics Separation
By analyzing the histogram of stroke width, the average
width of graphic lines can be found. Since in city maps the
widths of graphic lines are nearly fixed, so this estimation is
used as the threshold of the text/graphics. In the stroke-width
feature map, each pixel has the local stroke width associated
with that point, so this threshold can be used to classify any
point into two classes: graphics and texts. In addition, we
observe that in maps usually, the widths of graphic lines are
finer than the text stroke width. Therefore, we can classify each
pixel of the stroke-width feature map using this threshold. For
each point in stroke-width feature map, if pixel value, i.e., local
stroke width, is less than the threshold, then it is classified as
graphics; otherwise, it is recognized as text. So, two images
will be obtained as follow: one for text and the other for
graphics. For each pixel that is classified as text, it is assigned a
‘1’ in the corresponding position in a new image (whose size
equals the feature map image), and for each pixel classified as
graphics, it is assigned ‘0’ (in the same new image).
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B. Evaluation Methodology
In this section, we evaluate our method on a collected data
set. The results of the proposed method are shown on some
varieties of collected city maps. To show quantitative
performance evaluation, the common standard metrics like
precision, recall, and f-measure have been measured using the
corresponding map ground truth illustrated in the following
section:

(a)











 



(b)


Here Tp is the true positive result, Fp is the false positive
and Fn is the false negative result. To measure these factors,
text ground truth of map was used as a true reference for the
result and the parameters are defined as follow:
Tp : The set of text image pixels that is confirmed by the
corresponding text ground truth

(c)
Fig. 4. a) text and overlapping line image, b) corresponding SW image, c)
Stroke width variety histogram.

Fp: The set of text image that is not confirmed by the text
ground truth

After classification of pixels into text and graphics, in the
text layer, some points appear as noise. Size filter is applied to
connected components of text layer extracted to remove them.
III.

Fn: The set of text ground truth that is lost
Fmeasure : The harmonic mean of precision and recall

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

C. Ground Truth of Text Layer
We manually provided text ground truth for some of the
maps of our data set to evaluate quantitatively efficiency of our
proposed method. At first, the map images were converted to
binary images using Sauvola’s. Then, we manually removed all
the non-text pixels from the map like symbols, graphic lines
and background texture that occur in binarization process. In
addition, the fragmentary text labels in the map borders are
neither true text nor graphic so these objects were also cleared.
Fragmentary texts have been removed in the corresponding
original map, as shown in Fig. 5(c).

A. Data Set
To the best of our knowledge, there exists no standard
published data set on maps to evaluate our method. So, for our
experiments, we gathered 5 real Persian city map images
scanned at 300 dpi from sources like major map publishers,
Sahab Geographic and Drafting Institute [19] and National
Cartographic Center (NCC) [20]. The most important and
dominant characteristics of these collected maps are full
crossing where text and graphics are overlapping each other. In
some collected city map images, multiple graphic lines have
overlapped the text labels, as shown in Fig. 8(a). Graphic line
patterns differ due to map publisher styles in map production
processes. In some maps, lines are continuous (see Fig. 7(a))
and in some others are dotted or line-segment-dotted, as shown
in see Fig. 6(a).

(a)

Based on the results, the proposed method can extract the
Persian text from a big line structure without dependence on
the type of lines or the pattern shape of the lines.

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. a) Part of map from data set, b) Text layer extracted by proposed method, c) Corresponding grand truth; the fragmentary text labels in borders have been
removed.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. a) Part of Tehran map, b) Text layer extracted by proposed method.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. a) Original map, b) Text layer extracted by proposed method.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Original map, b) Separated text layer by proposed method.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. a) Original street map, b) Text layer extracted by proposed method.

Corresponding text layer grand truth each input image as
the evaluation reference was obtained. The quantitative
evaluation results are obtained in Table I. The overlapping lines
and text have created a whole unit, as shown in Fig. 5(a)-9(a).
The proposed method categorizes the foreground pixels into
text and graphics according to the average estimated thickness
of line structure in the stroke width feature space.
TABLE I.

THE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED METHOD

Map Image

Precision

Recall

Fmeasure

(%)

(%)

(%)

Fig. 5(a)

79

96

84

Fig. 6(a)

99.6

98.9

99.3

Fig. 7(a)

86.4

91.4

88.8

Fig. 8(a)

86.5

89.6

88

Fig. 9(a)

92.6

92.1

92.3

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

Based on the results, the proposed method is able to
separate the Persian text layer in different situations such as the
continuous lines, as shown in Fig. 7(a), the high density of the
lines, and even the overlap of several lines from the entire text,
as shown in Fig. 8(a), or the curved lines as shown in Fig. 9(a).
The main limitation of the works is the cases where the
quality of the map is low or the text with fine fonts, the quality
of the extracted text is low. Also, in cases where lines have a
high thickness than the average lines width estimated, the
proposed method requires redesign
IV.

density maps. However, there is still much work to do. The
proposed method cannot deal with poor quality of text in which
text stroke width is near the average line with of graphical
lines, so new methods should be designed further.

CONCLUSION

[6]
[7]

[8]

[9]
[10]

[11]

All previous methods focus on extraction of English text
string from maps. This paper proposes a new method for text
layer extraction in Persian language maps. Our method uses
local shape feature, stroke width, to separate text from
graphics. Therefore, our method does not depend on the
geometric shape of graphical lines, i.e. line length, smoothness,
and line pattern as these are the important factor in most
previous methods. In addition, it suggests the possibility of
adding some features like intensity or color features of map
objects to improve the performance of the method. This method
can handle complex overlapping text and graphics in high-

[12]

[13]

[14]
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Abstract—Opinion mining is an interesting area of research
because of its wide applications in the decision-making process.
Opinion mining aims to extract user’s perception from the text
and to create a fast and accurate summary of people’s opinion
about anything. In this study, we have worked on opinion target
identification and the impact of anaphora resolution on opinion
target extraction. Anaphora resolution can be utilized to detect
opinion target in sentences having prepositions instead of nouns.
We empirically evaluated the impact of anaphora resolution
using benchmark datasets. We have achieved accuracy such as
precision: 88.14 recall: 71.45 and f-score: 72.12, respectively.
Keywords—Opinion mining; machine learning; evaluative
expression; anaphora resolution; opinion targets

I.

INTRODUCTION

Opinion is a personal view, statement, or judgment of an
individual about something [1]. People’s view, knowledge,
experience play an important role in human guidance and
decision making [2]. For example in the sentence “Mahnoor
Baloch is a good actress” is positive opinion regarding
Mah,Noor Baloch, “Kamran is not a good player” is negative
opinion, while “Milk is good for health but tea is not” is a
neutral sentence. Opinion has different components.
Identification of each component from free text is a
challenging task [3], [4]. This study is about opinion target
identification. OM attempts to find the evaluative perspective
of natural language context [9]. The evaluative expression
represents a source, an attitude, and a target or destination. For
instance, in the sentence 'I disliked the rooms of the hotel, they
were not well decorated', the speaker (the source)
communicates a negative behavior regarding 'the rooms of a
hotel' (the Target) [3].
Our research problem has different subproblem and has
been approached in a different manner: In some papers, it is
regarded as subjectivity analysis at the document or sentence
level, and some has worked on opinion target and opinion
words while some has tried correlation between the two. In this
work, our goal is to investigate whether anaphora resolution
(AR) can be potentially exploited to get improvement in
domain-independent opinion-target pair extraction.

TABLE I.

ANAPHORA RESOLUTION

Sentences

Antecedent

Anaphor

Imran Khan is a good politician but his
workers may be corrupted.

Imran Khan

His

Ali loves Maryam. He invites her to lunch.

Ali, Maryam

He, her

The word anaphora came from two ancient Greek words
“Ana” and “phora”. “Ana” means back, upstream, back in an
upward direction whereas “phora” means the act of carrying.
Anaphora is
employed quite
regularly in, both written
and verbal discussion to ignore over - a reiteration of words for
the purpose to enhance the continuity of terms [5], [6]. Table I
shows an example of anaphora resolution:
The natural language processing consists of the various
complicated demanding domain of learning in which anaphora
resolution considered an important and interesting field of
research [7]. The AR is necessary for the utilization of
maximum certifiable NLP approaches and it is unavoidable
incident in the estimation of sentence structure. In the
discussion, an AR is an issue to recognized anaphors about
prior else subsequent elements. The described elements
(predecessors) may be specified or unspecified noun terms,
verb terms, pronouns, the entire expressions, and phrases.
There are three basic kinds of
anaphor: (a) “pronominal
anaphors”, this is general sort of anaphor used to recognize
antecedents of pronoun anaphors within sentence;(b) “definite
noun-phrase anaphors”, this sort of anaphor identify an
antecedent via a noun terms; (c) “ordinal/quantifier anaphors”,
This kind of anaphor refers to an ordinal such as second and it
may be represented to some unspecified quantity like few,
some, etc. [8].
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
related work on opinion target identification and our problem.
Section 3 discusses the proposed framework we employed for
domain-independent opinion target extraction, while in
Section 4 we explain experimental work. Section 5 concludes
the paper.
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II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The OM problem has been addressed in many research
papers and diverse approaches have been employed for its
solution. The OM has been categorized in subproblems as
explained by [4]. Opinion words and opinion targets have been
identified in different ways. Some work has purely ,used
grammatical structure [30] of the language and some employed
semantic features [2] and some has used both syntactic and
semantic features [11], [18]. The combined approa,ch has
shown proven results. In this work, we have adopted the
combined approach. However, our goal is to the test the impact
of anaphora resolution on opinion targets extraction. As
explained in the introduction we regarded the problem of
anaphora in context of inopinion target since the object and
features in the free text are mostly referred by anaphora. There
has been sound work on anaphora resolution. An anaphora
resolution has been developed as a source of semantic
evaluation with help of word features and Backus-Naur Form
(BNF). This technique depends on coordinating restraints for
the syntactical features of various wordthe s, opinion, and text.
They get approximately 96% accuracy whereas the algorithm
was also checked for complicated and composite sentences
[12], [13]. The heuristic rules and WordNet ontology was used
to enhance the accuracy of anaphora resolution. The intrasentential and inter-sentential anaphora and pleonastic-it
operation in English communication were utilized to improve
the resolution accuracy [14]. The relevance scoring between
context matrixes and WordNet glosses are used for calculating
and extraction of the right sense of target word [12], [15]. The
anaphora choice of pronoun has been essential for extracting
general needs from the text of necessities report spontaneously
[16]. The dependency and dialogue pattern was utilized to
provide assistance in the resolution of particular kind of
references. To resolved entity pronoun references in Hindi
discourse a Paninian grammar dependent heuristic model were
applied [17].
To improve unsupervised opinion targets extraction
technique patterns and semantic analysis has been employed
[18]. For the identification opinion targets, two steps are
employed: candidate selection and opinion targets selection.
The combined lexical based syntactic pattern was used for
candidate selection while a hybrid likelihood ratio test
approach with semantic base relatedness was employed for
candidate selection [18]. For the annotation of opinions in
unstructured text documents, a method was developed.
Appositive instances were resolved by using Normalized
Google Distance (NGD). Latterly the issue of anaphora
resolved documents has been performed by employing the
Vector Space Model [19]. The machine learning method has
been employed to categorize subjective and objective
sentences. They worked on rule-based domain independent
opinion evaluation technique. They performed experiments on
data collected from different websites [20]. Assigning predescribed categories to textual documents is referred to text
classification. They build up a common method to evaluate the
semantic relatedness of documents. To increase the semantic
importance assign to every document anaphora resolution were
used. The hidden meaning of the text was expressed more
efficiently by word semantic and WordNet scientific
categorization which provided an authentic description as

compared to conventional Information method [21]. The rulebased technique was used by the proposed algorithm for Pashto
dialect in their oblique, immediate as the well possessive state
being the resolution of strong personal pronouns [22]. The
pronominal anaphora resolution (PAR) was used with other
conventional attributes along with global discourse knowledge.
The referent of an anaphoric pronoun was evaluated locally by
the attributes involved in searching. Usually, the sentence
which includes the anaphor as well as several sentences
quickly before structure the neighborhood setting of content.
With the processing of discourse, the knowledge base gets
were also improved [23]. The superlative entropy model and
Random Forest classifier for the pronominal anaphora
resolution using benchmarking technique provides precise
features of Malay discourse like gender-neutral pronouns. They
persist in a particular two steps procedure: First, Managing
implantation to investigate the components of Malay anaphors.
Second, In light of the investigated output, the pronominal
resolution framework was outlining, actualizing, and assessing
[8]. To determine the reciprocal pronouns in the Pashto
language an algorithm has been developed depends on some
specific principle. Since in the Pashto language, the NLP
mechanism along with a collection of written explained texts
were inaccessible, a little physically labeled and divided
corpus was made for Pashto dialect [24]. Several issues were
found in resolving pronouns in the Malayalam language
compared to English discourse as its free phrase order
language. The physical experiment was accomplished by
settling anaphora on various stories about the data set. The
execution of numerous NLP application like passage
abstraction, Passage classification, and text retrieval has been
enhanced through anaphora resolution system [25]. The
individual pronoun anaphora resolution were assisted to
accomplish website page data handling by a large number of
paroxysmal text in the web [26]. An algorithm has been
developed to resolve the distributive anaphoric connection by
utilizing the global learning includes maximum characteristics
of the noun in Urdu conversation [27].
The most relevant work to our problem is [10], [11]. They
have worked on the improvement of opinion target extraction
with anaphora resolution however, their approach is slightly
different. Furthermore, their work is specifically for movie
domain.
III.

PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

The whole procedure of the proposed structure of opinion
target identification from unstructured reviews is discussed in
this section. There are two main objectives of the proposed
work; to identify opinion targets from evaluative expression
and to improve opinion target identification by anaphora
resolution. The procedure clarifies how opinion targets can be
extracted from an input unstructured review. The following
three phases used in this procedure as elaborated in the block
diagram (Fig. 1). Every step describes a summary of the substeps included in the procedure.
A. Pre-Processing
The pre-processing phase applied for noise removal,
sentence division and parts of speech tagging (POS). The POS
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tagging involves allocating exact grammatical category to
every word of the text.
B. Candidate Selection
The identification of candidate features is a vital phase of
Input Unstructured
Review

opinion target extraction [28]. To find out evaluative
expressions including opinion and targets the proposed
algorithm is employed. This procedure utilized the following
three basic steps.

Pre-Processing

Feature Classification

POS Tagging

Relevance Scoring

Anaphora Resolution
Semantic Relatedness

Word
Net

Sentence Splitting
Find Relevant to FF

Syntactic Labelling

Extract Candidate
Features Selection

Candidate selection

Extract Evaluative Expression

FF

OT

Fig. 1. Proposed architecture.

C. Regular Expressions
We adopted the Regular Expression (RE) pattern from [18].
These patterns are used for extraction of strings containing
opinion and targets through base noun phrases along with
various boundary conditions. The opinion lexicon dictionary is
utilized by the proposed patterns for identification of
opinionated expressions that consist of opinion and targets.
D. Candidate Selection
The candidate target features are selected in the extracted
evaluative expressions by the pronoun phrase and also to
obtain the relevance scoring arranged it according to their no.
of occurrence. This algorithm consists of the following two
steps.
 In this step, we look for constituents of the lexical
patterns in the input sentence. If a sentence consists of
any patterns of the proposed pBNP, at that point the
sentence is named as opinionated, or then nonopinionated. The algorithm examines the pBNP
constituent pattern on priority bases as vBNP, dBNP,
iBNP, and sBNP, individually.
 At this stage, a set of a candidate features is produced
from the extricated patterns. All pronoun phrases in the
evaluative expression take out in step 1 are chosen as

candidate features and the recurrence of each particular
noun is determined.
E. Opinion Target Extraction
In this step semantic based likelihood ratio technique is
derived from [18]. The relevance scoring technique is utilized
to categorize candidate features into relevant and irrelevant.
The LRT is used to extract opinion targets that happen
maximum no of times while semantic based relation is applied
to finds targets occurred infrequently. Table II describes
sample product features.
F. Enhancement of Semantic-Based LRT through anaphora
In this step, we propose an enhancement of the semanticbased likelihood ratio test technique derived from [18] by
anaphora resolution. As given in Table III there are features
which are represented by pronouns. In these datasets, targets
are calculated manually which are pronouns and then total
pronouns are found out in each dataset. The following table
shows examples of the targets manually labeled dataset having
pronouns.
Table III represents the influence of the pronouns on target
features. The influence of the product features in the canon
power dataset which contains 60 targets feature out of 173
pronouns, therefore the influence of the pronouns on target
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features of canon power is 34.68%. Similarly, the influence of
Canon S100 is 40.39%, diaper champ is 43.79%, Hitachi router
is 17.74%, iPod is 32.27%, Linksys router is 12.5%, micro
MP3 is 16.11%, Nokia is 37.5 and Norton is 38.61%
respectively.
IV.

 The sentence that consists of positive or negative
remarks regarding features of the product then this
sentence is considered as opinionated.
 The opinion statements consist of positive or negative
suggestions described adjectives.
 The criteria for the product are the product feature that
represented by the customer’s opinions.
B. Tools and Implementation
This Section shows the achievement matrices and
assessment principles that have been utilized throughout the
TABLE II.
Explanatio
n

(1)

Precision=

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Datasets
We have used manually labelled datasets regarding nine
products of customer review that have been described
frequently in research of opinion mining and target
identification. These datasets used for analysis and assessment
of proposed work. The author's website is openly used to avail
these datasets, every product features for opinion recording is
conveniently labeled via a manual procedure with respect to
mentioned annotation strategy as follows. Table IV shows an
explanation of desired nine datasets.

Target features

time of research process to assure the validity of the results.
The accuracy is calculated by utilizing the following three
performance matrices.

Recall=

(2)

F-score = 2.

(3)

C. Tools and Implementation
This section described explanation regarding simulation
tools utilized in this task. The following state-of-the-art
software is applied to experiments and simulation. The part of
speech tagging is accomplished via the Stanford part of speech
tagger [29]. The parts of the speech tagging software are
freeware and broadly described in English language texts. The
algorithm used in this thesis depends on the grammatical
attributes for evaluation of language elements. Thus, by using
this software the actual datasets are changed to POS tagged
corpora. The test evaluation and pattern extraction are
performed by Text Stat 3.0 and from author’s website, it’s
easily accessible for academic research.

SAMPLE PRODUCT FEATURES
Dataset

Canon
power

Canon S100

Diaper Champ

Hitachi router

iPod

Linksys Router

Micro MP3

Nokia

Norton

battery
design
color
size
camera
power

camera
memory
battery
pixel
resolution
autofocus

Odor
price
weight
bags
changing
working
nursery
use

routing time
routing table
price
Size
design
power

Size
battery
recording
power
quality
service

loading
installation
security
operating
system
speed
bend width
connectivity

size
installation
sensitivity
price
battery
portability

Size
battery
life
camera
bluetooth
display
design

Performance
anti-spam
internetsecurity
memory
usage
installation
user- interfaces

TABLE III.

MEASURES OF PRONOUNS AS A TARGET
Datasets

Explanation
Total pronouns
Targets which are pronouns
Average pronouns

Canon
power
173

Canon S100

Hitachi
router
248

iPod

203

Diaper
Champ
290

Micro
MP3
701

Nokia

Norton

158

Linksys
Router
376

232

259

60

82

127

44

51

47

113

87

100

34.68%

40.39%

43.79%

17.74%

32.27%

12.15%

16.11%

37.5%

38.61%
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TABLE IV.

DATASETS DESCRIPTION

Datasets
Canon
power
45
735

Canon
S100
34
678

Diaper
Champ
49
1478

Hitachi
router
95
234

Sentences with target features
and opinion

345(47%)

289(46%)

654(43%)

Total distinct base noun
phrases (BNP)

567

537

Total target features

345

Average(

Explanation
Reviews
Total sentences

Target types

)

51
564

Linksys
Router
56
234

Micro
MP3
67
543

234(45%)

567(24%)

453(46%)

987

890

768

453

435

456

1.64

1.18

2.26

145

178

0.42

0.39

Nokia

Norton

88
123

87
456

325(43%)

456(44%)

454(43%)

908

735

890

556

456

542

556

456

432

1.95

1.68

1.67

1.32

1.95

1.28

123

156

189

156

124

187

145

0.28

0.34

0.41

0.28

0.22

0.41

0.33

The WordNet.Net Library is developed by Troy Simpson
and from author’s website, it’s available openly. This library
facilitates the WordNet dictionary for similarity scoring by a
DotNet port. The implementation of the semantic-based
relevance scoring algorithm is employed by this library. The
WordNet dictionary is a collection of a lengthy lexical database
consisting of 117000 synsets. Every synset shows a distinctive
idea that is combined with the conceptual-semantic and lexical
association [30]. MS Excel is used to generate results and
graphs.
D. Results
Initially, the datasets are changed over into a parts of
speech tagged datasets, utilizing the Stanford parser [29]. At
that point, the proposed algorithm is executed through the
model framework with the following setups to extract the
candidate features.
The experimental setup depends on a combination of four
unique patterns, i.e. linking verb base noun phrases, definite
base noun phrases, preposition based noun phrases and
subjective base noun phrases with pronouns. This setup is
named as pBNP.
In every step, the result of each pattern is contrasted with
the manually labeled features to recognize True Positive (TP),
False Positive (FP), True Negative (TN), and False Negative
(FN). Accuracy such as precision, recall, and f-score is
determined by utilizing the confusion matrix generated by the
proposed framework.
To make the results comparable, the same setup is used for
both the Likelihood and semantic-based Hybrid Likelihood
techniques. The evaluation measures precision (P), recall (R)
and f-score (F), which are calculated using the following
parameters:
 TP = number of extracted pBNP which are target
features.
 FP = number of extracted pBNP which are not target
features
 TN =number of non-target features pBNP, which are
not extracted

iPod

 FN = number of targets features pBNP, which are not
extracted
This setup implements the semantic likelihood ratio test
with the proposed lexical patterns (pBNP). The cBNP-L uses
the candidate features extracted through cBNPs and employs
the likelihood ratio test for relevance scoring to extract the
opinion targets.
E. Influence of Anaphora Resolution in Opinion Target
Extraction
Table V shows the result of nine datasets in term of
precision, recall, and f-score to the impact of anaphora
resolution.
F. Comparative Results of Proposed Method with the
Existing Approaches
Table VI presents average comparative results between the
baseline, the semantic-based Hybrid Likelihood Ratio Test
techniques and Semantic-based LRT with Anaphora resolution
in terms of the average precision, recall and f-score
respectively.
Fig. 2 describes the comparative results of proposed
semantic based opinion target extraction through anaphora
resolution with existing hybrid semantic based likelihood ratio
test. As shown in the above graph the score of the proposed
technique is higher than the existing semantic based Hybrid
Likelihood Ratio Test. Subsequently precision decreases
slightly while high increase the recall and improve f-score.
TABLE V.

PRECISION, RECALL AND F-SCORE WITH EFFECT TO
ANAPHORA

Data Set

Precision (%)

Recall (%)

F-score (%)

Canon Power
Canon S100
Diaper Champ
Hitachi router
Ipod
Linksys Router
Micro MP3
Nokia
Norton

90.75
87.82
88.54
86.87
90.05
55.02
60.08
81.07
67.08

63.16
58.14
64.68
60.45
64.63
80.03
75.07
75.08
73.02

73.78
70.11
75.08
71.59
75.57
70.34
69.39
78.63
72.34
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TABLE VI.
Row
Labels

Average of
Base Line

Precision
Recall
F score

92.02
53.16
66.84

COMPARATIVE RESULTS
Average of
Semantic-based
LRT
89.65
60.47
71.62

[4]

Average Semanticbased LRT with
Anaphora resolution
88.04
71.45
72.12

Measures

[5]
[6]

[7]

100
90
[8]

80
70
60

[9]

50
40
30

[10]

20
10
0

[11]
Average of Base Line Average of Semantic- Average Semanticbased LRT
based LRT with
Anaphora resolution
Precision

Recall

F score

[12]
[13]

Fig. 2. Comparative results of the proposed method with an existing
technique.
[14]

V.

CONCLUSION

This study describes an impact of anaphora resolution on
opinion target identification in text documents. We used nine
datasets taken from author website for the evaluation of desired
work. The proposed work recognized opinion targets from
evaluative expression and slightly enhance its result by
employing anaphora resolution. The learning of the current
task and drawback of the proposed work discover that there is
space for enhancement in the proposed method. Thus,
suggested method retrieve domain progressive assessment
expressions that can be utilized for identification of target
attributes in a cross-domain via a supervised machine learning
algorithm. Thus the future task must be given attention in this
dimension.
We have demonstrated that by expanding an opinion
mining algorithm with anaphora resolution for opinion target
extraction, an interesting improvement can be accomplished.
Anaphora resolution can also be utilized in other OM
algorithms which are used for identification of opinion targets.
[1]
[2]

[3]
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Abstract—A wireless smartphone can be designed to process
a financial payment efficiently. A user can just swipe his/her
credit/debit card over the counter and all the processing needed
shall be done seamlessly. A smartphone is a popular device to
carry around. It is a hassle to carry and keep track on so many
physical debit/credit cards in a wallet. An electronic debit/credit
card on a smartphone is a more convenient alternative. This
research project will embark on an electronic debit/credit card
on a smartphone and migrate to an IoT money. A novel session
payment system using IoT money has been introduced to
minimise debit/credit card risk. The scope of this paper is
confined to the security model for an easy payment system based
on Internet of Things (IoT). Previously, each IoT money is
unique and used once only on one-time payment. The session
payment system will ease the burden on protecting the database
of the payment system. This paper will extend the use of one-time
payment to a multiple session payment system using an IoT
money note.
Keywords—Easy payment system; internet of things; secure
payment system

I.

INTRODUCTION

Internet of things (IoT) defined as uniquely recognizable
object or thing with virtual presentations through internet-like
structure. IoT initially proposed in year 1998 [1]. In previous
year, concept of IoT became famous through several
applications for example smart electrical reading meter,
greenhouse
condition
monitoring,
telemedicine
communication monitoring, and intelligence transportation.
IoT consist of four major components. Components of IoT are
for sensing, heterogeneous access, process information,
service and applications. An extra component is also needed to
cater for security and privacy. Recently, IoT has penetrated
subsequent industry applications. IoT helped in terms of
cyber-transportation systems (CTS), cyber-physical systems
(CPS) and machine-to-machine (M2M) communications [2]
[3]. In terms of security and privacy, IoT will encounter severe
challenges. The challenges experience from security and
privacy because IoT establish the networking with the help of
traditional internet connection, mobile data and sensor from
network. Next reason of facing security problem because of all
‘things’ is connected through mobile infrastructure. Lastly,
reason facing security problem because of mobile device
spreads and communicate faster between one and another.
Eventually, latest security and privacy challenges will rise
simultaneously at different places in the same time.
IoT technology is potent in the field of e-commerce. IoT
has brought improvement in economic growth and provide a
competitive element to e-commerce. Even though application

of IoT is relatively in early stages but this technology starts
becoming established. In order to gain a significant the
previous from IoT technology, the current development has
moved on to mobile payment systems. A flexible one-time
payment note system has been presented [4]. IoT technology
application consists of three aspects, namely e-commerce
database, payment and logistics. It is crucial to concentrates
on the issues for e-commerce’s security measures. This onetime note will save the need of protecting the database
especially on the credit/debit card information. A more
balanced approach shall be presented here for easy and
friendly use of the IoT money. This paper will extend the use
of one-time payment to a multiple session payment system
using an IoT money note.
The IoT system will encompass on specific security issues
in E-commerce business [5]. Issues rises from this research on
authenticity, integrity and confidentiality from data obtained it
IoT payment system should be given attention. Current phase,
the autonomous control and ambient intelligence does not
belong to original IoT concept. Through advance network
technique development, cloud computing and distribution of
multi – agent control, shift integration from IoT concept and
autonomous control in M2M research exist. Autonomous
controls in M2M research serve the purpose to create
transformation of M2M in form of CPS. CPS focuses on better
interactive application, interaction and real – time distribution
in mobile control. Hence, new technology and method must be
created to fulfil greater requirements in terms of privacy,
reliability and security [6]. The rest of this paper shall be
organized as follows. Section II will comes some key issues in
cyber security and privacy. A review on online payment
systems is given in Section III. Section IV will recapture a
proposal on a session of IoT card which can be used once
only. The one time card is extended to be on IoT note in
Section V for multiple users.an evaluation set of criteria in
proposed in Section VI the session IoT card and IoT note
against used to evaluate monetary systems. Finally, this paper
will give convulsive remarks in Section VII.
II.

KEY ISSUES IN CYBER SECURITY AND PRIVACY

Internet has evolved from useful tool for research in
universities into basic needs. Crime will always happen in the
presence of valuable resource obtain through illicit usage of
latest technology. The interrelated nature of internet is that
resource from internet can be hacked from anywhere around
the globe. Cyber security has the duty to overcome hacking
issue. Cyber security circles around five keys namely
confidentiality, cryptography, authentication, non –
repudiation and access. Confidentiality means keep data
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privately, so authorized users includes machines and human
can access into data.
Authentication serves the purpose to verify either data
have been tempered with so that data can be sent by
authorised owner. Non-repudiation is a key to avoid denial
from sender regarding shipment of purchase order from other
user. Non - repudiation in some cases considered as unique
key, however, in this paper, this key is included as one of
cyber security key after authentication process. Access means
provide entrance for authorized users to view and tempered
with data, computing resources and communications
infrastructure.
A survey of information security breaches conducted every
year by UK Department for Business, Innovation and Skills
with Price Water House Coopers. Result obtained shows
increase from 81% in year 2016 to 90% in 2017 regarding the
matter cyber breaches experience by big organization. Total of
74% experienced security breach among small sized
organization. Forecast from this survey that there will be
double – digit growth rate per year. Currently, internet is a
need for modern business. Cyber security is a must
organization to secure information systems. Nevertheless, as
cyber security improved and overcome current issue of
breaches, simultaneously, cybercrime transform to more
extensive, destructive, sophisticated and comprehension
activity.
III.

AN ONLINE PAYMENT SYSTEM

The idea of online payment was coming from the previous
payment process such as bank checks, travels checks and
many orders. Nowadays, there are many online payments such
as E-cash, E-purse internet payment system, E-checks,
Amazon, ALIBABA and others. However, a typical online
payment carries financial security. The previous network
communication has been operating E-commerce prior to the
arrival of internet of things (IoT) attending security problems
such as privacy, identification, authentication, reification,
certification, and personalisation. The previous research paper
offers an extended design on the one-time payment system.
Online payment is a transaction to purchase goods or service
paid by human using Internet. Online payment results in
lower costs in business because payments made electronically
without using physical notes or postage. An online payment
helps also to improve customer’s retention because most likely
customer would return to an e–commerce site where
transaction’s information already been input and kept [7]. In
conjunction to an online payment, it is no longer relevant for
customer to wait in queue just to make payment because
everything is in the fingertip. This section shares various
review on various online payments.
Credit Cards: Credit Card is a form of electronic money
which can adapt and also used to perform online purchases.
Though, people still disagree about simplicity of credit-card
transactions because of security concerns, there are still risk
where cards and money content were stolen, thus customers
fear credit-card fraud from merchants or other parties [8].
Consequently, most of credit card issuers' strong security
standards in order to provide fraud protection online.

Europay Mastercard Visa (EMV) is another secure
international standard for purchase, fund withdrawal and for
authenticating credit and debit card transactions [9]. Master
card will manage to use EMV as standard security chip for
online payment. At the same time, Visa, Discover, American
Express and Europay will also join in and use EMV as global
standards.
Virtual Credit Cards: Virtual credit card is an improvement
from online credit cards. Virtual credit card is a recent idea
provides unique number for users while using same current
credit card number. This special number is used to make
online transaction for purchases. This new feature allows users
to use credit card for online purchase without releasing card
number. Users now may give transaction number rather than
credit card number to American Express or other merchandise
which perform private payment [10].
Debit card: Debit card provides direct cash from personal
account to purchase an item. The time duration for fund
transfer between account holder and merchant may take 1 to 2
days [10]. The use Debit card is effective in decreasing credit
card fraud which will get direct authorization from an account
owner.
Smart cards: smart card physically resembles plastic
payment card whereby microchip installed as a part on the
surface of card. A smart card can carry more information
rather than any credit cards that have magnetic strips. Also
smart cards can carry anther information such as
identification, transportation, banking, health care, and
others.in other hand A smart cards can also using for online
payment but suppose to used reader to be able to read
information of the cards for payment and the secure will be
sending data throw internet [10].
E-Cheque: E-Cheque is actually an electronic version of
cheque made from paper. E – Cheque contains the same copy
of information as cheque made referring to legal framework.
The procedure is the same as paper cheque but the advantage
is more faster, cheaper and have high security [8]. To use echeque, account number is needed together with routing
number generate from bank to be keyed in. Financial ponders
allow permission to make payment via customer's bank, which
either perform electronic funds transfer (EFT) or cheque
printing.
Digital Cash: This cash is an example of digital currency.
Digital cash allows users to shop online even though the users
do not possess debit card. This digital cash procedure is the
same as previous practice where people have to reload digital
cash account by deposit money to purchase goods or service
online. Digital cash is frequently link to another technology
called digital wallets [8].
E-Wallets: Electronic wallet is software available in
desktop. The users will have to download this software so that
user may stores number of credit card and other user’s
information. If shop or restaurant accepts e–wallets, the owner
of e–wallet will just click and all the formalities were filled up
automatically. Currently credit card companies such as
MasterCard
and
Visa
offers
e–wallet
software
application [10].
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Peer-to-Peer Payments: P2P are type of payments which
are growing rapidly because this payment allows two users to
perform fund transfer among them [10].
Mobile Payments: Mentioned payments using wireless
device such as smartphones supposed to make customer feel
convenient, security of payment made electronic increase and
transaction fee decrease [11], [12]. Mobile payment system
gives ease to business personnel to gain information regarding
the customers from the last purchased made. Mobile payment
is highly suitable for mobile devices rather than other
telecommunication medium due to amazing growth and big
penetration to all brands of mobile devices [13], [14]. Mobile
payment methods are suitable for offline micropayments as
well as for online purchases. This method is a potential
attraction for online traders due to an enormous user base of
mobile phones. A mobile payment also offers better security
and reduces the overall cost for all transactions being made
[12]. Nevertheless, mobile payment came across several
challenges to obtain significant customer base including
inability to perform international transaction and issues related
to privacy.
Mobile Wallets: A study regarding consumer usage of
mobile wallet has been covered in [16]. A mobile wallet in a
smartphone act as leather wallet equipped with digital cards,
receipt, coupon and money. Mobile wallet is needed to be
installed from online stores in smartphones for the purpose of
making purchase either online or offline. Current technology
connected the smartphones to QR codes, sound waves, and
NFC (Near Field Communication) [15]. These waves and
codes basically are solutions which are cloud-based. Mobile
wallet is forecasted to give much more convenient payment
environment for customers in near future [17].
Touch n Go: Touch ‘n Go is a payment method by using
an e-payment prepaid card [18]. This smartcard gives the users
a fund anonymous account to make low value cashless
payment in easy and comfortable way. Touch ‘n Go is initially
designed to pay the toll collection on selected Peninsular
Malaysia’s highways. Touch ‘n GO is widely accepted for
Common Ticketing Program (CTS) for general public
transports located in Klang Region. Later, Contact ‘n Go has
been acceptable by car parking operators, in recreational areas
and selected retail shops. Considering the convenience of
customers, Touch n Go card can be reloaded at a selected of
petrol stations, automated teller machines and Automated
Reload Kiosks at train stations.
PayPal: PayPal belongs to one of the largest online
payment processors worldwide. After growing and create
partnerships with E-bay, a big number of online acceptance
PayPal as one of accepted methods for payments.
Bitcoins and Other Cryptocurrencies: Bitcoin is a new
online currecy created by unknown person in the year 2009
[19]. Bitcoin is also known as cryptocurrency and digital
payment system. This cryptocurrency is known recently
created by Satoshi Nakamoto. The transaction used is between
peer – to – peer whereby the users can perform transaction
directly without intermediaries. This virtual currency has
anonymity. Bitcoin is known as open – source software

starting year 2009. Bitcoin became important needs in
marketing covers 90% among all transaction. After Bitcoin is
launched, other competitor such as Ethereum, Filecoin, XRP,
Gnosis tokens and Tezos emerge causes Bitcoin market share
dip below 80% and dive straight until 50% left.
Samsung Pay: Recently, a new mobile payment app
namely Samsung pay emerged. Samsung Pay is a wallet
service provided by Samsung electronics that allows users to
perform transaction with other Samsung devices. Samsung
pay adapts new secure technology called Magnetic Secure
Transmission which allows contactless payments. This
contactless payment will be used on payment terminals which
support magnetic stripe and normal contactless cards.
Samsung Pay supports contactless payments using near-field
communications such as NFC and MST. Samsung pay app is
available on all Samsung devices, preinstalled or available for
download as application update. Users must register to
Samsung account with valid credit card. The procurer will
verify users fingerprint to authorize any transaction made.
Future transactions made will not be necessary to use credit
card on any information from credit card. If merchant uses
contactless NFC terminals, the user may touch mobile phones
to NFC reader to perform transaction [20]. With this method,
cashier may input payment details and users will swipe mobile
phones at the card-swipe region on the card reader to perform
transaction.
IV.

A SESSION IOT CARD

A common online electronic payment system via
debit/credit card payment system which is enables users to pay
for purchases or services online. The system operates on three
basic models namely; minimum security model, a third party
broker model [21] with a simple encrypted payment system
and security electronic transaction model such as SET [22].
Business personnel could misuse customer’s information and
make transactions, or owner can temper with the consumer’s
site. Information related to consumer can be stolen and misuse
by other party. For example, a vendor can make a higher price
quotation based on consumer’s previous behaviour. Following
are the risk rises based on customer’s view:
a) A consumer can evolve into a competitor who will
adapt the prices and strategies learned.
b) A customer could turn up and to be an imposter.
They will not produce any bill payment.
c) A consumer has the tendency to become a hacker so
that the consumer able to: changing the order requested by
customers; changing price; change on available goods; and
illegally acquire contact information of customers.
Once a debit/credit card has been used in an online
transaction, it becomes vulnerable to be used or abused for
another transaction due to anonymity issue [23]. The
transaction will be recorded and stored in a database. Since
most of the databases are not securely encrypted, they are
vulnerable to an open attack such as a ransomware. Other
methods including the E-purse and E-check internet payment
systems are also vulnerably subjected to the above problem.
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Mobile User

Merchant

Fig. 2. The top right hand corner represents top right hand hexa value of
023+122+121+120=7 in Table I.
TABLE I.
A SAMPLE OF AN IOT CARD NUMBER FOR 01 23 45 67 89 AB
CD EF 12 34 56 78 9A BC DE F0 WRITTEN IN A STATE ARRAY OF
HEXADECIMALS

Mobile Payment over the Cloud

Mobile User's
Bank

01

23

45

67

89

AB

CD

EF

12

34

56

78

9A

BC

DE

F0

Merchant's Bank

Fig. 1. Electronic cash payment process with E-cash.

A smartphone has become an essential part of life. It is not
only an integral part of life but also a source of daily
communication. An owner of the smartphone will carry and
safeguard the security of the smartphone at any cost all the
time. It is more personal to embed a debit/credit card
electronically into a smartphone. This paper shall propose an
electronic IoT note as part of a credit line a smartphone. A
novel IoT payment system shall be introduced to minimise
debit/credit card risk.
Fig. 1 illustrates the working of an IoT E-Commerce
secure payment mode [24]. This new model will pay special
attention to the new card session number. This IoT note will
be dynamically changed and updated to the new number once
the note is claimed from a user's bank or financial provider.
Therefore, it will be a randomly unique number per note
which is recognized by an IoT service provider. Each new
session card number will also be individually digitally signed
by the financial provider [25].
Once an IoT note from a user's smartphone is transferred
to the merchant terminal, the payment system will first verify
the digital signature of the session number. Once verified, the
payment system will check all the transactions being carried
out by this note until it is claimed to the merchant's bank. A
threshold amount should be set on each IoT session card
number. An encrypted update shall be prompted by the
financial provider to deliver a new IoT note to the smartphone.
An e-commerce system can be viewed in three different
dimensions. The dynamic control used for system upgrade, the
real time detection, response and recovery and security
coordination between various components.

Fig. 3. The Session IoT card number will be signed by its financial provider.

A currently secure session number is 128-bit. It can be
viewed as 16 bytes compared to the current 16 digit numbers
on a debit credit card. This random Session IoT card number
is proposed here as shown in Table I. A sample number is
displayed as a state of byte array according the Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) written from left to right along
each row of 4 bytes. A direct conversion of binary 2D barcode
is generated and shown in Fig. 2. Each hexa has been
converted to a column of 4-bit number. This basic 2D barcode
can be set an efficient mode of transferring an electronic
payment through a smartphone camera.
The research study has proposed new secure technique
with a digital signature. Prior to issuing the Session IoT card
number, the bank will hash and sign it. The digital signature
will be wrapped around the Session IoT card number as shown
on the right hand side of Fig. 3. The Session IoT card number
will be accompanied by a digital signature. The digital
signature must be signed using the private key of the issuing
bank as the financial provider. An elliptic curve cryptosystem
(ECC) will be light and compact [ECDSA]. A 256-bit ECC
would be ideal here to accompany the 128-bit Session IoT
card number. Meanwhile a merchant could validate digital
signature from using the bank public key and compare to the
hashed Session IoT card number.
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Fig. 4. An online payment on each transaction will be typically signed by
the IoT session smart card owner.

ECC
Digital
Signature

Fig. 6. A user will slide an RM 10 note from his pocket money to an NFC
cashier terminal within his smartphone IoT application.

As visualized in Fig. 6, a user may use an RM 10 note
from his pocket money to a cashier terminal within his
smartphone IoT application to pay for a purchase less than
RM 10 for example RM 8.20. The user will sign the
transaction for RM 8.20. Thus, the merchant may claim only
RM 8.20 from the RM 10 note he/she has received.

Valid Until 30
Nov 2018
Fig. 5. A nice sample of RM 100 note.

Each payment will also be signed digitally by the user as
shown in Fig. 4. Practically, the digital signature will be
exercised by a password keyed in by the user. It is imperative
the password should not be stored in the smartphone. The
password will be used to decrypt user's private key for
signature signing. Since each IoT Session number will only
carry certain amount, the user cannot spend more than the
amount reserved on the number as if it is a currency note. For
instances, a note could carry a value of 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100
Malaysian Ringgit. The barcode IoT Session number will also
follow the traditional colour of the paper note, i.e. green, red,
yellow, turquois and purple, respectively.
The IoT note will also come along with the ECC digital
signature as shown in Fig. 5. This note shall be honoured by
the first merchant who claims its use once only. This note will
also have a validity date on it as written on bottom left corner
of the RM 100 in Fig. 5. Typically, it is valid for a month
only. A larger value IoT note will have shorter validity period
in order to minimise the risk exposure. The user will slide the
note to the IoT payment application during a transaction.

This electronic Session IoT card payment will also make
use of an online payment tool, for example Alipay and Tenpay
using latest IoT RFID contactless technology. In this case, an
IoT payment is used during online shopping. A lightweight PC
Tablet PC will act as carrier. A payment module installed in
the RFID reader where secure and simple smart card payment
method achieved by a friendly feature of sliding the note to a
merchant iconic application. In IoT handheld payment, all
funds were allocated by bank dedicated channel to avoid
security risks through open internet. By using the AES
algorithm, entire data are encrypted for card users and on data
transmission from mobile devices to a clearing centre in order
to guarantee maximum security during fund transfer. The bank
will maintain a money database to detect double-spending and
ensure the validity of this IoT note.

The proposed model is based on a smartphone which
becomes a mobile intelligent personal terminal for ecommerce businesses. Lightweight PC Tablet act as carrier
embedded with RFID reader payment module instead of a
physical debit/credit smart card. This mode of payment has the
potential to be integrated into an online payment system. This
payment application mode is secure and simple. An IoT
PDA’s payment resolved program which adapts that RFID
reader module installed in a smartphone. This IoT program
will make the user to avoid pay cumbersome online banking.
There is portable handheld personal device and make the
whole process completely contactless.

Digital
Signature
user1

Valid Until 30
Nov 2018

Fig. 7. Transfer money from user1 to user2.
Digital
Signature
user1
Digital
Signature
user2
Valid Until 30
Nov 2018

Fig. 8. Transfer money from user2 to user3.
Digital
Signature
user1
Digital
Digital
Signature
Signature
user2
user3
Valid Until 30
Nov 2018

Fig. 9. Transfer money from user3 to merchant.
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V.

AN IOT NOTE

This paper will propose an easy flow IoT notes as new
technique of payment. Traditionally, a user will use his/her
debit/credit card to start use IoT session payment [4]. This
paper will propose an extension to IoT payment notes to make
it transferable between two users and more from one time IoT
note. The first user can digitally sign one IoT note and give it
to another registered user. The second user can further sign on
same note to make a payment to the third or next registered
user until the last his/her will give to a merchant to claim the
money from the first user's bank account However, the secure
will use between first user to second user. After that second
user to third user until the last his/her will give to a merchant
base on ECC algorithm [26].
In the first case, the IoT notes in digitally signed by the
IoT financial provider. Once the IoT note has been issued, the
money is already taken out of the first owner account. When
the first owner make a payment or pass the IoT note to a
merchant or the new owner that shows in Fig. 7, the first
owner will encrypt and digitally sing the IoT note to the new.
The new owner can then check on the authentic of digital
signature by the bank and first owner. The same process will
be done by the second owner of the IoT note. When the
second owner want to make a payment or transfer the IoT note
to a merchant or the third owner that shows in Fig. 8, the
second owner will encrypt and digitally sign the IoT note to
the new owner. These IoT notes are expected to be in small
dominance. The new third owner will check the bank digital
signature, the first owner digital signature and the second
owner digital signature following the block chain mode. The
third user will signed the IoT notes to make transfer or
payment to a merchant that shows in Fig. 9.
VI.

EVALUATION CRITERIA OF MONEY

This research project will evaluate current online payment
systems with IoT card and IoT note. The evaluate membership
factors consist of Claimability, Transferability, Recognition,
Anonymity, Denomination and Validity Date. Only an IoT
note is expected to cover all evaluate factors.
A. Claimable Money
Second evaluation measures an ability of the owner or
carrier of electronic money to claim it from the financial
provider or bank. The first type of a payment transaction will
be between a user to a merchant and then the merchant will be
able to claim the money from a bank as shown in the third
column of Table II. The second type of claimability will be
between users and merchant that means the first user will give
the money to second user without any claims from a bank.
Also second user will give the same electronic money that he
or she received from first user to another user without any
claim from the bank. Finally, the end user will give same
money to a merchant without claim from the bank. Finally, the
merchant will be claimed from the bank.
B. Transferable Money
The third evaluation classifies whether electronic money is
transferable or not. The first kind of money transferable will
be between users. The second kind of electronic money
transfer will be between users without claim from the bank.

After that end user will make a payment to a merchant and the
merchant will be able to claim the money from the bank as
shown in the fourth column of Table II. Non-transferable
electronic money can only be used for one payment only.
C. Recognition of Valid Money
The fourth evaluation measure will classify the type of
recognition given to the electronic money as a formal money
or informal money by the central bank. The first type of
recognition of money is accepted by the banking world as in
the fifth column of Table I (Yes). Otherwise, the second type
of recognition in the case when electronic money is rejected
by banking world in the same column of Table II (No).
D. Anonymity
The next evaluation measure is to classify whether the
electronic money is attached to the owner or carrier of the
money. The money in a financial account belongs to the
account holder. The financial provider can check to whom
given money belongs to at a given moment. The carrier of the
money may claim the ownership of the money without any
reporting to the money issuer or financial provider that shows
in Table II. Anonymity is an important element of privacy.
E. Denomination
Another element of money is denomination. Paper money
always comes along in certain denomination. It is particularly
crucial to introduce a fixed denomination on new electronic
money in order to be successful and popular in a new
electronic payment system. The last evaluation measure check
on a fixed stable denomination in each electronic money
rather than having an open amount depending on the
transaction amount that shows in Table II.
F. Velocity of Money
This paper will also introduce and evaluate electronic
monetary payments in terms of their velocity of money. It
measures the frequency of use within the monetary payment
system. The First type of payment will be used between users
to merchants as shown in the second column of Table II. The
electronic money can only be used once only as a payment
money. The second type of payment will be using between the
first user to second user and also from second user to the end
user. Finally, the end user will be used to make a payment to a
merchant and the merchant will claim from the bank as shown
in Table II as multiple payments.
Velocity of money refers to the frequent usage of same
currency to purchase goods produced and service available
domestically within duration of time (money transfer between
an owner to another). Alternatively, it can refer to the frequent
of average unit currency utilized for any transaction of
changing hands for both purchasing of goods and financial
assets.
In this paper, the velocity of IoT note shall be used to
further evaluate the effectiveness of an IoT note. Indirectly,
the frequency of use of an IOT note will be used in measuring
speed the money transfer from one holder to the next. In other
words, number of times per unit money is transferred or
expenses to purchase service and goods per unit note before it
is claimed to the bank or financial provider.
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TABLE II.

COMPARISON BETWEEN TYPE OF MONEY WITH IOT NOTES
USING EVALUATION IOT NOTES

Claim
able
Money
Currency Yes
Credit
Yes
Cards
Virtual
Credit
Yes
Cards
Debit
Yes
Cards:
e-Checks Yes
Digital
Yes
Cash
e-Wallets Yes
Mobile
Yes
Wallets
Touch n
No
Go
Pay pal
Yes

Transfer
Recognit Anonymi Denomin Validity Velocity of
able
ion
ty
ation
Date
Money
Money
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Multiples

Bitcoins
Samsung
Pay
Session
IoT card
IoT notes

Type of
Money

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Once

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Once

No

Yes

No

No

No

Once

No

Yes

No

No

No

Once

No

No

No

No

No

Once

No

No

No

No

No

Once

No

No

No

No

No

Once

No

No

Yes

No

No

Once

Yes

No

No

No

No

Multiples

No

Yes

No

Yes/ No Yes/ No No

Multiples

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Once

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Once

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Multiples

Several online payment systems have been reviewed. A
colour scheme as a membership criterion has been given in
Tables III and IV.
TABLE III.

Virtual
Credit
Cards

Once

Debit
Cards:

Once

e-Checks

Once

Digital
Cash

Once

e-Wallets

Once

Mobile
Wallets

Once

Touch n
Go

Once

A MEMBERSHIP EVALUATION OF MONETARY SYSTEMS

Colour
Note

Claimable

TABLE IV.

Type of
money

Currency

Credit
Cards

Transfer
able

Recogni
tion

Anony
mity

Denomina Validity
tion
Date

EVALUATION SCORES ON VARIOUS PAYMENT SYSTEMS

Velocity of
payment

Coverage

Multiples

Once
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use of one-time payment to a multiple session payment system
using an IoT money note.
Pay pal
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VII.

CONCLUSION

A traditional banking system is presumably secure and
stable. An ease of use has attracted the banking system to
online and even mobile. A trade-of between an ease of use on
online banking system and a traditional security protocol has
to be made. An online banking has been operating outside a
secure line at a user's end.
A user may send and make payment directly to a merchant
with minimum security protocols. Recently, there are cases of
hackers start to attack online banking accounts. The
transaction details may be hacked during the process or even
later at the merchant database. There is a need to have a new
online payment system with minimum information details
which can be related back to the original user or account
owner.
A one-time note will save the need of protecting the
database especially on the credit/debit card information. A
more balanced approach has been presented here for easy and
friendly use of the IoT money. This paper has extended the
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Abstract—This is a mixed methodology study which focused
on developing a real-time concept feedback system for Botho
University students. The study takes advantage of the tablets
distributed freely by the institution to ameliorate the problem of
lack of understanding of module concepts during lecture lessons.
The system addresses issues of providing real-time feedback as
the lecture is ongoing without disturbing other students, thus
upholding effective class participation and interaction without
the need of voicing own concerns loud to the lecturer, and in turn
the lecturer is able to view the students’ interactions and address
them. The real-time concept feedback system was used to test
student comprehension of concepts, improve participation,
engagement and attendance. The study identified many factors
affecting students’ participation and interaction in a traditional
class which inhibits understanding of concepts; hence, the
development of the application to address such. It concluded that
real-time concept feedback systems are vital in addressing
students understanding in lecture sessions, thus upholding the
importance of ICTs in education.
Keywords—Real-time feedback systems; interactive technology;
e-learning; information technology; understanding of concepts

I.

INTRODUCTION

With Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs)
having strong repercussions in the education and learning
sector around the world, Botho University has become the first
institution in Botswana to provide free tablets for learning and
bridge the digital gap between its students. In a knowledge
based economy, education is a requirement and in this modern
era it comes with need for knowledge and interaction with
ICTs as envisioned through the efforts of Botho University of
providing a free tablet to each and every Botho student, a
gesture which goes a long to facilitate the teaching and learning
process. This is so, because ICTs are exceptionally a
commanding tool for information and knowledge diffusion –
the primary characteristic of the whole education course.
Therefore, ICTs play a pedagogic duty complementing the
traditional delivery of education and learning.
With these tablets, the e-learning environment has been
improved and brought to higher standards as all the students in
the campus own a tablet, are able to access online resources
including online databases, repositories and books. This has
made learning easier, and led to this mixed methodology
research to measure students‟ understanding in a class set up
using their own tablets whilst interacting with a mobile web
application developed to address their concerns.

The study identified a major problem of lack of
understanding of concepts during class sessions during an
ongoing lecture. This is compounded by lack of interaction
from other students who would have not understood the lecture
concepts but carry on for some various reasons such as being
shy to participate in the midst of others or the traditional mode
of delivery itself [1] where the lecturer would call for
volunteers or handpick own choice of students. Moreover, lack
of immediate feedback whenever they fail to understand
concepts, as feedback is a key component to successful
learning [2], [3] attributes to the same problem. This leads to
lack of understanding which eventually leads to failure. Thus,
the study sought to understand how real time concept feedback
in lectures could be incorporated in the learning environment
of Botho University using the already available tablets devices
to ameliorate the lack of understanding which happens during
lecture sessions whilst being inclusive of all students
irrespective of them being fast or slow learners in their comfort
zones-seats. The research question of the study was “How can
understanding of concepts in a class be improved in real time?”
The study focused on the following objectives to drive the
main purpose identified above:
 To analyse students understanding of concepts in a
lecture session and how they communicate their
understanding or lack of understanding.
 To establish students participation and interaction in a
lecture session and how it affects understanding of
concepts in a lecture.
 To ascertain students behaviour when they fail to
understand concepts taught during a class or lecture
session and how that impacts on the rest of the lecture
and module coverage.
 To identify real-time concept feedback systems with
intent on understanding their operations, strengths and
weaknesses for aid in development of a real time
concept feedback system.
Through these objectives, a clear understanding of various
characteristics related to students, learning, teaching and
understanding of concepts in a lecture session was articulated
to fully address the main problem of lack of understanding in a
class and how real time concept feedback in lectures could be
incorporated in the learning environment. This is important
before considering how real time concept feedback systems
could actually revolutionize the learning environment as
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education is not a field which easily lends itself to
experimentation but works on a codified manner. Therefore, a
further analysis of this subject area was supplemented through
secondary research involving various literatures on the same.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Education delivery is a foundation of teaching and learning.
It is more than coming into a class and start talking, but an
intricate situation involving the lecturer (instructor) and the
learners (students). One factor attributing to the complexity of
teaching and learning is the different paces of learning in each
and every student and charging through a syllabus disregarding
those paces and students diversity in learning is a peril recipe
for students‟ failure both in terms of assessment and learning
outcomes [1], [4]. And this is due to understanding of the
concepts being taught in a class or lecture session. Due to the
diversity of students‟ paces in learning, their understanding
tends to vary as others would be fast learners whilst others are
slow or moderate learners, which could be a misled point to the
lecturer or instructor to believe majority understand or do not
understand [1].
Understanding of this concepts becomes key for them to
navigate through the whole lecture session which either leads
to participation, interactivity and a sense of belonging or vice
versa of all the mentioned. Therefore, real-time feedback is a
key to achieving the positive of that. Without receiving regular
and real time feedback, it becomes difficult for them to
understand and or comprehend materials being taught [5].
Various authors have attributed that real-time feedback is an
important aspect in the learning environment as it helps the
instructors to be more responsive to learners and assist them in
a timely manner [2] not only to notice shortfalls of the students
after the assessment component [4].
A. Personalizing Learning for Real-Time Feedback
One way to achieve real-time feedback is being able to
personalize learning for each and every student to address their
pace diversity. The moment a lecturer steps into a class
environment and start the lecture session, he or she is
inundated with a lot of questions, and those are mostly related
to (1) Are the students understanding the lecture (2) Are the
concepts clearly modularized for clear understanding (3) Is the
lecture relatable. All these questions are only answered through
students‟ feedback and in traditional delivery mode, no
emphasize is per individual student but generalization is
employed. Thus, a majority affirmative response paves the way
for the lecturer to continue teaching [1], [4] whilst ignoring the
silent pleas of those who would have not understood but shied
away to voice their concerns due to various reasons.
This in turn affects the lecture or the overall module or
subject area, though timely feedback may be incorporated later
to understand how they are doing in the subject. Timely
feedback becomes a problem as it wouldn‟t be carried often
thus the gap left to be addressed through the use of real time
feedback. With students having tablets in Botho University,
real-time feedback systems become a favorable option to
personalize learning for students. With real time feedback
systems, such concerns are addressed as students interact with
systems individually thus able to voice out concerns without

being muzzled by the voice of many. According to Cialdini
(2008), anonymity is one aspect which students want to
maintain as a way of not embarrassing themselves and it gives
them confidence to introspect own level of understanding
without fear or any form of victimization learning [2].
B. Real-Time Feedback Systems Enhances Students SelfRegulation Skills
Sitzmann et al. [5] stipulates that real-time feedback
systems enhance students‟ self-regulation skills. Students are in
a better position to learn how to evaluate their own learning,
thus being able to gauge if they are on the right track and have
a good understanding of the concepts being taught, thus
influencing their behaviour [6], [7]. Unlike, having to wait for
consultation after class, which many students hardly do,
utilising real-time feedback systems gives students a sense of
control over their learning during the lecture and empowers
them to silently query the lecturer whenever they get lost in
understanding of the concepts.
In addition to evaluating their own understanding, this also
helps to evaluate the lecturers‟ teaching and delivery mode in
real time, and both the students and lecturer can quickly make
amends or appropriate changes whenever they were off track in
either understanding or delivering the concept. On the course
of enhancing the self-regulation skills, the relationship between
the lecturer and the students is strengthened for the benefit of
the students to understand the learning material instead of
having lackluster assessments or disappointing results at the
end [1]. Thus, with real-time feedback systems a clearer idea of
student understanding is captured well in time and this
improves their self-regulation skills.
C. Real-Time Feedback Systems Increase Students Classroom
Presence
Real-time feedback systems increase students‟ classroom
presence, interaction and participation [8], [9]. With students
noting that their needs are being addressed, their attendance
also improves and builds the confidence of interaction and
participation in the class [10]. Authors in [11], [12] notes the
importance of personalised response systems and diverse
learning styles in education and how this affects their
engagements in class, attendance, motivation and participation
in a class [13]. Through this online feedback, information
needed to improve certain areas would be addressed whilst
assisting in improving learners‟ motivation and learners‟ ability
to reflect on own learning. Moreover, increased classroom
presence, interaction and participation would lead to increased
student performance. Studies have indicated that real-time
feedback systems also improve student performance although
they fail to identify the causes of such improvements [2], [14].
III.

METHODOLOGY

The research study followed a mixed methodology
approach. Understanding of concepts during teaching and
learning is one area which hasn‟t been well explored within the
Botho University environment, and the author sought to
understand how this could be addressed and how real-time
concept feedback in lectures for Botho University Students
could be utilised to ameliorate the understanding of concepts in
class sessions. The research was conducted within the Botho
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University environment with questionnaires distributed and
interviews done on selected individuals.
The mixed methodology approach was selected as the best
approach to understand fully and in-depth on this area and
offer conclusive analysis and suggested solutions to the
identified problem of students failing to understand learning
concepts during class and how this situation can be mitigated
through the use of real time concept feedback systems in
lectures.
Exploring this untapped area would increase
awareness of shortfalls of timely feedback versus real-time
feedback whilst determining the cause nature of the problem
and possible ways which can be utilised to solve the problem
[15]. A mixed methodology approach helps understand the
situation from all angles for better conclusions [16]. This then,
forms the basis of the conclusive research, with alternative
solutions [17]-[19].
Population for the study and sampling procedure are also
important. The population of this study was made up of student
and lecturers of Botho University. A population of study is
important to validate the target audience, and Burns and Grove
[20] defines a population as all elements inclusive of objects,
individuals and events that meet the sample criteria for
inclusion in a study. A questionnaire was distributed to 30
students. The questionnaire administration and data gathering
followed the Exponential discriminative snowball sampling
technique.
IV.

RESULTS

The purpose of the study was to assess how understanding
of concepts in a class can be improved in real-time, as lack of
understanding of concepts during ongoing lecture sessions was
identified. It sought to understand how real time concept
feedback systems in lectures could be incorporated in the
learning environment of Botho University using the already
available tablets devices to ameliorate the lack of
understanding which happens during lecture sessions. To do
that, it was imperative to carry a questionnaire data gathering
to understand the students and their understanding capabilities
and behaviours and conduct interviews on selected individuals.
This questionnaire was administered following the exponential
discriminative snowball sampling technique, where a subject
identified would attempt the questionnaire and refer multiple
referrals to do the same too. A selection of the subjects who
met the aim and objectives of the study would then follow, and
interviews would be conducted on few selected to iron out
inconsistencies. The following is the results of the study
summarized as per the study objectives.
A. Objective 1: To analyse students understanding of
concepts in a lecture session and how they communicate
their understanding or lack of understanding.
1) Understanding of Concepts: This question sought to
understand if students easily understood concepts in a lecture
session.
From Fig. 1 (refer to appendix) it can be noted that 20% of
the respondents indicate they always understand concepts when
taught, whilst 37% indicate that sometimes they do understand
the concepts, 27% indicate that they rarely understand concepts
with 13% saying they never understand and 3% noting that

they don‟t know if they understand concepts or not. This
indicates a similar pattern identified during various studies that
understanding of concepts by students varies [1], [4] and to
comprehend materials taught becomes difficult if
understanding of concepts is lacking [5].
2) Relating Concepts Understanding to Learning
Outcomes: The question sought to understand if respondents
would relate understanding of concepts during lecture session
to learning outcomes of the module.
Respondents at 30% indicated that they are able to relate
concepts to learning outcomes whilst the other 30% noted that
sometimes they do relate the two. 33% noted that they rarely
relate learning concepts to learning outcomes and 7% said they
never relate the two. For those who never relate the two, the
issue could be tied to lack of comprehension of the concepts,
thus making it difficult to follow on the concepts taught and
relating [5]. Refer to Fig. 2 in appendix.
3) Do you communicate lack of Understanding: the
question sought to understand I students do voice out their
concerns when they do not understand any concepts during a
lesson.
The results indicate that 33% communicate their lack of
understanding of concepts with 10% noting that sometimes
they do. 40% of respondents noted that they rarely
communicate their lack of understanding and 17% never do so.
This shows that only few students are able to communicate
whenever they understand or do not understand, whilst
majority do not communicate (refer to Fig. 3 in appendix) and
this could be attributed to the traditional mode of delivery
which is rigid as attributed by Caldwell [1].
4) What Holds Communication Amongst Learners
Fig. 4 in appendix indicates ccommunication is vital to get
feedback, and 30% of respondents noted that they are freespirit respondents who always communicate their lack of
understanding, whilst other respondents noted that they are
various factors which holds them from communicating their
lack of understanding ranging from uncertainty of whether to
communicate at 20%, others are naturally quite at 7% and
shyness was blamed for lack of communication at 43%.
According to Cialdin (2008), many factors contribute to
students remaining silent on communicating whenever they do
not understand, similar conclusion reached by other authors
[1], [2] and [4].
B. Objective 2: To establish students’ participation and
interaction in a lecture session and how it affects
understanding of concepts in a lecture.
1) Do You Normally Participate in a Class?
Respondents as indicated in Fig. 5 (refer to appendix) they
do participate in a class at 43%, with 17% saying sometimes
they participate and 37% noting that they rarely participate and
3% saying don‟t participate in a class. Lack of participation has
been found to be a major setback of making students to easily
understand concepts and this could be attributed to the
traditional model itself [1], [3] and lack of technology to
promote inclusiveness policy for all students where anonymity
would be upheld [2].
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2) Do You Interact with Other Learners and Your
Lecturer?
Many learners indicate at 50% that they do interact with
other learners and the lecturer in a class, with 10% noting that
sometimes they do participate and 40% saying they rarely
participate. Interaction is a vital tool in accessing feedback and
lack of it impacts negatively in understanding of concepts and
getting relevant feedback [5] as indicated in Fig. 6 in appendix.
3) Does Participation and Interaction Influence you
Understanding?
Respondents agree at 40% that participation and interaction
influences understanding of concepts in a class, with 30%
saying sometimes this two attributes could influence
understanding of the concepts whilst 13% say this two rarely
influence. 17% of the respondents noted that they don‟t know
if these two attributes influence understanding of concepts
(refer to Fig. 7 for full results) Self-regulation is one aspect
which has been touted to be improved through the use of realtime feedback systems, and this is attributed to participation
and interaction [6], [7]. From Fig. 7 it shows that lack of such
systems impacts negatively to student self-regulation.
C. Objective 3: To ascertain students behaviour when they
fail to understand concepts taught during a class or
lecture session and how that impacts on the rest of the
lecture and module coverage.
1) What happens when you fail to understand lecture
concepts & outcomes? The question sought to understand the
behaviour of students in relation to lack of understanding
concepts during a lecture session.
It was noted that the traditional mode of delivery has come
as a muzzling approach to slow learners which leads to them
not to communicate or participate when not understanding [1]
[4], thus this in a way influences the behaviour exhibited by
student when they fail to understand concepts, as indicated in
Fig. 8. At 23%, respondents noted that they get motivated to
further ask questions whenever they fail to understand
concepts, whilst 30% indicated the opposite. 23% of the
respondents noted that they ask their fellow students whilst
13% ask the lecturer and 10% noted that they just don‟t do
anything. All the behaviours exhibited here are linked to the
diversity of paces in learning, as more vocal and fast learners
are able to exhibit behaviours of asking in a class and not
giving up [1].
2) How that does impacts your whole lecture and module?
Upon understanding how students behave whenever they don’t
understand concepts, it was also relevant to appreciate how
their actions on the previous question impact their whole
lecture session and consequently the module area.
Lack of understanding can have a negative impact on a
student during the lecture, or an overall negative impact on the
module itself. This is only possible to be noticed at the timely
feedback intervals which sometimes fall after assessments [1]
[4] thus not being real time and becomes difficult to amend and
correct. 37% of the respondents as indicated in Fig. 9, noted
that they try by all means to understand whilst 30% never gives
up on understanding the concepts. 20% of the respondents
noted that they give up, with 13% noting that sometimes they

do give up. It is within the groups that try to understand
including those who give up that concentration needs to be
channeled to and introduce other forms which could help
bridge the understanding gap, and real-time concept feedback
systems become handy for utilisation.
V.

CONCLUSION

The study, as indicated by the literature review and the
students themselves, concluded that understanding of concepts
is clearly a problem amongst students. This lack of
understanding of concepts during lecture sessions is further
compounded by the traditional way of delivery which
constrains students and hampers them to communicate their
lack of understanding. Participation and interaction during
classes have also been found to be low in many students, which
also contribute to lack of understanding. The students‟
behaviour is also a contributing factor as students easily give
up on following whenever they are not understanding due to
the systems in place which centralizes mostly onto the
traditional approach of delivery, thus need of timely diagnostic
feedback concept systems which students have come to
appreciate [21], [22].
The researcher concluded that a real-time concept feedback
system is essential in the Botho University environment as the
technology is available for utilisation. Real-time feedback is
paramount in learning, as students can easily track their
learning and provide feedback in real-time for more
clarifications when they fail to understand. The researcher
concluded by developing the real-time concept feedback
application, but due to time constraints, on writing of the
findings it has not been
 Piloted to test the students perceptions on the utilisation
of the product.
 Piloted to test the lecturers on the utilisation of the
same.
 It has not been fully tested and evaluated how it
measures to address the gap identified during the
problem statement.
The researcher concludes that more work needs to be done
on this area and alternative ways found to be utilised to address
the issue of understanding in class, with the aid of using realtime concept feedback systems both for the benefit of the
lecturer and the students.
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APPENDIX

Understanding of Concepts
Respondents Numbers

Do you communicate your lack of
understanding

% of Respondents

Respondents Numbers
11
8

6
20%

Always Sometimes

Rarely

4
13%
Never

3

1
3%

Dont Know

33%

930%

10
33%

00%
Dont Know

Never

What holds commuication from
learners

% of Respondents

27%

Rarely

5
17%

Fig. 3. Communication of lack of understanding.

Relating Concepts understanding to
Learning Outcomes

930%

40%

10%

Always Sometimes

Fig. 1. Understanding of concepts.

Respondents Numbers

12

10

27%

37%

% of Respondents

Respondents Numbers

% of Respondents
13

9

00%

30%

Fig. 2. Relating concepts understanding to learning outcomes.

6
20%

Nothing-Free Uncertainity
Spirit

43%
Diffidence

2
7%
Naturaly
Quite

00%
Not Sure

Fig. 4. Factors holding learners from communicating.
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Participation in class
Respondents Numbers

Behaviour upon failing to understand

% of Respondents

Respondents Numbers

% of Respondents

9

13

7

11

23%

5
43%

37% 3% 1

17%

Always Sometimes

Rarely

Never

7
30%

4
13%

23%

3
10%

00%
Dont Know

Fig. 5. Participation in class.
Fig. 8. Behaviour upon failing to understand.

Interaction in class
Respondents Numbers

% of Respondents

15
12
3
50%

40%

10%

Always Sometimes

Rarely

00%
00%
Never Dont Know

Fig. 6. Interaction in class.
Fig. 9. Lack of understanding Impact on lecture/module.

Participation & Interaction Influences
understanding
Respondents Numbers

% of Respondents

12
9
40%

30%

Always Sometimes

4
13%
Rarely

5
17%

00%
Never Dont Know

Fig. 7. Participation & interaction influences understanding.
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Abstract—In Device to Device (D2D) communication two or
more devices communicate directly with each other in the inband cellular network. It enhances the spectral efficiency due to
cellular radio resources (RR) are shared among the cellular users
and D2D users. If the RR sharing is not legitimate properly, it
causes interference and inefficient use. Therefore, management
of RR between cellular users and D2D users is required to
control the interference and inefficient use of RR. In D2D
enabled cellular network, D2D users have a good signal to noise
ratio (SNR) compared with cellular users due to the short
distances and dedicated path. Using this advantage, an efficient
RR allocation algorithm based on swarm optimization is
proposed in this paper, that allows utmost spatial reuse in multiusers and OFDMA networks. The algorithm determines the
required RR on the request of D2D users following the indicator
variable. It enhances the capacity (Bit/Hz), overall system
throughput and spectral efficiency with respect to sub-carriers in
OFDMA networks. The performance of the proposed algorithm
is evaluated via MATLAB simulations.
Keywords—Device to device (D2D) communication; radio
resources (RR) allocation; OFDMA networks; sub-channels and
sub-carriers; cellular users and D2D users

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Device to Device (D2D) communication in fourthgeneration long-term evolution (4G LTE) focuses on public
safety, but the potential advancements that can be given by
D2D operation are not completely exploited yet [1]. D2D
communication as an underlay to cellular system is viewed as
one of the key advances for improving the performance of
upcoming cellular systems. In 5G systems, it is anticipated that
D2D operation will be locally coordinated as a component
without bounds the 5G system. The fundamental potential
gains by D2D including, capacity and throughput, low latency,
availability and reliability and proximity services. All these
gains can be achieved only using efficiently resources
allocation and utilization. Collectively it is called radio
resources (RR) allocation for D2D communication. In a
cellular system, multiple devices exist with multiple services
and operators. When many devices qualify for D2D, then who
will provide the resources to accomplish D2D communication.
It includes data channel, control channel and other cellular
services without affecting the cellular users. The RR allocation
in OFDMA cellular network has three scenarios i) cellular

users to D2D users ii) D2D users to cellular users iii) D2D
users to D2D users as presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Scenarios for radio resources allocation among D2D users and
cellular users in the cellular system.

The fundamental thought of D2D communication is that
suitable selected devices reuse the cellular resources to set up
direct communication links [2]. Given conditions are that the
D2D communication does not put an adverse effect on cellular
users like interference and cellular users have right to use the
resources freely. Despite its awesome potential in coverage and
capacity, it has some challenges particularly RR allocation.
The essential thought is to reuse cellular resources by enabling
adjacent wireless devices to build up direct communication
links. This idea does not just enhance the proficiency of
spectrum utilization, yet additionally has an extraordinary
potential for upgrading the system performance articulated in
terms of system capacity, throughput, spectral efficiency, and
end-to-end delays. There are two approaches for RR allocation:
half duplex and full duplex. Conventionally an user equipment
is equipped with a single antenna, therefore two orthogonal
time stages are needed for individual transmission and
reception in half-duplex. In first time stage, all users equipment
should keep silent and listen from the base station on the
downlink channel. In second time stage each device request for
resources as cellular users or D2D users. Although this
approach will not cause interference between cellular users and
D2D users while degrading the RR reuse gain. To overcome
this deficiency, full duplex OFDMA is an alternative and
allows multi-users to use the same RR simultaneously [3].
To organize the system controlled D2D communication as
an underlay to the cellular system, a network planner faces few
difficulties, which mostly arise because of the absence of
consistent channel information at the base stations. Efficient
feedback is significant to get channel information. The channel
information for cellular users at the serving base station can be
acquired efficiently. Conversely, such information is not
accessible for D2D channels. The reason is the division of the
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control plane from user/data plane because of the system
controlled D2D communication. A quick outcome of this
division is that D2D users can't specifically use pilot signals
communicated by the base station in contrast to cellular users
for estimation of D2D channels. Additionally, local
transmission of the individual pilot signal by every D2D users
is not possible and would not tackle the issue because of pilot
contamination. Since techniques for overwhelming pilot
contamination in D2D scenarios experience the ill effects of
the requirement for expanded feedback and control overhead.
Various formulations have been proposed for RR allocation,
for example, proportional and max-min fairness, inelastic
traffic, weighted fair queuing and convex optimization
techniques [4].

is presented in [6] in which, RR are apportioned based on
distance. When the distance is increased, channel allocation
becomes problematic between D2D pair. A distance limit
model for RR allocation is proposed in [7], in which RR are
allocated cellular and D2D link based max-flow algorithm. It
enhances the sum rate but creates interference. These
difficulties originate from the reuse of radio resources among
cellular users and D2D users, which make intra-cell
interference.

In-Band D2D Communication

Underlay communication

D2D and RR allocation both are state of art and future
research challenges. The emphasis is on D2D situations, for
example, situations with normally low mobility where data
offloading, improvement of network capacity, reduced latency
and enhance data rates play a leading role. The attention will be
on in-band underlay D2D communication, in which D2D
utilizes similar resources of the spectrum from the cellular
network. It is sensible to expect that RR allocation to D2D
users must be accomplished in a distributed manner under
entirely restricted channel information. In addition, it is of most
extreme significant that immediate transmissions among
devices are coordinated to guarantee that they don't
detrimentally affect the performance of cellular users. Such
coordination must include a cautious power allocation of D2D
users to available RR, essentially utilized as downlink or
uplink. This issue, which is hard to understand even in a
centrally controlled system, is additionally provoked in a D2D
setting by the requirement for distributed arrangements.
Therefore, RR allocation model for multi-devices in OFDMA
system is proposed for high data rate, energy efficiency and
interference avoidance between cellular users and D2D users.
With the D2D pair establishment, RR can be allocated to that
pair for communication. After discovery, as discovered device
receives a request for connection, RR is thus allocated to
discoverer devices only. It allows the D2D pair to transmit and
receive data over the same allocated channel. Swarm
optimization is applied for RR allocation to minimize the
interference between cellular users and D2D users. It enhances
the system capacity, throughput, and frequency efficiency.
Rest of the paper is organized as follow: Section 2 explains
the Radio resource allocation techniques for D2D users and the
radio resource allocation model and results are discussed in
Section 3. In the end, the paper is concluded in Section 4.
II.

RR ALLOCATION TECHNIQUES FOR D2D USERS

There are two types of RR allocation techniques in in-band
D2D communication: underlay and overlay as described in
Fig. 2. The expansion of the D2D layer as an underlay to
cellular systems postures new difficulties in term of
interference control compare with ordinary cellular networks.
RR allocation for D2D in underlay cellular network is
proposed [5] based on joint scheduling. It controls the power to
avoid the interference and maintain the QoS of D2D link, but
the problem is accommodation of maximum users is quite
difficult. RR allocation in mobility structure for underlay D2D

Overlay communication

DU

DU

CU

CU

CU

Cellular Band

Fig. 2. In-band D2D radio resource distribution as an underlay and overlay.

Consequently, to exploit the advantages of D2D
communication and accomplish an enhanced network
performance over standard cellular networks, cautious RR
allocation that considers both cellular users and D2D users is
fundamental. RR allocation procedures for D2D underlay
communication can be ordered relying upon the optimization
metric [8]. RR allocation figures out which particular
frequency and time resources ought to be allotted to each D2D
and cellular links. RR allocation algorithms can be
comprehensively grouped by the level of system control,
centralized versus distributed, and the level of coordination
between cells, single cell versus multi-cell [9]. Every cellular
user in OFDMA is allocated to the sub-carriers and every subcarrier is allocated by the network [10]. To facilitate an
essential unit of RR allocation in OFDMA, sub-carriers are
characterized as a sub-channel. Contingent upon how the subcarriers are allocated to build each sub-channel.
The RR allocation techniques are grouped into a random
type, comb type and block type as is appeared in Fig. 3. To
avoid the wastage of RR, random type RR allocation is
considered in this research. In a random type RR allocation,
each sub-channel is comprised of a set of sub-carriers allocated
randomly over the whole spectrum. If random type subchannels are utilized, then interference is incorporated to
accomplish the adversity gain. For this situation, all pilots
situated over the entire bandwidth might be utilized for channel
estimation between cellular users and D2D users. This sort of
sub-channels tends to normal out the channel quality over the
entire band [11]. Therefore, it can oblige high mobility,
anyhow, when the quality of each sub-carrier consistently
differs from one frame to the next. In a D2D enabled cellular
network, besides, it is helpful for decreasing the co-channel
interference by haphazardly allocating sub-carriers such that
the probability of sub-carrier interference among D2D users
and cellular users decreases. In random type RR allocation, to
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avoid the interference between co-cells different random type
allocation is performed as presented in Fig. 3 random type(a)
and random type(b). In this research in-band underlay, RR
resource allocation technique is considered. The RR allocation
is generic and can be pragmatic to many systems [12] for
example, multi-cast, ad-hoc and Wi-Fi network. Therefore,
some successful solution is required for D2D communication
enabled network in which optimization is required to minimize
with delay and interference.

Block Type

Comb Type

Fig. 4. User supported versus base station power constraints for different
sub-carriers.
Random type(a)

(1)
is channel matrix of MIMO system patterned by

where
.
Random type(b)

(2)

Fig. 3. In-band D2D radio resource distribution as an underlay and overlay.

III.

RESOURCES ALLOCATION MODEL AND RESULTS

RR allocation depends on sub-channel and sub-carrier,
whether they are centralized or localized. In D2D enabled the
network utilizes the localized sub-channel and needs efficient
RR allocation between D2D users and cellular users. The subchannelization is classified into two classes adaptive and
diversity sub-channel. There are three types of downlink
diversity sub-channel according to usage partial, full and
optional (partial or full) usage. It is totally depending on
whether every sub-channel is built by scattered sub-carriers
throughout the entire band or not. Similarly, in uplink, there is
two types of diversity sub-channel partial and optional usage.
Adaptive sub-channels are utilized in both downlink and uplink and in all kinds of the sub-channel comprises of 48 subcarriers [13]. In this work OFDMA based LTE system is
assumed. The basic difference between OFDM and OFDMA
network is RR allocation on time domain in OFDM while
frequency and time domain both in OFDMA to user equipment
[14]. In OFDMA system, spatial RR are centrally allocated to
D2D pair by the base station individually. In the RR allocation,
the frequency is divided into sub-channel and time into slots.
OFDMA makes grids of the channel which involve a subchannel per slot. OFDMA system with a sub-carrier and subcarrier selection is very important because of constraints
between base station power and user equipment support as
presented in result Fig. 4. Results elaborate that more subcarriers lead more power and capacity from system model
shown in Fig. 5.

[

]

Let C-1 is cellular users and D-2 to D-5 are D2D users in a
cell and these devices are transceiver devices as presented in
Fig. 5. RR allocation is followed the following condition:
{
(3)

D-4
C-1

D-5
B-1

Downlink

Uplink
Interference

D-3

D3D2 D-2

Fig. 5. RR system model in OFDMA single cell network.
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is indicator variable of cellular resources are allocated to
D2D users. SINR of C-1 at base station B-1 is give as
(4)

∑

Where and
are transmitted power of C-1 and D2D of
D3D2 respectively.
is channel gain from cellular C-1
to base station B-1 and
is channel gain of D-2 to B-1
when it is using cellular resources.

This means that D2D users should reuse the RR of cellular
users if it has good data rate on that RR. It enhances the system
capacity B/Hz as is proofed in Fig. 7. Another important
parameter effect on RR allocation is transmitted power of D2D
users. Quality of service constraints of cellular users who
shares the similar RR with D2D users is not violated. From (4)
and (5):
(

(8)

(

SINR at D2D of D3D2
∑

(

(5)

∑

the channel gain between D-3 and D-2 using RR
of cellular. The throughput can be calculated both for cellular
users and D2D users using Shannon capacity model
(
) and
(
) There are many
parameters effect on RR allocation of cellular users to D2D
users to maintain the quality of service. These parameters are
power allocations and interference management of cellular
users and D2D users. This is optimization problem to
maximize the system throughput by controlling transmission
power and interference as presented in Fig. 6. Mathematically
this optimization problem can be solved as
∑

∑

)
)

(9)
(10)

From the above equations quality of service of cellular
users is not disrupted as long as D2D users lies in the
. Data rate is also increasing function with power and
(6) verify the optimal transmit power of D2D users. As
subcarriers increases frequency efficiency increases with
visible difference between only cellular users and shared with
D2D users as is explained in Fig. 8. D2D RR allocation
algorithm follow is described as in Fig. 9.

(6)

Condition that
, ∑
and ∑
.
the minimum required data rate of the cellular users.
From the (4) and (5) it can be observed that D2D users should
reuse RR of cellular users of largest gain . Therefore, D2D
users have best SINR. Cellular users should allow D2D users
to channel reuse which have smallest gain
. Therefore, the
SINR of the cellular users at the base station is maximized
[14]. The distance between D2D users is much smaller than the
cellular users and base station practically. Therefore, data rate
of D2D users generally much greater than the cellular users. To
achieve best data rate, each D2D users should be matched with
cellular users using
{

)

Fig. 7. Show the D2D enabled network capacity is better than simple
cellular network due to random radio resources allocation.

(7)

Fig. 6. Network throughput and SNR relation in D2D enabled the cellular
system.

Fig. 8. Explain the efficiency increase with shared radio resources with
cellular users and D2D users.
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[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]
Fig. 9. Radio resources allocation algorithm flow.

IV.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

After device discovery in D2D communication, resource
allocation is the major issue to avoid the interference. In inband underlay cellular network, swarm-based radio resource
allocation technique is proposed which provide the random
based resource allocation between cellular users and D2D
users. In this proposed model OFDMA network uplink and
downlink subchannel are allocated as subcarriers. It enhances
the system capacity, frequency efficiency, and throughput.
Further, this work can be extended for scheduling between
cellular users and D2D users.
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Abstract—The unparalleled accomplishment of social
networking sites, such as Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter has
modernized and transformed the way people communicate to
each other. Nowadays, a huge amount of information is being
shared by online users through these social networking sites.
Various online friendship sites such as Facebook and Orkut, allow
online friends to share their thoughts or opinions, comment on
others’ timeline or photos, and most importantly, meet new
online friends who were known to them before. However, the
question remains as to how to quickly propagate one’s online
network by including more and more new friends. For this, one
of the easy methods used is list of ‘Suggested Friends’ provided
by these online social networking sites. For suggestion of friends,
prediction of links for each online user is needed to be made
based on studying the structural properties of the network. Link
prediction is one of the key research directions in social network
analysis which has attracted much attention in recent years. This
paper discusses about a novel efficient link prediction technique
LinkGyp and many other commonly used existing prediction
techniques for suggestion of friends to online users of a social
network and also carries out experimental evaluations to make a
comparative analysis among each technique. Our results on three
real social network datasets show that the novel LinkGyp link
prediction technique yields more accurate results than several
existing link prediction techniques.
Keywords—Link prediction; online social networks; common
neighbors; Jaccard’s coefficient; Adamic/Adar; preferential
attachment; FriendLink

I.

INTRODUCTION

Online Social Networks (OSNs) have become a means for
millions of online users to express and share their opinions
with other users. These OSNs provide an excellent opportunity
for allowing interactions and exchange of thoughts, opinions
and ideas among the online users in a group or community.
Such networks can be represented as graphs, where a node or a
vertex corresponds to a user present in the graph and an edge
corresponds to any form of association between the nodes or
users, such as friendship ties. Also, these OSNs are dynamic
and this raises a question as to: how does the graph structure of
these networks change over time? Based on this question, this
paper studies about the likeliness of any two nodes of a graph
to be associated in the near future, considering that presently
there is no connection in the current snapshot of the OSN graph
being studied. This problem, commonly called the link
prediction problem, is a research area being studied by many

researchers in this field to generate faster and more appropriate
result with special consideration to scalability and dynamic
nature of the graph. Fig. 1 gives a basic idea about how link
prediction is done by studying the structural links of a network.
In this figure, five nodes have been considered at time t and
future predictions are being made at time t+1. By studying the
existing links, two predictions are made which are marked as
dashed lines in the figure.
Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg [1] were the first to study the
link prediction problem and propose a prediction model for the
same. Their model mainly studies the linkage structure of a
social network and discusses several link prediction methods
for inferring new links. In [2], Hasan et al. studied several
classification models for possible link prediction in coauthorship domain that aimed to provide a comparison of
several features using different feature analysis algorithms.
Zheleva et al. [3] studied binary classification algorithm that
mainly studies friend or family networks for link prediction.
They have mainly worked on the predictive power of
overlaying friendship and family ties on three real world social
networks. In [4], Tylenda et al. studied time-aware and timeagnostic maximum entropy methods in which time-based
weighting of edges were used. Chen et al. [5] made a detailed
study and comparison of four algorithms related to link
prediction, namely, Friend of a Friend (FOAF), SONAR,
Content-plus-Link (CplusL) and content matching algorithms.
Schifanella et al. [6] considered a sampling link prediction
algorithm that can help users find friends with similar topical
interests as well as facilitate the formation of topical
communities. They also introduced a null model to show that a
part of the similarity between online users is due to the
correlations between user activity and user degree centrality in
the OSN. In [7], Papadimi-triou et al. found the FriendLink
Algorithm for fast and accurate link prediction in OSNs which
outperforms many other related algorithms in terms of
accuracy and time-complexity. Bayesian network has been also
considered as a consistent model to understand the relations
between future links to be predicted in networks [19], [20].
Recently, negative link prediction in social networks has
attracted the attention of many researchers and considerable
research work is being carried out to find efficient techniques
for the same [15], [16], [18]. Such techniques aim to perform
link prediction across multiple signed networks. Recent work
has also focused on noise-filtering technique to predict links in
complex networks [17].
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Fig. 1. Example of prediction of links in a given network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a
discussion on five standard link prediction techniques, namely,
the Common Neighbors, Jaccard‟s coefficient, Adamic/Adar,
Preferential Attachment, and FriendLink are given. Section 3
discusses about a novel link prediction technique LinkGyp
which aims to provide better result than the above mentioned
existing link prediction techniques. Section 4 illustrates the
experimental results by comparing the various predictions of
links made by the existing techniques with the novel technique.
A conclusion of the paper and discussion on the scope for
future work is given in Section 5.
II.

DISCUSSION ON STANDARD LINK PREDICTION
TECHNIQUES

In this section, we at first discuss five standard link
prediction techniques used in social networks and give a
comparative analysis of the same. All these five techniques use
the local-based features of a graph. There are, however, many
global-based approaches also, which utilize the entire path
structure in a network, but such approaches are
computationally expensive for even a decent-sized social
networks.
As seen in Fig. 1, vertices 1-5 indicates that there are five
nodes or users in the network and the edges represent the
existing links between each two nodes. In all the techniques
explained below, an OSN is considered which is modeled as an
directed or undirected graph G=(V, E), where V denotes a set
of vertices and E denotes a set of edges between two vertices in
the network. Given below are some simple local similarity
approaches based on node neighborhoods.
A. Common Neighbors
The technique of finding common neighbors for link
prediction is considered as the most basic and significant
method for prediction of links among nodes in the network.
This approach was initially applied in the context of
collaboration networks by Newman [8]. The basic idea of this
technique is to find out the number of common nodes or
neighbors or friends between two non-neighbors or nonfriends. Now, the higher the number of common neighbors, the
more likely is the chances of those two non-neighbors of being
linked in the near future.
Using this concept, a link prediction score can be calculated
between any two nodes p and q, where p and q are nonneighbors or non-friends at a given time t. The probability that
these two nodes p and q will be linked in the near future is
based on the score value given below:
score(p,q) = Neighbors(p) ⋂ Neighbors(q)

Considering Fig. 1, studying the network at time t, a
prediction of future links (at time t+1) can be made between
nodes 1 and 3 as well as 2 and 4. This is so because the number
of common neighbors or the score value in both the cases is 2
(which are higher compared to the rest of the non-neighbors in
the network). The technique of common neighbors is very
simple and easy to analyze; yet this technique is very effective
and it has been experimentally evaluated that it often
outperforms several other complicated techniques used for link
prediction. Algorithm 1 explains the link prediction technique
based on the concept of common neighbors scores. In this
algorithm, the social network G and the top „n‟ link predictions
are taken as input and the top „n‟ nodes based on the score
value is displayed as output. The score is calculated for each
non-neighbors of a node and top-n predictions for the node are
made based on the descending order of score values.
Algorithm 1: Common-Neighbors(G, n)

1: for each vertex v do
1.1: N2  Neighbors(v)
1.2: for each vertex j  N2
1.2.1: score = |Neighbors(v) ⋂ Neighbors(j)|
1.2.2: Store value of j and corresponding
value of score
1.3: end for
1.4: Sort values of j in descending order of
score
2: end for
3: Display top n values of j

B. Jaccard‟s Coefficient
Jaccard‟s coefficient [9] is another simple technique of link
prediction which is similar to common neighbors‟ technique
discussed above as this technique also relies on the number of
common neighbors between two nodes. In case of Jaccard‟s
coefficient, the probability that two nodes p and q will be
linked in the near future is based on the score value given
below:
score ( p, q) 

| Neighbors( p)  Neighbors(q) |
| Neighbors( p)  Neighbors(q) |

As can been seen from the score calculation mentioned
above, in case of Jaccard‟s coefficient, the number of common
neighbors is simply divided by the number of total neighbors.
For instance, in Fig. 1, the score of nodes 1 and 3 at time t,
using Jaccard‟s coefficient of link estimation is 0.67. Similarly,
score of nodes 1 and 5 at time t is 0.33. Hence, there is a higher
chance of nodes 1 and 3 being linked in the near future
compared to nodes 1 and 5. Hence, the score value between
two nodes will always remain between 0 and 1; 0 when there is
no single common neighbor between two nodes and 1 when the
two nodes being compared is the same node. Algorithm 2
explains the link prediction technique based on the concept of
Jaccard Coefficient scores. In this algorithm, the social
network G and the top „n‟ link predictions are taken as input
and the top „n‟ nodes base on the score value is displayed as
output.
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Algorithm 2: Jaccard-Coefficient(G, n)

1: for each vertex v do
1.1: N2  Neighbors(v)
1.2: for each vertex j  N2
1.2.1:score=|Neighbors(v) Neighbors(j)|/
|Neighbors(v)  Neighbors(j)|
1.2.2: Store value of j and corresponding
value of score
1.3: end for
1.4: Sort values of j in descending
order of score
2: end for
3: Display top n values of j

C. Adamic/Adar
Adamic and Adar [10] have found another approach to
predict links between two nodes in a network. In Adamic/Adar
technique, all the common neighbors of two non-friends or
non-neighbors are taken into consideration, and how many
connections each of these common neighbors have are also
considered. Thus, the probability that two nodes p and q will be
linked in the near future is based on the score value given
below:

score ( p, q) 

1
log
|
Neighbors
( x) |
xN ( p ) N ( q )



Here x represents the set of common neighbors of nodes p
and q and in the score calculation the number of neighbors of x
is taken into consideration. In such a case, if a neighbor of p
and q has two links or friends, a weight of 1/log(2) = 1.4 is
considered. And again, if a neighbor of p and q has five links, a
weight of 1/log(5) = 0.62 is considered. Hence, the more links
a neighbor has, a better score value is obtained. Algorithm 3
explains the link prediction technique based on the concept of
Adamic/Adar scores. In this algorithm, the social network G
and the top „n‟ link predictions are taken as input and the top
„n‟ nodes based on the score values is displayed as output.
Algorithm 3: Adamic-Adar(G, n)

1: for each vertex v do
1.1: N2  Neighbors(v)
1.2: for each vertex j  N2
1.2.1: Initialize score to 0
1.2.2: for each k  (Neighbors(v) 
Neighbors(j))
1.3.2.1: score = score + 1 / (log|
Neighbors(k))
1.2.3: end for
1.2.4: Store value of k and corresponding
value of score
1.3: end for
1.4: Sort values of k in descending order
of score
2:
end for
3: Display top n values of k

D. Preferential Attachment
The technique of Preferential Attachment for predicting
links in a network is based on the concept that two nonneighbors or non-friends have higher chances of being
connected by a link in the future if the product of their number
of individual neighbors is high. This results in the calculation
of score value as given below:
score(p,q) = Neighbors(p). Neighbors(q)
The term preferential attachment refers to the observation
that in networks that grow over time, the likelihood that an
edge is added to a node with n neighbors is proportional to n
[11]. Experiments conducted by researchers have revealed that
co-authorship is correlated with the product of the
neighborhood sizes and the similar concept is applied for link
prediction in social networks. Algorithm 4 explains the link
prediction technique based on the concept of Preferential
Attachment scores. In this algorithm, the social network G and
the top „n‟ link predictions are taken as input and the top „n‟
nodes based on the score values is displayed as output.
Algorithm 4: Preferential-Attachment(G, n)

1:

for each vertex v do
1.1: N2  Neighbors(v)
1.2: for each vertex j  N2
1.2.1: score = |Neighbors(v) *
Neighbors(j)|
1.2.2: Store value of j and corresponding
value of score
1.3: end for
1.4: Sort values of j in descending order
of score
2: end for
3: Display top n values of j

E. FriendLink
The FriendLink [7] approach of link prediction studies
user‟s neighborhood by making use of paths of greater length.
Here, two users connected with many unique pathways have a
higher likelihood to know each other. Algorithm 5 explains the
FriendLink approach for link prediction which takes as input
the social graph G, the adjacency matrix A of graph G, number
of nodes „n‟ present in the graph, and the maximum length of
paths „l‟ explored in G. The algorithm provides as output the
similarity matrix between two nodes in G. Based on the
weights of similarity matrix friends can be recommended for a
target node.
In the main program of Algorithm 5, the adjacency matrix
of the graph is modified so that instead of holding the
traditional values 0 or 1, the matrix is filled up with values 0 or
vj, where vj is a node to which node vi is connected. In the
function ComputePaths(), matrix multiplication of this
modified adjacency matrix is performed with itself to produce
all paths from node vi to node vj. Lastly, in the function
ComputeSimilarity(), the similarity value between two nodes is
measured to estimate the strength of connections between two
non-linked nodes.
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which technique can give better accurate results along with
better efficiency.

Algorithm 5: FriendLink(G, A, n, l) [7]

III.

Main Program
1: for vi = 1 to n do
1.1: for vj = 1 to n do
1.1.1: if A(vi,vj) = 1 then
A(vi,vj) = vj
else A(vi,vj) = 0
1.1.2: end if
1.2: end for
2: end for
3: for i = 2 to l
3.1: CombinePaths()
3.2: ComputeSimilarity(i)
4: end for
End Main Program

NOVEL LINKGYP LINK PREDICTION TECHNIQUE

In this section we first give a brief outline of our novel
approach, named LinkGyp and then analyze the steps of the
proposed algorithm.

Function CombinePaths()
5: for vi = 1 to n do
5.1: for vj = 1 to n do
5.1.1: for k = 1 to n do
5.1.1.1: if A(vi,k) <> 0 and A(k,vj)<>
0 then
A(vi,vj)=concatenate(A(vi,k),
A(k,vj))
5.1.1.2: end if
5.1.2: end for
5.2: end for
6: end for
7: return A(vi,vj)
End Function
Function ComputeSimilarity()
8: for vi = 1 to n do
8.1: for vj = 1 to n do
8.1.1: denominator = 1
8.1.2: for k = 2 to i do
8.1.2.1: denominator=denominator*(n-k)
8.1.3: end for
8.1.4: sim(vi,vj) = sim(vi,vj) +
*
8.2: end for
9: end for
10: return sim(vi,vj)
End Function

There are also several other methods of link prediction
which are based on the ensemble of all paths [22] such as Katz
[13], Hitting Time and SimRank [14]. There are also other
higher level approaches for link prediction such as clustering
and low-rank approximation, which can be combined with the
above mentioned link prediction techniques to give a more
accurate output. The authors of [23] have used Maximal
Entropy Random Walk (MERW) for link prediction, which
emphasizes the centrality of nodes of the network. Other link
prediction techniques consider temporal information to
accurate predicts among non-edged nodes. Several other
techniques focus different other issues such as giving
weightage to more influential nodes, considering a subgraph
based on the closed knit group in the graph, and so on.
However, the primary focus on link prediction circles around

A. Outline of the LinkGyp Technique
The LinkGyp prediction technique is a new approach
proposed for prediction of links keeping in mind the scalability
issue needed to be taken care of for huge-sized social networks.
The basic idea of this technique is to initially take into
consideration only those non-neighbors of a node whose
product of their individual neighbors are among the top in
descending order of list. A list is generated that includes the
highly potential „could be friends but currently non-friends‟ of
a node and their corresponding scores. Using this list, a smaller
sized graph for the node is now considered that is dependent on
the number of top recommendations to be made. This results in
a truncated graph where not all non-neighbors of a node are to
be considered for a node. In fact, for a large-sized graph that
involves huge number of non-friends for a node, the ultimate
consideration of number of potential non-friends gets limitized
to a great extent.
Once the smaller sized-graph is selected, the selection of
top-n nodes results in a much faster execution by considering
the Adamic/Adar approach where the simple counting of
common features is refined by weighting rarer features more
heavily [7]. As explained before, the Adamic/Adar method
computes the similarity between two nodes p and q by means
of a common feature of the two, say x. The similarity measure
is then ∑ ⁄
where, frequency(x) refers
to frequency of occurrence of the common features between
nodes p and q. The result obtained is the top-n prediction of
links for each node of the graph.
B. The LinkGyp Algorithm
Algorithm 6 explains a novel link prediction technique
LinkGyp that aims to provide better results than the above
mentioned local similarity approaches of link prediction. In this
algorithm, the social network graph G=(V,E) and the value of
„n‟ are taken as input. Here, „n‟ represents the number of link
predictions to be made for each node. Steps 1.1 to 1.4
concentrate on calculating scores for two non-edged nodes
based on the product of the size of their individual neighbors.
Based on the descending order of their scores, the top 2n
non-edged nodes are considered for a node v. The reason
behind choosing 2n as the threshold value for selection of the
subgraph is that more than 2n lead to a bigger sized subgraph
and less than 2n may lead to consideration of very less nodes.
Hence the choice of 2n is considered due to performance
considerations and it represents a performance-quality-tradeoff.
For a reasonably-sized „n‟, experiments have been conducted
with different multiples of „n‟ and it has been found that 2n is
the optimum consideration for choosing the top 2n non-edged
nodes. However, if „n‟ is too small, then the subgraph will also
contain limited information and may lead to lower quality
results. Again, if „n‟ is too large, it may lead to very small or
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no improvement in the result. Hence giving a right input value
of n (5  n  50) will lead to better and more accurate results.
The rest of the other non-edged nodes are discarded and further
steps are carried out only for the top 2n resulting nodes. These
few steps are carried out keeping in mind the ground truth in
economics that “the rich get richer”. Also, it results in a smaller
choice of nodes with least computational complexity.

Algorithm 6: LinkGyp(G, n)

1: for each vertex v do

Next, a similar approach to Adamic/Adar explained above
is followed to find the „n‟ best predicted non-edged nodes for
vertex „v‟ from the set of only 2n number of nodes selected in
steps 1.1 to 1.4. The reason behind choosing the Adamic/Adar
approach is that this technique considers the case that an affair
owned by less objects, compared to owned by more objects,
has greater effect on link prediction. In this way, the scores are
calculated for each of the two non-edged nodes and ultimately
the output for top-n predicted nodes is displayed for each
unique user v based on the descending order of score.
The idea behind using this algorithm is mainly the
scalability issue while dealing with dense social networks. As
mentioned before, from steps 1.6 to 1.10, the estimation of
links is done for a very small subgraph consisting of only 2n
nodes, where „n‟ is the number of prediction of links to be
made. Prior to step 1.5, the calculation of score1 is simple and
does not involve studying in-depth the entire social network. It
is only basically studying how many neighbors two non-edged
nodes have. Hence, this algorithm proves to be an efficient
method of prediction of links in social networks.
C. Complexity Analysis of the LinkGyp Algorithm
Online social networks are usually largely populated with
information. Link prediction algorithms based on global based
features, such as Katz index or Random Walk with Restart, are
computationally too expensive for large graphs as it involves
the inversion of matrix for link prediction. However, the
standard existing link prediction algorithms discussed above
are based on local based features, and comparatively have less
time complexity than global based feature algorithms.
If we specifically consider the time complexity of our
proposed LinkGyp technique, it is mainly O(2n), where „n‟ is
the number of link predictions to be made per node. This is
much effective in terms of complexity analysis as the value of
„n‟ will be significantly much smaller compared to the total
number of nodes „g‟ for the entire graph. However, most of the
other discussed link prediction techniques (such as, Jaccard
Coefficient, Adamic/Adar, etc.) consider the entire nodes of the
graph for prediction of links for a particular node that in realtime would be in terms of thousands, lakhs or even more.
Hence, the complexity of Jaccard coefficient and Adamic/Adar
techniques is O(g), where the value of „g‟ is significantly
greater than „n‟. For Friendlink algorithm, the time complexity
is O(g x al), where „a‟ is the average nodes degree in a graph
and „l‟ refers to the path lengths. Thus, the basic idea of
LinkGyp algorithm is that the estimation of links is done for a
very small subgraph consisting of only 2n nodes, which gives
better results as far as complexity of time is to be considered.
The next section discusses the experimental results which
prove that the above discussed novel link prediction algorithm
gives a considerably better output compared to several basic
existing link prediction techniques.

2:

1.1: cnt1 = |Neighbors(v)|
1.2: for each j  Neighbors(v) do
1.2.1: cnt2 = |Neighbors(j)|
1.2.2: score1 = cnt1*cnt2
1.2.3: Store value of j and corresponding
value of score1
1.3: end for
1.4: Sort values of j in descending order
of score1 in arr1
1.5: for i = 1 to 2n do
1.5.1: Initialize score2 to 0
1.5.2: Initialize cnt3 to 0
1.5.3: for each k  arr1 do
1.5.3.1: Initialize score2 to 0
1.5.3.2: for each z  (Neighbors(v) 
Neighbors(k))
1.5.2.2.1: cnt3=cnt3+|Neighbors(z)|
1.5.3.3: end for
1.5.4: score2 = score2 + (1/log(cnt3))
1.5.5: Store value of z and corresponding
value of score2
1.5.6: end for
1.6: Sort values of z in descending order
of score2
1.7: end for
1.8: Display top n values of z
end for

IV.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

For conducting the experiments, three publicly available
real-world datasets have been used that contains friendship
network between users of social networking websites, namely
the facebook dataset [24], the hamsterster dataset [12] and the
brightkite location-based social networking website [21].
Table I gives few statistical information of all the three
datasets.
TABLE I.
Dataset
#Nodes
#Edges
Average
Degree
Maximal
Degree
Average Path
Length

STATISTICS OF THE VARIOUS DATASETS
facebook
63731
817035

hamsterster
1858
12534

brightkite
55228
214078

25.640

13.492

7.353

1098

272

272

2.832

3.453

2.76

a) The facebook dataset is an undirected network
containing 63,731 nodes and 817035 edges that describes
friendship data of facebook users. A node represents a user
and an edge represents a friendship between two users. Fig. 2
illustrates the graphical view of the facebook dataset (nodes
having degree less than six have not been considered) As can
be seen from the figure, the yellow colored, bigger-sized
nodes have highest degrees, the blue colored moderate-sized
nodes have average degrees and red colored small-sized nodes
have fewer degrees.
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Several experiments were conducted for the link prediction
techniques mentioned above on all the three datasets. These
experiments mainly aim at illustrating the performance
comparison of the above mentioned link prediction techniques
when compared to the random method generation of links for
predicting future associations among nodes.

From the results obtained from Tables II to VII, it can be
concluded that the random generation technique yields the least
common predictions compared to the other six link prediction
techniques. It can also be considered from all these tables that
Common Neighbors and Jaccard‟s Coefficient predicts more
similar friend suggestions for future links compared to the rest
of the link prediction techniques.

Common
10000 8275
Neighbors
Jaccard’s
10000
Coefficient
Adamic/
Adar
Preferential
Attachment

2504

2486

8175 3742

167

1859

2144

6879

3301

173

10000

2570

4269

4957

204

10000

3578

8146

196

10000

7686

185

10000

168

FriendLink
LinkGyp
Random
Generation

FriendLink
LinkGyp
Random
Generation

Adamic/
Adar

Preferential
Attachment

FriendLink

LinkGyp

20000

17751

6687

4591

15239

6157

427

20000

5826

4044

13486

6312

394

20000

3746

10017

7916

267

20000

9810

16984

205

20000

14012
20000

Random
Generation

Jaccard’s
Coefficient

TABLE III.
THE NUMBER OF COMMON PREDICTIONS MADE ON THE
FACEBOOK DATASET OUT OF 20000 (1000 USERS X 20) PREDICTIONS

Common
Neighbors
Jaccard’s
Coefficient
Adamic/
Adar
Preferential
Attachment

Fig. 4. The brightkite dataset represented as a graph having different sized
and colored nodes based on degree.

10000

Common
Neighbors

Fig. 3. The hamsterster dataset represented as a graph having different sized
and colored nodes based on degree.

Random
Generation

LinkGyp

FriendLink

Preferential
Attachment

Adamic/
Adar

TABLE II.
THE NUMBER OF COMMON PREDICTIONS MADE ON THE
FACEBOOK DATASET OUT OF 10000 (1000 USERS X 10) PREDICTIONS

Jaccard’s
Coefficient

b) The hamsterster friendship dataset contains 1858
distinct nodes and 12534 edges which indicates the ties or
friendship among all users in the network. The entire dataset
has been represented in a graph as shown in Fig. 3 in which
the yellow colored, bigger-sized nodes have highest degrees,
the blue colored moderate-sized nodes have average degrees
and red colored small-sized nodes have fewer degrees.
c) The brightkite friendship dataset contains undirected
user-user friendship relations that have been gathered from a
former widely used location-based social network. This
dataset contains 55,228 distinct nodes and 214,078 edges that
indicate friendship ties between two users. Fig. 4 illustrates
the graphical form of a slice of the brightkite dataset (nodes
having degree of one have not been considered) in which, the
yellow colored, bigger-sized nodes have highest degrees, the
blue colored moderate-sized nodes have average degrees and
red colored small-sized nodes have fewer degrees.

Common
Neighbors

Fig. 2. The facebook dataset represented as a graph having different sized
and colored nodes based on degree.

To conduct all the experiments, each of the entire dataset
was divided into training and testing datasets consisting of 60%
and 40% records respectively. Care was taken to include at
least all core nodes in the training data set („core‟ is the set
containing nodes they have a direct link to minimum 10 other
nodes). Tables II to VII illustrate the number of common
predictions made between each two techniques for the two
datasets which basically demonstrates which techniques are
similar to each other in generation of link prediction results.

196
278
20000
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2991

13567

1260

85

18580

3710

13001

3258

131

18580

11763

13728

169

18580

12023

148

18580

133

FriendLink

LinkGyp

FriendLink
LinkGyp

LinkGyp

Random
Generation

18580

Preferential
Attachment

FriendLink

LinkGyp

27940

13572

5589

27438

6413

444

31760

9154

3093

24890

3018

360

31760

5122

22769

7200

285

31760

20026

26728

294

31760

24374

251

31760

263

FriendLink
LinkGyp

Random
Generation

Adamic/
Adar

Common
31760
Neighbors
Jaccard’s
Coefficient
Adamic/
Adar
Preferential
Attachment

Jaccard’s
Coefficient

Common
Neighbors

TABLE V.
THE NUMBER OF COMMON PREDICTIONS MADE ON THE
HAMSTERSTER DATASET OUT OF 37160 (1858 USERS X 20) PREDICTIONS

Random
Generation

31760

FriendLink
LinkGyp
Random
Generation

20000

Random
Generation

9394

Preferential
Attachment

Adamic/
Adar

13076

LinkGyp

Preferential
Attachment

20000

FriendLink

Adamic/ Adar

Jaccard’s
Coefficient

Common
Neighbors
Jaccard’s
Coefficient

Common
Neighbors

TABLE VI. THE NUMBER OF COMMON PREDICTIONS MADE ON THE
BRIGHTKITE DATASET OUT OF 20000 (10000 X 10) PREDICTIONS

3186

10782

4280

176

6702

1090

8201

2132

154

20000

2080

7658

2824

168

7105 162S62

186

20000

20000

15396

154

20000

202
20000

Random
Generation

31750

19206

6236

28106

8872

184

40000

17544

3844

25871

7608

256

40000

5818

24712

12512

280

40000

23108

26792

358

40000 27115

298

40000

407

Random
Generation

3384

LinkGyp

18580

Common
40000
Neighbors
Jaccard’s
Coefficient
Adamic/
Adar
Preferential
Attachment

FriendLink

208

Preferential
Attachment

2983

Adamic/
Adar

16891

Jaccard’s
Coefficient

4218

Common
Neighbors

5758

Random
Generation

Preferential
Attachment

14833

FriendLink

Adamic/
Adar

Common
18580
Neighbors
Jaccard’s
Coefficient
Adamic/
Adar
Preferential
Attachment

TABLE VII. THE NUMBER OF COMMON PREDICTIONS MADE ON THE
BRIGHTKITE DATASET OUT OF 40000 (10000 X 20) PREDICTIONS

Jaccard’s
Coefficient

Common
Neighbors

TABLE IV. THE NUMBER OF COMMON PREDICTIONS MADE ON THE
HAMSTERSTER DATASET OUT OF 18580 (1858 USERS X 10) PREDICTIONS

40000

Experiments were also conducted to find the number of
correct predictions made on the testing datasets so as to find
which techniques yield better results. A result of this is
depicted in the Fig. 5-7 which again compare the above
mentioned link prediction techniques against the novel
LinkGyp link prediction technique for all the three datasets.
Considerations were made for values of „n‟ as 10 and 20,
where „n‟ is the number of predictions to be made for a
particular node. Link predictions, in turn, were made for 1000
random distinct nodes present in the facebook dataset, and for
each of the 1858 distinct nodes present in the hamsterster
dataset, as well as for 2000 distinct nodes present in the
brightkite dataset. Experiments reveal that the novel LinkGyp
technique yields more accurate results followed by the
FiendLink (considering lengths of path 2), Preferential
Attachment and Adamic/Adar techniques. However, the
random generation technique of link prediction, which
randomly chooses the „n‟ non-friends of a node, fails to come
at par with all the other five prediction techniques.
The hamsterster dataset consists of densely-edged
connections compared to the other dataset taken into
consideration, namely the facebook dataset and the brightkite
dataset which consists of comparatively sparsely-edged
connections. Hence, it can be concluded that the novel LinkGyp
link prediction technique can be considered as an efficient
technique for link prediction keeping in mind the performance,
scalability and execution time while dealing with social
networks that comprise of thousands, lakhs or even more
unique users and this technique is suitable for both denselyedged and sparsely-edged connections.
In summary, the results displayed in Fig. 5-7 indicate that
results might slightly differ based on the scalability and
sparseness of the dataset we are working upon. However, our
novel LinkGyp technique outperforms other mentioned link
prediction techniques in terms of accuracy.
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Link Predictions for the facebook Dataset
Link Prediction Techniques

Random Generation
LinkGyp
FriendLink
Preferential Attachment
Adamic/Adar
Jaccard's Coefficient
Common Neighbors

For 20 Friend Link
Suggestions for each of
the 1000 nodes

0

500

1000

1500

No. of Correct Predictions
Fig. 5. Number of correct link predictions made on the facebook dataset.

Link Prediction Techniques

Link Predictions for the hamsterster Dataset
Random Generation
LinkGyp
FiendLink
For 20 Friend Link
Suggestions for each of
the 1858 nodes

Preferential Attachment
Adamic/Adar
Jaccard's Coefficient
Common Neighbors
0

500

1000

1500

No. of Correct Predictions
Fig. 6. Number of correct link predictions made on the hamsterster dataset.

Link Predictions for the brightkite Dateset
Link Prediction Techniques

Random Generation
LinkGyp
FriendLink

For 20 Friend Link
Suggestions for each
of the 2000 nodes

Preferential…
Adamic/Adar

Jaccard's Coefficient
Common Neighbors

0

1000

2000
3000
4000
No. of Correct Predictions

5000

6000

Fig. 7. Number of correct link predictions made on the brightkite dataset.
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Precision Values

0.25
0.20
0.15
Precision Values For
Top-10 Link Suggestions

0.10
0.05
0.00

Link Prediction Techniques

Precision Values

Fig. 8. Precision values of various link prediction techniques for the facebook dataset.
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.10
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.00

Precision Values For
Top-10 Link Suggestions
Precision Values For
Top-20 Link Suggestions

Link Prediction Techniques

Precision Values

Fig. 9. Precision values of various link prediction techniques for the hamsterster dataset.
0.40
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

Precision Values For
Top-10 Link Suggestions

Link Prediction Techniques
Fig. 10. Precision values of various link prediction techniques for the brightkite dataset.

Usually, for quantifying the accuracy of link prediction
techniques, two standard metrics are commonly used: area
under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) and
Precision [22]. Precision for a link prediction algorithm is
calculated by considering the ratio of correct links selected to
the total number of links selected. For example, if prediction of
two new links has been made for a particular user, out of which
one is correct and the other is incorrect, prediction value will
be 0.5. This indicates that higher the precision value, higher
will be the prediction accuracy. In this paper, we have used
precision as the metric for evaluation of all the link prediction

techniques and the results for the three different datasets are
given in Fig. 8-10. The results of each of these figures below
take into consideration the predictions made for 1000 random
distinct nodes present in the facebook dataset, and for each of
the 1858 distinct nodes present in the hamsterster dataset, as
well as for 2000 distinct nodes present in the brightkite dataset.
V.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The tremendous growth in the use of online social
networking sites has forced the researchers to carry out indepth studies in social network mining. The link prediction
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technique in social networks is one such important research
area that is in constant focus and is being studied and analyzed
for better results. Our proposed work in this paper related to the
proposed technique can be summarized as follows:
 This paper initially discusses the five basic standard
techniques of link prediction and then gives a
comparative analysis of these techniques using
experimental results for the same. It can be concluded
that these techniques will remain the simplest and basic
techniques for studying and analyzing the concept of
link prediction for OSNs and can assist a researcher in
this field to get a preliminary idea about the same.
 The paper also discusses a new technique of link
prediction namely „LinkGyp‟ that aims to provide a
significantly better result in terms of more correct link
predictions among non-linked nodes. We performed
several extensive experiments on three different realtime datasets (Facebook, brightkite, and hamsterster) to
arrive at a common result which proves that the
„LinkGyp‟ technique can prove more efficient in
prediction of links in social networks compared to
several existing approaches.
 Considering link prediction to be one of the key
research areas in social network mining, we have made
an attempt to further improve the efficiency of link
prediction with relate to number of correct predictions
as well as run-time complexity.
 Finally, we can conclude that the proposed „LinkGyp‟
technique can be considered as the base model for link
prediction technique to further carry out experiments
on link predictions for complex networks.
As a future work, we plan to study other features of nodes
along with their structural properties for generating better and
more accurate results for link prediction in social networks.
Also, further directions of study are needed to be carried out to
improve the algorithm in order to deal with edges having
negative weights (signed networks). The proposed algorithm
can also be further enhanced to study the cold-start issue and
link prediction for signed networks. If all these mentioned
issues can also be considered while developing the link
prediction techniques, it will provide new insight for modeling
prediction of links in social networks.
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Abstract—Communication specifically in real-time (RTC) is a
terminology which insinuates any live media transmission that
occurs inside time limits. In this paper, heterogeneous buffer
sizes in random are utilized on different routers and for different
ranges to examine their effect on the performance of network for
user datagram protocol’s (UDP) video streaming application. It
appeared through numerical results that packet switches
heterogeneous buffer sizes as a rule influence the general
performance of the network. By thinking about bigger range of
buffer sizes, throughput improves but End-to-End delay also
increases which is customarily not commendable for RTC
applications. On the contrary, throughput decreases on account
of considering low range of buffer sizes; however, End-to-End
delay additionally diminishes. In this manner, the middle of the
road scope of buffer sizes range from 30 to 20, recommended for
ideal throughput and an adequate lower End-to-End delay.
Keywords—Real-time communication;
datagram protocol; video streaming
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INTRODUCTION

Video streaming is an important application of real-time
communication (RTC) which is a live transmission of
anything. Any important factor for an RTC application is its
timeliness. Buffer is a type of memory usually used for
controlling the congestion which occurs in networks by
holding the packets of data for a certain period and such period
is known as threshold. The threshold is very important factor in
buffers, used to hold the data. If the time exceeds (delay) the
specified threshold limit, the data would be lost. As timeliness
is an important parameter for RTC applications like video
streaming, the data packets must reach the destination in due
course of time otherwise the data will be considered as lost [1].
The delay usually occurs due to the transmission, processing,
queueing, and propagation which is usually called as End-toEnd latency or delay. For the superior functionality of the
network, there should be high throughput and low latency.
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is an important protocol suite
for internet. It has been investigated by many researchers that
UDP is a paramount protocol for RTC applications like live
video streaming. In this research, the main focus is to
investigate the influence of heterogeneous size of buffer on the
performance of a video streaming application in real-time.
Many people have worked on buffer size of the routers.
Subsequently, it was proposed in [2] that as a rule-of-thumb,
buffer size cannot be used. In [3], it was exhibited that traffic’s
round-trip times and loss synchronization are used to find out

the size of buffer. In [4], real-time video streaming application
was used to assess the networks for their buffer size. It was
concluded that real-time video streaming losses are due to high
End-to-End delay and jitter. It additionally demonstrated that
TCP activity of traffic and also non-TCP type may hurtfully
affect each other. In [5], the buffer size of the routers was
changed and showed the results of throughput and packet loss
of TCP and UDP for both live and non-live applications under
two essential overseeing procedures for a waiting queue, Drop
Tail and Random Early Detection (RED). The obtained
numerical results proved that efficiency and throughput
regarding TCP application enhances with a development in
size of buffer for RED and packet loss is reducing. In [6],
authors considered a heterogeneous wireless network for
applications of multimedia type and attempted to choose UDP
a magnificent component for transport layer and all other
layers to bypass TCP issues. Most of the researchers have not
considered the heterogeneous buffer size of the routers. Apart
from the others work, in this paper, End-to-End latency or
delay and throughput have been examined for heterogeneous
buffer sizes of the network routers under live video streaming
application.
In rest of the paper under Section II, the proposed network
model is discussed. Section III describes the performance
indicators which includes average latency, throughput, and
buffer size of the router. Numerical results of the paper are
explained in Section IV. Finally, the conclusion is presented in
Section V.
II.

NETWORK MODEL

The model of proposed network is appeared in Fig. 1 where
OMNET++ using NED (Network Descriptive) language1 has
been utilized to build up the network system. This network
comprises of nine (09) routers and twenty-four (24) hosts to
analyze the throughput, a benchmark metric and latency or
End-to-End delay for the video streaming type traffic.
Video streaming is one of the innovation, utilized for sound
and video broadcasting in real-time over the web. In live time,
live substance, for instance, a political level-headed discussion,
any games, or a talk show can be transmitted [7] for which the
record is played out while parts of the document are being
perceived and decoded just in this mode as there is no necessity
1

http://inet.omnetpp.org/doc/INET/inet-manual-draft.pdf
https://github.com/inetmanet/inetmanet
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for the document to be downloaded in full. Parameters of video
streaming for simulation purpose are appeared in Table I. All
parameters are fixed except buffer size of router which is
altered each time in a specific range when simulation is carried
out.

III.

INDICATORS OF PERFORMANCE

To maintain the high performance of the network, many
parameters of the network are analyzed. By taking up the
following metrics of performance, the capability of transport
protocol can be assessed for the video streaming application.
A. Average Latency or End-to-End delay
This parameter is also known as one-way delay (OWD) and
portrayed as what measure of total time is required for the
movement of packets from source to destination. Round-trip
time in IP networks is a different term than OWD. It includes
various types of delays such as processing, propagation,
transmission, and queueing [8] and is not simply the half of the
round-trip time. Buffers end up being speedier in light of the
way that packets for transmission purpose ought to be secured
in these for a significant long time and is evaluated in
second [9].

Fig. 1.

Network model with point to point connection having 09 routers
and 24 hosts.

Various simulations are carried out to assess the network
performance in terms of mentioned indicators in Section III,
utilizing the considered parameters shown in Table I.
Simulations have been performed for video streaming
application to examine the outcomes by varying the buffer size
randomly of all intermediate range of considered routers in a
specified range. That specified range is also changed for other
simulations. This is called the heterogeneous buffer size
approach. It should be remembered that in homogeneous
approach, buffer size of all middle range considered routers is
same. The created network comprises 09 routers with 24 hosts
and at first middle routers are assigned different buffer sizes in
a specific range to inspect the metrics which have been taken
into account. Later that specific range is changed to further
explore the effect of heterogeneous size of buffer on the
metrics of performance. In spite of the fact that the size of
buffer and range is altered, a network topology is fixed.
TABLE I.

NETWORK SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter
Total number of nodes
Size of Video

VALUE
24 (12 receiver, 12 transmitter)
1 GB

Buffer size (No. of frames)

100, 75, 40, 20

Data rate

2 Mb/s

Length of a packet

10000 bytes

Simulation time

10000 Secs (Over all traffic time)

Total number of routers
Frame capacity

9
4475

Start time

1 Second

Connection type

Point-to-point

Propagation delay

100 ms

Transmit interval

5 Seconds

Bit Error Rate (BER)

0.000001

B. Average Throughput
This is another important parameter to measure the
performance of the network. It is defined as the aggregate
payload over the whole session separated by the total amount
of time. The total amount of time is ascertained by taking the
distinction in timestamps between the first and last packet. Its
unit is in bits per second (bps).
Throughput 

Average Payload (Total bits transmitted )
Total Duration Observed

(1)

C. Buffer Size of Router
Routers also known as packet switches have the buffers to
handle the data during the time of congestion in a network
which occurs due to diverse rates of transmission happen
amongst packet switches and network transport. Thus, the
sizing of packet switches (router) buffers is an important,
pivotal and open research topic for the researchers to be
addressed [3], [10].
IV.

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The network has been built using network descriptive
(NED) language in OMNET++1 and contains total 24 nodes
with nodes from 13 to 24 as the sending nodes whereas 1 to 12
are the receiving nodes.
The middle routers 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 9 have been considered
for varying the buffer size. The application which has been
considered to analyze the latency or End-to-End delay and the
network throughput is the video streaming. It should be noted
that for homogeneous network, the buffer size of all the midway routers is fixed whereas in the heterogeneous approach,
the buffer size of all intermediate numbered routers mentioned
above are randomly varied. Later, the buffer sizes are taken
into account in different ranges and finally, evaluate the impact
of these heterogeneous buffer sizes on the mentioned
indicators, network throughput and latency for UDP
performance of transport protocol.
A. Interpretation of network throughput and latency or Endto-End delay with hetrogeneous packet switch buffer sizes
The standard indicators known as network throughput and
latency or End-to-End delay are the important metrics to
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analyze the performance of transport UDP protocol suite for
applications like video streaming in real-time. Initially, random
buffer sizes between the range of 50 to 20 has been considered
and later random buffer sizes in the ranges of 30 to 20 and 20
to 10 respectively have been taken into account to examine the
numerical results.

END-TO-END DELAY
50-20 Frames

30-20 Frames

V.

20-10 Frames

3
2
1
0
HOST1
Fig. 2.

HOST2

HOST3

HOST7

HOST8

delay reduces but network throughput is also declining. Thus,
both high and low buffer sizes are not acceptable for the best
performance of UDP protocol’s video streaming application.
Hence, the optimized values can be obtained when random
buffer sizes are considered in the mid-range for excellent
performance of UDP video streaming application where buffer
size is in the range of 30-20 frames as clear from Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3 results.

HOST9

Heterogeneous router buffer size vs End-to-End delay for video
streaming application.

The numerical results are shown for the latency or End-toEnd delay and the network throughput in Fig. 2 and 3,
respectively. It is evident from the results that latency is quite
high and attains the maximum value of 2.41 seconds when the
range of 50-20 has been taken as shown in Fig. 2 but at the
same time, throughput is also high and gets the maximum
value of 93 bits/second. Although throughput is improved in
this range but this range would not be considered for video
streaming application because of high latency. Further, when
the buffer range has been decreased from 50-20 to 30-20 and
20-10, the latency has diminished to its minimum value of 0.18
seconds for 20-10 range but also the throughput has decreased
much to its lower value of 40, especially in the range of 20-10
which is not tolerable for the video streaming application.

In this paper, heterogeneous buffer sizes in random were
utilized on different routers and for different ranges to examine
their effect on the performance of network for UDP protocol
with video streaming application. It appeared through
numerical results that packet switches heterogeneous buffer
sizes as a rule influenced the general performance of the
network. By thinking about bigger range of buffer sizes,
throughput improved but End-to-End delay also increased
which is customarily not commendable for RTC application.
Be that as it may, throughput decreased on account of
considering low range of buffer sizes, however, latency or
delay (End-to-End) additionally diminished. In this manner, the
middle of the road scope of buffer sizes range from 30 to 20
was recommended for ideal throughput and an adequate lower
End-to-End delay. This work can be further extended by
considering other real-time applications like voice over internet
protocol (VOIP). Further, user datagram (UDP) applications
maybe compared with transport control protocol (TCP).
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Abstract—Digital filters are the most significant part of signal
processing that are used in enormous applications such as speech
recognition, acoustic, adaptive equalization, and noise and
interference reduction. It would be of great benefit to implement
adaptive FIR filter because of self-optimization property,
linearity and frequency stability. Designing FIR filter involves
multi-modal optimization problems whereas conservative
gradient optimization technique is not useful to design the filter.
Hence, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm is more
flexible and optimization technique based on population of
particles in search space and alternative approach for linear
phase FIR filter design. PSO improves the solution characteristic
by giving a novel method for updating swarm’s position and
velocity vector. Set of optimized filter coefficients will be
generated by PSO algorithm. In this paper, PSO based FIR Low
pass filter is efficiently designed in MATLAB and further Xilinx
System Generator tool is used to efficiently design, synthesize and
implement FIR filter in FPGA using SPARTEN 3E kit. For an
example specifications, output of PSO algorithm is obtained that
is set of optimized coefficients whose response is approximating
to the ideal response. Hence, functional verification of the
proposed algorithm has been performed and the error between
obtained filter and ideal filter is minimized successfully. This
work demonstrates the effectiveness of the PSO algorithms in
parallel processing environment as compared to the Remez
Exchange algorithm.

in several bands of frequency [1]. Remez Exchange Algorithm
or Parks–McClellan (PM) algorithm is ordinary method for
designing FIR filter but this method has some limitation of
high pass band ripples and computational complexity [2], [3].
It is good to design filter using optimization algorithm because
of less mean squire error between desired response and actual
response [3]. Optimization is not new techniques while
numerous efforts have been already made for optimum design.
Like Genetic Algorithm [3], Particle Swam Optimization
algorithm [4], Differential Evolution [5], Artificial Bee Colony
[6] are implemented for filer design. These methods showed
themselves fairly effective by providing better control of
performance constraints in addition to high stopband
attenuation. Genetic Algorithms gives the effective result for
local optimum but not successful in fining global optimum,
PSO technique is able to solve problem [7]. Software based
PSO algorithm increases the run time because of iterative
process, additional processing time and storage is needed for
FIR filter implementation [8]. PSO gives the better solutions
over GA, processing time of one iteration of PSO algorithm
gives higher process speed for optimization problems rather
than genetic algorithm [8]. Implementation of digital filers
based on FPGA which is flexible, low power, low cast and area
sufficient provide better performance and superior to
traditional approach [9].

Keywords—Particle swarm optimization (PSO);
Exchange Algorithm; FPGA implementation; FIR filter

Designing FIR low pass filter using traditional methods
require more coefficients if sharp cutoff or no phase distortion
is required and actual response 𝐻(Ω) is not more
approximating to desired frequency response 𝐻𝑑(Ω) within a
given specification in magnitude and phase [11], [12]. In recent
past, one of the alternatives to this approach reported is short
word length DSP systems [13], [14] in which sigma-delta
modulation is a key element. However, in this research paper
we have attempted to present the PSO based FIR filter
designed in MATLAB; output of PSO is set of optimized
coefficients whose response is approximating to the ideal
response. Main objective is to efficient design, synthesize and
functional verification of the optimized and original FIR low
pass filter using Xilinx System Generator and implement in
FPGA through hardware co-simulation, and to perform

I.

Remez

INTRODUCTION

Digital filters enable us to pass some frequencies unaltered,
while totally blocking others. Generally digital filters consist of
two types; finite Impulse response (FIR) and infinite Impulse
Response (IIR). An exactly linear phase response can be
generated by FIR Filter and no any phase distortion or noise
present in the output signal which is required in wide verity of
telecommunication applications i.e. echo cancellation, noise
and interface reduction, speech or image encoding. Different
techniques are accessible for design the FIR filter. Window
method is most frequently used tool but this method is not
much capable to efficiently control the of frequency response
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comparative analysis between both. This work will culminate
with development of single-bit ternary PSO algorithm.
II.

FIR FILTER DESIGN IN MATLAB USING PSO ALGORITHM

In this section, PSO based FIR Low pass filer design and its
implementation in MATLAB is discussed.
A. FIR Low Pass Filter Design
FIR filters are non-recursive filters and only depends upon
past input information never on past output information [10].
Designed filter frequency response is given as:
𝐻 (

)

∑

(1)

where h[n] shows filter’s impulse response, N is order is
filter with N+1 length. Ideal response of Low Pass filter is
defined as;
𝐻(

)

{

𝐻(

)

𝐻 (

)

(3)

) is the ideal frequency response and 𝐻 (
𝐻(
frequency response of the approximate filter.

) is

B. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Algorithm
PSO is the optimization technique used to determine the
search space for specified problem to find the setting or
constraint that essential to maximize the specific object [15].
This global optimization technique was, ﬁrst introduced by J.
Kennedy and R. C. Eberhart in 1995, based on common
behavior of fish schooling or bird flocking [16]. PSO algorithm
can solve optimization-based problems, in this research PSO is
used to optimize the FIR filter coefficients to minimize the
error. PSO algorithm is iterative process and initialized with
population consist of N particles and every particle initialized
to random position. For each iteration the error fitness function
is used to measure the fitness value of each particle i in the
search space. Then velocity vector is calculated which
inﬂuenced by the particles individual experience as well as the
experience of its neighbors. Velocity vector is further used to
update the particles position which defines the filter
coefficients. The velocity update equation for particle is given
as:
(

)

(

C. Designing Steps
Step I. In the very first step, specifies parameters that are
required for designing FIR LP filter; Frequency of Sampling =
1kHz, Wasps=0.25, Wstop=0.3, Passband ripples= 0.1 and
Stopband ripples = 0.01, filter order = 10 (Total no. of
coefficients = 11).
Step II. Initialize Swarm size (Particles) = 250, = 0.65,
= 2.05, Dimensions (No. of coefficients) D = 11, and
maximum iteration itmax =100.
Step III. Create the initial particle vectors by utilizing
above parameters and calculate initial value of error fitness
function for the entire population by using (3).

(2)

where
shows cutoff frequency of LP filter. Here
obtained filter is designed by Remez Exchange Algorithm, this
algorithm provides so many ripples in stop band, for sharp
cutoff more coefficients are required. PSO algorithm is used to
overcome this problem by minimizing the error between
Remez and Ideal filter. The error equation is;
( )

Superscripts t and t+1 represent the index of preceding and
subsequent iterations,
is inertia coefficient, and
are
considered as uniformly distributed random numbers, and
is cognitive acceleration term and social acceleration term and
and
are particle best position and swarm best position.

Step VI. Error fitness vector is being used to calculate the
minimum error value and calculate pbest (individual best) and
gbest (group best) from entire swarm.
Step V. Update velocity and the position (filter
coefficients) according to (4) & (5), which is to be considered
as particle initial vector, error fitness is calculated form
updated parameters also pbest and gbest is calculated
accordingly.
Step VI. If values of vector pbest and gbest considered in
Step V are improved than those calculated in Step IV, replaced
the vector and no change otherwise.
Step VII. Repeat continuously from Step IV to Step VI till
convergence conditions is meet (error fitness value equals
minimum error fitness or reaching itmax).
In Fig. 1, frequency response of PSO, Ideal and Remez
algorithm-based FIR LP filters, for swam size N = 250 and
itmx=100 is shown. By increasing swarm size, ripples in stop
band are reduced at great extent and with increasing the
iteration PSO algorithm gives the sharp cutoff at the cost of
more chip area and performance degradation.

)

And position updating equation is:

Fig. 1. Frequency response of PSO, ideal and Remez algorithm-based FIR
low pass filter.
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TABLE I.

ORIGINAL COEFFICIENTS AND PSO BASED OPTIMIZED
COEFFICIENTS

H(n)

Original Coefficients

PSO Coefficients

H(1)

0.0539051351555210

-0.0299519908221535

H(2)

-0.267487017557134

-0.0573261235259919

H(3)

0.100504853383030

-0.0536428075595944

H(4)

0.198866656248658

-0.00336950466085290

H(5)

0.247575005806795

0.0847531392346484

H(6)

0.265721847550549

0.179660912255896

H(7)

0.247575005806795

0.243609681976491

H(8)

0.198866656248658

0.251158067844883

H(9)

0.100504853383030

0.201996549974828

H(10)

-0.267487017557134

0.121085694673855

H(11)

0.0539051351555210

0.0444379358512675

III.

FIR LP FILTER DESIGN UISNG XILINX SYSTEM
GENERATOR

Xilinx System Generator is a programing tool used to
develop efficient DSP algorithm and implement on FPGA. Due
to reprogrammable capability of FPGA, implemented filter
coefficients can be changed easily as per requirement [17].
System generator block set is available in MATLAB Simulink
and it is high level programing tool for developing high
performance DSP systems in FPGA [18-19]. System Generator
enables the user to integrate with Simulink and it can easily
generate synthesizable VHDL and Verilog code.
In this work, initially FIR Low pass filter is designed using
FDA tool for the specification given outlined in designing
steps. Further, PSO algorithm is applied on obtained
coefficients and output of PSO is optimized coefficients whose
response is approximate to ideal response. Xilinx system
generator 14.7 is used for efficient direct form-I FIR low pass
filter design and implemented in Spartan 3E FPGA kit through
co-simulation.

Fig. 2. Simulation model of direct form I FIR low pass filter.

Fig. 3. Hardware co-simulation model of direct form I FIR low pass filter.
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IV.

Fig. 4. Internal structure of direct Form I FIR filter model.

SIMULAITON RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sinusoidal test signal of 125Hz frequency is generated in
MATALB workspace as shown in Fig. 6 and White Gaussian
Noise is added to original signal with Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR=1). Noisy signal is used as input of FIR filter. In first
place, we used FIR filter model as shown in Fig. 2 with original
filter coefficients, output signal of original filter is shown in
Fig. 7 which contains more noise present in input signal. In
Fig. 8, better output response is obtained, while we have used
same model as shown in Fig. 2 but PSO optimized coefficients
are employed as shown in Table I. This output signal is also
taken to workspace in order to draw the spectrum as shown in
Fig. 9, 10 and 11. The mean square error is computed using (3),
and obtained Error = 0.3447933 when filter designed by Remez
Exchange Algorithm and Error = 0.06442020 while filter
designed by PSO algorithm. Area utilization is also observed
using Spartan 3E kit, Table II shows area utilization of FIR
filter using Spartan 3E FPGA kit.

Fig. 5. Subsystem internal structure.

Simulation and Hardware Co-simulation model is shown in
Fig. 2 and 3. JTAG cable shown in Fig. 2 is used for
communication between Xilinx System Generator and Spartan
3E FPGA kit. System generator block set generate the of JTAG
block of compatible signal for Spartan 3E kit. Resource
Estimator is used to calculate the resources used by the device.
It is used only when hardware is connected. Fig. 4 and 5 shows
subsystem and internal structure of FIR Filter.

Fig. 6. Frequency spectrum of input signal.

Fig. 7. Software simulation and hardware filtered output signal with original filte.
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Fig. 8. Software simulation and hardware filtered output signal with optimized filter.

Fig. 11. Frequency spectrum of output signal of optimized filter.

Fig. 9. Frequency spectrum of noisy signal.

In Fig. 9, frequency spectrum of noisy signal contains
125Hz original signal frequency and SNR=1 is shown.
Whereas, Fig. 10 shows the output of original filter which
shows the noise is present in the filtered signal and Fig. 11
shows the output of PSO based filter which contains less noise
as compared to original filter. The area utilization by the PSO
algorithm in FPGA given in Table II is quite small amount as
compared to the available resources of the device.
TABLE II.

Fig. 10. Frequency spectrum of output signal of original filter.

AREA UTILIZATION OF FIR FILTER USING SPARTAN 3E KIT

Logic Unitization

Used

Available

Utilization

Number of Slices

82

4656

1%

Number of Slice Flip Flops

161

9312

1%

Number of IOBs

60

232

25%

Number of GCLKs

1

24

4%
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V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have designed PSO based FIR filter in
MATLAB that is further efficiently designed and synthesized
using Xilinx System Generator in FPGA. Functional
verification of the Remez Exchange Algorithm and PSO
Algorithm based FIR low pass filter is performed through
hardware co-simulation in Spartan 3E FPGA device. It is
demonstrated that error in the PSO algorithm is successfully
minimized. Area utilization of the PSO algorithm is also
reported that is well below the available resources that shows
much more room is available for improvement in the algorithm
by increasing order of the filter.
Point to the future work is to compare this algorithm with
other recursive algorithm and finally develop single-bit ternary
FIR-like filter by employing these techniques.
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Abstract—Automated face recognition systems are fast
becoming a need for security-related applications. Development
of a fool-proof and efficient face recognition system is a
challenging domain for researchers. This paper presents
comparative evaluation of two candidate techniques for
automated face recognition application, viz. dotted Rasterstereography and feature-based system. The relevant
performance parameters — accuracy, precision, sensitivity and
specificity – measured for the two techniques using IPRL
Database of images are reported. The results suggest that dotted
Raster-stereography based face recognition system has better
accuracy, precision, sensitivity and specificity, and hence is a
preferred choice as compared with feature-based system for such
sensitive applications where high face recognition accuracy is
required. On the other hand, feature-based technique is faster in
terms of the training and testing times required. Hence such
applications where volume of face recognition work is large and
high speed is required with some compromise in accuracy being
acceptable then feature-based technique may also be the
technique of choice.
Keywords—Raster-stereography; dotted raster-stereography;
feature based; face recognition; IPRL

I.

INTRODUCTION

In today‘s world where computer- and IT-based systems
are being used everywhere for different applications, user
authentication is a key requirement to ensure security of these
systems and applications. Implementing system protection
with user ID and password is a common practice in e-mail,
online banking and ATM systems. However, if password is
hacked or stolen, then these apparently secure systems become
vulnerable to unauthorized access. Long and hard passwords
are not easy to remember; similarly the probability to guess
short and simple passwords is high. Hence for these reasons,
password protected systems are not very secure.

Fig. 1. Different biometric systems (a) Finger scan (b) Iris scan (c) Facial
recognition (d) Retina scan (e) Hand scan (f) Full body scan (g) Voice scan
(h) Project hostile intent (i) Signature scan (j) Keystroke scan and (k) Gait
analysis.
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In recent times, biometric-based identification or
recognition is being incorporated in security technologies. A
biometric feature is a distinctive and computable attribute of a
human being that can be used to authenticate an individual. A
biometric system is capable to compute both physiological and
behavioral patterns of a person for the purpose of recognition
[1]. The physiological domain is based on measurement or
scan of a part of the human body, e.g. face [2], finger [3], hand
[4], iris and retina [5-6]. On the other hand, the behavioral
domain is based on measurement from some specific action of
a person, e.g., gait characteristics, keystroke scan, signature
scan, voice scan [1] and hostile intent [7]. Each of these
biometric techniques has its own privacy concern and health
risk [8], as shown in Fig. 1. Face recognition system [9] is a
recommended technique for person identification as compared
with the other biometric systems.
II.

FACE RECOGNITION SYSTEMS

A. Background
Face recognition or identification is a process of matching
a face from all available face-images in the system database
[9]. Facial identification is a stereo-photogrammetric system,
which has less health related issues. It is non-contact, nondestructive and radiation free technique [10]. A face can be
recognized even with partial facial information, which can be
captured with inexpensive cameras. From the last couple of
years, automated face recognition, being one of the prominent
applications of facial image analysis has become an attractive
domain for researchers.
B. Literature Review
The preliminary work related to human facial
identification system described the domain of psychology [11]
and engineering [12]. Kelly [13] commenced research for
automated facial identification; later Kanade [14] continued
the significant work in the same domain. Darwin [15] and
Galton [16] described facial recognition technique as a
biometric system. Eigenfaces [17], [18] as well as Fisher faces
[19]-[21] techniques recognized as a reliable mechanism
especially for huge datasets. On the other hand a graphmatching method was one of a useful technique related to
feature based method [22], [23]. Face recognition and tracking
system in videos are now very interesting area for the last few
years [24].
Sun et al. [25] used a specialized form of machine learning
based on high level face features to identify human faces.
Researchers have discussed ways to improve the performance
of face recognition techniques [26]-[32]. In [33], [34],
classification-based methods were used for the purpose of face
identification. The performance of this technique was good. A
component-based technique for face recognition is discussed
in [35]. Xu et al. [36] specified about the change in
performance of face recognition techniques with change of
environment, lighting and expression of faces.
C. Face Recognition Techniques
Facial recognition systems are now one of more attractive
and popular area for the researchers. The techniques required
to recognize human faces can be categorized in three diverse

approaches, mainly known as: i) Holistic; ii) Feature-based;
and iii) Hybrid (Fig. 2).
Face Recognition Techniques

Feature-based
Approach

Hybrid
Approach

Holistic
Approach

Fig. 2. Categorization of face-recognition techniques.

In this paper, two approaches of machine-based face
recognition have been discussed: i) dotted Raster-stereography
[37]; ii) feature-based [38]. Dotted Raster-stereography is a
holistic approach, in which identification takes place on the
basis of global attributes i.e. curvature patterns of human face
in term of pixels and their corresponding coordinate values. In
featured-based technique, identification is performed on the
basis of local features obtained from the human face (noseeyes-mouth). The research work presented here compares, for
these two techniques, the performance measures of accuracy,
precision, sensitivity and specificity, using the Image
Processing Research Lab (IPRL) database of images.
III.

IMAGE PROCESSING RESEARCH LAB (IPRL) DATABASE
OF IMAGES

The images of IPRL database were recorded in Image
Processing Research Laboratory (IPRL) at Usman Institute of
Technology (UIT), Karachi, Pakistan. This database contains a
variety of facial images recorded with different illumination,
facial orientation and expression of human faces. Each facial
image has its corresponding facial curvatures as well in term
of dotted patterns (Fig. 3). This database currently holds 800
human face images with five orientations (frontal, left, right,
up and down). It also holds the facial key features of these
faces in the form of dots. To describe face recognition based
on dotted raster-stereography mean (M) and Gaussian (G) are
obtained as decision parameters. Table I presents a snapshot of
IPRL database. Fig. 3 shows a snap shot of IPRL database
images.

Fig. 3. IPRL Database sample (left: original facial images, right: their
dotted-curvature-patterns).
TABLE I.

SNAPSHOT OF IPRL DATABASE

Attributes

Description

Total no. of human
faces

800 human faces (both male & female)

Classifications

4000 human
curvatures

Nature of images

Static

Single or Multiple
faces

Single

Attributes of images

Colored

faces,

4000

facial
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Resolution

Various

Facial Pose

Frontal, left (-15o), right (+15o), down
(-15o), up (+15o)

Facial Expression

N/A

Illumination

N/A

Light Condition

Dark Illumination

Accessories

With and without Beard, with and
without glasses

3D Data

N/A

IV.

There are four basic types of curvatures of a small surface
element [39] as shown in Fig. 4 and the fundamental
curvatures (1 and 2) decision is described.

DOTTED RASTER-STEREOGRAPHY TECHNIQUE

The proposed face recognition technique using dotted
Raster-stereography consists of three basic steps: registration
of face, identification of face; and recognition of face as given
in the flow chart shown in Fig. 4.
Dotted raster grid, consisting of green color-dots of equal
spacing (0.6 mm), was projected on human face. Because of
the curved surface of human face, distortions were created and
recorded in term of coordinate values. Fundamental curvatures
1 and 2 were calculated respectively, which are the main
source of curvatures mean (M) and Gaussian (G). These
dotted curvature patterns in Table II are easily picks using
image processing algorithms. Pixels and their corresponding
coordinate values of each dot in curved patterns are
representing the face curvature patterns of each person.

Fig. 4. Four basic types of curvatures

The following Fig. 5 shows the flow of proposed system
technique.

A. Mathematical Model of Dotted Raster-stereography
Technique
Human faces can be mapped as curved surfaces, curvature
patterns were generated when dotted grid (raster) projected on
facial surface of human using multimedia projector. Using a
digital camera these curvature patterns were recorded and use
as an input for the computer system. Designed algorithm was
used to find the pixel and corresponding coordinate values in
term of (x, y). Using the developed mathematical model the
horizontal and vertical curvatures ‗1‘ and ‗2‘ were
calculated. These two facial curvatures were used to calculate
decision parameters mean (M) and gaussian (G) curvatures. In
our work M and G were the main source of face recognition.
B. Fundamental Curvatures (1, 2)
The fundamental curvatures ‗1’ and ‘2’ represents the
horizontal and vertical curvatures simultaneously of human
face in the face-recognition system described in this work
(Fig. 5).
C. Mean and Gaussian Curvatures (M, G)
Mean and Gaussian facial curvatures can be obtained using
equations (1) and (2), while  = 1, where ‗‘ is the radius of
curve generated by facial curvatures of human face.







Fig. 5. Flow diagram of dotted Raster-stereography system.
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TABLE II.

OBSERVATION TABLE: CURVATURE PATTERNS, COORDINATE VALUES AND DECISION PARAMETERS

Curvature Patterns

Pixels for 10×13 order Face Points

11
9
11
13
13
14
14
15
16
16

17
19
18
28
19
20
21
24
24
26

29
34
34
31
32
29
30
35
36
36

39
39
47
40
44
39
45
44
51
49

50
52
58
58
57
52
57
62
59
59

59
59
71
67
68
68
69
75
68
70

Coordinate Values (x, y)

72 89 . . . . . . . . . .
75 98 . . . . . . . . . .
82 91 . . . . . . . . . .
79 89 . . . . . . . . . .
75 88 . . . . . . . . . .
82 90 . . . . . . . . . .
80 95 . . . . . . . . . .
84 99 . . . . . . . . . .
80 98 . . . . . . . . . .
87 100 . . . . . . . . . .

(191.1517, 274.2141) …
(186.0023, 287.0543) …
(196.457, 287.1254) …
(215.3498 292.1123) …
Mean & Gaussian

M = 8.0250 cm-1
G =20.1000 cm-1

Horizontal and Vertical curvatures
(1 & 2)

In second step, the SSE is calculated for the purpose of
face recognition [39].

Fig. 6. Mathematics of Raster-stereography.

D. Mathematics of Curvature Extraction
In our mathematical model, ‗d‘ was the small gap
(distance) between two points in the original grid. When this
raster grid was projected on the face of human, grid were
distorted and provided the facial curvature information of
human face. When distorted grid generated linear spacing
‗d‘ is converted into arc length ‗s‘ (Fig. 6). The study of this
arc length provided the detail of facial curvatures of human
face. From the geometry of Fig. 6, it is obtained that angular
distance = s and   =1), the result for curvatures , we
obtained:

 

1
 d
241  
s
s


Fig. 7. The feature-based approach is based on edge density.

A. Mathematical Model of Feature Based Technique
Edge density (ED) is a ratio between perimeter (E) and
the area (Ae) where perimeter E is the average of perimeters
A, B and C; Ae is the area of eye rectangle, whose perimeter
is A.
(5)
where

…………………….. (3)

A = perimeter of eye
=
B = perimeter of nose =
C = perimeter of mouth =

1 and  2 are the horizontal and the vertical curvatures.
V.

FEATURE-BASED TECHNIQUE

Feature-Based technique described in this work is based
on core features selection of the human face i.e. mouth, nose
and eyes. In this technique, edge density (ED) and sum of
square for error (SSE) are the two parameters required to
recognize a face. In the first step, ED is calculated. An ED
can be described as it is an edge, which belongs to the
boundaries among two dissimilar classes of intensity.
Mathematically ED is a ratio between perimeter (E) and area
(A) as given in Fig. 7. This relation is described in the
following equation 4.

Le, Ln and Ll are the length of selected
rectangular of eyes, nose and mouth.
Area =
B. Calculation of Sum of Square for Error
Table III shows the calculation of sum of square for
error (SSE) for sample face of IPRL-UIT-2015061-01 from
IPRL Database.

………… (4)
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TABLE III.

CALCULATION OF SUM OF SQUARE FOR ERROR

67

181

-106.41

-93.08

11323.0881

8663.8864

9904.6428

262

182

88.59

-92.08

7848.1881

8478.7264

-8157.3672

262

231

88.59

-43.08

7848.1881

1855.8864

-3816.4572

68

231

-105.41

-43.08

11111.2681

1855.8864

4541.0628

120

316

-53.41

41.92

2852.6281

1757.2864

-2238.9472

197

231

23.59

-43.08

556.4881

1855.8864

-1016.2572

197

292

23.59

17.92

556.4881

321.1264

422.7328

136

292

-37.41

17.92

1399.5081

321.1264

-670.3872

120

316

-53.41

41.92

2852.6281

1757.2864

-2238.9472

216

315

42.59

40.92

1813.9081

1674.4464

1742.7828

316

351

142.59

76.92

20331.9081

5916.6864

10968.0228

120

351

-53.41

76.92

2852.6281

5916.6864

-4108.2972

2081

3289

0.08

0.04

71346.9172

40374.9168

5332.5836

VI.

RESULTS

A. Results of Dotted Raster-stereography and Feature-Based
Technique
Table IV shows the results of dotted Raster-stereography
and feature-based techniques.
B. Accuracy, Precision, Sensitivity and Specificity of Dotted
Raster-stereography and Feature-Based Systems
This dotted raster-stereography technique is based on
Mean and Gaussian curvatures. Both mean and Gaussian
curvatures are based on two fundamental curvatures 1 and 2,
as shown in Table V.
TABLE IV.

RESULTS OF DOTTED RASTER-STEREOGRAPHY AND FEATURE-BASED TECHNIQUES
Raster-stereography
Technique

S.
No

Face ID

1

IPRL-UIT2015061-01

Sample Faces

Mean
(M)
cm-1

Gaussian (G)
cm-1

03.0500

06.0600

Feature-Based Technique
Sample Faces

Edge
Density
(ED)
cm-1

Sum of
Square Error
(SSE)

0.0355

370.0937
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2

IPRL-UIT2015061-02

8.0250

20.1000

0.0427

869.156

3

IPRL-UIT2015061-03

13.0500

48.1100

0.0353

866.246

4

IPRL-UIT2015061-04

12.0000

33.7500

0.0364

1238.918

5

IPRL-UIT2015061-05

15.6000

55.6700

0.0322

898.414

Mean= M= (1 + 2)/2
Gaussian=G= 1 × 2

recognized. Table IV shows the facts recorded during test runs
for dotted Raster-stereography and feature-based systems.

In our test run, 100 faces have been tested in IPRL using
dotted Raster-stereography and feature-based techniques. For
dotted raster-stereography, 95 faces were correctly recognized.
Using feature-based technique, 82 faces were correctly

Table VI shows the results of recognition rate, training and
testing time of both the techniques using IPRL database.
Runtime of image normalization and alignment excludes the
training and testing times.

TABLE V.

FACTS RECORDED DURING TEST RUNS IN IPRL DATABASE FOR DOTTED RASTER-STEREOGRAPHY AND FEATURE-BASED TECHNIQUES
Dotted Rasterstereography
(%)

FeatureBased
(%)

82

96.00

88.00

01

6

96.93

91.11

03

8

98.95

95.34

Dotted Rasterstereography

FeatureBased

Number of true positive
(TP)

95

Number of true negative
(TN)
Number of false positive
(FP)

Parameters

Parameters
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Number of false negative
(FN)

01

4

25.00

42.85

-

-

-

96.93

91.11

-

-

-

50.00

60.00

TABLE VI.

RECOGNITION RATE AND TRAINING & TESTING TIMES FOR

[9]

BOTH TECHNIQUES

Technique
Dotted Rasterstereography
Feature-Based

Recognition
Rate

Training Time
(second)

Testing Time
(second)

[10]

96.00 %

260.5

2.1

[11]

88.00 %

70

1.2

VII.

CONCLUSIONS

[12]

Each of Dotted Raster-stereography and feature based
techniques was tested for 100 faces in Image Processing
Research Laboratory, using IPRL database. In case of dotted
Raster-stereography technique, following values of
performance measures were found: accuracy 96.00 %,
precision 96.93%, sensitivity 98.95% and specificity 25.00%.
For feature-based technique, the same measured values were:
accuracy 88.00%, precision 91.11%, sensitivity 95.34% and
specificity 42.85%. Consequently, Dotted Raster-stereography
technique is a better approach for face recognition as far as
these performance measures are concerned. Feature-based
technique is faster in terms of the training and testing times
required. Thus overall, such sensitive applications where high
face recognition accuracy is required, dotted rasterstereography should be preferred. On the other hand, such
applications where volume of face recognition work is large
and high speed is required with some compromise in accuracy
being acceptable, then feature-based technique may also be
the technique of choice.
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Abstract—Empirical evaluation is one of the widely accepted
validation method in the domain of software engineering which
investigates the proposed technique via practical experience and
reflects its benefits and limitations. Due to various advantages,
agile models have been taking over the conventional software
development methodologies since last two decades. However
besides the benefits, various limitations have been noticed as well
by the researchers and software industry in agile family. To
achieve the maximum benefits it is vital to fix the limitations by
customizing the development structure of agile models. This
paper deals with the empirical analysis of modified agile models
called Simplified Extreme Programing (SXP) and Simplified
Feature Driven Development (SFDD), which are the modified
forms of Extreme Programing (XP) and Feature Driven
Development (FDD). SXP was presented to eliminate the issues of
conventional XP such as, lack of documentation, poor
architectural structure and less focus on design. SFDD was
proposed to take care of reported issues in FDD such as explicit
dependency on experienced staff, little or no guidance for
requirement gathering, rigid nature to accommodate
requirement changes and heavy development structure. This
study evaluates SXP and SFDD through implementing client
oriented projects and discusses the results with empirical
analysis.
Keywords—Agile models; SXP; SFDD; Modified XP; modified
FDD; empirical evaluation; comparative analysis

I.

INTRODUCTION

Conventional software process models are replaced by
lightweight agile development methodologies. The reason
behind the widely acceptance of agile family by the software
industry is the features these models provide such as: light
weight approach for development, early delivery of partially
working software (module), welcome changes at any stage of
development and quick response. Agile models shifted the
focus from process to people and valued those factors which
were neglected by traditional models [7], [25], [26]. Some of
the famous agile models are: Extreme Programming (XP),
Scrum, Test Driven Development (TDD), Dynamic System
Development Model (DSDM), Crystal methods and Feature
Driven Development (FDD), etc. [7], [8]. These models
follow the values, principles and practices given by agile
manifesto which is considered a parent document of all agile
models and contains twelve foundation principles of software
development. XP and FDD, both are the widely used agile
models in software industry [12], [40]. XP was developed by
Kent Beck and mainly focuses to overcome the limitations of
traditional software process models. The working of XP
consists of certain principles, values and practices, which
work together rigorously to develop high quality software [9],

[29], [34], [35], [39]. XP provides a flexible and adaptive
development approach which can handle the changing
business needs in an effective way due to its well-known
requirements gathering technique, "story cards". Its 12
practices provide the guidelines to govern the whole
development process in an effective and efficient way.
Besides the advantages, XP reflects some limitations as well.
Drawbacks of XP include poor architecture, weak system
design and lack of documentation [29], [32], [36], [37].
Moreover its practices: „pair programming‟ and „on-site
customer‟ are controversial and cannot be applicable in every
situation [38], [39]. Due to these drawbacks, XP is suitable
only for small scale and low risk projects. On the other hand
FDD follows the process oriented approach [9]-[11]. It is
highly adaptive and mainly focuses on design and building
aspects of development. As its name reflects, features are the
basic building blocks of this model. Feature is considered as a
functionality which user wants in the software. Benefits
provided by FDD model includes the iterative and incremental
approach along with ETVX pattern which ensures the
development of high quality software according to client
valued features. However along with advantages, some
limitations of FDD were also reported such as: little or no
guidance for requirement gathering, explicit dependency on
experience staff, rigid nature to handle changing requirements
and heavy development structure including various activities
and team roles. All these issues make it only suitable for
medium or large scale projects. SXP [40] and SFDD [12] were
proposed to overcome the limitations of XP and FDD
respectively. This study empirically valuates the proposed
models through empirical case studies conducted in software
industry.
II.

RELATED WORK

Drawbacks of agile models have to be eliminated in order
to achieve the maximum benefits, for this purpose many
researchers have proposed the modifications in agile models.
XP and FDD were discussed and optimized in many studies
from which some of are discussed here. In [13], researchers
presented the Tailored Extreme Programming (TXP) model
which was specifically designed for small scale projects where
requirements have fewer or no tendencies to change. In [14],
researchers proposed the feature of reusability in XP model.
They introduced a framework to add the ability of component
based architecture refinement reusability in traditional XP.
The used framework provided a way to develop simple and
loosely coupled design which can be modified easily in future.
Researchers in [15] customized the XP by introducing parallel
refinement iteration to the development activities in order to
enhance the quality; however the proposed model is not
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suitable for software projects having a lot of inter
dependencies among modules. In [16], authors customized the
software maintenance model by using many XP practices such
as: on-site customer, planning game, small releases, pair
programming, metaphor, test driven development and
refactoring. In [18], researchers integrated Personal Software
Process (PSP) with XP. The proposed model introduced
“Personal Planning Phase” in which developer can plan the
activities by using PSP practices. Six important practices
from each model (XP and PSP) are integrated in proposed
model. In [19], XP was customized to develop medium scale
projects with large team by eliminating its drawbacks such as
weak design and lack of documentation. Moreover a phase
named “Analysis and Risk Management” was introduced to
handle the failure risks. In [30], Analytical Hierarchy Process
(AHP) was used with CRC cards during designing phase of
XP. AHP was used to design a systematic approach of CRC
cards prioritization. AHP is a hierarchal model consists of five
steps which reflect the human thinking process. By using AHP
the developers can select, design and implement the most
important classes first. In [31], XP was customized for
medium to large scale projects. The research highlighted the
drawbacks of classical XP such as weak design, poor
architecture, lack of risk management and lack of
documentation. These issues of XP make it suitable only for
small scale projects. To eliminate these issues, new phases
were introduced in modified proposed model. Author in [1]
proposed Feature Driven Reuse Development (FDRD), an
enhanced version of FDD which considered re-useable
feature-sets for development along with the new requirements.
Author in [2] presented Competitor Driven Development
(CDD), a hybrid process model which integrated the practices
of Extreme Programming (XP) and Feature Driven
Requirement Reuse Development (FDRD). The proposed
model is a self-realizing requirement generation model which
keeps track of market trends as well as competitor‟s next
product launch to extract requirements. Moreover CDD
considers the market orientation of product to guess the
product‟s success rate. In [3], authors proposed a hybrid

model SCR-FDD, an integration of Scrum and FDD. The
proposed model covered the imitations of both models by
taking the schedule related aspects from Scrum and quality
related aspects from FDD. In [4], researchers presented
Feature-Driven Methodology Development (FDMD), a
modified version of FDD which integrated the features of
object oriented approach with Situational Method Engineering
(SME). In the proposed model requirements are represented as
features, which are based on object oriented principles. The
feature is defined by using action, result and object. Authors in
[5] proposed Secure Feature Driven Development (SFDD), an
enhanced version of FDD which introduced some changes in
classical FDD to cover security related issues. The proposed
model introduced two phases in classical FDD named “Build
security by feature” and “Test security by feature” along with
the “In-phase Security” element in each phase. Moreover, a
new role is also added called security master to ensure the
secure software development. Authors in [6] proposed an
ontology based approach in FDD for semantic web
application. The proposed model used the concepts of domain
ontology from domain knowledge modeling. Ambiguity and
inconsistency regarding Language is handled by RDF and
OWL however the agility of FDD can be compromised by
adding the concepts of domain ontology in each phase.
III.

MODIFIED AGILE MODELS

The proposed Simplified Extreme Programming (SXP) is
focused to overcome the limitations of classical XP. It
provides more flexible and simple approach for small to
medium scale projects. The issues of pair programming and
on-site customer are handled in an effective way. On the other
hand, SFDD [12] was proposed to overcome the limitations of
FDD such as explicit dependency on experienced staff, little
or no guidance for requirement gathering, rigid nature to
accommodate changes in requirements, heavy development
structure. SFDD focused on small to medium scale projects
along with an effective requirement elicitation technique of
story cards which simplified the requirement change process.
Both the proposed models are briefly explained below.

Fig. 1. SXP.
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A. SXP
Simplified Extreme Programing (SXP) consists of five
phases; Initialization, Analysis, Design, Development &
Testing and Release as shown in Fig. 1. In the proposed
model, customer involvement is restricted to initialization and
release phase only and all other phases are executed by
development team with the complete coordination. Necessary
documentation is produced during each phase that helps to
resolve change management issues. "Initialization" is the first
phase of SXP and is responsible to extract and manage the
requirement as well as to create an overall plan for project.
Requirements are extracted and managed through story cards,
a story card consists of following features: functionality name,
type, priority and the short description without any technical
detail. Type defines whether the functionality is functional and
nonfunctional and priority is assigned with number so that
higher priority features can be developed in early iterations.
Project planning includes the decisions regarding project
scope, cost and tools to be used for the development.
"Analysis" is the second phase and deals with budget and
schedule related activities which are performed by
development team only. In this phase required budget is
estimated and documented. An iteration plan is also formed
which includes the detail about number of iterations, number
of stories implemented in each iteration and the time of each
iteration. A training session is also conducted to make the
development team familiar with the tools and technology (if

the team members are not already familiar). "Design Phase" is
third phase of SXP which deals with two activities:
“Designing UML Diagrams” and “Test Planning”.
Conventional XP does not include any documentation which
makes requirement change management very difficult. This
issue is effectively solved by SXP by focusing on system
design with use case diagrams and sequence diagrams. Test
cases are also developed in this phase. Writing tests prior to
code help the development team to understand different design
opportunities. "Development and Testing" is the fourth phase
and works in an iteratively. Activities of this phase include
coding, functional testing, integration and integration testing.
Developer writes the code for selected stories by keeping in
view the design document which was developed during design
phase. Functional testing is performed by using test cases,
developed during test planning activity. Coding activity is
repeated if any issue is reported in functional testing. These
tests are performed by programmers and results are noted to
keep the track of defects. Code is integrated with previous
developed module in case of successful functional testing
followed by another testing known as integration testing.
"Release" is the last phase in which customer performed
acceptance testing. The developed workable product is
released after the customer‟s approval along with the User
manual. If the customer is not satisfied with the developed
product then whole development process can be repeated
again with changed or modified set of requirements.

Fig. 2. SFDD.
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B. SFDD
Simplified Feature Driven Development (SFDD) consists
of six phases and various activities as shown in Fig. 2.
"Develop an Overall Model" is the first phase which deals
with the identification of requirements and scope of project.
Domain expert and chief programmer are the main roles of
this phase. Domain expert provides the project requirements
through story cards and chief programmer finalizes the project
scope by keeping in view the provided requirements moreover
use case diagrams and class diagrams are also developed in
this phase. "Build Feature List" is the second phase of SFDD
and deals with the extractions of features from the documents
developed in first phase. Features are basically the functions
which a customer wants in the software. Related features are
collected in a list called feature list. Chief programmer
converts the requirements in to feature lists in this phase.
"Plan by Feature" is the third phase which deals with the
project planning activities and starts with a meeting where
domain expert and chief programmer finalize the budget and
time frame of the project. Chief programmer further finalizes
the number of iterations and assigns features to iterations by
keeping in view the priorities. This phase also includes the
estimation of effort (resource persons) and hardware/software
resources which are needed for the project. At the end of the
phase classes are assigned to class owners (developers).
"Design by Feature" is the fourth phase and deals with the
process of refining the class diagrams developed in the first
phase. Object model is finalized in this phase and class owner
completes the pseudo code for the assigned classes. To ensure
the quality, a role of QA manager is introduced in this phase.
"Build by Feature" is the fifth phase of model and first phase
of iteration. Development actually starts in this phase
according to the pseudo code, written in previous phase. QA
manager makes sure that the developing module is according
to the features. Test by feature is the last phase of model and
second phase of iteration which deals with the testing
activities and starts with unit testing to make sure that the
developed module is bug free and working properly, if passed
then integrated with already developed module.
Integration testing is then performed to check the
integrated working of modules. Finally domain expert
performs the acceptance testing. Proposed model simplified
the structure of FDD through effective customization.
IV.

EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

This research aims to perform the empirical evaluation of
proposed modified agile models. For this purpose two case
studies are conducted in which both models, SXP and SFDD
were used to develop small scale web based projects. The
selected case studies were part of an empirical research project
in which multiple agile models were used to develop various
client oriented applications in a software house, situated in
Islamabad, capital of Pakistan. The software house consists
of experienced staff with dominating knowledge of software
development along with higher degrees in computer
science disciplines. The developers were using agile methods
for most of the projects. Both case studies were implemented
in same working environment but with different teams. Most
of the characteristics of applications are same such as size of

project, no of iterations, no of team members, and the tools
used in development. The detail regarding the characteristics
of developed projects is given in Table I. The case study of
SXP is implemented by the team which had significance
experience of agile development. On the other hand, to
implement the SFDD, the chosen team had less or no
experience of agile development however training session of
10 days was organized.
For SFDD, less experienced team was selected as the
authors of proposed model (SFDD) claimed that the issue in
classical FDD regarding the dependency on experienced staff
has been eliminated. The detailed empirical results collected
during the development are shown in Table II. Partial and
aggregated results of selected case studies are discussed in
[39], [33]. However this paper demonstrates the complete
results of empirical experiment including all the iterations by
keeping in view the guidelines extracted from [17], [27], [28],
[19]. Both case studies are implemented with four iterations.
After each iteration, partial working software (module) was
released for the client.
TABLE I.

CASE STUDIES DETAIL

Characteristics

SXP

SFDD

Product Type

Human Resource
Management

Human Resource
Management

Size

Small

Small

Iterations

4

4

Programming
Approach

Object Oriented

Object Oriented

Language

C#, ASP.NET

C#, ASP.NET

Documentation

MS Office

MS Office

Testing

Browser Stack

Browser Stack

Web Server

IIS

IIS

Project Type

Average

Average

Team Size

5 Member

5 Member

Feedback

Weekly

Weekly

Development
Environment

Visual Studio 2012

Visual Studio 2012

Other Tools

MS Visio

MS Visio

Reports

Crystal Report

Crystal Report
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TABLE II.
Release 1

Sr.
No

Software Metric

1

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Release 2

Release 3

Release 4

Total

SXP

SFDD

SXP

SFDD

SXP

SFDD

SXP

SFDD

SXP

SFDD

Completion Time
(weeks)

1

0.9

0.9

0.8

0.9

0.8

1

0.7

3.8

3.2

2

Number of Modules

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

6

4

3

No of User Stories

8

21

4

20

3

15

6

9

21

65

4

Budgeted Work
Effort (h)

200

180

180

160

180

160

200

140

760

640

5

Actual Work Effort
(h)

180

180

165

147

175

140

175

125

695

592

6

Number of User
Interfaces

6

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

14

10

7

No of Classes

4

7

3

5

2

4

2

4

11

20

8

Lines of Code

820

4300

734

3450

860

2760

646

2600

3060

13110

9

KLOC

0.820

4.3

0.734

3.4

0.860

2.7

0.646

2.6

3.060

13.1

11

No of Code
Integrations

10

7

8

5

12

3

7

3

37

18

12

Post Release Defects

2

2

4

1

6

1

3

1

15

5

2.4

0.465

5.45

0.294

6.97

0.37

4.64

0.38

4.902

0.381

4.56

23.88

4.44

23.46

4.91

19.71

3.69

20.80

4.4

22.14

2

6

3

3

4

1

1

2

10

12

13
14
16

Post Release defects /
KLOC
Productivity
(= line of code/ actual
time spent in hours)
No of Pre-release
Change Requests

17

Total Change
requests/KLOC

2.44

1.395

4.09

0.882

4.65

0.370

1.55

0.769

3.27

0.916

18

Time to Implement
Changes (h)

3

4

2

3

4

3

2

1

11

11

The second column of Table II represents the
attributes/metrics which are measured in each release for both
the models and the last column contains the
cumulative/average values of metrics from all four releases.
The remaining columns (release 1 to release 4) present the
values of metrics (column 2) in each release for SXP and
SFDD. Metrics are used to measure the software in terms of
development,
cost,
working,
productivity,
quality,
effectiveness and efficiency from various aspects [20]-[24].
V.

CRITICAL ANALYSIS

From the detailed empirical results (Table II), significant
differences can be seen among the performances of both the
models. Even though the working environment as well as the
size and nature of both the applications were same, but SFDD
performed much better than SXP. KLOC of the application
developed using SXP are 3.069 with the implementation of 21
user stories however on the other hand SFDD implemented 65
user stories with 13.1 KLOC (Fig. 3 and 4).

Fig. 3. KLOC.
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results. SFDD performed very well according to all software
parameters (Table II) even with the team having less
experience with agile methodologies. There might be various
reasons of poor performance in SXP case study. Complexity
level of the developed application in SXP case study may be
higher than the application of SFDD however according to
best of our knowledge the nature and complexity level of both
the application were same. As the performance of SXP is
lower in every release so, there might be issues in code
integrations as there were total of 37 integrations in SXP and
only 18 in SFDD. Moreover the issue of communication
among the team members can also be a reason of lower
performance. The issue of awareness with agile development
cannot be considered as the team of SXP was experienced
with agile and team of SFDD had less or no experience with
agile development.
Fig. 4. Implemented user stories.

Fig. 6. Time to implement pre-release change requests.

Fig. 5. Post release defects.

No. of post release defects is an important software metric
which reflects the quality of developed application as well as
the satisfaction of customer. After the release 15 defects were
reported in the application developed using SXP however only
5 defects were reported in the application developed using
SFDD (Fig. 5).
Time to implement pre-release change requests is also
considered as one of the important quality metric which
reflects the change management feature of software process
model. 10 pre-release changes were proposed during SXP case
study which took 11 hours to implement however no. of prerelease change requests in SFDD case study were 12 which
took the same time for the implementation (Fig. 6) as in SXP
(11 hours).
Software productivity reflects the team effort during the
application development. Productivity of the application
developed by SXP was far lower than the application of SFDD
(Fig. 7). During SXP case study, 3060 lines of code were
written in 695 hours (Actual Work Effort) with the
productivity of 4.4 however during the implementation of
SFDD, 13110 lines were written in 592 hours and reflected
productivity of 22.14. As compared to SFDD, SXP showed
very poor performance by keeping in view the empirical

Fig. 7. Productivity.

VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper evaluated the proposed modified agile models,
SXP and SFDD through empirical case studies. SXP focused
to reduce the reported issues of conventional XP such as: Lack
of documentation, poor architectural structure and less focus
on design. Due to these issues, XP is only suitable for small
scale and low risk projects. SFDD has taken care of the issues
reported in FDD, such as explicit dependency on experienced
staff, no guidance for requirement gathering, rigid nature to
accommodate requirement changes and heavy development
structure. Empirical analysis was performed via development
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of client oriented projects by using SXP and SFDD. Both
projects were related to Human Resource Management
(HRM) and also were same in nature as well as in size and
complexity level. The development team for SXP case study
was experienced in agile development however for SFDD case
study the chosen team had less experience of agile as the
proposed SFDD eliminated the dependency on experienced
staff. According to empirical results, SFDD performed much
better than SXP even with the less experienced team. In
comparison of SFDD, SXP performance was very poor in
each metric such as lines of code, implemented user stories,
post release defects, productivity and time required to
implement pre-release change requests. There might be
various reasons of poor performance of SXP model such as
complexity level, integration issues and communication
problems within the development team. It is suggested that
both the models should be further tested with large and
complex projects.
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Abstract—In this article, our purpose is to introduce the
results of a new approach to assess the information system
success. It is based on the DeLone and McLean model and was
applied on two domains. The chosen domains are banking sector
being the most customer of information technology and
construction industry as the least computer-intensive sector. The
work methodology used to evaluate the information system
performance is a combined approach of the two most popular
multi-criteria decision making techniques: AHP and TOPSIS.
Based on the results of this technique applied on studied sectors,
we can obtain a horizontal comparison at the sector level and
optimize the choice of the best system.
Keywords—Information system success; multi criteria decision;
AHP and TOPSIS methods; criteria

I.

INTRODUCTION

The emergence of computing and communication
technology commonly known as information technology and
the relatively cheap of hardware, the managers of organizations
invest massively on information system (IS).
IS [1] is a set of data, hardware, software to treat data and
procedure to help personnel establish the several objectives of
organization.
The literature is rich with different models to assess
information system [2] that offer the possibility to highlight the
importance of evaluation in this field.
Concurrence, economic evolution and technological
progress impose organizations to invest heavily on information
system regardless their domain.

This paper present the results of a new technique developed
to assess information system success being tested on two
sectors. The proposed technique has adopted the D&M success
model (2003) [4] and used two famous multi criteria decision
making approaches; AHP and TOPSIS [5], [6] to evaluate the
IS success. As a contribution of this work, this article present a
benchmark study of the two studies sectors on information
system success based on the same work methodology and
comparing the results.
II.

INFORMATION SYSTEM SUCCESS MODELS

In the last two decades, many models have been cited to
evaluate the IS and to explain the dimensions that makes IS
successful [4], [7]-[12]. The majority of these models have
been validated empirically by researchers in several domains.
A. The DeLone and McLean Model
The evaluation of IS success is among the most delicate
areas, because of the complexity and the multidimensional
aspect of IS. Among the first attempt at solving this problem
that of D&M in 1992 [8]. However, this first model has
undergone several criticisms which pushed the authors to
update their model [4].
The original (Fig. 1) and updated (Fig. 2) DeLone and
McLean IS success models are the most cited and used models
in the field of IS evaluation [13].
Based on empirical studies, suggestions and tests, DeLone
and McLean have updated the first model. That is way this
updated model is the most adopted and cited version in the
literature review in the field on IS assessment.

In this work, we will take two paradoxes sectors on terms
of information system use. Banking sector being the most
customer of IS, which has a primordial role at the internal and
external environment. The role of banking information system
is more complex considering the nature of products and
services that offer also the requirements of these customers.
In contrary, construction industry sector who do not
generally appear to appreciate the positive influence and
changes that an IS provide. In general, construction sector
cannot headily be compared to the banking sector in regards to
adoption of information systems. Some major reasons for such
situation are [3]: the nature of construction industry, the
traditionalism of construction and low level of investments into
research and development within this sector.

Fig. 1. Original DeLone and McLean IS success model.
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Stage 3: Construct normalized decision matrix
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i=1, 2, 3...n and j=1, 2, 3… n
Stage 4: Construct the weighted normalized decision matrix
Fig. 2. Updated DeLone and McLean IS success model.
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For the reasons mentioned before, in this work, our
research methodology is based on the updated IS success
model which is composed by six interrelated dimensions as
shown in the figure at the top.
III.

MCDM

/ n, i=1, 2, 3...n

W= [

]

(2)

(3)

Stage 5: Calculate Eigenvector and Row matrix

Multiple criteria decision-making (MCDM), is a part of
operations research [15], its objective is to facilitate decision
facing problems involving multiple criteria. The complexity of
such as problem is the lack of a single solution, that way it is
necessary to use maker’s preferences to obtain the best solution
from a collection of alternatives under a number of criteria and
even sub-criteria [16].
Several MCDM methods such as: [14], [17]: AHP, ANP,
Electre, GP, MAUT, MAVT, TOPSIS, WSM… are employed
for different applications and domains due to the particularity
of each one.
A. Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)
AHP is an analytical technique based on a hierarchy
process [18], [19]. The principal is to decompose a problem
into hierarchies of goals, criteria (sub-criteria) and alternatives
(Fig. 3).
AHP is classified as one of the the most cited approach. It
has the possibility to treat both tangibles and non-tangibles
criteria.

E=

rootvalue/∑

rootvalue

(4)

Rowmatrix=∑

(5)

Stage 6: Calculate the maximum Eigenvalue,
=Rowmatrix/E

(6)

Stage 7: Calculate the consistency index and consistency
ratio
CI= (

-n) / (n-1)

(7)

CR= CI/RI

(8)

B. Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal
Solution (TOPSIS)
The TOPSIS method was developed in 1981 [20], the basic
concept is to choose the best alternative (Fig. 4) depending on
closest and most distance respectively to positive ideal solution
and negative ideal solution.

Fig. 4. TOPSIS methodology.

The TOPSIS has the following stages [20]:
Stage 1: Construct the decision matrix:

Fig. 3. Analytical hierarchy process tree.

In mathematical way, the basic AHP equations are as
follow [19]:

{

=1 when i=j

)

(

)

(9)

}

Stage 2: Construct normalized decision matrix:

Stage 1: Decomposes the initial problem into hierarchical
presentation (goal, criteria and alternatives)
Stage 2: Develop the pairwise comparison:
and =1/

(

=

/√∑

, j=1, 2, 3... J and i=1, 2, 3…n

(10)

Stage 3: Construct the weighted normalized decision
matrix:
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Stage 4: Determine the positive ideal (PIS) and negative
ideal solution (NIS)
={ ,
Where

)

= {max (
={

Where

maximum values

,

)

}

minimum values
)

= {min (

(

(

)

(12)

(13)

}

Stage 5: Calculate the separation measures of each
alternative from PIS and NIS
=√∑
=√ ∑

(
(

) , j=1, 2, 3... J
) , j=1, 2, 3... J

(14)
(15)

A last particularity of the banking IS is the opening to the
outside and that it is to be functional 24 hours a day, banks
offer today sales and purchase transactions, consultation or
even transaction from Internet.
2) Construction Industry Sector: The construction
industry sector use information systems [25] to enhance
organizational flexibility, improve decision making capability,
reduce project completion time and cost and to present an
ideal schedule for the factory construction work. In general
way, it used to achieve project mission objectives within
specified constraints that construction industry knows.
Despite, the construction industry is one of the sector that
doesn’t use heavily IS [26].
The following figure presents the basic idea of the study
(Fig. 5):

Stage 6: Calculate the relative closeness coefficient to the
ideal solution:
i=1, 2, 3... J

(16)

Stage 7: Rank the preference order.
IV.

WORK METHODOLOGY

A. Purpose of Study
This study provide a comparison between IS success in two
sectors and presents the results of a framework based on the
MCDM approaches for ranking these information systems. Our
work methodology was applied on two sectors: banking sector
[21] and construction industry sector [22]. Firstly, D&M model
(2003) was adopted to construct the analytical hierarchy
process; the six dimensions are considered as main criteria and
sub-criteria were taken from literature. Using AHP method the
weights of criteria (sub-criteria) are obtained. Then, TOPSIS
method was applied to rank information systems. For the
purpose of testing and verifying the proposed framework on
each sector, we were done an online questionnaire to collect
data.

Fig. 5. General work research.

C. Research Methodology
The evaluation procedure consists of six main steps as
summarized in the following figure (Fig. 6):

B. Studied Sectors
As mentioned, this study compare the results of a
framework applied on two sectors, in the following sections we
will explain the particularities of each sector.
1) Banking Sector: Banks are the first companies that
have invested heavily in the technologies of information and
communication. The banking sector is one of the sectors most
risk-sensitive [23] with this multitude of risk types, the IS is
considered both as a risk factor and a tool for identifying,
evaluating and monitoring risks.
Banking IS is generally subject to stricter rules [24]: The
availability of the IS even after malfunctions, the security of
data especially the confidentiality of customer information,
archiving and data traceability to facilitate internal control and
audit and finally the integrity of data.

Fig. 6. Steps of evaluation procedure.

Step 1: Identify the evaluation criteria using the
information system success model (DeLone & McLean 2003);
Step 2: Identify sub-criteria;
Step 3: Construct the structural hierarchy; establish goal
which is in our case the evaluation of IS success, identify the
alternatives which are the methods that change the preliminary
condition into preferred condition and select the main criteria
(sub-criteria);
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Step 4: Calculate the weights of each criterion using AHP;
Step 5: Apply the TOPSIS method;

TABLE I.

HIERARCHICAL PRESENTATION OF CRITERIA

Criteria

Sub-Criteria
Availability( ),EmployeesOccupancy( ),
Longest Delay( ),Answer Speed ( ),
Abandons( ), Blockage( ), Average
hour of operation( ), Self-service and
availability ( )
Grammar and spelling(email) ( ), Data
accuracy( ),Secure( ),Complete( ),
Relevant and correct( ) and Data
Understandability( )
On Time delivery( ),Knowledge and
competency( ), Error Network( ),
Availability( ), Access( ), Rate
Delay( ) and Reliability ( )
Frequency of use( ), Amount of use( ),
Number of reports generated( ), Technical
support( ), Managerial support( ) and
Financial transactions use ( )
Handle Time( ), Average Number of
employees connected( ), Training
Investment( ), Employee Turnover( )
and Average Satisfaction( )
Return on Investment( ),
Productivity( ), Profit( ), Market
Share( ), Growth in customer base( )
and Increased Sale ( )

Step 6: Achieve the final ranking results.
The description of each step will be given in the following
sections.
V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

System Quality ( )

Information Quality ( )

A. Implementation of AHP Method
The AHP hierarchy for decision making in this paper as
shown in Table I is constitute of six main criteria which are the
several dimensions of the updated model (D&M 2003) and
sub-criteria were inspired from literature.
This study utilized a questionnaire survey to collect data
from the different decision makers. According to the steps
defined in Section III-A, (Fig. 7) display the pairwise
comparison matrix using (1) and (Fig. 8) shows the normalized
decision matrix which is calculated using (2). In this part, we
choose to only present results of banking sector.

5
7
5
7
 1
 0.2
1
5
3
3

0.14 0.2
1
7
3
C
1
3
 0.2 0.33 0.14
0.14 0.33 0.33 0.33
1

0.33 0.33 0.33 0.2 0.33

3
3
3

5
3

1

Service Quality ( )

Use ( )

User Satisfaction ( )

Net Benefits ( )

To calculate

0.69
0.13
0.02
0.04
0.04
0.04

0.50
0.36
0.07
0.01
0.02
0.02

0.30
0.18
0.42
0.06
0.01
0.01

0.40
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.05
0.01

CI=0.018 and CR= 0.014
CR=0.014<0.10, it is accepted.
TABLE II.

0.16 
0.16 
0.16 

0.27 
0.16 

0.05

Fig. 8. Normalized decision matrix.

=1.04/6=0.11

=1.36/6= 0.18

=1.02/6=0.06

=0.65/6= 0.15

=0.38/6=0.05

N
RI

1
0

2
0

3
0.58

RANDOM INDEX (RI) [18]

4
0.90

5
1.12

6
1.24

7
1.32

8
1.41

9
1.45

B. Implementation of TOPSIS Method
The second MCDM methods we used in this work is
TOPSIS. AHP weighted scores are used by TOPSIS for each
sector’s alternative to obtained performance ranks of systems.
The five banking companies are referenced:
, , ,
and the companies operating in the construction industry
sector are referenced as: ,
, , , .
The different steps of the TOPSIS method were followed
applying equations. In the final step, using (16), the relative
closeness to ideal solution is calculated and the companies
were ranked as shown in Tables III and IV.

Then the priority weights are calculated using (2):
=2.32/6= 0.42

=6.09

(CI) and (CR) are calculated through (7) and (8),
respectively (for RI=1.24, according to table below (Table II)):

Fig. 7. Aggregated pairwise comparison matrix.

0.49
0.09

0.69
C
0.09
0.06

0.16

, we used (4), (5), and (6):

TABLE III.

The same calculation steps were followed to determine the
weights of the sub-criteria. We chose not to present them so as
not to load our article by several tables. These results were
used for the TOPSIS method.

RANKING OF BANKING COMPANIES

Alternatives
0,196
0,203
0,209
0,166
0,187

0,116
0,164
0,094
0,204
0,130

0,372
0,446
0,310
0,551
0,409

Result-Ranks
4
2
5
1
3
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TABLE IV.

RANKING OF COMPANIES ON CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Alternatives
0,461
0,593
0,172
0,381
0,356

0,221
0,145
0,580
0,283
0,316

0,323
0,196
0,771
0,425
0,470

Result-Ranks
4
5
1
3
2

According to the value of , the alternative having highest
closeness coefficient in bank is alternative 4 with
=0,551
and in construction industry is alternative 3 with
=0,771.
These alternatives are selected as the two best companies
among studied alternatives in terms of information system
performance.

The second step of the proposed prototype aims to
implement the TOPSIS method, the first interface of this phase,
lead the user to input the values of pairwise comparison of
matrices which contain criteria and sub-criteria. (Fig. 13 and
14) shows the application of (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) and (15)
based on the data of alternatives input in by the user to make
calculations.
Finally, we display the results of alternatives ranking based
on the calculations of the distance between positive and
negative ideal solutions. Fig. 15 shows the list of the
alternatives selected by the maker decision which can be
printed.

C. Elaboration of a Prototype
This work is based on a proposed framework to evaluate
the IS success, to implement it we propose a prototype that
consists of three interconnected parts (Fig. 9)
 The different actors which in our case are the decision
makers to specify the weights of each criterion (subcriterion) to evaluate the IS.
 The user interface that allows adding details of criterion
to assess the studied system.
 Functional part that simulates the different steps of the
two used approaches AHP and TOPSIS.

Fig. 10. Pairwise comparison matrix (main criteria).

 Data Base to store the various data that will be used in
the next steps of evaluation.

Fig. 11. Pairwise comparison matrix (sub-criteria).
Fig. 9. Prototype architecture.

1) User Interface: After authentification throught a login
and a password, the decision marker goes on to enter the data
of the evaluation.
2) Functional part: The role of this part is to rank the
different alternatives using AHP and TOPSIS methods
according to the criteria chosen from the DeLone and McLean
model (2003).The two used MCDM in this work requires a
very important number of calculations specially when the
number of criteria, sub-criteria and alternatives increases; for
this reason, we present a prototype of software that implement
our methodology process, it is developed in java language
under Netbeans platform. The main interfaces will be
presented in the following paragraphs.
The first step after authentication, the analyst fills the
pairwise comparison matrices which represent several criteria.
(Fig. 10 and 11) shows interfaces that lead the analyst to input
the values of matrices respecting Saaty’s pairwise comparison
scale of AHP method. (Fig. 12) provides the weights of main
and sub criteria using AHP equations.

Fig. 12. Weights of main criteria.

Fig. 13. First step of TOPSIS method.
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Fig. 16. Separation measures from positive ideal solution.
Fig. 14. Weighted normalized decision matrix (positive and negative
solutions).

Fig. 17. Separation measures from negative ideal solution.

The relative
of each alternative confirm the previous
remarks (Fig. 18), bank’s alternatives have close values due to
the high use of information system within banks. Construction
industry companies are very distant in terms of closeness
coefficient values; we have company
that use heavily IS and
the others who use the IS partially.
Fig. 15. Ranking of alternatives.

3) Data Base: to store data’s evaluation. We chose to
work with SQL Lite because the recorded information is not
large. We used a SQLite database given the reduced size of
the data.

We conclude that the proposed methodology and the
hierarchical presentation of criteria can be used for IS
evaluation no matter which sector is studied. The method
evaluate IS independently of input values of the two used
MCDM.

D. Discussions
In the context of the application of MCDM methods, main
criteria are chosen from The D&M model and sub-criteria from
the literature to applied our research methodology. From the
results, it can be observed that alternatives
and
consistently perform better than the rest. It should be noted that
the weights of criteria differ between banking sector and
construction industry sector.
Banks characterized by the nature of their operations and
services that explain the high value of weights of system
quality and information quality (Fig. 12) At the opposite of
construction industry sector who rarely uses an information
system which is clear by the weight of criteria that are very
close. (Fig. 16) shows the separation measures of each
alternative (5 alternatives of each sector) from positive ideal
solution, it’s clear that values of bank’s alternatives are close
this can be explained by the large use of IS within banks. In
Construction industry, we observe a big difference between the
values there are companies that use the IS and others that do
not use it, in this sector the IS is not used in an equitable way.
The same remark can be done concerning the separation
measures of each alternative from negative ideal solution
(Fig. 17).

Fig. 18. Closness coefficient.

VI.

CONCLUSION

Determining the success of information system and
evaluating them is crucial for the sector’s development. In this
study, we were presented an application of our work
methodology based on a hybrid MCDM process (AHP and
TOPSIS methods). This methodology is tested on two sectors;
banking and construction industry.
Five companies are chosen from each sector to select the
most performing IS. Furthermore, a prototype of software
implementing the work methodology is proposed. AHP method
is used to determine the weights of main criteria and subcriteria and TOPSIS method is utilized for ranking alternatives.
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The software leads to select the best alternative among the
others and simplify the calculations steps. When evaluating the
ranking results, alternative
with
=0,551 and alternative
with
=0,771 are the best alternative respectively in
construction industry sector and banking sector.
The proposed method enables decisions analysts to better
evaluate their information system and provides more effective,
complete and systematic decision support tool.
Our future work will treat more companies in both sectors
to have a base of references, which will allow us to know the
criteria to optimize according to sector’s nature.
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Abstract—As the demand for cloud computing environment is
increasing, new techniques for making cloud computing more
environment-friendly are being proposed with an aim to convert
traditional cloud computing into green cloud computing. A
standout amongst the most imperative complications in cloud
computing is streamlining of energy utilization because its
importance is increasing rapidly. There are numerous strategies
and algorithms used to limit the energy utilization in the cloud.
Methods incorporate DVFS, UP-VMC, Utility based MFF, HCT,
AVVMC, ACO, and ESWCT. In this survey, a review of energyaware techniques is presented for making virtual machines more
energy efficient in a cloud computing. Working on each
technique is briefly explained. A comparative analysis is also
given for comparing multiple efficient techniques with respect to
performance metrics.
Keywords—Cloud computing; energy aware; green cloud
computing

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is defined as a large group of
interconnected servers and computers with a primary objective
of providing reliable services and custom-made computing
environments to its users. As cloud computing grows the
demand for resources required to support such a large network
is also increasing. Hundreds of data servers are added daily to
data centers around the world to support the growing needs of
cloud computing which lead to power consumptions issues.
The complete framework for cloud computing depends upon
datacenters for data storage and processing. These data centers
mainly consist of hundreds of thousands of servers which are
unfriendly to the environment in terms of carbon emissions.
According to [1] one data center can annually produce up to
170 million tons of carbon, which is estimated to increase up
to 670 million tons in 2020 worldwide [2]. With a huge
consumption of electricity, the operational costs are also high.
The total amount of consumed energy is estimated up to 250
billion kilowatt-hours by a single datacenter [2]. Hence these
factors make a datacenter unfriendly to the environment. To
overcome such problems cloud’s resources must be managed
in an optimal method. Allocation of resources plays an
important role in maximizing the efficiency as well as
reducing the power consumption of the entire system.

In Resource Allocation (RA), Available resources are
assigned to needed cloud applications in such a way that it
provides a level of satisfaction to its customers while ensuring
the overall efficiency of the system. The RA should be
beneficial to end users and economical to the service provider
[13]. If resources are not managed precisely then it may starve
cloud services. Thus energy efficient cloud resource allocation
consists in identifying and assigning resources to each
incoming user request in such a way that:
 The user requirements are completely fulfilled.
 Least possible number of resources are used.
 Data center energy efficiency is optimized.
Virtualization technology is adopted by data centers to
overcome energy and resource efficiency. In virtualization
process, each server’s resources is logically divided into a
certain number of independent partitions. Each of these logical
servers or partitions now becomes a Virtual Machine (VM),
capable of running independent operating system and
applications. Thousands of physicals sever can now run
millions of VMs, through live VM migration techniques VMs
can be transferred from server to server hence balancing the
amount of VMs. This helps to switch a physical server in an
idle (suspended) state if its resources are not being currently
used up to a certain limit [3].
Enhancement of portability, manageability, and security
are the main advantages of using VMs. Isolation can also be
achieved, ensuring that VMs in a single physical server should
not affect with each other. The virtualization process also
blocks guest operating system of any VM from directly
accessing the hardware resources of the physical server. Due
to multiple overheads associated with VMs, regular
monitoring is required to avoid performance degradation [4].
As multiple VMs depends on one single server, so the failure
of one single server could crash hundreds of VMs. VM energy
aware consolidation techniques are adapted for efficiently
increasing cloud’s resource utilization. For effective
utilization of data center resources two step are carried out:
1) Effective Placement of VMs in PMs.
2) Optimizing allocated resources using live migration
techniques.
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The primary goal for the placement of VMs is to increase
the throughput of cloud’s resources and to lower the power
consumptions [3]. Two main types of placement algorithms
are categorized:
 Power Based Placement Algorithms.
 Application QoS Based Placement Algorithms.
During live migration of a VM, the memory state is
uninterruptedly transferred from one PM to another. Live VM
migration is the key for improving energy efficiency and
resource optimization. Live VM migration causes following
problems for dynamic placement of VMs.
 To determine if a PM is over-loaded (which requires
migration of VM(s) from one host to other.
 To determine when a host is under-loaded (switching a
PM into suspended state by migrating all of its VMs to
other PM(s).
 To determine which VM(s) must be transferred from an
over-loaded PM.
 To determine new places for migrating VM(s) either
from an over-loaded or under-loaded PM(s).
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In [3] a dynamic VM consolidation utilization prediction
approach UP-VMC is presented, both current and future
resource utilization is handled for VMs consolidation. A
regression-based prediction model is used for future resource
utilization prediction. Authors also proposed a VM allocation
algorithm to enhance the QoS while minimizing the number of
migrations using prediction models. UP-VMC shows
significant improvements in the reduction of energy and VM
migrations. Another approach [4] based on deploying a selfmanaging VM placement solution that assigns VMs to PMs
dynamically with respect to the utilization of resources. This
proposed solution is based on utility functions with a main
goal of maximizing the IaaS provider profit as well as
reducing energy consumption cost. Provided results shows
improvements as compared to existing heuristics based
solution. In [5] authors proposed an Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO) ACO metaheuristic-based server consolidation
mechanism to overcome the issue of power consumptions as
well as maximizing the resource utilization in large virtualized
data centers. Authors compared proposed solution with
existing methods and show the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm. In [6], authors proposed two algorithms (Honeybee
algorithm and HCT) for VM placement. Both of these
proposed algorithms are tested again many overload detection
VM selection algorithms. Results are concluded based on
energy consumption along with VM migration and SLA.
Results conclude that the proposed HCT algorithm shows
improvement in energy consumption, migration and SLA.
Another approach [7] for energy-aware VM placement is
proposed using a technique called Minimum Correlation
Coefficient (MCC). Authors defined the VM placement
problem with flexibility among bin sizes and prices and
proposed a power-aware PABFD method. To adjust the tradeoff between SLAV and the amount of energy consumed Fuzzy

AHP method is adopted. This method delivers a satisfactory
trade-off between energy consumptions and SLA violations.
Two energy aware algorithms [8] are proposed (ESWCT) and
(ELMWCT) for scheduling VMs using a workload-aware
consolidation technique with a primary goal of reducing
energy consumption in virtualized data centers. Multiples
factors including imbalance utilization and resource utilization
are deployed to compare against multiple scheduling
algorithms. Results from both algorithms show good power
savings and balanced resource utilization. In [9] an another
algorithm for dynamic placement is proposed in which authors
applied ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm on multidimension bin packing (MDBP) algorithm. Results are
compared with a traditional greedy algorithm (FDD). Both of
these algorithm are implemented and validation in
simulations. On average the new approach consume 4.1% less
power as compared to FDD algorithm but comes a tradeoff
with computational time, as ACO based algorithm took longer
time for computation than FDD. In [10], author proposed
another energy aware EEVS scheduling algorithm, which
works by finding an optimal frequency to process VMs on a
PM. Proposed approach also support DVFS and works by
allocating VM to highest performance power ration PM.
Results are simulated and show that EEVS algorithm can
reduce up to 20% power consumption and increase 8 % of
processing capacity in a best-case scenario. In [11] another
nature-inspired ACO based algorithm of VM placement is
proposed with a primary goal to get a non-dominated solution
set that concurrently reduces the energy consumptions. The
proposed ACO based VMPACS algorithm is compare with
two single objective algorithm including FFD and SACO,
obtained results shows that VMPACS can search solution
space more efficiently to obtain a solution that use minimum
number of servers and maximum resource utilization. This
solution improved the overall efficiency hence less power is
consumed. Two new approaches [12] are proposed related to
VM placement issues, both of the proposed approaches are
originated by modifying the traditional firefly algorithm with
hierarchical cluster and meta-heuristics. Results related to
power consumptions are deduced and compared with tradition
HCT and honeybee algorithm, claiming
2% less energy consumption than original firefly algorithm
and 12% less energy consumption than honeybee algorithm.
Below table shows the techniques and algorithms that are
selected to conduct this review paper (Table I). Each paper is
selected on the basis of this paper’s primary goal of energy
efficiency.
TABLE I.

AN OVERVIEW OF ENERGY EFFECTIVE VM CONSOLIDATION
TECHNIQUES

Techniques /
Algorithms

Year of Publish

Ref.

Utilization Prediction
aware VM
Consolidation (UPVMC)

2016

[3]

Self-managing utility
functions

2016

[4]
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HCMFF and MFF
algorithm

2016

[12]

EEVS algorithm

2015

[10]

ACO metaheuristicbased server
consolidation
mechanism

2014

[5]

Honeybee Cluster
Technique (HCT)

2013

[6]

Minimum Correlation
Coefficient Approach

2013

[7]

ESWCT – ELMWCT
algorithm

2013

[8]

VMPACS algorithm

2013

[11]

ACO-Based Approach

2011

[9]

III.

other PM resources. Therefore PM resources utilization is
mostly represented by CPU utilization.
IV.

TECHNICAL REVIEW

In this Section, a brief overview for the proposed
methodologies of each paper is presented. The working of
algorithms is explained briefly to develop an insight for each
paper.
A. UP-VMC
In [3] the proposed algorithm (UP-VMC) follows two
steps procedure for VM Consolidation:

PERFORMANCE METRICS

The main goal of all of these approaches is to minimize the
power consumption as much as possible either by reducing the
amount of active PMs or VMs migrations in a manner that
guarantees that SLAs are not violated. Hence the
performances of listed techniques are measured on the
following metrics:
A. SLA Violations
Service Level Agreement (SLA) is defined as a contract
in-between cloud service provider and its customers. This
agreement states the performance standards that the provider
will obligated to meet. A number of performance and quality
factors are established some of which include:
 The availability and uptime of services.
 Response time for applications.
 Notification Schedule for network changes.
For different types of customer infrastructures SLA may
specify other parameters such as uninterruptable power
supplies. SLA Violations (SLAV) is a performance metric
independent form workload applied on any VM in Virtualized
data centers. Total performance of VM is measured by
obtaining SLAV in over-utilization (SLAVO) and in
migration (SLAVM). Both of these evaluation metrics are
independent of each other and carry equal importance in
SLAV measurements.

Step 1: Algorithm first start to target the VMs from
overloaded and predicted overloaded PMs. Host should be
consider overloaded or predicted overload as soon as any of
the resources (CPU or Mem.) of PM is exceeded from a set
threshold limit. Two regression based prediction models are
used for resource utilization, Linear Regression and K-Nearest
Neighbor Regression (K-NNR). These models predict the
overloading of a PM upon the CPU and memory usage. To
determine the relationship for PMs and VMs for current and
future resource utilization following equations are used:
(1)
Where
and
are capacity vectors for the
predicted and current used PM respectively. α and β are
regression coefficients.
(2)
Similarly (2) predicts the resource utilization of VM.
Three selection policies were selected including Minimum
Migration Time (MMT), Maximum Load (MaxL) and
Minimum Load (MinL).
Step 2: In second step this algorithm target to eliminate the
least-loaded PMs as much as possible. It transfers all VMs
from under-loaded PM to most-loaded PMs While ensuring
that the destination PM should not be over-loaded by the
migrated VMs.
B. Self-Managing Utility Function:
In [4], author proposed self-managing policy, with a goal
to maximize the profits by reducing energy consumption and
SLA violations during VM placement. Equation (3) defines of
( )) for self-managing
the utility function (
policy as:
(

SLAV = SLAVO × SLAVM
B. Energy Consumption
Overall energy that is consumed by a physical resource
during workloads is defined as energy consumption and is
usually measured in kilo watts per hour (KwH). Consumption
of PM usually depends upon the usages of CPU and memory
during application workload. Although studies [9] have
pointed that CPU often consumed more energy as compared to

(

)

(

(
)

)
(

))

(3)

Where a represents a map for assigning selected VMs to
PMs,
(t)
represents
time
period
of
each
( ) represents the total amount of
assignment,
( ) is the
hosting income from cloud’s customers,
estimated amount of energy to be consumed and
( ) the cost of SLAVs
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For the development of utility based model five algorithms
were presented. Following is an overview for each of the
algorithms.
Algorithms-1 estimates the CPU utilization of PM under
the workload of an assignment and records the utilization of
each CPU of every PM that is linked to the given assignment.
Algorithm-2 calculates the expected amount of energy that
is to be consumed in a given assignment in a time interval t.
Algorithm-3 calculates the violation cost of over-loaded
PMs.
Algorithm-4 calculates the violation cost due to VM
migration.
Algorithm-5 provides a pseudo code of an adopted
algorithm that is modified with genetic algorithm for finding
such VMs to PMs Assignments that maximizes the utility
function.
C. AVVMC
In [5] AVVMC, a null solution along with a set of PMs
and randomly selected VMs are assigned to each ant. After
initialization a random ant is selected to choose a single VM
applying probabilistic decision rule on all feasible VMs. The
selected VM is then assigned next to its current PM.
Once every ant has a solution, best solution is picked
based upon the value of objective function. For assigning a
VM desirably to PM pheromone levels are associated with all
VMs. Heuristics values are calculated dynamically for every
assignment to balance out resource utilization. Equation (4) is
used to initially assign pheromone levels and (5) is used to
update pheromone levels.
(4)
where
of the FFD heuristic.
(

)

is the solution of Packing Efficiency
(5)

Where (δ) indicates a decay parameter for pheromone and
indicate pheromone reinforcement applied on each v - p
pairs.
D. Honey Bee Cluster Technique (HCT)
In [6] a Honey Bee Cluster Technique (HCT) is proposed,
the algorithm works in following steps:
1) Resources (CPU, Memory) are clustered using a
technique called hierarchical clustering in which each cluster
behaves as a single resource.
2) Assignment is categorized and honeybee parameters (n,
m, s, Iteration, α) are initialized. Where (n),(m),(s) represents
the number of employed bees, on-looker bees and scout bees
respectively, (iteration) represents the max iteration number
and (α) represents initial penalty parameter value.
3) A solution is constructed for employee Bee
initialization. After that every employee bee locates a suitable
VM for each task.

4) Evaluation of fitness function for each employed bee is
calculated using (6).
Fitness =

(6)

where CTmax is total completion time of a task, CTi is
completion time of specific task and PTi is the processing time
for specific task.
E. PABFD-MCC
In [7], author presented an energy efficient architecture for
IaaS layer along with a placement approach for VMs using a
method called PABFD-MCC. The key idea behind this
approach is to provide a suitable tradeoff between SLA
violations and energy consumption, as the resource usage in a
VM gets higher, the probability of host overloading is also
increased along with a risk of SLA violations.
1) The correlation of CPU utilization among VMs is
estimated, along with the CPU correlation between migrating
VMs.
2) A best suitable host is selected for VM placement
based on score assigned to each host, score is calculated on the
basis of following factors:
 Power consumption of PM after VM allocation
 Correlation coefficient between migrating VMs and
VMs running on PM.
F. ESWCT and ELMWCT
In [8] a two part algorithm is proposed, First part of
algorithm is ESWCT which locates a placement for VM to get
an effective and balanced host’s resource utilization.
Imbalance Utilization Value (IUVi) is calculated among multi
dimension recourses of physical server. Equation (7) is used to
define IUVi as:
(

)

(

)

(

)

(7)

Where
is integrated resource utilization of a server (i)
which is defined in Eq.8,
is the average
usage of CPU, MEM and NET of server (i) respectively.
(8)
ESWCT works on following three steps:
1) Compute the capability of every component of each
PM.
2) Get the component capability of VM.
3) Assign VM to PM with smallest IUVi value.
ELMWCT is the second part of the algorithm, first it
chooses the VM which are needed for migration, for this
purpose node utilization threshold vector is introduced.
Afterward VMs are allocated to PM using ESWCT algorithm.
G. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) based Workload
Placement
Another [9] ACO optimized VM placement algorithm is
proposed for VM consolidation with a goal to reduce the
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number of active PMs and maximizes resource utilization. A
multi-dimension bin packing workload placement problem is
modeled for validating proposed solution. The algorithm
works in following steps:
 Input parameters including a set of VMs and active
PMs along with vectors including resource demand and
resource capacity are given to the algorithm.
 Parameters are initialed and a pheromone trail is set to
. After this, algorithm starts its iterations up to a
defined number (
) in every iteration each ant
opens up a bin and starts building its solution.
 VMs are then assigned to PMs using probabilistic
decision rule until there is no VM left or bin capacity is
full.
 Once each ant finished building its solution the best
solution is saved.


Values of
and
are computed and pheromone
levels are updated using pheromone update rule.

Following equations are used to for probabilistic decision
rule and pheromone update, respectively.
⁄
∑

(

(9)

where ( ) represents pheromone based desirability and
) describes heuristics information.
(

)

(10)

where (
) represents iteration’s best item bin
pheromone amount.
H. EEVS Algorithm
In [10], the proposed algorithm performs scheduling in
three phases, VMs allocation, Updating VMs and cloud
reconfiguration. To set an optimal frequency for each PM,
DVFS technology is adopted. Set of VMs and PMs are given
to algorithm as input and schedule of VM, energy
consumption and processing time is the output from
algorithm. Algorithm works in following steps:
 Sorts PMs in a decreasing order
performance power ratio.

of optimal

 Starts VM allocation for a specific time period.
 Optimal frequency is computed along with practical
optimal frequency and assigned to each primary
machine.
 Information for active PMs and running VMs are
updated.
 After this, phase three for cloud reconfiguration begins.
The proposed methodology although consumes less
amount of energy and processes more VMs than compared
algorithm but there is some downsides to this approach. Two
assumptions were made, VM migration and performance-

power penalties of processor transition were ignored during
the validation of this approach. Without these values this
approach may not work well in practical cloud environments.
I. VMPACS
A nature inspired ACO approach [11] VMPACS is
proposed, In this algorithm input parameters including a set of
VMs, PMs with associated resource demand and the specific
limit for resource utilization is given to the algorithm and a
Pareto set P is output by the algorithm. The primary working
VMPACS is almost identical to other nature inspired
algorithm with a slight change for the use for pseudo-random
proportional rule for VM placement. MGGA algorithm is
selected for the comparison of VMPACS, as MGGA claims to
be effective in multi objective VM placement problem.
Following Pseudo-Random proportional rule is used by an
artificial ant (k) to select a VM (i).
*

( ){

(

)

(11)

where represents a control parameter for pheromone trail
and
represents a uniformly distributed random number
between 0 and 1,
( ) represents a set of VMs which
qualifies for placement in PM (j).
VMPACS follows these steps to perform its operation:
 Parameters were initialized and value to all the
pheromones trails are set to .
 Each ant is set to receive all VMs request, and starts
assigning VMs using pseudo-random proportional rule
to active PMs. Once an ant finished building its path
pheromone values are updated along with a global
update of each Pareto set.
J. HCMFF and MFF
In [12] two energy effective approaches were proposed,
Modified firefly algorithm (MFF) is implemented by
modifying traditional firefly algorithms and hierarchical
cluster based MFF (HCMFF) is implemented by modifying
firefly algorithm with hierarchical clusters. Firefly approach
uses male and female species of fireflies to populate its
individuals. Both of these species can be assigned to different
task, hence in proposed approach male fireflies represent PMs
and females represent VMs. Both of these proposed
algorithms were simulated and results were compared with
traditional algorithms showing an effective reduction of
energy consumption while maintaining SLA violations.
Following objective function is used to determine the
attractiveness using the brightness of firefly.
(12)
where
is the number of processors allocated to
,
is total number of instructions of all
processors in millions per second for each
,
MFF works in following steps:
 Once initialization of parameters an introductory
population of fireflies was created.
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 For all male and female fireflies light intensity is
initialized, after this a firefly (i) is moved toward (j),
with varying attractiveness of light due to distance,
light intensity values were updates.

 Firefly population is initialized and attractiveness of
each individual is computed based on the objective
function.
 Current solution is then found by ranking fireflies.

 Best solution is found by ranking fireflies.

V.

HCMFF works with the same principal of MFF but with a
slightly different approach.

To compare selected energy aware VM consolidation
approaches, the above mentioned techniques are compared
side by side on the basis of multiple factors. Number of VMs
and PMs used to simulate results are different in each
proposed methodologies. A detailed comparative analysis is
shown in Table II.

By using a technique called hierarchical clustering,
resources are clustered in terms of resource, bandwidth and
memory.
 Every cluster behaves as a single resource in which
VMs are categorized regarding requirements, after
those firefly parameters were initialized.
TABLE II.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ENERGY AWARE VM CONSOLIDATION TECHNIQUES

Technique

Compared With

UP-VMC
[3]

PUP-VMC
VUP-VMC ACSVMC SERCON
MBFD
MFFD

Load
dependent

Heuristic Based

100

Utility
Based [4]

MFF [12]

HCMFF
[12]

Honey Bee

HCT

EEVS [10]

MBFD

AVVMC
[5]

MMVMC
VECTORGREEDY
FFDL1Norm
FFDVOLUME

HCT [6]

Honey Bee

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

PMs

800

800

100

100

800

VMs

265

150

1052

1052

700

1000

1000

Resource

CPU
Mem.

CPU

CPU

CPU

CPU
CPU
MEM
IO
CPU
Mem.

Assessment
Model

Selection
Policy

SLAV

Energy(

MMT

6.5x10-6

68

1700

MinL

9.8x10-6

102

2800

MaxL

1.5x10-5

70

2400

SelfManaging

2.5x10-5

90

1550

IQR-MC

9x10-6

34.77

888

LR-MMT

1x10-4

35.33

867

MAD-MMT

1.1x10-4

33.93

855

IQR-MC

8x10-5

34.17

889

LR-MMT

6x10-5

35.09

815

MAD-MMT

1.6x10-4

32.91

873

optimal
frequency

random

-

10 (K-Watts)

-

Ant Colony
System

Pseudorandom
Proportional
Rule

-

21 (K-Watts)

-

IQR/RS

1x10-4

34.29

852

LR/MU

8x10-5

36.85

869

K-NNR

Genetic
algorithm

Firefly
algorithm

Firefly
algorithm

)

VM
Migrations

Honey bee

MMC [7]

LR-MMT PAFDB

80

100

CPU

Minimum
Correlation
Coefficient

LR/MMT

7.81x10-5

11.69

-

ESWCT&
ELMWCT
[8]

Random
iV-Value
iDAIRS
iVectorDot

100

500

CPU

-

ELMWCT

-

23 (K-Watts)

-

VMPACS
[11]

MGGA

Load
dependent

200

CPU
Mem.

ACO

-

11.75 (K-Watts)

-

ACO [9]

FDD

30

100

CPU

ACO

-

131.41

-

Random
proportional
rule
Probabilistic
decision rule
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Fig. 1. Energy consumptions of multiple techniques in KwH.
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Fig. 2. Number of active PMs and VMs during workload testing.

Fig. 1 and 2 shows the amount of consumed energy by
multiple energy aware techniques and the number of VMs and
PMs used for the validation of results, respectively.
VI.

CONCLUSION

As cloud computation applications are increasing daily, the
number of servers used in cloud data centers are also
increasing abruptly. Hundreds of thousands servers running in
thousands of cloud datacenters around the world, consuming a
large amount of energy. These vast power consumptions
increase the volume greenhouse gases around the world.
Hence a solution is required to reduce these energy
consumptions to make cloud datacenters environmental
friendly.

In this survey paper, multiples techniques for energy aware
virtual machine consolidations are reviewed. All techniques
have a primary goal of energy reduction with the minimum
loss of cloud’s applications efficiency. A technical analysis is
given describing the proposed methodologies briefly, followed
by a detailed comparative analysis.
Hence this survey paper will optimistically motivate future
researchers to come up with smarter and secured optimal
resource allocation algorithms and framework to strengthen
the cloud computing paradigm.
[1]
[2]
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Abstract—Traditionally, in a VRP the vehicles return to depot
before the end of the working time. However, in reality several
constraints can occur and prevent the vehicles from being at the
depot on time. In the dynamic case, we are supposed to answer
the requests the same day of their arrival. Nevertheless, it is not
always easy to find a solution, which ensures the service while
respecting the normal working time. Therefore, allowing the
vehicle to use additional time to complete their service may be
very useful especially if we have a large demand with a limited
number of vehicles. In this context, this article proposes a
mathematical modeling with an Ant Colony System (ACS) based
approach to solve the dynamic vehicle routing problem (DVRP)
multi-tours with overtime. To test the algorithm, we propose new
data sets inspired from literature benchmarks. The
competitiveness of the algorithm is proved on the classical DVRP.
Keywords—Dynamic vehicle routing problem (DVRP); multitours; mathematical modeling; hybrid; Ant Colony System (ACS);
overtime

I.

INTRODUCTION

Being defined more than 50 years ago, Vehicle Routing
Problem (VRP) is one of the most classical combinatorial
optimization problems. The main objective is to find the
optimal path that can visit all nodes in question. For example,
in a capacity VRP, these nodes are a set of customers that need
to be served from a single depot with limited load capacity
vehicles. Another example is the VRP with pickup and
delivery, in which, the nodes can be a set of customers who
will be served and from which the goods can be collected and a
set of depots where vehicles get off. For each of these two
examples we can define several sub-variants by adding some
specifications to the problem. For example, we can find a
problem with the constraint of time windows during which
customers must be visited. Another example is the stochastic
case where the requested quantity is unknown exactly before
visiting requesting customer. Accordingly, the VRP become a
very large class of problems that several studies have devoted
themselves to review and classify [1], [2].
Among VRP variants, the dynamic VRP (DVRP) is
relatively recent. In this variant, the information available at
the beginning is incomplete and is subject to random variations
over time. In other words, the starting solution is adjustable
according to new data. In Fig. 1, we have a simple example of
a DVRP where a vehicle has to serve a set of customers.
Dynamic customers (E and F) are inserted in the new planned
routes taking into account customers not yet visited (in dotted
line).

E
B

B

A

A
F

C

C

D
D
Depot

Planned route

New customer

Current route

Old customer
Fig. 1. Example of DVRP.

This concept, relatively new, has brought several
advantages that are potentially beneficial for transportation
companies; it can be helpful for companies to increase their
competitiveness. As long as it allows companies to serve their
customers on the same day of their requests and ensure, there is
a better customer satisfaction. Besides, due to its flexibility and
adaptability, DVRP is very useful in the emergency context
where we need an immediate response to requests.
Furthermore, the DVRP can handle dynamic travel time. This
case is more present in urban areas where it is more difficult to
predict network travel time because of the great congestion
especially during peak hours.
All these advantages cannot be implemented without
technological tools allowing real-time communication between
the dispatcher and the driver. Fortunately, new communication
and geographical location tools have allowed dispatchers and
drivers to have a real time idea on the state of the network, and
provide a real-time response to customers' requests.
That is why, Intelligent Transportation Systems [3] area set
of platforms, each one is dedicated to a particular process.
Among these platforms the Advanced Fleet Management
Systems (AFMS) which are very useful in the DVRP case.
They are specifically designed for dynamic or static business
management of fleet while considering possible variations in
the travel time on networks links.
As a result, since its first introduction by Psarftis [4] many
variants of DVRP have been introduced and studied and
literature studies have reviewed and classified them [5]-[8].
Despite all this number of variants treated, the concept of
overtime still very little studied in the DVRP literature. This
concept, which is widely used by transportation companies in
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general, is more needed in dynamic cases. Dynamically reoptimizing the current planning to insert new queries usually
provides a solution that consumes more time by comparing it
with a solution that considers all customers from the beginning.
To verify this hypothesis we can just compare the results of the
total traveled distance of the dynamic case in Kilby et al. [9]
instances and the static case in those of Taillard et al. [10].
Even so, in this model, we must answer the maximum of
requests the day of their arrival. If we have a limited number of
vehicles, we will need more overtime especially in case of high
demand. In this article, we introduce a new variant of DVRP
with the concept of overtime. To this end, we will consider the
case of a transportation company that has a homogeneous fleet
of trucks and which responds dynamically to customers’
request. Each truck can perform several tours during the day. A
limited number of trucks are available to satisfy all customers
'orders. Consequently, it is not always easy to find a solution
that ensures the service while respecting the normal working
time. If necessary, the trucks are allowed to use overtime on
the condition that it shouldn’t exceed the maximum legal
overtime. So, we have two objectives in this problem;
Minimize the maximum overtime performed by trucks and
minimize the total traveled distance. Thus, we propose a multiobjective mathematical model. To solve this problem we
propose a hybrid Ant Colony System (ACS) algorithm
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the second
section presents a brief DVRP literature review. The third
section presents the mathematical model. The methodology of
resolution will be presented in the fourth section. Before
concluding, we will present the numerical results in the fifth
section.
II.

DVRP: LITERATURE REVIEW

Going around DVRP literature we find all types of
optimization methods known up to now, from the exact
methods up to the metaheuristics. Otherwise, the literature
addresses the DVRP according to four main perspectives:
deterministic, stochastic, continuous and periodic. In the
deterministic case we consider only known requests and
deterministically respond to the dynamic ones. In other words,
the current plan, takes into account the data actually known by
the dispatcher. While in the stochastic case, we can consider
stochastic data, such demand forecasts while elaborating a
preliminary routing plan. In continuous optimization, the reoptimization starts at the arrival of each new request to get a
new plan. While in the periodic one, the planning period is
decomposed into time intervals. In this way, during each time
interval, incoming requests are collected and inserted all at the
end of the current interval or at the beginning of the next
interval.
In order to have a global view of this research field, we will
list some research works for the four main perspectives, and
then we will exam those are related to the DVRP with
overtime.
Let's start by works that have adopted deterministic
continuous optimization. It started with Psaraftis [4], who is the
first to introduce the dynamic DVRP. In this work, he used
dynamic programming to deal with the dynamic dial-a-ride
problem. The aim is to find the best route at each new demand.

In the same perspective, Gendreau et al. [11] applied the Tabu
search (TS) to solve the DVRP. As soon as a new request
arrives, the algorithm saves its former results in the adaptive
memory to insert the locations of the new requests. The TS was
also applied, in a deterministic continuous way, by Chang et al.
[12] on the DVRP with pickup, delivery and time windows.
As for the work done for the DVRP in a deterministic
periodic manner, the first one we mention is the work of Chen
and Xu [13] who have proposed an approach based on linear
programming and dynamic column generation for the DVRP
with time windows and infinite fleet. On their part, Hanshar et
al. [14] decompose the working day into time intervals. Then
they launch the optimization program at the beginning of the
time interval. They propose a solution based on Genetic
Algorithm (GA) for capacitated DVRP. The main contribution
in their work was the way they represent a chromosome in
dynamic optimizations. In the same perspective and using the
Neighborhood Search Algorithm (NSA), Hong [15] solves the
DVRP with hard time windows. It applies the withdrawal
reinsertion mechanism of this algorithm to insert new queries
in the already planned routes.
Another adaptation of the NSA to DVRP was proposed by
Khouadjia et al. [16]. To conclude with the deterministic
periodic manner, we will quote a very interesting work with
ACS. It is the first application of the ACS on DVRP by
Montemanni et al. [17]. In this masterpiece, the authors
decomposed the planning period into time intervals. At the
beginning of each time interval, the optimization program is
launched to insert the incoming requests during the previous
period in the planning of the rest of the day. The static problem
is solved using an ordinary version of ACS. As for the other
time intervals, the article applies the same algorithm with a
modification of the initial rate of pheromone on the arcs of the
network. As each sub-problem is potentially similar to its
successor, a pheromone conservation mechanism is applied to
put the weight on the arcs belonging to the previous solutions
and thus reduces the execution time.
In a stochastic periodic manner, Hvattum et al. [18] have
developed a heuristic approach whose principle is to divide the
planning horizon into time intervals and to assign a set of
promising queries to the vehicles at the beginning of each
interval depending on their frequencies of occurrence in the
possible stochastic scenarios. The algorithm then uses the
Branch-and-Regret method to merge them in order to have a
single optimal solution. Another example of the stochastic
perspective, but this time in a continuous way, is that of
Hemert and Poutré [19] who have used GA to solve a problem
of collecting charges from customers and delivering them to a
single central depot. The authors have introduced the notion of
fruitful regions, where there are more probable potential
customers. In the same perspectives, a more recent study of
Schyns [20], aimed at optimizing the routing of refueling
trucks in an airport, proposed an adaptation of the ACS to take
into account the lack of visibility of the planning period and the
hard time windows.
Our article will deal with the case of a deterministic
periodic DVRP with overtime. After checking articles
published in this area, we have found only one article that is
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the article of Gendreau et al. [21] which deals with a DVRP
with pickup, delivery and time window by allowing the use of
the overtime and without considering the capacity constraint.
To solve this multi-objectives problem, the authors proposed
NSA algorithm while adopting a deterministic continuous
perspective.
III.

The objective of this article is to solve a capacitated DVRP
multi-tours that tolerate overtime. We have a homogeneous
fleet of vehicles with limited capacity and a single depot. The
vehicles leave the depot at the beginning of the day with a full
capacity and return there to restock and start a new tour or to
close their working day. In our case, we adopt the
Montemmani et al. [17] approach, which divides the planning
period into time intervals. Thereby, we collect all the incoming
requests during a time interval, to insert them in the planning of
the following period. In this way, the re-optimization is
launched at the beginning of each interval and the found
solution covers all the rest of the planning period.
We set time limit to accept customers’ requests. After
this time, the incoming requests will be reported to be recorded
in the next planning period. Thus, at the beginning of the
planning period, we have a CVRP with a homogeneous fleet
and a single depot. However, at the beginning of other time
intervals, a vehicle that has already served one or more
customers will have a less load as it will have a starting point
other than the central depot. We will call this starting point
fictitious depot. Therefore, we have a CVRP with
heterogeneous fleet and several fictitious depots. In both cases,
trucks are allowed to perform several tours. At the end of a
time interval, if a truck is serving a customer, this later is
considered as fictitious depots in the problem of the next time
interval. Else, it will be on the road to a destination customer.
In this case, this later is considered as fictitious depots in the
problem of the next time interval. We present the mathematical
model of one time interval. Thus, we put:
: Set of depots
: Set of Customers
* +

: Set of Customers and central depot

* +

l:

Normal driving time remaining for the period l

Length of working period
: Maximal legal overtime
qi : Quantity requested by the customer i

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

: Set of depots without central depot

: The initial capacity of trucks

: Set of trucks
f: Index of depot (including fictitious depots and the central
one)

fk {

We have a single decision variable:
if the customer j was visited after the customer
i during the tour r
else
To simplify the problem formulation, we assume that each
vehicle can carry a maximum of n tours during the remainder
of the day. Considering that we have K trucks in service, the
maximum number of tours that can be achieved is
.
Excluding already served customers, we consider that a tour
starts from the fictitious depot where the customer exists at the
beginning of the current time interval.
xrij {

Therefore, for every truck , we choose to reserve
indices of tours that will be eventually assigned to it
kk
k n. Tours r with indices ∑ ∑
,
refers to tours that will not actually be performed by the trucks.
So we define
truck .

dij : Cost (distance) of movement between i and j
tij : Travel time between i and j
k:

{k q

possible tours served by the
q

⋃

n
k

k

If a truck k actually makes n successive rounds, these
rounds will have respectively the index k, k + K..., k +(n-1)K.
The tour with the index k is the first to be performed, then k+K
and finally the owner of the index k + (n-1)K. In this way, if
the truck k is initially parked in a fictitious depot different from
the central depot, the tour of index r = k must imperatively start
from this fictitious depot. Any other tour starts from the central
+ then, the tour r=k, starts from depot f>0.
depot. So, if r *
Else, r starts from the central depot. Now, we define the
available capacity for the tour r as:
r

k: Index of trucks

: Index of the central depot,

the set of
k

i: Index of customers
n: Maximum number of tours for a truck

if the truck k is initially stationned in fictitious
depot f
else

{

k

if r *

+
else

The travel time of a trunk is the necessary time to serve
all its tours. However the overtime for each vehicle is the
additional time over the planning horizon whose vehicle needs
to ensure its service. If the vehicle respects the constraint of
time, the overtime is zero. It can be calculated for a trunk k as
follow:

Remaining capacity of the truck k
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∑ ∑ ∑ tij xr

max

k

r

l

ij

j
j i

ki

(
)
The solution overtime is the maximum overtime of all
vehicles t’s related to the last truck that returns definitively to
the depot:
max

l

k

k

During each period of re-optimization, the mathematical
model consists of minimizing the maximum overtime and the
routing cost. If the problem has a solution that respects the
constraints without needing overtime, then the objective in this
case is to minimize the total traveled distance. Otherwise the
objective will be to minimize the total overtime of the solution.
The objectives of the problem can be formulated as follows:
min ∑ ∑ ∑ dij xrij
r

i

j

min(

l)

Under the following constraints:


∑i

xrij

∑j



r

r



j i



∑r

k

∑i

tij xrij -

∑j



k

l



j i



∑r

xrij

∑j

i



j

r



j i




∑i

i j

∑r

xrij ∑i

k

∑i

xrji



(4)

i j

xrij fk

∑j



k



In this way we will be sure that these trucks return to the
central depot at the end of the day. The sixth constraint (6)
expresses that a fictitious depot can't be a destination. The
constraint (7) prohibits the creation of sub-tours. Finally, the
integrity constraints associated with decision variables are
included in (8).
A study of Hassein and Rubinstein [22] has previously
proved that an ordinary VRP is considered NP-hard when the
set of customers contains more than 3 customers, so impossible
to solve by an exact method. A meta-heuristic can therefore be
used to solve this problem in order to find a good solution in a
reduced time. The mathematical model just described is done
to better describe the specificities of the problem and the
objective functions.
IV.

A. Static Problem
To solve the problem that has just been described, we
propose an approach based on the ACS. Firstly, we solve the
problem of the beginning of the day. This problem,
characterized by a single central depot and a homogeneous
fleet, contains yesterday's requests arriving after the time .
The steps of our algorithm are described in Fig. 2.
First, we try to find a realizable solution that respect the
normal time by minimizing only the first objective of the
problem. If such solution isn't found we try to minimize the
second objective without exceeding the maximal permitted
overtime. Thus, the first step is affecting a positive value of
to each arc. Then, we place an ant on each customer. This
allows for more diversification in the solutions found. The ants
build, then, their tours. To move from one customer to another,
the ant must select the clients that can visit without violating
the constraints of the problem (remaining truck capacity and
maximum return time). If no client responds to these
constraints, the ant returns to the depot to begin a new tour.
Otherwise, the ant chose the next customer to visit according to
the following rule:

i j




∑r
∑i ∑j xrij | |-

∑i

j i

j
xrij



r


| | | |- 







j i



xrij *

+ (i j)

r

{

argmaxu

k
i

[ iu (t)

iu

] if q q
if q q

Where
q: A random variable uniformly distributed on
q : A parameter in the interval
diversification / intensification;
iu

The first constraint (1) is made to comply with the
remaining capacity of trucks in each tour. The second equation
(2) restricts the overtime to a permitted maximum value. The
third constraint (3) ensures that each customer is visited once
and only once. The flow conservation constraint at the
customer and the central depot level is carried out by (4); each
truck that visits a customer must leave him after his delivery
request and every truck that leaves the central depot must come
back at the end of the working period. While the constraint (5)
is made to ensure that trucks initially parked in a fictitious
depot other than the central one must perform at least one tour.

RESOLUTION BY THE HYBRID ACS

diu

. It defines the balance

: The visibility of the arc i u . It corresponds to the

inverse of the distance diu between and .
iu (t)

The pheromone rate on arc i u at the instant t.

he relative influence of the visibility.
k
i :

The set of nodes that can be visited just after the
position i by the ant.
k
i:

A randomly selected customer with probability:
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pkij (t)

ij (t)

∑u

k
i t

ij

iu (t)

iu
Setting permitted
overtime to
"maximal
permitted
overtime"

Initialization of
pheromone traces

Setting permitted
overtime to 0

Assigning an initial state to each ant

At the end of each iteration, the solution of the best ant
undergoes an optimization phase by local search algorithm that
combines an intra and inter tour optimization (Fig. 3). This
procedure is the same used by Ayadi and Benadada [23]. In
this phase we look to optimize, only, the total traveled distance.
Cross remover

Best permutation

Best exchange

Best insertion

intra-tour

Best move

inter-tour

Tours construction
One times
Vehicle Allocation

Fig. 3. Local search algorithm.
Partial pheromone update

Optimizing the best local solution by local search algorithm

Global pheromone update

No
Stopping criterion
Yes
Best global ant

if best global
solution is not
realizable

if best global
solution is
realizable

If (ToursNumber=<TrukNumber)
Assign a truck to each tour
End if;
Else
Rank the tours from the longest to the shortest;
Assign a truck to the TruckNumber tour;
While (there is "not assigned tours")
Rank the trucks according to the total length of the
assigned tours in an ascending order;
Assign the first free tour to the first truck
End while
End else
Fig. 4. Vehicle allocation procedure (Static problem).

Final solution

Fig. 2. Steps of the algorithm.

After building a solution by an ant k, we allocate its tours to
the vehicles in order to calculate the total overtime. The
procedure of vehicle allocation is described in Fig. 4. Then, a
local update of pheromone is done on arcs it visited according
to the following formula:
ij (t

) (

) ij (t)

k

Where
: The evaporation factor set to a positive value less than 1.
This factor is intended to avoid the unlimited accumulation of
the pheromone traces on the edges of the graph.
k:

The overtime performed by the ant k.

Before applying the global update, the best solutions of the
iteration undergoes a phase of optimization by a local search
intra and inter tour. The global update is then carried out as
follow:
ij (t

) (

) ij (t)

ij

t

where, the arcs ( )belong to the best solution S of the
iteration. ij
and s : is the total time of S.

In a first step, the crossovers are eliminated and the
possible permutations, that decreases traveled distance within
each tour, are sought. Then, the optimal permutations carried
out. Afterward, a reinsertion operator comes to see if there is
any better location for a customer in its tour. The optimal
reinsertion is carried out. These three operations (elimination
of crossovers, permutation and reinsertion of customers) form
the intra tour local search. Subsequently, we look for the
possibility of exchanging two customers of two different tours.
Indeed, the optimal exchange is carried. Next, we try to find
the possibility of moving a customer from one tour to another
without violating problem constraints. The optimal
displacement is chosen to be performed. These last two
operations form the local search inter tour. Finally, the intra
tour search is performed once, while the inter tour search is
performed twice.
B. Dynamic Problem
In the dynamic case, we have the same steps described in
the static case. However, the details are different since
heterogeneous fleets and many fictitious depots, beside the
central one, characterize the dynamic problem. The
initialization of pheromone rate is done according to the
pheromone rate retention mechanism proposed by Montemanni
et al. [21]:
ij

s

(

r

)

old
ij

r

where,
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ij :

: A positive factor less than 1, which regulates the
r
conservation of pheromone level.

At the end of each iteration and before applying the global
update, the best solution found in this iteration undergoes a
phase of optimization by a local search intra and inter tour. To
this end, we use the local search algorithm of the static
problem.

: The initial constant of pheromone. It initializes arcs
corresponding to the new clients.

Assign the tours starting from fictitious depot to
corresponding truck

Once pheromone traces are initialized, we place an ant on
each fictitious depot. Each ant creates its tours by visiting
customers one after one until the capacity or the remaining
time don't allow to insert a new customer, in this case it returns
to the central depot.

Rank the remaining tours from the longest to the
shortest;

The ant starts the new tour from the nearest unvisited
fictitious depot or from the central depot if all fictitious depots
are visited and there are still unvisited customers. The move,
from the central depot to the fictitious depot is done without
deposing pheromone.

Rank the trucks according to the total length
of the assigned tours in an ascending order;

The final value of the pheromone level on the arc (i,j)
of the previous problem.

The transition rule depends on a parameter q , which
defines the balance diversification / intensification. In order to
choose the next customer j, the ant k located in the customer i
use the following rule:
j {

argmaxu

k
i

[ iu (t)

iu

] if q q
if q q

With
q : A parameter in [0,1] that determine the balance
diversification/ intensification
q: A random variable uniformly distributed on ,
iu

diu

: The visibility of the arc (

inverse of the distance

-

). It corresponds to the

between and .

iu (t): The pheromone rate on the arc (

he relative influence of the visibility.
The set of nodes that can be visited just after the position i
by the ant k.
k
i:

A randomly selected customer with probability:
pkij (t)

ij (t)

∑u

k
i t

ij

iu (t)

iu

The update of pheromone is divided into two levels: a local
update and a global one. The first is done after building a
solution by an ant k. We modify the pheromone of arcs visited
by this ant according to the following formula:
ij (t

) (

) ij (t)

Assign the Firsttour to the Firsttruck
Delete Firsttour from "not assigned tours"
end
Fig. 5. Vehicle allocation procedure (dynamic problem).

Finally, we must note that; if in a time interval of the
problem we cannot find a solution without overtime, we will
have one goal (minimize overtime) in the following time
interval. In other words, we always try to minimize the total
distance but once the algorithm ceases to find feasible
solutions, the objective becomes the minimization of the
overtime for all the rest of the planning period.
V.

k

k : The overtime performed by the ant k after affecting
vehicles to its tours. The procedure of vehicle affectation is
detailed in Fig. 5.

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

We have parameterized our algorithm according to the
results found by Gambardella et al. [10] on the classical VRP.
Thus, we set:q
Gambardella et al. [24] gave
the value of

) at the instant t.

k
i:

j

While (there is "not assigned tour")

n

ost

where ost

is the cost of a solution

found by a greedy heuristic; In our case we fixed it in the static
case to
. This value was chosen by comparing its results
with those of other values. In the dynamic case, we set
where
is the number of clients of the current
nd

ost

p

dynamic problem and ost
is the cost of the previous
p
problem; In this way, we reduce the execution time consumed
by the greedy heuristic, especially since the current problem is
similar to the previous one.
For the number of time intervals and the co we adopt the
same parameter of Montemmanni et al. [17] ( co
and 25
time intervals). The algorithm stops after 200 iterations for all
instances. It is coded in Java and executed on a machine with
Intel Core i5 processor, 2.6 GHz, 8GB of RAM and Windows
8 as the operating system.
A. Static Case
The results of the static algorithm are already detailed in
[25]. In this paragraph we give a reminder of these results.
We have tested our static algorithm on extracts data sets
from Taillard et al. [10]. The problems used in these tests are:
CMT1, CMT2, CMT3, CMT5, F134.
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To avoid a zero in the denominator of ij, we have grouped
customers who have the same coordinates in a single customer
with a demand equal to the sum of the requests. Therefore, in
F134, we have 132 customers and in CMT5, we have 199
customers. Table I presented our results referred to as OBM16,
compared with those of Ayadi and Benadada [23] referred to,
as AB13. While Table II presented the average of execution
time of compared works, knowing that the AB13 time is
normalized to our processor according to Geekbench
benchmarks.
To qualify the solutions obtained, we use the Longest Trip
Rate (LTR). It compares the time of the longest trip, which
corresponds to the time of the truck that return the last to the
depot, on the normal time horizon T:
max t(k)

k *

+

With t(k) the time taken by the vehicle to make his tours.
TABLE I.
Problem

T

T1
CMT1
z*=524,6
T2

CMT2

T1

z*=835,2

T2

CMT3

T1

z*=826,14

T2

F134

T1

z*=1162,96

T2

CMT5

T1

z*=1291,44

T2

NUMERICAL R ESULTS OF THE STATIC C ASE
M
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

AB13
Distance
524,92
536,56
561,01
547,1
524,94
530,79
556,61
546,43
835,77
839,58
836,18
835,77
839,71
861,88
885,57
835,26
835,26
835,26
835,77
835,77
842,28
870,19
830
828,74
829,91
828,74
833,98
867,72
828,26
828,26
829,51
829,54
834,42
836,56
1166,96
1163,53
1162,97
1166,71
1163,53
1165,98
1313,22
1312,58
1313,21
1316,48
1380,38
1378,68

LTR
0,953
0,998
1,023
1,027
0,91
1
0,993
0,985
0,953
0,956
0,964
0,974
0,996
0,999
1,034
0,909
0,912
0,916
0,959
0,971
0,997
0,998
0,957
0,97
0,97
0,982
0,996
1,008
0,911
0,913
0,931
0,969
0,959
0,994
0,956
0,954
0,964
0,912
0,911
0,962
0,968
0,969
0,969
0,926
0,972
0,97

OBM16
Distance
514.981
523.768
550.538
536.329
521.038
512.242
535.160
538.937
842.325
846.619
872.351
886.157
845.569
857.787
869.800
832.521
856.500
852.197
875.851
867.698
870.636
909.785
876.870
865.569
906.932
870.609
911.458
986.338
896.513
891.445
895.420
871.22
924.410
921.07
1162.919
1142.409
1117.997
1137.630
1156.821
1143.229
1417.287
1479.293
1465.134
1469.505
1493.719
1467.871

TABLE II.

Time AB13

Time OBM16

CMT1

39

11

CMT2

334

17

CMT3

3435

69

CMT5

5321

257

F134

6447

1246

B. Dynamic Casewithout Overtime
These results are already detailed in [26]. In this paragraph
we give a reminder of these results.
In order to compare our algorithm with other works from
the literature, we test it, first, on the benchmark of Kilby et al.
[9]. To this end, we fix a single objective for the problem that
is minimizing the total traveled distance. We consider five runs
of the algorithm for each instance. Table III presents our results
and those of Montemanni et al. [17]
TABLE III.

LTR
0.936
0.991
1.032
1.050
0.903
0.941
0.992
1.003
0.960
0.969
1.043
1.038
1
1.065
1.119
0.905
0.934
1.006
0.963
0.974
1.003
1.069
1.011
1.005
1.087
1.027
1.121
1.198
0.986
0.991
0.995
0.999
1.053
1.082
0.952
0.945
0.984
0.889
0.912
0.950
1.045
1.092
1.129
1.034
1.054
1.091

AVERAGE OF E XECUTION T IMEIN SECONDS

Problem

NUMERICAL R ESULTS OBTAINED BY OUR HYBRID ACS
C OMPARED TO THE ACS OF M ONTEMANNI 2005

Hybrid ACS
c50
c75
c100
c100b
c120
c150
c199
f71
f134
tai75a
tai75b
tai75c
tai75d
tai100
a
tai100
btai100
ctai100
dtai150
atai150
btai150
ctai150
dTotal

Best
685,81
1077,39
1052,47
948,74
1279,32
1459,61
1827,81
316,6
15675,0
91821,53

Averg
708,64
1133,46
1078,13
980,12
1361,18
1535,27
1888,88
321,05
16228,3
91916,60

1555,78
1556,16
1514,16
2225,45
2384,79
1662,35
2008,47
3368,62
3082,21
2842,62
3253,3
51598,2
8

1641,10
1632,73
1553,36
2392,01
2446,73
1720,50
82094,65
83465,25
3254,41
2968,38
3321,26
8
53642,2
0

ACS Montemanni 2005
Time
0,20
0,31
1,93
1,068
6,82
4,564
5,642
4,336
4,186
0,398
0,258
0,662
0,734
0,962
0,73
1,184
2,966
4,636
5,658
5,7
3,004
55,95

Best
631,3
1009,36
973,26
944,23
1416,45
1345,73
1771,04
311,18
15135,5
11843,08

Averg
681,86
1042,39
1066,16
1023,6
1525,15
1455,5
1844,82
358,69
16083,5
61945,2

1535,43
1574,98
1472,35
2375,92
2283,97
1562,3
2008,13
3644,78
3166,88
2811,48
3058,87
50876,2
3

1704,06
1653,58
1529
2428,38
2347,9
1655,91
2060,72
3840,18
3327,47
3016,14
3203,75
53794,0
2

Time
4,10
4,10
4,10
4,10
4,10
4,10
4,10
4,10
4,10
4,10
4,10
4,10
4,10
4,10
4,10
4,10
4,10
4,10
4,10
4,10
4,10
86,24

The hybrid ACS outperforms the ACS Montemmani 2005
on 16 instances. The execution time is also lower than that of
Montemanni 2005 with a percentage of 35% knowing that the
Montemmani time presented in Table III is normalized to our
processor according to Geekbench benchmarks.
C. Dynamic Case with Overtime
To test our algorithm, we have made some modifications
on Kliby et al. [9] benchmark data set. Since, they are
characterized by a big number of available trucks that is 50 for
each instance, we can't have overtime with these instances.
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We propose a data set for the DVRP with overtime using
the twenty one basic Kilby problems; seven problems of
Christofides et al. [27] (C), two of Fisher (F) [28] and twelve of
Rochat and Taillard [29] (Thai). We use the same demands and
truck capacities of the basic problems. Instances are generated
by proposing several values of m (the number of available
vehicle) and a restricted values of time horizon
z
,
with z is the value of the best solution found by Rochat and
Thaillard [29] for the VRP problem. The arrival time of
customer requests is proportional to the arrival time set by
Kilby et al. [9]. We set the maximum allowed overtime for
each instance to one quarter of the normal time horizon. Time
and distance are considered equivalent. The algorithm stops
after 200 iterations for all instances. Table IV presents the
value of T for m=1 and the size of each instance.
TABLE IV.
Problem
CMT1
CMT2
CMT3
CMT4
CMT5
CMT11
CMT12
F71
F134
Thai75a
Thai75b
Thai75c
Thai75d
Thai100a
Thai100b
Thai100c
Thai100d
Thai150a
Thai150b
Thai150c
Thai150d

DVRP INSTANCES

T
577
919
909
1131
1421
114
902
266
12979
1780
1479
1420
1502
2245
2134
1547
1739
3361
3000
2595
2910

TABLE V.
Problem

CMT1

CMT2

CMT3

CMT11
CMT12

Size
50
75
100
150
199
120
100
71
134
75
75
75
75
100
100
100
100
150
150
150
150

F71
F134
Thai75a

Thai75b

Thai75c

Thai75d

Thai100a

For each instance, we tested m between 1 and 5. In Table V
we write, just, the instances to which we found at least one
feasible solution (which respects the maximum time plus the
maximum permitted overtime). For each instance three runs of
hybrid ACS are considered.
T is the normal maximum time while m represents the
number of used vehicles. We consider the average of the total
distance traveled and the overtime as well as the minimum of
these two values obtained during the three executions. Time
represent the average of the execution time in (min, second). A
feasible solution is any solution that does not exceed the
normal time plus the maximum overtime allowed. Instances
denoted by * are instances in which only one feasible solution
has been found, while those denoted by ** are instances in
which two feasible solutions have been found. For both CMT4
and CMT5, we don't find any feasible solution. Therefore, they
are not noted on the table. For the other instance, we found
three feasible solutions.

Thai100b

Thai100c
Thai100d

Thai150a

Thai150b
Thai150c
Thai150d

NUMERICAL R ESULTS OF DYNAMIC C ASE WITH OVERTIME
T

m

577
289
192
144
919
459
306
230
909
454
303
227
182
1146
902
451
301
225
266
133
12979
640
1780
890
593
1479
740
493
370
1420
710
473
355
1502
751
501
375
2245
1123
748
561
449
2134
1067
711
533
1547
773
516
1739
869
3361
1680
1120
840
3000
1500
1000
2595
1297
2910
1455

1
2
3
4*
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
5*
1**
1
2
3
4
1**
2
1
2*
1
2
3**
1
2
3
4**
1
2
3*
4*
1
2
3
4**
1
2
3
4
5**
1
2
3
4**
1
2
3
1
2*
1
2
3
4
1**
2
3*
1
2*
1
2

Average
Distance
629,95
673,85
672,24
674,09
1082,73
1079,1
1092,22
1060,74
1015,32
1018,86
1064,43
1047,00
1114,19
1429,11
1015,01
1054,03
1038,55
1012,49
312,63
322,26
15474,94
15007,73
1982,87
2035,67
2097,32
1540,21
1579,59
1659,39
1679,67
1568,35
1686,46
1617,17
1712,65
1761,29
1610,88
1738,87
1806,92
2513,64
2683,37
2531,46
2557,75
2653,21
2522,88
2633,28
2462,98
2528,62
1633,16
1692,32
1820,90
2102,63
2156,86
3881,88
4065,08
3904,39
3956,27
3436,23
3405,98
3612,9
3086,49
3190,45
3416,54
3459,54

Over
52,95
53,87
36,28
36
163,73
81,5
64,306
48,81
106,32
66,10
59,99
44,77
44,77
286,07
113,01
83,32
53,44
49,17
46,63
28,61
2682,94
1428.80
202,87
134,89
119,66
61,45
52,25
66,96
76,07
148,35
141,26
70,33
80,5
259,29
65,91
90,37
93,37
268,64
221,12
106,9
106,87
99,13
388,88
253,25
118,73
106,62
86,16
80,75
95,44
363,63
216,7
520,88
360,43
206,4
173,6
436,23
212,1
230,52
491,49
312,39
506,54
289,57

Best
Distance
625,38
658,15
652,52
674,09
992,85
1064,08
1069,12
1046,83
988,62
983,59
1015,42
1021,17
1114,19
1426,16
1007,87
1049,76
982,75
998,63
304,84
314,07
15085,66
15007,73
1876,06
1990,81
2086,23
1478,29
1540,43
1613,21
1658,09
1473,16
1651,26
1617,17
1712,65
1619,28
1572,01
1665,06
1761,58
2487,71
2621,6
2377,98
2462,64
2626,6
2443,42
2584,29
2388,63
2497,6
1567,05
1505,88
1717,18
2017,65
2156,86
3772,71
3887,27
3819,79
3934,36
3426,57
3281,88
3612,9
3006,83
3190,45
3323,09
3431,4

Over
48,38
40,79
26,37
36
73,85
73,69
58,87
45,17
79,62
46,13
40,79
39,7
44,77
280,16
105,87
75,67
29,51
45,81
38,84
24,16
2293,66
1428,8
96,06
108
108
0
32,02
53,84
64,73
53,16
118,7
70,33
80,5
117,28
35,31
64,2
93,03
242,71
192,8
50,53
75,99
92,09
309,42
229,49
95,14
96,23
20,05
0
60,27
278,65
216,7
411,71
274,96
164,81
172,36
426,57
155,48
230,52
411,83
312,39
413,09
271,49

Time
0,66
0,42
0,37
0,3
0,44
0,43
0,38
0,44
3,97
4,71
3,17
2,81
2,36
20,37
3,45
4,25
2,45
2,56
4,55
2,16
188,51
15,46
0,49
0,36
0,4
0,92
0,46
1,015
0,46
0,40
0,32
0,44
0,53
1,14
1,19
1,20
1,34
1,48
1,32
2
1,85
2,13
1,85
1,39
1,46
2,24
2,656
3,95
2,45
3,766
3,05
5,71
4,343
5,92
7,64
13,34
8,92
8,4
12,11
9,29
11,17
5,70
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1.3
1.25
1.2
1.15
1.1

min(LTR)

1.05

max(LTR)

1

Several avenues exist for future works; a future goal is to
work with another metaheuristics on the same problem to
compare its results with those given by the hybrid ACS.
Another research direction includes introducing new
constraints such customer time windows, as well as
considering stochastic data while providing the first planning
of the day.
[1]

0.95
0.9

[2]
m=1

m=2

m=3

m=4

m=5

Fig. 6. Max and min of the LTR value depending on m.

The graph of Fig. 6 shows the minimum and maximum
value of the LTR according to m.
A note to make is that the more the m increases, the more
the minimal LTR increases. However, the maximum value is
not significant compared to m. This can be justified by the fact
that the maximum value of the LTR for m = 1 was obtained for
the CMT11 instance which has no feasible solution for the
other value of m. If we exclude this instance, the maximum
value becomes 1.20 (Thai100d). Adopting this remark we can
conclude that the LTR increases with m. This is also justifiable
by the fact that we could not have a feasible solution for the big
values of m.
Highlighted results are results where the minimum value of
the total distance traveled and the minimum value of the
overtime do not match the same solution. We have five
instances where there is no such correspondence on
62instances. This gives a percentage of 3,1%. Thus in 96,9% a
solution that minimizes the overtime minimizes also the
distance. This being stated, we can conclude that the two
objectives of our problem are proportional on 96,9%
D. Practice Use
For an industrialist what counts from all what is said is
having an optimal or near optimal solution in a practical time.
Our algorithm was able to give a near optimal solution for the
DVRP with overtime in an execution time that does not exceed
6.50 (min, second) on average. To take advantage of these
results, we are working on a software project that runs the
same algorithm but with adaptable and comfortable interfaces
for managers and industrialists while allowing to have results
for a static problem in case of need.
VI.

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]
[15]

CONCLUSION

To conclude, this article introduces a new variant of the
DVRP that is the multi-tours DVRP with overtime. The article
gives a mathematical model of the problem with a hybrid ACS
resolution. The results of the static and dynamic algorithm are
competitive, comparatively to other works from literature. To
test our algorithm on the dynamic case with overtime, we have
proposed new benchmarks inspired from the very famous ones.
Results have shown that the two objectives of the problem are
proportional on 96,9%.
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Multi-Class Breast Cancer Classification using Deep
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Abstract—Breast cancer continues to be among the leading
causes of death for women and much effort has been expended in
the form of screening programs for prevention. Given the
exponential growth in the number of mammograms collected by
these programs, computer-assisted diagnosis has become a
necessity. Computer-assisted detection techniques developed to
date to improve diagnosis without multiple systematic readings
have not resulted in a significant improvement in performance
measures. In this context, the use of automatic image processing
techniques resulting from deep learning represents a promising
avenue for assisting in the diagnosis of breast cancer. In this
paper, we present a deep learning approach based on a
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model for multi-class
breast cancer classification. The proposed approach aims to
classify the breast tumors in non-just benign or malignant but we
predict the subclass of the tumors like Fibroadenoma, Lobular
carcinoma, etc. Experimental results on histopathological images
using the BreakHis dataset show that the DenseNet CNN model
achieved high processing performances with 95.4% of accuracy
in the multi-class breast cancer classification task when
compared with state-of-the-art models.
Keywords—Breast cancer classification; Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN); deep learning; medical image processing;
histopathological images

I.

INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is a major public health issue because it is
the most common cancer in women and the leading cause of
cancer death worldwide. Indeed, nearly one in seven women
will be affected by this pathology during its existence, the risk
increasing with age [1]. In addition, worldwide studies in 2012
reported 522,000 deaths from breast cancer in the same year,
an increase of 14% over 2008 [2]. The development of
massive breast cancer screening has led to earlier diagnosis
and rapid management with a significant improvement in
survival rate. The treatment and analysis of medical images is
a rapidly expanding area where the problem of automatically
searching for information contained in medical images is
urgently needed. Indeed, the great diversity of medical
imaging devices, the difficulty of interpretation of these
images as well as their large number, generates tedious work
for those who must interpret them [3]. In order to process this
large volume of information, doctors are currently turning to
the use of systems to assist in the analysis and interpretation of
these images. This analysis aims to facilitate the diagnosis
made by the practitioner and to make it as accurate and
reliable as possible [4]. However, and in contrast to advanced
technology in the medical sector, breast cancer analysis
remains a real public health problem and a very sensitive

topical research topic to address. Mammographic imaging is
one of the most commonly used modalities [5]. This tool that
we are interested in this paper has become an indispensable
tool for any clinical examination related to breast cancer. In
the field of computational medical imaging, methods of deep
convolutional neural networks (CNN) [6] have proved
successful for the hierarchical unsupervised learning of
imaging features of increasingly complex data directly from
raw images, allowing to discover the relevant characteristics,
instead of extracting features defined a priori by the user.
A selection of variables can be done in an integrated way
with the learning of the characteristics, and this, both on the
raw data and on the learned characteristics [6], [7]. Similarly,
the supervised classification can also be integrated into the
same architecture with the two previous steps to optimize and
automate the process [8], [9]. Studies have compared the
conventional multi-step computational imaging methods with
deep learning methods, and showed a better classification
accuracy and mortality prediction with deep learning methods
in the case of screening mammograms breast cancer [8]. Deep
learning refers to advanced statistical learning methods
organized in multiple layers, to extract representations of data
on multiple levels, and whose layers are not predefined by the
user but learned directly from the data by the algorithm, thus
mimicking human neuronal functioning [10].
It has been successfully applied to various pathologies and
modalities, including the use of convolutional networks
(CNN) that exploit large databases for the extraction of
relevant descriptors and segmentation [11]. The main
challenge of cancer automatic aided diagnosis systems is
dealing with the inherent complexity of histopathological
images. To deal with this, we choose to use a powerful
convolutional neural network of multiclass classification
problem. We propose to use the DenseNet model [12], one of
state of the art in the image recognition competition ImageNet
[13]. The DenseNet is built for natural images processing but
we modified it to deal with histopathology images for breast
cancer classification using transfer learning.
The results obtained using transfer learning on the
proposed custom model surpasses the current best
performance, for all of the resolutions in the benchmark
dataset. The remainder of this paper is divided into four
sections. After introducing, related works on breast cancer
classification are reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 presents the
proposed CNN model for multi-class breast cancer
classification. Experiments, results and comparison with
popular CNNs models are detailed in Section 4. Finally, this
paper is concluded in Section 5.
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II. RELATED WORKS
Research related to the detection of breast cancer has
increased during the last decade. Much work has been directed
towards the detection of the presence of cancerous tissue in
the breast and the classification of tumors. Some researchers
have preferred to design aided diagnosis systems based on
Content based image retrieval techniques that would have the
advantage of offering radiologists images available in a
medical image database, whose content is known and which
would be similar to image request for which the radiologist
would have doubts. However, this approach also raises
problems of search time and adequate similarity measurement
between the request image and those contained in the
database. For example, Tourassi et al. [14] proposed a content
search system for tumors detection that makes use of the
expert knowledge present in the different mammograms that
make up the image database. To achieve this, they first use the
matching template to find among the images in the database
those that are similar to the ROI request presented by the user
of the system. In order to determine whether the query ROI
contains a tumor (of any kind) or only healthy tissue, they
proposed a decision measure that effectively combines several
similarity measures on the best matches. For their part, Alto et
al. [15] preferred extracting descriptors of texture, shape and
sharpness of the edge. Those related to pixel intensity, shape
and texture were merged by Tao et al. [16], in order to find the
tumors similar to that contained in the ROI query and classify
it as benign or malignant. For better visual similarity, Zheng et
al. [17] proposed a system that provides further interaction
with the user; system in which, the latter is asked to evaluate
the nature of the spiked tumor of the query image so that the
system only looks for matches with similar degrees of
speculation. This work was subsequently improved by
removing from the search base the ROIs that gave the worst
similarity scores [18].
Moreover, several works have tried to find in the image
databases, mammary tumors with similar characteristics such
as shape, contour and pathology. For example, the shape,
intensity and texture descriptors were combined using a
suitable weighting system, also exploiting the user interaction
to optimize the quality of the proposed matches [19]. Narvaez
et al. [20] have proposed a method that begins by merging the
shape and texture descriptors extracted on the two incidences
of the breast to find the best matches, which images are then
used to annotate the query ROI. Liu et al. [21] have on their
side introduced an image search based on a hash function to
produce a diagnosis for the tumors contained in the ROIs
queries. More specifically, a hash function inspired by graph
theory and named anchor [22] was used to compress two
descriptors, namely the SIFT histogram and the GIST into
binary codes; finally the search for similarity was made in the
Hamming space. Moayedi et al. [23] developed an automatic
classification of tumors in mammograms. They exploited three
approaches for texture determination, namely texture analysis
based on contour let transforms, as well as geometric
characteristics representing the orientation, the zone and the
center of the tumor, and the statistical descriptors obtained
from the co-occurrence matrix using successive improvement
learning (SEL) and weighted SVM, vector support based
fuzzy neural networks (SVFNN) and kernel-based SVM

classifier for localization as well as classification of tumors
into malignant and benign. In [24], the authors carried out a
quantitative approach for the classification of tumors of
mammography based on the descriptors of the texture. Indeed,
they extracted a set of texture descriptors on 130
mammograms, under different configurations and scales. In
addition, multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was
applied to the construction of additional subsets of statistically
independent texture descriptors. Thus, a texture signature is
attributed to both malignant and benign tumors. The authors
used linear and nonlinear classifiers for the classification
stage, consisting of Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA),
Least Square Minimum Distance (LSMD), K nearest
neighbors (k-NN), the function Radial Basis (RBF) and
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN), as well as Support Vector Machines (SVM). The
authors asserted that texture descriptors extracted at large
scales are richer in content than texture descriptors extracted
at small scales. They achieved a tumor classification rate of
83.9% using the Support Vector Machines (SVM). Guo et al.
[25] proposed a Multilayer Perceptron (PMC) as a classifier
for diagnosing breast cancer. As a first step, a variable
selection step is performed on the data using Genetic
Programming (GP). The variables are then assigned to the
entry of the PMC to evaluate the classification performance.
The neural network converged with an average classification
rate of 96.21%. The results obtained by the authors put
forward the ability of the GP method to transform the
information by reducing the dimensionality of the variable
space, and to define the relationship between the data in an
automatic way. These last two properties help to improve the
accuracy of the classification. The recognition rates obtained
are interesting. That said, the classifier was of the binary type
with a class of malignant cases and a class of benign cases.
The works done in the literature [26], on deep learning
through Convolutional Neural Networks among others, has
opened the way to an automatic representation approach based
on a non-supervised descriptors extraction, i.e. independent of
any human intervention that could affect these performances.
Deep CNNs often have a number of parameters so large that it
cannot reasonably be trained without a very large dataset.
Medical imaging datasets are often not sufficiently large to
train a deep CNN model from scratch adequately. Thus, the
usage of transfer learning in medical imaging has been
explored. Transfer learning aims to transfer knowledge
between large source and small target domains [27]. For
CNNs, this is often done by pre-training a CNN model with
the source dataset, then re-training parts of the model with the
target dataset. In [28], the authors adapted the popular CNN
AlexNet to classify breast cancer tumors from
histopathological images on BreakHis dataset [29]. They
proposed a sliding widow mechanism to extract random
patches for the training strategy. They reached an average
classification rate of 79.85%. Han et al. [30] proposed a
breast cancer multi-classification framework using class
structure-based deep convolutional neural network model
(CSDCNN). It has particular feature learning manner using
prior knowledge of class structure on histopathological
images. The structured deep learning model has reached
remarkable performance with 93.2% of average accuracy on
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BreakHis dataset. Nuh et al. [31], distinguished cell and noncell samples in breast tumors images using Convolutional
Neural Networks with different spatial patches. The
classification accuracy was estimated at 86.91% and 86.17%
for 5x5 and 7x7 sub-window sizes respectively. In [32], the
authors presented CNN classifier for visual analysis of
invasive ductal carcinoma tissue regions in malignant breast
tumors images. The proposed framework yielded higher
performance compared to random forest classifier with
84.23% detection accuracy. Hafemann et al. [33] have shown,
for histopathological images, that Convolutional Neural
Network outperforms traditional textural descriptors. Besides,
the traditional approach to extract appropriate features for
classification tasks in pathological images requires
considerable efforts and effective expert domain knowledge,
frequently leading to highly customized solutions, specific for
each problem and hardly applicable in other contexts [34].
III. PROPOSED CNN MODEL FOR MULTI-CLASS BREAST
CANCER CLASSIFICATION
A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is feedforward
neural network introduced by Kunihiko Fukushima in 1980
[30] and improved by Yann LeCan et al. in 1998 [35], [36]. A
CNN is composed of 6 types of layers: an input layers, a
convolutional layer, a non-linear layer, a pooling layer, fully
connected layer, and an output layers. Fig. 1 illustrates a
traditional CNN architecture.
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are one of the
most remarkable approaches of deep learning, in which
multiple layers of neurons are formed in a robust manner.
They have shown that they are capable of demonstrating an
impressive generalization capability on large data sets with
millions of images [37], [38]. These results come mainly from
the particular architecture of CNNs that takes into account the
specific topology of tasks related to the field of computer
vision that exploit two-dimensional images. Other dimensions
can also be taken into account when it comes to color images
with multiple channels.
To train a CNN we determine the mapping function using
the feedforward operation and we optimize the loss function
using retro propagation techniques in particular, the gradient
decent algorithm. The CNN that we choose for the task of
breast cancer classification is not a traditional CNN model.
DenseNet [12] is a CNN model which they replace
convolution non-linear and pooling layers with dense blocks
and transition layers using the original CNN layers except the
first convolutional layer. Fig. 2 presents the original DenseNet
model with three dense blocks and two transition layers.

Fig. 2. DenseNet with three dense blocks architectures [12].

The dense block proposed by DenseNet contains
convolution and non-linear layers. Also, they apply some
optimization techniques like dropout and batch normalization.
In addition, in the dense block proposed by DenseNet, outputs
from the previous layers are concatenated instead of using the
summation. So, assume that an input image has the shape of
(28, 28, 3), in which three represents the RGB color space.
First, we spread image to initial N channels and receive the
image (28, 28, N). Every next convolution layer will generate
k features, and remain the same height and width. The feature
concatenation process is illustrated by the Fig. 3. If we assume
that we have N= 24 and K= 12 we will receive the image with
same dimension, but with plenty of features (28, 28, 48).

Fig. 3. DenseNet concatenation process inside the dense block.

To reduce the size, DenseNet uses transition layers. These
layers contain convolution with kernel size = 1 followed by
2x2 average pooling with stride = 2. It reduces height and
width dimensions but leaves feature dimension the same. The
transition layer is presented in Fig. 4. As a result, if the input
is an image with shape (28, 28, 48), we receive an output
image with shapes (14, 14, 48).The DenseNet scale naturally
to hundreds of layers, while exhibiting no optimization
difficulties. Thus, that makes DenseNet one of the most
powerful models in image recognition tasks.

Fig. 4. Transition layer.

Fig. 1. Convolutional neural network.

As mentioned above we will modify the DenseNet model
to deal with histopathology images to build a breast cancer
classifier using transfer learning. Our custom-made model is
inspired by DenseNet, and contains four dense blocks and
three transition layers to classify breast cancer tumors. The
proposed CNN model is presented in Fig. 5. The DenseNet is
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built to deal with natural image and non-microscopic images.
To solve this, we use kernel of 7x7 sizes for the first
convolutional layer to detect small variation and substance in
the image and extract more important features. Also, the size
kernel of the convolutional layers in dense blocks is reduced
to deal with the complex structure of the histopathology
images. An average pooling layer with a 7x7 kernel size and
stride 2 is used before the fully connected layer to fix the
feature map connected to this layer. In addition, we configure
the softmax layer for the eight classes of BC histopathological
images instead of the 1000 classes of the ImageNet dataset
[13].

Phyllodes tumor (PT). Fig. 6 shows examples of the breast
cancer subclasses.

Transfer learning is defined as fine-tuning CNN models
pre-trained from natural image dataset to medical image tasks.
Learning from clinical images from scratch is often not the
most practical strategy due to its computational cost,
convergence problem, and insufficient number of high quality
labeled samples. A growing body of experiments has
investigated pre-trained models in the presence of limited
learning samples. We initialized weights of different layers of
our proposed network by using pre-trained model on
ImageNet. Then, we employed last layer fine-tuning on
BreakHis cancer images dataset. Therefore, the ImageNet pretrained weights were preserved while the last fully connected
layer was updated continuously. The first convolutional layer
of the network is then un-frozen, and the entire network is
fine-tuned on the BreakHis training data. The advantage of the
DenseNet is feature concatenation that helps us to learn the
features in any stage without the need to compress them and
the ability to control and manipulate that features. This
technique helps us to avoid the parameter number explosion
so we reduce the training process complexity and eliminate
the over fitting problem.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In our experiments we use the BreakHis dataset [29] for
training and testing. It contains 7909 microscopic biopsy
images of benign and malignant breast tumors. Images are
acquired, by a Microscope System coupled with Digital Color
Camera, in RGB True Color Space using four magnifying
factors: 40X, 100X, 200X, and 400X. The image distribution
is summarized in Table I.
TABLE I.

IMAGE DISTRIBUTION IN THE BREAKHIS DATASET

Magnification

Benign

Malignant

Total

40X

652

1370

1995

100X

644

1437

2081

200X

623

1390

2013

400X

588

1232

1820

Total of Images

2480

5429

7909

Both benign and malignant breast tumors in BreakHis
dataset are sorted into four distinct subtypes. Lobular
carcinoma (LC), Ductal carcinoma (DC), Papillary carcinoma
(PC) and Mucinous carcinoma (MC) are the types of
malignant breast tumors. For the benign tumors, the types are
Fibroadenoma (F), Adenosis (A), Tubular adenoma (TA) and

Fig. 5. DenseNet model from the Tensorboard tool of Tensorflow.

Fig. 6. Examples of histopathological images of breast cancer subclasses
from BreaKHis dataset.
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To develop the model, we use the Tensorflow deep
learning framework [39] and the Nvidia digits tools [40]. The
model is trained and tested using the MSI Pro Series desktop
equipped with an Intel i7 processor and an Nvidia Geforce
GTX960 GPU.

model shows best performance with high multi-classification
accuracy. It achieves, respectively, 95.4% of average accuracy
of the image level and 96.48% accuracy of the patient level for
all magnification factors.

Following the experimental protocol proposed in [29], the
dataset is divided into 70% for training set and 30% for
validation set. When discussing medical images, there are two
ways to report the results. In the first one the decision is
patient-wise, therefore, the recognition rate is computed at the
patient level. Let Np be the number of histopathological
images of patient P. For each patient, if N cancer images are
correctly classified, the patient score and the global patient
recognition rate are defined as in equation 1 and equation 2
respectively.
In the second case the recognition rate is computed at the
image level. Let Nt be the number of histopathological images
of the testing set. If Nr cancer images are correctly classified,
then the recognition rate at the image level is represented in
(3).

∑




A. Training
The proposed CNN model aims to treat the high resolution
images generally used for the histopathological classification
of breast cancer. The DenseNet model is modified to extract
fully global feature from the histological images and use them
in the training process using transfer learning. In this case we
resize all the images to 224x224x3 RGB color space.
After obtaining the weights of the model pre-trained on
ImageNet, transfer learning is done in the following steps.
First, the fully connected layer has randomly initialized
weights. We freeze the convolutional layers of the network,
and only train the fully connected layer using the BreakHis
training dataset. The fully connected layer is trained from
scratch on the features extracted from the fixed convolutional
layers. The first convolutional layer of the network is then unfrozen, and the entire network is fine-tuned on the BreakHis
training data. This involves re-training the CNN, starting from
the retained weights, and using a very small step size.
To train the model we use the Adam optimizer to minimize
the loss function [41]. Adam optimizer is a gradient descent
algorithm with an adaptive momentum that computes adaptive
learning rates for each parameter [42]. Fig. 7 represents the
total loss minimization during the training process. The
training process took 11 hours and the total loss achieves a
minimum of 0.3424.
B. Testing
After training our model we use the dataset reserved for
validation to test the model. Table II reports the accuracy of
our model with the different magnification factors of the
BreakHis dataset in both image level and patient level. Our

Fig. 7. Total loss minimization.
TABLE II.
THE MODEL MULTI-CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY WITH THE
DIFFERENT MAGNIFICATION FACTORS OF THE BREAKHIS DATASET
Magnification
factors
Image level
Accuracy (%)
Patient level
Accuracy (%)

40x

100x

200x

400x

Average

93.64

97.42

95.87

94.67

95.4

94.23

97.86

96.35

95.24

96.48

To provide a proper performance evaluation, we compare
the results of the proposed model with the most powerful
CNNs in the histopathological breast cancer images multiclassification. The performance comparison with state of the
art models in Table III confirms that our model reached the
highest multi-classification accuracy. AlexNet [26], the state
of the art in the visual image recognition competition
ImageNet (ILSVRC12), yielded 83% of detection accuracy in
the histopathological images binary classification (benign and
malignant) [28]. However, for the multi-classification task, it
achieves about 80 % of accuracy.
TABLE III.
Accuracy
(%)
Image
level

Patient
level

COMPARISON WITH SOME POPULAR CNNS IN THE MULTICLASS BREAST CANCER CLASSIFICATION

Model
LeNet [43]
AlexNet [28]
CSDCNN[30]
DenseNet
(our’s)
LeNet [43]
AlexNet [28]
CSDCNN[30]
DenseNet
(our’s)

Magnification Factors
40x
100x
200x
46.4
47.34
46.5
86.4
75.8
72.6
92.8
93.9
93.4

400x
45.2
84.6
92.9

average
46.36
79.85
93.25

93.64

97.42

95.87

94.67

95.4

48.2
74.6
94.1

47.6
73.8
93.2

45.5
76.4
94.7

45.2
79.2
93.5

46.62
76
93.87

94.23

97.86

96.35

95.24

96.48

The CSDCNN [30] is convolutional neural network
proposed by Zhongyi Han et al. for breast tumors detection
and multi-classification; it achieves about 94% accuracy.
LeNet [43] is a traditional CNN used for the handwritten
character recognition and achieving remarkable accuracy.
However, on the histopathological images, its performance
was considerably inferior, achieving about 47% multiclassification accuracy [28].
Compared to the mentioned powerful CNN models, our
proposed model achieved the highest multi-classification
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accuracy with about 96% of average accuracy of the image
level. Histopathology tumor detection and classification into
multi-classes would play a key role in breast cancer diagnosis,
reduce the heavy workloads of pathologists and establish the
appropriate therapeutic approach by doctors.
V. CONCLUSION
In the context of classification, deep convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) have been widely proven in the scientific
and industrial community. In this work, we investigated the
performance of a deep neural network model on a
classification task related to breast cancer detection. The
modification applied to the DenseNet model proves that deep
learning model used in natural images processing can achieves
high performance in medical images processing. In our case
we achieve about 96% of accuracy in the multi-class breast
cancer classification task and that outperform human expert in
the diagnostic domain. The performance achieved can be
improved if we provide more data using larger datasets.
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Abstract—Students’ pedagogical progress plays a pivotal role
in any educational institute in order to pursue imperative
education. Educational institutes, Universities, Colleges
implement various performance measures in order to keep
analyzing and tracking progress of students to cultivate benefits
of education in a better way. There are several data mining
techniques to apply on education in order to build constructive
educational strategies and solutions. This study aims to analyze
and track engineering under graduate student’s records to judge
quality education, student motivation towards learning, and
student pedagogical progress to maintain education at high
quality level and predicting engineering student’s forthcoming
progress. Different engineering discipline students’ (of three
different cohorts) data have been analyzed for tracing current as
well as future pedagogical progress based on their sessional (preexamination) marks. In this research, the classification
techniques by k-nearest neighbor, Naïve Bayes and decision trees
are applied to evaluate different engineering technologies
student’s performance and also there are different methodologies
that can be used for data classification.
Keywords—Pedagogical progress; classification; k-nearest
neighbor; Naïve Bayes; decision trees; engineering students

I.

INTRODUCTION

Following higher education is a challenging stage for
students as well as educational institutes to deal with huge
amount of data. There are various applications used in
educational environment in the form of archives, images,
blogs, audios, videos, artifacts, scientific documents, meta-data
or online hyperlinks or in various other formats [1].
Educational institutes with variety of educational data like
student attendance records, examination records, fees records,
personal information, etc., entails to be managed and tracked
time to time. Therefore, data mining techniques have been used
to discern and extract certain patterns that are potentially
expedient in the domain of education at any level. Thus,
educational data mining can be regard as an interdisciplinary
field that assists methods of extracting useful information from
enormous sets of data [2]. The advancements in the field of
educational data mining have made it possible to perform
academic analysis in an innovative ways to focus on

Fayyaz Ali
Dept. of Software Engineering
Sir Syed University of Engineering & Technology
Karachi, Pakistan
educational institutes‟ efficacy and to reduce student retention
[3].
For the successful adoption of educational data mining, it is
very necessary to have wide-ranging of pedagogical data so
that the various data mining techniques can be applied on that
to enhance learning process after analyzing students‟ academic
data to monitor pedagogical progress with improvements, to
predict and improve retention of student at an early stage, and
to analyze the chances of failures or mistakes by the students in
a learning system [4]. Predicting and enhancing students
learning has become more challenging in order to improve
student‟s grades and thus benefit educational institutes in
adaptation of different learning strategies [5].
Educational data mining focuses on quantitative and
qualitative analysis of data necessary to use many techniques
based upon multiple disciplines like machine learning, artificial
intelligence, expert system, pattern matching, decision support
system and it involves the uses of these techniques in an
effective ways like if a student/learner may intend to improve
learning skills by acquiring e-learning method. Similarly, if a
teacher/instructor may require identifying students learning
performance by analyzing student academic or prelim records
[3]. Any educational institute or university may uses data
mining methodologies to determine that how the results of
students can be enhanced along with taking attention to reduce
student retentions [3]. There have been already many data
mining methods applied in the field of education at multiple
levels. So many parameters to analyze and track student
pedagogical progress have been undertaken using data mining
techniques at various levels: at a training system level to
predict whether selected or specific knowledge/skills are
mastered, at a course level or degree level to predict whether a
student will be capable to pass a course or a degree, or to
predict their marks [5]. The present study aims to initially
identify and investigate the students score based upon pre-final
or prelim marks throughout the academic session and finding
ways to improve student performance.
Educational data mining deals with several data
classification techniques such as Decision Trees, Naïve Bayes,
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K-Nearest Neighbor, Neural Networks, Support Vector
Machines, Quadratic classifiers, and many others [6], [7]. The
information derived from applying these techniques can be
used for tracking and monitoring student‟s pedagogical
progress in various disciplines to probe students‟ performance
in different courses [6]. This paper is planned as follows:
Section II explains the related works. Section III briefly
describes the different data mining classification techniques.
Section IV defines the data preprocessing and methodology.
The following section i.e. Section V presents the results and
discussion used in this case study. The conclusion elaborates
on useful findings, discourses them and presents future works.
II. RELATED WORKS
Much of the work has been done on educational data
mining applying different techniques on different levels of
education using different tools. This section contributes on the
related work in the domain of education using data mining
techniques:
Diego Buenaño Fernández et al. [1] have compared three
open source tools (Weka, Rapid Miner, and Knime) on
different academic records of students. Analysis based on three
engineering programs (Network and Telecommunications
Engineering, Computer and Information Systems Engineering
and Electronics and Information Networks Engineering.) of a
University. Most of the relevant tasks were consisted on the
data pre-processing. Particularly, the K-Means algorithm is
deployed on different attributes of academic data with the
applicability
of
four
specific
algorithms:
ChiSquaredAttributeEval, FilteredSubsetEval, GrainRatioAttributeEval and OneRAttributeEval. The result shows that
the three tools were very similar in working in terms of
precision. Results obtained after detailed cluster analysis that
can help teachers or instructors to guide students in a course
with suitable measures on time.
Raheela Asif et al. [4] presented a case study based on
predicting student academic performance at the end of
university degree of the degree program at early stage which
can help universities to emphasis on skilled students and to
initially detect with low educational accomplishment and find
effective ways to support them. The four academic cohorts‟
data comprising 347 undergraduate students have been
extracted by using different classifiers. Artificial neural
networks, decision trees, k-nearest Neighbor, naive Bayes, and
rule induction classification techniques have been used in a
study. The study has shown the possibility of predicting fourth
year graduation performance at university with pre-university
marks and initial university two year marks. The accuracy on
analyzing the datasets was satisfactory. Further five courses
were evaluated to predict the performance of graduation that
did not lead to a better accuracy.
Nawal Ali Yassein et al. [5] have proposed patterns in the
available student and courses records to predict students‟
performance. Statistical package for social sciences (SPSS)
and data mining tool (clementine) were used for
experimentation purpose. The research comprises of two parts:
first to find out the factors related to course success rate,
second to determine predictors based on student performance.
Both classification and clustering techniques were used to

analyze different features that can affect student performance
in a course(s).
Brijesh Kumar Baradwaj et al. [6] the classification –
decision trees induction method is utilized to evaluate students‟
academic performance at the end of semester examination to
identify early dropouts and to find out students‟ who might
need attention and counseling analyzing diverse academic
parameters like student attendance, assignments, class tests,
seminar, etc.
T.Archana et al. [8] surveyed on focusing student‟s
performance prediction by improving performance and by
increasing student retention in order to increase the quality of
education and can be valid in different environments.
Kalpesh Adhatrao et al. [9] have rendered a system to
predict the performance of students based on their preceding
performances under the concept of data mining classification.
ID3 (Iterative Dichotomiser 3) and C4.5 classification
algorithms have been applied to predict the performance of
fresh students generally and individually.
Ashish Dutt et al. [10] provided the applicability and
usability of a clustering method in the context of educational
data mining consisting over three decades systematic literature
review. The crucial benefit of clustering algorithm towards
data analysis is that it provides relatively an explicit schema of
learning ways of students specified a number of variables like
completing learning tasks on time, groups learning, class
learner behavior, classroom decoration and student learning
motivation. Clustering can provide relevant intuitions to
variables that are applicable in splitting the clusters.
Raheela Asif et al. [11] have predicted student performance
using different data mining techniques based on pre-university
marks and examination marks of initial years at university.
Two cohorts of Civil Engineering technology data were
analyzed and various classifiers were applied on that data with
a reasonable accuracy. The decision trees were used as an
indicator to detect the courses with low performance in order to
give warning to students earlier in the degree program.
Raheela Asif et al. [12] performance of students‟ progress
has been investigated by analyzing the data of two immediate
cohorts and applying k-means clustering. Each student was
characterized by 4-tuple with his/her average remain the same,
or either increase or decrease when comparing to their
preceding years. Different ranges of accuracies obtained by
using different classifiers.
Raheela Asif et al. [13] two aspects of under-graduate
students have been studied were: firstly to predict the students‟
academic accomplishment of four year study programme at the
end and secondly analyzing typical progresses and combining
them with the results of predictions. The results drawn were the
possibility of prediction of graduation performance using preuniversity and initial two years university marks only with a
reasonable accurateness. Few courses were also put into focus
as an indicator regarding good or bad performances with
respect to low, intermediate and high marks.
Surjeet Kumar Yadav et al. [14] Decision tree algorithms
have been applied on students‟ previous academic data to
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produce a model that can be helpful to predict the students‟
academic performance in order to detect early drop outs of
students. CART algorithm among others classification
algorithms disclosed the best results for data classification.
Raheela Asif et al. [15] investigated the academic
performance of students by applying X-means clustering
technique analyzing the data of two immediate cohorts.
Shifting of marks from high to low or low to high (or vice
versa) in different academic years for both cohorts has been
observed. It has been reported that there is a possibility of
using one cohort in order to predict the performance of the
succeeding cohort with varying accuracies using different
classifiers.
III. DATA MINING APPROACHES AND TECHNIQUES
Data mining is a computational study of data processing
which has been successfully functional in many areas that
intend to extract useful knowledge from that data [5]. There are
various techniques of data mining that are operate-able on large
volumes of data to find out hidden patterns and their
relationships helping in decision making for different
applications such as Artificial Intelligence, Business
Management, Decision Support, Machine Learning, Market
Analysis, and Statistical and Database Systems [6], [9].
Likewise, several data mining algorithms and techniques are
used in knowledge discovery from large databases such as
Association Rules, Classification, Clustering, Decision Trees,
Genetic Algorithm, Nearest Neighbor methods, Regression,
etc. [6].
Among others, classification is a data mining technique,
particularly, which plots data into predefined classes or groups
[5], [9]. Classification is specifically used for predicting the
unknown class label of data objects [16]. This is considered as
the most commonly applied technique [6]. This approach often
employs Classification (IF-THEN) Rules, Decision Trees or
.Neural Networks [2]. In classification, the accuracy of the
classification rules are estimated by using training data sets [6].
The classification can works on different training data sets by
constructing a model or classifier. Building a classifier or
model is the initial step in the learning phase. The classification
algorithms are used in building the classifier with the set of
parameters essential for proper discrimination [2], [6].
There are many classifiers to implement data mining
methods in order to perform in a better way can also apply in
the education domain [4]. There are some classifiers which
outperforms better than others. Here is the summary of three
famous classification techniques, i.e. decision trees, Naïve
Bayes and k-nearest neighbor have been opted for this study.
A. Decision Trees
A decision tree is a non-cyclic tree structure which consists
of root node, connecting branches and internal nodes (leaf
nodes) [2], [4]. Each leaf node corresponds to an attribute
denotes a test on it and holds the class label whereas each
branch from a sequential path denotes the test outcome. The
node at the topmost of the tree called the root node which
represents the entire datasets [2], [4]. The tree always starts
with the single node containing training datasets [16]. If the
tuples in a dataset belongs to the same class then the node turns

into a leaf, labeled with that corresponding class [16].
Otherwise, an attribute selection method is used to determine
the splitting criterion. Such a method may use a heuristic or
statistical measure (e.g., information gain or gini index) to
select the best way to separate the tuples into individual classes
[16].
B. Naïve Bayesian Classifier
In terms of machine learning, Naive Bayes classifier is a
kind of simple probabilistic model to solve problems controlled
by strong independence assumptions [17]. It‟s highly scalable
and fast to train data very efficiently in a supervised learning
situation with high accuracy in numerous applications [4], [17].
We have a set of unknown tuples (instances), embodied by an
(
), with the
n-dimensional vector,
probabilities of instances ( | )(where i is possible outcome
of a class). The posterior probability can be decomposed as:
( | )

( )

( | )
( )

C. k-Nearest Neighbors Algorithm
The k-nearest neighbors‟ algorithm (k-NN) is regard as
non-parametric method in the field of pattern recognition to
classify records based on similarity measures learning [4], [18].
Two records or objects are measured by the distance between
them based on the likeness of two records [4]. The output is
considered as a class membership [18]. A record or object
remains classified by a majority vote of its neighbors, or in
other words, the k records with the minimum distance to the
anonymous record with k is a positive integer and typically
small [4], [18]. If k = 1, then the record or object is merely
assigned to the class of that single nearest neighbor [18].
Hence, the k-NN algorithm is simplest among the machine
learning algorithms.
IV. DATA PREPROCESSING AND METHODOLOGY
In the field of data mining, data preprocessing is a crucial
step to deal with incomplete, noisy and inconsistent data [19].
Data preprocessing includes various tasks such as data
cleaning, data integration, data transformation, data reduction,
data discretization, etc. to continuously formulate data in a
consistent and accurate style. For our case study, the data has
been collected and preprocessed of three different cohorts (two
class sections each) of three different engineering disciplines
(Computer Engineering, Software Engineering, and Electronic
Engineering) of the SSUET, Pakistan. The students‟
pedagogical progress is analyzed by taking single (core) course
sessional marks of different technologies. The research focuses
on three comparative studies in order to track and analyze
engineering student‟s pedagogical progress are: comparative
analysis of a performance of three different courses (use to
teach in different engineering technologies), comparative
analysis of gender wise performance in each technology and
comparative study between two sections students‟ performance
in a particular course.
Overall 290 undergraduate engineering students enrolled in
academic batches 2011 Computer Engineering with 102
students (Section D and E), 2014 Software Engineering with
94 students (Section A and B) and 2017 Electronic Engineering
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with 94 students (Section C and D) has been comparatively
analyzed for academic progress in their particular course in
different semesters. Only pre-examination (sessional) marks of
students have been used in this study. Different variables as
TABLE I.

arbitrating parameters have been selected to measure students‟
academic progress. Different parameters and response
variables varying according to technology and course are
mentioned in a Table I for reference.

SESSIONAL VARIABLES IN DATASET

Variable

Values

Technology

Course

Possible Results

Gender

{Male, Female}

C.E, S.E, E.E

RDBMS, DS&A, OOP

{12-15, 11-7, <=6}

C.E

RDBMS

{15-20, 10-14, <=9}

S.E, E.E

DS&A, OOP

Test / Presentation Marks

{4-5, 3, <=2}

C.E

RDBMS

{Excellent, Average, Poor}

Assignment Marks

{4-5, 3, <=2}

C.E

RDBMS

{Excellent, Average, Poor}

{4-5, 3, <=2}

C.E

RDBMS

{15-20, 10-14, <=9}

S.E, E.E

DS&A, OOP

Project Demonstration

{8-10, 7-5, <=4}

C.E

RDBMS

Bonus Marks

{Yes, No}

C.E, S.E

RDBMS, DS&A

Quiz/Test Marks

{7-10, 5-6, <=4}

S.E, E.E

DS&A, OOP

{32-40, 24-31, <=23}

C.E

RDBMS

{35-50, 34-25, <=24}

S.E, E.E

DS&A, OOP

{Excellent, Average, Poor}

Mid-Term Marks

{Excellent, Average, Poor}

Lab Performance

{Excellent, Average, Poor}

{Excellent, Average, Poor}

{Excellent, Average, Poor}

Total Marks

Fig. 1. Overall attributes visualization of RDBMS.

The course name acronym are RDBMS stands for
Relational Database Management System, DS&A stands for

Data Structures and Algorithm, and OOP stands for Object
Oriented Programming. The preprocessing using Weka tool
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[20] to analyze three different courses of different technologies
has been presented below in the form of graphical visualization
and statistical analysis of the attributes as mentioned in Table I.
For the course RDBMS and technology Computer
Engineering, 83 instances of male and 19 instances of females
have been analyzed in the dataset. The preprocessing results
clearly shows in Fig. 1 that 39 instances were Excellent
progress (visualized in a dark blue bar), 11 were Average
progress (visualized in a cyan bar), and 52 were Poor progress
(visualized in a red bar) mined from the Result attribute.

For the course DS&A and technology Software
Engineering, 59 instances of male and 35 instances of females
have been analyzed in the dataset. The preprocessing results
clearly shows in Fig. 2 that 69 instances were Excellent
(visualized in a dark blue bar), 12 were Average (visualized in
a cyan bar), and 13 were Poor (visualized in a red bar) mined
from the Result attribute.

Fig. 2. Overall attributes visualization of DS&A.

Fig. 3. Overall attributes visualization of OOP.
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For the course DS&A and technology Software
Engineering, 59 instances of male and 35 instances of females
have been analyzed in the dataset. The preprocessing results
clearly shows in Fig. 2 that 69 instances were Excellent
progress (visualized in a dark blue bar), 12 were Average
progress (visualized in a cyan bar), and 13 were Poor progress
(visualized in a red bar) mined from the Result attribute.
For the course OOP and technology Electronic
Engineering, 89 instances of male and 5 instances of females
have been analyzed in the dataset. The preprocessing results
clearly shows in Fig. 3 that 52 instances were Excellent
progress (visualized in a dark blue bar), 11 were Average
progress (visualized in a cyan bar), and 52 were Poor progress
(visualized in a red bar) mined from the Result attribute.
The Weka (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis)
tool (Knowledge Explorer) is the useful GUI (Graphical User
Interface) tool with the collection of major machine learning
algorithms coded in java [1], [14], [20]. It basically contains
applications for data pre-processing, association rules,
classification, clustering, regression and visualization [1].
Engineering under-graduate students of three different cohorts
of three different technologies with three different courses have
been studied comparatively to trace their pedagogical progress
using sessional (pre-examination marks) in particular courses.
The tool Weka was employed to carry out study using three
different classification algorithms Decision trees J48, Naïve
Bayes, and K-Nearest Neighbor [20]. The reason of
particularly using these three algorithms for classification
beside other algorithms in a study is that they give better
results and represent rules which can be simply interpretable by
humans and therefore can be used in making decision rules [4].

commonly expressed as fractions (e.g. 0.762), as percent
(fraction x 100, e.g. 76.2%), as parts per thousand (fraction x
1000, e.g. 762 ppt), or as parts per million (fraction x 106, e.g.
762,000 ppm).
Fig. 4 clearly indicates the results of comparative study of
three courses and per gender per three different technologies in
terms of accuracy using three different classifiers for data
classification. From Table II and Fig. 4, J48 and k-NN achieves
the highest accuracies for the course RDBMS whereas k-NN
achieves the highest accuracy when analyzing the results based
on gender in the same course. In the same manner, k-NN has
maximum accuracy for the course DS&A as compared with the
others two classifiers and for gender analysis as well. Likewise,
J48 and k-NN attains highest accuracies for the course OOP
whereas k-NN was best in accuracy than the rest of the two
classifiers for gender analysis.

Fig. 4. Comparison of classifiers accuracy.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The course wise results per technology and per gender of
accuracy, kappa, mean absolute error, root mean squared error,
relative absolute error, and root relative squared error with
different classifiers are organized in Table II. The kappa
statistic basically measures the agreement of prediction with
the true class -- 1.0 indicates complete agreement. The Mean
Absolute Error simply measures the average degree of the
errors in a set of estimates, without considering their direction.
It simply measures accuracy for continuous variables. The
Root Mean Squared Error is a quadratic scoring rule which
mainly measures the average degree of the error. Relative
values are simply ratios, and have no units. The ratios are

For J48 algorithm, the decision trees are obtained based on
above study results shown in Fig. 5 to 9.
By observing the decision trees, the students‟ progress in
different courses of different engineering technologies can be
analyzed and tracked in order to find out academic strengths
and weakness. The tree in Fig. 5 indicates that the students who
scored above 31 marks have excellent progress with 39
students, those who scored above 23 and less than equal to 31
have average progress with 11 students, and those who scored
below and equal to 23, they have a poor progress with 52
students in a course RDBMS.
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TABLE II.
Course /
Gender

RDBMS
(CE)

DS&A
(SE)

OOP (EE)

CORRELATION RESULTS COURSE WISE PER TECHNOLOGY PER GENDER

Kappa statistic

Mean absolute
error

Root mean
squared error

Relative absolute
error

87.2549
%

1

0.4289

0

0.1893

0

0.3077

0

99.0196
%

68.6275
%

0.9832

0.3401

0.0297

0.3081

0.1081

0.5389

k-Nearest
Neighbour

100
%

96.0784
%

1

0.8592

0.0089

0.0542

0.0108

J48 Decision
Tree

98.9362
%

79.7872
%

0.975

0.589

0.0131

0.2934

Naïve Bayes

91.4894
%

65.9574
%

0.8116

0.3542

0.0576

k-Nearest
Neighbour

100
%

95.7447
%

1

0.911

J48 Decision
Tree

100
%

94.6809
%

1

Naïve Bayes

89.3617
%

82.9787
%

k-Nearest
Neighbour

100
%

96.8085
%

Classifier

Accuracy

J48 Decision
Tree

100
%

Naïve Bayes

Root relative
squared error

61.6848
%

0

7.6244
%

100.3648
%

24.5272
%

138.3908
%

0.1553

2.2722
%

17.6433
%

2.4624
%

39.8842
%

0.0809

0.383

4.5336
%

62.6884
%

21.4719
%

79.2323
%

0.354

0.1833

0.5338

19.9468
%

75.6293
%

48.6552
%

110.4211
%

0.0114

0.0637

0.0127

0.1671

3.96 %

13.6103
%

3.3748
%

34.5606
%

0

0

0.1007

0

0.2244

0

92.3716
%

0

99.9141
%

0.8277

0.272

0.0611

0.1778

0.178

0.3557

15.6583
%

163.018
%

40.3704
%

158.3742
%

1

0.558

0.0092

0.0382

0.0114

0.1266

2.3657
%

35.0721
%

2.5962
%

56.3469
%

Fig. 5. Decision tree produced for RDBMS.

%

%

%

%

79.019
%

Fig. 6. Decision tree produced for gender (in lab performance and project
demonstration).
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Fig. 8. Decision tree produced for gender (in a quiz and lab performance).

Fig. 7. Decision tree produced for DS&A.

The tree in Fig. 6 indicates that particularly in labperformance and in a mid-term, female students‟ progress is
better than male students whereas male students were
comparatively better than female students in a project
demonstration of Computer Engineering technology.
The tree in Fig. 7 indicates that the students who scored
above 34 marks have excellent progress with 69 students, those
who scored above 24 and less than equal to 34 have average
progress with 13 students (one misclassified record), and those
who scored below and equal to 24, they have a poor progress
with 12 students in a course DS&A.
The tree in Fig. 8 indicates that particularly in a quiz and
mid-term, female students‟ progress is comparatively better
than male students whereas male students were better than
female students in a lab performance and bonus marks of
Software Engineering technology.

Fig. 9. Decision tree produced for OOP.

The tree in Fig. 9 indicates that the students who scored
above 34 marks have excellent progress with 52 students, those
who scored above 20 and less than equal to 34 have average
progress with 14 students and those who scored below and
equal to 20, they have a poor progress with 28 students in a
course OOP.
The tree obtained for gender wise comparison in a course
OOP was an incomplete tree with 1 number of leave(s) and
size of a tree for only male(s) students consisting of 5
incorrectly classified instances for all female students due to
false positives instances classified in a confusion matrix. False
positives can be defined as a class of instances with number of
instances predicted positive that are actually negative.

Fig. 10. Comparison of section wise per engineering technology.
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Fig. 10 shows the results of comparative study of two
sections per engineering technology with respect to excellent,
poor or average progress. In a computer engineering
technology, majorly students‟ progress displays poor in both
sections in above figure but section „D‟ shows further poor
progress than section „E‟. In a software engineering
technology, major students‟ progress contribution is excellent
but section „B‟ shows more excellent progress than the other
section as shown in a figure. In an electronic engineering
technology, most of the students are shown excellent progress
but section „D‟ is comparatively improved than section „C‟.

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The present study aims the significance, scope and
techniques of data mining in the domain of education is
addressed in a multiple education disciplines and technologies
at higher education level interestedly. One of the useful and
widely used data mining methodologies is classification. There
are many classification algorithms but three mostly used
classification algorithms have been used in this study. In this
study, only a single (core) course sessional or pre-examination
marks of three different cohorts belonging to computer,
software and electronic engineering have been analyzed and
followed to determine students pedagogical progress in their
corresponding engineering fields and their learning attitude
towards particular course(s) for the preparation of final
examination based on their pre-examination marks. Further,
gender wise and section wise progress has also been studied for
each stated engineering technologies. The highly influencing
sessional variables have been identified as a criterion of
awarding and judging students‟ academic progress in a
course(s) and applying data mining classification techniques to
implement high potential data mining applications at higher
education level, referring to the optimal manipulation of data
mining approaches and techniques to deeply analyze and track
the engineering student‟s pedagogical progress throughout the
academic session. The study basically employs the
classification techniques with three different classifiers: J48
Decision Trees, Naïve Bayes and K-NN to classify attributes
affecting students‟ progress in their core course(s) for the
betterment of academic stakeholders‟ assistance and regulation
in order to improve academic progress which is the main
objective of study. Essentially, as mentioned earlier, these three
algorithms have been selected for this study because they
perform better than any other technique and are easily
interpretable. Among the three algorithms, J48 and K-NN
gives better results in terms of accuracy.
In future, some more courses with sessional or preexamination marks as well as final examination marks of more
engineering technologies for students‟ academic evaluation can
be deemed in order to refine and embody continuously smooth
pedagogy and learning process. Thus, the study helps and
guide students to improve their academic performance and
reduce failure in a course(s) by taking appropriate actions and
to increase retention for the semester examination.
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Abstract—Use of educational games is an approach that has
potential to change the existing educational method. This is due
to games popularity among younger generation as well as
engagement and fun features of games compared to conventional
learning method. In addition, games are among the most
widespread media amongst younger generation or so-called
“digital natives” apart from movie, music and internet
technology. Game play activities is an important issue to be
thoroughly understood due to the facts that many of them are
addicted to game play activity. In contrast, conventional learning
approaches are not interesting enough to the younger generation.
Thus, integration of games technology into education is
potentially believed to increase student interest and motivation to
learn. This study developed and evaluates an online educational
game for learning Programming Introductory course at a
university in Malaysia. A total of 180 undergraduate students
from computer and engineering background participate in the
study. Findings shows that about 80% of students have positive
attitude towards the games with around 84% of them find that
the games is a fun way to learn, at the same time, an average of
80% agreed that the game provide them with opportunity to
learn. Furthermore, about 75% of the students agreed that the
game make them able to do self-assessment for Programming
course. It was interesting to find that almost 85% of the student
said that they will want to use educational games as their future
learning approach. Despite many more evidence will be needed
especially in Malaysia context, this study is important to
rationalize that games can be one of the new learning approaches
in the future.
Keywords—Educational games; programming introductory;
undergraduate; games evaluation

I.

INTRODUCTION

The advent uses of video and computer games have gained
enormous interest among researcher to study how it is possible
to be use as one of the learning approach [1]-[4]. It was stated
that the growth of educational games studies is very rapid
especially in the last decade [5]. Many studies were conducted
from numerous perspectives including educational games
design, games development, learning effectiveness and
retention, how students learn by using the games and so on
[6]-[9]. This, among others is due to games characteristics that
are immersive, challenging, fun, engaging and highly
motivated [10]-[12]. Those criteria are not easily found in any
other conventional learning approach. Besides, [5] have
associated game play as one of activities for digital native –
generation X and millennial whose grow up with the
technology. Games also have been said to have many potential

learning benefits for 21st century skills such as communication
skills, high order thinking skills, problem solving and able to
prepare new generation for new kind job of challenges as well
as new skills [13]. Furthermore, games are suggested to be
able to cover diverse learning principles as suggested in [14]
that revealed that good games incorporated as many as 16
learning principles including:
 Identity: Players will have a character that they need to
play as someone in a game to accomplish any game
task.
 Interaction: The games provide substantial interaction
with players. It will become idle if player does not
interact with it.
 Challenge and Consolidation: Games can offer a set of
challenge or problems and require the players solve it.
Difference with school system, poorer students
sometimes doesn‟t get enough opportunity to
consolidate while good students do not get ample
challenge to solve.
 Well order problems: Problems or hurdles in games are
design to be in order so that the earlier ones will lead to
the next problems.
 Pleasantly frustrating: Failure is an options in games
that provides challenge for players to accomplish.
Games are also avoiding player feeling humiliated if
they fail the challenges. School, on the contrary does
not really provide failure or learning by mistake as
provided in games.
 Explore, Think Literally, And Rethink Goals: Games
can inspire players to carefully discover the options,
think and used such discovery to think in order to
achieve one‟s goals.
Games and play can be an effective learning environment
not just because it is fun but also due to features including
immersive, require the players to make recurrent and vital
decisions, adjust to each player individually, contains clear
goals, and involve a social network [15]. In another study,
[16] suggested that students in technical universities faces the
problem of low motivation, and further added that games can
be an effective way to improve student motivation and
learning.
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Due to potential of educational game as the new learning
approach, interesting features of games and interest of new
generation towards games and computer technology, it is
important to have thorough study on how games can help
students to learn and how students perceived game as their
learning approach.
II. PAST STUDIES ON EDUCATIONAL GAMES IN MALAYSIA
Based on literature gathered, many studies on educational
games were done in developed countries especially in US, UK
and European countries [17]-[20]. USA, for example have its
summit on educational games as well as many associations,
conferences and websites to handle issues regarding using
games for educational purposes [21]. In Asia, most studies
also were done in China, Taiwan, Korea and Japan [22]-[27].
However, Malaysia has rather a limited number of papers and
research regarding games based learning. Fortunately, the
activity has started and growing number of studies were found
in literatures. Besides, Malaysia needs to have more study and
evidences about the use of educational games in our
educational environment in order to establish our very own
educational policy on the use of these recent technologies
[28].
Generally, there are two types of educational games
studies conducted in Malaysia so far, one is development of
games and testing its effectiveness towards student, the other
is development of new framework or tools in assisting games
development and evaluation process. This paper mostly covers
studies that use games and its evaluation on the students.
Study by [29] integrated educational games within a
courseware application. The study designed a courseware that
combines games and storytelling for 7 and 8 years old school
students with the topic “Morality”. Students found the
courseware fun and interesting with good usability features.
The game inside the courseware was also found effective in
delivering learning content and increased their motivation to
learn.
Study by [30] reviewed and proposed a framework for
evaluation of educational games from user experience
perspectives. The framework can be used by game designers
to design and evaluate user experiences of educational games.
Study by [31] proposed and evaluate a model to measure the
determinants of games actual use. Data were collected among
students from a public university in Malaysia. Several factors
were found to influence the use of games including
enjoyment, behavioural control, subjective and attitude.
Meanwhile [32] study the associations between game play and
academic achievement among form 1 students in a Malaysia
secondary school. It was found that about 75% respondents of
were active gamers. Students spent an average of 8.4 hours a
week to play games. Interestingly, it was also found that game
play activity is weakly associated with student academic
achievement. Another study done to enhance students creative
perception through teaching of games development [33]. It
was found that group of students who develop games shows
significant different compared to group who use ordinary
teaching method.
Another study done by [34] about educational game for
learning Islamic Education among primary school students.

Samples were taken from 50 primary school students and 3
teachers. The study developed an adventure games prototype
titled “Adventure with Ibrahim” based on National Primary
School Curriculum (KBSR) with the topic “Morality”. A
usability test was using several usability criteria namely
student concentration on the games, thoughtful of the quizzes
given, knowledge and favourites parts on the games and
student reaction about the games. Interestingly, majority of the
student agree to use games in all topics of the subject because
of games fun features. All teachers are also agreed if the more
topics were taught by using the game.
A study done by [35] on the background and game
experience of a Malaysian primary and secondary school
students. It was found that almost 100% of male student are
playing computer games while about 90% of female said so.
It was also found that Malaysian students are acquainted with
most of the genres of computer games including strategy, role
playing games, action, adventure, multiplayer online games,
simulation, puzzle and trivia as well as game for learning.
Computer is the most popular platforms (80%) followed by
Sony PlayStation 1 and Sony PlayStation 2 (41%), and mobile
phone (33%). Generally, both male and female students accept
the idea of using computer games as their learning medium. In
addition, it was found that game play encourages social skills
among the students.
A study investigated the potential of educational games to
learn History subject [1]. Data was collected at a secondary
school in Bangi Malaysia. It was found that more than 90% of
the students have experience in playing computer games. As a
matter of fact, more than 30% of the student plays game more
than 3 hours per week. About the popular platforms., around
60% students plays game using console followed by using
computer, handheld and other devices. The most popular
genres are adventure games (more than 60%), trailed by
fighting games, puzzles and sports games. Asking about the
reason why they play the games, about 70% says they play
game for fun while more than 60% because they need to fill
up free time, fantasy features in games (46%), followed by
adventurous features and challenge. Most student think that
the advantage of game plays are fun, improving electronic
skills, calming themselves down, fill up free time as well as
inducing their creativity. He suggested that educational games
have high potential to be used as the substitute approach to the
subject considered as boring such as history subject.
Meanwhile in another study, [36] have reviewed studies on
history games based learning and games features that are most
effective in promoting engagement and supporting the process
of learning history subject. It was found that gaming
experience, learning experience, adaptivity and usability are
the important features in supporting good user experience in
learning history using games.
Study by [37] argues that ordinary courseware is missing
in providing support for students to evaluate their
achievements. To overcome that, she proposed a mini
educational computer board game prototype to learn Science
for Kindergarten student. Courseware content, presentation
style, user interfaces and courseware elements of multimedia
were used for evaluation. It was found that more than 95%
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students feel that the games help them in their learning. All
students were found to be more motivated to learn the subject
while about 90% says the games generate their interest to
study. Student also likes the games fun activities, styles, user
interface and easy to use features. Teacher also found the
games is interesting compared to ordinary ways of teaching.
The games were found interesting enough in providing
interactive and fun learning environment for the kids.
Another study use computer games to introduce
programming subject to children between age 5 to 7 years old
[38]. It was suggested that use of games might help the
children to understand the basic concept of programming
given that it is a complex subject. Furthermore, educational
games provide a unique opportunity for integrating the
cognitive, affective, and social aspects of learning. The
finding indicates that students found the games as very
interesting and they do grab basic concept of programming
data types (integer, float and character).
TABLE I.

PAST STUDIES ON EDUCATIONAL GAMES AND ITS
EFFECTIVENESS

Author

Genre/
sample

Subject

Findings

[3]

Simple
games

Computer
Science

Increase motivation

[29]

2D game

Islmic Ethic

Increase motivation

Action/

Reading and
Maths

[40]

[41]

[42]
[43]
[44]

[37]
[34]
[45]

[46]

[45]

[38]
[47]
[48]

N=1274
Simulasi/
N=96
Adventure
N=130
N=32
RPG

Chess

Adventure
N=100
Mini Games
N=65
N=100
Mini 2D
5
word
Adventure
N=60

A study on why educational games matters to the future of
education [39] proposed a framework of educational games
that shows the relationship between educational game
engagement and motivation to clear goals, rules, feedback,
playability and control. It analyse the game attributes and its
correlation with the theory of play that form the basis of
educational games. It was found that games can motivate and
encourage learners as well as able to provide powerful
learning environments especially for kids. In some case, it can
encourage students to learn on certain subjects that they may
not have interest at all.
On different note, [28] did a review on use of computer
games for learning indicate that games have a great
prospective as teaching and learning tools. The amazing
elements in computer games such as fun, interactive, curiosity,
challenging, fantasy, competition, clear goal, and encouraging
feedback made games as one of the highly potential and
flexible technology for learning. He further added that 21st
century skills such as adaptability, risk-taking, self-direction,
interactive communication, planning and managing are the
skills that is difficult to teach; therefore, a proper games
design may provide an improved way in teaching those skills.
Games are also fast and receptive as well as able to handle
large amount of content and can be easily updated. Table I
shows past studies on educational games and its effectiveness.
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Increase student motivation and
technology literacy

The methodology in this study was divided into two parts
which are the online game design and development, and game
evaluation. The following section discuss in details for both
process.

Physics

Students achievement increase

Computer
basic

Highly motivated and increase
achievement

Road safety
and fire

Kids learn the intended concepts

Computer
Science

Motivates students

Moral

Increase motivation

A. Game Design and Development
The online educational game was design based on
elements that an educational should have in order to make an
effective game. Many studies suggested that educational game
must integrate both games design elements and educational
elements [46], [49]-[53]. Educational games elements discuss
in those studies must be carefully chosen to ensure suitability
with different genre and requirement for an educational game.
In this case, we have come out with the educational games
design elements adapted from those studies (Fig. 1).

Moral

Increase motivation to learn

Physiology

Increase interest and knowledge
self learning and fun

Culture

Game provide opportunity to
learn

Physiology

Increase interest and knowledge
self learning and fun

Computer
Science

Kids love it

Computer
Science

High interest to learn

History

Increase student knowledge and
achievement to learn history

Game Design Elements

Educational Elements

• Challenges

•Self-Assessment
•Learning Outcomes
•Syllibus Matching
•Scaffolding

• Rewards
•Game Goals
•Story Line
•Rules
•Interactivity

Fig. 1. Educational games design elements.
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Challenges is referring to things need to be overcome by
the player. It was stated in [54] that good games must integrate
suitable challenges to the target players as well as the games
feature. The challenges must be carefully design with the
precaution that it is neither too easy nor too hard. Challenge
scan be between player versus computer or player versus other
players. Rewards is referring to things that the player will get
after passing certain challenges or achieving certain games
goals. Among the examples are games score, health status and
things that can be used to proceed further in the games.
Rewards can be given during the game play session or at the
end of the session [50]. Game goal is the main thing need to
be achieved by the player of any games. It is the final point of
playing the games. Goals can engage player to the games
because it connects the player to their inner motivation to
achieve things and feeling satisfied about it.

Fig. 3 shows the screen for one of the game module which
is Go Grow. This module has 3 levels with 15 self-assessment
questions provided in each level. The flower tree will grow
into a nice flowering plant depend upon the correct answer
and score the player will get. It also has Hints button to helps
player get the clue for every question. ROBO-C Prototype was
hosted in local server for testing and data collection purpose.

Story line is the flow of the game event that connects the
game cycles into complete sequences. Good games need to
have good story that relate the whole things together [55].
Apart from that, games also need to contain rules to be
adhering by the players similar as physical games such as
football, golf and so on. It‟s a set of procedure that must be
following in order to proceed within the same levels or to the
next game levels. Interactivity refers to interaction between
the players with the games characters, environment and
feedback or message during the gameplay session.
This online game designed to include educational elements
as listed in Fig. 1. Self-assessment refers to integration of
educational content into the assessment form. It can be in
many forms depending on the games type. The game is also
design to achieve certain learning outcomes of a topic or
course. A course or topic normally have its own learning
outcomes ready, designers can adapt the content so that it will
meet the outcomes of a topic content or things to be achieved
by the player by the end of the game session. Another
important educational element is syllabus matching [52]
whereby the games content should follow an authentic
syllabus that match the learners need. This includes their
school syllabus or any knowledge that they are acquiring.
Feedback is another important element in education whereby
learners will be given the information about what they have
done or achieved. Feedback can help learners learn their
mistakes or confirming their knowledge gained during the
gameplay session.
Using the elements discuss above; we have design and
developed an online educational games prototype called
ROBO-C purposely for learning C Programming Introductory.
It contains four game modules together with a note module.
The game modules are Find Me, Go Grow, Hangman and Fix
the Bot. Each game has its own levels with different
presentation of learning content. The game design went
through several processes including content design, games
genre design, content matching to games and levels and also
notes design. The game content focusing on Programming
topic called as Looping. This includes Introduction to
Looping, Types of Looping, continue and break Statement,
do-while Statement, for Statement and while Statement. Fig. 2
and 3 shows the game screen shot.

Fig. 2. ROBO-C starts screen.

Fig. 3. Interface for game module go grow.
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B. Game Emprirical Evaluation
Game evaluation was done using instrument developed
from analysis of past studies on acceptance theories [56], [57]
[24], [58]. It was then modified to meet the educational games
technology. Six components were used for game evaluation
purposes which are Ease of Use [56] Usefulness [56], [57],
[59] Attitude [56], [57], Self-Efficacy [57], Anxiety [24], [57]
Enjoyment [60] and Intention to Use [56]-[58].
Using above as the references, the following text describe
the meaning of each construct. Usefulness is defined as how
the respondents think that the application can help them to
perform the task they are doing. Ease of Use is defined as how
easy the application can be use and learn by them. Attitude is
overall affective reaction towards the use of application while
self-efficacy describes the judgement of one‟s ability to use
the application. Anxiety defined as emotional fear,
apprehension and phobia felt by individuals in using the
application. Enjoyment describe as state of mind or an
individual trait. Intention to Use defines as the plan that
individual have in using the application.
A total of 27 items were derived and modified from the
studies and design into Likert‟ scale of 5 scales ranging from 1
(strongly disagree) until 5 (strongly agree). Respondents were
asked to play the game for about an hour or until they are
ready to answer the survey question. 180 students took part in
the data collection session with all of them play the game for
about an hour and fill up the question afterwards. All of them
stay until the session finished. All respondents do not have
any formal experience using educational games in their study.

Data were analysed using statistical packages IBM SPSS
20 for both reliability analysis and descriptive analysis. The
respondents consist of 180 undergraduates student from IT
(62%) and Engineering (38%) background with 88 male
(49%) and 93 female (51%) students. All respondents owned
personal laptops and have access to internet in campus. The
survey includes several items about game habits among the
students. The items are i) experience with online game play,
ii) Reasons to play games, iii) Preferred games genre and
iv) Agreement of using game to learn. Result and discussion
for game habits are shown in Fig. 4, 5, 6 and 7, respectively.

100
80
60
21%

20
0

>5 years
playing

3-5 years

49%

80
35%
60
40
13%
20

3%

0
Fill up free time

Fun

Challenge

Graphic

Fig. 5. Reasons to play games.

Most students play games to fill up their free times (49%)
while 35% of them play because games are fun, the rest of
them play game because it is challenging and have nice
graphic.
60

32%
30%

50
21%

30

13%

20
4%

10
0
Adventure

Shooting

Sports

Simulation

Trivia

Fig. 6. Preferred games genre.

Fig. 5 shows the most preferred games genre among
students. The most popular genres are trivia games (board,
card, mini games and the like) and adventure games. Shooting
is also the popular genre followed by sports and simulation
games. Trivia games can be popular because it is easy to play
and have a short time to finish the games. It is also easy to
open due to small file size and does not need require lots of
preparation in order to play the games.

59%

40

100

40

IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULT

120

Fig. 3 shows result for online game play experience. The
figure is about the frequency of respondents and their game
experience in years. Almost 60% or more than of the students
have played game for more than 5 years with only about 10%
play in for less than a year or not playing. This shown that the
students have vast experiences with online gameplay.

8%

6%

1-2 years

< I year

6%
Not

Fig. 4. Online game experience among students.

On the student‟s agreement to use games for learning
purposes, Fig. 6 shown the findings. More than 80% of them
agree to use game for their learning with equal number
between male (48%) and female (52%) students. The rest of
the students are not sure about it (12%) while 5% are not agree
to use games for learning. Refer Fig. 7.
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TABLE III.

83%
Code

NUMBER OF ITEMS AND RELIABILITY VALUE

Items

Construct: Usefulness

5%

12%

Use1

I find the educational game useful in my study.

Use2

Using the educational game enables me to learn the subjects more
quickly.

Use3

Using the game increases my learning productivity.

Use4

If I use the educational game, I will increase my chances of
getting good grade.

Construct: Ease of Use
Yes

No

Not Sure

Fig. 7. Agreement to use game for learning.

The following paragraph discusses the findings for
descriptive analysis of the items. Table II shows number of
items for each component together with value for Cronbach
Alpha reliability analysis. All constructs have value of more
than 8 except for self-efficacy and enjoyment. Overall value
for all constructs is .849.
TABLE II.

Components
Usefullness

NUMBER OF ITEMS AND RELIABILITY VALUE

Item Code
Use

No. of Items
4

EoU1

My interaction with the games is clear and understandable.

EoU2

It would be easy for me to become skillful at using the games.

EoU3

I would find the games easy to use.

EoU4

The game is easy to learn.

Construct: Attitude
Att1

Using the game is a good idea.

Att2

The games make C Programming Subject more interesting.

Att3

Learning with educational games is fun.

Att4

I like learning with the educational games.

Construct: Self Efficacy
I can learn the subject using the games…

Cronbach Alpha
Value

SE1

If there was no one around to tell me what to do as I go.

SE2

If I could call someone for help if I got stuck.

.842

SE3

If I had a lot of time to learn the content of the games.

SE4

If I had just the built- in help facility for assistance.

Ease of Use

EoU

4

.845

Attitude

Att

4

.815

Self-efficacy

SE

4

.605

Anxiety

Anx

4

.887

Enjoyment

Enj

4

Intention to Use

ITU

Construct: Anxiety
Anx1

I feel apprehensive about using the games

Anx2

It scares me to think that I could lose a lot of information using
the games by hitting the wrong key.

.735

Anx3

I hesitate to use the games for fear of making mistakes I cannot
correct.

3

.811

Anx4

The game is somewhat intimidating to me.

27

.849

Construct: Enjoyment
Overall Items

The following paragraph present the descriptive result of
study based on constructs and items. Table III shows the
constructs and items use in this study. Total of 27 items with 7
constructs were used for data collection.
Table IV shows the result based on mean value together
with percentage for every item. Items range from strongly
disagree (1) until strongly agree (5). The mean value and
percentage of response is presented in the table. For construct
Usefulness, almost 75% found the game is useful in their
study while about 76% agreed the game can increase their
learning productivity. About similar percentage also agreed
the games can help them to learn the subject more quickly.
Similarly, result for Ease of Use is also positive with overall
of 75% respondents agreed that the game is easy to learn.
Despite the game is new to them, most of the student agreed
that they can use and interact with the game by themselves
(more than 70%).

Enj1

When using the educational games, I will not realize the time
elapsed.

Enj2

Using educational games will give enjoyment for my learning.

Enj3

Using educational games will stimulate my curiosity.

Enj4

Using educational games will lead to my exploration.

Construct: Intention to Use
ITU1

I intend to play educational games in the future.

ITU2

I predict I will play educational games in the future.

ITU3

I plan to play educational games in the future.

Students were found to have a very positive attitude
towards the use of educational game with almost 85% agree
that learning with educational game is fun and is a good idea
(81%). This is a positive finding about the idea of using games
as their future educational medium. Observation during data
collection session also shows that students are highly attached
to the computer screen playing the game throughout the
session. They are also enthusiast to use the game to learn the
subject. For self-efficacy, students were found able to use the
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games without much help from outside. More than half agreed
that they will be able to learn the subject better if given more
times to play the games. Overall students were found having
acceptable level of self-efficacy despite the newly introduce
application to them.
Anxiety is the fear that user may have while using the
application. Generally, students were found not apprehensive
in using the game, they were also not fear about making any
mistake while using the game and they found that the game is
not at all intimidating to them. Students are also enjoying in
using the game with more than 75% found the game will
provide enjoyment in their learning and stimulate their
curiosity. This is a good indicator for learning since the game
promotes fun aspect as well as make the students curious
about the subject the are learning. Conventional way of
learning is somewhat boring to these so-called digital native
generations [10]. Therefore, use of educational game can be
the learning approach of the future due to the fun features of
games technology.
TABLE IV.
Item
Code
Use1

Mean
Value
3.91

Strongly
disagree
-

RESULT OF DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

3.3%

22.1%

55.8%

Strongly
agree
18.8%

2.2%

25.6%

55.0%

17.2%

Disagree

Not Sure

Agree

Use2

3.87

-

Use3

3.88

-

3.9%

20%

60%

16.1%

Use4

3.78

-

3.3%

32.2%

47.8%

16.7%

EoU1

3.81

-

4.4%

25.6%

54.4%

15.6%

EoU2

3.81

-

2.8%

26.1%

58.9%

12.2%

EoU3

3.91

-

2.8%

21.7%

57.2%

18.3%

EoU4

3.93

-

2.8%

20.0%

58.3%

18.9%

Att1

4.03

-

2.8%

17.8%

57.8%

23.3%

Att2

3.95

-

2.8%

20 %

56.7%

20.6%

Att3

4.08

-

1.7%

14.4%

57.8%

26.1%

Att4

3.98

-

3.3%

21.1%

50%

25.6%

SE1

3.58

0.6%

7.8%

36.1%

44.4%

11.1%

SE2

3.60

0.6%

7.2%

31.1%

53.9%

7.2%

SE3

3.60

-

8.9%

29.4%

54.4%

7.2%

SE4

3.59

1.1%

5.6%

33.9%

51.7%

7.8%

Anx1

2.47

13.9%

41.7%

27.8%

16.7%

-

Anx2

2.51

13.9%

40%

30%

13.9%

2.2%

Anx3

2.44

17.2%

37.8%

30.6%

12.8%

1.7%

Anx4

2.12

27.8%

41.1%

22.2%

8.9%

-

Enj1

3.56

0.6%

8.3%

35%

46.7%

9.4%

Enj2

3.85

-

2.8%

23.9%

58.9%

14.4%

Enj3

3.89

-

1.1%

22.8%

61.7%

14.4%

Enj4

3.93

-

2.2%

20.6%

58.9%

18.3%

ITU1

4.02

-

1.1%

17.2%

60%

21.7%

ITU2

4.02

-

-

16.7%

65%

18.3%

ITU3

4.02

-

1.1%

17.2%

60%

21.7%

V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
This study developed and evaluates an online educational
game for self-learning of programming concept. From the
survey conducted, it was found that students show a highly
positive attitude towards the game despite not much of
exposure to such technology prior his study. The game is also
found useful for them despite the lack of content due to
prototype version. Students were also thinking that the game is
easy to use even though they were only introduced to the
game for about 30 minutes to one hour. This is a good sign
that the students are rather well versed with the games
technology with more than half of them have experience of
more than 5 years with games.
Among the interesting findings is student‟s attitude
towards game. They agreed that using the game is a good idea
and making the learning of subject more interesting. The game
is also fun and generates their interest to learn. At the same
time, they also think that they can use the game by themselves
without much help needed to assist them. Students were also
found not feeling anxious in using the game. They can play
the games without much fear to lose information or making
mistakes. Programming subject is important for any computer
science students as well engineering students, but it was found
as a boring subject and many students struggle to learn the
subject in many studies, therefore some enjoyment element is
needed in order to make more interesting and fun.
Game is one of the technology full of fun aspect, thus we
proposed games for learning. For enjoyment aspect, students
agreed games provide enjoyment for their learning as well
stimulates their curiosity to learn. Game were also found lead
them to more exploration. This is a good sign of games and
prompt more studies for better conclusion. In general, students
have a very good intention to use games in the future with
more than 80 per cent stated agree to use the application for
their learning. Therefore, game is among the application for
new way of learning, however many more studies needed to
ensure all aspects of educational game design, development
and effectiveness were thoroughly investigated and known.
Future works will be conducting evaluation of the games
usability features as well as its effectiveness in improving
student‟ knowledge on Programming Introductory by doing
pre-test and post-test evaluation. We hope to provide more
understanding and information on how games can helps
students to learn especially in Malaysia context.
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Abstract—A large number of deaths are caused by Traffic
accidents worldwide. The global crisis of road safety can be seen
by observing the significant number of deaths and injuries that
are caused by road traffic accidents. In many situations the
family members or emergency services are not informed in time.
This results in delayed emergency service response time, which
can lead to an individual’s death or cause severe injury. The
purpose of this work is to reduce the response time of emergency
services in situations like traffic accidents or other emergencies
such as fire, theft/robberies and medical emergencies. By
utilizing onboard sensors of a smartphone to detect vehicular
accidents and report it to the nearest emergency responder
available and provide real time location tracking for responders
and emergency victims, will drastically increase the chances of
survival for emergency victims, and also help save emergency
services time and resources.
Keywords—Traffic accidents; accident detection; on-board
sensor; accelerometer; android smartphones; real-time tracking;
emergency services; emergency responder; emergency victim;
SOSafe; SOSafe Go; firebase

I.

INTRODUCTION

The number of deaths due to traffic accidents is very high.
Looking at the number of deaths and injuries due to road traffic
accidents shows the global crisis of road safety. Nearly 1.3
million people are killed every year and about 50 million
injured worldwide due to road accidents, which averages to
3,287 lives lost every day. More than 50 percent of road traffic
deaths affect young adults between the age of 15-44. Around
400,000 individuals under the age of 25 dies in road traffic
accidents every year. Even in countries with very good road
safety measures, the number of road accident deaths is getting
higher every year [1]. More than 90% of road traffic deaths
occur in middle-income countries. In low-income countries the
figure is even higher.
In Pakistan the last 10 year of statistics shows that an
average of 15 individuals lost their lives due to traffic accidents
daily. According to data from Pakistan Bureau of Statistics on
traffic accidents in Pakistan from 2004 to 2013 [2], the overall
deaths in road accidents are about 55 percent, which according
to the specialists is very high. According to the data, total
51,416 individuals died in 97,739 road accidents across the
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country. Furthermore, the data shows that deaths per accident
are 55 per cent around the country [3].
The most likely reason for an individual's death in an
accident is lack of the first aid provision that is because of
emergency services not receiving information about accident in
time. Emergency response time is extremely vital when it
involves incidents involving vehicle accidents. Analysis shows
that if we decrease just 1-minute in accident response time that
can increase chances of saving an individual’s life up to six
percent [4]. In order to reduce response time, implementation
of enhanced traffic technologies would be necessary, which
will help scale back response time and therefore reduce
fatalities.
The purpose of this research is to design and implement
such an automated system that uses smartphone to detect
vehicle accidents and report it to the nearest available
responders to help counter these emerging problems and
reduce casualties as much as possible. The detection system
would help reduce fatalities due to vehicle accidents by
decreasing the response time of emergency services. The
system will also provide other emergency services like Fire
Brigade, Police Department and Medical emergency services.
In this work we are utilizing android smartphone to detect
accidents and report it to the nearest available emergency
responders with the exact location of victims in emergency. On
an emergency responder side, the system will inform
responders about the incidents that occur near to them and
provide them with real time tracking of emergency victims on
a Google map. This will help emergency responders keep track
of victim’s location and rescue them as soon as possible.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the
related works that has been done in the field, Section III
presents various technologies that are utilized in our system,
Section IV describes questions related to this work, Section V
presents the architecture and implementation of the proposed
system, Section VI presents front end design of the proposed
system, Section VII presents backend design of the system,
Section VIII describes performance results and tests performed
of the proposed system, Section IX presents contributions of
this work and finally the last Section X is the conclusion and
future work for the proposed system.
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II.

RELATED WORK

Using smartphones to identify road traffic accidents is not a
new subject. There are completed algorithms for systems
which utilizes accelerometer as well as GPS to detect vehicle
accidents using smartphones to detect accidents dates back to
2011. Because there is already a lot done on this subject, what
we decided to do was to develop a complete system that is
more reliable and have much more functionality than the
existing ones, designed for the ongoing project in mind.
In [5] the authors developed a system which used Android
smart-phones and ODB-II connection in a vehicle. When the
system detects an accident, will sends an SMS to emergency
contacts specified by the user, SMS will contain information
about the accident and also a call to the emergency services is
made automatically. All modern vehicles have ODB-II
connection installed which transmits data about the vehicle in
real-time such as acceleration, oil pressure, speed, etc. For the
system to work a vehicle must support OBD-II standard. In US
and this standard is necessary since 2001, European countries
have also implemented a version of this standard, so vehicles in
the US and in Europe can use this system and is not available
to all vehicle in other countries. Other than that, upgrading and
maintenance of this system is very expensive process [6].
In [7], the authors at the University of Baghdad Iraq
developed a system which made use of the accelerometer, GPS
and microphone to detect accidents. Upon detection of an
accident sends an emergency notification to the web server and
also sends an SMS to the emergency contacts, emergency
responders have to access the web server to find out about an
accident. Their system made use of the same sensors and
hardware that the algorithm presented in this research work
makes use of, except for a few features. The main issue with
this system is that the notifications are sent to a web server and
responders needs to check the web server for accident
notification, there is no system for individual responder that
responds to the emergency to track victim’s location and also
the system lacks the functionality to send emergency
notification to the nearest emergency center in case there is
more than one emergency center in the area.
In [8], the authors developed a system called WreckWatch
which involves reading data from the accelerometer and
acoustic data from the microphone to detect accidents. If an
incident has occurred, the application contacts nearby
emergency services and provides GPS-coordinates of accident
location.
In [9], the authors have developed an android application
that uses accelerometer sensor to detect accidents. After
sensing the accident, application automatically sends a voice
message to 108 ambulance emergency response service that is
running in India. The issue is that this system is for specific
emergency response services, only applicable in India. Also,
the system is prone to increased false positives because there is
no filter in place to verify if an accident detected by the
smartphone is a real accident or just false alarm due to
dropping smartphone, etc.
In this study we looked at various technologies and existing
systems providing us with broad analysis and helped us in

developing our system. From analysis we found that these
systems can play a very important role in saving human lives.
A new system is to be developed based on unique features that
will help counter emergencies.
III.

TECHNOLOGIES UTILIZED

A. Smartphones
Smartphones are mobile phones that have considerably a lot
of functionality than a regular mobile phone. they're mobile
computers. Smartphones are powerful and versatile as a result
of built in sensors, powerful processors, multiple network
interfaces and a high amount of memory for such small
devices.
B. Android
Android is a Linux kernel based open-source mobile
operating system which was developed by Google for phones,
tablets, watches, TVs, cars and other electronic devices [10].
Being open-source, everyone has full access to the Android
source code, with one restriction, it cannot be used for personal
profit or any financial gain. It is the most popular mobile
operating system.
Android alternatives include iOS by Apple, Windows
Phone, BlackBerry, Symbian and a few others. We chose
Android as it is the operating system that have the most
programming experience with. Android’s market dominance
and cheap application release costs were also deciding factors.
C. Android Studio
Android Studio is the primary Android IDE (Integrated
Development Environment). It provides an Android developer
all the necessary tools to develop an Android application. More
specifically, it allows writing code with auto-completion tools,
debugging, testing [11], running the code on a physical or a
virtual device and setting programming related or visual
preferences. Java and XML are the only languages required to
create Android applications with Android Studio [12]. Android
Studio does not have any alternatives worth considering. It is
possible to develop Android applications with Eclipse by using
the Android Developer Tools plugin, but it is no longer
supported by Google [13].
D. Java
Java is a class based general-purpose, object-oriented
programming language [14]. It is a high-level, strongly typed
language with garbage collection that incorporates concepts
from several languages including C and C++, but it is not
entirely the same. For example, Java does not allow writing
unsafe code that might cause vulnerabilities and unexpected
behavior. The main building blocks of a Java application are
classes, interfaces and packages.
E. Accelerometer
An accelerometer works by detecting proper acceleration
affecting the accelerometer to determine the G-forces affecting
the accelerometer [15]. Proper acceleration means acceleration
that is relative to free-fall [16]. An object in free-fall would as
such have no acceleration affecting it while an object at rest on
the surface of the earth would experience an acceleration of
9,81 m/s2 upwards due to the surface pushing the object
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upwards to negate gravity. Accelerometers in smartphones
bases their functionality on micro-electromechanical-systems
(MEMS), which measure electric currents based on
compression of a seismic mass, often silicon, caused by
acceleration [17].

objects, it automatically supports a large collection of response
types, including converting JSON objects into Plain Old Java
Objects. Alternative of Retrofit is Googles Volley [25], which
is also a HTTP library, for our system we chose Retrofit
because it is light weight and has more documentation.

F. Google Play Services
Google Play services provide application developers a
comprehensive set of useful features, for example, Maps and
Google+ sign-in. The services include the Google Play services
client library and the Google Play services Android Package
Kit. The client library makes it possible to access any feature
with a user’s account and deals with different issues that may
occur when using the services. The Android Package Kit
communicates with the client library and provides access to a
specific service when necessary. The use of Google Play
services is a must when using Firebase. Important
functionalities in Smart Rescue System, for example, viewing
on a map and obtaining a user’s location also rely on the
services.

L. Backend as a Service
Backend as a Service (BaaS) is a hosted backend that has
been premade for developing a web or mobile application.
Developers do not have to write any or much backend specific
code. It has all the necessary features of a backend and even
more features such as Facebook and Google sign-in integration
and cloud messaging are common. The features can be
accessed by documented APIs that simplify the application
development process.

G. Google Location API
The Google Location Services API [18] is part of Google
Play Services, provides a more robust, high-level framework
that automatically chooses a suitable location provider and
power management. Location Services also provides new
features like activity detection which is not provided by
framework API. Developers should consider using Location
services API if they are using framework API and also if they
are making their apps location –aware.
H. Android Google Map API
The Google Maps Android API is a service which is part of
the Google Play services library. Allows access to Google
Maps server automatically, displaying map, downloading data,
and map gesture response. It also allows to add markers,
polygons, and basic map overlays, and to transition the user's
context of a specific map area [19].
I. Google Places API Web Service
The Google Places API Web Service is a service which
returns information about places like locations, geographic,
establishments and prominent points of interest using HTTP
requests [20]. The main alternative of Google Places API is
Foursquare Venues. In free version Google Places allows
150000 queries per day [21] and Foursquare Venues allows
120 000 queries per day [22]. These two services are mostly
similar, we chose Google Places API because we were more
familiar and experienced using it.
J. Google Directions API
The Google Directions API [23] is a service that uses
HTTP request to calculate distance between locations. When
calculating directions, the API returns the most economic
routes. The API decides which route is most efficient on the
basis of travel time, number of turns, distance, etc.
K. Retrofit
Retrofit [24] is a type-safe HTTP client for Android and
Java, provided by Square. Retrofit makes it easy to
communicate with a web server and get back data, as java

M. Firebase
Firebase is one of many implementations of the BaaS
model. Like other BaaS implementations, Firebase provides
storage, push notifications, user authentication and a database.
Other than the basic BaaS features, Firebase also give a test lab
that permits testing a Firebase connected application with
different configurations and devices. A feature that makes
Firebase different from other BaaS implementations is the realtime database. When new data is added to the database, it
becomes accessible instantly to all the users of the application.
N. Firebase Cloud Messaging
FCM (Firebase Cloud Messaging) is another adaptation of
GCM (Google Cloud Messaging). It is a cross-platform
messaging solution that allows us to reliably deliver and
receive messages without any cost. Using FCM, we can send
notification messages in order to re-engage users. [26].
O. GeoFire
GeoFire is an open-source library for Android/Java that
allows us to save and query a set of keys according to their
geographic location. At its core, GeoFire simply saves
locations with string keys. Its main advantage however, is that
it allows querying key in a specific geographic area in real
time [27].
IV.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Sr.no

Research Questions

1

What are the benefits of
such system?

2

What are the research
contributions?

V.

Motivation
This question will elaborate the
pros and cons of accident detection
system.
This research aims to provide a
complete system for both
emergency victims and emergency
responders.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The designed system consists of:
 SOSafe: An android application for emergency
victims.
 SOSafe Go: An android application for emergency
responders.
 Firebase: as Server, Database, File Storage, Cloud
Messaging, Auth.
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location and will send an alert notification to the nearest
emergency responder (containing victim’s location) using
FCM. SOSafe will also send SMS to the emergency contacts
containing location of the victim. When emergency responder
accepts the request sent by victim, SOSafe will show real time
location tracking of responder to the emergency victim on a
Google map. SOSafe will also provide details about responders
(name, vehicle number, phone, etc.).

A. Used Services
a) Google Play services
b) FCM (Firebase Cloud Messaging) services.
c) Firebase Realtime Database
d) Firebase Authentication
e) Firebase Storage
f) Google API Client
g) Google Maps API
h) Google Location API
i) Google Direction API
j) Google Places API
k) Retrofit

In case of other emergencies users can select the type of
emergency he/she is in (Fire, Ambulance, Police), then by
pressing panic button the system will search and notify nearest
responders available for the selected type of emergency.
2) SOSafe Go
The system also consists of an application for emergency
responders. Responders will be able to select the type of
emergency services they provide and other information related
to it. This application will show emergency notifications that
are sent by emergency victims and provide real time location
tracking of their locations. In case of medical emergencies, the
system will also guide responders to a nearest hospital from
emergency location.

B. Use Case Diagrams
1) SOSafe

Fig. 1. SOSafe use case.

0 shows the Top-Level Use Case of SOSafe, which
indicates the user’s full interaction with the system. It shows
the user is firstly registering himself, user can then log in to the
system using firebase email and password authentication.
He/she can view/update his profile at any time after
authenticated. The user can turn on Automatic Monitoring
which will register an accelerometer service running in the
background, it can now detect all kinds of jerks produced by
the user on his/her smartphone and correctly differentiate
between accidents and normal routine jerks.
Upon detecting the right accidents, the system will generate
an alert containing an alarm sound on the emergency victim’s
phone. users will be able to cancel sending alert to emergency
responders in case of false alert (accident didn’t occurred)
under 15 seconds. SOSafe will get victim’s location using
Google Location API and save it to firebase real time database,
then search for nearest emergency responders from victim’s

Fig. 2. SOSafe go use case.

Fig. 2 shows the Top-Level Use Case of SOSafe Go, which
indicates the emergency responders’ full interaction with the
system. It shows the responders firstly registering themselves,
responders can then log in to the system using firebase email
and password authentication, responders can view/update thier
profile at any time after authenticated. Emergency responders
can then receive emergency requests from emergency victims
using FCM.
When SOSafe Go receives emergency requests, an alert
with sound and vibration triggered will be shown with location
of the emergency. When requests are accepted by the
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responders, responders will be able track the location of
emergency victims in real time on a Google map with shortest
route to location of emergency victims using Google
Directions API. SOSafe Go will also show details about
victims (name, address, blood group, etc.) when emergency
victim is rescued, if victims are in need of medical assistance

SOSafe GO will guide responders to the nearest hospital from
emergency locations by utilizing Google Places and Google
Directions API.
C. Activity Diagram
0 is showing the sequence of activities held in the system.

Fig. 3. Overall system activity diagram.
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Fig. 4. System sequence diagram.

D. Sequence Diagram
In 0, sequence diagram shows the sequence in which
emergency victims’ application, Firebase and responders’
application are performing their work.
E. Firebase as Backend
The brain of the whole system is Firebase. Firebase
Authentication is used to authenticate users by Email and
Password. Firebase Authentication also provides a number of
Authentication API’s like Google, Facebook, GitHub, etc. All
information about emergency victims and emergency
responders (availability, location. etc.) are stored at Firebase
database. Information about emergency requests sent from
emergency victims’ side is also stored and is processed by
matching attributes of the request to a nearest emergency
responder available. A notification message about emergency
request is then sent to the available responder through FCM.
Firebase is used to store real time location data, using GeoFire
library for Firebase. Firebase Cloud Messaging is used to
exchange data and send notifications between emergency
victim’s app and emergency responder’s app. The system will

also deal with unexpected scenarios like when there is no
responder available and avoiding false positive.
F. Algorithm for Accident Detection
Algorithm that uses on-board accelerometer sensor of a
smartphone to detect accidents was developed for our system
in this research work. The question is that what to do with the
values that are being generated by the accelerometer sensor and
setting a threshold value that will trigger the accident alert.
Accelerometer delivers acceleration values for each of the three
axes. Accelerometer values are based on (1).

(

∑

)

Equation (1) shows that the acceleration values that an
accelerometer sensor ( ) generates is force ( ) divided by
mass (m) which is affected by gravitational acceleration (-g).
Acceleration for each axes (ax, ay, az) is derived based on (1).
Now we will use Pythagorean Theorem to derive values
from accelerometer as shown in (2).
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√
By using the value of (a) we can calculate the value of gforce (gravitational force). Equation (3) shows how g-force is
calculated.

Equation (3) shows that g-force value is calculated from
acceleration (a) divided by gravitational acceleration (G). Gforce value will be approximately 1 if smartphone is resting on
a table and will exceed 1 if the device is moving. Accidents can
be detected by checking if g-force value exceeds a specified
threshold, which in our system will be 4g, which then will
generate an emergency alert.
G. Avoiding False Positives
Since accident detection system that uses smartphone can
dispatch emergency services, it is necessary to avoid false
alerts. Differentiating between accidents that occurred versus
dropping your phone or sudden stop is relatively hard due to
smartphone mobility. If the system cannot analyze and avoid
false positives precisely, but can make it meaningless by
wasting emergency services resources on false incident reports.
We have added some features to improve our systems
reliability, accuracy and avoid false positives.

Fig. 5. Log in screen (SOSafe).

1) Acceleration filter prevents false positive:
SOSafe will not trigger emergency event if the G-force
value is below 4g. This value can detect accident but will avoid
triggering emergency event on dropping a smartphone or
sudden stop.
2) Count down timer alert to prevent false positive:
In case the system detects an accident, the system will
generate a countdown alert dialog with sound and vibration for
15 sec. in case of false alert (accident didn’t occur) the user
will be able to cancel sending emergency alert to emergency
responder under 15 secs. This will help in reducing false
positive, as the user will be able to cancel sending an
emergency notification in case of false event.
VI.

FRONT END DESIGN

A. SOSafe
Emergency victims’ side application SOSafe is developed
in Java programming language using Android Studio as IDE.
This prototype application is developed for android operating
system having a minimum API level 17, and target API level
26. The application is fully working and implemented on the
Android smartphone.

Fig. 6. Sign up screen (SOSafe).

Fig. 5 shows log in screen of SOSafe, users can use email
and password that they used to register, to log in to the system.
After users logs in to the system, they will be able to use all
system features.
Fig. 6 shows sign up screen of SOSafe, users provides
email, password and other details (name, phone and blood
group) in order to register. After registration all information
will be saved at Firebase database.
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Fig. 9. Panic button (SOSafe).
Fig. 7. Navigation drawer (SOSafe).

Fig. 10. Auto monitoring/auto accident detection (SOSafe).
Fig. 8. Home screen (SOSafe).

Fig. 7 shows navigation drawer of SOSafe, users can view
history of previous emergencies, update their information, add
emergency contacts numbers, change password and sign out.
Fig. 8 shows home screen of SOSafe, user can turn on Auto
Monitoring for automatic accident detection or send emergency
request manually.

Fig. 9 shows Panic Button feature of SOSafe, users can
select the type of emergency service and press “Request
Emergency” button to manually send an emergency request to
selected emergency service responder near to them.
Fig. 10 shows, users of SOSafe can turn on “Automatic
Monitoring”, the system will register an accelerometer service
running in background; it can now detect accidents.
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Fig. 11. Panic button alert dialog (SOSafe).
Fig. 13. Responder details (SOSafe).

Fig. 12. Accident detected alert dialog (SOSafe).

In Fig. 11, when user of SOSafe presses the panic button,
the system will present an alert dialog to confirm the action
before sending an emergency request to responder, this will
help in situations when panic button is pressed accidently.
In Fig. 12 when SOSafe detects an accident, will present an
alert dialog with a 15 sec count down timer, in case of false
alert the user can abort sending request by pressing “Cancel”
button. If there is no response from the user in 15 sec, it will be
considered as an actual accident and the system will send an
emergency alert to the nearest emergency responder and also to
the emergency contacts.

Fig. 14. Real time tracking of responder (SOSafe).

Fig. 13 shows, when an emergency request sent by
emergency victim is accepted by emergency responder,
SOSafe will show details about that responder to the victim.
In Fig. 14, SOSafe will show real time location of
emergency responder on a Google map to the emergency
victim.
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B. SOSafe Go
Emergency responders’ side application SOSafe Go is
developed in Java programming language using Android
Studio as IDE. This prototype application is developed for
android operating system having a minimum API level 17, and
target API level 26. The application is fully working and
implemented on the Android smartphone.

Fig. 17. Home screen (SOSafe Go).

Fig. 15. Log in screen (SOSafe Go).

Fig. 16. Sign up screen (SOSafe Go).
Fig. 18. Navigation drawer (SOSafe Go).

Fig. 15 shows log in screen of SOSafe Go, emergency
responder can use email and password that they used to
register, to log in to the system. After emergency responders
logs in to the system, they will be able to use all system
features.
Fig. 16 shows sign up screen of SOSafe Go, emergency
responder needs to provide email and password and name in
order to register. After registration all information will be
saved at Firebase database.

Fig. 17 shows home screen of SOSafe Go, responders can
turn on the switch to go Online, responders can now receive
emergency requests sent by emergency victim.
Fig. 18 shows the navigation drawer of SOSafe Go,
emergency responders can view history of previous
emergencies, update their information, change password, and
select the type of emergency services they provide, e.g. Fire
Brigade, Police Department or Ambulance.
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Fig. 21. Real time tracking of victim (SOSafe Go).

Fig. 19. Emergency alert screen (SOSafe Go).

Fig. 22. Nearby hospital route (SOSafe Go).

In Fig. 21, SOSafe Go will show real time location of
emergency victim on a Google map to the emergency
responder.
In Fig. 22 shows, upon rescuing emergency victim, if the
victim is in need of medical assistance, SOSafe Go will guide
emergency responders to the nearest hospital from emergency
location.
VII. BACK END
Fig. 20. Victim’s details (SOSafe Go).

In Fig. 19, when SOSafe Go receives an emergency
request, the system will show an emergency alert screen to the
responder with sound and vibration turned on. Emergency
responder can press “Navigate” button to get direction to the
emergency location.
Fig. 20 shows, when an emergency request by emergency
victim is accepted by emergency responder, SOSafe Go will
show details (name, phone, blood group, and address) about
that emergency victim.

In our proposed system we used only cloud-based server
Firebase for data storage, user authentication, file sharing,
location sharing and push messaging. Here we will discuss
how firebase is utilized in our system.
A. User Authentication
1) Registration
In case of registering to the system user has to provide
name, email address, password, phone, etc. Once user is
registered into the system a passive user id will be generated
and this id will always be used to identify user and access
backend.
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Fig. 23. User authentication database snapshot.

2) Log In
User has to provide email and password to login. Once the
user is logged in, it is not necessary to login every time unless
user is logged out. The firebase authentication system provides
the user id which is synced with a device token that matches
the user authenticity. Fig. 23 shows registered users, these
users are authenticated and can log in to the system to use all
system features.

3) Tokens
Is an id issued by Firebase Cloud Messaging connection
servers to client applications allowing it to receive messages.
Tokens will be used to send notification messages to both
responder and victim. Fig. 26 shows the node in Firebase
database where tokens for each user will be saved.

B. Real Time Database
1) Responders
Fig. 24 shows the node in Firebase database where real time
location data of responders currently online will be saved.

Fig. 26. Tokens database snapshot.

4) RespondersInformation:
In Fig. 27, when SOSafe Go user signs up, all information
about that responder will saved under this node in Firebase
database. It will contain details about responders like, name,
email, phone, emergency service type, vehicle number, history,
etc.

Fig. 24. Online responders database snapshot.

2) PickupRequest
In Fig. 25, this node in Firebase database will contain
emergency requests that are sent by emergency victims, with
their location. Each request will be created with a separate
child node using the id of victim that sent the request.

Fig. 27. Responders information database snapshot.

Fig. 25. Emergency requests database snapshot.

5) VictimsInformation
In Fig. 28, when a SOSafe user signs up, all information
about that user will saved under this node in Firebase database.
It will contain details about victims like, name, email, phone,
blood group, history, etc.
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emergencies, the system also provides functionality to send
request to the desired emergency service.
From emergency responder’s point of view, the application
will show the location of the emergency that occurs near to
them, this will help in reducing response time, so that they will
be able to track victims in real time and rescue them as soon as
possible, resulting in a more efficient usage of emergency
services resources.
We conducted some tests by dropping a smartphone from
height of 10, 15, 30 and 40cm and recorded the g-force values
which can be seen in Table I.
We also mounted the smartphone in a car and recorded gforce value during sudden brakes while driving. Due to limited
resources and lack of vehicle crash test labs in Pakistan we
were not able to test our system by conducting a real vehicle
crash test, but the tests we have done by applying sudden
brakes in a vehicle, are somewhat close. The results can be
seen in Table II.

Fig. 28. Victims information database snapshot.

6) History
In Fig. 29, this node in Firebase Database will contain
information about previous emergencies that each responder
has successfully responded to. It will contain victim id,
responder id, location, destination, time, etc. for each
emergency.

TABLE I.

G-FORCE DURING FREE FALL

Height

Max

Min

Average

10 cm

2.484621402

1.126285167

1.805453284

15 cm

2.568356721

1.201817380

1.885087050

30 cm

2.981591310

1.766139158

2.373865234

40 cm

3.315491403

2.041593813

2.628542608

Table I shows the results from our drop testing we drop
tested a smartphone as many as 10 times and recorded the
results, we recorded that accidently dropping smartphone will
not cause the system to generate an alert. The maximum gforce value we got in our testing by dropping smartphone from
the height of 40cm was 3. 315491403. Our system will
generate alert if the g-force value exceeds 4g.
TABLE II.

Fig. 29. History database snapshot.

VIII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (RQ1)
From emergency victim’s point of view, during fatal
accidents, emergency victims usually are not able to call an
ambulance by themselves, in these situations the designed
system will automatically detect the accident and will send an
emergency notification to the nearest emergency responder
available, to hopefully save victim’s life. Sending an
emergency alert is a lot easier and convenient because all
essential functionalities reside together. In case of other

G-FORCE WHILE APPLYING BRAKES IN VEHICLE.

Brakes

Max

Hard
Normal

3.025675430
2.357143091

Min
2.220679102
1.301464250

Average
2.623177266
1.829303670

Table II shows the results from testing by mounting a
smartphone in a vehicle and applying brakes while driving,
even in situation like applying sudden brakes in a vehicle the gforce values were lower than g-force during dropping a
smartphone. The maximum value we got by applying sudden
brakes in vehicle while driving was 3.025675430, which is
lower than our critical threshold value. The threshold value at
which our system will generate emergency alert is set to 4g,
because during fatal traffic accidents the g-force value exceeds
4g. It can detect when an accident occurs but will avoid false
positives in case of dropping a smartphone or applying sudden
brakes in a vehicle.
IX.

RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS (RQ2)

Many systems exist that uses conventional in vehicle
sensors and also some work done in the field of Smartphone
based accident detection systems, we aim to develop a
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Smartphone based accident detection system with much more
features and better user experience. We developed a complete
system for both emergency victims and emergency responders.
The system uses on-board sensors of a typical Smartphone to
detect accidents and report it to nearest emergency responders.
Emergency responders will be able to track the exact location
of the victims on a Google map. The system also provides help
during other types of emergencies like Fire, Police etc. With
innovative and creative ideas, we intend to take the system to
another level, staying a step ahead from system which preexists.
The proposed system will provide
functionalities than the existing systems like.

much

in combination with accelerometer for accident detection like
gyroscope, microphone, camera (to automatically take pictures
of the accident) and a voice recognition module to detect
noises during a vehicle crash like noise when air bags are
deployed, will drastically increase the reliability and accuracy
of the system.
[1]

[2]

more
[3]

 Directly sends emergency notifications to the nearest
available responder.
 Real time location tracking for both responders and
victims on a Google map.

[4]

 An android application for emergency responders that
directly receives notifications about the emergency that
occurs near to them and is provided with real time
location of the victim and is also provided with the
details about victim such as name, blood group,
address.

[5]

[6]

 Provide directions to the nearest hospital during
medical emergencies.

[7]

 Provide other emergency services such as Fire
Department, Ambulance and Police.

[8]

X.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this research, we developed the accident detection and
smart rescue system, which uses on board accelerometer sensor
to detect accident and generate emergency alert and send it to
the nearest emergency responder and will also send an SMS to
emergency contact containing location coordinates of the
accident. With real time location tracking for both victim and
responder the system will drastically increase the survival rate
of an accident victim by providing emergency aid in time. The
system will also provide help during other emergencies such as
during fire, robberies/theft and other medical emergencies.
Emergency responder will be able pin point victim’s location
on a Google map in real time.

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

The probability of false positives in a smartphone-based
accident detection and rescue system is inevitable. We have
added some features to reduce these issues. Here are some
features we added to reduce false positives.

[13]

 Acceleration filter: The system will ignore g-force
values lower than 4g.

[14]

 Count down timer alert: On detection of an accident
the system will present an alert dialog with 15 sec
count down, which the user will be able to cancel in
case accident didn’t occur.
For future work, more research is needed in order to make
the accident detection part more reliable and accurate which
will help in reducing false positives. Adding additional sensors

[15]

[16]

[17]
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Abstract—One of the real issues in UWSN is congestion
control. The need is to plan an optimized congestion control
scheme which enhances the network life time and in addition
limits the usage of energy in data transmission from source to
destination. In this paper, we propose a routing protocol called
Dist-Coop in UWSN. Dist-Coop is a distributed cooperation
based routing scheme which uses mechanism for optimized
congestion control in noisy links of underwater environment. It is
compact, energy proficient and high throughput opportunistic
routing scheme for UWSN. In this proposed protocol
architecture, we present congestion control with cooperative
transmission of data packets utilizing relay sensors. The final
objective is to enhance the network life time and forward
information utilizing cooperation procedure, limiting energy
consumption amid transmission of information. At destination
node, combining strategy utilized is based on Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNRC). Simulation results of Dist-Coop scheme indicate
better outcomes in terms of energy consumption, throughput and
network lifetime in contrast with Co-UWSN and EH-UWSN
routing protocols. Dist-Coop has expended substantially less
energy and better throughput when contrasted with these
protocols.
Keywords—Opportunistic routing; cooperation; congestion
control; signal-to-noise ratio

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless networks are such type of networks which use
Infrared or Radio Frequencies signals to share data or
information between the devices connected with each other.
There are number of wireless devices available now a days; for
example, laptops, mobile sets, small size PCs, wireless sensors
and satellite receivers among others. The new fourth era of

cellular communication has greatly increased the data
transmission speed, which provides the variety of high speed
mobile data rates. At the same time, different new standards
like Bluetooth, Infrared, 802.11 for short range radio helps to
produce a variety of new application for enterprises and home
networking, which enables wireless multimedia and data
communication in offices and homes. Examples of wireless
networks are cellular networks, Terrestrial Networks, Satellite
Communication Networks, Ad hoc Networks and Wireless
Sensor Networks [1].
A. Types of Wireless Sensor Networks
Sensor nodes are most commonly deployed in Remote
areas and underwater. In these areas, the sensor network faces
different challenges according to the environment. Mainly
there are five types of WSNs:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Terrestrial Wireless Sensor Networks
Underground Wireless Sensor Networks
Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks
Multi-media Wireless Sensor Networks
Mobile Wireless Sensor Networks

1) Terrestrial Wireless Sensor Networks: These types of
networks mainly consists of hundreds to thousands small
inexpensive sensor nodes, which are deployed in a specific
region, either in ad hoc (unstructured) manner or in pre-defined
(structured) manner. In ad hoc manner, the sensor nodes are
deployed in a specific region randomly. In terrestrial WSNs,
the sensor nodes must be able to communicate successfully
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with the base station, while limited battery power is available
[2].
2) Underground
Wireless
Sensor
Network:
In
Underground WSNs, the sensor nodes are placed underground
in a specific targeted area. Basically it is used to observe the
underground situation and communicate this information to the
surface area. These sensor nodes transmit the information to
the sink nodes, which are further transmitted to the base
station. The underground WSNs are more costly as compared
to terrestrial WSNs. Due to signal losses and attenuation, the
wireless communication becomes a challenge in these different
environments. To increase the life time of the network, careful
planning and cost consideration is required in underground
WSNs [3].
3) Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks: In these types
of networks, numbers of nodes are deployed into the water.
Underwater WSNs are more costly and very difficult to deploy
it in underwater. Sensor nodes in underwater WSNs
communicate with each other and with the sink nodes using
acoustic signals. Acoustic communication is again big
challenge in underwater due to limited bandwidth, large
propagation delay, signal fading problems and sensor node
failure. These sensor nodes have a limited battery power and
very difficult to recharge or replace a battery in harsh
environment of water. For efficient use of energy, underwater
WSNs are required to develop efficient underwater
communication and networking techniques as shown in
Fig. 1 [4].

to variable delay and channel capacity, Quality of Service
(QoS) is difficult to preserve in multi-media WSNs. It is
necessary to obtain certain level of QoS for reliable delivery of
the contents [5].
5) Mobile Wireless Sensor Networks: In such networks,
nodes can freely move within the environment on their own
capability. These nodes performing different operation like
sensing and communicating as a fixed nodes. These nodes have
the ability to divert their location and manage themselves
accordingly. In a network, mobile node communicates with
another mobile node within a range of each other and transfers
gathered information [5].
B. Major Challenges in UWSNs
Quantities of difficulties are looked in brutal submerged
conditions. These issues are looked in two angles; Technical
and Research challenges, for successful utilization of
submerged sensor sensors. A portion of the significant issues
are given below [1]:
 Hard to energize batteries and have very limited battery
power.
 Accessible bandwidth is limited.
 Channel is influenced by multipath fading.
 Higher size of end to end defer when contrasted with
earthly WSN.
 Mistake rates of bits are high.
 Solar energy cannot be used in submerged.
 Corrosion and Fouling may cause to come up short
submerged sensors.
 Localizations.
 Data extraction.
One of the significant issues seen in UWSN is battery
usage constraint, it’s energizing and substitution. Because of
unforgiving submerged circumstance, it is exceptionally
troublesome and costly to revive or supplant sensor sensors
batteries. Based on specified difficulties, the administration and
planning of UWSNs routing techniques design is a major test
for scientists and researchers [6].

Fig. 1. Underwater wireless sensor network architecture with layers.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
4) Multi-media Wireless Sensor Networks: To monitor
events or tracking any object, wireless sensor networks are a
suitable platform. It consists of low price nodes while having
large in number to cover a specific region. These nodes have
different properties and connected with each other via different
sources. Nodes are arranged in the atmosphere in a pre-defined
manner for a specific task [5].
In multi-media applications such as video streaming
requires high bandwidth to transmit the whole contents.
Therefore, high energy is consumed for high data rates. Multimedia WSNs needs to develop such transmission techniques
which have high bandwidth and low energy consumption. Due

According to authors in [2], it is exceptionally hard to give
effective routing administrations in UWSNs. The radio signals
does not work appropriately in underwater condition that’s
why acoustic signs are utilized. Acoustic signals have lesser
transfer speeds and longer spread deferral when contrasted
with radio signs. Besides, because of water ebb and flow,
Network topology in UWSN in nature is dynamic and sensors
move latently. Here the proposed protocol is known as Depth
Based Routing convention (DBR) to tackle the issue of
restriction up to some degree. DBR does not require data of
sensor sensors of full-dimensional area. It requires just
neighborhood profundity data that can be effectively
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accomplished by putting a low value profundity sensor with
each submerged node.
Researchers in [7], use that a standout amongst the most
vital issue in UWSN is energy impediment. Because of
unforgiving submerged condition, the charging and substitution
of sensor sensors batteries is exceptionally troublesome and
costly. The arrangement proposed is to outline an energy
effective directing convention named Energy Efficient Depth
Based Routing (EEDBR) to take care of the said issue up to
some degree in UWSNs. The proposed convention ascertains
the profundity of the sensor sensors alongside its lingering
energy, to build the life time of the system. Researchers in [8],
assess diverse routing conventions like VBF, DBR, H2-DAB,
and QELAR and so on based on limitation systems,
minimization of energy and ascertain the holding time in
UWSNs. Each directing convention has diverse objectives like
decrease in energy utilization, accomplishment of strength and
so on. This paper for the most part centers to feature the
difficulties looked in the plan of directing convention for
UWSNs.
Specialist in [9], use that in thick submerged condition, the
significant issues are the variety in arrange topology, high
blunder rate, and more noteworthy energy utilization for the
transmission of information. Expansion with these quantities of
issues, there are some real focal points of UWSNs, for
example, submerged administration, oil investigations and a
few calamities administration issues. Versatile portability of
Courier sensors in Threshold-Optimized Depth-based
(AMCTD) directing plan has planned to accomplish more
noteworthy system lifetime based on sensors profundity,
diminishing the utilization of energy particularly amid the
steadiness time frame. The versatile development of messenger
node maintains the system throughput in the extra state of
system. In [10], proposed routing convention in light of
sending capacity (FF) for UWSNs named enhanced Adaptive
Mobility of Courier sensors in Threshold-Optimized profundity
based directing (iAMCTD). Contrasting and the current
profundity based routing conventions; developed convention
misuses the thickness of the system for time basic data. To beat
way misfortune, proliferation dormancy and flooding holding
time is ascertained and utilize directing measurements. Which
contained confinement free signals to-clamor proportion
(LSNR), signals quality list (SQI), Energy cost work (ECF)
and Depth Dependent Function (DDF). Reckoning of FF
procedure increments the life time of a system and decreases
the transmission adversity.
Researchers in [11], used that to diminish the issue of more
prominent postponement, the deferral touchy routing
convention is required. The proposed plans known as DelaySensitive Depth-Based Routing (DSEEDBR) and affectability
based levels having limit esteems to enable the routing in view
of its profundity to diminish the three plans are consolidated to
configuration defer effective Delay-Sensitive Holding time
(DSHT) and Priority Factors (PF). In request to figure the
transmission misfortune and got signals speed, ideal weight
work (WF) are presented in these plans. Besides, to tackle the
issue of postponement, it needs better forward to limit the
transmission delay in such locale where sensors are put in low
profundity. In DSDBR, WF and Fi are utilized for better

forwarder choice and to evaluate DSHT, they presented dth.
The significant reason for high engendering delays is low
profundity Transmission. Researchers in [12] proposed Dual
Sink Efficient and Balanced Energy utilization Technique
(DSEBET) for Underwater Acoustic Sensor Networks
(UASNs). In UASNs organize the system lifetime crumples
because of restricted energy asset. The real issue is to adjust
energy in low system lifetime. In this way, to expand the
system lifetime, the utilization of energy must be adjusted. In
DSEBET, interfaces between the sensors are made based on
their little separation "Nj" hand-off node is chosen for
information transmission. In transmission of information, each
node has parallel Energy Level Numbers (ELNs).
Researchers in [13], proposed impedance mindful and solid
directing convention for UWSNs. Based on built up way from
end-to-end, the following forwarder has been chosen for
transmission of information parcels. Based on this approach,
the void gaps can be disposed of utilizing the proposed routing
convention. For dependable correspondence, interference with
in the divert is additionally considered in directing metric amid
the choice of sending node. The proposed directing convention
chooses neighbor node as a next forwarder from source to goal,
so crash likelihood can be decreased at arrange layer. Later, the
momentous progression in the field of UWSNs has been
accomplished in [14]. Number of routing conventions is
configured to fathom the issues looked in UWSNs. In said plot,
the goal is chiefly center to comprehend the working standards
of those routing plans. Three investigation strategies are
proposed for this reason; Clustering based, limitation based and
collaboration based routing. Numerous routing conventions
center around energy productivity, security of system and time
proficiency diminish the postponement in time and increment
the life time of the system.
Researchers in [15], suggested that in agreeable WSN
condition, energy proficient plan is utilized as a part of
quantities of sensors and Data Gathering Node (DGN). Based
on DGN, diverse setup is utilized like the Number of Input to
Number of yield and Number of Input to Single Output. In
proposed convention, helpful energy plot for MIMO (CMIMO) is utilized, where mistake is rectified by utilizing low
thickness equality check (LDPC). The length of LDPC relies
upon the measure of the message and mistake checking bits;
where the rate of LDPC code changed with the extent of
message and equality bits. Analyst in [16], used that in energy
constrained systems, Cooperation by utilizing single transfer is
more basic and successful correspondence. For the most part
center to research and select a hand-off having least energy
with control transmission. For agreeable transmission, Relays
ascertain their base required power with a specific end goal to
oversee collaboration. Just the best one hand-off is chosen
among all to diminish the power use. The decision of transfer
depends on appropriated path with little overhead.
Authors in [17] offered Energy Harvesting (EH-WSN)
technique having the upside of productive collaboration and
transfer choice in view of little power use. The convention is
assessed in two stages, in initial step, helpful correspondence is
assessed and afterward the energy of every node is figured.
This plan characterizes unassuming and valuable system for
EH-WSN with participation and straightforwardly connected in
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genuine cases. To accomplish energy productive collaboration
based correspondence, it can likewise coordinate with different
conventions. In [18], proposed to get exceptional capacity by
utilizing new form of codes to redesign programming, called
shrewd Internet of things (IOT). Because of cruel channel
qualities, information gathering is still issues in WSN because
of long deferral, energy utilization and retransmission.
Information is transmitted agreeably by refreshing
programming to accomplish dependable correspondence.
Dependability enhanced agreeable correspondence RICC
scheme is proposed to enhance the unwavering quality of the
system in multi-hop helpful correspondence without
diminishing system lifetime. In WSNs, sensors are put at
various positions, so every node handle diverse bundles, so
uneven energy utilization happened in the system. To
proficiently utilize the lingering energy, in RICC, energy
utilization is embraced by the prerequisites. Low power
utilization is embraced to keep up long system lifetime.
Analysts in [19], argued that the information transmitted by
WSNs are utilized for various purposes in various parts like
security, arrange topology and correspondence conventions are
happens in the sending of WSNs. Distinctive conventions are
utilized by the prerequisites of the application, for example,
verification, remove, number of parcels transmitted amid
particular timeframe. In [20], Author proposed a Wireless
Network (WPCN) and the proposed plot comprises of one
source to goal combining and having various forward (DF) and
translate transfers. This plan proposed energy limit based
multi-hand-off choice (ETMRS) for WPCN. The transfers are
sent arbitrarily and are known by just its profundity data for
switching between Energy and Information Forwarding
gathering modes. The limited battery asset of every sensor
node, the charging/releasing of node happens that required
ETMRS plot over blended Nakagami-m and Rayleigh blurring
channels.
In [21], authors proposed a technique expanded the
proficiency and unwavering quality of the system by utilizing
the sink portability and helpful routing. Numerous conventions
are created to perform participation with a specific end goal to
enhance connect productivity by examining physical and MAC
layer perspectives. The proposed protocols basically center to
investigate arrange layer with sink versatility. The goal and
hand-off node is chosen based on remaining energy and its
profundity data. Sink versatility by social occasion information
from various sensors specifically increment the effectiveness of
the system. The proposed plot works in various stages;
information procurement stage, arrange usage stage, limit
based information detecting and directing stage. Every node
ascertains its alive neighbor sensors to refresh profundity edge
level in organize instatement stage. Researchers in [22], use
that to take care of various issues happened in UWSNs,
Improved routing arrangement is required for productive
information sending. This paper proposed enhanced agreeable
plan to build the life time and unwavering quality of the
UWSNs. The proposed protocol receives participation on
arrange layer inside existing non-agreeable routing plan, Depth
Based Routing (DBR), to enhance the dependability and

throughput. The determination of hand-off node depends on its
profundity and information is sent from source to goal
helpfully by utilizing transfer sensors.
In [23], researchers broke down that the cruel submerged
condition because of blurring and unavoidable clamors makes
it hard to perform mistake free transmission of information.
The choice of transfer depends on node profundity and its
leftover energy. Analyst in [24], use that to enhance the
correspondence quality, agreeable correspondence is received
in UWSNs by utilizing transfer sensor sensors. To enhance the
execution of the system, proposed a helpful plan known as
Analytical approach towards Reliability with Cooperation for
UWSNs (ARCUN). The proposed convention has high
throughput and energy proficient routing plan for UWSNs.
Transfer chose from a gathering of hand-off sensor sensors,
ascertain the separation and SNR proportion of the submerged
channel. The proposed protocol uses collaboration and SNR for
delay-delicate application to expand the parcel conveyance
proportion and soundness time of the system. In transmission
of information without collaboration implies information is
transmitted by utilizing direct connection from source to goal.
In [25], authors use that the two principle challenges are;
radio waves can't function admirably in submerged condition
and the second is that the acoustic correspondence is moderate.
The proposed plot centers around area base collaboration. The
region is separated in various clusters and after that
collaboration between sensors take place. The proposed
protocol named Energy Efficient Adaptive Cooperation
Routing convention for UWSNs (EACE) accomplished longer
system lifetime and less utilization of energy with participation
between sensors. Specialist in [26] use that dependability is one
of the imperative factors to enhance the general execution of
UWSNs. Uproarious condition and poor channel quality
lessening the dependability and influence the system execution
by influencing the trustworthiness of information. Helpful
directing in UWSNs enhances the unwavering quality and
honesty of the information. The proposed protocol called
Improved Adaptive Cooperative Routing in UWSNs (IACR),
comprises of two transfer node and one ace node is chosen
among the accessible sensors from source to sink node for
transmission of information.
In [27], researchers recommended that Cooperative
condition increment the life time of the system in testing
condition. Neighbor sensors are utilized for transmission of
information helpfully as transfer sensors. The planned protocol
named Cooperative UWSN (Co-UWSN), which builds the
system life time by expanding unwavering quality, energy
effectiveness and expanding throughput in UWSNs. To beat
blurring, agreeable assorted variety is presented. Choice of
hand-off node in light of channel quality and separation among
neighbor node for quality and separation among neighbor node
for fruitful information bundle transmission. Loss of
information parcel is diminished by happening variety inside
and out limit level. The system soundness period and load
adjusting is accomplished by utilizing ideal weight calculation
and helpful condition.
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III. MOTIVATION
Co-UWSN and SPARCO are proficient plans yet it might
have a few issues in adjusting of load in sensors having low
profundity. Vast energy is devoured by these low profundity
sensors when transmitting information, which create scope
gaps in a system. These gaps are essentially created because of
load administration among alive sensors. In the event that the
profundity expands, the utilization of energy amid transmission
is additionally expanded.
All sensor nodes have ability to transfer theirs data as well
as data that came from other sensor nodes by the route that
ending at sink. Nodes utilize also relay sensor nodes when
transferring the data to BS. Before collecting data packets, a
routine process performed to decide an optimal node amongst
neighbors of each sensor node to minimize cost function.
Sensed and incoming data packets traffic is transferred to this
sensor node. The establishing of these paths guarantees that
collected data are forwarded to BS. Issues of the multi hop
routing are attempted here by two stage technique. According
to 1st stage, optimum cooperation based transmission approach
is imitative for every sensor node for sending data to their
neighbor sensor nodes in case of selected. Each sensor node
recognizes link cost for its neighbors. In 2nd stage, a routing
algorithm is used called Bellman-Ford distributed algorithm for
obtaining minimum cost route from any sensor node to BS.
Cost values of link attained in 1st stage that is utilized in 2nd
stage. Data is labeled by creating sensor nodes and organized
as bit data packets.
According to broadcasting stage, source sensor node
broadcast data packets with index of destination sensor node.
The subset of neighboring relays get signals and in 2nd stage
use the cooperation based approach for transmission such as
decode and forward strategy to send data packets to
destination. It is also possible that source take part too in 2nd
stage in case if these outcomes in lesser total consumption of
power. Power of transmission in cooperation based
transmissions also requires determining. Therefore with fix
destination, the source requires to determine broadcast power
that is represented by Pb. In addition, SNR at destination is
mandatory to be high by set verge that is stated formerly.
Generally relays are also used by other sensor nodes in
network. Therefore for cooperation based transmission,
destination requires to recognize to relays. Hence index of
destination is also required to transfer to relays. The main
purpose of any cooperation based transmission is delivering
data packets from a source to a destination when satisfying
SNR, with least likely total power of transmission.
It is also important to note that resolution of this issue may
be direct which non-cooperative transmission from source to
destination is. It is also be noted that by selecting a greater
values of Pb, more sensor nodes are involved in cooperation
based transmission that is leads to minimized total power that
is obligatory for cooperation based transmission. In contrast the
lesser values of Pb leads to high power obligatory for the
transmission of data in 2nd stage. This trade-offs stated in
certain research papers and in-depth exploration is planned as
an approach to find optimum value of broadcast power [13].

According to current paper, an efficient structure is
presented for methodically resolve the optimization issue
which is addressed above.
IV. FLOW-CHART AND METHODOLOGY OF DIST-COOP
The proposed look into system is quickly clarified through
the accompanying flow chart in Fig. 2. Irregular sending of 250
sensors submerged with 5 sinks on the water surface in a
domain of 500x500x500. Each sensor will begin to find its
neighbouring sensors. This will make the sensors to recognize
the best option of neighbours which can be chosen for data
transfer based on remaining energy and estimated cost
function. It is imperative on the grounds that each node which
is encompassed by different sensors which is diverse with
various sensors because of node thickness. In the focused on
territory sensors are scattered arbitrarily.
After estimation of neighbour sensors, in subsequent stage
we ascertain the residual energy (RE) of the considerable
number of sensors conveyed. Here we separate the sensors on
edge energy level 1 and 2. In the event that the R.E of the node
is more prominent or equivalent to edge energy level 1, at that
point this node can be chosen as a transfer node. In the event
that the RE is not as much as limit energy level 1, at that point
hand-off node again process its RE, if the RE is more
noteworthy than edge level 2 and not as much as edge level 1,
so it can have the capacity to use as a typical sensor node. On
the off chance that, if R.E is not as much as edge level 2 than it
begins its Energy Harvesting (EH) to increase its energy level.
V. DIST-COOP PROTOCOL MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
In this segment, we present our estimated optimized
congestion control and link aware with Cooperation based
scheme Dist-Coop which guarantees to enhance the Network
Lifetime, Packets Delivery Ratio of the system and lessened
Energy use by sensors.
A. Network Topology
System limit, energy utilization and the unwavering quality
of a system relies upon arranged topology. The greatest scope
of a sensor node is not sufficient to cover the whole system, so
multi-hop correspondence is utilized. Information got from the
source node at sink node is accumulated. It might consider that
sink node has no energy requirement that may speak with any
of the sensors without collaboration. System is isolated into
various layers based on profundity and is made out of
heterogeneous sensors. The lower profundity sensors send
information to higher profundity sensors and the procedure
goes ahead till the information comes to at the surface of the
water. The transfer sensors are propelled node, since they have
double duties of transmitting its own information and also
transferring of neighbor sensors. In Fig. 6, if there should be an
occurrence of ordinary information transmission the source
node transmit information toss two hand-off sensors in a
collaboration mode, on the grounds that if hand-off sensors
isn't accessible or may dead, so there will be another hand-off
and an immediate connection accessible for the information
exchange.
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C. Ambient Noise
Surrounding commotion is one of the vital factor in
submerged acoustic channel condition. Encompassing
commotion is fundamentally a connection between the measure
of data worried about air state of the sea, ocean condition of the
sea, wind speed and sea life natural impacts. Four fundamental
sources show the distinctive overwhelming levels of
surrounding commotion. They are: Turbulence, waves,
delivery and warm clamor. The aggregate power unearthly
thickness of clamor is communicated in db and is given by
[27]:
NL =NLtb + NLsh + NLwv + NLth

(3)

Where
NLtb = 27-30 log f ,
NLsh = 40+20(s-0.5) + 26 log f -60 log (f+0.03)
NLwv = 50+7.5 (w-0.5) +20 log f -40 log (f+0.4)
NLth= -25+20 log f
f in KHz , w is wind speed (m/s) and s- shipping activity
factor.
D. Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
The SNR of an underwater acoustic signal at a receiver side
can be calculated in dB by sonar equation [27] as follows:
SNR = SL-TL-NL-DI+c(λ)

(4)

Where
NL is ambient noise level in ocean (dB),
TL is transmission loss (dB),
DI is the directivity index and is set to zero and SL is the
source level of transmission (dB) is given by
SL = 10 log (

Fig. 2. Flow chart of the Scheme EH-UWSN.

B. Absorption and Scattering Models
Two noteworthy reasons of constriction in submerged
condition are scrambling and ingestion misfortunes. In
disseminating, the electromagnetic signals is diverted far from
its unique bearing, and in assimilation, the electromagnetic
signals energy is changed over starting with one shape then
onto the next frame like warmth or substance. Consequently:
c (λ) = a (λ) + b(λ)

I = Io e-c (λ) d

(2)

Where Io is a normalizing steady. The standardization
esteem is a non-negative esteem, relies upon the circumstance
to make the change precisely equivalent to 1. c(λ) is coproficient of lessening, d is a separation.

(5)

Where Pit is the transmission power intensity.
In shallow water, the Intensity, Pit is given in watt/m2 as
follows.
Pit =

(6)

In deep water, Pt, is given in watt/m2 as follows
Pit

(1)

Where a and b refer to ingestion and dissipating separately,
estimated in m-1, and λ is the wavelength of signals in nm.
Utilizing the co-productive of weakening Beer, s Law decide
the construction of an acoustic signals for a separation d is
given by [25]:

)(dB)

(7)

Where, Pt is the transmitted power (watt) and d is the depth
(m)
E. Initialization Phase
Three unique assignments are performed in this phase.
Every sensor has information about its neighbor, sink node on
the water surface is recognized, and every conceivable course
toward various sink is assessed. Sensors communicate a
packet, which contains data of the node like its profundity,
node ID, and energy status. This packet has been gotten by the
neighbor node and utilizes these for advance transmissions.
Sink present on the water surface sends a Hello packet to each
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of its associated sensors. Utilizing high bundle transmission,
with in the given transmission extend, every node distinguish
its neighbor and independently kept up a line of neighbor under
profundity limit to recognize the best sent node for its
information transmission; Each node figure its weight utilizing
the recipe given beneath [27].
(

)

min (|

|2 , |

(

)

(8)
|2 , |

|2)

Where SNR(dSiR1,f), SNR(dSiR2,f), SNR(dSiD1,f) are
the SNR of the corresponding links from Si to Di respectively,
R.E is the residual energy of the corresponding sensors; dSiR1,
dSiR2,and dSiDi are the distances from the corresponding
source to its relays and immediate destination respectively.
F. Underwater Acoustic Cooperative Transmission
Let N fixed agents that are sensed and they represented by
Si where the i ∈ N:= {1, . . . , N-1, N}. Relay sensor nodes are
also arbitrarily set up in 2dim area. Suppose index of neighbor
relays and other nodes for the ith node belongs to sets Li and
Ni. Assume relaying and sensing sensor nodes are capable for
adjusting power of transmissions while they all have same
maximum power of transmission that is denoted by Pmax.
Transmission range of agents that are sensing, directly related
to maximum power of transmission. The sensor nodes are
known as neighbors if theirs Euclidean distances are minimal
than transmission range. In this process the major aim of
sensor nodes deployments is observing the geographical area
and transfers the data to a static BS. BS is likely as the sink and
other nodes are the sources that sporadically measure data.
G. Cooperation based Model of Transmission
Assortment system stated as a system which takes more
than two same replicas of transferred signals from the
transmitter. According to this research paper, we deliberate a
cooperation based protocol with two relay nodes as Fig. 3. It
contains one source node, two relay nodes with a single
destination node.

In Fig. 3, relay nodes depend on reformative cooperation
while relay nodes sensed and transfers original message that
comes from source node prior to forward decrypted bits to
terminus [7]. In TWSNs transmission time is lesser while
processed using phase synchronization procedures. Due to long
transmission delays in UWSNs, addition scheme depends on
analogue domain which flops as three signals reach to terminus
at different time. Assortment merging methods are auspicious
resolutions for processing the receive signals at terminus for
UW communications with maximal ratio diversity, equal gain
diversity and assortment diversity system [13]. It is observed
that assortment methods diminish impacts of declining and
increased channel excellence. These methods are mostly model
for analogue waves in radio transmission that’s propagation
delays greatly low as compare to processing delays at all
sensor nodes. Though, the data signals travel alongside more
than one channel (relays and terminus sensor nodes) with multi
extents and arrived to terminus at diverse timings in UW
environ. It is not possible to apply addition model to received
signals at terminus in term of analogue data signals. Thus, our
technique adopts diversity concepts by merging procedures
which are applied for analogue field at physical layer to receive
data signals at packet level relying on channel state information
(CSI).
H. Selection of Relay and Destination
According to literature [8], [14], a source sensor node tries
to search optimal relays to make possible the cooperative
communications for TWNs with supposition the destination is
pre-defined. This methodology depends on terminated timers at
the possible relay nodes, is unsuitable for UW links as it
unusually maximizes delays of UW channels. Moreover, link
states possibly modify by high delays due to terminated timers
or collision evasion amongst devices. This research examines
cooperative base communications by distributed mode for
UWSNs. In this paper it is assumed that a source sensor node,
that requires transferring their message to sink node by group
of hops, have n neighboring sensor nodes in its range of
transmission that is shown in Fig. 4. Source sensor nodes rely
on instant link state for determining that which ones amongst
neighbors have maximum consistent links to transfer the
information to sink node containing the relay and destination
nodes. Channel properties are taken in account by electing
processes. It contains SNR from all links to source sensor node
and distance node from all neighbors to sink node. It is
important to note that GPS systems that are fortified for
terrestrial wireless based devices not able to work fine in case
of the environments of UW by the restrictions of link
properties as well as frequencies. Transmission processes
consist of a sequence of six phases that are:
 Request to Send (RTS)
 Clear to Send (CTS)
 Source based computations
 Source transmissions
 Relays transmissions

Fig. 3. Cooperative Transmission with Two Relays.
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Time of Arrival (ToA) and SNR on the reception of CTS
packet conforming to particular neighbors. ToA is a packet that
travels from a sensor node to other. That parameter is for the
measuring physical distance from a source node to a potential
relay and terminus. SNR kept conforming to a neighbor that is
be around between sensed SNR from CTS at source node while
be an average of SNR which is approximate by eavesdropping
at every neighbor.
K. Destination/Relays Selection
After the RTS/CTS exchange procedure, the source node
achieves a list of candidates with the distance, ToA, and
channel conditions, respectively. The source runs Algorithm 1
to select the appropriate and reliable relay nodes to forward the
data message.
Algorithm 1: Destination/Relays Selection.
Fig. 4. Network model with source and neighbors at each hop.

I. Creating Neighbors List
A list of neighbor sensor nodes are created by every sensor
node with particular hop-count that is known as distance
interchangeably to sink node by advertising (ADV) data packet
that sporadically transmits from sink node to each node
afterward every pre-defined time period. Depending on hopcount to sink node, source node just transmits the data packet
to sink node by a set of relative neighbors. After initiative time,
the network state is constant; and ADV data packet shows part
of altering link state among local sensor nodes and neighboring
nodes.
J. Collecting Condition of Link\Channel
Initially in case that a source sensor node has data then this
node broadcast RTS packet towards neighboring nodes that
potential relay nodes and destination to relays packets. The size
of a RTS and CTS is lesser then data packet's for reducing the
consumption of energy for neighboring sensor nodes. A RTS
packet consists of hop count of source sensor node to sink
node. As a neighboring sensor node gets RTS packet, it must
compare their local hop-count to sink node with hop-count of
source sensor node. Just neighboring nodes having shorter
distance than source sensor node, possibly become next relay.
It restricts number of sensor nodes to join in to rivalry to
become destination/ relays to decrease the consumptions of
energy and packet loops. After inspection of distance, potential
relay replies a CTS packet to source node. Note that according
to this technique, a sensor node impossible measure channel
status info between itself and destination node such as [8], [14].
It is by ambivalent to the destination node. Though, link state
from relay node to destination node is a significant parameter
that effects by the selection of relay node. Hence all sensor
nodes sensed neighboring link state in terms SNR by
eavesdropping data packets from their neighbors and inset
average value in CTS.
In case of distributed scenario, more than one source nodes
needed to forward data packet, CTS from all neighbors
recognizes to strike on links. However, data sensed rate from
environ measures for all sensor nodes supposed to minor to
decrease data packets collisions. Source sensor nodes estimate

Input
siblings

: SNR, Hop_count, ToA by parents Childs with

Output: Destination with two relay nodes
max := total neighbours (n) with d(x) ≥ d(n);
for x = 1 to max
If C (f , l) ≥ R then
Requirement in Eq10
If d(x)˃ d(n) then
Add with sort using ToA in parents list;
else
Add with sort using ToA in siblings list;
// where d(x) = d(n)
Select (top - down) three members from parents list with
siblings for destination and two relay nodes;
The siblings and parents are neighbors (n) whom hop-count
are lesser and equal to source (x) on link to sink node.
Neighbors with hop count lower or equal to the source sensor
nodes combined into relays computation. The three parameters
used for evaluating a contender with SNR, ToA and hop-count.
Initially source node examines computed link capacity
correspond to neighbors and requisite rate of data included in
candidates list. Afterward the algorithm examines that sensor
node is parent or sibling, hence then it includes to particular
lists as well as sort by ToA. The timer is also set for getting
CTS packet; information of neighbors updates and stops if the
timeout happens. Till each candidate is tested or timeout,
source sensor node selects three members to be a terminus as
well as two relay nodes from two that lists. Source node can
select destination or relay node soon on ending of every list for
flexibility.
L. Techniques for Diversity Combining
The UW links faces a quite great propagation delays that
becomes the reasons of great difference for arriving data
signals. Links with source nodes, relay nodes and the
destination nodes are greatly lengthier as compared to direct
source node to destination route. Therefore the techniques of
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diversity combining are appropriate choice for processing the
signals at destination node, while incoming signals from the
source node and relay nodes are operated at packet level,
instead of at physical layer. In 1st phase, intermediary relay
nodes translates message that comes from a source node and
transfer it to next. Destination node then takes one or more
copies from the source node and relay nodes. The technique
called maximal ratio combing (MRC) is then applied for
recovering the messages from source node as well as
intermediary relay nodes. We used BER estimation model to
compute BER of data packets that’s parameters assessed by the
technique named maximum likely-hood estimation (MLE).

minimizes end-to-end transmission power to reach the
destination.
〈

Cost of Link: The link cost
by following

〉 that is represented

The above equation can be stated as least expected power
of transmission for delivering a message from to by a
cooperative transmission that consist of two-stage system that
is subject to rate λ with outage probability which is denoted by
. Then, the problem of energy efficient routing can be
formulated as follows:
∑

(12)

In above equation the L represents set of entire possible
links in network (any free of loop sequence of sensor nodes
from source node to destination node is a possible path of this
model).
N. Optimal Cooperation-based Routing
〉 that
1) Link Cost Formulation: Let we have a link 〈
is designed between two sensor nodes that are and by
two-stage cooperation based transmission. The is the set of
cooperative sensor nodes in 2nd stage transmission approach.
The power allocation vector to form the cooperative link
〈
〉 is represented by p. Expected cost of cooperative link
〈
〉 represented by C
that is given by following
6.5 optimization issue,
Fig. 5. The maximal ratio combining.

C

MRC is shown in Fig. 5 by a diagram for Multiple Input
and Single Output (MISO) with three inputs. We also used
three incoming routes at t1; t2 and t3 times that are from source
node, 1st relay node and 2nd relay node. At destination node,
arrived signals from link are de-modulated and translated to get
a binary result that is bi where i = 1, 2 and 3. Sensed binary
sequence is retained and multiplied by the respective weight
factors that are 1- Pi for the recovery of original message from
various copies. Moreover the bits are transformed to biased
value that is ai prior to multiply, where
{

(9)

The output binary value b is determined by the sum Do
based on the threshold which is set to zero.
∑
{

,

(10)
(11)

M. Routing Model
A K-hop cooperative route ` is a sequence of K links
{
} , where each link
〈
〉 is formed
between a transmitting node and a receiving node , using
the two-stage cooperative transmission at the physical layer.
The sequence of links connects a source ‘s’ to a destination
‘d’ in a loop-free path. Our objective is to find a path that

=

∑

(13)

The P in above equation represents set of all possible power
allocation vectors denoted by p, where
≥
is power that
allocated to transmitter Є .
The major advantage of cooperation based transmissions is
in fading environs in which diversity is used for conflict
fading. Applications which take advantage from cooperation
based transmissions are usually have a severe obligation in
terms of reliability of link. Link cost construction is addressed
in (5). Though, it not give any particular target outage
probability and no check on the number of re-transmissions
with consequently link delay. To control this problem, we alter
optimization 5 to comprise a restriction on target outage
probability as following.
Suppose ∈ represent target per link outage probability
which can be accepted. Then cooperative link cost C
is the solution to the following constrained optimization
problem:
C

=

∑

Subject to

(14)
≥1-

(15)

∈

Till this point, entire cost of transmission to create link
〈
〉 is sum of transmissions power in 1st and 2nd stage. It
is expressed by following
Total Power to create 〈

〉= C

+
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The is cooperation based transferring set that is created
in 1st stage.

C

=
(
{
∑

2) Least Cost Route Selection: Now we model the network
as weighted graph that is denoted as following:
G = (N, E, C),
Where N is set of sensors of the network, E is set of entire
conceivable links in sensor nodes that are given below:
E={
C={

} and

|

}

|

It is set of costs of link that is well-defined over ends. The
issue of efficient energy routing now expressed as shortest path
problem on G where G is the graph. By Use of Dijkstra’s
algorithm, least route in source node and destination node
calculated by O (N logN), in case if costs of link C is known.
Though C is calculated one time and it is possible to calculate
offline. The calculating link costs comprise enumerating the
exponential amount of cooperative set called T. To ease it, a
strategy is reducing search space for T that is addressed in next
section.
O. Opportunistic Route
Due of anycast technique, the messages arrive at
destination by possibly different paths. A devious path is
amalgamation of multiple conceivable paths within the source
node and the destination node that is created by a choice of
candidate relay nodes at every intermediary sensor node.
1) Anycasted Link Cost: Deliberate a transmitter denoted
by with the corresponding candidate relay node set . In
phase 1, broadcast a message with power Pb. The sensor
nodes which positively took message join
to form a
cooperation based communicating set
. In phase 2,
cooperatively anycasted message to entrant relays set .
〉 is
2) Anycast Link Cost: Anycasted link cost = 〈
represented by C(
) which can be stated as least expected
power of transmission to send message from to any sensor
node in
by using two stage cooperation based transmission
subject to rate λ with outage probability which is denoted by
. Suppose C(
) represent least power that is requisite for
cooperation based anycasting from to . Hence C(
)
is expressed by following optimization issue:
∑
C
=
(16)
≥1-

Subject to

(17)

∈

Where
represents probability which at least
one sensor node in set of
positively received messages that
is uttered as
= 1- ∏

∈

(

(

))

(18)

Using (18), anycasted cost of link C(
) is expressed by
following optimization issue on broadcast power that is
denoted by :

)
}

(19)

{ }

{ }

Where
is given by (15), and
{ }
can be computed from (18) by substituting
P. Optimization Parameters
The variables of decision for the issue of global
optimization are broadcast power at source, cooperation based
transmission power for relay node and sources. For different
single hop transmission, certain relay nodes might be engaged
by different sources at different timing. Hence different the
values of cooperation based transmission power are
determined. Assume that ith source contains ni =dim(Ni)
neighbor relays, and represent the values of cooperation based
transmission power by Pk,i , for any k ∈ {0,1, . . . ,ni}. Hence
entire transmission power for ith sensor node is entire
transmission power of sensor node in broadcast and
cooperative transmissions stages, i.e.:
+∑

(20)

Note that
is assigned power for source in broadcast
stage and
is cooperation based transmission power for this
sensor node in 2nd stage. The values of transmission power
must accomplish power constraint at sources, relays and SNR
restrictions at relays and at corresponding destination for every
source. Set of restrictions for cooperation based transmission
from ith source to their destination is represented by
(

{

)≤0

}

Following stated lemma demonstrate the underlying global
optimization issue which is possibly decomposed in to local
issues.
Lemma : Let take issue of minimize the entire cooperation
based transmission power for sensor nodes as below,
∑
subject to

∑

[
(

]

{

}

(21 a)
)

, i Є{

} (21 b)

The resolution of above can be acquired by resolving given
below N individual constrain optimization issues for i = 1, . . .
N-1, N,
[

∑

subject to

(

]
{

(22 a)
}

Proof: Let the set of values

)

(22 b)
{

,{

}

}

for i = 1, . . . N-1, N, is optimum solution to set of
optimization issues (3). The values create a viable solution to
optimization issue (2). Variables that are related to ith source
not in constraint set for other sources. For proving suitability of
solution {
,{ }
} by illogicality and to be supposed
that following is a different possible solution
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for i = 1, . . . N-1, N with corresponding {
,{ }
} values that results in a improved performance
index for (2).
It means that there is an index ̅ for which
̅ <
or equally
<
or
<
for
k
∈
.
As
values
{
̅
̅
̅
̅
̅
̅
̅

,{ ̅ }
} create a possible solution to -̅ th optimization
problem in (3). This produce a improved value for individual
optimization issue and this denies optimality of {
̅
,{

}

}.

In consequence, the issue of minimum power cooperation
based transmission is expressed for a source. Subscript i is
released henceforth for ease. The effective tackles of
mathematical modelling systems are then engaged to convert
underlying optimization issue in to mixed integer linear
programming issue.
VI. SIMULATIONS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed protocol Dist-Coop UWSN’s performance
and effectiveness is evaluated by comparing it with EH-UWSN
and SPARCO protocols. 225 nodes having node energy of 0.7
J were randomly placed in underwater and network dimensions
used were 500m x 500m x 500m. The protocol was executed
for a total of 100 rounds, having average radius value of 100m.
Network parameters used in simulation are given below in
Table I.
TABLE I.
Parameters
Network Volume
Total Nodes
Relay Nodes
Initial Node Energy
Number of Rounds
Average Radius value of sensing
Number of Sinks
Sensor Node Activation Energy
Amplifying Energy (amp)
Transmitting Energy (Et)

NETWORK PARAMETERS

A. Numbers of Dropped Packet
Fig. 6 shows a comparative analysis of packets dropped at
the sink while transmitting sufficient data towards the
destination in three schemes. Our presented scheme Dist-Coop
is compared with two existing schemes SPARCO and EHUWSN. As our scheme is mainly concentrating on the link
reliability and congestion control through the use of
cooperation and anycasting strategies, hence Fig. 9 proved that
drop of packets in Dist-Coop scheme is much lower as
compared to SPARCO and EH-UWSN techniques. Dist-Coop
scheme assures that one of the sinks is selected at one time so
that data is transmitted in queues and no congestion occurs at
the destination sinks. Also opportunist routing enables data to
select those paths where path loss is less and link is stable and
reliable. Average loss in packets in case of Dist-Coop is 110
while SPARCO and EH-UWSN have 121 and 124
respectively.
B. Energy Tax
The energy tax level of Dist Coop protocol in Fig. 7 is
better than the compared schemes. The average energy
consumption of Dist Coop in the figure is near to the energy
consumption of SPARCO and EH-UWSN as these schemes
mainly focused on the decreasing of energy consumption. Our
focused in Dist Coop was on congestion control, increasing
stability period and throughput as well as load balancing of
motes. Therefore the goal is achieved by showing effective
outcomes in these parameters. The Dist Coop is also showing
improvement in energy consumption as compared to SPARCO
and EH-UWSN.

Values
500m x 500m x 500m
225
10
0.7 J
100
100m
5
6.2500e-06
5.0000e-09
3.0000e-06

Fig. 7. Energy tax v/s radius (m).

Fig. 6. Number of dropped packets v/s radius (m).

C. Number of Packets Received
The concept here is to deliver data effectively from nodes
to surface sink. It is also called Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR).
Two types of links used in Dist Coop are from sensor node to
forwarder and from forwarder to surface sink. Latter one
transfers maximum data than the first one. Therefore, in Dist
Coop mostly sensors come close to the surface sink and
transfer data packets directly which improves the PDR. Fig. 8
shows major efficiency difference between Dist Coop and
SPARCO, EH-UWSN schemes.
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Fig. 10. Network lifetime v/s radius (m).
Fig. 8. Received packets v/s radius (m).

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

D. Network Stability Period
Fig. 9 depicts the performance of Dist Coop protocol which
is optimal as compared to SPARCO and EH-UWSN
techniques. Stability Period is an operational time of the
network until 1st mote expires. At seconds 10000 after network
starts, Dist Coop loses 102 nodes and 123 nodes are alive while
SPARCO and EH-UWSN lose 140 and 178 nodes respectively.
This shows that due to balanced usage of energy by the nodes
the performance of Dist Coop is improved.

In this research, we have presented a congestion control
scheme whose focus is on the network stability period
extension and link awareness called Dist-Coop to tackle the
aforementioned issues of UWSNs upto some extent. After the
analysis of simulation results, we conclude that Dist-Coop
showed extraordinarily better execution in connection than the
existing schemes i.e. SPARCO and EH-UWSN as far as
system Lifetime, Packets Delivery Ratio, Energy Consumption,
Packets Received Ratio and Stability Period of the system are
concerned.
Dist-Coop has devoured substantially less energy up to 3
times when contrasted with SPARCO and EH-UWSN amid the
transmission of information. In Fig. 7, at first from sweep
100(m) to 500(m) the two plans have expended roughly level
with energy, however after 500(m) the SPARCO consumed
much energy when contrasted with EH-UWSN protocol. Huge
contrast is appeared in the normal estimations of Dist-Coop
and EH-UWSN plans. In Dist-Coop plot, sooner or later where
energy is collected, than little energy is devoured in that
segment of the plot like 500(m) to 600(m).

Fig. 9. Network stability period v/s radius (m).

E. Network Lifetime
Stability Period is an operational time of the network until
1st mote expires. Fig. 10 depicts the optimal performance of
Dist Coop protocol as compared to SPARCO and EH-UWSN
techniques. After 12000 seconds Dist-Coop lost 93 nodes and
132 nodes are alive while SPARCO and EH-UWSN loses 104
and 115 nodes respectively. This better performance of DistCoop is due to balanced usage of energy by the nodes.

Furthermore, Dist-Coop improved the system lifetime by
gathering energy from the earth to make a sensor alive for
longer time. In Fig. 8, the underlying life time organize
estimation of SPARCO from radius 100(m) to 400(m) is
substantially more prominent when contrasted with EH-UWSN
protocol. At sweep 400(m), both of the plans have risen to
values around. On the off chance that we analyze the plot of
EH-UWSN protocol, it plainly demonstrates that its system life
time esteems rot fastly when range increments from 100 (m) to
1000 (m). The EH-UWSN esteem bit by bit diminishes when
the sweep increments, while plot of Dist-Coop protocol
demonstrates energy collecting at various focuses in Fig. 9. At
the point when sweep is equivalent to 500(m), Than Dist-Coop
protocol has little system life time esteem, so it begins
collecting energy up to some level from span 500(m) to 600(m)
with a specific end goal to expand the life time of a system.
Energy gathering is rehashed as appeared in Fig. 10, when the
energy level reductions from the characterize limit esteem. The
reproduction comes about shows Improvement in Stability time
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of the Network in Dist-Coop amid the examination with
existing plan SPARCO in Fig. 10. The normal estimation of
Dist-Coop protocol is 106% enhanced when contrasted with
UWSN existing schemes. As the energy productivity and
dependability of a system relies upon the parameters under
thought, henceforth clearly Dist-Coop is more energy
proficient, link aware and congestion controlled than SPARCO
and EH-UWSN schemes.
In our scheme, we utilized SNR consolidating methodology
(SNRC) at destination to join the signals received from various
directions. In future, we can utilize distinctive different
methodologies like, Fixed Ratio Combining (FRC), Maximal
Ratio Combining (MRC) and Selection Combining (SC) at
destination to inspect and contrast the results and the
introduced strategies so as to outline more productive routing
schemes for various UWSNs and WSNs environments. By
utilizing this method, researchers can additionally enhance
system life time by growing further developed protocols.
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Abstract—Recently,
wireless
networks
and
traffic
requirements have been rapidly aggregated in diverse
applications in 5G environments. For this reason, researchers
have investigated the influences of this growth based on a user’s
requirements inside these networks. However, the stream of
traffic has been considered a crucial role for the user’s needs
over 5G network. In this paper, gigantic data traffic is considered
for enabling dynamic spectrum sharing over 5G networks. Thus,
various accessing plans are covered to manage the overall
network traffic. Additionally, it proposes a traffic predicting
model for a technique of managing traffic when multiple requests
are received to decrease delays. It has considered different
significances related to a large size of traffic practices.
Additionally, this work will guide us to enhance traffic solutions
within massive requests over outsized networks. Systematically,
it has focused on the traffic flow, starting from the accessing
steps until passing on requests to suitable spectrum carriers.
Keywords—Component; traffic predictions; software defined
multiple access; dynamic spectrum sharing; 5G networks

I.

large amount of users simultaneously. Primarily, choosing
efficient traffic techniques improves user’s experience and the
quality of the provided services.
Principally, this work investigates predicting traffic by
employing the recent technologies of different traffic concerns.
Furthermore, it adopts fairness practices for dynamic spectrum
sharing. This approach would assure the best delivery of
provided services to end users by managing the available
resources. It deals with each service as an individual request,
and then current and previous requests are measured for
forthcoming reactions. This solution will consider different
requirements for providing fair spectrum sharing to enable
easier service delivery. Thus, Section II presents the state of the
art of data traffic management. After that Section III presents
the traffic prediction model. Moving forward to operational
scenarios as well as indicative results is presented in
Section IV. Then, the analytical section is presented in
Section V. Finally, Section VI presents the conclusion and
further directions.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless technologies are increasingly being improved over
a variety of scopes, with some of these improvements going far
beyond the current needs of users. Reasons pushing this rapid
growth are mostly due to either enhancing capacity or reducing
latency. There is an obvious need to provide more services for
different users without consuming more resources. Enormous
applications need to be guaranteed in order to satisfy more
users and this has simultaneously increased the cost of the
providing the systems necessary for these applications. Thus,
traffic issues are considered one of the biggest challenges
facing the next generations. Accordingly, systems must achieve
the delivery of different services by considering both the
system’s capacities and quality of service.
The importance of traffic predicting is to balance between a
system’s capacities and a user’s requirements. It can manage to
lessen the effects of the system’s limitations. It is important to
plan using a system’s resources as well as to provide services
for different users equally. Moreover, predicting traffic assures
the correct resource allocations for enormous systems.
Different 5G networks have promised to provide different
services in the best possible way for a variety of circumstances.
Hence, it is an important to keep the delay at the minimum
rate. As a result, this work has focused on enhancing the
performance of 5G networks as well as the quality of service. It
balances between both growing number of services and the

II. STATE OF THE ART
This section discusses the data traffic management in 5G
networks. Also, it presents the concept of SoDeMa as well as
operational behaviors of SoDeMa. Furthermore, it would cover
the concept of spectrum sharing for different scenarios.
A. Data Traffic in 5G Networks
Recently, traffic management has been raised with different
fragments of large systems while traffic issues are being taken
into consideration when designing large applications. Also,
chosen data transmission mechanism has been gathering
greater attention in recent developments, and challenging
considerations have been presented by several researchers in
the 5G era. Network traffic is expected to increase every nine
months. As a reason, traffic loads will be increased over the
next few years [1]. This massive growth causes raising access
control issues for large applications. Several schemas have
been proposed for managing traffic. For example, authors of
[2] have taken on the traffic issues using different mechanism
by Software-Defined Networks (SDN). They have shown the
significance proposing new traffic management mechanism to
enhance the quality of services. Once more, the growth of
connected devices and their consequential needs is studied by
authors of [3]. Therefore, an SDN controller is proposed for
controlling dense networking requirements.
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B. Software-Defined Multiple Access
In the massive applications’s growth, decentralized
management was a precise and significant solution for network
management. Recently, several types of research have offered
different mechanisms, including Non-orthogonal Multiple
Access NOMA instead of orthogonal access. Mainly, NOMA
was proposed to increase the spectral efficiency [4]. However,
for flexibility purposes, SoDeMa is recommended in terms of
access management schemas within expandable networks [5].
Though both SoDeMa and NOMA achieve retrieving tasks, but
SoDeMa can enable an easier configurability. Obviously, this
technique can be implemented by choosing an appropriate
access technique. Fig. 1 demonstrates SoDeMa with different
access mechanisms. However, both availability and user’s
requirements will indicate the most suitable schema.

Fig. 1. SoDeMa design [5].

C. Different Uses of SoDeMa
SoDeMa is mainly to enhance numerous features of
flexible programmability solutions. In fact, it was mainly
proposed for providing higher resource allocations in large
applications. It has mostly used several features from both
NOMA and Software Defined Radio SDR. Thus, it efficiently
allows requests to use appropriate NOMA schemas.
Furthermore, SoDeMa enhances the quality of service
alongside with supporting many services through 5G standards
thus providing more options for applications to use the suitable
schema.
D. Spectrum Sharing in 5G
In fact, 5G networks have undertaken serving enormous
amounts of users in different applications types. Though, this
can increase data traffic issues in large environments.
Correspondingly, it requires efficient techniques of different
resources to be effectively allocated. One of these resources is
a spectrum that is defined as “precious limited resources
required to build, maintain and expand of the Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) infrastructure of any
nations” [6]. Thus, efficient strategy and procedures for
managing spectrum are significant points of deployment and
coexistence of wireless technologies, services, and
applications. Furthermore, spectrum management is a sensitive
task that deals with incredible numbers of users and devices.
Techniques of sharing spectrum are key facts for satisfying
large applications users. Spectrum sharing has been deployed
in several approaches based on the topology used and the

user’s preferences. Commonly, spectrum sharing is explored
more fully in the following scenarios:
1) Licensed Approach: Spectrum in this scenario is
allocated as primary use to wireless systems. Homogeneous
horizontal sharing is the only relevant scenario of spectrum
sharing. It is mainly considered as the least space of sharing
among other modes since it has two methods to achieve
sharing, namely limited spectrum pool as well as mutual
renting. Mutual renting acts with bands of spectrum resources
as subdivided blocks. Each block is licensed to a particular
operator. The actual spectrum sharing occurs at this point since
it operates mutually and can allow for renting limited parts of
their licensed resources. Simultaneously, operators can rent
resources from several other operators. However, the genuine
owner of a resource has the highest level of priority among the
operators accessing its resources. Limited spectrum pool
allows operators to obtain a license to facilitate the band on
shared basis but with limited numbers of authorized users. It
could give an indication for current users of others’ needs and
agreements to provide more transparency.
2) Licensed Shared Access Approach: Initially, spectrum
in this mode is licensed. Thus, the unused spectrum of an
incumbent user can be accessed at particular times and
locations. In fact, well-defined conditions determine the
decision of sharing spectrum. Licenses tended to be active for
long-term agreements. However, because of updates, the level
of agreement varies. Thus, agreements need to be reissued.
Several developments have evolved to manage the time and
location preferences, and several reports have been published
to enhance this mode. In fact, this approach has been leveraged
from the full licensed approach but with more regulations for
future systems.
3) Unlicensed Approach: In the unlicensed mode, the
spectrum is wirelessly shared with other unlicensed systems.
Thus, it enables more flexibility but with more required sharing
regulations since this mode involves the most known scenarios
of spectrums sharing cases. In this approach, both
heterogeneous and homogeneous horizontal sharing modes are
combined. Additionally, vertical sharing is done in the case of
existing primary users. Therefore, this mode has multiple
deployment scenarios and then needs more regulations to
manage the perfect sharing among different systems. Different
schemas have been proposed for dealing with spectrum sharing
issues. Thus, several works have been using NOMA
approaches in order to enable for more connectivity and
massive users requirements [7]. Furthermore, others are
combining both NOMA with cognitive radio technologies to
leverage from both technologies in heterogeneous networks
[8], [9]. However, further works have been proposing other
techniques to enable the best of shared spectrum among 5G
networks based on reconfigurable SDN technologies in
massive devices [10]-[12]. Also, other researchers have
focused on D2D based spectrum sharing for vehicular purposes
to enable massive connections such as [13]. The spectrum is
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envisioned that 5G will be 10 times improved to satisfy the
1000 times of throughput improvements [14].
III. TRAFFIC PREDICTING MODEL
This model focuses on predicting traffic of different
requests for enabling an easier spectrum sharing among large
systems. Thus, we will cover the entire process of the traffic
predicting model from the beginning to assigning to the
suitable spectrum sharing provider. Predicting traffic in 5G
networks involves examining different reasons for solving this
issue. Therefore, our solution enhances traffic predicting in
different ranges. This means we have considered suitable
accessing schemas, for serving user’s needs at the best of
resource saving. Also, it has considered the Quality of service
in terms of spectrum sharing. In addition, it has focused on
each slot of time with it served for estimation purposes.
This work applies two factors, starting by calculating the
exact duration for each request in order to use the suitable
spectrum carrier. This step is significant to allocating network
resources. Consequently, requests are considered based on
different ranges of priority to calculate the needed time.
Requests mainly fall under the offered bandwidth within this
system. It is a key point that a serving request goes to the
nearest slot of time. Thus, it also accounts for the number of
requests for future traffic issues. At this time, requests are
classified by the traffic controller, based on the needed time
and their types. Furthermore, this controller assigns each
request to an appropriate accessing mechanism after
calculating the time needed. However, spectrum carrier is
individually considered based on its capacity. Consequently, it
is necessary to identify the capacities of carriers to deal with
future requests. Afterward, the assigning step assures
accounting for both times needed for each request. Then, it
calculates the traffic at the particular slot of time for calculating
future traffic. Accordingly, previous steps are considered as the
first scenario of this model.
The traffic controller assigns different requests to the
needed service. Then, it leverages from current services for
future estimations. Users are served based on their needs as
well as the available resources. Before assigning to the
spectrum carrier, decisions are already made by the controller
for enabling an easier resource allocation. The history of
previous requests is saved to estimate future traffic
approximations. The future estimations are based on both
location and times of requests. Thus, frequent requests are
classified into their locations and the slot of time to be served
with suitable spectrum carrier in future experiences.

Fig. 2. An entire system model.

Our model is divided into two main scenarios. Scenario one
internally measures traffic to provide requests with the time
approximations as shown in Fig. 2. However, scenario two has
calculated different factors of current requests for future traffic
purposes. Therefore, it will consider the most frequent carrier
for future purposes. It will not repeat the calculations of
scenario one for the future calculated request. Thus, recording
the most frequent decisions will be saved for specific requests.
In fact, this step would help for more resource savings and
better allocations. Generally, this includes implementing two
steps in order to deal with future requests. Since scenario one
will deal with the new requests, however scenario two analyzes
the previous requests as well as their requirements based on the
accessible resources.
In fact, replication process of scenario one is avoided by
calculating frequently received requests. Moreover, it will
assist in reducing the consumption of systems resources. Then,
it would decrease the needed time when serving requests. This
would enable for an easier decision making especially for a
massive number of users to the suitable spectrum provider.
Thus, a particular spectrum carrier will be assigned by the time
of the systems. Therefore, it benefits both asynchronous
requests and requests with real-time requirements. Different
schemas will be classifies to serve frequent requests. Also,
timestamps will help in determining the frequent request and
the suitable used schemas.

Fig. 3. Simple request process of dynamic spectrum sharing.

As seen in Fig. 3, a simple process is used for incoming
requests. In the beginning, it would be treated at the level of
credentials. If this request is authorized, it would be processed
to the next step. Then, after the request has been processed, the
traffic control will be in charge of dealing with this request
based on its previous experiences. During the first time, this
request will be recorded for future purposes. However, if the
coming request is regular, the control will check with its stored
previous experiences. This will help determine the initial
priority needs. Next, this request will be processed further in
the priority stage. In the priority step, the request will be
treated based on its previous and current needs. This step
accounts for the accurate traffic levels for better decision
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making. Then, again, it will assign the request to most suitable
spectrum sharing. For enabling dynamic sharing, each request
is examined twice while processing for enabling more
dynamicity of spectrum sharing. In fact, requests are served
with an easier technique for analyzing previous experiences.
The difference can be recognized through the benefit of using
previous requests for future optimizations. Thus, it is focused
on choosing the suitable spectrum sharing to manage the
overall network traffic.

As seen in Fig. 4, incoming requests will be assigned to the
traffic controller. This step can measure internal traffic to
provide users with the service approximations. Also, this
controller determines the priority of needed services in a
dynamic method. The controller notifies users of the traffic
status. However, to estimate the time of achieving different
services, users will be notified by a message including both
status and times needed. Therefore, a notifying message will be
suitable for time management as well as for priority purposes.

Moving to the main focus, estimating future traffic to
enable better decision support, we have to consider the
situations of past requests. Thus, the time taken for the
previous request will be an important factor for our upcoming
requests. This has benefits in the managing of resources and
predicting the needs of current requests. However, the
predicting phase depends on available bandwidth as well as the
priority of the request. These predictions will be based on both
the slot of time given as well as the network experience of
previous requests. Henceforth, it helps in future traffic
estimations to assign the incoming requests to particular
carriers.

Accordingly, at this step, computing the time needed for
each request would be critical factor. All requests are
individually considered based on the different priority levels.
Thus, the available spectrum carriers results on serving
different requests. Furthermore, it is an important to serve
requests within the nearest slot of time. The controller will
record the number of requests for future traffic purposes. This
controller assigns the request to the suitable spectrum carrier
after calculating the needed time. Accordingly, the capacities
of available spectrums needs to determined to deal perfectly
with current requests. In fact, this step assures calculating both
the traffic within the slot of time and the time needed for each
request.

IV. OPERATIONAL SCENARIOS AND INDICATIVE RESULTS
This section describes the showcases of Estimating Data
Traffic, followed by indicative results for managing the traffic
among heterogeneous networks by using SoDeMa technology.
A. Scenario 1: SoDeMa
As presented in Section II, SoDeMa can play an important
role in managing traffic within enormous networks, by
enabling flexible configuration when choosing the suitable
access schema. However, in this proposal, it is very important
to manage the traffic to assign the incoming request to a
suitable spectrum carrier. Thus, we will be discovering several
schemas where SoDeMa can be adopted for enhancing the
overall throughput as well as managing the traffic issues. We
are assuming that several users with different requests wish to
access an application with different privileges. Our scenario
will focus on providing them with the best service while
considering their bandwidth capacities. To be clear, overall
latency requirements must be considered for service
estimations. However, it is also obvious that showing current
needs is significant for priority classifications. Users are
informed by messages for spectrum capacities. Once the
channel is free for incoming requests, users will be informed
for assigning them to a suitable spectrum carrier.

Fig. 4. SoDeMa architecture in 5G environments.

B. Scenario 2: Predicting Data Traffic
At scenario 1, it is an important to calculate the time
needed for serving each request, depending on both priority
and the available spectrum. Hence, this scenario focuses on
additional aspect of the traffic process. Thus, it calculates the
most frequent spectrum carrier for flexible future assigning
steps. Thus, it will overcome the calculations of scenario 1 for
the future request. Therefore, recording repeated notifying
message will be saved for particular requests. This scenario
was achieved by implemented two steps as presented below:
1) Frequent requests: At this step, the time slot of the
system’s availability will be assigned to particular multiple
accesing schemas. Thus, it helps supporting asynchronous
requests or requests with real time needs. Thus, frequent
requests will be kept as an array in the system’s reccords.
Requests will be identified by the time stamp to extract
frequent requests. As a result, this step analyzes the current
situation of the request and provides the history of decisions
made in order to support future choices. Also, it will focus on
the time of the request to for priorities practices.
2) Calculating data volume: It has considered the
situations of past requests, in order to estimate future traffic.
Thus, it enables for better decision making. Therefore, the
previously time taken acts as a significant factor in all the
future requests. Urgent requests will be directly assigned to a
spectrum carrier. Thus, estimation steps firstly depend on both
slot of time, then on the experience of spectrum sharing. Thus,
the future traffic decisions are estimated by returning past
made decisions of similar request.
C. Scenario 3: Dynamic Spectrum Sharing
Previous scenarios have mainly participated in achieving
this scenario for dynamic sharing of spectrum. This supports an
integrated solution in our proposal. For dynamicity support,
SoDeMa enhances decision making for choosing the best
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available carrier. This decision is made according to different
factors. These factors include time taken for the previous
request, quality of experiences and so on. Individually, each
request is considered in order to provide the best service as
well as taking into consideration the quality of service.
Furthermore, in scenario 2, predicting data traffic enhances the
current status for the systems to estimate future traffic based on
current traffic management as well as the current system’s
capacity. Thus, this scenario allows dynamic sharing of the
spectrum based on past request experiences. However, it
leverages the current requests for two reasons. The first is for
predicting the traffic in the future. The second is for recording
the current traffic of requests based on the time of the request
as well the time taken for achieving this request.
As seen in Fig. 5, the scenario of dynamic spectrum needs
to be shared perfectly. Thus, requests need an optimized
assigning at the end of the process. The control unit classifies
carriers into four main types. Green color means the carrier is
ready for receiving the new request based on its capacity. A
black path means the carrier is currently available, but another
request just has been assigned to share this spectrum.
Furthermore, a red color means this carrier is not available at
this time and serving another request. The time taken for
serving this request is very important for the next request to
perfectly manage the time. The blue color means this carrier is
prepared for another request and this color also provides the
capacity limitations for dealing with new requests.
Dynamically, colors change based on the current situations of
the spectrum carrier. Thus, each status is understood by the
traffic controller and the approximations of time. Colors are
changed based on the notifying messages sent continuously to
the controller. This approach will assure that all requests are
treated equally, and at the same time, the status of the spectrum
and providers are accurate.
Spectrum
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Spectrum Access System

Text

PC

Server

Request has been assigned to this carrier

Requests are assigned

PDA

Text

Green spectrum path

Server

Prepare for next request
Text
Phone
Server

Spectrum
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Access History

Fig. 5. Dynamic spectrum sharing scenarios.

V. ANALYSIS
Traffic conditions are a significant factor in this work. This
section analyzes the proposed model in order of predicting
traffic. In fatc, this work is focused to be implemented on the
future 5G networks. Therefore, we focused on several factors
including spectrum sharing, time, packet loss, and frequent

request reactions. Significantly, it is important to study the
existing traffic solutions for investigating their usages within
SDN and SoDeMa.
A. Time Management
This work invitistaiges traffic predicting by recent
technologies for heterogeneous networks. Thus, time
management is a crucial aspect and must be addressed for
traffic enhancements. As a consequence, time management for
enormous numbers of requests is an identical issue. Hence, it
has focused on keeping the delay of requests at the minimum
rates. Also, the time taken is considered in all steps of this
work. Correspondingly, this solution ensures reducing time
consumptions for future networks by predicting the traffic
approximations, which will help decision making of frequent
requests. Again, it has prevented the repetition of scenario 1
steps for frequent incoming requests. Also, classifying the
user’s services is implemented to assign them to the suitable
spectrum provider.
B. Spectrum Sharing Schema
Another important issue has been dicovered in our model.
This was regarding spectrum sharing which was solved by
distributing the service colors. It was classified by based on the
availability and frequently booked channels, as shown in
Fig. 5. Thus, it is classified into four main colors, for
representing different scenarios. This has helped classify the
different users as well as to estimate the time of assigning the
desired service to the suitable carrier. On the other hand,
priority considerations were considered by implementing the
quality of service of different users. In fact, several factors are
affected in this issue including the large and various services.
Also, the changeability of available spectrums is another factor
at this step. For future considerations, each request is
maintained by the needed time of delivering services.
C. Packet Loss
Huge data transmission could result on packet loss, which
can be considered as a bottleneck in 5G systems. This is caused
by the increasing number of users as well as the hug data
traffic. This system has overcome this issue by estimating time
for frequent users. Thus, the frequent user is given an estimated
time before resending packets. Mainly, this solution is
implemented by giving an approximate time before sending
any packet. The time given is calculated by consdiering several
factors as well as the available spectrum. Thus, requests will be
given a range of time until it is serve, otherwise it will resend
the lost packets.
D. Frequent Request Considerations
Mainly, the proposed model focuses on saving both time
and network resources. Thus, requests at the first time will be
served, but will not be considered as frequent ones. They, will
be served and then enter the chain of previous request for better
decision making in fture. After serving first time request, the
next times will be easier for the systems to enable them with
frequent user’sconsiderations. At the next steps, it will enable
for more flexibility since scenario one procedures is avoided.
However, they will be saved for the network records for future
purposes. Though, it will not solve all the issues of coming
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requests but at least will consider frequent users request and
then enable for a faster resources allocating.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER DIRECTIONS
In conclusion, this model has investigated traffic predicting
in 5G networks. Thus, It has proposed predicting data traffic by
using a new technology, called SoDeMa. This dynamically
enhances spectrum sharing process. Moreover, it has concluded
that managing traffic, starting from the access schema would
improve the throughput of large applications within 5G
networks. It can be considered as an efficient approach to track
the current traffic issues. The main difference in this model is
to overcome the replications of dealing with different requests
in future experiences. The outlined advantages of this paper are
to solve traffic management through a new sharing mechanism.
Thus, applying this technique would insure flexible services in
heterogeneous networks. Also, it can flexibly achieve requests
of large numbers of users.
Future directions are mainly based on the new requirements
of the next generation. Coming generations will be mainly
focusing on enhancing the service provided. Other attempts
should investigate the load of traffic prediction on the overall
throughput. Finally, the changeability status must be accurate
for enabling more efficiency when applying dynamic sharing
among spectrum carriers.
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Abstract—In today’s age of information technology secure
transmission of information is a big challenge. Symmetric and
asymmetric cryptosystems are not appropriate for high level of
security. Modern hash function based systems are better than
traditional systems but the complex algorithms of generating
invertible functions are very time consuming. In traditional
systems data is being encrypted with the key but still there are
possibilities of eavesdrop the key and altered text. Therefore, key
must be strong and unpredictable, so a method has been
proposed which take the advantage of theory of natural selection.
Genetic Algorithms are used to solve many problems by
modeling simplified genetic processes and are considered as a
class of optimization algorithms. By using Genetic Algorithm the
strength of the key is improved that ultimately make the whole
algorithm good enough. In the proposed method, data is
encrypted by a number of steps. First, a key is generated through
random number generator and by applying genetic operations.
Next, data is diffused by genetic operators and then logical
operators are performed between the diffused data and the key
to encrypt the data. Finally, a comparative study has been
carried out between our proposed method and two other
cryptographic algorithms. It has been observed that the proposed
algorithm has better results in terms of the key strength but is
less computational efficient than other two.

Only one same key is used in symmetric scheme.
The applications of both schemes differ due to efficiency of
scheme; symmetric scheme is mostly used for encryption of
data due to its high performance while asymmetric is often
used for digital signature and distribution of key. Moreover, no
any symmetrical ciphering technique such as AES, DES,
Advanced AES, and IDEA has taken any benefit from most
recent advances in information processing technology. Various
kinds of modern data encryption techniques [2], [5] are found
in the literature. Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [6] are among such
techniques.
Initial Population

Selection

Crossover

One
Generation

Keywords—Secure transmission; symmetric cryptosystems;
invertible functions; genetic algorithms; efficient encryption

I.

INTRODUCTION

Mutation

Recently, secure data transmission over network has
become a vital and critical issue due to increased demand of
digital media transmission and unauthorized access of
important data [1]. Cryptography uses mathematical techniques
for information security, data integrity, confidentiality, nonrepudiation and authentication. Cryptography is based on
concepts of Encryption and Decryption [2]. When data is sent
from sender to receiver, the data is converted to some
unreadable form called encryption of data and at receiver side
data is again converted to its original form called decryption of
data. Both encryption and decryption process require the key.
For protection of valuable information from unlawful
imitation, eavesdropper’s attack and modification, different
types of cryptographic algorithms are designed. There are two
major types of such algorithms: symmetric cryptography [3]
and asymmetric cryptography [4]. In asymmetric key
cryptography two different keys are used, one for encryption
called public key and one for decryption called private key.

Fig. 1. Flow chart of genetic algorithm.

GA is kind of adaptive search algorithms which make use
of the mechanics of natural selection and genetics. GA is part
of Evolutionary Algorithms; which are used to solve
optimization problems with the help of biological mechanism
like selection, crossover and mutation [7]. Fig. 1 shows the
process of solving optimization problems using Genetic
Algorithms.
The key idea of GA is to imitate the randomness of the
nature where natural selection process and behavior of natural
system make population of individuals able to adapt the
surrounding. We can say the survival and reproduction of the
individuals is supported by exclusion of less fitted individuals.
The population is generated in such a way that the individual
with the highest fitness value is most likely to be replicated and
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unfitted individual is discarded based on threshold set by an
iterative application of set of stochastic genetic operators [8].
Genetic Algorithm performs following operations to
transform the population to new population based on fitness
value.
A. Crossover
Crossover is a genetic operator which joins two
chromosomes to form a new chromosome. The newly
generated child chromosome is composed of chromosomes
from each parent.

Fig. 5. Mutation.

C. Selection
In selection, chromosomes are chosen from the population
for generation of new population. The selection is based on
fitness value, higher the value more is the chances to be
selected. Selection is classified as Roulette-wheel Selection,
Tournament Selection; Truncation Selection [8].
D. Fitness Function
This is very important function of Genetic Algorithm
because good fitness functions are useful for exploring the
search space efficiently and bad fitness functions are confined
to local optimum solution. Fitness Function can be categorized
as Constant fitness function and Mutable fitness function [9].

Fig. 2. Single point crossover.

Crossover is classified as single point, two point and
uniform crossover. In Single Point only one crossover point is
selected to generate new child (Fig. 2).
In Two Point crossover two crossover points are selected to
generate new child (Fig. 3). In Uniform crossover bits are
selected uniformly from each (Fig. 4) [8].

Key Selection in cryptography is kind of selection problem
and when we consider selection then; the key with highest
fitness and randomness is selected. The applications of Genetic
Algorithm are also in search heuristic problems, which make
the GA a reliable algorithm for key generation and data
encryption.
The opinion, which, we are following in this paper, is that
if the quality (randomness) of the pseudorandom numbers
generated for keys is good then the keys generated will always
be non-repeating and purely random and ultimately increase
the security and strength of keys.
Our major research question for this research is how can we
get benefit of computational intelligence especially the genetic
Algorithm to optimize the Cryptosystems? If so what will be
the performance of such kind of solutions?
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
With the help of GA most of the research has been done by
different researchers in the area of data encryption and key
generation. Some of the work is defined in this section.

Fig. 3. Two point crossover.

Jhingran et al. [7] conducted survey on applications of
genetic algorithm in the field of cryptography.

Fig. 4. Uniform crossover.

B. Mutation
In mutation after crossover at least one bit in each
chromosome is changed (Fig. 5) [9]. This is performed to
reflect the effect of surrounding in natural genetic process.
There are two major types of Mutation i-e Flipping of Bits and
Boundary Mutation. In Flipping of Bits one or more bits are
converted into 0 to 1 or 1 to 0. In Boundary Mutation randomly
upper or lower block in swapped in chromosome [9].

Hassan et al. [10] have used the concept of encryption and
decryption with the help of GA and RSA. First the key was
generated with the help of GA and then generated key was
used in RSA to encrypt the data. In this way the strong key was
generated that was non-repeating too and this was not easy to
break. This algorithm is better in terms of key strength than
DES, AES, and RSA, etc. Sindhuja et al. [11] has given a
symmetric key cryptosystem by applying GA. Key matrix and
text matrix were added to create an additive matrix and then
substitution cipher was applied on additive matrix to create the
intermediate cipher. Crossover and Mutation were then applied
on intermediate cipher to encrypt the data. This method is
simple and easy to implement.
Aarti Soni et al. [12] proposed a new algorithm in which
pseudorandom number generator was used to generate the key.
The random number generator used the current time of
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computer for random numbers. Then genetic operations were
performed on random numbers. Finally selected key was used
in AES symmetric algorithm to encrypt the image. The benefits
of this algorithm were increased efficiency, less computational
time and irregularity of key. The same method of key
generation was also followed by Sania Jawed et al. [13] but in
this, fitness value was calculated by applying Frequency and
Gap test along with hams distance between the two binary
keys. This algorithm was implemented in Java technology
where 100 chromosomes, 0.5 mutation rate, 2.5 crossover rate
were selected for the algorithm.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The proposed algorithm is named as Genetic Crypto and is
divided into three major steps, i.e. Key Generation, Data
diffusion and Data Encryption (Fig. 6).

Narendra K. Pareek et al. [14] used the GA for encryption
of gray scale images. The performance analysis of scheme
revealed that the algorithm possesses the good statistical
results, key sensitivity and can handle the plaintext attack,
brute force attack, entropy attack and differential attack.
Kirshna et al. [15] proposed cryptographic algorithm by using
genetic function. In this algorithm substitution matrix and
double point crossover was used to encrypt the data. This
algorithm was implemented in Xilinx 13.2 version and verified
using Spartan 3e kit. Almarimi et al. [1] dealt with security of
electronic data over network. The proposed algorithm
integrated the GA and pseudorandom sequence for encryption
and decryption of data. Random sequence was obtained by
using nonlinear shift register. Time and speed of algorithm was
calculated for observing results.
Swati Mishra et al. [8] worked to generate a best fit key
which could make code difficult to crack. Fitness of key was
calculated by Pearson coefficient of autocorrelation. Two keys
public and private were generated by using random number
generator, crossover and then mutation. Finally Gap and
Frequency tests were applied to select the best sample of key.
The process was repeated until there was no best key. C++
programming was used to implement the algorithm and
frequency was tested by chi-square test.
Ankit et al [9] generated the key for stream cipher with the
help of natural selection process. The genetic operations were
repeated until fitness value of any chromosome is less than
threshold. Once completed the final selection of key was done
through GA. Selected key was unique and non-repeating.
Kalaiselvi et al [16] discussed the need of adaptive and
dynamic cryptographic algorithm to reduce computational cost
and enhance security. In this paper two enhanced AES
cryptosystems were proposed by using GA in SP boxes. AES
was modified to accommodate the nonlinear Neural Network
in SP network. This scheme ensured the increased security
against timing attacks and reduction of computational time.
Subhajit et al [17] encrypted an image by using genetic
algorithm. Then statistical test were performed to visualize the
feasibility of solution.
The work done by researchers has impressive results but
each research work has used some existing cryptographic
algorithm in combination with genetic operators. Our
motivation is to create novel cryptographic algorithm with the
help of Genetic operations, which is easy to implement and
secure in terms of key strength and attack time.

Fig. 6. Genetic crypto flow diagram.

The genetic operators are used in both key generation and
data diffusion. Initial population is generated through random
number generator. For simplicity one point crossover and bit
filliping techniques are used for Crossover and Mutation
respectively. Fitness value of key is calculated through
Shannon Entropy because entropy is one of important feature
of randomness. This algorithm is implemented in C#
programing language, .net framework 4.5 in Visual Studio
2012. The interface and example result is shown in Fig. 7.
E. Key Generation: Key will be of 80-128 bits.
1) Sixteen random characters are generated with the help
of random number generator from A-Z.
2) Each randomly generated character is converted to
binary format (8 bits).
3) The result is stored in 2D array data structure.
4) Sixteen prime random numbers are generated from 0100.
5) Each randomly generated number is converted to binary
format (8 bits).
6) The result is stored in 2D array data structure.
7) Eight random numbers from 1 to 7 are generated for
crossover points.
8) The numbers are stored in array data structure.
9) One point crossover is performed by taking one parent
from array of random prime number and one parent from array
of random characters. The crossover point is identified from
the array of random numbers generated in step 1.8.
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10) Step 1.9 will be repeated until there is parent left for
crossover.
11) For Mutation, bit flipping mutation is used in which
first and last bit of each chromosome is inverted; means 0 will
be converted to 1 and vice versa.
12) Step 1.11 will be repeated for all the child
chromosomes.
13) After Mutation, Fitness function of each chromosome is
calculated through Shannon Entropy.
14) Chromosomes with the Shannon Entropy of greater than
0.95 will be merged and selected as key. If there is no any.
15) Chromosome with entropy greater than 0.95 then the
whole process will be repeated again until there is no best fit
key.

5) The numbers are stored in array data structure.
6) One point crossover is performed between adjacent
parents in array of binary data. The crossover point is identified
from the array of random numbers generated in step 2.5.
7) For Mutation, bit flipping mutation is used in which
first and last bit of each chromosome is inverted.
G. Encryption
1) Length of key and length of data is calculated first. If
any of them has fewer bits than the other, 0s will be appended
from left to make the length of data and key equal.
2) Logical XOR operation will be performed between
diffused data and key bit wise.
3) The resulting set of bits is encrypted data
Some of the limitations of our work are:

F. Diffusion of Original Text
1) Data is converted to binary format.
2) Binary data will be segmented into blocks. Each block
size is 8 bits and number of blocks (chromosomes) is size of
data/8.
3) The result is stored in 2D array data structure.
4) Eight random numbers from 1 to 7 are generated for
crossover points.

a) Randomness purely depends on the random number
generator and it may be pseudo random number generation. It
is just limited to 16 characters.
b) Length of key and data is subject to design
consideration.

Fig. 7. Results of implementation of proposed algorithm.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The proposed algorithm (Genetic Cipher) is compared with
DES and AES symmetric key cryptosystems in terms of
encryption, decryption time and key strength. The key strength
is categorized by key search space size means how many
alternative keys can be tried to break the cipher, Attack
Scenario means how much time is required by eavesdropper to
attack on data. The Encryption and decryption are calculated
by implementing the algorithm and key strength is in terms of
attack time is calculated with help of GRC 1 Interactive Brute
Force key “Search Space” Calculator.
TABLE I.

Encryption Time
Key Search
Space Size
Attack Time
(1000 k/s)

COMPARISON WITH OTHER ALGORITHMS

DES
068907 mm

AES
084440 mm

Genetic Cipher
27069 mm

4.85 * 1028 Keys

2.31 * 1057

15.41 thousand
trillion days

7.34 hundred
million
trillion days

Keys

1.11 * 10120 Keys
3.53 hundred
billion
trillion days

Table I shows that Encryption time of DES and AES is
068907mm and 084440 mm respectively while Encryption
time of Genetic Cipher is 27069 mm, which is higher than
both. The complex cryptographic algorithms with high
provision of security are much better than simple algorithm
with less security in cryptography. This point is evidenced by
measure of key strength. In both categories key search space
and attack time the Genetic Cipher requires much higher time
to break than DES and AES.
To see performance improvement we consider the
encryption time, size of the key search space and attack time.
In Fig. 8, we plot the time taken by our algorithm and compare
with the time taken by DES and AES. There is a significant
improvement as encryption time is lesser, Search space is vast
and Attack Time is much higher than AES and DES. In this
graph we took log of the Search Space and Attach time in order
to improve visibility of the plot.

Performance
Comparison

generated characters and prime numbers. Shannon Entropy is
used to calculate the fitness value of each chromosome. After
key generation, data is diffused again by applying crossover
and mutation on data. At last key and diffused data are XORed
for encryption. The result shows that although the proposed
algorithm take little longer encryption time than DES and AES
but the key strength is better than the other two compared
algorithms.
In future we will prepare to improve this algorithm for
multimedia encryption like images, video and audio. Efficiency
in terms of time will be considered first. From the evaluation
point of view, we will compare this genetic cipher with other
cryptographic algorithms. Also, we can use more statistical
techniques for evaluation of key randomness.
[1]

[2]
[3]
[4]

[5]
[6]
[7]

[8]
[9]

[10]

[11]
[12]

2000

[13]

DES

AES
Encrption Time(mm)

GeneticCrypto
[14]

Key Search Space(keys)
[15]

Attack time(trillion Years)
Fig. 8. Performance with respect to DES and AES.

[16]

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have adopted a new way to encrypt the
data i-e using GA. First a key of length between 80 and 128 is
generated by applying genetic operations on randomly
1

[17]
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Airline Sentiment Visualization, Consumer Loyalty
Measurement and Prediction using Twitter Data
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Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Abstract—Social media today is an integral part of people’s
daily routines and the livelihood of some. As a result, it is
abundant in user opinions. The analysis of brand specific
opinions can inform companies on the level of satisfaction within
consumers. This research focus is on analysis of tweets related to
airlines based in four regions: Europe, India, Australia and
America for consumer loyalty prediction. Sentiment Analysis is
carried out using TextBlob analyzer. The tweets are used to
calculate and graphically represent the positive, negative mean
sentiment scores and a varying mean sentiment score over time
for each airline. The terms with complaints and compliments are
depicted using visualization methods. A novel method is
proposed to measure consumer loyalty using the data gathered
from Twitter. Furthermore, consumer loyalty prediction is
performed using Twitter data. Three classifiers are employed,
namely, Random Forest, Decision Tree and Logistic Regression.
A maximum classification accuracy of 99.05% is observed for
Random Forest on 10-fold cross validation.
Keywords—Consumer loyalty measurement; consumer loyalty
prediction; sentimental visualization; airline consumer analysis

I.

INTRODUCTION

People are increasingly using social media platforms as a
place to review products and share product or service specific
opinions [1]. As a result, businesses have become aware of the
importance of social media as part of their marketing strategies.
It can be used in communicating with consumers on a one-toone basis and receiving immediate feedback [2]. The data from
social media can be used to firstly understand the standing of a
company within consumers and in the industry with respect to
social media sentiment scores [3]. Secondly, the data can be
used to infer consumer feedback, which is essential
information for companies. The feedback informs the general
public opinion about a company‘s product or service. People
are constantly posting about brands they are using, their
satisfaction with products and sharing these opinions with
friends or family [4]. Hence, it is important for companies to
know what the consumers are saying and whether it is positive
or negative. Traditional forms of data collections could be
replaced with analysis of social media platforms [5]. Data from
surveys is commonly used to compute consumer loyalty
measurements. We propose to use sentiment information to
deduce loyalty measurement of a consumer towards a brand.
The loyalty measurement will help to understand impact of
consumer reviews on a brand [6].
Retaining customers and maintaining consumer loyalty is
an essential marketing strategy, as customers are becoming

increasingly important [7]. A loyal customer is an asset and
companies today use a good amount of their marketing tools to
maintain it. The currently available consumer loyalty measures
use surveys and questionnaires but social media datasets are
not used [8]. Since, social media platforms are full of user
opinions pertaining to whether they are currently loyal or not
and the reasons behind their position, social media datasets
should be made an essential part of consumer loyalty
measurement calculations [9], [10]. Discerning whether a
consumer is loyal includes answering a set of questions, which
could be in the form of a survey or questionnaire: How loyal is
your customer? How likely is said customer to refer your
brands to his friends or family? Is he likely to continue
purchasing your products or services? Or is he looking for
other potential options? Is he listening to pitches from your
competitors? Is he willing to give you feedback and give you
time to fix errors? Each of these questions is equally important
in determining the loyalty of a certain consumer [11]. Along
with these questions, there are many measures available that
are used worldwide to calculate consumer loyalty
measurement. These would include the Net Promoter Score
(NPS) [12], Customer Loyalty Index (CLI), Upselling Ratio
(UR) and Repurchase Ratio (RR) [13]. Companies use some or
all of these measures in order to understand the current
standing of consumers and to work towards retaining any or all
of their consumers.
Our focus is on analyzing ‗Tweets‘, which are Twitter [14]
user posts of 280 characters or less. Along with the text of the
tweet, other aspects are also collected like the username and
number of people who have liked the tweet etcetera [15], [16].
Some categories of brands that are active and popular on
Twitter include Airlines, Cars, Sports Teams, Entertainment,
Finance, Retail and Food Industry among others [17]. This
research work is focused on analysis of tweets pertaining to
airlines. Our data consisting of tweets is collected using
Tweepy [18]. We perform sentiment analysis [19] on tweets
using TextBlob [20]. We infer the most common issues
customers have with each airline and analyze the varying
sentiments of the tweets using various visualization techniques
[21]. We developed a new method to measure customer loyalty
based on tweets. Furthermore, we carried out customer loyalty
prediction based on sentiment data. In Section 2, we have
provided the details about the dataset, in Section 3 we
discussed the sentiment analysis of airline tweets. The
experimental and graphical results are shown in Section 4 and
Section 5 covers the conclusion.
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II.

DATASETS

We have collected ‗Tweets‘ for 18 airlines based in four
selected regions, which are America, India, Europe and
Australia. The specific airlines and tweet count are shown in
Table I. Table II shows the sample tweets as an example.
TABLE I.
Airlines
American
Delta
United
Spirit
Southwest
Jet Blue
Indian
Indigo
Air India
Jet Airways
Vistara
Spice Jet

Count
6000
1600
1600
2600
3000
Count
1600
1080
1100
1100
2392
TABLE II.

User
name

Date

sashan
e_gord
on,

201804-10
11:33,

KW_C
onsulta
nts,

201804-09
23:58,

pberrin
i,

201802-28
02:18,

sevenpi
tches,

201802-25
04:04,

ScottB
urges,

201712-02
16:54,

DATA COLLECTED
European
Lufthansa
Air Berlin
Turkish Air
KLM
Easy Jet
Australian
Virgin
Qantas
Tiger air
Jet Star
Sharp

Count
507
5822
4637
2404
1465
Count
3800
1600
5000
9994
630

III.

SAMPLE DATASET

Tweets
Am sorry but I am really
disappointed @JetBlue . I was a
loyal customer. The way I advertise
this airline you would think I work
for the place but you guys showed
me today that you don't care.
Whether my family is dying or not
as long as you have the money.
Things happen everyday,
@FlyAirNZ is the best airline I have
ever flown! I am a loyal
@AmericanAir customer , but the
#skycouch stole my heart! https://
twitter.com/flyairnz/statu
s/983283384951754752
@WorldMark (Michael D Brown)
I‘m a corporate retiree and worked
for organizations where I was
empowered to make a difference for
the customer as long as I followed
‗core values‘. I am a LOYAL
Southwest Airline s customer for the
same reason. I would love to feel
same 4 Wyndham.
This is one of the many reasons I am
a loyal Delta customer . Proud they
are my hometown airline . Thanks,
@Delta https://
twitter.com/Delta/status/9
67391778897891328
Thought you were commenting on
the on board staff ! Now they have
become a budget airline , there are
so many better quality and cheaper
alternatives out there, and I was a
loyal customer for over 20 years.

Li
ke
s

widely accessible to all Twitter users. Moreover, we formed
Dataset 2 for consumer loyalty analysis by collecting tweets
using the search queries ―loyal flyer‖ and ―loyal to airline‖ as
well as ―left airline‖ and the response of 10,000 tweets are
gathered in CSV form. These 10,000 tweets are collected from
1048 users, out of which 524 have used the term ―loyal to
airline‖ or ―loyal flyer‖ and 524 have used the term ―left
airline‖. Each collected tweet consists of the ID, permalink,
date and time stamp, the text contained within the tweet,
username, retweets and likes.

Retw
eets

0
0

1

0

0

0

3

0

1

0

Each airline has a help desk handle; we have collected
tweets that users have directed to these particular handles to
create Dataset 1. In the case that an airline does not have such
an account, we have used their official Twitter handle instead.
Tweet collection has been carried out using Tweepy [18],
which is a python library used for accessing Twitter API and is

ANALYSIS OF AIRLINE TWEETS

Twitter is an online platform that connects people through a
social networking environment. Each user can create an
account with a unique handle and post ―Tweets‖ [22]. The
main aspect of Twitter is text; however, pictures and videos are
also shared. It should, therefore, be vital for companies to
ensure any posts regarding their brand are positive. Millions of
people discussing and mentioning a brand is only a good thing
if the tweets are positive [23]. Sentiment analysis becomes
important for identifying positive or negative tweets and
determining the consumer voice. It is the use of natural
language processing, as well as analysis of text and
computational linguistics to study subjective data. It discerns
whether a particular text or piece of writing – tweet, for
example – is positive, negative or neutral. It uses context of the
piece as well as tone, emotion and vocabulary. Sentiment
analysis can aid companies in marketing strategies by
understanding a general public opinion and in succession
improving their customer service [24]. A company can
determine the public opinion, analyze the customer satisfaction
towards their products and be open to listening to the issues.
This analysis can, not only help companies to know how their
customers think, but can also aid them in competitor
advantage. If companies are aware of the sentiments of
competitors, it can aid them in comparison with their own
sentiments and they can plan strategies to improve accordingly
[25]. This analysis can also help in retaining customers as
consumer loyalty can be determined and predicted which can
greatly influence a company‘s organizational decisions [26].
A. Sentiment Information Visualisation
Our focus is on the opinions that users post on Twitter
directed to airline Help Desks or to the official Twitter handles
of various airline companies. These tweets range from
compliments to complaints and issues that various consumers
have with any airline. Analyzing the sentiment of tweets has an
extra level of complication because the anatomy of tweets
includes more textual aspects than an average written piece
[27]. There are images, links, emoticons and other forms of
media included. Hence, the first step of our analysis is to clean
the tweets we have collected [28]. Tokenization is also difficult
due to the body of the text. We would need to make sure that
the @-mentions, emoticons, links and #hash-tags are preserved
as individual tokens and not ignored, since these are equally
important aspects of the analysis [27], [28]. In this research we
follow the method as shown in Fig. 1. Airline tweets are first
gathered from the Twitter API, which are then cleaned and
tokenized. We then perform sentiment analysis on the Tweets,
giving each tweet a score using TextBlob. Here, a score of 1
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indicates most positive and -1 indicates most negative while
zero means a neutral tweet or term. This analysis is carried out
using a python library called TextBlob, which is used for
processing textual data [20].
From each Tweet, its sentiment score
is computed
using TextBlob and the tweet is segregated into positive type
or negative type as given in (1).
 Positive if TSi>0

Ti  Negative if TSi  0
 Neutral if TS  0
i


where

(1)

where

For the
person, the mean of his Likes, and Retweets,
are also calculated which make the influencer score
,
and number of followers,
is gathered.

1 n
Lj   TLi
n i 1

Rj 

We calculate a mean sentiment score,
for each airline
using the sentiment score of the airline tweets.

1 n
 TSi
n i 1

1 n
 TRi
n i 1

In j  Lj  R j

B. Airline Passenger Loyalty Measurement
Consumer loyalty analysis is carried out using a second
dataset, which consists of tweets containing phrases like ―loyal
flyer‖, ―left airline‖ etcetera. The data downloaded with a tweet
includes likes, which is the amount of people who have liked a
tweet and retweets, which is the number of people who have
shared a tweet. This can be used along with the number of
followers a user has as well as the sentiment score of their
tweets to calculate a loyalty measurement. We collect
usernames of passengers who have explicitly stated they are
loyal and those who say they are not loyal to an airline. Airline
related tweets are gathered for each user. The tweets are
subjected to TextBlob to compute the sentiment score,
.
The tweets related to a user are segregated to positive type and
negative type. From positive tweets, the mean is computed as
and from negative tweets; the mean is computed as
for
the
person, which is given in (3), (4).

Pj 
where

1 n
 TSi
n i 1

(7)

Hence, each user has positive, negative and influence score.
Consumer loyalty measurement,
is calculated as given
in (8).

CM j   P j  N j   In j  F j

Fig. 1. Tweet sentiment analysis.

(6)

where
is number of retweets of ith tweet and n is total
number of retweets for jth person.

(2)

where
is the sentiment score of ith tweet and n is
number of tweets for the airline.

(5)

where
is number of likes of ith tweet and n is total
number of likes for jth person.

is the sentiment score of ith tweet.

MS i 

and n is number of negative tweets.

(8)

Fig. 2 shows the method to compute consumer loyalty
measurement. The tweets are queried with the search terms
―loyal to airline‖, ―loyal flyer‖, ―left airline‖ and searched for
usernames. The number of followers for each username is
gathered along with the airline related tweets for each user. A
sentiment score is computed for the tweets using TextBlob.
The tweets are then segregated into positive and negative as
given in (1). The positive, negative and influence scores are
calculated for each user as given in (3), (4) and (7). The loyalty
measurement is computed based on positive, negative,
influence and follower scores as given in (8).

(3)

and n is number of positive tweets.

Nj 

1 n
 TSi
n i 1

(4)
Fig. 2. Consumer loyalty measurement.
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IV.

EXPIREMENTAL RESULTS

In this research work, we have conducted sentiment
analysis, customer loyalty measurement and loyalty prediction
on tweets collected from airlines. We have dataset 1 and
dataset 2 of tweets from various airlines from four regions,
namely India, Europe, America and Australia. Dataset 1
consists of tweets collected from airline handles for region
India: 6172 tweets, for region Europe: 14835 tweets, for region
America: 13200 tweets and for Australian airlines: 21024
tweets. Searching terms ―loyal flyer‖, ―loyal to airline‖ and
―left airline‖ forms Dataset 2 and total 10000 tweets are
gathered. We use the data to calculate mean sentiment scores
for each airline. The airlines can use these depictions to
understand areas of improvement, successful strategies and can
utilize these insights in retaining customers.
A. Tweet Sentiment Visualisation
Sentiment analysis is performed on the tweets from dataset
1 using TextBlob. The tweets are then separated into ―Positive
tweets‖ and ―Negative tweets‖. The mean sentiment score for
positive and negative scores is calculated for each airline. We
also compute sentiment score over time to depict the variation
for selected airlines. From the gathered tweets, we also search
for the most frequently occurring positive and negative terms
along with the corresponding tweets. Fig. 3(a) graphically
represents the positive and negative mean sentiment scores for
five Australian airlines. The mean sentiment score is vital for
an airline to understand a general consumer opinion about their
services at a point in time. We have observed variations in
positive and negative sentiments for the various airlines. An
airline would want to make sure that their positive sentiment
score is greater than their negative sentiment scores. These
scores also aid in competitor advantage as an airline can work
towards making their positive scores greater and negative

scores lesser than their competing airlines. Fig. 3(b), 3(c) and
3(d) show similar results for American, Indian and European
airlines, respectively.
The brand sentiment scores over time are important for
companies, since they indicate whether customers have been
talking about your brand positively and their attitude towards
your brand is improving or whether they have been dissatisfied
and the score has been reducing. The tweets used to calculate
the airline variation score range over a month‘s time. The mean
sentiment score per week is calculated for each airline. Fig. 4
graphically represents airline variation scores that show the
increases or decreases in consumer satisfaction over a time
period. These variations can be studied in order to understand
the consumer‘s satisfaction over a period of time. Fig. 4(a)
depicts Jet Airways variation score that starts at 0.15 in Week 1
but decreases down to 0.025 by Week 3.
The most common negative and positive terms for all
airlines are counted and a list is made. The negative terms have
the highest score of -1.0 and are worst, awful, pathetic,
disgusting, terrible and horrible. The positive terms have the
highest score of 1.0 and are awesome, excellent, delicious,
perfect, superb and wonderful. Fig. 5(a) depicts the most
frequently occurring negative terms and their respective
frequency. An example of a frequent word with a frequency of
150 is ‗worst‘. The tweets with this term can be indicators of
areas that need improvement for the respective airline.
Fig. 5(b) shows similar results for positive terms. The tweets
with positive terms can be indicators of areas that are incurring
a positive sentiment and the work in these areas can be
maintained in order to keep or improve positive scores and
consumer satisfaction. Some of the tweets where these terms
occur are shown in Table III with their sentiment score.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. Mean sentiment score: (a) Australia (b) America (c) India (d) Europe.
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For all airlines, we have represented the most common
bigrams in the form of a pie chart in Fig. 6 where each term
and its respective frequency are depicted. These bigrams are
the two most common terms that occur together most
frequently in negative and positive tweets. These terms show
the most common problems and the most common praises.
Fig. 6(a) shows the most common positive feedback within
positive tweets and their respective percentage in terms of
frequency within the dataset. The most frequently occurring
praise is ―customer service‖ indicating that successful customer
service incurs positive sentiment scores. Fig. 6(b) depicts the
most common issues found within negative tweets.
TABLE III.
Term
Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

Positive

Positive

Positive

Positive

TWEETS CORRESPONDING TO POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE TERMS
Tweet
is the worst airline ever My flight been
scheduled to leave since 11 am it 3 pm now
smh
has no respect for its customers and zero
professional pride Terrible service The entire
flight is still waiting for luggage pathetic
You‘re losing a customer
And I get to sit in yet another disgusting
seat No thanks I will never recommend your
carrier
My 1st terrible airline flight personal items
going missing in the plane and cabin crew
super unhelpful refused to help find my
passport money housekeys shrugging
shoulders is not what I expected Conspiring
with ground staff disappointed
Emergency landing in St John s Canada pilot
made a perfect landing Passenger taken to
hospital and is reported to be in good hands
bei St John s International Airport YYT
Such super delicious food and awesome
hospitality at 38000 ft Just loved it You will
surely rule the sky one day Hope to fly
frequently with you Thank You
Flew with for the first time today superb
experience Great service and hospitality on
board Fantastic leg space too Kudos
Had a wonderful flight Never expected such
a delicious snack more leg space in domestic
flights UK899 See you soon

Score

(b)

-1.0

-0.475

-0.55

0.286115

0.566666
66
(c)
0.554166
66
0.612499
99
0.425

(d)
Fig. 4. Variation sentiment score: (a) Australia, (b) America, (c) Europe,
(d) India.
(a)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Most common terms: (a) Negative terms, (b) Positive terms.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. (a) Common praises,(b) Common issues.

B. Airline Passenger Loyalty
We gathered tweets using search queries such as ―loyal
flyer‖, ―loyal to airline‖ as well as ―left airline‖. There are
1048 users and 10000 tweets in the dataset 2. From the users,
524 have explicitly said they are loyal to an airline and the
other 524 have said they are not loyal or have left an airline.
The positive, negative user scores are calculated using (3), (4)
along with mean likes and retweets using (5), (6) as described
in section 3.2. These values are used to calculate the consumer
loyalty measurement as given in section 3.2 using (8). The
normalized loyalty measurements are depicted in Fig. 7. The
normalization is performed by dividing the difference between
maximum and minimum loyalty score.
Fig. 7 represents the consumer loyalty measurements for
524 loyal passengers and 524 disloyal passengers. The
passengers who have used the term ―left airline‖ have a loyalty
measurement varying between 15 and 21. The passengers who
have used the terms ―loyal to airline‖ or ―loyal flyer‖ have a
loyalty measurement varying between 250 and 300. These
measurements can be used to cluster consumers as loyal or not
loyal based on their Twitter data. We used K-Means clustering
[29] which is an unsupervised learning algorithm with the
number of clusters set to two. The various values used to
calculate the loyalty measurement are graphically represented
in different combinations using the k-means clusters to depict
the loyal and not loyal passengers.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Airline passenger loyalty measurements: (a) Disloyal passengers,
(b) Loyal passengers.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8. Clustered passengers (a) Loyalty measurement vs followers, (b) Negative score vs positive score, (c) Negative score vs followers,
(d) Positive score vs followers.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. 3D visualizations: (a) Positive score vs negative score vs loyalty measurement, (b) Positive score vs negative score vs followers.

Fig. 8(a) depicts the followers of each passenger in
comparison to their normalized loyalty measurement. Fig. 8(a)
depicts loyalty measurements along the y-axis and number of
followers along the x-axis. This informs an airline about each
loyal or disloyal passenger and their influence. Fig. 8(b)
depicts the negative score on the y-axis and positive score on
the x-axis. Each point represents a user who is either loyal or
not loyal. This represents positive versus negative scores with
respect to consumer loyalty. Fig. 8(c) and 8(d) represent the
negative, positive scores on the y-axis versus the number of

followers on the x-axis. Both these figures aid airlines in
understanding the influence of users versus their positive and
negative scores.
We depict the loyalty measurement and few terms used in
calculating this measurement in Fig. 9. Fig. 9(a) depicts
positive score on the x-axis, negative score on the y-axis and
normalized loyalty measurement on the z-axis. Airlines can
understand whether their loyal or disloyal passengers have a
positive or negative attitude towards their services at a point in
time. Fig. 9(b) depicts positive score on the x-axis, negative
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score on the y-axis and the number of followers on the z-axis.
Both these figures show a clear distinction between the loyal
and disloyal passengers. Fig. 9(b) can help inform airlines of
the strength of people each loyal and disloyal could influence.
The 3D pictorial graphs can be used in vital analysis by airline
marketing teams to understand where each passengers stands.
Also, these 3D graphs represent the influence of each
passenger, negative, positive scores with respect to loyalty.
Next, we carried out consumer loyalty prediction. Previous
works that have been carried out for consumer loyalty
prediction include surveys (with questionnaires) [30], [31] and
airport reports [32] as datasets. Social media is used as a data
set but to predict an existing consumer loyalty measure, which
is NPS [33]. This recent work can be seen in Table IV.
For consumer loyalty prediction, we used three prediction
models, which are Random Forest [34], Decision Trees [35]
and Logistic Regression [36] on dataset 2. The model is fitted
using tweet related information such as positive sentiment
score, negative sentiment score, mean of retweets, mean of
likes and the number of followers. Two-class prediction is
performed as either loyal or not loyal. The models are tested on
10-fold cross validation [37] and the accuracies are given in
Table V. The maximum accuracy of 99.05% is observed for
Random Forest.
TABLE IV.
Author
Mohamed
Zaki, Dalia
Kandeil,
Andy Neely,
Janet R.
McCollKennedy
Jose
Berengueres,
Dmitry
Efimov

RECENT WORK IN CONSUMER LOYALTY PREDICTION
Year

Title

Data
sets

Accura
cy

2016
, [30]

The Fallacy of the Net
Promoter Score: Customer
Loyalty Predictive Model

Survey
s

98.00%

Survey
s

87.00%

2014
, [31]

S.T.M. van
Velthoven

2014
, [33]

Hari Bhaskar
Sankaranaray
anan, B V
Vishwanath,
Viral Rathod

2017
, [32]

TABLE V.
Model
Random Forest
Decision Tree
Logistic Regression

V.

Airline new customer tier
level forecasting for realtime resource allocation of
a miles program
Sentiment analysis on
social media to predict Net
Promoter Score
An exploratory analysis for
predicting passenger
satisfaction at global hub
airports using logistic
model trees

Social
Media
Airport
Report
s

85.67%

80.00%

CONSUMER LOYALTY PREDICTION
Accuracy
99.05
98.97
91.10

Misclassification
0.95
1.03
8.90

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In recent years, the tremendous growth of social media is
impacting various sectors including businesses. It is vital for
any brand today to have a presence on the Internet, one that is
memorable for the consumers. In this research, data from social
media such as Twitter is gathered for airline industry. We
collected airline tweets from four regions namely India,
Europe, Australia, America and performed sentiment analysis.

We identified the compliments and complaints of customers,
variations in sentiment over a period of time and depicted
mean sentiments scores using visualization techniques. This
analysis provides a general opinion of passengers towards
airlines and its variation over time.
Furthermore, we searched tweets with the terms such as
―loyal to airline‖, ―loyal flyer‖ and ―left airline‖ and collected
10000 tweets. Consumer loyalty analysis is performed on these
tweets. We proposed a new method to measure consumer
loyalty based on Twitter information such as positive, negative
sentiment scores, mean likes, mean retweets and number of
followers. Then, consumer loyalty prediction is performed
using three classifiers, which are Random Forest, Decision
Tree, and Logistic Regression. These classifiers are trained
using features collected from Twitter information on 10,000
tweets. All three classifiers are tested using 10-fold cross
validation and classification accuracies are collected. A
maximum accuracy of 99.05% is observed for Random Forest
classifier on 10-fold cross validation. The consumer loyalty
analysis helps airline companies to retain consumers and bring
in new loyal customers. Moreover, consumer loyalty measure
and prediction can be performed for different business sectors.
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Abstract—For shopping centers, mobile devices and their
associated technologies represent great business opportunities
and a way to improve the user experience within their facilities.
These types of constructions are usually quite large, multi-story,
and with a significant number of shops, services, where the
visitors may find themselves having difficulties to have a
complete and up-to-date list of the stores, determine which stores
and services are those that meet the characteristics or
specifications they seek, know the location of the shops or how to
reach them. This research studies and contemplates different
technologies, tools, and approaches for the development of a
technological solution for shopping centers that offers in its
functionality a geolocation system in the interior spaces of the
buildings. Our technological solution includes a mobile
application for the Android operating system implemented by
using the native development approach, and a web application
for managing data, where the contents and settings of the mobile
application will be obtained following the client/server model
through a private API. It is worth to mention that the already
mentioned system of geolocation in interiors is implemented
using WiFi technology and the different Access Points installed in
the shopping center, through which users can obtain their
position, locate the stores or services of their interest, and receive
indications on how to reach them.
Keywords—Mobile application; web application; geolocation;
shopping center; WiFi; access points

I.

INTRODUCTION

As time goes by, technology is evolving rapidly, thus
increasing the solutions that seek to facilitate the day-to-day
life of people. It is a fact that technologies such as mobile
devices and web applications are part of the daily occupations
of people, in both the personal and work activities, and
influence numerous aspects of their life such as personal
relationships, entertainment, education, and economic
activities, among others.
Mobile devices evolve and produce changes in society
through the different technological features that they include
and the diverse applications that are available to users,
generating new trends and behavior models that are
increasingly becoming more relevant for organizations and
companies from different sectors of activity, creating great
business opportunities when taking advantage to them. For

these reasons, shopping centers should not only focus on
increasing their sales and the number of visitors, but also
improve the experience of visitors within their facilities, by
providing a service that allows the interaction to be more
personal and immediate, generating good memories into the
people, and getting closer to their consumers, by incorporating
the daily technological resources that they carry and use.
Shopping centers are usually very large constructions, with
lot of space, several stories and a large number of shops,
services and parking spaces, where visitors may have
difficulties to know which stores are in the place and their
location, which stores and services are those that meet the
characteristics or specifications they seek, and much more. The
first objective of this research is to contemplate and analyze
various technologies, before developing a mobile application,
through which users can see information of a shopping center,
browse directories of stores and services, consult maps, have a
geolocation system in interiors, and see the various
promotions, sales and events offered. Additionally, we also
develop a web application that allows the administrative staff
of the commercial center to manage the data, content and
settings that will be displayed in the mobile application. It is
worth to mention that the research was done for a mall in
Venezuela that we will not identify for privacy reasons.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II,
we review the previous work. An introduction to mobile
devices and the Android operating system is done in Section III
and Section IV, respectively. The different implementation
approaches for a mobile application are presented in Section V,
while Section VI discusses the development tools. The
architecture of our solution is presented in Section VII, with
more details of the web application in Section VIII, and the
mobile application in Section IX. Section X is dedicated to the
evaluation and validation of our work. Finally, Section XI
concludes the paper and gives directions for future
development.
II.

RELATED WORK

Larcomaps is a mobile application developed for the
Larcomar shopping center, located in the district of Miraflores
in Lima, Peru. It has both Android and iOS versions. This
application provides the map of the facilities of the shopping
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center, with all its stores, parking, etc. In addition, it offers a
routing service that shows users the path they must follow to
reach a certain destination, such as a store, a bathroom, a food
court, or any other internal location of the shopping center.
Another important feature of this application is to allow users
to add a reminder of the place where they parked their car.
Plaza Las Americas, the biggest shopping center in San
Juan, Puerto Rico, has its own mobile application developed
for the Android and iOS operating systems. Through the PlazaMall App, users are able to access the stores‟ directory,
information about the mall‟s services, maps, promotions, and
offers of the stores, among other functions. Users can purchase
gift cards from the mall directly from the application, and also
have the possibility to log-in through Facebook or register to
receive offers and information through emails. To facilitate the
location of their vehicle, users can save the information of
where they parked, by taking a photo, recording a voice
message, or marking the location with a pin.
Indoor Location [1] is an application developed by a group
of students from the Complutense University of Madrid,
Madrid, Spain, which allows indoor geolocation of mobile
devices using WiFi networks. It is developed with Java and
uses Swing and AWT (Abstract Window Toolkit) as graphic
libraries, which makes it a completely cross-platform
application.
ProMotion App [2] is an application that presents all the
stores and shops affiliated with the system to users, where they
can see promotions of the stores through notifications when
physically approaching them. The promotions notifications
appear in the upper part of the screen of the mobile devices
when they are within a range of 0-30 meters from the
associated stores, using Bluetooth Low Energy technology and
Beacons devices as a location method.
III.

MOBILE DEVICES

A large number of electronic devices are currently
classified as mobile devices, for example: cell phones, portable
game consoles, tablets, digital agendas, calculators, digital
cameras, among others. With this diversity of devices, it is
difficult to determine which characteristics must be possessed
to be considered as mobile devices. Some essential aspects that
they fulfill are: (1) they are small devices that can usually be
transported in the pocket of the owner or in a small bag,
(2) they have processing capacity, permanent or intermittent
connection to a network, and memory, and (3) they are usually
associated with personal use and have a high capacity for
interactions through the screen or the keyboard.
This research focuses on two types of mobile devices that
are mobile phones (specifically smartphones) and tablets.
A. Operating Systems for Mobile Devices
In a few words, it could be said that an operating system
(OS) is a program that manages the hardware of a computer. It
also provides basic application programs and acts as an
intermediary between users and the computer‟s hardware [3].
A mobile device also has its own OS, which is loaded and
executed when the device is turned on, and in charge of
managing the resources of the system, both software and

hardware, thus allowing communications between the
equipment and users. Mobile operating systems are focused on
mobility, wireless connectivity, multimedia formats and the
optimal management of processing, storage, and energy
consumption [4].
 Android: It is an operating system and a software
platform, based on Linux for mobile phones, although it
is also used for other devices such as tablets, wearable
devices, music players, and even netbooks. Older
versions of Android allow users to program applications
in a Java environment, on a Dalvik virtual machine that
is a variation of the Java virtual machine with
compilation at runtime [5]. Newer versions of Android
are based on Android Runtime (ART), which uses
ahead-of-time (AOT) compilation to entirely compile
the application bytecode into machine code upon the
installation of an application. It was developed by
Android Inc., a company that was later bought by
Google in 2005, but it was not until 2008 when it began
to become popular, thanks to the Open Handset
Alliance consortium, which decided to join the project,
promote free software, and develop open standards for
mobile devices.
 iOS: It is an operating system developed by Apple Inc.
for its devices such as iPhone, iPod Touch, and iPad.
Since it is a proprietary operating system, it cannot be
installed on devices of other brands. The first version of
iOS was presented in 2007 along with the first iPhone.
It is derived from MacOS, which was also developed by
Apple Inc. for its range of Macintosh computers since
2002.
 Windows Phone: Windows Phone is a mobile operating
system developed by Microsoft for its smartphones that
was first released in October 2010. It was introduced as
the successor of Windows Mobile 5, 6, and Zune, and
has a number of changes that make it primarily aimed at
the consumer market rather than the business market.
Microsoft dropped it in the first quarter of 2015, to
focus on the mobile operating system called Windows
10 Mobile, which primary focus is the unification with
Windows 10, its PC counterpart.
 Blackberry OS: It is a proprietary operating system
embedded in the wide range of mobile phones of the
Canadian company BlackBerry Limited, formerly
called Research In Motion (RIM). BlackBerry OS has a
core based on the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). It is
written in Java and C ++.
 Firefox OS: It is an open-source mobile operating
system, based on HTML5, with a Linux kernel, for
several platforms. It is composed of 3 layers, which are:
Gonk (the core), Gecko (the web rendering engine), and
Gaia (the user interface). At the end of 2015, the
Mozilla Foundation concluded the development of the
Firefox OS system for mobile phones and announced
the end of its development. The main obstacles
encountered in the development of the system were
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commercial. The system was not sold and the costs
exceeded the benefits.
IV.

ANDROID OPERATING SYSTEM

In this section, we focus on the Android OS because we
selected it for the development of the mobile application.
Android is an operating system and a software platform based
on the Linux kernel [6]. It is open-source, and can also be
freely extended to incorporate new cutting-edge technologies
that are emerging. It has been written for mobile devices and
one of the principles of its design is to give developers the
ability to create mobile applications that take full advantage of
all the tools that modern mobile devices can offer.
A. Architecture of Android
Android is a stack of open-source software based on Linux
created for a wide variety of devices. Fig. 1 shows the main
components of the Android architecture [7].

Resource Manager, Notifications Manager, Activities
Manager, and Content Providers.
 System Applications: Android includes a set of
applications for camera, email, SMS messaging,
calendar, contacts, Internet browsing, among other
elements. These system applications provide key
functionalities that developers can access from their
own applications.
B. Android Applications and their Components
A mobile application, also known as an app, can be defined
as a computer application designed to be executed on mobile
devices to perform tasks, allowing users to satisfy needs of
different types such as educational, professional, entertainment,
health, etc. Mobile applications are found and run at the last
level of the Android architecture and use services, APIs, and
libraries of the lower levels. The file format used in Android to
install applications is the .apk (Android Package). This .apk
format is a variant of the Java .jar format.
Next, we present the different components related to an
Android application.
 Activity: It serves as an entry point for the interaction of
a user with an application, since it is the window in
which the application displays its user interface. Also, it
is fundamental for the navigation within an application
or between applications.

Fig. 1. Architecture of android.

 Linux Kernel: The kernel is the basis of an operating
system. It provides fundamental system services such as
security, memory management, process management,
network functions, and driver management [7].
 Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL): Provides standard
hardware interfaces of the device to the Java API
Framework. The HAL consists of several library
modules and each of these implements an interface for a
specific type of hardware component, such as the
camera or Bluetooth modules [7].
 Android Runtime: Android runtime (ART) is the
managed runtime used by applications and some system
services on Android. ART replaced the Dalvik Virtual
Machine (DVM) since version 5.0 of Android. Both
were specifically created for this platform and are
compatible with each other.
 Native C/C++ Libraries: Many components and central
services of the Android system, such as ART and HAL,
are based on native code that requires native libraries
written in C and C ++. The Android platform provides
the Java API Framework layer to expose the
functionality of some of these native libraries to
applications [7].
 Java API Framework: The Java API Framework layer is
a set of APIs written in Java where the full set of
Android OS functions is available. These APIs are the
foundations needed to create Android applications,
simplifying the reuse of system components and
services, such as the following [7]: View System,

 Intent: It is an object that can be used to request an
action from another application component. Intents
facilitate communication between components, and
there are three fundamental use cases that are: (1) to
start an activity, (2) to start a service, and (3) to deliver
a broadcast.
 Service: It is an application component that can perform
long-running operations in the background, and that
does not provide a user interface. It can be started by
another application component, and be run in the
background, even if the user switches to another
application.
 Content Providers: They manage the access to a
structured set of data. They encapsulate the data and
provide mechanisms to define data security. Content
providers are the standard interface that connects data in
one process with code that is executed in another
process [8].
V.

DEVELOPMENT APPROACHES FOR MOBILE
APPLICATIONS

Choosing a development approach for a mobile application
is one of the decisions that most influence the final result of the
product, since it involves taking into account many aspects
such as budget, project deadlines, application functionality,
type of users to which the app is directed, among others. In the
following subsections, the different development approaches
are described, to give an idea of the advantages and
disadvantages of each one.
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A. Native Applications
It is a mobile application that is targeted to be installed and
executed in a specific operating system. This type of
applications can freely access all the APIs offered by the OS
and, in many cases, has unique functions and features that are
typical of the platform on which it is run.
The development process is usually similar for different
operating systems, but the SDK (Software Development Kit) is
specific to each platform, and each mobile OS has its own
tools, languages, formats, and distribution channels [9]. The
main disadvantage of this approach is that the mobile
application developed for a specific operating system cannot be
used in another platform, so that the same application would
carry a different development and maintenance process in each
OS.
In turn, the fact that an application is developed for a
specific operating system is an advantage, since it allows to
take better advantage of its specific hardware such as GPS,
accelerometer, camera, compass, among others, because their
implementations are developed in native programming
languages for each OS and accessed through proprietary APIs
of each system, hence obtaining a better performance
compared to other development approaches.
B. Web Applications
These are applications that run in a web browser, and can
be adapted and optimized for any mobile device. Modern
mobile devices have powerful browsers that support the new
functionalities of the HyperText Markup Language version 5
(HTML5), Cascading Style Sheets (CSSs), and the JavaScript
(JS) language.
The main advantage of using web-based mobile
applications is that they are multiplatform, so once developed,
they can be distributed to different operating systems, which
helps to minimize development costs when comparing to the
development of a native application. Another advantage is that
there is no need to control the version of the application that is
published or the subsequent updates in the clients, since new
versions or updates automatically reach all users, regardless of
the OS or device they have.
Among the disadvantages of this development approach
[10] is that an important part of the functionality of the device
is being lost by not developing natively with the SDKs and
APIs available for each platform. That is, in web applications,
many of the features of the device cannot be used or only
partially.
C. Hybrid Applications
A hybrid application is one that combines native
development with web technology, where a large part of the
application is developed with web technologies such as
HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript, for multiple platforms,
maintaining direct access to native APIs if needed; then it is
wrapped into a native container using a packager, which acts as
an intermediary and translates all the instructions so that the
operating system of the device can understand them when
executing the application. The native portion of the application
uses operating system APIs to create a built-in HTML search

engine that functions as a bridge between the browser and the
device‟s APIs. This bridge allows the hybrid application to
take advantage of all the features offered by modern devices
[9].
The main advantage of hybrid applications is that, similarly
to web-application, they are cross-platform applications so that
they can be executed in different operating systems. Also, due
to the aforementioned, they allow the reuse of code, so there is
no need to write a different application for each system.
Another important advantage is the “partial” direct access to
native APIs and resources of the operating system.
However, one of the main disadvantages is that it does not
have full access to all hardware resources and APIs available
due to the limitation of the framework used to develop the
hybrid app. Additionally, its performance is lower than the one
of a native application since the latter run at a lowest level than
hybrid ones, because they are developed directly for a specific
operating system. Instead, a hybrid application has to be
packaged, and each instruction has to go through a translation
process before being executed.
D. Comparing the Development Approaches
Native applications stand out for their better performance
and for having better access to the APIs and mobile device
functionalities. However, they are not multiplatform and tend
to have more expensive development processes in effort, time,
and resources. Web-based applications are cross-platform,
have a simpler and less expensive development process, and
their updates are faster since the application resides on a server
and reaches all users when the resources are requested.
However, their biggest disadvantage is that they do not take
advantage of all the functionalities of the devices. Hybrid
applications are halfway between the two approaches
mentioned above, offering some of the advantages that each
one can have, especially if the developers want the application
to be used in various operating systems, even though, most
likely, the level of performance is lower.
The approach chosen by us to develop our application to
improve user experience in a shopping center is the native one.
Among some of the reasons for this choice is to have a user
interface closely linked to the design trends of Android, and
that we need to use native APIs to take advantage of certain
functionalities of mobile devices related to WiFi.
VI.

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

In this section, we present a series of tools and technologies
that are important and necessary to develop the technological
solution in which the study is focused. To understand a little
more why some of the technologies and development tools that
follow are considered, it is worth to remember that the mobile
application to be developed makes use of an indoor geolocation
system, and the web application that supports the creation and
administration of the contents uses a Content Management
System (CMS).
A. Web Application
Regarding the development of web applications, a type of
abstraction is made to differentiate and separate two parts of
the system that are: Front-End and Back-End.
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 Front-End:
This
represents
the
processes,
functionalities, and technologies of the web application
that run on the client's side, that is, the processes and
technologies that run or are on the side of the web
browser. It is usually associated with the visual part of
the application, such as: the structure, styles, colors,
animations, and effects.
The technologies used for their development are:
HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript; where in a summarized
way, HTML5 is used to define the structure, CSS to
assign the styles, and JavaScript to bring dynamism to
the web application.
 Back-End: This part of the application represents the
processes that are executed on the server side, which are
not visible to users, such as the processing of data,
requests, etc. In addition, it allows the handling and
manipulation of the processed data which implement
the business logic, that is, the implementation of the
functions, connections, and queries to the database, the
management of sessions, among others.
Some of the programming languages that allow the
development of this part of the application are PHP
(PHP Hypertext Preprocessor), Python, .NET, Java,
Node.js, etc. Developers can also use frameworks,
which allow not only the development of the
application‟s Back-End, but also the development of
the Front-End.
B. Frameworks
They are software structures made up of customizable and
interchangeable components for the development of an
application. These frameworks have a set of tools, libraries,
conventions, and good practices that seek to encapsulate
repetitive tasks in generic reusable modules.
Currently, frameworks are used mostly in the development
of web and mobile applications. Some examples of
frameworks for web development are: Laravel, CakePHP,
Symfony, Zend, CodeIgniter, Yii2, Ruby on Rails, among
others. On the other hand, examples of frameworks for mobile
development are: Ionic, jQuery Mobile, PhoneGap, and ReactNative.

finally, it is adaptable to the MVC (Model-View-Controller)
pattern.
C. Database Management System (DBMS)
A DBMS [11] (Database Management System) is a
coordinated set of programs, procedures, languages, etc., which
provides the necessary means to describe and manipulate data
stored in a database, guaranteeing their security. For our
project, we selected MySQL that was originally developed by
MySQL AB. This company was purchased by SUN
Microsystems in 2008 and, in turn, SUN Microsystems was
acquired by Oracle Corporation in 2010. We used the
community version under the GNU General Public License.
Some of the reasons why we decided to work with this
DBMS are: (1) it is an open-source database, (2) it is supported
and compatible with multiple programming languages, and
(3) it is very stable in applications where there is low
concurrency in the modification of data but a high level of data
reading, which fit to our needs of data management in both the
web application and the mobile application.
D. REST Application Programming Interface (API)
The REST API [12] is an architecture for the exchange and
manipulation of data. Currently, it is the most frequently used
because it is the most logical and efficient architectural style in
the creation of APIs for Internet services. REST allows the
creation of applications and services that can be used by any
client that understands HTTP to obtain data or generate
operations on that data in various formats such as XML and
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation).
A reason that motivates the utilization of REST is that it
makes use of the global addressing scheme based on Uniform
Resource Identifiers (URIs) which identify resources or
conceptual objects. The representation of such objects is
distributed through messages in the web.

For this project, we decided to build the web application
with Laravel. It is an open-source framework that was
officially launched in 2011, multiplatform, and that allows the
development of web applications and services with the PHP
programming language.

E. Java
We used Java as a programming language to develop our
mobile application, because it is the official language used to
develop native mobile applications in the Android operating
system. Java is a language with the following characteristics
[13]: simple, object-oriented, distributed, robust, secure, multithreaded, portable, neutral architecture, and high performance.
The Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is a virtual environment that
is used to interpret the Java bytecode, since Java was made to
run on any platform without recompiling the binaries. That is,
the bytecode can be obtained in any architecture and operating
system, and be executed in any other system with a JVM.

Some of the advantages of this framework that have
motivated our choice are that it has abundant documentation on
the web, a large community of users, forums, it is modular and
with a wide variety of package systems and drivers to extend
its functionality. Also, it has different ways for accessing
relational databases, and it provides utilities that benefit the
application‟s deployment and maintenance. For example, it
supplies a command line interface tool called Artisan that
allows performing tasks such as data migrations, it has an
ORM (Object-Relational Mapping) called Eloquent that makes
the interaction with databases totally oriented to objects, and

F. Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
It is an application that contains a set of programming tools
to facilitate the development of applications, that is, it is made
up of a source code editor, a compiler, a debugger and tools to
simplify the construction of Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs).
We selected Android Studio, the official IDE for the
development of Android applications, for the implementation
of our mobile application. It is based on the IntelliJ IDEA
software from JetBrains. We chose Android Studio since it
provides good tools for the fast creation of applications for all
types of Android devices. In addition, it has a powerful code
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editor, the developer tools of IntelliJ, and even more features
that increase productivity during the development of Android
applications.
G. Geolocation with WiFi
Geolocation can be defined as the ability to calculate and
obtain the geographical location of an object, such as a
smartphone. Some of the technologies that can be used to carry
out the geolocation are: GPS (Global Positioning System),
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification), and WPS (WiFi-based
Positioning System).
1) WiFi
We decided to choose the WiFi technology to implement
the functions related to geolocation. WiFi is one of the
communication technologies with the greatest presence in the
world. It is based on the 802.11 standard of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), which has
conquered the market since the first approval of the 802.11b
specification in 1999 [14].
One of the main elements in WiFi networks in
infrastructure mode are the Access Points (APs), which allow
communications between the wired network and wireless
devices. An AP receives and sends data, both through Ethernet
cables and wirelessly. Other functions associated with these
equipments are the access control, security, and isolation of the
ambient noise or improvement of the signal/noise ratio [15].
The range of WiFi devices will depend on many factors, such
as walls, ceilings, obstacles, etc.; and there may be other
factors that, in turn, increase the range of the signal, such as the
installation of WiFi repeaters.
2) Motivation to use WiFi Technologies for Geolocation
WiFi has advantages over the GPS geolocation system,
because the latter does not work in interior spaces since GPS
receivers cannot receive the signal from the satellites.
Another advantage of WiFi is that it is a widespread and
daily use technology presents in many places such as homes,
offices, schools, libraries, shopping centers, squares, etc. In the
case of shopping centers, it is very common that there is a large
number of APs inside the building, whether they are owned by
the stores or they are part of the network infrastructure of the
building, which makes it viable to have access to this
technology. This high presence of APs within the facilities of
those constructions allows data to be collected from the WiFi
networks, and once a relationship between a group of WiFi
networks and a certain geographical point is established, the
location of users can be determined to support the indoor
positioning system required by our mobile application.
3) Method of the k-Nearest Neighbors
Most methods of geolocation using WiFi technology are
based on the signal strength with which the APs are detected
by mobile devices. Depending on the algorithm used, the
precision and complexity of the approach vary. Some of the
methods to carry out the geolocation using WiFi networks are:
power vector, power triangulation, proximity heuristics [6],
method of the k-nearest neighbors [16], [17], probabilistic
methods [15], and location using RTT through ping
messages [1].

We selected the method of the k-nearest neighbors to
develop the geolocation functionalities of the mobile
application since, according to our research, it is the most
appropriate for factors such as: (1) implementation,
(2) calculation cost, and (3) precision. Below, we present more
information about the method in details.
The k-nearest neighbor method is based on the definition of
a metric in the space of cells covered electro-magnetically by
the APs. Each cell or area of the space considered to perform
the geolocation is assigned a value for every AP that represents
the power of its signal received in that place. When the power
is measured at an arbitrary point, the distance is defined as the
difference between the initially recorded power during the
fingerprinting process and the measured power. The absolute
value of this difference will be considered as a distance [15].
Once a measurement is made in a specific place, the
method looks for a point that minimizes the sum of the squares
of the distance. If there were no measurement errors, there
should be a point for which the quadratic sum of distances is
zero. However, since errors always exist, the point for which
the quadratic sum of the distance is minimum is considered to
be the best approximation that can be obtained.
The fingerprinting process should be done as a preliminary
phase to the implementation of the k-nearest neighbor method.
To do so, a map of the place is required, and it must be divided
into sectors or areas that have uniform measurements. The
locations of the APs and the locations where the measurements
will be made must be recorded on the map. Then the building
must be traversed, and in each measurement location, the
values of the strength of the signal received from each
accessible AP must be kept. It is recommended to take
different measurements for each AP from the most possible
centered position of each of the sectors, and each geographical
orientation, keeping the height of the device constant.
Depending on the distance between the measuring points
that are taken during the fingerprinting phase, the precision of
the algorithm will vary. This process is performed once and
serves to calculate the position of all users. When there are
structural changes in the building or considerable changes in
the infrastructure of the wireless network (e.g., new positions
for some APs, new APs, eliminated APs), there is a need to
repeat the fingerprinting process. Once the signals have been
scanned, each sector must be assigned a characteristic
measurement that represents the signal of each AP in that
location.
To get the position of a device, the measurement of the
power of the signal must be made in the device for each AP,
obtaining as a result a vector
, where is the
number of APs. It is assumed then that
is the power that
was measured from AP in region .
Consider the sum (1), the estimation of the point where the
signal measurement was made will be the region for which
is minimum.
√∑

(1)
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VII. ARCHITECTURE FOR THE PROPOSED SOLUTION
Fig. 2 depicts the general architecture of the technological
solution, where the position of each element to be integrated is
specified.

Once configured the connection to the MySQL DBMS, the
models can be created from the command line using the
commands from Artisan. The models were created in the folder
“/app;” which are PHP files with information of the tables of
the database to be used for the respective model. Then, the
migration file must be created. Migration files are found in the
path “/database/migrations” and allow the creation of the
structure of a table of the database. This type of files facilitates
a version control on the tables of the database.
The controllers can be created using commands from
Artisan, in order to handle the events generated by users and
invoke the requests to the models when they are made on the
information. These controllers are PHP files that are generated
in the path “/app/Http/Controllers.” In the header of those files,
it is necessary to import the model of the represented entity and
any other models that are required to be used in that controller.
Once having the controllers, it must be ensured that the
application has the necessary routes configured. The routes of
the application are defined in the file “routes.php” located in
the path “/app/Http.” When accessing a route from a browser,
an HTTP request is sent to the aforementioned file. An error is
generated if the route does not exist. Otherwise, it redirects to
the controller that contains the logic of the application. Instead
of completely defining the logic of the requests in the file
“routes.php,” it is also possible that this behavior is organized
through classes of type “Controller”. Controllers work with the
GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE requests, which can be
grouped and manipulated logically in a class. The methods of
the controllers are associated with the HTTP requests in the
following way: GET (index, create, show, edit), POST (store),
PUT (update), and DELETE (destroy). When using a type of
route called “resource” in the file “routes.php,” Laravel
internally creates the application routes related to a specific
resource and assigns them to the controller‟s methods.

Fig. 2. General architecture of the solution.

VIII. INTRODUCTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE WEB
APPLICATION
The web application for the management of the data,
contents, and configurations that the mobile application
consults was developed using the Laravel framework and
MySQL DBMS for the persistence of data. In general, the
functionalities offered by this application are the management
of the data to be consumed by the mobile application through
the API. These data include: global information of the
shopping center, information about shops, services, categories,
promotions, events, and data related to the geolocation system
such as maps, sectors, access points, and measurements done
during the fingerprinting process. In addition, the web
application allows the management of users and users‟ profiles,
inherent of its administration.
A. Development of the Web Application
To understand how the development process was made
using the Laravel framework, it is worth to mention that all the
modules had a similar development. Hence, the general process
to carry out the coding is explained below.

The logic of the application is coded in the different
methods of the controller. Some of the different actions that are
carried out in these methods are: process the requests generated
by the users, interact with the model for the manipulation of the
data, validate data in the forms, validate the users‟ permissions
on the different modules, send data received from the model to
the views, etc.
The views can be understanding as the public part of the
system that users will be able to see. They are implemented
using HTML to define the structure, CSS to assign the styles,
and JavaScript to apply the dynamism. In addition, in the case
of Laravel, a templating engine called Blade is also used. The
views are located in the path: “/resources/views”.
In the framework, template files can also be used and are
usually the files of the main views, which have the segments of
code that are repeated in more than one view, such as the
header, the main menu, and the footer. The idea is to keep
common code in a specific place, instead of repeating it in
several views.
As an example, Fig. 3 depicts the view shown to users
when running method “index()” in the Commerce module (i.e.
the directory of stores that are stored in the database).
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IX.

GENERAL ANALYSIS OF THE MOBILE APPLICATION

The mobile application was developed using Android
Studio as an IDE and Java as the programming language, since
Java is the official language to develop applications for
Android. For the development of the application, we used Git
for version control, and the GitLab platform which is based on
Git and allows private repositories for free.
At a glance, the application has a set of functionalities that
allow users to see the list of shops of the mall, the promotions
of these shops, the events and services offered by the shopping
center, as well as the maps of each floor. In addition, it has a
function to record the parking ID where the user‟s vehicle is
parked, and a geolocation system so that the user can be
located inside the shopping center.

Fig. 3. Directory of the stores.

Fig. 4 depicts the view shown to users when running
method “show()” in the Commerce module (i.e. the specific
details associated with a store).

A. Development of the Mobile Application
For the development process, different types of files were
used. Java classes allowed to manage the behavior and
functionalities of the application. The layout files, with “XML”
extension, represent the user interface of the application. It is
worth to mention that the layouts are associated with the Java
classes so that, from the code, it is simple to get access to the
elements of each view.
In addition to the aforementioned files, other files are used
to represent certain resources that the application needs such
as: images, strings, colors. To represent the images, a directory
called “drawable” is used. For the usage of certain text strings
defined in the project, an XML file called “strings.xml” is
used. The “colors.xml” file allows the establishment of the
colors.

Fig. 4. Detailed view of a specific store.

B. Development of the API
Once developed all the modules of the web application, it
was straightforward to write the API since it was only
necessary to develop new controllers that will validate a key
called API Key, through a middleware. In the API of this
project, it was only necessary to implement query methods on
the database. The queries are made through GET requests of
the HTTP protocol.
In the API for routes, one of the most important
functionality is done by the method to get the geolocation in
the interior space of the shopping center. This method returns
the sector of the shopping center in which a user is located and
is available in the path “api/med/locate”. In this function, the
method of k-neighbors is implemented to compute the user‟s
location, according to the strength of the signal received from
the APs.
To get the position of a user, the mobile application sends
the information (MAC Address, signal strength, etc.) of the
reachable access points to the API. The API receives the
request, analyzes and processes the received data, before
returning the <Map-ID> and <Sector-ID>, of the actual
location.

The file “AndroidManifest.xml” was also used. In this file,
the Android Manifest provides essential information about the
application to the operating system so it can execute the code
of the application. Finally, the gradle files represent the settings
for the compilation of the application, the minimum SDK on
which the application can run, the version of the SDK with
which the application was compiled, its dependencies, among
others.
To obtain all the information that is shown in each module
of the application, requests are made to the API, using Retrofit,
which is a REST client for Android and Java. These requests
are made in a file called “APIServices.java”, where the type of
request is specified (GET, POST, PUT, or DELETE), the URI,
the name of the function to which the call will be made from
the code, the object to receive the response, and the parameters
that will be passed to the request. Upon receiving the response
of these requests, they are stored in an object according to the
models defined in the applications which are made up of the
properties and their respective getters and setters.
As for the modules of the application, some of them list
elements such as: stores, categories, promotions, events, and
services; in each of these lists, when selecting a specific
element, it is presented/shown in details.
Fig. 5 depicts the screens of the lists of shops, promotions,
and events. For each of the previous category, the elements are
shown, with certain “filtering” options, for a better selection.
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networks. In addition, users have the option to locate the
shopping center on Google Maps.

Fig. 5. Screenshot of the lists of shops, promotions and events.

Fig. 6 shows the information associated with a store: Store
Info, Promotions, and Events. In “Store Info”, a general
description of the store is presented, and includes: (1) the floor
where the store is situated, (2) a brief description of the store,
(3) its electronic mail, (4) the URL of its web page, (5) its
opening hours, (6) its telephone number, (7) its social
networks, and (8) the categories to which it belongs. At the
level of a promotion, the information includes: (1) a brief
description of the promotion, (2) the range of dates of the
promotion, (3) the range of hours of the promotion, and (4) the
categories to which it belongs. At the level of an event, the
information includes: (1) a brief description of the event,
(2) the range of dates of the event, (3) the range of hours for
the event, and the place where the event will be celebrated. In
addition, the details of the shop and the event have an
additional option. In the case of the shop, users can view the
location of the shop in the maps of the shopping center. In the
case of the event, users can add this event to the calendar of
their mobile device.

Fig. 7. Screenshot of the contact module.

Finally, the “Maps” module was developed, which
represents the most complex part of the application. This
module has two operation modes: (1) the user is inside the
facilities of the shopping center, and (2) the user is outside the
shopping center. When the user of the mobile device is outside
the shopping center, the “Maps” module displays a message to
inform the user that he/she is outside the shopping center
facilities, and therefore he/she cannot be located within it.
However, the user can still make use of the other
functionalities of this module such as seeing the maps of each
floor of the shopping center, etc.
The function of “How to Get to a Store” consists in
showing the list of shops of the shopping center, and when the
user selects a specific store, an emergent message is shown
with the instructions on how to get to the required shop. The
function “List of Services” consists in showing the list of
services of the shopping center. When the user selects a
specific service, he/she is shown a map per floor that has only
the requested service.
Fig. 8 depicts the “Maps” module, which shows the
directions on how to get to two different shops (Adelmed and
Mercantil). Additionally, users have the option to see the list of
shops, the available services, and there are six buttons to
change the current floor.

Fig. 6. Detailed screenshot of a store info, promotions, and events.

Furthermore, the application has modules such as:
“Contact”, “About the Application”, and “Your Parking
Position”. The “Contact” module has general information
about the shopping center, including contact information. The
“About the Application” module provides useful information
about the developed application (the authors). The “Your
Parking Position” module allows users to view, modify, and
eliminate the parking position where their vehicle is stationed.
Fig. 7 shows the “Contact” module, where the general
information of the shopping center is given, which includes:
(1) a brief description, (2) the address, (3) email, (4) web page,
(5) opening hours, (6) telephone numbers, and (7) social

When the user is inside the facilities of the shopping center,
the “Maps” module works practically in the same way as the
previous case, with the difference that in this case, when the
map module is started, the map of the floor where the user is
located is shown, and the actual sector of the user is marked in
green on the map.
Once the Maps module is started, a capture of the
neighboring access points is made every eight seconds, to get
the MAC address, the SSID, and the strength of the signal of
each access point. Subsequently, these data are sent to the API,
and the response of the request is the sector where the user is
located, at the time of each capture.
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captured are: SSID, MAC, and signal strength. Fig. 10 shows a
screenshot of the application.

Fig. 8. Screenshot of the maps module with indications on how to reach a
specific store.

Once the fingerprinting process is over, the results of the
capture of the mobile device must be transferred to a PC. In the
PC, the C++ program reads the capture, groups the results by
AP, and computes the average of the signal for each AP. Then,
the C++ program stores the results in a file with a specific
format with four data: (1) the MAC of the AP, (2) the SSID of
the AP, (3) the average of the strength of the signal, and (4) a
recommendation of whether or not the information associated
with the AP must be stored in the DB. This decision is based
on the stability of the signal captured from the AP. That is, if
the standard derivation is low, the AP is considered stable, and
the C++ program will recommend the insertion of its data in
the DB.

In each capture, the sector where the user is located is
obtained, and the picture of the corresponding map is shown,
with this sector in green. In the next capture, if the new sector
that is obtained as a result of the API is in a different floor, a
popup message is shown to inform the user of the new floor,
and the picture of the map of the new floor is loaded, with the
new sector in green. Fig. 9 depicts the map of the 4th floor
(Level C1) with the actual sector of the user shown in green.

Fig. 10. Screenshot of the mobile application for the process of
fingerprinting.

X.

TESTS AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

In this section, we present the tests made to the mobile
application and the results obtained, in order to evaluate the
level of usability, the level of quality, and the compliance with
the specific objectives and functions for which it was created.

Fig. 9. Screenshot of the map of the fourth floor (level c1) where the green
sector specifies the actual position of the user.

B. Development of Tools for the Process of Fingerprinting
In addition to the development of the web application and
the mobile application in which the present research work is
focused, we also developed a second mobile application for
Android OS and a program in C++ to support the
fingerprinting process that must be done to feed the database,
and be able to process the algorithm of the nearest k-neighbors.
The objective of this second mobile application is to facilitate
and speedup the recollection of data from the APs in the
different sectors of the shopping center.
Its usage is straightforward and consists in identifying the
sector to be captured, before selecting if the data is collected
for insertions in the database or for testing the geolocation
functionality in the API. For each reachable AP, the data

A. Acceptance Tests
A technical survey was applied to a group of 50 end-users
of different genders, social and educational level, in order to
assess the usability and proper functioning of the app, and
determines if it meets the requirements established in the
project. The survey consisted of twenty questions that are listed
below:
1) How do you rate the combination of colors used for the
application?
2) How do you evaluate the distribution of the elements in
the application?
3) How do you assess the application design?
4) How do you rate the navigation in the application?
5) How do you evaluate the fluency when running the
application?
6) Do you consider that the application is easy and
intuitive to use?
7) How do you evaluate the splash screen shown when
launching the application?
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8) Does the application’s menu displays its options
clearly and legibly?
9) Do you consider that the elements shown in the Home
of the application are the indicated?
10) Do you consider that “Your Parking Position” is an
important functionality for the application? That is, the
functionality of letting the user write down his/her parking
slot, and receiving directions on how to get back to the car.
11) Do you consider that it is easy and intuitive to handle
the functionality of “Your Parking Position”?
12) Do you consider that the list of shops, promotions,
events, and services clearly shows each element and what they
refer to?
13) Is the filtering option easy to manage in the list of
shops, promotions, events, and services?
14) Do you consider that the information shown for the
elements (stores, promotions, events, services) is adequate?
15) Is the option of “location” can be clearly understood
in the Trade Detail, Service Detail and Contact?
16) Is the option “Add to the Calendar” is clearly
understood in the information of events?
17) Is it clear that the texts that represent emails, web
pages, and telephone numbers are clickable?
18) Do you consider that it is easy and intuitive to use the
Maps module in the application?
19) Is it easy and intuitive to understand the option of
“services” and “shops” of the Maps functionality?
20) Do you consider that the indications about how to
reach a certain shop of the “Maps” functionality are clear?

in the beginning. However, it is worth to mention that in some
of the questions asked, some regular responses were obtained.
Although it does not represent the majority of the opinions, it is
important to consider correcting these aspects of the
application as future work, or before the application passes to a
production phase, since they are an indication that the
application can be improved.
Question 11
Question 12
Question 13
Question 14
Question 15
Question 16
Question 17
Question 18
Question 19
Question 20
0%
Very good

20%

40%

Good

Regular

60%
Bad

80%

100%

Very bad

Fig. 12. Results of Questions 11 to 20 of the survey.

Fig. 11 and 12 depict the results of the survey.
B. Geolocation Tests
To test the k-neighbor algorithm as a WiFi geolocation
method and for purposes of the present investigation, we
decided to use only two levels of maps of the selected shopping
center (Level C1 and Level C2), where Level C1 was divided
into eight sectors (sector 1 to sector 8), and Level C2 was
divided into seven sectors (sector 9 to sector 15). As stated
previously, the work was done in a mall of the Venezuela that
we will not identify for privacy reasons.

Question 1
Question 2
Question 3
Question 4
Question 5

To generate the database used by the algorithm in the
fingerprinting process, thirty samples of the signal of each AP
were taken in the centroid position of each one of the sectors.
Through the C++ program that we developed, we analyzed the
collected data and selected the APs that were more stable in the
captures for processing and insertion in the database through
the web application.

Question 6
Question 7
Question 8
Question 9
Question 10
0%
20%
40%
60%
80%
100%
Very good Good Regular Bad Very bad
Fig. 11. Results of Questions 1 to 10 of the survey.

In general, the results of our survey show that the answers
given by the people who assessed the application were
positive; hence, we can say that it complies with the
established functional requirements and with the scope defined

Once the fingerprinting process was completed, several
tests were carried out within the shopping center facilities to
assess its correct operation. The tests were conducted in two
different scenarios. In the first scenario, the shopping center
was closed, that is, the corridors were completely free, and
there were no people in it. In the second scenario, the shopping
center was opened to the public, with many visitors in the
corridors. The idea of the second scenario was to evaluate the
alteration made by the mobile devices of the numerous visitors
over the geolocation service.
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For each sector, we did twenty geolocation tests. Five of
these tests were performed statically in the approximate
position of the centroid of the sector. The remaining fifteen
tests were made with a mobile device in movement within the
sector. In the testing process, a result was considered correct if
the API returned the sector where the user was exactly
positioned. In the border of two sections, we considered that
the result was correct if the algorithm returned any one of the
two adjacent sectors. On the other hand, a result was
considered as incorrect if the API returned a sector of another
level with respect to the current level of the user, or when the
returned sector was in the current level of the user, but did not
correspond to its actual sector.
Sector 1
Sector 2
Sector 3
Sector 4
Sector 5
Sector 6
Sector 7
Sector 8
Sector 9
Sector 10
Sector 11
Sector 12
Sector 13
Sector 14
Sector 15

Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the results of the geolocation tests
in the interior spaces of the shopping center when it was closed
and opened to the public, respectively.
For the geolocation tests carried out, the general percentage
of success was 69.0% when the shopping center was closed,
and 61.7% when the shopping center was open. It is important
to mention that the selected shopping center did not have its
own WiFi network. We worked with the APs installed by the
shops, which had different characteristics (different brands,
standards, antennas, signal power, etc.). Better results could be
achieved if all the considered APs had the same characteristics,
and if we knew their exact position. In some APs, it is even
possible to change the firmware, and thus modify the power
with which the signal is sent according to the needs that are
presented by the structure of the building.
XI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

For companies and organizations, mobile applications
represent an added value and a high advance in technologies.
In the case of shopping centers, they offer an increase in
productivity and greater business opportunities, representing a
very important support in the relationship between the mall and
its visitors, expanding the network of benefits for both parties.

0%

20%

40%

Correct

60%

80%

100%

Incorrect

Fig. 13. Results obtained by the geolocation system when the shopping center
was closed.
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Fig. 14. Results obtained by the geolocation system when the shopping center
was open.

In the present research, a series of concepts, tools and
technologies were presented that served as a solid base for the
successful development of a technological solution for
shopping centers that allows the diffusion and management of
data, such as contact information, directory of shops,
promotions, events, services, maps, and a geolocation system
based on WiFi. We developed a solution for a shopping center
of Venezuela that includes a mobile application for mobile
devices with Android OS, a web application implemented
using the Laravel framework for data and content management
to be consulted by the app, and a private API as a
communication mechanism between both applications. It is
worth mentioning that the APs that were used in the location
service, that belong to the shops within the facilities of the
shopping center, are also part of the architecture of the
solution. Thanks to these APs, the functionality of geolocation
in interior spaces were implemented, by using the algorithm of
the nearest k-neighbors. Even if the research was done for a
specific mall in Venezuela, it could be reproduced in any
shopping center of the world.
In this work, we could verify how certain factors are vital
to guarantee a precise geolocation system. Based on this
acquired experience, some recommendations can be given to
improve the results: (1) pre-establish the location of the APs
avoiding obstacles that could interfere their signal, (2) use APs
of similar characteristics in terms of power of transmission and
subsequently modify these parameters to fine-tune the
coverage footprint of each device, (3) perform a monitoring
and control of the APs to take action against possible changes
in their transmission power, (4) evaluate the use of wireless
repeaters in specific cases where the signal suffers attenuation.
As future work, we propose to extend our work so we can
have WiFi coverage in the internal parking spaces of the
shopping center. Also, we plan to consider other network
technologies such as Bluetooth and Beacon devices, and make
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a comparative study regarding the accuracy of the geolocation
system according to the selected technology.
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Step Towards Artificial General Intelligence
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Abstract—Development of conversational agents started half
century ago and since then it has transformed into a technology
that is accessible in various aspects in everyday life. This
paper presents a survey current state-of-the-art in the open
domain neural conversational agent research and future research
directions towards Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) creation.
In order to create a conversational agent which is able to
pass the Turing Test, numerous research efforts are focused
on open-domain dialogue system. This paper will present latest
research in domain of Neural Network reasoning and logical
association, sentiment analysis and real-time learning approaches
applied to open domain neural conversational agents. As an
effort to provide future research directions, current cuttingedge approaches applied to open domain neural conversational
agents, current cutting-edge approaches in rationale generation
and the state-of-the-art research directions in alternative training
methods will be discussed in this paper.
Keywords—Artificial intelligence; deep learning; neural networks; open domain chatbots; conversational agents

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) is achieved when
machines are capable to conduct intellectual tasks [1]. Hence
it is undeniable that being able to interact with machines in
natural language is an important feature of Artificial General
Intelligence. Human’s ability to communicate and conduct
cognitive behavior in natural language play an important role
in completing most intellectual tasks. The oldest conversations
agents created could be traced back to the success of ELIZA
[2] which was first designed with the aim to be a virtual
therapist. However due the lack of human knowledge and basic
coding, it failed to reach farther than a short conversation. The
next conversational agents that followed the creation of ELIZA
have improved ELIZA model as a base. Conversational agent
Parry, also known as “ELIZA with attitude” was designed
to simulate a patient with schizophrenia. Jabberwacky [3], is
the one of the earliest attempts to create a chatbot via human
interaction. Alicebot [4], an improved version of ELIZA, took
the attention of conversational agents research. Alicebot uses
heuristical pattern matching rules to understand questions and
make reply to the human’s input. Winning the Loebner Prize,
for Alicebot was a great success at its time of launch. However,
due to its occasional glitch in exposing its mechanistic aspects
in short conversations, Alicebot was unable to pass the Turing
Test. The earliest precursor of the commercial conversational
agent in the market would be SmarterChild [5], but it is more
widely known as the precursor to the various well-known
conversational agents in the industry such Apple’s Siri or
Samsung’s S voice.

The first few years of the 21st century witnessed creations
of conversational agents which do not only rely on natural
language processing. For example, IDM’s Watson integrated
Machine Learning methodologies along with natural language
processing to pull intelligent insights from data. Watson was
the only conversational agent with implemented Artificial
Intelligence (AI) technologies to gain wide commercial pick
up. Apple’s Siri incorporates speech recognition to create
a better user experience via voice command. Siri’s speech
recognition uses deep neural network to rank the confidence
level of voice inputs and makes a response accordingly. The
success of Siri subsequently inspired the creation of other
intelligent personal assistants like Microsoft’s Cortana [6] and
Amazon’s Alexa [7]. Despite the success of these chatbots,
they are basically goal-oriented dialogue system [8], which
sole purpose is to help people solve day-to-day problems using
natural language processing. In order to create a conversational
agent which is able to pass the Turing Test and move AI
research towards full AGI, more research effort towards opendomain dialogue system are presented in [9]. Open-domain
conversational agent, Microsoft Tay bot is designed to imitate
the way teenagers communicate in America. Tay was created to
learn through interactions with human users on Twitter, but it
was suspended shortly after subsequent controversy where the
bot began to post inflammatory and offensive tweets through
Twitter [10].
After almost 50 years since the introduction of chatbots
and numerous surveys over the past several decades, chatbot
technology is still in the wrap with much more room for
improvement. The improvement of computer hardware as well
as the use of smartphones, which increased the availability
of data, have acted as the catalyst to recent advancement
in AI research such as neural conversational agents. The
introduction of Sequence to Sequence (Seq2Seq) Long Short
Term Memory (LSTM) Neural Network framework [11] has
greatly improved Natural Language Processing applications
such as neural machine translation [12]. Researchers apply the
same methodology to generate neural conversational agents
[13].
Seq2Seq is a neural network model that uses one LSTM,
a special kind of RNN to read the input sequence encoder,
for every time step and the results is a vector. Then it uses
another LSTM to extract the output sequence from that vectordecoder. The goal of LSTM is to estimate the conditional
probability p(y1 , ..., yT 0 |x1 , ..., xT ) , were (x1 , ..., xT ) is an
input sequence and (y1 , ..., yT 0 ) is its corresponding output
sequence whose length T 0 may differ from T . The LSTM
computes this conditional probability by first obtaining the
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Fig. 1.

seq2seq model [11].

Fig. 2.

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [14].

fixed dimensional representation v of the input sequence
(x1 , ..., xT ) given by the last hidden state of the LSTM, and
then computing the probability of y1 , ..., yT 0 with a standard
LSTM language model formulation whose initial hidden state
is set to the representation v of x1 , ..., xT :
0

p(y1 , ..., yT 0 |x1 , ..., xT ) =

T
Y

p(yt |v, y1 , ..., yt−1 )

(1)

t=1

In this equation, each p(yt |v, y1 , ..., yt−1 ) distribution is
represented with a softmax over all the words in the vocabulary. The overall scheme is outlined in Figure 1, where
the shown LSTM computes the representation of A, B, C, <
EOS > (sequences of the input data) and then uses this
representation to compute the probability of W, X, Y, Z, <
EOS > (sequences of the output data) as shown in Fig. 1.
Numerous of neural conversational agent based on [13] have
been developed and unprecedented results have been observed.
The focus of this paper will be on open-domain, deep neural network based conversational agents. Success of Seq2Seq
model applied to Neural Machine Translation and neural conversational agent [13] initiated the state-of-the-art research in
the dialogue generation. This review paper presents the current
state of the art open-domain generative neural conversational
agents based on Seq2Seq model. Future directions in neural
conversational agent research towards creation of a full AGI
will also be discussed in this paper.
This paper is organized as follows: analysis of open-domain
neural conversational agents is presented in the first section,
neural conversational agent with reasoning and logical association is presented in the second section, sentiment analysis
and reasoning networks in conversational agents are presented
in the third section, neural conversational agent with real-time
learning component are analyzed in the fourth section, the fifth
section presents the discussion and future work.
II.

C URRENT S TATE OF THE A RT N EURAL
C ONVERSATIONAL AGENTS

Progress in Text and Natural Language Processing has
always been a crucial component in the pursue of Artificial
General Intelligence. Despite the groundbreaking achievement

in Neural Machine Translation [12], researchers are still a
distance away from achieving conversational agents that are
able to conduct open-ended conversations that are indistinguishable from a human. Most open-ended neural network
conversational agents research utilize Sequence to Sequence
model (Seq2Seq) [11] which uses a multi-layered Long ShortTerm Memory (LSTM) to map the input sequence to a vector
of a fixed dimensional, and then another deep LSTM to decode
the target sequence from the vector hence enabling conversational models to be trained end-to-end, thus decreasing the
number of hand-crafted rules [13]. This method as proposed
in [13] has enabled generation of simple conversations when is
trained on a large conversational dataset. This method has not
only successfully extracted knowledge from a domain specific
dataset but has also demonstrated simple form of common
sense reasoning when trained on a large and general domain
dataset of movie subtitles [15]. The success of this research
inspired many subsequent open-domain conversational agent
research with the model proposed by [13] as the baseline
model.
Despite its success as a dialogue generation and machine
translation model, one significant weakness of RNN (Fig. 2.)
based architectures such as Seq2Seq is its tendency to generate
generic, non-meaningful and non-diverse responses due to its
maximum likelihood estimation mechanism in dialogue generation [16]. Maximum likelihood mechanism is the procedure of
finding the parameters value of given statistic which maximise
likelihood distribution [17]. Another weakness would be its
tendency to be caught in an infinite repetitive loop [18]. Hence,
there is numerous research extensions aimed to overcome the
major shortcomings of RNN based architectures.
A. Latent Variable Hierarchical Recurrent Encoder-Decoder
(VHRED)
VHRED uses a hierarchical generation process in order
to exploit the with-in sequence structure in utterances and is
trained using a variational lower bound on the log-likelihood.
The proposed method generates a response as a sample of
the continuous latent variable which is a representation of
the high-level semantic content of the response. The model
then generates the response word by word conditioned on the
latent variable [19]. The study has demonstrated that humans
prefer generic responses generated by LSTM for short contexts
while for long contexts humans prefer the semantically richer
responses generated by the proposed model. The results of
VHRED model are shown in Table I.
B. Diversity Promoting Model
Diversity promoting model proposed Maximum Mutual
Information (MMI) approach [20] as the objective function
in neural network models. MMI approach replace traditional
objective function such as the likelihood of output (response) to
given input(message). The research in [20] demonstrated that
the proposed MMI models produce more diverse, interesting,
and appropriate responses, yielding substantive gains in BLEU
scores on two conversational datasets and in human evaluations
[21]. The BLEU score algorithm compares the N-grams of two
text fragments and counts the number of matches, the similarity
score of these texts is a function of the number of matches [22].
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TABLE I.

T WITTER E XAMPLES FOR THE N EURAL N ETWORK M ODELS . T HE T OKEN I NDICATES A C HANGE OF T URN [19]

Context
jamaica blood!! ¡url¿ lol. yes [name]!. [name]! what’s poppin in toronto homie

reaches for [name]! - approaches him warily - hey there buddy. - swings him into the air how you doin? tilts his head and your wariness and reaches for your face [name].

Response
VHRED: nothing much. just chillin. what’s good with you?
LSTM: something!!!!!!!
HRED: something!!!!!!
VHRED: - looks up at you and smiles - you’re so cute. - kisses your cheek LSTM: - smiles - i’m fine thank you. how are you?
HRED: - grins, looking at you as i look at you -

my math teacher over here talkn bout nickels nd i’m tryna make big money i need to be in
calculus lol

VHRED: i need to go to the gym and get my hair done lol
LSTM: lol
HRED: how u been

i think i want an ipad2. but i already have an ibook. want vs. need. if you have an ibook.
then you deserve an ipad!

ah echt? dan anrtwoord ik volgende keer via twitter als je me smst. haha doe maar p. goed
bezig hoor myrthe d goed bezig? die snap ik even niet p

C. Deep Reinforcement Learning for Dialogue Generation
Researchers in [18] proposed neural network model that is
able to generate coherent and interesting dialogues by applying
deep reinforcement learning to model future reward in chatbot
dialogue. Model is able to recognize future direction of conversation. Presented research shows that the proposed algorithm
generates more interactive responses and manages to foster
a more sustained conversation in dialogue simulation. Hence
marking the first step towards learning a neural conversational
model based on the long-term success of dialogues. The
examples of generated conversation by RN and MMI model
[18] are given in Table II.
As mentioned above, the maximum likelihood estimation
technique utilized in RNN based architectures such as Seq2Seq
often end up generating redundant and meaningless responses
such as “I don’t know” or “Maybe” due to the high frequencies
of these generic responses in the training datasets. Technique,
known as ”mutual information” generate a list of possible
responses based on an input source, known as the mutual
information score from a pre-trained Seq2Seq model. This
mutual information score will then be used as a reward and
back-propagated to the encoder-decoder model, tailoring it to
generate sequences with higher rewards using reinforcement
learning technique. This method has demonstrated its success
in suppressing undesirable generic responses and promoted
diversity in responses. Longer sentences are also observed
as a result of this proposed model, bridging state-of-the-art
dialogue generation research a step closer towards creating
conversational agents that are indistinguishable from a human
speaker.
III. N EURAL C ONVERSATIONAL AGENTS WITH
R EASONING AND L OGICAL A SSOCIATION C OMPONENTS
Despite the progress in generating conversations using deep
neural network models, most of these work produce little or
no ability to form clear and human like reasoning, hence
generating responses that are less human like, adhering human
users from conducting elaborated and continuous meaningful
conversations. Research presented by [21] and [18] might have
improved dialogue generation model presented in [13] but
they are still unable to produce conversations with elaborated
logical associations and reasoning ability. The work presented

VHRED: that’s what i’m thinking. i’m going to buy a new one.
LSTM: i want one!!!!
HRED: i don’t know what to do with it. i don’t know what to do
VHRED: haha, ik heb er geen zin in de something, maar ik heb er geen something meer
something
LSTM: haha something something something
HRED: something something something something something something something something

in [19] has significantly improved the quality of conversations
by producing semantically richer responses especially conversations in longer contexts. Despite its success in answer
generation based on the context of the input, the model is still
lack to conduct continuous conversations with reasoning and
association ability.
A. Sentiment Analysis and Reasoning Networks in Neural
Conversational Agents
Progress in sentiment analysis and reasoning ability of a
conversational agent is crucial towards creating more humanlike conversations. However, it is important for the agent to be
able to understand the underlying basis of the input, which
could be a question, statement with differing sentiment or
objectives in order to perform accurate reasoning and logical
association. Therefore, a good sentiment analysis component
in the conversational agent model plays an important role
to compensate the lack of transparencies of most complex
neural models in natural language processing (NLP). The ideal
complex neural conversational model should yield improved
performances and offer interpretable rationales for answer
predictions. Current cutting-edge approach presented in [23],
incorporate rationale generation as an integral part of the
learning problem. This approach limit the models to extractive
rationales by limiting the rationales to be subsets of words from
input text that are short and coherent or must alone suffice
for prediction as a substitute of the original text. Rationale
generation must be learned in an unsupervised manner, hence a
model with rationales is trained on the same data as the original
neural models. The model demonstrated in [23], trained in
an end-to-end manner, gives rise to quality rationales in
absence of any explicit rationale annotations. To minimize the
ambiguity of what counts as rationales, as well as difficulty in
evaluation of rationale selections, the model focuses on the two
following domains: (i) concerns with multi-aspect sentiment
analysis, (ii) concerns with the problem of retrieving related
questions. The model obtained high performance on both tasks,
and, for the sentiment prediction task, the model achieved an
accuracy of 96%, a significantly higher accuracy compared
to bigram support vector machine (SVM) [24] and neural
attention baseline. The approach was evaluated on multi-aspect
sentiment analysis against a manually annotated test case,
and it outperformed attention-based baseline by a significant
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TABLE II.

S AMPLED R ESPONSES G ENERATED FROM THE M UTUAL I NFORMATION M ODELS AND THE RL M ODEL [18]

Input Message
How old are you?
What’s your full name?
I don’t want to go home tonight.
Do you have any feelings for me?
How much time do you have here?
Shall we get started?
Do you play football?
We’d have to talk to him
How come you never say it?

Mutual Information Model
I’m 16.
I have no idea.
Really?
I don’t know what you are talking about.
Not long enough. Sorry, sir
Of course!
No, I don’t
I mean, he’s a good guy
Because I don’t want to hurt you.

margin.
Another approach to create conversational agent that is
able to perform logical associations and reasoning is by incorporating Reasoning Networks (RN) in neural conversational
agent model. An example of RN is demonstrated by authors
in [25], achieved state of the art performance on a challenging
visual Question-Answer (QA) dataset CLEVR. This is a good
example where additional intelligence emerges from the composition of simple modules. Relational reasoning is a principal
component of generally intelligent behavior but has proven
difficult for neural networks to learn. In the work [25], authors
describe how to use Relation Networks (RNs) as a simple plugand-play module to solve problems that fundamentally hinge
on relational reasoning. Authors stated that RNs deep learning
architecture can discover and learn how to reason about entities
and their relations. Reasoning NNs are a potential venue for a
breakthrough towards AI that is now hopeful to be found. Reasoning Networks can be used for a variety of problems that can
benefit from structure learning and exploitation, such as rich
scene understanding in Reinforcement Learning (RL) agents,
modelling social networks, and abstract problem-solving.
IV. J OINT M ODEL BASED T RAINING TO I MPROVE
P ERFORMANCE OF N EURAL C ONVERSATIONAL AGENTS
In order to improve question answering systems researchers
analyze how communication between humans rely on both,
question asking as well as question answering and the intrinsic
connections between the two tasks [26]. We will present a
few important incentives towards question generation as well.
Questions are usually asked to access knowledge of others
or direct one’s own information-seeking behavior. According
to authors in [27], the incentives to teach machines to ask
questions are:
•

improving the acquisitions of information in intelligent systems by asking appropriate questions based
on the situation;

•

improving the ability of machines to answer questions
by teaching machines how to ask questions;

•

create a system that is able to solve abstractive tasks
such as question asking instead of extractive tasks such
as question answering;

•

providing practical solution on many possible applications on questions asking mechanisms about documents.

Current state of the art question answering systems based
on deep neural network rely on the two main information
retrieval (IR) models; generative model and discriminative

RL
I’m 16, why are you asking?
What’s yours?
Why?
I don’t want to hurt your feelings.
Ten seconds
Yes. We’ve got a lot of work to do here.
Yes. I love football!
About what?
I don’t think it’s a good idea to say it

model. While generative models are theoretically sound and
successful in modelling features, they suffer from difficulty
in leveraging relevancy of the signals from other channels
like links and clicks, whereas discriminative models lack
a principled way of obtaining useful features or gathering
helpful signals from massive unlabeled data. Efforts have
been invested in solving these shortcomings via information
retrieval generative adversarial networks (IRGAN) model. IRGAN model takes advantage and characteristics of both models
where the generative model acts as an attacker to the current
discrimination model, generating difficult examples for the
discriminative model in an adversarial way by minimizing its
discrimination objective. Authors in [28], achieve state of the
art results using a IRGAN model.
Several research have utilized question generation as a tool
to improve the efficacy of question answering models [29],
[30], [26]. Authors in [30] simultaneously train the model by
alternating input data between question answering (QA) and
question generation (QG), both in the same model. The trained
model is then used to generate questions and answers with
the hypothesis that a good question generation helps models
to improve QA performance. Authors in [26] incorporates
the probabilistic correlation of QA and QG by leveraging
the correlation to guide the training process of both models.
Authors in [26] randomly initialize the parameters in both QA
and QG models with a combination of fan-in and fan-out.
Parameters of words of word embedding matrices are shared in
QA and QG model. However, both QA and QG models use two
different embedding matrices for question words and answer
words in order to learn question and answer specific word
meanings. This training framework successfully shown that
by exploiting the “duality” of QA and QG improves both QA
and QG. Another joint approach for QA and QG is presented
in [29]. Authors uses approach presented in [30] to prove
hypothesis that good question generation can improve QA
performance. Authors in [29] leverages convolutional neural
network (CNN) and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) for
question generation in order to cover both question generation
approaches; retrieval based and generation based. Authors
demonstrated that the question generation method successfully
improve existing question answering systems. Both results for
[30] and [26] are shown in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.
The methodology proposed by [30] might have not achieve
state of the art results achieved by selected QA models, it
nonetheless demonstrated the effectiveness of joint training
between QA and QG, especially in efficacy of abstractive
tasks like QG. Whereas [26] demonstrated the “duality” of
both QG and QA models are able to improve both tasks,
authors in [29] manage to significantly improve QA using
a good question generation approach and feed QA system
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TABLE III.
E XAMPLES OF QA B EHAVIOUR C HANGES P OSSIBLY I NDUCED BY J OINT T RAINING . G OLD A NSWERS C ORRESPOND TO T EXT S PANS IN
G REEN . I N B OTH THE P OSITIVE AND THE N EGATIVE C ASES , THE A NSWERS P RODUCED BY THE J OINT M ODEL ARE H IGHLY R ELATED ( AND T HUS
P RESUMABLY I NFLUENCED ) BY THE G ENERATED Q UESTIONS . [30]
Document
Positive

Q gold
Q gen
Answer
Document

Negative

Q gold
Q gen
Answer

in the 1960 election to choose his successor, eisenhower endorsed his own vice president , republican richard nixon against democrat john f.
kennedy.
who did eisenhower endorse for president in 1960 ?
what was the name of eisenhower own vice president ?
A-gen: john f. kennedy
JointQA: richard nixon
in 1870 , tesla moved to karlovac , to attend school at the higher real gymnasium , where he was profoundly influenced by a math teacher martin
sekulic
why did tesla go to karlovac ?
what did tesla do at the higher real gymnasium ?
A-gen: to attend school at the higher real gymnasium
JointQA: he was profoundly influenced by a math teacher martin sekulic

TABLE IV.
question
what’s the name of the green space
north of the center of newcastle ?
for what purpose do organisms make
peroxide and superoxide ?
how much money was spent on other
festivities in the bay area to help
celebrate the coming super bowl 50?

S AMPLED E XAMPLES FROM THE SQUAD DATASET [26]

correct answer
Another green space in Newcastle is the Town Moor , lying immediately
north of the city centre.
Parts of the immune system of higher organisms create peroxide, superoxide, and singlet oxygen to destroy invading microbes.
In addition, there are 2 million worth of other ancillary events, including
a week - long event at the Santa Clara Convention Center, a beer, wine
and food festival at Bellomy Field at Santa Clara University, and a pep
rally.

with generated questions. These state of the art research paves
an optimistic direction for an alternative training method to
further improve the current state of the art open domain neural
conversational agents.
V.

D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK

Current state-of-the-art open-domain neural conversational
agents have largely utilized Seq2Seq architecture along with
several optimization methodologies which have produced unprecedented results. Most of these results have not been
achieved by other open-domain dialogue generation models.
Despite the accomplishments of these state of the art research,
these conversational agents are lacking in several aspects which
hinder these agents from creating conversational experiences
that are indistinguishable from humans, which is the key in
creating a system that is able to pass the Turing Test. Aspects
that are lacking in current state of the art conversational agents
are:
•

Agents that are able to learn new information in real
time and “remember” information in future conversation sessions.

•

Agents that are able to conduct vigorous reasoning
and logical associations.

•

Agents that are able to select appropriate emotion in
responses.

•

Agents with personalities and individuality.

•

Agents that are able to respond with appropriate
timing.

•

Multi-modal agents that are able to connect computer
vision (sense of sight), audio processing (sense of
hearing) as an input for a dialog generation.

In order to achieve full Artificial General Intelligence
(AGI), a combination of approaches need to be considered for
future research. Most likely an multi-modal solution will be the
direction of future research in creating conversational agents

question generated by Dual QG
what is the name of the green building in the city ?
what is the purpose of the immune
system?

question generated by Basic GQ
what is the name of the city of new
haven ?
what is the main function of the
immune system ?

how much of the beer is in the santa
monica convention center?

what is the name of the beer in the
santa monica center ?

closest to full AGI, such is presented in [31]. This research
has shown that a single multi-modal deep learning model is
able to jointly learn a number of large-scale tasks from multiple
domains, allowing as many parameters as possible to be shared.
This allows transfer learning from tasks with large amount of
data to the ones that are limited with data, hence benefiting
tasks with less data by joint training.
While there are several approaches which tackle each of
above listed problems, full AGI will most likely be achieved
with the combination of different approaches with different
aims in a single multi-modal architecture. There are a few
researches that specifically address above mentioned problems,
which has the potential in being part of a multi-modal model
that will be able to create the most human-like conversational
agent.
Authors in [32] presents an conversational agent with
unforgettable characters who exhibit various salient emotions
in conversations. The research has achieved the goal by
focusing on humanizing artificial character of conversational
agents. Often times, despite how human-like responses are able
to be generated by conversational agents, the neutral monopersonality answers at certain situations which are inappropriate due to the lack of the emotional consideration generated
easily gave away non-human like traits.
Authors in [23] utilize encoder-generator framework which
is trained in an end-to-end manner to rise rationales quality in
absence of explicit rationale annotations. The results from this
research could be used to build a conversational agent that is
able to reason and rationalize without supervision.
A. Train an Agent Based on Pre-defined Personality
Another approach would be personality and individual goal
based conversational agents. Current approach rely largely on
available data-sets composed of information from multiple personalities, mood and goals. Hence most conversational agents
trained this way produce an amalgamation of all possible
responses given one input. Despite plenty of implementations
aimed to improve this aspect, Seq2Seq based architectures still
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generating response with an assumption that there is only one
correct response for each input, when in fact, is not the case
for open-domain conversations. In open-domain conversations,
many temporal or permanent factors influence the outcome
of response. Temporal factors are such as the agent’s mood,
temporal interests, goals and desires due to external exposure
and experience. Whereas permanent factors are: agent’s basic
personality and temperament, intelligence maturity such as
the agent’s knowledge base and reasoning and association
ability. Personality based conversational agents are trained with
pre-defined temporal conditioning such as personality, goals
and desires. Hence the agent will be able to learn interests,
personality and desire, hence reducing the high dimensional
space of context variables which in turn alleviating the curse
of dimensionality by lowering latent semantic space.
B. Future Direction of Research in Neural Conversational
Agents with Reasoning Component
The approach proposed by [25] could be incorporated into
future dialogue generation models combined with sentiment
analysis and attention mechanisms (to filter unimportant relations, thus bound the otherwise quadratic complexity of the
number of considered pairwise relation), to create a truly
powerful open-ended conversational agent which truly understand input sources at each sentence input level as well as the
sentiment of the entire conversation as a whole. Connecting the
conversational agent that is able to perform robust sentiment
analysis and reasoning to a real-time scalable ontology could
be an important direction in the field of research in open-ended
dialogue generation models.
C. Neural Conversational Agent with Real-Time Learning
Component
Modelling the concept of a malleable knowledge database,
conversational agent will able to learn from conversations.
With the ability to learn from conversation, neural conversational agents will able to conduct more human-to-human like
conversations and improve logical associations and reasoning
ability. Implementation of an ontology to an conversational
agent architecture will enable logical associations, reasoning
and knowledge saving. These knowledge can be saved as data
and updated in real-time. Conversational Agents with RealTime Learning component model will be able to conduct more
realistic human like conversations.

research directions in the domain of neural conversational
agents and present state of the art research directions in
alternative training methods are also explored at the end of
this paper as an effort to discuss the directions needed to be
addressed in order to move open domain neural conversational
agent research one step closer towards full AGI.
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Abstract—Managing various relationships among the supply
chain processes is known as Supply Chain Management (SCM).
SCM is the oversight of finance, information and material as
they move in the flow from different suppliers to manufacturer, wholesaler, retailer and customers. The main problem
with such software architecture is coordination and reliability
while performing activities. Moreover, continuously changing
market makes this coordination challenging. For example failure of production facilities, irregularities in meeting deadlines,
unavailability of workers at required times. However, in the
Agent-Oriented Supply-Chain Management described in [Mark
S. Fox, Mihai Barbuceanu, and Rune Teigen “Agent-Oriented
Supply-Chain Management”. The International Journal of Flexible Manufacturing Systems, 12 (2000)] the proposed solution
claims a remarkable coordination on the basis of an agentoriented software architecture. In this paper, we formally specify
architecture and verify it using model checking. We use UPPAAL
to formally specify the agents’ behaviour involved in SCM. By
model-checking, we prove that the given SCM’s architecture
partially fulfills its functional requirements.
Keywords—Supply chain management; agent-oriented supplychain; model checking; formal specification and verification

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Supply chain is a system of organizing activities, people,
resources and information involved during the movement of
raw material or finished goods from supplier to customer. Managing various relationships among the supply chain processes
is known as supply chain management (SCM). Supply chain
management (SCM) is the oversight of finance, information
and material as they move in the flow from different suppliers
to manufacturer, wholesaler, retailer and customers. Supply
chain management (SCM) software architecture maintains
coordination among and within companies. The main problem
with such software architecture is the coordination and reliability while performing activities but the drastically changing
market makes the coordination complex.
Supply Chain is not a chain of businesses rather it is a
relationship of multiple businesses [1]. It represents a new way
of managing the relationship and associated businesses. So,
there is need to build standardized methods to put supply chain
management (SCM) in practice.
Nirupam Julka et al. in [2] propose a unified framework for
monitoring, modeling and management of supply chain. The
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proposed framework implements various activities of supply
chain like production process, enterprise, business knowledge
and data. It presents all the activities as an intelligent and
unified function. Various software agents are used to compete
activities. This framework helps to evaluate and analyze the
different business behaviours according to different circumstances faced in supply chain management.
In [3], certain issues regarding agent-oriented supply chain
management are investigated and for those issues respective
solutions are presented. It is claimed that the proposed solution
can handle the complex tasks and interruptions caused by some
unexpected events. Our target in this paper is to study the
proposed solution for formal specification and verification Formal verification offers a large potential to provide correctness
measuring techniques [4]. We apply model checking as formal
analysis by using a tool-set UPPAAL.
During the past few years, many automatic verifications
and modeling tools for real-time and hybrid structures [5], [6],
[7], [8] and [9] have been developed.
The main contribution of this research is a formally described Agent based supply chain management system given
in [3] with a set of formal and informal requirements. We
prove that the given construction of agent-oriented architecture
doesn’t meet certain functional requirements. The results are
given in the form of message sequence charts.
Structure of the Paper: In Section II, we describe the
behaviour of agents which are participants of the agent-orients
supply chain management. The behaviour of these participants
is formally specified and explained in Section III. Functional
requirements are described in Section IV which are specified
as formulas in Section IV-A. Results of model-checking are
there in Section V. Section VI provides limitations used to
develop formal models and we conclude this paper in Section
VII.
II.

AGENT-O RIENTED S UPPLY C HAIN M ANAGEMENT
S YSTEM

In Fig. 1, the basic architecture is shown which tells about
the customer conversation with the logistics agent. The process
starts when a customer agent place an order, the logistics
agent receives the proposal and acknowledges the customer
about the received order. Logistics receives the order and
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position not possible logistics negotiate with different
proposal.
III.

Fig. 1.

F ORMAL S PECIFICATIONS

Our formal specification in UPPAAL covers the following
participants or processes, i.e. the Customer, the Logistics and
the Small Team. The main process is the Logistics process.
The logistics process receives and sends messages to the other
processes to communicate with them. The customer can sends
order to any logistics process using handshaking channels.
After reception of order the logistics decomposes the order
and sends it to the small team. The small team communicates
with logistics process and committed to complete that task
after checking its schedule. We gives a brief description of the
formal specifications model checking of main processes in our
explanation of the architecture.

Customer conversation [3].

tries to decompose the order into different activities if the
order decomposed the next process starts if decomposition not
possible the process ends. In case of decomposition the next
process will be the ranking of contractors on the bases of the
activities that are formed after decomposing the order. This
process contains two steps: one is formation of large teams
and the other is formation of small teams.

We specify all the concurrent processes of Agent-Oriented
Supply-Chain Management. The Customer, Logistics and
Small Team are the processes or participants in the given
model. These processes of the software architecture are modeled as parallel processes.

In large teams all the contractors that are interested in
performing the activities are involved each activity have at
least one contractor. After this small teams formed in which
one contractor assigned to the one activity. In this stage small
team should work cooperatively and inform to the logistics
if they have any problem that make it impossible for them
to complete their task or activities assigned to them. In
case of decomposition is failed, the logistics acknowledges
negatively so that the customer may change the proposal. The
possible changes can be on the basis of requirements, time
or contractors’ availability. If logistics again cannot handle a
modified proposal then it goes to rejected state.

This software architecture uses thirteen channels. To model
the functionality of Agent-Oriented Supply-Chain Management the following channels are used for one-to-one communication or for broadcasting:

After the work completion Logistics hand over the work
to the customer and customer state is accepted then. If the
customer is satisfied then feedback is provided by going on
satisfied state. In this way, multiple agents can be considered
while placing an order in the agent based supply chain management system.

•

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

A. Customer and Logistics Agents
•

A. Channels

Customer Agent: The customer agent sends proposal
to the logistics agent and goes to working state. After
the processing a proposal the logistic agents acknowledge to the customer agent. The customers may go
to a rejected state or can ask for counter proposal if
the order cannot be decomposed. If customer satisfied
then it goes to satisfied state otherwise on failed state.
Logistics Agent: The logistics agent receives the proposal and works on it. Logistics agent also informs
the customer that working has been initiated on the
proposal. Logistics agent decomposes the order or
proposal, rank the contractors and also creates the
teams that are able to perform the activities according
to customer need. Logistics agent also negotiates with
customer if there is delays in work or if the decom-

9)
10)

11)
12)
13)
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Proposal: This channel is used by a customer to send
some proposal to logistic agents.
Order: If proposal is accepted then this channel is
used place order for selected items.
Reject; This channel is used to acknowledges a customer if some order can be processed or not.
Success: A completion of order is conveyed through
this channel.
Failed: A team uses this channel if some order cannot
be completed with certain time.
Complete: If a task is completed successfully then an
acknowledgment is sent by a small team through this
channel.
NegT1: This channel is used to send task to the small
team 1 by the logistics.
NegT2: This channel is used to send task to the small
team 2 by the logistics.
Commited: This channel is used to send acknowledgment to the logistics by the small team if the team is
interested and willing to work.
Alternative: This channel is used to send acknowledgment to the logistics by the small team if the team
has some issues in the proposal and needs alternative
which is received from the logistics.
NewT1: This channel is used to send task to the small
team 1 after the new contractor is assigned to the
existing task.
NewT2: This channel is used to send task to the small
team 2 after the new contractor is assigned to the
existing task.
Change: This channel is used to send acknowledgment to the small team if the new contractor is not
available for the existing task.
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C. Automaton for the Logistics Process
In Fig. 3 the automaton for Logistics process is illustrated.
The initial state is named as Start. There are five major actions
in this process described below:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Fig. 2.

The customer process.

B. Behaviour of a Customer Process
In Fig. 2, the automaton for Customer process is illustrated.
The initial state is named as Start. The Customer process has
three states. The first state is Start state, second is Proposal
state and the third state is Working state. There are four major
actions in this process described below:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Sending proposal to the Logistics.
Sending Order to the Logistics and waiting for the
response.
Going to the start state through rejected path if
response is negative from Logistics.
Going to the start state through success path if order
is successfully completed.

First of all, the channel Proposal transfers a value to some
logistic agent which is originated by a customer process. The
logistic agents receives these values while synchronization of
channel Proposal[x]. Here ‘x’ represents process ID (pid), i.e.,
the customer ID sending a proposal.
Secondly, after sending proposal the customer sends order
using channel Order[2][2] which is received by the logistics
at channel Order[i][j][cus id] and goes to the Working state.
There are two values ’i’ and ’j’ that are sent by the Customer
for the activities that a customer needs. If i=0 and j=1 the
Customer needs activity j, if i=1 and j=0 the customer needs
activity i and if both i and j are 1 the customer needs both the
activities.
At the end if the customer receives error message from the
logistics that the order cannot be processed or teams fail to
work then it goes to Start state using Reject channel, if the
work is successfully done it goes to Start state using Success
channel. On initial state means that it is ready for the next
proposal. There is a counter proposalCounter for the proposals
sent by a Customer.

Receiving proposal from the Customer and decompose it.
Forming small team of contractors that will execute
the activities.
Providing alternative if small team has issue in the
order.
Providing alternative contractor if one team needs
alternative and other one ready to work.
Providing alternative contractor if one team fails to
complete its work and other one successfully completed work.

The Fig. 4 shows that the Logistics process receives proposal using synchronization channel Proposal[x]. These values
are process ID of Customer describes that which customer
sends order. After receiving proposal the Logistics receives
order from the Customer using channel Order[i][j][cus id]?.
There are two values ’i’ and ’j’ that are received by the
Logistics are the activities that customer needs. If i=0 and j=1
the Customer needs activity j, if i=1 and j=0 the Customer
needs activity i and if both i and j are 1 the Customer needs
both the activities.
After receiving order a Logistic agent tries to rank contractors according to the activities a Customer demands. For
example if customer needs A1 activity then contractor that can
perform A1 activity is not available then the order is rejected
and Logistics goes to Start state, ready to receive new order
and acknowledges the Customer. Similarly, if Customer needs
A1 and A2 activities contractors for both activities should be
available. If contractors successfully ranked Logistics assign
activities to contractors and goes to ContractorRanked State.
Fig. 5 shows the next part of the Logistics process. After
ranking the contractors Logistics waits for the response from
the small team whether or not they will accept the contract.
This is done by sending each activity to that small team
which is available and willing to do work. For this purpose
NegT1[pid][0]! and NegT2[pid][1]! channels are used for
SmallTeam(0) and SmallTeam(1), respectively where [pid] is
the process id of Logistics sending order and [0] and [1] values
describe the pid of SmallTeam to which Logistics are sending
order. The response from the SmallTeam can be of three types
Logistics receives it on SmallTeam state which is as follows:
1)
2)
3)

Both the Small Teams are ready to do work or
committed.
Small Team 1 needs alternative and Small Team 2
ready to do work.
Small Team 1 ready to do work and Small Team 2
needs alternative.

If both the Small Teams are ready to do work. Then the Logistics receive the response using channels Commited[pid][c]?
from both teams. Commitcount++ is used to count the commit
response, if the value in Commitcount is 2 it means both teams
committed in case of Customer needs one activity the value
of Commitcount will be 1. If Small Team 1 needs alternative
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Fig. 3.

The logistics process.

Fig. 4.

The logistics process (a).

and Small Team 2 ready to do work or vice versa then
Commited[pid][c]? for committed and Alternative[pid][a]?
for alternative response is used. Commitcount++ used to count
the commit response and Alter++ used to count the alternative
response.
When one team is committed and other needs alternative
then Logistics checks for the available contractors willing
to work and assign activity for which Small Team needs
an alternative. This is done by using NegT1[pid][0]! and
NegT2[pid][1]! for Small Team 1 and Small Team 2, respectively.
Fig. 6 shows the next procedure after small team formation.
If both the teams need alternative in case Customer needs

Fig. 5.

The logistics process (b).

both activity then process goes to AlternativeNeeded state.
Moreover, it goes to Start state for negative acknowledgment to
customer using channel Reject[cus id]! after which it becomes
ready for receiving new order. In case of small Teams are
committed to work then process goes to Contractorcommitted
state. At this state Logistics checks whether small teams have
complete their work or not. If the teams complete their work
successfully then the respective logistic agent goes to start
state using channel Success[cus id] and acknowledges the
Customer accordingly. The number of failed teams are counted
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need alternative this guard will allow to go to AlternativeNeeded state through alternative transition. And if customer
needs one activity then the small team against that activity can
ask for alternate. This Function uses an integer variable Alter
for counting the response form the the teams and compares
with number of teams and activities.
4. Alter T2(): function is used to check the availability
of contractors. If the customer needs both the activities and
1st team committed and 2nd team needs alternative, then
contractor for 2nd team should be available otherwise this
guard will prevents to take further action and wait for the
availability. Statement Cont[1]¿0 checks the availability. This
function uses Commitcount and Alter variables to check which
teams needs alternative.

Fig. 6.

5. Alter T1(): function is also used to check the availability
of contractors. If the customer needs both the activities and
1st team needs alternative and 2nd team is committed, then
contractor for 1st team should be available otherwise this
guard will prevent to take further actions and waits for the
availability. Statement Cont[0]¿0 checks the availability. This
function uses Commitcount and Alter variables to check which
teams needs alternative.

The logistics process (c).

by Fail.
When one team is successful and other team fails then
Logistics checks for the available contractors that are willing to
do work and assign activity for which Small Team fails. This is
done by using NewT1[pid][0]! and NewT2[pid][1]! for Small
Team 1 and Small Team 2, respectively. If the contractor is
available activity assigns to that contractor and after completing work Logistics process goes to ContractorCommitted state
and further more at Start state. In case of contractors are not
available then process goes to AlternativeNeeded using channel
Change! this transition further more goes to start state using
channel Rejected[cus id]!.
When we use UPPAAL system models, functions can
be declared within the procedure or process. We can pass
parameters in functions and functions can also have return
type. The Logistics Process have various functions and are
used at different transitions to perform its functionality.
1. Decomposition(): function used as guard and checks the
contractor against activities. A1 and A2 are the activities. If
customer needs both activities vales of A1 and A2 will be 1, if
customer needs one activity then the value of A1 and A2 will
be 1 according to the activity that customer needs. This guard
prevents to take action if the contractors will not available
against the activity which customer needs and take action that
goes to start state so logistics can receive new order.
2. Committed(): function is also used as guard and checks
the small teams response. If customer needs both the activities
then both the teams should be committed to work if not, guard
will prevent to goes to ContractorCommitted state. If customer
needs one activity then the small team against that activity
should be committed. This Function uses an integer variable
CommitCount for counting the response form the the teams
and compares with number of teams and activities.
3. Alternative(): function is also used to check the small
team response. It works same as committed() function but the
difference is that in case of both activities, if both the teams

6. Finish(): function is used when small team complete
their work successfully after commitment. In case of customer
needs one activity, variable Finish value will be 1 and function
allows to finish the work and Logistics goes to Start state
to take new order. If customer needs both activities value of
Finish will be 2.
7. Failed(): function is used if the small team fails to
complete work after commitment. Both the teams can be
failed or may be one team fail and other complete the task
then this function will allows to take action and goes to
ContractorNeeded state. Fail and Finish variables are used to
check which teams are failed or has completed their work. If
value of Fail is 2 then both the teams failed, if value of Fail
and Finish is 1 then one team has completed and other has
finished the work.
8. Fail T2(): function is used to check the availability
of contractors in case of one team finishes its work and
other team completes its work successfully. If the customer
needs both the activities and 1st team finished work and
2nd team failed, then contractor for 2nd team should be
available for replacement otherwise this guard will prevents
and goes to AlternativeNeeded state. In case if a customer
needs only 2nd activity and small team fails to complete work
then contractor against that activity should be available for
replacement. Statement Cont[1]¿0 checks the availability. This
function uses fteam id variable to check which teams is failed.
9. Fail T1(): function works same as fail T2() difference
is that if the customer needs both the activities and 1st team
failed and 2nd team finished, then contractor for 1st team
should be available for replacement otherwise this guard will
prevents and goes to AlternativeNeeded state. And if customer
needs only 1st activity and small team fails to complete work
then contractor against that activity should be available for
replacement. Statement Cont[0]¿0 checks the availability.
10. Fail T1 T2(): function is used if customer needs both
activities and both are failed to complete their work after
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task using Alternative[log id][pid]! channel and goes to Start
state for receiving new or alternative proposal.
After committing small team starts working on the task.
If small team fails to complete its task it sends negative
acknowledgment to the logistics that it needs new contractor
and goes to Fail state waiting for new contractor to be assigned
by the logistics and this is done by using Failed[log id][pid]!
channel. If the contractor is available and willing to work small
team is assigned that contractor using NewT1[m][pid]? and
NewT2[n][pid]? channels for team 1 and team 2, respectively
otherwise goes to Start state after receiving response from the
logistics using Change? channel.
IV.
Fig. 7.

According to [3], we extract the following functional
requirements:

The small team process.

R1:
commitment then both contractors for 1st team and 2nd
team should be available for replacement otherwise this guard
will prevents and goes to AlternativeNeeded state. Statement
Cont[0]¿0 and Cont[1]¿0 checks the availability.
11. Update cont T1() and update cont T2(): functions are
used to update contractors. If customer needs both activities
and one team is committed and other needs alternative. The
function used cteam id, ateam id and Alter variables to check
which team is committed and which one needs alternative.
12. Update cont fail: function is used to update contractors in case of customer needs both activities and one team
has completed its work successfully and other team failed to
work. This function uses same variables as previous functions.
D. The Automaton for the Small Team Process
Fig. 7 the automaton for small team process is illustrated.
The initial state is named as Start. The Logistics process has
five states. The first state is Start state, second is Proposed,
third is Schedule, fourth is Working and the fifth state is Fail
state. There are four major actions in this process described
below:
1)
2)
3)
4)

F UNCTIONAL R EQUIREMENTS

Receiving proposal from the logistics.
Sending acknowledgment to the logistics if needs
some changing or alternative proposal.
Sending acknowledgment to the logistics if ready to
perform activity and goes to Working state.
If fails to complete activity goes to fail state and
waiting for new contractor who is willing to complete
that activity.

The channel NegT1[x][pid]? and NegT2[y][pid]? receives
value from the logistics process, received values are the tasks
assigned to the team 1 and team 2 received from channels
NegT1[x][pid]? and NegT2[y][pid]?, respectively. The small
team checks its schedule if team has no issue and willing to
work. Then this small team acknowledges the logistics using
Commited[log id][pid]! channel to go to Working state. If
there are issues in the proposal like small team has not enough
time or could not perform that activity on time, small team
acknowledges the logistics that it needs alternative for that

R2:
R3:
R4:
R5:

Deadlock freedom. No deadlock when a customer
needs to places an order. In other words, deadlock
can occur only when there are no more orders.
If customer sends order, logistic agents eventually
acknowledge it.
A customer is in working state after paying an
order.
If logistics agent is in OrderReceived state if it
receives an order.
Every order decomposed by some logistic agent
results in formulating a small team.

A. Formal Specification of Requirements
In this section, we describe formal specification of the
requirements. The customer process sends order and then
increases its counter, i.e., known as proposalCounter. This
increment continues up to two it means the customer can send
maximum 2 orders. So, according to the R1 requirement, there
is deadlock only when there are no more orders to send by the
customers. The formula of R1 requirement is given below.
A[] deadlock imply(Customer(0).
proposalCounter==2&&Customer(1).
proposalCounter==2))
When customer sends order the logistics agent receives and
acknowledges it with a message either the given order is workable or
not. The formula of to represent this requirement is:
E<> forall (i:id_t) forall (j:id_t)
(Customer(i).Working &&Logistics(j).OrderReceived)
Formula describes that Customer(0) and Customer(1) sends proposal to Logistics(0) and Logistics(1) and vice versa. The logistics
acknowledges the customer.
When customer sends order the logistic agents receives and
acknowledges the customer at that time customer goes to Working
state. For example, when customer(0) sending order definitely goes
to working state. The formula of this requirement is.
forall (i:id_t)Customer(i).proposal -->
Customer(i).Working
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According to the R4 requirement, when a logistics agent receives
proposal it goes to OrderReceived state. The formula of the requirement is given below.
forall (i:id_t) Logistics(i).proposalReceived
--> Logistics(i).OrderReceived
According to the R5 requirement, every order decomposed by
some logistics agent formulates a small team. The formula of this
requirement is given below.
forall (i:id_t) Logistics(i).ContractorRanked
--> Logistics(i).SmallTeam

V.

R ESULTS

To analyse features specified in the above section, we use the
verifier, a feature of UPPAAL model checker. Ultimate results are
derived in query section of verifier feature and presented in Table
I. In query section, the feature is written and its consequences are
to be revealed in the status section. The outcomes are in the form
of “Satisfied” and “Not Satisfied” of property. We verify our system
model for,
Total Number of Processes = 3
Order Sending Limit = 2
Activity Demand Limit = 2
TABLE I.
Requirement
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5

R ESULTS

Status
Not Satisfied, 131 states
Satisfied, 28,180 KB
Satisfied, 138 states
Satisfied, 1623 states
Not Satisfied, 32,204 KB

Computational Time
0.125
0.015
0.539
0.562
0.032

sec
sec
sec
sec
sec

Fig. 8.

R1: This requirement is violated and not satisfied. According to
the requirement system should be deadlock free or deadlock can occur
only when there are no more orders to send. But there is a scenario
in which this requirement is not satisfied. When a small team needs
alternative there is no more contractor available against that activity
at that state deadlock occurs. The counter example for requirement
R1 generated by UPPAAL is shown in Fig. 8.
R5 requirement is not satisfied and according to this requirement
upon decomposing an order by logistic agents, small team is formed.
If a customer needs both activities then upon decomposition if one
small team needs alternative but there contractors are unavailable
pertaining to that activity then small team is not formed, so this requirements is not satisfied. The counter examples for the requirement
is shown in Fig. 9.
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Abstract—The development of applications, such as online
video streaming, collaborative writing, VoIP, text and video
messengers is increasing. The number of such TCP-based applications is increasing due to the increasing availability of the
Internet. The TCP protocol, works at the 4th layer of the
Internet model and provides many services such as congestion
control, reliable communication, error detection and correction.
Many new protocols have been proposed such as stream control
transmission protocol (SCTP) with more features compared to
the TCP. However, due to the wide deployment, TCP is still the
most widely used. TCP creates the segments and transmit to the
receiver. In order to prevent the errors TCP saves the segments
into the sender buffer. Similarly, the data is also saved at the
receiver buffer before its transmission to the application layer.
The selection of TCP sender and receiver buffer may be varied. It
is very important because many applications work on the smartphones that are equipped with a small amount of memory. In
many applications such as online video streaming, some errors
are possible and it is not necessary to retransmit the data. In such
case, a small buffer is useful. However, on text transmission the
complete reassembly of message is required by the TCP before
transmission to the application layer. In such case, the large buffer
size is useful that also minimizes the buffer blocking problem of
TCP. This paper provides a detailed study on the impact of TCP
buffer size on smart-phone applications. A simple scenario is
proposed in NS2 simulator for the experimentation.
Keywords—TCP; sender buffer; receiver buffer; stream control
transmission protocol (SCTP); error detection and correction

I.

•

Connection-orientation feature is available in the
TCP and SCTP but not in UDP. By this features
both the sender and receiver initiate a connection
establishment procedure before the data transmission.
In UDP all the data units travel independently and
forwarded by different routers.

•

Connection formation is initiated by the SCTP and
TCP before the data transmission. The connection
formation procedures requires verification of sender
and receiver, which also improves the security of
the protocols. TCP and SCTP uses 3-way and 4way handshake procedures for connection formation.
However, there is no service of connection formation
in UDP.

•

Connection termination is also completed by the
TCP and SCTP after the successful transmission of
data from sender to receiver. By this method the sender
and receiver agree to close the session. There is no
connection termination service provided by the UDP.

•

Reliability by means of acknowledgment to the
sender. This feature is available in TCP and SCTP
but not in UDP. One the main factor that affects the
buffer size is reliability. For example, a sender keeps
a copy of the transmitted segment in the sender buffer
until the acknowledgment is received or the time to
acknowledgment expires.

•

Flow control to maintain the data transmission rate of
the sender. By flow control the protocol reduces the
chances of network congestion and other others errors
such as data overflow. With the flow control, TCP
tries to maintain a synchronization between the sender
and the receiver. For example, the synchronization is
needed when the sender is very fast compared the
receiver.

I NTRODUCTION

The OSI model in the Internet provides a step by step
characterization of the computer and telecommunication systems. Transport layer in the OSI model is one the main layers.
It provides congestion control, error control, flow control, a
stronger checksum and many other features. In a summarized
way, the transport layer works for successful delivery of a
process from a sender to a receiver. All of these features
are provided the TCP protocol [1]. The two other famous
protocols of the transport layer are the User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) [2] and SCTP [3] (see also [4]). The UDP is mainly
beneficial for applications such as video streaming. It is a
less complicated protocol due to its header format but not
preferable for applications where the reliability is mandatory.
The SCTP is a new protocols and it is still in development
phase. The key features in the design of the transport layer are
the following:
•

the data as soon as it is received. This feature is also
available in the UDP. However, it is not available
in TCP. One of the main application of out-of-order
data is the online video or audio streaming. However,
in both the sequenced-data delivery and out-of-order
data delivery in online streaming may loss few of the
segments. But the overhead of sequencing overhead in
out-of-order data is less.

Out-of-order delivery for faster data transmission to
the application layer. In this mode, SCTP the receiver
does not wait for complete message it simply forwards

Many of the features of the transport layer protocols are
presented in Fig. 1. Despite all the good features of SCTP,
the TCP is currently fully operational over the Internet. In
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TCP, the segments that are in queue for transmission and
the segments that are revived are stored in a memory called
the TCP sender and receiver buffer. Buffer size play major
role in the performance of TCP. If the buffer size is too
small the TCP would be unable to complete the message by
combining the segments at the receiver. It also leads to no
buffer space for the parallel TCP flows of other applications.
Such type of buffer condition is called the receiver buffer
blocking. Similarly, on the sender side, if the buffer size is
small it affects the transmission rate due the less number of
segments within the sender buffer. With the increasing number
applications such as video streaming, messengers, online chats,
VoIP, collaborative scientific projects, wireless sensors and
monitoring. It is difficult to decide the buffer size requirement.
Because some of the applications require reliability and some
of them do not. Further, the development of smart-phone apps
is also increasing. It is difficult to determine which type of
data processing will be carried by the apps at the time of
development, because of the real time data processing and
software updates. In order to help the developers of smartphone apps, the consideration of buffer size for the protocol
is necessary. Additionally, the researchers are working on the
parallel data transmission by using more than one NIC cards.
By parallel transmission throughput increases by the factor
depending on the number of NIC cards. For the parallel data
transmission a new version of TCP is under development. It
is called the Multipath TCP (MPTCP) [5]. This research work
aims to provide the experimentation of the TCP protocol with
various buffer size. The proposed scenario is composed of multihop network. The background traffic is also added in order
to make the scenario more like as real life networks where
the bandwidth is occupied by the several number of users.
The experimentation results are also useful for evaluation of
MPTCP. The simulation is carried in NS2 with varying size
of the sender and receiver buffer.
The rest of the paper contains the related work in Section
II. The experimental setup and configuration details in Section
III. The analysis on the basis of the results is presented in
Section IV. The conclusions are summarized in Section V.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

The choice of buffer size affects the performance of TCP.
For example, if the receiver buffer size equal to the 50 segments. If the there are two processes transmitted by the sender.
Each of the process contains 30 segments. In simultaneous
transmission of both the processes the receiver will be occupied
by the 50 segments. 25 segments from each of the process.
Both the processes are received incomplete. The receiver will
be waiting for the remaining segments and none of the process
will be delivered to the application layer. This kind of situation is called the receiver buffer blocking. Many researchers
reported the problem of receiver buffer blocking while using
TCP [7], [8], [9], [18], [19]. The researchers also suggested
the use of retransmission policies for the transmission missing
data of one process. However, such retransmission polices are
beneficial for the parallel transmission of data by using more
than one link. For one link between a sender and receiver the
role of retransmission policy slightly improves performance.
The buffer splitting techniques were proposed by the
researchers in [10] and [11]. They proposed two kinds of

Fig. 1.
[6].

Summary of the services provided by the transport layer protocols

splitting. First, that equally divide the buffer space in the
number of destinations or paths. In real life data from different
paths to receiver take different time. So, on the slow path
(path of smaller bandwidth or longer propagation delay) data
transmission may affect the data that is already in the receiver
buffer. On the other side the faster paths occupy more buffer
space and may reach to the buffer overflow. Second, the
technique, which divides the buffer into parts for the different
processes according to outstanding data. The outstanding data
is the data that already transmitted by the sender but not yet
acknowledged. The work in [12] suggested the use of available
buffer space in acknowledgment segment, because this value
represents the exact free space of the buffer. Normally, TCP
uses the advertised buffer space in the acknowledgment segment. The relationship between the buffer size and the round
trip time (RTT) is investigated by Want et al. [13]. According
the their findings the relationship is linear.
The work on RTT and the other path performance characteristics such as bandwidth is investigated by the researchers
in [14]. The technique of buffer splitting at the sender and
receiver is employed in order to reduce the buffer blocking
problem. The splitting is performed on the basis of the RTT.
The destinations with longer RTT value (slow paths) are
allowed to use the small portion of the buffer size. Whereas, the
destinations with shorter RTT value (fast paths) are configured
to use the large portion of the buffer space both at the sender
and receiver. The similar work to improve the performance
by minimizing the buffer blocking is also presented in [15],
where the technique of transmission scheduling are proposed.
Scheduling of different data flows is based on a priority value,
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Network Topology 1: Multihop network.

Fig. 4.

Experiment 1a.

Fig. 5.

Experiment 1b.

Fig. 6.

Experiment 1c.

Network Topology 2: Multihop network with background traffic.

which is calculated by using the outstanding data of each flow.
The researchers in [16] suggest that the design of a routing
protocol is very important.
III.

TCP I MPLEMENTATION AND C ONFIGURATION

The NS2 [17] is used for the implementation and evaluation
of the TCP. For the installation of NS2, the Ubuntu 14.04
OS is installed in the virtualbox. The multihop network is
proposed for the experimentation. In all of the experiments
the throughput is measured by assuming node 0 as source and
node 6 as destination. Each of the simulation is repeated 10
times and the results are collect on the basis of average values.
The implementation code of TCP is already available in the
NS2, however its configuration is required according to the
proposed topologies given below. The key parameters of the
simulation are presented in Table I.
A. Topology 1

IV.

In this topology seven nodes are configured and attached
as shown in Fig. 2. Node 0 and 1 are configured with TCP
agents as source nodes. Node 6 is the destination node and it is
configured with TCP agent as sink. In this topology the main
connection that is monitored for throughput is 0–6, whereas
1–6 is just adding an additional TCP flow.
B. Topology 2
In the second topology, nine nodes are used. Nodes 7
and 8 are attached with the intermediate nodes 2 and 3.
The main purpose these additional nodes is to provide the
background traffic to the TCP. Topology 2 is shown in Fig. 3.
The remaining parameters and their configuration are left on
the default values present in NS2.

R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS

A. Experiment–1
In this experiment, three kinds of simulations are performed
each time while changing the values of the propagation delay.
The value of sending buffer changes from 50 to 500 number
of segments. It is observed that when the delay is small as
in Fig. 4, the TCP throughput is directly proportional to the
value of bandwidth, i.e. 10Mbps. When the delay increase as
in Fig. 5 and 6, the medium is not fully occupied. Hence the
throughput at 10Mbps and 5Mbps is also same. However, it
is greater than the throughput at 1Mbps. It is also clear that
the increase in the buffer size does not significantly affect the
data transmission rate. The buffer size of 200–250 is enough
to reach the maximum throughput.
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TABLE I.
Experiment

Nodes

PARAMETERS AND VALUES
Bandwidth(Mbps)

Delay(ms)

No. of Simulations

1. Changes in the sender buffer

Topology–1

1a

0 to 6

1, 5, 10

10

10

1b

0 to 6

1, 5, 10

100

10

1c

0 to 6

1, 5, 10

500

10

2a

0 to 6

1, 5, 10

10

10

2b

0 to 6

1, 5, 10

100

10

2c

0 to 6

1, 5, 10

500

10

3. Large Buffer Size

0 to 6

1, 5, 10

10

10

2. Background traffic

Topology–2

4. Changes in the Receiver buffer

Fig. 7.

Network

Topology–2

4a

0 to 6

1, 5, 10

10

10

4b

0 to 6

1, 5, 10

10

10

5. Equal Buffer Size

0 to 6

1, 5, 10

10

10

Experiment 2a.

Fig. 9.

Topology–2

Experiment 2c.

C. Experiment–3
In this experiment, the simulation of Experiment–2 is
extended for a very large buffer size. The buffer size used is
from 1000 packets to 10000 packets. The delay is configured
to 10ms, however the experiment is repeated with different
values of bandwidth, i.e. 1Mbps, 5Mbps and 10Mbps. This
expriments proves that the large size of buffer is not useful
in the proposed scenario, the throughput remains the same.
In Fig. 10, the throughput at 1Mbps, 5Mbps and 10Mbps is
50Kbps, 0.7Mbps and 1.2Mbps.
Fig. 8.

D. Experiment–4

Experiment 2b.

B. Experiment–2
The topology 2 is used in this experiment. A TCP flow
is defined from node 3–8 and its affect on the flow of nodes
0–6 is observed. The same bandwidth and delay values of
Experiment–1 are applied. The results trends are very similar
to Experiment–1. The results are presented in Fig. 7, 8 and 9.
When the buffer is smaller than 200 there is steady improvement in the throughput. However, with a larger buffer of more
than 200 packets, the maximum throughput has reached.

In this experiment, Topology–2 is used. However the
changes are performed in the receiver buffer instead of the
sender buffer. According the investigations, when the delay is
smaller, the sender transmits data as long as it is available.
Due to which there are less occasions of packet loss in the
0–6 TCP flow. So, the output remains at the same value as
shown in Fig. 11 and 12, where different values of bandwidth
are used. In the case of longer delay of 100ms, the small buffer
does not reaches the larger throughput. But as the buffer size
increases the the throughput also increases. After the buffer
size of 250 packets, the additional space in the buffer space
does not increases the throughput.
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Fig. 10.

Experiment 3.

Fig. 13.

Experiment 5.

V.

Fig. 11.

Experiment 4a.

Fig. 12.

Experiment 4b.

C ONCLUSION

The application development using Android or other platforms is increasing. The applications such as video/audio
streaming, online collaboration, VoIP, messengers are the need
of time. Some of them require sequenced delivery like collaborative writing projects, whereas some of them like online
video streaming the sequenced delivery is not the priority. In
video streaming the best and fast delivery is important. Many
protocols are also available to deal with the sequenced and
out-of-order delivery of data such as UDP, TCP and SCTP.
TCP is one of the most widely used protocol over the Internet.
Depending on the type of application the requirement of the
buffer space at the sender and receiver is different. If not
considered properly the buffer size the problem such as buffer
blocking and buffer overflow may occur. This work provides
the details of the experimentation of TCP with different buffer
size options. According the results of the simulation over a
multihop scenario, the too large buffer size does not increases
the throughput. On the other hand the smaller buffer also
degrades the performance of TCP. The finds suggest that the
buffer size of twice the bandwidth delay product is suitable
for the TCP flows. In future, the work may be extended on
the upcoming version of TCP called the MPTCP.
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Abstract—In this work, we analyze a wireless energy harvesting decode-and-forward (DF) relaying network with beamforming
that is based on a practical non-linear energy harvesting model
over η−µ fading channels. We consider a dual-hop relaying system
having multiple antennas at the source and destination only.
The single-antenna energy constrained relay assists the source to
communicate with the destination. At the relay node, we assume a
non-linear energy harvesting receiver which limits the harvested
power level with a saturation threshold. By considering a powersplitting based relaying (PSR) protocol and a non-linear energy
harvesting receiver, we analyze the system performance in terms
of the outage probability and throughput for various antennas
combinations and for various values of the fading parameters, η
and µ. The η −µ fading model has a few particular cases, viz.,
Rayleigh, Nakagami-m, and Hoyt. These results are general and
can be reduced for different fading scenarios as well as for linear
energy harvesting relaying.
Keywords—Energy harvesting relay; non-linear energy harvester; η−µ fading; power-splitting-based relaying; throughput

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Wireless energy harvesting is a method by which energy is
harvested from radio frequency (RF) signals. It is a gorgeous
solution to increase the wireless network lifetime [1] and got
much interest in the last decade [1]–[13]. The RF signals can
accommodate energy and information simultaneously, hence
energy can be harvested from the RF signals and can be stored
for rechargeable devices to operate [1].
Integrating a dual-hop relaying system with wireless energy
harvesting techniques can enhance the coverage capacity and
network life-time [2], [3]. In a dual-hop wireless energy
harvesting relaying network, the relay is an energy constrained
device which harvests the energy through RF signals [4].
One of the well-known relaying methods is a decode-andforward (DF) relaying, in which relay decodes and sends the
information to the destination [2]–[4]. Several authors have
investigated the wireless energy harvesting in a DF relaying
system [2]–[5], [7]–[13] (and references therein).
In the works [2]–[4] (and their references), for the dualhop energy harvesting DF relaying networks, a linear energy
harvesting receiver was assumed. But, in reality, an energy
harvesting circuit is non-linear owing to the non-linearity of the
electronic components, i.e., inductors, capacitors, and diodes
[7]. Therefore, a non-linear energy harvesting receiver is not
a practical node and restrict the level of the harvested power.
The performance of DF energy harvesting relaying systems
with a non-linear energy harvesting receiver was studied over

conventional fading channels [7]–[13] and general κ − µ
shadowed fading channels [7].
Despite the importance of a non-linear energy harvesting
receiver in a dual-hop energy harvesting relaying system,
impact of the non-linear mode of energy harvesting receiver
over η − µ fading channels is not investigated so far.
Therefore, in this work, the effects of the non-linearity of
the energy harvesting receiver and transmit/receive beamforming on the system performance of the considered system in
η − µ fading environments is studied. A PSR protocol [4] is
assumed and the performance is evaluated for η−µ fading channels. First, in a delay-limited transmission mode, the analytical
results for the performance metrics (i.e., outage probability
and throughput) are described. Then, the performance in the
η − µ fading scenarios is evaluated for different conditions.
The η − µ fading model is a generalized fading model and
has a few particular cases, viz. Rayleigh, Nakagami-m, and
Hoyt [14]. Therefore, the general η − µ fading scenario can
be figured to some symmetric and asymmetric cases, namely,
the Rayleigh/Rayleigh, Hoyt/Hoyt, Nakagami-m/Nakagamim, and mixture of these fading links.
We sectioned our paper as: Section 2 explains the system
and channel models; in Section 3, performance metrics are
described; the distinctive cases are debated in Section 4;
the simulated results are presented in Section 5; Section 6
summarizes the paper.
II.

S YSTEM AND C HANNEL M ODELS

A. System model
Consider a half-duplex dual-hop DF relaying system with
energy harvesting where a source having multiple-antennas
(N1 ) is transmitting the information to the destination having
multiple antennas (N2 ) via a single-antenna relay. The relay
is an energy constrained device which harvests the energy
from RF signals of the source. The source and destination
have no direct link, therefore, relay uses the harvested power
to forward the source information to the destination. A PSR
protocol [4] is assumed at the relay and transmission block T is
splitted into two equal parts. During 1/T , the relay divides the
received RF signals into two portions with power splitting ratio
ρ, where ρ ∈ (0, 1), one for signal detection and the second
for energy harvesting. In the second time slot T /2, employing
the harvested power, the relay forwards the information signals
to the destination. The destination unify all signals with MRC
(maximum-ratio transmission) technique. Let h1 and h2 are
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the N1 × 1 and 1 × N1 channel vectors of the source-relay and
relay-destination, respectively.
The received signal at the relay node can be written as [7]
p
yR = Ps h†1 w1 x + na,r
(1)
h1
where w1 = ||h
[7], and Ps and x are the source
1 ||
transmit power and the normalized source information signal,
2
respectively. Further, at the relay antenna, na,r ∼ CN (0, σa,r
)
is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).

The received signal at the relay yR is divided into two
portions:
Energy harvester utilizes the one of the portion
√
ρyR and
√ the information receiver utilizes the other remaining
portion 1 − ρyR . During 1/T , energy is collected by the
energy harvester with an energy conversion efficiency α as [7]
 
2 T
Eh = αρPs ||h1 ||
.
(2)
2
A non-linear energy harvesting receiver is considered that
emits a constant transmit power αPth when the input power
is beyond a saturation threshold power Pth [7]. Therefore, the
relay transmit power Pr can be [7]:


EH
2
=αρ min Ps ||h1 || , Pth
Pr =
(3)
T /2

αρPs ||h1 ||2 , Ps ||h1 ||2 ≤ Pth ,
(4)
=
αρPth , Ps ||h1 ||2 > Pth .
It is clear from (3) that if Ps ||h1 ||2 ≤ Pth then the energy
harvesting receiver operates in a linear mode otherwise it
operates as a non-linear device.

TABLE I.

S PECIAL C ASES OF THE η−µ FADING D ISTRIBUTION [14]
η
η→1
η → q2
η→0

Fading distribution
Nakagami-m
Nakagami-q or (Hoyt)
Rayleigh

µ
µ = m/2
µ = 0.25
µ = 0.5

B. The η − µ Channel model
The η−µ fading model is a general fading model and has
a few particular cases, viz., Rayleigh, Nakagami-m, and Hoyt
[14]. If any of the dual-hop link encounters η−µ fading, then
the probability density function (PDF) of the instantaneous
SNR γ` (` = 1, 2) can be expressed as [14, eq. (3)]
√
 N` µ` +0.5
` µ`
2 πhN
µ`
`
fγ` (γ) =
γ N` µ` −0.5
N` µ` −0.5 γ
Γ(N` µ` )H`
`




2µ` h`
µ` H`
× exp
γ IN` µ` −0.5 2
γ
(9)
γ`
γ`
where h` = (2 + η`−1 + η` )/4, H` = (η`−1 − η` )/4, Γ(·)
indicates the Gamma function, and η` and µ` are the fading
parameters. Additionally, γ` and Iv (·) denote the average
SNR of the `-the link and modified Bessel function of the
first kind of v-th order, respectively [14]. Particular cases of
the η − µ fading model are condensed in Table I where m
and q, respectively, symbolize the fading parameters of the
Nakagami-m and Hoyt fading distributions.

III.

P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS

A. Outage probability analysis

A dual-hop energy harvesting DF relaying system can be
At the information
processing receiver, the second portion
p
in outage when any link (i.e., source-relay or relay-destination)
of the signal (1 − ρ)yR is given as
goes in outage. Mathematically, for the considered system, the
p
p
p
(1 − ρ)yR = (1 − ρ)Ps h†1 w1 x + (1 − ρ)na,r + nc,r . (5) outage probability can be written by [7]
Using (5), the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the relay
terminal can be:
(1 − ρ)Ps ||h1 ||2
γR =
(6)
2 + σ2
(1 − ρ)σa,r
c,r

Pout = 1 − pr [min(γR , γD ) > γth ]

(10)

where γR and γD are given by (6) and (8), respectively,
and pr [ · ] indicates probability.
B. Throughput analysis

2
where nc,r ∼ CN (0, σc,r
) symbolizes the AWGN at
relay owing to RF-to-baseband transformation. Employing
harvested power, Pr , the relay sends the information to
destination is written by
p
yD = Pr h2 w2 xr + na,d + nc,d

the
the
the
(7)

h2
where w2 = ||h
[7], xr denotes the transmitted signal
2 ||
2
from the relay, and na,d ∼ CN (0, σa,d
IN2 ) and nc,d ∼
2
CN (0, σc,d IN2 ) represent the AWGNs at the destination antennas and RF-to-baseband transformation at the destination,
respectively.

The achievable throughput of the considered dual-hop
energy harvesting DF relaying system in a delay-limited transmission mode is given by [7]
1 − Pout
τ=
U.
(11)
2
Using (11), the optimal power-splitting ratio ρ∗ and the
optimal throughput τ ∗ can easily be obtained numerically with
the help of Matlab or Mathematica.
IV.

S PECIAL CASES

The η − µ fading model has a few particular cases, viz.,
Then the SNR at the destination γD from (3) and (7) is
Rayleigh,
Nakagami-m, and Hoyt. Therefore, the throughput
obtained as
and
the
outage
probability expressions for the distinctive cases

2
2
1 || ||h2 ||
2
 αρPs ||h
(i.e.,
symmetric
and asymmetric fading scenarios) can be
,
P
||h
||
≤
P
,
2
2
s
1
th
Pr ||h2 ||2
σa,d +σc,d
=
(8) acquired from (10) and (11) with special parameters. They
γD = 2
2
2
αρP
||h
||
2
th
2

σa,d + σc,d
2 +σ 2 ) , Ps ||h1 || > Pth .
are condensed in Table II with special parameters.
(σa,d
c,d
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S PECIAL C ASES FROM THE O BTAINED R ESULTS FOR η − µ
FADING C HANNELS

First hop/second hop

η1

µ1

η2

µ2

η − µ/Hoyt

η1

µ1

q22

0.5

η − µ/Nakagami-m

η1

µ1

1

m2 /2

η − µ/Rayleigh

η1

µ1

1

0.5

Hoyt/Hoyt

q12

0.5

q22

0.5

Hoyt/η − µ

q12

0.5

η2

µ2

Hoyt/Nakagami-m

q12

0.5

1

m2 /2

Hoyt/Rayeligh

q12

0.5

1

0.5

Nakagami-m/Nakagami-m

1

m1 /2

1

m2 /2

Nakagami-m/η − µ
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TABLE III.
Parameter
α
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Fig. 1. Outage probability against power-splitting ratio for numerous antenna
arrangements when Pth = 2, η1 = η2 = 0.5, and µ1 = µ2 = 1.
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TABLE II.
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V.

N UMERICAL R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

Fig. 1 reveals the outage probability against the powersplitting ratio, ρ. As expected, growing number of antennas,
subsequently enhance the system performance. The outage
probability lessens as power-splitting ratio, ρ, enlarges from 0
to ρ∗ (i.e., an optimal-value of the power-splitting ratio when
maximum throughput is obtained), and the outage probability
enlarges as the ρ enlarges from its optimal-value to one.
Fig. 2 shows the throughput with respect to the powersplitting ratio for various saturation threshold power levels. As
can be observed, the throughput increases as the level of the
saturation threshold power Pth increases. Because enlarging
the saturation threshold power level, lessens the possibility
of saturation of the energy harvesting receiver, the energy
harvesting receiver require additional power to harvest the
energy.
In Fig. 3, we showed the outage performance versus
the power-splitting ratio for different values of the fading
parameter µ (µ1 and µ2 ). From Fig. 3, we observe that the

Throughput

1.2

In this section, through Monte-Carlo simulation, the simulation results are drawn to evaluate the performance of the
non-linear energy harvester-capable DF relaying system when
both links experience η−µ fading. To evaluate the performance
of the considered system, we have numerous choices, for
instance, optimal throughput, optimal outage probability, and
optimal power-splitting ratio for numerous variable parameters,
viz., fading parameters η and µ, energy transformation efficiency, noise variances, and antenna arrangements. In circumstances different from the considered, some set of parameters
are placed as presented in Table III.

1
0.8
0.6

P =1

0.4

Pth = 3

th

Pth = 5

0.2
0
0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Power−splitting ratio

0.8

1

Fig. 2. Throughput as a function of the power-splitting ratio for various
values of Pth when N1 = N2 = 2, µ1 = µ2 = 1, and η1 = η2 = 0.5.

fading parameter µ has a notable influence on the system
performance. It is also observe that the outage performance
is lower at the smaller values of the power-splitting ratio and
as well as at the higher values of the power-splitting ratio but
outage performance is higher at the medium values the powersplitting ratio.
Fig. 4 presents the outage performance when we vary
values of η (η1 and η2 ) and we set N1 = N2 = 1,
µ1 = µ2 = 1, and Pth = 5. We observe that the parameter
η has a significant relation with the system performance. It is
seen that the system achieves better performance when η1 > η2
and the overall performance also increases with increasing the
values of the fading parameter η.
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Abstract—Trillions of posts from Facebook, tweets in Twitter,
photos on Instagram and e-mails on exchange servers are
overwhelming the Internet with big data. This necessitates the
development of such tools that can detect the frequent updates
and select the required information instantly. This research
work aims to implement scraper software that is capable of
collecting the updated information from the target products
hosted in fabulous online e-commerce websites. The software is
implemented using Scrapy and Django frameworks. The software
is configured and evaluated across different e-commerce websites.
Individual website generates a greater amount of data about
the products that need to be scraped. The proposed software
provides the ability to search a target product in a single
consolidated place instead of searching across various websites,
such as amazon.com, alibaba.com and daraz.pk. Furthermore,
the scheduling mechanism enables the scraper to execute at a
required frequency within a specified time frame.
Keywords—Django QuerySet (DQS); e-commerce; hamming
distance algorithm (HDA); Levenshtein distance algorithm (LDA);
scraper; scheduling mechanism

I.

I NTRODUCTION

E-commerce is a mechanism of selling/purchasing products/services over the Internet. It is like a virtual product store
where products are available and customers can browse and
add products/services to the shopping carts. The customers are
required to complete the transaction requirements by filling
the transaction form with the required information, such as
complete address, number of products, and the credit card
number. Following the successful completion of the transaction
requirement, an e-mail notification is sent to the customer.
The commercial use of Internet has been increasing exponentially day by day. In the modern era, shopping over Internet
is becoming a common trend [1]–[5]. The pervasiveness of ecommerce has enabled an increasing number of transactions
over the internet and thus, framing a compelling case for
more and more business to turn online. Behavior by teenagers
and older adults using smart-phone-based online shopping
is becoming significant [1]. Recent work shows that emails,
social media and smart-phone based advertising have been an
established medium between the customers and businesses. In
order to create and maintain efficient communication between
customers and business, e-marketing techniques has been developed [6].
Data scraping pertains to the process of extracting data
from online files through computer scripts. Such extracted data
exists in the form of tables and lists. The interface between
the script and the Internet for extracting data is basically a

set of commands, i.e., an application programming interface
(API). These APIs can be trained and used to extract data
for search results across a group of websites. Automating web
searches and extracting data from multiple pages for search
results, merely requires users to input search items rather than
navigating and searching websites individually.
The use and impact of web scraping examples are enormous. Tracking of pricing activities between different competitors can be accomplished via web scraping on a single or group of websites with minimal human intervention.
Similarly, web scraping has enabled efficient searching of
multiple websites and an increased transparency in research
(scholar.google.com). Web scraping is pretty common in academic databases, such as Scopus, web of science and Inspec.
Information that is not readily portable, such as author list
and the corresponding author information can be extracted
efficiently using web scraping. Subsequently, automating web
searches is beneficial in other scenarios where web search is
time consuming.
From server’s perspective that is hosting a website can
endure a remarkable strain in case of scraping a bulk of pages
from a single or scraping huge volume of pages across multiple
websites in a short span of time. In spite of that, acquiring few
thousands of search results through scraping can hardly have
deleterious startle on the server’s performance. In nutshell, web
scraping provides a resource-efficient search and transparency
with minimum additional efforts.
Individual buyers or small organization can benefit from
open-source and free web scraper available over the Internet.
Additional developments will make the web scraper even better
and easier to use and a well-trained API will benefit the
prevailing networks.
However, the customers have limited knowledge about the
trends of the target products between different e-commerce
websites, such as daraz.pk, alibaba.com, and olx.com. These
websites often have different rates for the same product.
Finding the best price for a given product thus becomes a
daunting task due to a variety of shopping websites. Customers
have to search different online websites manually in order to
find an optimal price for a target product. Therefore, a specific
tool is required that can show the trends of a particular product
in online markets and e-commerce websites.
We propose a scarping algorithm for detecting marketing
trends in online shopping websites. Specifically our contribution is the pioneer work on using web scraping for extracting
best price of the target products from multiple websites rather
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than a single website. This work entails the products from the
top online websites. When the user wants to buy a product,
he/she can search the product in one consolidated website
and the search results are pulled up from fabulous marketing
websites in just one consolidated place. Instead of using
datasets from Amazon and Google, etc. our scraping method
can be adapted for a variety of other shopping websites.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
entails the related work. Section III captures modeling of
the proposed system. Section IV discusses the results and
Section V concludes the paper.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Numerous scrapers have been written in various programming languages and frameworks are being used for retrieving
web data, such as beautiful soup, scrapy, Java, and Ruby.
Beautiful soup is used to extract banner ads from different
websites [7]. The problem of keyword suggestion was implemented according to the keywords entered by the user using
clustering bipartite advertiser-keyword graphs [8]. The clustering submarkets were recovered with the help of advertisers,
depicting a usual bidding behavior and the sets of keywords
with an affinity to the same market place.
The data collected from booking commercial and large
apartments does not reflect the latest market activity and
thus, hides the recent knowledge of rental markets in the
US. Scraper has been designed and developed to bridge this
gap [9]. Scraper has been developed to distill most important
news from large amount of news data [10]. Methods have
been developed to quantify and predict the feedback from
customers on a given product. This can further help marketing
and investors to refine their decision making for addressing
customer requirements precisely [11]. Web bots have been used
for modelling traffic patterns generated by different internet
bots [12]. Neural Network has been used to detect buying
or non-buying sessions from user sessions that involves only
human intervention instead of those carried out by internet
bots [13]
To avoid complexity, a simplified version of a scarper
has also been implemented [14]. A framework was developed
for scraping and retrieving the trendiness of YouTube content
and viewers statistics−their watching time and shares [15].
Nonetheless, the YouTube APIs do not allow third parties to
easily scrap such information. A framework naming YOUStatAnalyzer enables researchers to create their own data sets
based on a variety of search criteria [15]. The framework
has also the capability to analyze the created data sets for
extracting useful features and distinguishing statistics.
The scheduling of jobs/tasks on processor is the most
important and challenging task. Time slicing deals with the
switching of context within the processor. However, space
slicing specifies the ways for how to map processes onto the
processor [16]. In order to achieve an optimal scheduling for
processes, a general mathematical framework, resource task
networks, was formulated [17]. In another scheme, scheduling
of batch jobs based on first-come-first-serve was discussed on
large parallel processor [18]. Using gang scheduling, initiated
only by embarrassingly parallel jobs, helps preventing severe
fragmentation. Furthermore, operating system support was

Fig. 1. The proposed system model. The proposed system contains five
basic units, which are scheduler, downloader, scrapy engine, item pipeline,
and spypder.

provided in order to provide robust parallelism in addition to
hardware-level parallelism [19], [20].
Interestingly, a gamut of searching algorithms are more
efficient than straight forward searching techniques such as
Hamming, Needleman Wunsch, Smith Waterman, Knuth Morris Pratt, Boyer Moore, and RabinKarp. A comparative study
of different types of string matching algorithms, observation on
their time and space complexities, and corresponding efficiency
and performance has been tested with different biological
sequences [21].
The entire samples from a finite number of keywords
in a given string of text were computed by a simple and
efficient algorithm [22]. An algorithm has been designed by
constructing a finite state pattern-matching machine from the
keywords, which was further used to process the text string
into a single pass. The time taken by constructing the pattern
matching machine was proportionate to the total sum of spans
of the keywords. The speed up achieved by the algorithm was
used to accelerate the search in the library bibliography by a
factor of 5 − 10.
III.

M ODELING OF THE P ROPOSED S YSTEM

The proposed system model, given in Fig. 1, has five basic
components and are discussed here. In order to build a rapid
prototype, the system has been implemented in Python. The
implementation modules, details and their relationships are
delineated in Fig. 1. As shown, the system is composed of
the following four modules: 1) downloader; 2) scheduler; 3)
item pipeline; and 4) spyders.
1)

2)
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Scheduler: This component is responsible for
scheduling all the requests and responses in Scrapy.
This further queues up all the requests that are
received from the engine and passes these to the
downloader.
Downloader: The job of this module is to download
all the required pages that are passed by the Scrapy
engine and to send the downloaded pages back to the
Scrapy engine through download middleware.
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3)

4)
5)

Scrapy engine: Scrapy engines are used to scrap
large scale data. The heart of the system is the Scrapy
engine. The goal is to control all the processes in
Scrapy and the entire requests and responses passed
through it from one component to another.
Item pipeline: The functionality of this module is to
filter the data. It validates the data and checks to see
whether the data is scrapped and also, clean data.
Spyder: An abbreviation for Scientific Python Development Environment. Spyder integrates important
libraries, such as NumPy, Matplotlib, and SciPy and
is an open-source tool for scientific programming. It
is a class of python that defines how to extract the
required data and the target page to be crawled [23].
It generates a request that will be sent to downloader
through Scrapy engine. Items are scraped and stored
whenever the desired response is received to the
spyder.

The subsequent sub sections explains web scraping,
scheduling of scrapers, and the search mechanism used for
target products.
A. Web Scraping
Web scraping is also called web data extraction. It is a
process, which is used to extract large amount of data from
websites and to store the extracted data into the local storage in
different formats. Web scraping is used for different purposes
such as research, analysis of market and comparison of price,
collection of opinion of public in business, jobs advertisements,
and collection of contact detail of required business.
The data of websites are only shown in the web browser.
If we need to check all the data of any website, we cannot
do this without going to every page and cannot copy the data
for the personal use owing to the longer time it takes to be
copied. Web scraping is technique that provides to copy the
data from websites in a reasonable amount of time instead of
copying manually. It automates the manual copying process
using a web crawler and bot.
The web scraping software is connected to the website
through hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP). It fetches the
page and extracts data from that page and swaps among the
multiple pages of websites according the requirement to extract
data. When the data is extracted, it will then be exported into
different format such as CSV and JSON according to the needs.
B. Scheduling of Scrapers
It is a method in which specified, arranged work or
processes are assigned to the resources to complete it. Virtual
elements of the work such as threads and processes are
scheduled to hardware resources like processors and expansion
cards. The goals of the scheduler is to keep the entire resources
busy and share them effectively in order to maximize the CPU
usage and quickly switch processes onto CPU for time sharing
to get a desired output.
Operating system entails a variety of schedulers − long, medium-, and short-term schedulers. For the purpose to
schedule running scrapers, a scraper is using Django-celery.
Celery is an asynchronous task queue and supports distributed

Algorithm 1 Hamming Distance Algorithm
1: Input: S1 and S2
2: Output: dist
3: if S1 6= S2 then
4:
Raise value error
5:
statements...
6: end if
7: dist = sum(S1 (x,y != S2 (x,y) for S1 (x,y) and S2 (x,y) in
zip(S1 , S2 ))
8: return dist
Algorithm 2 Levenshtein Distance Algorithm
1: Input: S1 and S2
2: Output: Levenshtein distance (LD)
3: if len(S1 ) 6= 0 then
4:
return len(S2 )
5: end if
6: if len(S2 ) 6= 0 then
7:
return len(S1 )
8: end if
9: if len(S2 )- 1 = 0 then
10:
LD = 0
11: else
12:
LD = 1
13: end if
14: A1 = LD(S1 , len(S2 ) − 1, S2 , len(S1 )) + 1
15: A2 = LD(S1 , len(S2 ), S2 , len(S1 ) − 1) + 1
16: A3 = LD(S1 , len(S2 ) − 1, S2 , len(S1 ) − 1) + LD
17: Minimum(A1 ,A2 ,A3 )

message passing. Task queues are used in order to distribute
the workload among the given processors.
Input to the celery daemon is the task orders and then the
execution of corresponding tasks is performed sequentially in
order to complete the entire job, which ensures that none of
the tasks is lost; even if the system is over burdened. In our
proposed work, celery works as a job replacement tool that
can be controlled by Django admin interface.

C. Search Mechanism for Target Products in Websites
The goal of string matching algorithm is to find one or
more than one patterns within a larger string or text. In this
research work, we have implemented two types of searching
mechanisms − Hamming distance and Levenshtein distance
techniques.
1) Hamming distance: The Hamming distance counts the
difference at positions between any two strings (S1 and S2 )
of an identical length. In other words, this means the least
number of interchanges required to convert a string S1 into
S2 , as illustrated in Algorithm 1.
2) Levenshtein distance: There are three operations that
are used to transform one string into another in order to find
the similarities between strings [24]–[27]. The Levenshtein
distance between any two strings C and D of length |C| and
|D|, respectively can be formulated by levC,D (|C|,|D|) as given
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Fig. 2. The speed comparison of Django QuerySet (DQS), Levenshtein
distance algorithm (LDA) and Hamming distance algorithm (HDA). DQS takes
lesser time compared to LDA and HDA in string comparison.

Fig. 3. Complexity curve of Levenshtein distance, Hamming distance and
Queryset. As clear from the graph that HDA is more complex compared to
LDA while the LDA complexity is much higher compared to DQS.

in (1).

algorithm (HDA) is shown in Fig. 2. DQS consumes lesser
time than LDA and HDA in string matching process. Each
query is executed ten times and then averaged. The average
time taken to execute a query has a greater value for LDA and
HDA than DQS. The reason for preferring LDA over HDA
and DQS is the large number of comparisons.


max(i, j)
if min(i, j) = 0




lev(C,D) (i − 1, j) + 1

lev(C,D) (i, j) =

min lev(C,D) (i, j − 1 + 1) otherwise



lev(C,D) (i − 1, j − 1) + 1(Ci 6=Dj )
(1)
Where (Ci 6= Dj ) is the indicator function that string C and
D are entirely different and hence, equal to 0. Furthermore, Ci
= Di means equal to 1, where lev(C,D) (i, j) corresponds to
the span between the initial character of of C and D.
It should be noted that the first element in the minimum
corresponds to the deletion from C to D, while the second
pertains to the insertion and the third is related to either similarity/dissimilarity of the corresponding symbols. Algorithm 2
shows the Levenshtein distance algorithm.
IV.

E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP AND D ISCUSSION ON
R ESULTS

A. Experimental setup
The experimental setup entails Toshiba laptop with a main
memory of 8 GB and a processing capability of 2.5 GHz with
a storage capacity of 1 TB. The operating system used was
Microsoft Windows 10. The scrapers were written in Python
using Django framework.
We used Scrapy framework for the web scraping to write
crawler. The crawler is configured and tested to scrap data
from different websites. We scraped 15000 products in approximately 11 minutes. Finally, we compared three types of
searching algorithms− Django Queryset, Hamming distance,
and Levenshtein distance [28]. We compared these techniques
based on the speed, complexity, and the throughput.
B. Discussion on Performance
The speed comparison of Django QuerySet (DQS), Levenshtein distance algorithm (LDA) and Hamming distance

The LDA filters out the most accurate results for searching
algorithm. As the string size increases, the time taken to
process also increases in both HDA and LDA. The reason is
that both algorithms perform complex operations of insertion
and deletion during matching process against the database the
database. Increasing string size is proportional to the number
of operations.
The complexity of Levenshtein distance algorithm (LDA),
Django QuerySet (DQS), and Hamming distance algorithm
(HDA) is captured in Fig. 3. It is obvious that HDA is more
complex than LDA, while the LDA complexity is greater than
DQS. The complexities of LDA, HDA and DQS is O(N+M),
O(N2 ) and O(N), respectively.
It means that the complexity of LDA is higher than that
of the DQS. LDA performs complex operations of insertion,
deletion, and substitution; however, DQS only checks whether
the database values contain the search phrase. HDA measures
the least number of errors required to alter one string into
another.
Fig. 4 shows the throughput achieved by LDA, HDA,
and DQS. The throughput of DQS is greater than both LDA
and HDA; however, LDA is preferred owing to its accuracy
(approximately 70 %) and versatility. Experiments have shown
that the accuracy of HDA is about 81 %, which is better than
LDA; however, LDA is still preferred because the complexity
of O(N2 ) is higher compared to O(N+M).
Moreover, the major problem with HDA is that the length
of both of the strings must be the same; otherwise, the
algorithm will not work. The LDA performs more operations
on strings than HDA and DQS; it filters most accurate result
for our matching algorithm than DQS. For a query set of size
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Fig. 4.
Throughput comparison among Levenshtein distance algorithm
(LDA), Hamming distance algorithm (HDA), and Queryset (DQS). The
throughput of DQS is higher compared to both LDA and HDA; however, LDA
is preferred because of its accuracy (approximately 70 %) and versatility.

Fig. 5. Time taken to serve an increasing number of requests. A large number
of users requests are taken such as 100, 1000, and 5000 against both concurrent
and non-concurrent requests.

200, all of the three algorithms produce higher value due to
the fact that system was busy performing other tasks as well.
The server response against user requests is delineated in
Fig. 5. In our proposed system, two types of user requests
were evaluated: concurrent and non-concurrent requests. The
response of the web server hosted on a local server was
evaluated against user requests.
In order to measure the percentage of the requests served
with a certain time frame, the parameter of interest was concurrency. It is observed that the requests having concurrency were
served quickly. Howbeit, significant system resources will be
allocated in case large number of requests is arrived at once.
Fig. 6 shows the results of simulation for a span of oneminute using the Web Server Stress Tool in order to measure
the data transferred, the system memory used, and the CPU
load. The network traffic is the amount of data transferred over
the network at a given point of time.

Fig. 6. Results of simulation for a span of one-minute using the Web Server
Stress Tool for transferred data, system memory, and CPU load.

Fig. 7. Server and user bandwidth. Whenever the requests are arrived at the
system, there is an increase in bandwidth requirements of both the server and
user, which means the server bandwidth is 460 Kb/s and the user bandwidth
is 370 Kb/s.

The peaks in network traffic was observed at time stamp 5
sec and at 52 sec. That is, the traffic reached up to 456 Kbps,
mainly because of higher number of requests. Comparatively,
the network traffic was lower during time span of 10 sec 45
sec. The reason is lower number of requests generated against
the server.
The benchmark results of server and user bandwidth in
Kbps are shown in Fig. 7. In the beginning as there is zero
number of requests generated against the server, therefore, the
average bandwidth of user and server is 0. However, with
an increasing number of requests received by the system, the
bandwidth of the server as well as user goes higher. The peak
bandwidth achieved by the server and user requests is 400
Kbps and 370 Kbps, respectively.
V.

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE WORK

In this work, we proposed a filtering web pricing system
that exploits web scraping techniques in order to extract trends
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and suggest best price of a target product from top of the
line commercial websites such as amazon.com, alibaba.com,
and daraz.pk. The designed framework incorporates Scrapy
framework for web crawling and scraping. Celery is used to
schedule scraper in order to analyze the crucial pages in the
target websites and distill the required information against a
given product.
For the sake of string matching between the users typed
search and the online products, Levenshtein, Hamming, and
QuerySet are used. The results show an improved accuracy
and an accelerated response for retrieving search results while
using Levenshtein distance. Albeit, throughput of QuerySet
is much higher than Levenshtein and Hamming method. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to filter
knowledge about best pricing of a product from top of the
line websites.
As of future work, we aim to enable the proposed framework to suggest relevant and non-relevant items based on
a factor k. Furthermore, future research directions include
integration of the proposed work into social media, such as
Google and facebook to suggest best prices about the products
based on the user preferences. Ultimately, the goal is to enable
users to search for the best price from top of the line website,
whether it may be finding best and cheap hotels, or finding
the cheapest airfare while traveling or finding the best deal
for jewelry at wedding ceremonies and the list continues to
increase.
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Abstract—Alarms affect operations in most part of the ship.
Their impact on modern Engine Control Room operations is
no less significant. The state of an alarm system serves as an
indication of the extent to which the ship’s operations are under
management control. Thus, the design of efficient and reliable
alarm monitoring system is vital for safe and sound operations.
Although several design techniques have been proposed, all the
proposed design methods employ sophisticated and expensive
approaches in resolving alarm issues. In this paper, a cheap,
yet reliable and efficient alarm design method for engine room
device monitoring is presented. The design method employs
PLCs and SCADA-based system and adopts certain basic design
requirements of alarm monitoring system presented in literary
works. Reasons for such a design method are highlighted, and the
programming platforms for the design are given. The strengths
and weaknesses of some design methods presented in some
published works are reported and solutions to such problems
are proposed. The proposed design technique, including fault
diagnostic algorithm, have been subjected to real-time online
testing at the shipyard, specifically Changjiang Waterway Bureau,
China (ship name–Ning Dao 501). The testing results proved that
this design technique is reliable, efficient and effective for online
engine control room device monitoring.
Keywords—Alarm monitoring system; engine control room;
OPC communication; PLCs; SCADA systems

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Reports indicate that alarm monitoring issues are the
biggest single issue affecting safety in modern engine control
rooms [1], [2], [3], [4]. Reported issues include distractions
from nuisance alarms, confused and unclear alarm messages,
inappropriate use of alarms to convey non-critical information,
long standing alarm lists, and difficulty in alarm interpretations. Moreover, several works have been proposed to mitigate
these issues. In [5], Zaghloul presented a practical design
of an open architectural ship alarm control and monitoring
systems via SCADA system. In Zaghloul’s proposal, a collection of standard software (Human Machine Interface) is
used to provide a SCADA central host of all the statuses of
the field machinery. The shortfall of this design method is
that, it only performs monitoring purposes, and ignores basic
error detection algorithms. In resolving such design issues, Lee
et al. [6], [10], [11] proposed basic design requirements of
alarm systems, whereas [7], [8] propose fuzzy logic algorithms
to tackle fault detection issues. A SCADA based system for
monitoring a central heating and power plant using Siemens
equipment and software “Process Control System 7“ (PCS7)
was proposed in [9]. This design technique employs redundant
servers and web-based applications via OPC and web servers
to provide remote actions and uninterrupted monitoring. Aside

the sophisticated and expensive nature of the method proposed
in [9], it is incapable of reporting errors that incurred during
device malfunctions. Problems of unreliable communication
resulting from complex cabling have also been reported in [12].
In resolving these problems, D’ana [13] discusses a communication based model over GSM network to remotely monitor
and control PLC based processes. The design approach is
built on industrial PLCs, where each PLC is integrated with
processors capable of connecting to a network via GSM
modem. Dana’s intent was to provide system users with a backup communication mechanism in case of a network failure.
Even though capitally intensive, the idea proved to achieve
the same functionality as Profinet but at a higher bandwidth
(10/100 Mbps). Wang et al. [14], also presented a communication design method based on CAN bus and RS485. All the
above reported solutions employ sophisticated and expensive
approaches in resolving the above highlighted issues.
In this paper, the basic design requirements of alarm
monitoring system presented in [6] are adopted, and the communication methods of [13] are used to resolve these issues.
However, instead of using the more sophisticated technique
proposed in [13], the TCP/IP Ethernet based network, via PLC
is used for PC communication. In addition, the fault diagnostic
algorithm employed in this paper is different from those
presented in literature [7]. Most of the methods reviewed in [7]
employ two or more sensors to monitor a single parameter (e.g.
Temperature). However, while cost is always an important factor, process and personnel safety are also important. Specifying
multiple sensors to gain comparative readings, with the aim
of obtaining a voting logic leads to added capital cost, added
cost of spare sensors to maintain capability while recalibrating
units, and perhaps even additional staff personnel to perform
calibrations and periodic checks [15]. Thus, with the view of
cutting down cost, an error control algorithm is attached to just
a single input sensor. From an electrical perspective, it is also
appropriate to protect circuits in order to ensure safe operation
of the PLCs and field I/O devices. The protection of circuits
is often done by fusing each I/O module with a single fuse
[16], [17]. In this paper, the technique where each I/O point
is fused is used to guarantee that one fault only disrupts the
affected point [18].
II.

OVERVIEW

This paper presents a design method for real-time monitoring of engine room alarm systems, using PLCs and SCADAbase system. Siemens S7-1200 Series PLC (CPU 1214C
DC/DC RLy) is used. Whilst this paper is targeting this type
of PLCs, the approach used here, can be transferred to other
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Vendor and System types. Communication between PLC and
PC is achieved through Siemens Totally Integrated Automation
(TIA) portal software, via Ethernet TCP/IP protocol. This
allows simulations to be performed through Ethernet communication with the PC, even before real-time test is carried out
in the control room. OLE for Process Control (OPC) is used
as a communication server between TIA and the SCADA GUI
(NI LabVIEW) software. The data collected is the parameters
of the various monitored field machinery. Thirty-Five monitored functions, under five main parameters were considered,
including Temperature, Pressure, Voltage/Current, Speed, and
Depth of Liquids. Data acquisition was made possible through
sensors connected to the input channels of the PLC modules.
The designed alarm monitoring system, including the fault
diagnostic algorithm was subjected to real-time online testing
at the shipyard, specifically Changjiang Waterway Bureau,
China (ship name–Ning Dao 501).
Fig. 1a. shows the screenshot of the deployed PLC, showing the signal modules (from slot 102A1 to 102A3), the CPU
(slot 102A4), and the signal modules (from slots 102A5 to
102A8). This series of PLC utilizes a maximum of three
communication modules for serial communication, and up
to eight signal modules for input/output expansion. In this
paper, all the three communication modules are utilized, as
labeled 102A1 to 102A3 in Fig. 2. Four of the eight available
signal modules are used. This constitutes the labels 102A5
to 102A8. Fig. 3 shows the electrical network of the PLC
workstation. The workstation constitutes both the CPU and all
other modules connected to it. The series of communication
modules used is the CM1241 series with port number 1RS485.
The Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) used here is a separate standalone, and thus additional pieces of power supplies
are needed to convert the correct voltages to power various
devices. In the case of the deployed PLC, the maximum
allowable input voltage is 24V DC. A voltage of 220V AC of
2.5A, 50/60Hz is stepped-down to 24V DC at 8.8A to power
the PLC. As seen from Fig. 4, each power supply connection
is connected by a 2A fuse for circuit protection. The industrial
PC, the monitor, the field sensors, all have their own operating
voltages. A 220V of 1KW AC power source supplies power
to other secondary power supplies, both in the engine room
and in the ship’s cabin across a 2 x 1.5mm and a 2 x 2.5mm
wires.
III.

Fig. 1. Screenshots of the deployed PLC workstation, and some Engine room
machinery.

Fig. 2.

PLC 1214C workstation.

Fig. 3.

CPU 1214C workstation wiring diagram.

D ESIGN M ETHODOLOGY

The main idea is to design a reliable and effectively cheap
alarm monitoring and fault detection system. The general
architectural design employed in this work is summed up in
the diagram of Fig. 5. Sensors attached to field devices receive
and transmit data to the PLC inputs via communication cables.
Unlike the various design methods presented in the literature
where two or more sensors are used to access a single input
parameter, the proposed technique employs a single sensor
for parameter assessments. Data-flow from the PLC to PC
proceeds through TCP/IP communication. Within the Siemens
TIA portal software, an efficient error control algorithm is
developed to provide alarm signals of the malfunctions. This
malfunctions and all other signals are made accessible to the
operator on a GUI through OPC server station. In summary,
the following contributions are made: the technique serves two
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Fig. 4.

Fig. 6.

Schematic of the system power supply.

Analog signals (signal module SM 1231, slot 102A6).

purposes – both monitoring and fault diagnosis; it is capitally
cheap, yet a reliable technique; all the communication proceeds
through TCP/IP, through Ethernet cables; and it is able to store
alarm record list for future fault identification. The details of
the design technique are presented in the subsequent sections.

Fig. 7.

Analog signals (signal module SM 1231, slot 102A7).

B. Digital Functions

Fig. 5.

General architectural design flowchart.

IV.

M ONITORING F UNCTIONS

A. Analog Functions
Analog sensors are connected to the PLC via analog
modules without additional amplifiers. The input modules SM
1231 AI from slot 102A6 to 102A8 (see Fig. 2) are used
for the input analog sensors. Each of the modules has eight
channels counted from 0 to 7, with a selected current or voltage
range of either 4mA-20mA or -10V to 10V respectively.
Each channel can store integer data ranging from 0 to 32767,
however, all integer limits in this work are from 0 to 27648. In
total, nineteen analog sensors are monitored (see Fig. 6 to 8),
including voltages, currents, temperatures, and pressures. In
cases where levels of fluids are to be measured, the formula
p = ρhg is used to convert the measured pressure value to
height. As seen from Fig. 6 to 8, each of the channels is
protected by a 0.1A fuse. Each of the input is labeled FUxx,
where FUxx represents the fuse number. For instance, the
analog input “Power station Voltage” is labeled FU01, with
a 0.1A fuse protection. This mode of identification provides
easier access to faulty sensors, as this identification scheme is
used in the alarm logical programming.

Digital sensors are connected to the PLC via digital modules. The extensive range of digital modules allows the most
suitable signal module to be selected in each case. Sixteen
digital inputs are monitored in this work via an SM 1221 DC
signal module. This module is located in the first slot of the
four signal module, labeled 102A5. Similarly, it houses 16
channels ranging from channel 0 to 15. Fig. 9 and 10 show
the electric charts for the input digital sensors.

Fig. 8.

Analog signals (signal module SM 1231, slot 102A8).
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Fig. 11.

Fig. 9.

Digital signals (signal module SM 1221, slot 102A5).

Fig. 10.

Digital signals (signal module SM 1221, slot 102A5).

V.

E FFICIENT FAULT D IAGNOSIS A LGORITHM

The design of fault diagnosis algorithms in control theory
follows three main steps: Fault detection, isolation and recovery. This involves monitoring a system, identifying when a
fault has occurred, and pinpointing the type of fault and its
location. Generally, two main approaches come in a handy.
One, is performing a direct pattern recognition of sensor
readings that indicate a fault, and the other is analyzing the
discrepancy between the sensor readings and expected values
that have been calculated from some model. In the second
case, the fault is said to be detected if the discrepancy or
residual is above or below a certain threshold. Immediately the
fault is detected, it has to be isolated and its location has to
be displayed. The fault detection algorithm used in this paper
follows the second approach. In other words, an error control
logic is attached to all the input sensors, and the responses or
outputs of the imposed conditions are displayed on the virtual
innovation interface (LabVIEW). The algorithm was designed
to be non-intrusive, in recognition that other existing SCADA
systems often accommodate fragile timing constraints. The
flow chart depicting the detailed blueprint of the logics is given
in Fig. 11.
VI.

SCADA D ESIGN I NTERFACE

The SCADA design interface is divided into three major
sections. The Indicator section consists of all the alarms, and
limit displays. This includes the alarms that require quick

Logic based alarm design algorithm.

response by the operator, and alarms that are frequently used.
The Plant section produces a mimic display of the plant status.
It also has an Error Report Section, or a segment and distributed architecture that reports failures and faults in real-time
processing. The SCADA system is able to process new changes
made in the PLC logics to improve signal validation, and alarm
suppression. In other words, the display contains at least alarm
status, current value, set-point values, and point identification.
Input signals from sensors to the system (SCADA GUI) are
put into limit checks, necessary engineering unit conversions
(e.g. from Kelvin to degree celsius, from atm to Kpa, etc.),
and signal validation to calculate the representative values
from multiple sensor channels. In order to realize real-time
processing, the signal validation is proceeded through simple
averaging algorithms. The main purpose of designing alarm
and control display is to maximize operator-machine interface
visibility. Therefore, the alarm status display is color coded,
and indicator buttons are put into different shapes, and are
grouped by system and function (that is the analog and digital
functions are separated by different Tabs).
VII.

P ROGRAMMING L OGICS – A NALOG S IGNALS

A. Monitoring – Voltage and Current
We highlighted in Section IV-A the number of analog
signals monitored in this project. In all, nineteen analog
signals were being monitored. These signals can be grouped
into five categories; as either Voltages, Currents, Pressures,
Temperatures, or Levels of fluids. Details of the programming
logics of each category is presented and analyzed in this
section. The functional block diagram and the logical codes
behind the blocks are shown for the monitored voltages/current
(“power station“) in the codes of Fig. 12. In all cases, the
incoming voltage from the voltage sensors to the PLC input is
an integer value which needs to be converted into a real value
voltage. Internal A/D converter and conversion factors are
used to produce a real value output voltage, via predetermined
temporary variables (see lines 5 to 12 of the codes). Based
on the operating conditions of the field devices powered on
by the supplied voltage, operating limits are imposed on the
monitored voltages. The PLC channel voltage ranges from 10V to 10V, thus all voltages are within the limits. Similar to
the voltage signals, current monitoring proceeds through input
current sensors. This input sensor detects the electric current,
and then generates a signal proportional to that current. The
input DC current appears at the input of the PLC as an integer
value which is then converted into a real value output current.
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The imposed limits fall within the 4mA-20mA DC operational limits of the input channels of the analog signal module.
The availability of functional block diagrams in the TIA portal
software provides a genuine opportunity for the operator to
monitor both the input and output values of the connected
voltage/current sensors. This provides significant amount of
information about the status of the monitored voltages/currents.
The imposed limits on the outputs similarly serves as checks to
avoid device damages. From the block diagram, it can be observed that the inputs are put into checks within “MIN VAL”
and “MAX VAL“. The tag name FUxx, where FUxx signifies
the fuse number, provides easier identification of the monitored
device. For instance, FU01 OUT and FU02 OUT indicate the
output status of the voltage and current signals, respectively.
The output values and the status of the monitored signals
are controlled by a Structured Control Language (SCL) codes
behind the functional blocks. Each block is controlled by a
different set of codes, with the results observed by the output
tags. Within the SCL platform, the operator also gets access
to the alarm status of the monitored functions. The maximum
values, the minimum values, output and alarm status are all
available within the SCL background, as seen from the far
right of the voltage codes. Lines 1 to 12 of the codes entails
the conversion factors employed in generating the actual output
voltage. The parameters hash-tagged VOLTxx are temporary
imposed variables within the SCL tags to temporary store the
input variables from the voltage sensors. The output is then
realized after the input conversion. In order to realize and make
accessible of the minimum/maximum voltage values in the
SCADA GUI, we store the temporary MIN VAL FUxx and
MAX VAL FUxx in a permanent transferable memory. For
instance, MIN VAL FU01 and MAX VAL FU01 are stored
in the permanent real-value memory location MIN FU01 and
MAX FU01, respectively. Inasmuch as the limits have been
imposed to monitor the voltage, an error check criterion is also
used to provide additional checks on the voltage surges (from
lines 19 to 22). A conditional value of 0.01 is used as a limit
check for the surges that may incur during high fluctuation in
the voltages. During high voltage spikes, this error check is
very significant.
B. Monitoring – Temperature
Temperature is one of the most widely measured parameters in the ship’s engine room. The two most commonly used
temperature sensors are the Resistance Temperature Detectors (RTDs) and the Thermocouple. The temperature sensors
employed in the engine room, for this work, are the two
sensors mentioned above. RTDs have internal resistance that
changes with temperature in a predictable, linear way, and
hence suitable for small temperature ranges, such as measuring
the temperature of water. For wider temperature ranges, up
to a couple of thousand degrees, the thermocouple was used.
Thermocouple works based on the seebeck effect, where a
small voltage is produced across a junction of two dissimilar
metals when exposed to temperature gradient. Depending
on the temperature characteristics of the field device whose
temperature is to be monitored, different limits are imposed
on different input sensors. For instance, the limits imposed
on the Deck temperature is from -5 to 42 degrees celsius,
which is a good range for monitoring environmental temperature. Explanations of the codes for the Deck Temperature is

Fig. 12.

Functional block diagram and SCL codes for Voltage/Current.

provided in Fig. 13. There are seven monitored temperatures
in total, including Deck Temperature, Engine Room, Engine
water, and Shaft Temperatures. Just as in the codes for all
the other analog functions, lines 4 to 12 produce the real
output temperature value, while lines 14 to 15 store the
minimum/maximum limits in a permanent working memory.
The output and limits are controlled by the lines 21 to 42
of the codes. These conditions are imposed for monitoring
purposes. The FUxx SCADA in all the codes is a bit memory
location that indicate either logical TRUE or FALSE depending
on the restrictions imposed on the output. For instance, the
imposed limits on the deck temperature is between -5 to 36
degrees celsius. Thus FU08 SCADA indicates logical FALSE
if the output falls within this range, otherwise TRUE. This
is continuously updated as long as the field device and the
alarm logics are operational. The speed of this repeated updates
and data sequences is controlled by the PLC’s internal clock
counters and frequencies. The status of FU08 SCADA triggers
the MS01 bit to act in a corresponding way. If MS01 is TRUE,
then the signal triggers the BUZZER, BS01 to sound. The
flexibility that comes with the TIA portal software makes
it easier to monitor the statuses from both within the SCL,
FBD programming platform as well as on the Ladder Logic
platform. In this paper, all the analog statuses are linked up
to a single alarm block (see Section IX). The alarm logics, as
well as the functional block diagram used for monitoring the
deck temperature is presented in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. Functional block diagram and SCL codes for monitoring temperature.

Fig. 14. Functional block diagram and SCL codes for monitoring pressure
and level of fluids.

C. Monitoring: Pressure and Level of Fluids
Both pressure and fluid levels proceed through the use of
pressure sensors, acting as 4-20mA transducers. The logical
codes for the pressure monitoring follows the same logics as
that of the temperature. Three pressure sensors are monitored.
This includes Engine oil pressures and generator oil pressure.
Fluid levels were monitored using pressure sensors, by taking
a continues pressure measurement from the bottom of the
tank or point where the sensor’s diaphragm is placed. Tanks
in the engine room were vented to the atmosphere, and so
pressure sensors were configured with a vent tube to correct
for barometric pressure changes. Levels were calculated from
pressure values using the simple relation p = ρhg. Thus the
pressure exerted by a column of oil in the tank is dependent
solely on the specific gravity of the oil, the level of oil, and
the gravitational acceleration. The input pressure sensor values
continuously update, and the corresponding level calculated
from the given formula above. The values of density, ρ of oil
and gravity, g employed in the calculations were 830.0kg/m3
and 10.0m/s2 , respectively. Similar to the case of pressure
functions, Engine oil levels, and generator oil level were the
monitoring level functions. The codes in Fig. 14 indicate the
logics behind the Oil Level measurements. Input limits in the
block diagrams are modifiable to the operating conditions.

memory location as logical TRUE or FALSE. Output of the
digital alarm block receives and acts on the status of the
recorded logic. Just as all logics, boolean outputs are labeled
FUxx SCADA, where FUxx represents the Fuse label. Ladder
logic for engine speed is presented in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15. Ladder logic and functional block diagram for the left engine speed.

VIII.

P ROGRAMMING L OGICS : D IGITAL S IGNALS

Sixteen digital functions are monitored in this project.
Ladder Logic Programming dominates, except where SCL had
to be created to calculate Engine Speed. Digital sensors pass
signals to the PLC input, which in turn is recorded in a bit

IX.

P ROGRAMMING L OGICS : A LARM

The alarm architecture constitutes a muffler button and
a buzzer, all connected to the input and output respectively,
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of the CPU in slot 1024A, as seen in Fig. 16. All logical
alarm notifications are centered around this network. Alarm
notifications are divided into either digital or analog, which are
linked to a Functional Block Diagram (FBD). Within the FBD
is an SCL logical program that controls the output status of the
alarm. Noting from the codes presented in Fig. 17, the alarm
notification logic is divided into two parts – “Alarm status for
Analog Signal” and “Alarm status for Digital Signal“. Line 5
to line 20 constitutes all the bit logics for the analog signals. If
the final output “Analog Alarm Status” is logically TRUE, then
the notification is sent to the bit location “MS01“, which in
turn energizes the Buzzer, BS01 to sound. Lines 23 to 34 also
show similar situation for the digital signals. The availability
of the “STOP” switch, S01 provides manual OFF switch to the
Buzzer. The overall digital and analog alarm status can also
be observed in the Ladder logic block as seen in the block
diagram.

Fig. 16.

X.

Alarm network.

Fig. 17. Functional block diagram and SCL codes for the alarm notification.

PLC AND NI L AB VIEW C OMMUNICATION VIA OPC
S ERVER S TATION

Information exchange can happen in numerous ways between the programmable logic controller and NI LabVIEW.
OLE for Process Control (OPC) is used in this paper as a
server station to communicate between the PLC and LabVIEW.
In order to do this, a device configuration was performed, out
of which new channel was created. In regards, a device driver
through Siemens TCP/IP Ethernet driver simulator was chosen
as the communication network. Optimization configurations
were performed, where the write-to-read duty cycle was set
to 10 writes for every 1 read. At the same time, configurations
for the handling of non-normalized floating point values were
set up for the TCP/IP Ethernet driver. The Siemens S7-1200
was then added to the channel, and all tags including analog
and digital tags, with their appropriate data types were added
to the OPC server. The OPC tags were then connected to
the LabVIEW through the creation of I/O server, that updates
the connection from LabVIEW to the OPC tags every 100ms.
Portion of the OPC tags are shown in Fig. 18.
XI.

Fig. 18.

SCADA GUI D ESIGN

OPC server configuration.

The Graphic User Interface (GUI) was designed in NI
LabVIEW. The interface consists of five main sections –
www.ijacsa.thesai.org
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Analog, Digital, Display, Alarm Record List, and Alarm Notification Sections. Analog and Digital Sections were put into
subsections (i.e Tab 1, Tab 2, ..., Tab n) to accommodate
additional monitored functions. Fig. 19 shows the interface of
Tab 1 of the monitored analog signals. For easier identification,
functions were labeled by their fuse numbers, and separated
from each other in recessed box. FUxx (for instance FU01)
in the interface represents the Fuse number connected directly
to the input of the monitored PLC channel. All outputs were
put into limit checks, and were subjected to constant updates at
100ms. Display formats were set to automatic formatting, with
unsigned data types capable of adapting to the source values
(OPC Work Station). Signal indicator values were put into
necessary precisions, were set to read-only values, and were
bound through NI Shared Variable Engine. Each monitored
signal was put into necessary scientific unit, and possessed
alarm indicator in a form of flash button to prompt the operator
of signal values that fell outside limits. Signal indicators were
color coded – Red signifies “Fault“ whereas Green indicates
“No Fault”.
Fig. 20 shows the GUI for the monitored digital signals.
Digital signal identification starts with slot number and ends
with a bit memory location. For instance, logical output
“RUDDER POWER SUPPLY“ has the label “SLOT 102A5
DI a. 0”. SLOT 102A5 symbolizes the location of the signal
module on the PLC Workstation, whereas a.0 indicates the bit
location. Just as the case for the analog signals, digital signals
possess alarm notification in a form of flash button. A red flash
indicates a de-energized output, whereas a green flash signifies
a working output. In each scenario, “STATUS“ responds
accordingly – “STATUS” displays “ON“ to an energized output
and “OFF” to a de-energize output.
The alarm notification section is a combination of the alarm
status of all the monitored functions. “ANALOG ALARM
STUTUS“ responds to the status of the analog signals, whereas
“DIGITAL ALARM STATUS” responds to the status of the
digital signals. In each case, the flash button turns red when
at least one of the signals is in the “red“ state. A “green”
state indicates “no fault“. A written indicator that prompts the
operator to “CHECK” the alarm condition can also be observed
– this written indicator changes to “GOOD“ when all the
output statuses are in good condition. The alarm notification
section provides easier fault identification. In other words, it
prompts the operator of the status of the monitored functions,
even before navigating through available tabs.
The “ALARM RECORD LIST” section is one of the
very most important sections of the GUI design. This section records the faults and interfaces them according to date
and time of the occurrence. In order to produce this, all
the monitored functions are stored in a database (Microsoft
Access), with their OPC tags attached. Communication is then
made between the database and the LabVIEW via the OPC
server. The developed program then checks the status of the
faulty monitored functions, compares them with the tags in the
database, and produces the list according to which fault gets
detected first.
Fig. 21 shows the Display Section of the GUI. This section
produces a mimic display of the functions that require quick
response by the operator. In this section, monitored functions
are grouped and separated from each other in a recessed box.

Display outputs consist of Temperatures, Pressures, Voltages
and Current outputs. Meters are color coded and equally
scaled, and labeled for easier identification by the operator.
Beneath each meter is an indicator that produces precise values
of the measured outputs. In many cases, creating a display
section in a SCADA GUI is vital since it provides easier access
to real measured values in a more simple way. In other words,
it eliminates other indicator buttons. Its purpose is to serve as
a platform to observe measured outputs, and not to provide
details of alarm statuses. In this paper, all functions in the
display section are analog functions.

Fig. 19.

Analog signals.

Fig. 20.

Digital signals.

Fig. 21.

GUI – Display section.

XII.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, an effective alarm design method for monitoring engine room machinery was presented. The proposed
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design proceeded through PLCs and SCADA-based systems.
Reasons for such a design method were highlighted, and
the programming platforms for the design were given. The
strengths and weaknesses of some design methods presented in
some literary works were also reported, and solutions to such
problems were proposed. The designed monitoring system
was tested in the shipyard for performance evaluation. The
testing results proved that this design technique is reliable and
effective for online engine control room device monitoring.
However, as effective as it is, one peculiar limitation was
encountered. This limitation is peculiar to the voltage measurements. The error control algorithm could not handle voltage
spikes. A voltage spike forces the input voltage sensors to
record values outside the imposed limits. This in turn produces
unusual “ON“ and “OFF” flicks of the voltage indicator
buttons, thus interrupting the operator of the output voltage
statuses. For future work, a direct pattern recognition of sensor
readings for fault diagnosis is planned to be implemented.
An efficient pattern recognition algorithm will help prevent
the unusual ON and OFF behavior of indicator buttons that
occur during input voltage spikes. In addition, a Web based
monitoring system will be designed to monitor and share data
across the internet to other off-site bases.
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Abstract—Data mining requires a pre-processing task in which
the data are prepared, cleaned, integrated, transformed, reduced
and discretized for ensuring the quality. Missing values is a
universal problem in many research domains that is commonly
encountered in the data cleaning process. Missing values usually
occur when a value of stored data absent for a variable of an
observation. Missing values problem imposes undesirable effect
on analysis results, especially when it leads to biased parameter
estimates. Data imputation is a common way to deal with missing
values where the missing value’s substitutes are discovered
through statistical or machine learning techniques. Nevertheless,
examining the strengths (and limitations) of these techniques is
important to aid understanding its characteristics. In this paper,
the performance of three machine learning classifiers (K-Nearest
Neighbors (KNN), Decision Tree, and Bayesian Networks) are
compared in terms of data imputation accuracy. The results shows
that among the three classifiers, Bayesian has the most promising
performance.
Keywords—Data Mining; Imputation; Machine Learning; KNearest Neighbors; Decision Tree; Bayesian Networks

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Data mining is a modern approach to solve many complex
and real world problems. This fairly self-explanatory term is
a well-known and widely used process that evolves with new
technologies. In data mining, data pre-processing is the most
important step to ensure the quality of data and the results
that leads to reliable decisions. According to Vivek, data preprocessing is the process of simple transformation of raw
data into understandable format. Data pre-processing major
activities include data cleaning, integration, transformation,
data reduction and data discretization as shown in figure 1.
One critical activity in data pre-processing is dealing with
missing data. This process falls under the first stage of preprocessing data, which is data cleaning. This first stage of data
pre-processing is concerned about detecting incomplete, inaccurate, inconsistent and corrupt data, and applying techniques
to modify or to delete this spurious data [1]. Pyle proposed in
his book Data Pre-preparation for Data Mining that major tasks
in data cleaning are to impute missing data, remove outliers
and resolve inconsistencies. In fact, in data quality, missing
values has been recognized as one form of data completeness
problem [2].
In certain observation of interest, missing data can be defined as the absence of data value for a variable. Missing data is

commonly described as major issue in most scientific research
domains that may originate from such mishandling samples,
low signal-to-noise ratio, measurement error, non-response or
deleted aberrant value [1]. Nevertheless, as claimed, missing data can also introduce the element of uncertainty in
analyzing data. Previous researchers have proposed several
ways in handling missing values. The simplest technique is
to ignore the missing values [3]. This technique is usually
adopted when to a missing class label. Nevertheless, the
technique is not appropriate and effective in the case where
the percentage of missing values differ significantly. T he next
technique is to manually fill i n t he m issing v alue, w hich will
only introduce tedious and infeasible results. Somasumdaram
and Nedunchezhian claimed that the third technique used in
dealing with missing values is using a global constant (such
as ’unknown’) to fill u p t he m issing values i n d ata s ets. Even
though this technique use global constant value to substitute
the missing value, it treats all data sets as the same. As a
results, a considerable amount of distortions will be introduced
in the data sets of concerned. In addition, if similar global
constant such as ’unknown’ is used, the data is still implicitly
incomplete, as the value represents a variation of ’NULL’ that
denotes missing especially in database community. The final
technique is data imputation, that relies on observed data sets
to predict missing values [4] (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Data Mining Task (Vivek Agarwal, 2015).
Data imputation is defined as a technique of replacing missing data with substituted values [5]. Selection of imputation
method usually determined by the mechanism of how the values are missing. Rubin has described the three missing values
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mechanism as missing completely at random (MCAR), missing
at random (MAR) and missing not at random (MNAR). MCAR
is to describe a situation where the missing values is not
correlate to a certain value which assumes to be obtained or
to an observed responses [5]. MAR data is the situation where
the likelihood of missing value instance mostly depends on the
known values instead on the real value of the missing data itself
[6]. While MNAR describes a situation when the propensity
of a missing value in a class instance is to depend on the value
of that variable.
In the literature, various data imputation techniques have
been introduced, Statistical and Machine Learning techniques
have been used in various application contexts of data imputation as we shall see in the next section. Even though the conventional, statistical technique has been adopted for decades,
the machine learning-based data imputation techniques are
becoming popular in handling missing values especially in
large data sets. In the next section, description of statistical
and machine learning techniques (classifiers) used for data
imputation will be given. Section III covers the evaluation
methods for the comparison of three classifiers namely KNN,
Decision Trees, and Bayesian Networks. These classifiers will
further be measured by evaluating three parameters: Mean
Square Error (MSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root
Square Mean Error (RMSE) in section III. This is followed by
Section IV for the results and discussion. Finally, Section V
concludes this paper.

Marina Soley-Bori mentioned that the two improved approaches that have been proposed to handle missing values
are multiple imputation and maximum likelihood [8].
3) Multiple Imputation: In multiple imputation, a new
technique of treating missing values is introduced, where it
imputes missing values with a set of acceptable values that may
contain uncertainty to the original values, instead of replacing
a single data to all missing attributes [6].
This approach usually begins with a prediction of the existing data from another variable and then replaced the missing
values with the predicted values [6]. A full set of plausible
values is the results of the imputed data set. Nevertheless, it
has been reported that the downside of this method is different
uncertainty values may be yielded for the same data set used
for imputation [9].
4) Maximum Likelihood: In Maximum Likelihood is implied, the assumption used is the observed data is from a
multivariate normal likelihood function to a linear model.
According to researchers [10], the equation of maximum
likelihood estimation for incomplete data set are:
yRn

zR1

A. Literature Review
Data imputation theory is an emerging topic in statistics
and machine learning. In this paper, we aimed to explore the
characteristics of the techniques.
B. Statistical Approach of Handling Missing Values
1) Listwise Deletion: In imputing missing values, the most
traditional theory used is by throwing away data. By this
way, we omit records with missing values and continue to
analyze the remaining data [4]. This technique is reputably
known as listwise deletion, and falls under one of the statistical
techniques. Handling missing values with listwise deletion is
a default option in most statistical analysis. However, this
approach is only pertinent to be used if there is only limited
number of missing values, as otherwise it will eventually lead
to biased analysis. Another limitation with listwise deletion, it
is only relevant when missing values are completely at random
(MCAR) which unfortunately rarely happens in reality [5].
Apart from that, one might risk loss of critical information if
all missing values are deleted. Ultimately, this approach leads
to bias parameters and estimates.
2) Pairwise Deletion: Another known statistical method of
handling missing data is pairwise deletion. One researcher [5]
claimed that pairwise deletion technique gets rid of information on a particular information data to test if a particular
assumption is missing. This statistical testing will be adapted
to the observed data if there are missing value elsewhere in
the dataset. A disadvantage of pairwise deletion is the tendency
to produce a standard of errors that are either underestimated
or overestimated [7]. Besides, pairwise deletion is not able to
compare analyses as sample dataset different each time.

(y, z)Rn + 1
where y is observed data, z is missing data and (y,z) are the
complete data.

This technique behaves by estimating the observed data
using existing data and estimate missing values with respect
to the estimated parameters. The limitation of this approach
are it requires specialized software, which may be challenging
and time-consuming.
Imputation supposed to produce a complete data set in
order to improve its usefulness. However, the statistical techniques described so far still suffer from loss of information.
This will eventually lead to invalid conclusions and biased
parameters. Therefore, in the next section, alternative way of
imputation for missing values using machine learning techniques (or also called as classifiers) will be presented.
C. Machine Learning Approach of Handling Missing Data
Machine learning approach has revolutionized the world
with various algorithms to aid data analysis. However, in data
imputation, machine learning is in its infancy, and thus offers
many research opportunities. In this paper, we focus on four
machine learning techniques that have been proposed in data
imputation. These techniques are as follows:
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1) Decision Tree: Decision tree is another common predictive model used to impute missing values. Decision tree
has introduced imputation techniques to the missing values
that allows validation of the imputed values against the actual
values. This technique begins by splitting the leaves of a tree
until running out of questions.
A decision tree has two kinds of nodes. First, this approach
tackles imputation by determining each leaf node that has a
class label with a majority vote of training examples reached
the leaf. Besides, each internal node should represent a question on features that will be branching out according to the
answers as Fig. 5 [11] (Fig. 2).

v
u n
uX
D(a, b) = t (bi − ai )2

(2)

i=1

As KNN imputes missing values based on its neighbor, it
may introduce an uncertain analysis in relation to the value
of k. If k is too small for a big dataset, the classifier may be
susceptible to over-fitting and sensitive to noise points. On the
other hand, if k is too large, this may cover all data points
that are located far away from its neighbors. The decision will
eventually lead to bias as it covers a greater instance space.
As to the matters mentioned in relation to k, the best choice
of k influence t o m ake a b etter d ecision a nd a nalysis. One
researcher [14] claimed that the most suitable value for k can
be obtained through a formula of 1/k as shown in Fig. 3
with regards on the size of dataset and percentage of missing
values.

Fig. 2. Basic Concept of Decision Tree (Rahman and Islam,
2013).

H(D) = −

k
X

P (Ci |D)logk (P (Ci |D))

(1)

i=1

The equation assumes that all trees are equally split through
the dataset.
As claimed, the transparency of decision tree has made it
as the most frequent algorithm used in data mining approach
[12]. Nevertheless, the researchers explained that the root
in decision tree algorithm should illustrate a question with
multiple answers. For imputation purposes, each answer should
generate a set of questions that help to determine the data and
make the final decision based on it. The final result of decision
tree should indicate the possibility of all scenario of decision
and outcome.
Despite all benefits mentioned, one researcher claimed that
main drawback of decision tree is the computational cost such
as running time and trees to construct different test samples
[13].
2) K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN): K-nearest neighbors
(KNN) is the most straightforward algorithm in imputing
missing values. Besides, this algorithm has been used to solve
many predictive problems.
In order to impute a value of a variable, K-nearest
neighbors (KNN) defines a set of nearest neighbor for a
sample and substitutes the missing data by calculating the
average of non-missing values to its neighbors [6]. Nearest
neighbors is measured as the closest values based on the
Euclidean distance as follows.

Fig. 3. Best K-Value (Gerardnico, 2017).

KNN is one of the algorithms commonly used because
of the simplicity of imputation. However, this imputation
technique requires scanning the entire dataset to find the knearest neighbors and thus it can be expensive and suffers
poor performance especially for a large dataset [15].
3) Bayesian Network: Another machine learning technique
used for data imputation is Bayesian networks. Bayesian
networks are growing as the model of choice in resolving
many problems. Bayesian capture probabilistic relationships
between variables in a concise manner by enforcing conditional independence constraints [16]. Using Bayesian networks
for imputation offers several advantages: 1) the ability to
handle missing data models encodes dependencies among all
variables, 2) it preserves the joint probability distribution of the
variables which KNN methods do not promise. Unfortunately,
Bayesian cannot afford to support a large size of dataset as
it requires to learn a network and discretization of all data
accurately. This process is usually required unless conditional
probability of Bayesian are explicitly modeled and can be
parameterized, which frequently with higher computational
expense [17].
A particularly elegant way Bayesian handle missing data
is as follows (assuming that xj has the missing values):
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X

P (x1 ...xj ...xd |y) = P (x1 |y)...P (xj |y)...P (xd |y) (3)
X
P (x1 ...xj ...xd |y) =
P (x1 |y)...P (xj |y)...P (xd |y)

xj

xj

(4)
= P (x1 |y)...

X

P (x1 |y)...P (xd |y)

xj

= P (x1 |y)...1...P (xd |y)

(5)
(6)
(7)

The above equation shows that all prediction of missing
values will eventually equal to 1. The Bayesian approach
relies on the collection of data then calculating the probability
that data is significantly related to the information that was
extracted.
The key ingredient of Bayesian approach is treating missing data as added unknown quantities to be able to estimate a
posterior distribution. A posterior distribution can be defined as
the total knowledge of integration between prior distribution
and likelihood function to a parameter after been observed
[18]. Regardless, the Bayesian approach helps to easily adapt
to include partially adapted observed cases as well as incorporate realistic assumptions for the reasons of missingness of
datasets.
In the next section, details on how to evaluate the accuracy
of the machine learning techniques described in this section
will be provided.
II.

Fig. 4. Experiment Flow.

E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP

This section attempts to establish the most appropriate
classifiers in relation to the percentage of missing values in
a dataset.
Fig. 4 shows the flow of experiment conducted. The
first s tep i s w ith a cquiring m edical d ataset f rom data.gov.uk,
Canada Open Data, UCI Machine Learning Repository and
World Health Organization (WHO).
Second steps emphasize on calculating the percentage of
missing values in all ten medical datasets. The objective of
this activities is to analyze the most fitting classifier that suits
with various percentage of missing values.
Before the real experiment phase begins, all missing values
shall be cleaned to prevent problems caused by missing values
when training a model [?]. For the purpose of this study,
we artificially create missing values from a complete data
to validate the imputed missing values against actuals. The
validation is measured with MAE, MSE, and RMSE. The
third step helps to identify what data need to be analyzed.
In this phase also identify a different algorithm for developing
the rules and classification techniques to concentrate on the
missing information that you need. As claimed by Ian H.
Witten, Eibe Frank and Mark A. Hall in their book Data
Mining: Practical Machine Learning Tools and Techniques,
second and third steps should cover the role of implementing
processes and decision making that generate ultimately results.

Next phase covers the identification of relevant values and
information, substituting missing data with valid estimations.
Besides, this phase should be able to define the appropriate
approach to imputing missing values for the medical dataset.
The performance of each approach is compared and results
presented.
The final step is interpretation step where the results
yielded are analyzed. The performance is gathered as an
element to validate our hypothesis. In this step, the final results
of data imputation is also compiled.
III.

E VALUATION C RITERIA

An experiment is conducted to demonstrate the performance of machine learning techniques where ten simulated
datasets were acquired and publicly available at: data.gov.uk1
and Canada Open Data portals2 , UCI Machine Learning
Repository3 and World Health Organization (WHO)4 .
Generally, there are many possible reasons clinical has the
most missing values such as patient refusal to answer questions
when it related to privacy issues, unable to understand questions given, patient migration, early successes of a treatment,
1 https://data.gov.uk/
2 https://open.canada.ca/en
3 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml
4 http://www.who.int/gho/en/
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treatment or instrumental failures, adverse events and death of
respondent due to accident or other reasons [16], [19].
All these real life datasets are medical datasets and has
missing values due to several reasons mentioned. The percentage of missing value for each dataset are shown in Table
I. Table I refers to information regarding the number of
records and the amount of missing values (in percentage) are
provided along with the data sets.
TABLE I: Summary of Datasets
Dataset
Admissions
Alcohol
Autism
Body Mass Index (BMI)
Drug
Funerals
Infection
KPI Health
Mental Health
Obesity

Records
192
39
229
864
458
60
1386
730
108,342
1458

TABLE II: Results of Machine Learning Classifiers
Dataset
Admissions

Alcohol

Autism

Body Mass Index (BMI)

Percentage of Missing Values
1.56%
10.26%
1.4%
1.7%
45.33%
30%
19.19%
57.22%
8.07%
13.31%

Drug

Funerals

Infection

KPI Health

The three machine learning classifiers are evaluated using
three criteria: Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Squared
Error (MSE) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE).

Mental Health

Obesity

ML Classifier
KNN
Decision Tree
Bayesian Network
KNN
Decision Tree
Bayesian Network
KNN
Decision Tree
Bayesian Network
KNN
Decision Tree
Bayesian Network
KNN
Decision Tree
Bayesian Network
KNN
Decision Tree
Bayesian Network
KNN
Decision Tree
Bayesian Network
KNN
Decision Tree
Bayesian Network
KNN
Decision Tree
Bayesian Network
KNN
Decision Tree
Bayesian Network

MAE
5.823
4.314
2.534
7.560
139.25
507.25
2.1207
2.500
0.5
12.4323
15.975
12.416
10.691
11.925
23.0377
794.25
815.965
817.49
1.124
4.951
6.3534
9.410
1.253
7.573
6.234
5.988
1.039
1.124
4.951
6.353

MSE
4.924
2.289
1.919
5.424
41955.2
319865.25
6.1548
11.500
1.0
346.4292
270.788
418.579
172.65
201.057
642.887
916747.2
1206574.0
1248121.39
3.003
2539.14
136.744
3.603
2.116
5.599
1.725
1.703
3.349
3.003
2539.14
136.744

RMSE
7.017
4.784
4.381
7.365
204.829
565.566
2.4809
3.391
1.0
18.613
16.456
4.150
13.140
14.179
25.355
957.47
1098.442
1117.2
1.733
50.389
11.694
1.898
4.599
2.366
1.313
1.305
1.830
1.733
50.389
11.694

MAE measures the average difference between imputed
values and true values as in the following equation:
n

M AE =

1X
| yi − ŷi |
n i=1

(8)

While MSE is equal to the sum of variance and squared
of the predictions of missing values, defined as:
n

M SE =

1X
(yi − ỹi )2
n i=1

(9)
Fig. 5. Average Error for All Datasets.

RMSE calculates the difference between predicted (imputed) and actuals values. Basically, it represents the sample
of differences in standard deviation as follows:
r Pn
RM SE =
IV.

a
i
2
i=1 (Xi bs − Xi mputed)
n

(10)

A NALYSIS OF R ESULTS

This section presents the result of simulations done on the
ten datasets with respect to accuracy and percentage missing
values. Based on Table II below, the accuracy of each
algorithm were compared using three parameters as
mentioned in the previous section. These three parameters:
MAE, MSE, and RMSE were estimates by observing the
lowest values. All these three parameters are negativelyoriented scores, which concludes the lower results the better.
MAE, MSE, and RMSE are the most useful parameters to
evaluate the performance of predicting methods and to measure
forecast accuracy. Generally, all these parameters are measured
on the error difference between the imputed values and actual
values.

In accordance with Table II, bayesian has consistently
produced the lowest imputation error against all three parameters. This findings i n I I p roves t hat B ayesian a pproach i s the
most appropriate machine learning classifier to impute missing
data with regards to smaller sizes of the dataset, less than 20
percent. However, imputation with Bayesian network can be
computationally expensive for larger datasets.
Besides, the result drawn from Table II concludes
that: the second most standout machine learning classifier is
decision tree. Although Bayesian network and decision tree
have almost the same results, decision tree is best to apply for
larger datasets with higher missing values to imputes.
Nonetheless, KNN also shows the lowest value of error
accuracy in some datasets. Surprisingly, the datasets with
KNN as the lowest value has a higher percentage of missing
values, 30 percent and above. This demonstrates that although
KNN consumes time searching through entire datasets, KNN
performs better in imputing missing values regardless how big
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the size of datasets. Nevertheless, the findings also show that
KNN imputation method will never extrapolate outside the
range of missing value.
To conclude, the experiments have proved that the proposed
machine learning classifiers have a better approach of imputing
missing values compared to statistical techniques.
V.

C ONCLUSION

[9]

[10]

[11]

In data mining, missing values can be a root cause to
produce the wrong final analysis. Besides, in many research
area, missing data is a universal problem that may influence the
biased estimations and wrong conclusions. To overcome the
negative impacts of missing values, a process called missing
data imputation should be taken before proceeding to the
next phase such as data mining. This paper evaluates three
machine learning classifiers namely decision tree, KNN, and
Bayesian network, to substitutes missing data and compare
each accuracy. The result shows that, the Bayesian network has
the lowest value for the three parameters which conclude that
the best approach to imputing missing values. However, other
factors also influence this error estimators such as percentages
of missing values and sizes of datasets. Although Bayesian
consistently shows the lowest values, the results are only
significant for small sizes of the dataset with less than 20
percent missing values.
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VI.
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Abstract—Cybersecurity is a growing problem globally.
Software helps to drive and optimize businesses in every aspect of
modern life. Software systems have been under continued attacks
by malicious entities, and in some cases, the consequences have
been catastrophic. In order to tackle this pervasive problem,
emphasis has been placed on educating software developers on
how to develop secure systems. The majority of attacks on
software systems have been largely due to negligence, lack of
education, or incorrect application of cybersecurity defenses. As
a result, there is a movement to increase cybersecurity education
at all levels: novice, intermediate and expert. At the college level,
students can be exposed to cybersecurity skills and principles
that will better equip them as they transition into the workforce.
A case study is presented which assesses the cybersecurity
knowledge of juniors and seniors in a software engineering
degree program taught over a one-semester period.
Keywords—Cybersecurity; security education, software testing;
computer security; defect detection, software maintenance

I.

INTRODUCTION

Software continues to impact all aspects of our lives,
including the way we use our phones, computers, home
appliances, medical devices, and cars, just to name a few.
Cybersecurity has been essential in the development of
software due to the continued attacks and exploitation
techniques that are performed by malicious entities over the
Internet. Due to the ubiquitous nature of software, there is a
great demand for skilled software developers.
Cybersecurity is an important element of software
development and is an essential process to help prevent or
reduce defects and vulnerabilities that can be exploited.
Software vulnerabilities and defects have caused significant
losses and inconveniences when systems fail or are exploited
by hackers across different domains such as health care,
financial, government, telecommunications and transportation
systems. In general, software developers, testers and
programmers are not experts on security. They implement
systems that are not equipped to defend against cyber-attacks
as they tend to only focus on ensuring that requirements have
been adequately implemented. From a business point of view,
the cost of cyberattacks are high; they increase maintenance
costs, negatively impact customer perception of a product and
lead to loss in profits.

However, programmers are now expected to consider
threats and vulnerabilities, and to implement applications and
programs that cannot be easily attacked or exploited. This is
especially true for students who are not yet experienced in
software development, or in cybersecurity. This lack of
cybersecurity knowledge is a major issue in software
development. It has been proven over the years that, software
defects account for huge losses [1]-[3] and rework when
security is not considered or poorly implemented. At the
course level, it is important to motivate students to take a
responsible approach to software development by teaching
them how to test with the basic goal of evaluating and
identifying defects [4].
Due to our reliance on software, there is a great need to
educate and equip students with effective cybersecurity skills
and knowledge. In this paper, a study is conducted to find an
effective approach to expose undergraduate students to
security principles. The goal of this exercise is to determine
how well students can evaluate control structures by
determining the correct output and, identifying defects. The
specific objective of this paper is to determine how to increase
cybersecurity knowledge of novice software developers which
include university juniors and seniors in programming focused
courses. The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Sections 2
presents related work. Section 3 presents the case study and an
evaluation of the students’ performance. Section 4 discusses
future work and Section 5 concludes the paper.
II.

RELATED WORK

Due to the urgency to increase cybersecurity awareness,
skills and knowledge worldwide, colleges and universities, in
particular, have implemented a variety of efforts to teach
students about cybersecurity in software development and
programming. Chen [5] proposed a teaching tool, called
SWEET (Secure Web Development Teaching), for
undergraduate and graduate computing courses. SWEET
features virtualized web servers and a platform that allows
instructors to teach security issues in web application
development within undergraduate and graduate courses. This
project included a laboratory exercise where students learned
how to create a self-signed web server certificate. The goal of
this exercise is to guide students on how to create a public and
private key pair, a Secure Socket Layer (SSL) certificate and a
certificate signing request (CSR). In the security exercise
given in this study, students are not developing or creating

This material is based upon work supported by the National Science
Foundation under Grant number DUE-1562773.
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something new. Instead, they focus on assessing existing code
and identifying defects that may be already existing. This
provides an alternative way of learning and considering
security by assessing existing code.
Similarly, Scheffler [6] designed two projects that use real
world scenarios within public key infrastructure and web of
trust modeling. They used several secure cryptographic
algorithms that were assigned to students for implementation.
The objective was to expose and teach students how to
implement cryptography concepts in real world applications.
Scheffler’s work focuses on developing security based
application from inception, whereas, the security exercises
used in this paper focus on students’ evaluation of existing
code to uncover defects or defects in its logic.
Peltsverger [7] developed a bottleneck analysis lab with
virtual network emulation environment. The lab consists of
real work practical exercises using NetKit. The lab is designed
to teach students how to set up a virtual network, capture
traffic and analyze system performance. The lab exercises
reinforced lectures and helped students to better understand
computer network security concepts and challenges.
Peltsverger’s approach is similar to the security exercises
utilized in this paper, in that it allowed students to analyze the
outcome by reviewing the system performance. In this work,
students analyze existing code manually and determine what
the correct output should be given a specific input.

A. Preliminary Work
Buckley [4] proposed a teaching strategy which leverages
the use of basic data structures to teach the fundamentals of
software testing principles. Software testing is an important
phase in implementing secure code. In this approach, students
must first understand the fundamental properties and
constraints of various data structures and a recursive problem.
The idea is to encourage students to fully understand the core
properties and constrains of a system; this is analogous to
understanding the security requirements of a system. This
aspect is imperative in order to write effective test cases to
uncover faults and defects. In this project, students are given
the exercises to write test cases that ensure that each data
structure’s properties and constraints are upheld throughout
implementation to avoid defects and faults that can be
exploited in the future. The initial material which sparked the
idea for this project is presented in Table I.
TABLE I.

DATA COLLECTED FROM SOFTWARE TESTING STUDENS IN
SPRING 2016

Pre/Post-test correct responses
Std. Dev.

Average

Ques. 10

Ques. 9

Ques. 8

Ques. 7

Ques. 6

Ques. 5

Ques. 4

Ques. 3

Ques. 2

Kumaraguru et al. [9] developed a system and game to
teach users about phishing to help them make better trust
decisions. They developed an email-based anti-phishing
system called “PhishGuru”, and an online game called “AntiPhishing Phil”, that teaches users how to use cues in uniform
resource locators (URLs) to avoid falling for phishing attacks.
The results from the PhishGuru studies suggest that the
current practice of sending out security notices is ineffective.
However, hands-on training can effectively teach people how
to avoid phishing attacks. Similarly, the Anti-Phishing Phil
exercise demonstrated that participants who played the game
performed better at identifying phishing Web sites.
Kumaraguru et al. used gamification to educate users about
how to avoid phishing attacks. The security exercises in this
study are geared towards students who will have to either
develop, repurpose or maintain existing software. As a result,
the exercise in this study focuses more on assessing existing
code to determine defects that can be exploited by a hacker.

SECURITY CASE STUDY

In this section a description is given of the security case
study completed in two software engineering courses
consisting of university juniors and seniors. The primary
objectives of this study are to assess (a) the overall
cybersecurity knowledge of students, and their (b) ability to
identify faults and defects and (c) aptitude to evaluate existing
code.

Ques. 1

Chi et al. [8] implemented modules for teaching secure
coding practices to STEM students. The modules were
designed to provide fundamental secure programming skills to
programmers and application developers. They used staticanalysis tools to help with detecting vulnerabilities such as
buffer overflows in code. Their aim was to increase security
awareness by exposing a variety of students from different
STEM disciplines to security principles, techniques and tools.
The work by Chi et al. work is similar to the work completed
in this study, except that they utilized tools to detect or
uncover vulnerabilities in the code. In security exercises in
this study, students analyze small code blocks manually to
identify defects and determine the correct output given a set
input.

III.

Pre 63% 67% 86% 53% 55% 16% 84% 53% 61% 31% 57% 0.354
Post 79% 98% 94% 81% 65% 40% 88% 56% 94% 46% 74% 0.144

Forty nine (49) students completed the pre-test, while forty
eight (48) completed the post-test. Overall, the results of the
study showed a significant improvement in the post-test rate
(74%) versus (57%) with standard errors of 14.4% and 35.4%,
respectively. The average post-test results show a 30%
improvement over the average pre-test results. The variation
in the proportion of correctly answered questions decreased by
59%; i.e. from 35.4% to 14.4%.
B. Student Background and Aptitude
This case study includes university juniors and seniors
who are completing a software engineering degree program.
The juniors were enrolled in a data structures and algorithm
course which is offered in the spring semester of their junior
year. The seniors were enrolled in a software testing course
taken in the final semester of their degree program. All the
students involved in this study completed programming
courses using Java, C and/or C++ in prior semesters. In the
data structures and algorithms course, the students are taught
different data structures (stacks, queues, binary trees, linked
list, etc.) and how to determine the efficiency of algorithms
(Big O notation).
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In software testing, the students are taught various testing
techniques including unit, integration, systems, regression and
acceptance testing. They are taught blackbox and whitebox
testing techniques, and utilize statement and branch coverage
tools. All seniors in this study had already completed data
structures and algorithms the previous spring. Additionally,
most of the seniors had completed at least one internship
experience that involves programming, testing or some other
aspect of software development.
C. Cybersecuity Pretest and Posttest
The pretest and posttest were designed to assess students’
knowledge of inspecting and evaluating small blocks of code.
This exercise challenges students to carefully evaluate code to
find faults and defects by determining what the expected
output should be. The objective of this knowledge area is to
increase software quality by discovering and correcting faults
and defects that can be exploited via cyberattacks.
Additionally, it illustrates to students how bad programming
habits or confusing code can lead to vulnerabilities and defects
that are exploitable.
The questions on the pretest and posttest are based on
scenarios that provide some hands-on relatable examples that
will challenge students to carefully examine basic code that
may have defects infused in inconspicuous areas of the code.
Each scenario is accompanied by a flow chart to further
illustrate the logic as shown in Fig. 1 and 2. The pretest and
posttest consist of 11 questions based on two different
scenarios. The students were given the pretest at the beginning
of the course; they were also given the same test at the end of
each respective course. The problem scenarios are
summarized below:
 Scenario1 - test a method that takes input as a decimal
number and returns a string of “pass” or “fail”. Assume
that a grade of 70 or higher leads to a “pass”, and a
grade below 70 leads to “fail”’. All valid grades fall
into the range of [0, 100]; otherwise, a grade leads to
“fail”.
 Scenario2 - test a method that takes input as a decimal
number and returns a string of a letter grade based on
the grade scale in Table II and Fig. 2.
TABLE II.
Grades
90-100
80-below 90
70-below 80
60-below 70
0-below 60

GRADING SCALE
Return
“A”
“B”
“C”
“D”
“F”

Fig. 1. Scenario 1 flow chart.

Fig. 2. Scenario 2 flow chart.

D. Evaluation of Results
A total of sixty five (65) students completed the pretest
and posttest, which included twenty nine (29) juniors and
thirty six (36) seniors. The juniors and seniors were enrolled
in programming centric courses, namely data structures and
algorithms course and software testing respectively. Overall,
the results in Table III illustrate that there is a 21% increase in
the mean score of the juniors versus 13% for seniors. There is
a 20% increase in the median score of the juniors versus 14%
for the seniors. There is a 30% increase in the standard
deviation score of the juniors versus a 1.34% decrease for
seniors. Both groups obtained the same posttest score which is
roughly (8/11), even though the juniors had lower pretest
scores.
A more detailed statistical analysis of the results show that
there is significant difference between the pretest and posttest
for both the juniors and seniors in Table III. Using a paired
sample t-test the results for the juniors are t(26) = 5.51, p <
0.01, which shows significance, and for the seniors the results
are t(35) = 4.12, p < 0.01. Note that there was no significant
difference on the pretest between juniors and seniors based on
the equality test of variances.
E. Discussion
Overall, both juniors and seniors scored comparably on the
posttest. However, juniors achieved a higher percentage of
improvement between the pretest and posttest; that is, seniors
achieved a lower percentage improvement. Since seniors
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typically have more development experience and knowledge
than juniors, they performed slightly better on the pretest.
Despite having two different proficiency levels, both groups
showed an improvement in their abilities to detect defects,
faults and to determine correct output.
TABLE III.

COMPARISON PERFORMANCE BETWEEN JUNIORS AND
SENIORS GROUP
Juniors

Pretest

Posttest

Seniors
%
Change
20.81
19.94

6.68
8.07
Mean:
6.67
8.0
Median:
Std.
0.88
1.15
30.47
Dev:
The maximum score on this exercise is 11.

Pretest

Posttest

7.02
7.0

7.91
8.0

%
Change
12.68
14.29

0.97

0.96

-1.52

Even though the problem scenarios used were basic
familiar exercises, the majority of students were not able to
answer all of the questions correctly. The exercises were
designed to test each student’s ability to thoroughly
understand the code. Only three (2 seniors and 1 junior) of the
sixty five (65) students who completed the exercise answered
90% of the questions correctly on the posttest. Even though
the majority of students’ scores improved between pretest and
posttest, only 4.6% were able to identify the correct output and
the majority of the faults.
Threats to Validity: One of the main threats to validity is
the different educational levels of the students, it is expected
that students in their senior year would have been exposed to
the type of problems in the pretest more often than the juniors.
This fact is shown in the better performance by the seniors in
the pretest. Given that the sample was not randomly selected
from the entire student population, it would be difficult to
make a generalization based on the students’ performance. In
addition, it may be a stretch to claim that the sample questions
used in the pre and posttest is reflective of the total skill set
associated with cybersecurity concepts.
IV.

FUTURE WORK

The focus of this study is to encourage students to evaluate
existing code with the aim of identifying faults, defects, and
assessing their understanding of existing code. This exercise is
important, primarily because testing and maintenance are
crucial aspects in the software development life cycle; it
teaches students to refine their skills on how to approach
testing and modification of existing code. Given the results of
this preliminary study, another study will be undertaken which
considers the aptitude level, grade point average (GPA),
programming skill level, knowledge, and experience of each
student participating in the study. This additional data provide
a benchmark of where students are in their knowledge and
skill level. It will also allow for a richer evaluation of their
performance, knowledge gain and challenges or obstacles that
impact their skill set and knowledge. Additionally, this data
will help in identifying what factors and prerequisite
knowledge contribute most in preparing or aiding students to
better understand existing code with the aim of identify faults
and defects.

We also plan to perform additional studies using the
Software Engineering and Programming Cyberlearning
Environment (SEP-CyLE) [10] that contains cybersecurity
learning content. The learning content is in the form of digital
learning objects (LOs) and tool tutorials. A learning object
(LO) is a module of content that usually requires 2 to 15
minutes for completion, is self-contained, interactive, reusable
and can be aggregated [11]. SEP-CyLE also supports
embedded learning and engagement strategies that motivate
students to interact with SEP-CyLE and access the learning
content. The learning and engagement strategies include:
collaborative
learning,
gamification,
and
social
interaction [11].
With the use of SEP-CyLE, a comprehensive assessment
of a student’s cybersecurity knowledge and expertise can be
designed. In that, students will complete a variety of
cybersecurity focused learning objects (LOs) and the
following data can be collected about a student’s learning
tendencies such as the (i) time taken to complete a LO,
(ii) number of LOs attempted, (iii) number of LOs passed,
(iv) number of LOs failed, and (v) total number of virtual
points gained. SEP-CyLE has been adopted and used in
various studies [11] as an effective supplemental tool and
resource that supports students learning and instruction.
V.

CONCLUSION

The study presented in this paper concentrated primarily
on detection and evaluation, which are fundamental in
achieving a secure system. The ability to detect and correct
faults and defects is an important skillset that is essential for
software developers and testers to acquire. In light of this
fact, the exercises were deliberately given to seniors and
juniors who were enrolled in software development focused
courses. The results showed that juniors achieved a higher
percentage improvement between the pretest and posttest,
while seniors showed a lower percentage improvement. Both
juniors and seniors scored comparably on the posttest and
showed improvement in their abilities to detect bugs, faults
and determine correct output. Additionally, only 4.6% of
students answered 90% of the questions correctly. Although
the exercises are simple, the results show that there is value in
integrating security knowledge and practical skills in select
courses. This exercise shows that a student’s knowledge of
security can influence the quality of the programs and systems
they develop.
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Abstract—Cloud drive is a service that offers data storage on
the cloud. As the worldwide rapid growth of cloud drive there
are ongoing concerns about trust, privacy and security concerns
about how the user’s personal information and data are visible to
other users or even abused by the cloud drive provider. This
study provides empirical evidence about the factors affecting the
acceptance of cloud drive users by using seven construct
variables which are Trust, Perceived Risk, Perceived Ease of Use,
Perceived Usefulness, Security, Behavioural Intention and
Subjective Norm. Data were collected from 294 respondents by
using online questionnaire. The data analysis method used was
Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) analysis. The results of
this study show that the factor affecting the intention of using
cloud drive are trust, perceived risk and subjective norm.
Keywords—Cloud drive; structural equation modeling (SEM);
trust; security; risk; behavior intention

I.

INTRODUCTION

Information technology has developed to adjust to time.
Currently, new technologies have been developed to improve
productivity, including data storage. Cloud drive is a service to
store documents or files for free or paid depending on the
amount of storage capacity offered by the provider. Cloud
drive allows users to store files on their servers, synchronize
files across devices, and share files. Not only that it has
inexpensive price but this provider also provides the whole
package of office applications. Cloud drive has a data storage
capacity of up to a several Giga bytes. This will certainly make
it easier for users to access the data they hold.
When users decide to store their files on cloud drive
indirectly the data will be owned by the cloud provider. It may
pose a risk to users losing their data. Many internet users are
not aware of this risk, users will generally only choose comfort
and convenience without taking into account data security
although in fact they sometimes feel uncomfortable when
providing personal data. Apart from the benefits provided by
the cloud drive, a serious risk associated with the use of data
storage services is also anticipated. As an example in 2014,
Google announced that some data were leaked through the
URL stored in Google drive [1]. Such case is certainly contrary
to the promise of security provided by Google drive.
Furthermore in 2015, almost 5 million Gmail accounts were
hacked which means that hackers got access to Google drive
data of nearly 5 million people. More than that, the hacked
database was dumped on various public forums for other

people to access users’ data. This can result to personal
information theft, identity theft, stolen blueprints and much
more.
The model in this study adapted from several previous
studies, including a study conducted by [2] entitled “Personal
Cloud User Acceptance: The Role of Trust and Perceived Risk
in the Technology Acceptance Model” which examines the
individual user acceptance of cloud computing, the model used
has 5 constructs, namely: trust, perceived risk, perceived ease
of use, perceived usefulness and behavioral intention. In
addition, another variable that was adapted from the research
done by [3] is a security that will be used to measure the level
of security when using data storage on cloud drive. The
purpose of this study was to determine whether the factor
perceived risk, trust, perceived ease of use, perceived
usefulness, perceived risk, security and subjective norm affect
the intention of users to store their data on cloud drive.
II.

MODEL STRUCTURE AND HYPOTHESIS

This research is confirmatory research based on model and
hypothesis by [2] and [3]. The data was analyzed using
Structural Equation Modelling (SEM). There are two stages in
this SEM analysis: structural model and measurement model.
Structural model shows the relationship between latent
variables, while measurement model is used to determine the
relationship connection between indicator and variables.
A. Definition of Each Construct
1) Trust (TR)
In this study, trust is defined as an individual's willingness
to provide their personal information at risk while in a state of
uncertainty [4].
2) Perceived Risk (RI)
Risk can be defined as an individual's beliefs about the
possibility of gains or losses associated with the acquisition of
products or services online [5].
3) Perceived Ease of Use (PEU)
Perceived ease of use defined as the extent to which an
individual expects the use of a technology is free of effort [6].
4) Perceived Usefulness (PU)
Perceived usefulness is defined the extent to which an
individual believes that using a technology will be able to
improve their job performance [6].
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5) Security (SC)
Security can be defined as the belief of the individual
against the security level of a particular technology [7].
6) Subjective Norm (SN)
Subjective norm defined the extent to which an individual
perceives that the other person whom is important to them
assure them to use the new technology [8].
7) Behavioral Intention (BI)
Behavioral intention is defined as an individual’s
willingness to keep using a technology [9].
B. Hypothesis for the Construct
According to [10] it has been empirically validated that the
trust of individuals towards a technology will lower their risk
perceptions on the technology. From this statement, it can be
drawn hypothesis as follows:
1) Trust has a Positive Effect towards Perceived Risk
In research conducted by [3] states that trust is an important
factor as a determinant when the user decides to use an
application. When an application is a trustworthy application it
will be many users who decide to use the application. In
addition, when the application is a trustworthy application it
will create interest from users of the application to use the
application. From this statement, it can be drawn hypothesis as
follows:
2) Trust has a Positive Effect towards Behavioral
Intention.
The more users trust a technology, the less effort they make
to examine the details of the technology. On a trusted
technology, users will not spend time and cognitive effort for
learning the technology, read the privacy policy, term of use
etc., and therefore they will see it as an easy to use technology.
Some authors have shown that the influence of trust in the
perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use [11]. From this
statement, it can be drawn hypothesis as follows:
3) Trust has a Positive Effect towards Perceived Ease of
use.
4) Trust has a Positive Effect towards Perceived
Usefulness.
Perceived ease of use defined as the degree to which an
individuals believes that using a particular technology can be
free of effort [6]. When a technology is an easy-to-use
technology and does not require much effort in its use, the
users will tend to be able to feel the benefits of using the
technology that indirectly will also improve the performance of
users. Therefore it can be said that perceived ease of use have a
positive impact towards perceived usefulness. From this
statement, it can be drawn hypothesis as follows:

defined as behaviour intention [11]. From this statement, it can
be drawn hypothesis as follows:
6) Perceived ease of use has a Positive Effect towards
Behavioral Intention.
According to [12] shows that the relationship between the
perceived usefulness and behavior intention in the context of
TAM is statistically supported. When users of a technology can
feel the benefits when they use the technology and the
technology can improve their performance, the user will be
inclined to use the technology [6]. It is hypothesized as:
7) Perceived usefulness has a Positive Effect towards
Behavioral Intention.
In a study conducted by Van Slyke et al [10] found that
there is a positive relationship between perceived risk and
behavioral intention. When a user of a technology finds that the
technology is risk-free and it can minimize the likelihood of
possible risks, the user will tend to use the technology without
worrying about future risks. From this statement, it can be
drawn hypothesis as follows:
8) Perceived Risk has a Positive Effect towards Behavioral
Intention.
Currently, security issues of a technology can be said to be
very high [13]. When a technology is secure and can guarantee
the security of its users, the user will tend to use the technology
without worrying about possible risks. From this statement, it
can be drawn hypothesis as follows:
9) Perceived Risk has a Positive Effect towards Behavioral
Intention.
Subjective norm defined as the influence of an individual's
social networks (e.g. family and friends) to the individual's
behavior [14]. When a user gets a lot of influence from people
around them to use a technology, it will affect that user to use
the technology [14]. From this statement, the hypothesis can be
drawn as follows:
10) Subjective Norm has a Positive Effect towards
Behavioral Intention.
Based on the explanation of the hypothesis made in this
study, the research model that is used in this study can be seen
in Fig. 1.

5) Perceived ease of use has a Positive Effect towards
Perceived Usefulness.
In a study conducted by Davis [6] found that there is a
relationship between perceived ease of use and behavioral
intention. When users can feel the ease when they use a
technology, then the user will tend to use the technology [6].
Empirical studies have recently been found that perceived ease
of use has positive and significant effect on the intention to use,

Fig. 1. Research model.
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The model in Fig. 1 is used to represent the relationship
between latent variables of factors affecting users to use cloud
storage. Questionnaires were developed based on the model
and used to obtain respondents’ data.
III.

DATA ANALYSIS

Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) is used to analyze
data from respondents that have been collected through
questionnaires. Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) provides
a systematic mechanism for validating relationships between
constructs and can be used to determine relationships between
constructs in a model and it offers powerful and conscientious
analysis technique to test a complex models [15]. The
respondents of this study were all peoples whom actively using
cloud drive.
A. Descriptive Analysis
The characteristic of respondents is shown in Table I.
TABLE I.
Gender
Male
Female
Total

CHARACTERISTIC OF RESPONDENTS
Total
152
142
300

%
50.67
47.33
100

B. Missing Data and Outlier
Based on the test of the missing data conducted using
Little's MCAR, there is no incomplete or missing data in this
study. Outlier data can be verified by finding the Mahalanobis
distance value with the error rate of 1%. In this research, it is
ascertained that the obtained Mahalanobis distance value is
74.919, so that data that are exceeding this value will be
removed. In this study data which exceed the value of
mahalanobis distance is 30, hence the valid data is 264 out of
294 data in total.
C. Reliability Analysis
Reliability test is used to examine the level of consistency
of an indicator when measuring its latent variables. Reliability
test can be determined by using Cronbach's Alpha. The results
of reliability testing can be seen in Table II.
TABLE II.

CRONBACH ALPHA VALUE

Factor
Criteria
Trust
Perceived Risk
Perceived Usefulness
Perceived Ease of Use
Behavioral Intention
Security
Subjective Norm

Cronbach Alpha
>0.6
0.851
0.919
0.949
0.931
0.668
0.800
0.751

D. Sample Adequacy Test
According to [16] Kaiser-Meyer-Olki (KMO) of sampling
adequacy test is used to examine whether the data to be used is
sufficient for data analysis. In this study, the value of KMO
obtained is 0.831 with a significance value of 0.000 (Sig.
<.001) so it can be concluded that the variables in this study is
considered great and sufficient to conduct further analysis.

E. Normality Test
Normality test is used to examine whether the data has been
normally distributed or not [17]. Normality test can be evaluate
by using the value of Skewness and Kurtosis. If the value of
Skewness and Kurtosis has a value between ± 2 then it can be
said that it has been normally distributed [15]. In this study,
obtained Skewness and Kurtosis value within range of ± 2 then
it can be said that data used in this study is normally
distributed.
F. Levene Test
Homogeneity test is used to evaluate whether the data is
homogeneous or not [18]. Homogeneity test can be examined
by using Levene test. The data is considered homogeneous if it
has Sig. value of > 0.05. In this study, each latent variable has a
Sig. value of > 0.05 so it can be concluded that the data used is
homogeneous.
G. Measurement Model Fit
Measurement model fit test is used to assess the correlation
of the indicator and its latent variables. Measurement model fit
test can be evaluated by using the value of goodness of fit
indices. The results of the measurement model fit test can be
seen in Table III. Based on Table III, it can be seen that all
criteria have met the specified criteria.
TABLE III.
Index
Chi-square
CMIN/DF
Goodness of Fit
Index (GFI)
Root Mean Square
Error of
Approximation
(RMSEA)

GOODNESS OF FIT INDICES (GOFI) VALUES
Criteria
>0.05
1.00 < CMIN/DF
< 5.00

Value
1238.020

Info
Good

3.027

Good

>0.8

0.806

Good

<0.09 marginal fit

0.083

Marginal Fit

H. Structural Model Fit
Structural fit model test is used to assess the relationship
between latent variables in the research model. Structural
model fit test can be examined by using path analysis. The
results of the structural model fit testing can be seen in
Table IV.
TABLE IV.

Hypothesis

STRUCTURAL MODEL RESULTS AND SEM MODEL
HYPOTHESIS
P-value
<0.05

Result

RI  TR

***

Accepted

BI  TR

.023

Accepted

PU  TR

***

Accepted

PEU  TR

***

Accepted

PU  PEU

***

Accepted

BI  PEU

.112

Rejected

BI  PU

.168

Rejected

BI  RI

.045

Accepted

BI  SC

.232

Rejected

BI  SN

***

Accepted
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Based on the results of structural model testing, it can be
seen that from 10 hypotheses that have been evaluated, there
are 7 accepted hypothesis and 3 rejected hypothesis.
The impact of trust (p=0.023), risk (p=0.045) and
subjective norm (p=***) on behavioral intention are significant
at p=0.05. Thus, H2, H8 and H10 are accepted. Meanwhile,
perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness and security have
no significant impact on the behavioral intention, and thus H6,
H7 and H9 are rejected.
Furthermore, the impact of trust (p=***) on perceived risk
is significant at p=0.05, therefore H1 is accepted. The impact
of trust (p=***) on perceived usefulness is significant at
p=0.05 hence H3 is accepted. It gives similar result of accepted
hypothesis H4 since the impact of trust (p=***) on perceived
ease of use is significant at p=0.05. Similarly, the impact of
perceived ease of use (p=***) on perceived usefulness is
significant at p=0.05 so H5 is accepted.
IV.

RESEARCH RESULT

A. Discussion on Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis 1 is accepted which can be concluded that the
respondents believe there is no risk posed when storing data on
cloud drive. It shows that the Trust (TR) has a significant
influence on the Risk (RI).
The results of this study is similar to the results of research
conducted by [19] which suggests that users who already have
a high sense of confidence in an application will tend not to
think about the risks that can occur from the use of the
application.
B. Discussion on Hypothesis 2
From the results of Hypothesis 2 testing which is accepted,
can be concluded that respondents believe in cloud drive
provider. It shows that the trust factor (TR) has a significant
influence on the behavioral intention (BI).Respondents assume
that cloud drive provider will always be honest with regard to
data provided by its users, respondents believe that the data
they have provided to cloud drive will not be misused and will
always be protected from unauthorized access. This is the
reason why respondents use cloud drive.
The results of this study is in accordance with the results of
research conducted by [3] which states that when the user
already has a trust in the application and assume that the
application is trustworthy then the user will tend to continue to
use the application.
C. Discussion on Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 3 is accepted which shows that trust (TR) has a
significant effect on Perceive Usefulness (PU). Respondents
trust to store their data on cloud drive so that they can gain
benefit from the use of cloud drive, such as improve their job
performance.
The results of this study are similar to the results of
research conducted by [20] which suggests that if users of an
application have a high sense of confidence in an application
they will tend to feel the various benefits derived from the use
of the application.

D. Discussion on Hypothesis 4
Hypothesis 4 is accepted. It shows that trust (TR) has a
significant effect on Perceived of Use (PEU). From the results
of hypothesis 4, it can be concluded that the respondents
believe that by storing data on cloud drive they feel the ease of
use in using cloud drive.
The result of this study is similar to the results of research
conducted by [20] which suggests that if users of an
application have a high sense of confidence in an application
they will tend to feel the application is easy to use.
E. Discussion on Hypothesis 5
Hypothesis 5 is accepted which shows that Perceived Ease
of Use (PEU) has a significant effect on the factor of Perceived
Usefulness (PU). From the results of hypothesis 5, it can be
concluded that the respondents find the ease of use of storing
data in cloud drive and its use does not require much effort.
The results of this study is supported by the results of
research conducted by [20] which suggests that if a user feels
that an application they use is easy to use and does not require
much effort in using it, then automatically they will also be
able to feel the benefits of use of the application.
F. Discussion on Hypothesis 6
Hypothesis 6 is rejected which can be concluded that
respondents do not find ease of use in storing data on cloud
drive. In other words, it is impractical for user to store their
data in the cloud. It shows that the ease of use factor (PEU) has
no significant effect on the Behavior Interest (BI).
The results of this study is similar to the results of a study
conducted by [21] who argued that when a user can not feel the
ease of using an application or feel that the application is
difficult to use then the user will tend not to use the
application.
G. Discussion on Hypothesis 7
Hypothesis testing 7 is rejected which indicates that the
factor of Perceived Usefulness (PU) has no significant
influence on the behavioral intention (BI). The result shows
that respondents were not able to feel the benefits of storing
their data on cloud drive. In other words, respondents believe
that by storing their data on cloud drive does not help them to
improve the quality of their daily activities.
The results of this study is align with the results of research
conducted by [22] who argued that when users feel that the
application they use do not benefit the user, they will tend not
to use the application.
H. Discussion on Hypothesis 8
Hypothesis 8 is accepted. It shows that the factor of
perceived risk (RI) has a significant influence towards
Behavior Intention (BI). From the result of Hypothesis 8, it can
be concluded that respondents believe that there is no risk
when they store their data on cloud drive. They feel safe when
using cloud drive, because cloud provider can minimize the
risks that are likely to occur and harm users. Therefore,
respondents have an intention to use Cloud drive.
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The results of this study is supported by the results of
research conducted by [23] who argued that when an
application has little risk and it can minimize the occurrence of
a risk to its users, then users will tend to continue to use the
application.
I. Discussion on Hypothesis 9
Hypothesis 9 is rejected which indicates that the security
level factor (SC) had no significant effect towards Behavior
Intention (BI). Hence, it can be concluded that the respondents
did not believe the level of security found in cloud drive so that
it affects the intention of the respondent in storing their data on
cloud drive. They believe that cloud provider cannot guarantee
the security of its users ’data.
The results of this study is in line with the results of
research conducted by [24] which suggests that when users feel
that the application does not have a high level of security to
protect users then the user will tend to choose not to use the
application.
J. Discussion on Hypothesis 10
Hypothesis 10 is accepted. It shows that the factor of
subjective norm (SN) has a significant influence towards
Behavior Intention (BI). The result indicates that influence
from others such as their family and friends can affect the
respondents’ interest to store their data on cloud drive.
The results of this study is similar to the results of research
conducted by [25] who suggested that if a friend or family of
an app user advises that user to use the app then the user will
continue to use the application.
V.

[3]

[4]
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[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

CONCLUSION

Based on the analysis result, the factors affecting cloud
drive users in Indonesia to store their data on cloud drive are
trust, perceived risk and subjective norm. The findings of this
study reveals that cloud drive users in Indonesia do not find
any usefulness and ease of use in storing their data in cloud
drive. In addition they do not feel secure regarding their data
on the cloud. However, they keep on storing their data on the
cloud. This is due to the users trust the cloud provider despite
there is a risk that endanger their data. They trust the cloud
provider could manage the risk. Apart from that, the ultimate
reason is that they are influenced by the people around them to
store their data in the cloud.
This study is an attempt to investigate the factors affecting
the acceptance of cloud drive users in Indonesia by using
empirical data that were collected using quantitative research
and the questionnaire method. In future studies, to help
illustrating the result of empirical data, a qualitative research
can be conducted to get more detailed information.
Additionally, future research can be undertaken by extending
the research model and is expected to examine additional
factors of cloud drive acceptance. Furthermore, the extended
model can be used in other cultures or countries.
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Abstract—Citizen Factors of the open government data are
being explored in this study in the selected Asian countries. As
per the open data availability countries have been selected on
global open data index and well-structured open government
data portals of Asian countries. To identify and analyze the
differences of selected Asian countries through the principals of
open government data which are eight in number, analysis the
portal activities and observed the Open government data
benefits. In analysis, the datasets of selected countries have been
analyzed for the purpose of defining the portal activities. These
activities include the Visitants, Suppliers, Applications,
Developments, generation of Knowledge and overall resources
utilization. Open government data of these countries are
examined through web contented analysis, in order to
understand the open government data’s status. This study also
describes different challenges on how adoption, promotion and
acceptance of the open government data and portals have been
carried out by Asian countries. Moreover, there are some
recommendations according to the key problems and status in
the open government data initiatives. Also, the study has
limitations regarding the number of countries and future
directions emphasize the need for Open Government Data
analysis in less developed countries also.
Keywords—Transparency; accountability; portal activities;
adoption; principals of open government data which are eight in
number; benefits of open government data; recommendations

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the last era there have been a lot of investments and
activities in the public sectors to opening up that information to
the public, for political, scientific and commercial purposes.
For scientific research this information can be fruitful in
numerous different domains e.g. administrative, political,
management sciences, economic, and social [1]. Moreover,
journalists and citizens can b use it for achieving well and deep
understanding of visions into the happenings and government
agencies spending’s. These results should be in mature,
evidence-based and effective political processes. As well, open
government data can have an optimistic impact on innovation
and the economic growth, as they empower the development of
new products, applications and services [2]. The data
reusability and transparency are the two major goals. The few
are, there is the Europe’s Public-Sector Information Directive
in the year 2003 , along with the initiatives of the United State
President's Obama in the year 2009, Open Government
Partnership in 2011, and the Open Data Charter G8 in 2013 [3].

National and international administrations along with the
enormous political leaders have acknowledged progressively
various benefits of Open Government Data. David Cameron,
Prime Minister of England in May 2010, stated that his
government intended to use the open data in a tactic to
decrease the deficit and get improved assessment for money in
the public funds expenditures, and also to obtain economic
improvements substantially through by the public data
establishment which has allowed companies and nonprofit
governments to build inventive websites and applications [4].
There is huge lagging behind in terms of open data
adoption by Asian countries at governmental level, in the
inclusive data availability and in the usage of open data for the
transparency, accountability and collaboration. In many Asian
countries lots of datasets is available on their national portals
and according to these datasets a very less numbers of
applications and services are developed that are identified in
this study, yet in addition information utilization level made
accessible, as appeared by the altogether conversion rate of
different dataset-to-application applied on the Asian countries.
Adoptive Open Government Data phenomenon has led us to
conclude that although it is important to open the data, which is
not enough. However, it is also pivotal to promote the
reutilization of the open data by the civilization and the data
that is provided on the countries portals are sometimes not
open.
This problem has been found hitting the Asian countries
leading these countries facing problems regarding policy
making at the local level and international level. For the
purpose of resolving these issues it is pivotal eliminating the
issue in the near future.
Moreover, this research focuses the open government data
in Asian countries including Taiwan, Thailand, Hong Kong,
Japan, Singapore, Israel and Bangladesh. In the past studies,
these Asian countries have not given due consideration with
regard to the open government data therefore, this study
discusses the matter in the context of Asian countries.
Researchers have given emphasis on the open government data
to be studied further as the importance of it is boosting with
technological advancements.
The objectives of this study include:
 To explore open government data portals in Asian
countries.
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 To conduct open government data’s content analysis
and to providing the portal activities of Asian
countries.

TABLE I.
Factors

 To analyze the open government data’s challenges
faced by Asian countries.
 To provide recommendations for open government data
in Asian countries.
To the theoretical field, this research would be a great
contribution and to practical field as well. This will enrich the
literature regarding open government data in Asian countries
on one side and on the other side it would enhance the ability
of general government to evaluate the activities of government
leading them playing pivotal role in country development
through influencing political decisions.
This paper describes the comparative study of open
government data emergence in the Asian countries. After this
introduction, Section II this paper discus the open government
data and the adoption of the open government data and then the
adoption in the Asian countries and Section III there is the
research methodology of selection of eight countries of Asia
and the criteria used for analysis in Section IV there is data
analysis phase and different technical related challenges in the
Asian countries and Discussion. In Section V there is
conclusion and discussion, and in Section VI there is some
recommendations to overcome open government data’s the
challenges in the adoption.
II.

Transparency

Participation

Collaboration

FACTORS OF OPEN GOVERNMENT DATA
Description
The information that what government is providing
and doing is depicted in the transparency along with
the accountability promotion. Moreover, Federal
government maintains the additional information.
That has two key aspects: citizens have the right to
access info from public agencies on request,
government have the responsibility to publish
records of policies [11].
Engagement of public has improved the efficiency
of the government where quality of decisions has
also been improved. Administrative departments
and organizations should offer citizens amplified
chances to contribute in policy-making and to
deliver their government with the welfares of their
mutual skill and info.
In the governmental work Collaboration vigorously
engages citizens. Administrative organizations and
departments should utilize inventive methods,
systems and tools in order to collaborate among
themselves, through all stages of government, and
with businesses, non-profit organizations, and
private sectors individuals.

OPEN GOVERNMENT DATA

In the recent years, lots of open data activities sprung up
around the whole world, with transparency and data reusability
as two of the most important aims [5]. This Open Data
movements, while recently, that initiated in order to promote
the research and to discover obstacles and benefits,
requirements and the technical services to promote values
creation and the policy issues and implications. According to
the researchers ―Open government is related all around in order
that transparency can be improved and also public affair’s
accountability‖ and consequently opportunities can be
improved for citizens so that political decisions might have
effect [6]. However, open government data’s aspect of content
analysis has been ignored in this research. Researchers have
argued that a potential prerequisite for this is ―open data‖,
which denoted to the awareness that government data ought to
freely accessible [7]. Based on the literature, open data
however, public sector collaboration is not covered with its
residents, only the additional information’s establishment is
meant by the open data [8]. Effectually, governments
comprehend the utilization of Open Government Data with the
perception of endorsing greater transparency, participatory and
collaboration with the other different sectors of society [9].
According to researchers those are the important factors of
Open Government Data for citizens [10]. Nonetheless, the
principles of open government data have been ignored in this
study (Table I).

Fig. 1. The factors of open government data for citizen.

As appeared in Fig. 1, as the execution stages increases, the
public involves with progressively more in government tasks
and openness of government work upsurges, in this manner
creating more greater values and advantages for both
government and people in general. The researchers have
debated as the implementation stages upsurges, the procedural
and administrative unpredictability of the open government
initiatives will also upsurge. However, these studies missed the
aspect of challenges and recommendations for the
organizations on small scale and for the country on the larger
scale. Subsequently, organizations should hope to confront
more prominent challenges and hazards in later implementation
stages that are challenges are discussed later in Section IV.
A. Adoption of Open Government Data
Movement of the open government data has taken upward
trend since last years. The Open government data perception is
not just a political idea, but also an innovative government
facility that is provided through Information Technology
platforms. Based on the views of researchers provided in
previous research it has been illustrated open government data
as an entity on political level which peculated the right of
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citizens in order to have governmental information freely
accessible via the use of digital government platforms on local
as well as federal level [12]. Nevertheless, this definition does
not include the elements of transparency and accountability.
Open government data can be perpetuated as ―the web portal
which is official in nature, accessible on local and federal
levels and thus aims to make the datasets which are
understandable and readable in machine format with the help
of internet‖ [13]. One of the important principals in literature is
the machine readable format for open government data’s
implementation. To guarantee that published data are
completely usable and accessible by the end users, it is crucial
that format should be machine readable [14]. These definitions
juts focus the factor of data availability and analysis while
decision making factor of citizen participation is ignored.
Based on the reports the first open government data portal
was launched in USA in May 2009. This platform fortified
government, institutions and cities to publish their ancient
datasets; hence increase the aptitude of citizens to effortlessly
find, share and use the composed data by government [15]. In
context to describe and to merge the concept of open
government data, a working group of thirty people met in
California in 2007 to mature what was called the ―Eight
Principles of Open Government Data‖, which curved to be
factors for assessing open government data initiatives [16]. In
the light of views presented by previous studies by providing
the comprehensive and useful information and guidance, the
following principles are highly recommended to provide best
practices to avoid the publication of low and poor-quality data
and also help in publishing the useful and meaningful data over
the globe [17]. Open Government Working Group in Meeting
was agreed on following principles, which was held in
California in December 2007. Below is the illustration of
principles [16]:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Completeness of data is necessary
Data should be Primary
Data should be Timely
Data should be Accessible
Machine Process able data is necessary
There should be Non-Discriminatory access
There should be Non-Proprietary formats of data
There should be License-free data

A couple of more facts were introducing by keeping the
view of technological and political nature of data were
published by the governments. However, the use of these
principles for the purpose of eliminating the open data
challenges has not been discussed in previous research.
A remarkable breakthrough was occurred during the
Presidency of Barak Obama in 2009 when, it was recognized
that open government data should be able to boost up the
public interest and involvement for the transparency of the
system for the enhancement in quality, efficiency and
effectiveness of the public system. Reportedly, As a result of
that United States introduced the Data.gov in May 2009 was
known as the quality step of the OGD movement to improve
the delivery of data about the federal matters for the research
purpose by keeping view of government’s structure [18].

According to studies this concept was quickly penetrated into
the European governments, and as a result of this revolutionary
step the United Kingdom provided its online platform for the
availability of data to the public [19].
B. Adoption of Open Government Data in Asia
Development in open data access to public is spreading all
across the globe and many under developing countries are
adopting this concept. Several countries have centralized
portals but there is a need of getting different to hire staff and
provide budget for the secure and successful publishing of
data.
There is huge lagging behind in terms of open data
adoption by Asian countries at governmental level, in the
inclusive data availability and in the usage of open data for the
transparency, accountability and collaboration. There are still
some countries that don’t have their open data portals, mention
below (Table II).
TABLE II.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

OPEN GOVERNMENT PORTALS IN ASIAN COUNTRIES
Countries
Japan
India
Indonesia
Thailand
Singapore
Philippines
Hong Kong
Malaysia
Korea
Pakistan
Iran
Israel
Myanmar
(Burma)
Sri Lanka
Cambodia
Taiwan
Saudi Arabia
Bangladesh
Nepal
Afghanistan
United Arab
Emirates
Uzbekistan
Oman
Bhutan
Bahrain
Brunei
Timor-Leste

Portals
http://www.data.go.jp/
https://data.gov.in/
https://data.go.id/
https://data.go.th/
https://data.gov.sg/
https://data.gov.ph/
https://data.gov.hk/
www.data.gov.my/
https://www.data.go.kr/
https://data.org.pk/
http://iranopendata.org/en/
https://data.gov.il/
Not available
http://www.data.gov.lk/
Not available
https://data.cdc.gov.tw/en/
www.data.gov.sa/en
http://data.gov.bd/
http://data.opennepal.net/
Not available
https://bayanat.ae/
https://data.gov.uz/ru
http://www.oman.om/
Not available
www.data.gov.bh/
https://www.data.gov.bn/
http://timor-leste.gov.tl/

To publish elementary information Open government
portals can be used, or electronic systems can be used to
generate and continuation on specific requests. Additionally,
the existing developments on opening government data boost
information sharing using the open formats and standards that
can be machine readable, so allowing the reuse and the
exploitation of data to create public values. From the software
perspective, the foremost development towards open
government data was the development of portals for the open
data providence. Researchers have found that they permit data
detection through classify the resources, search and ability to
exchange and use of information through well-documented
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APIs [20]. But these portals have been reported as confronted
several challenges regarding the open data usage and these
challenges have not been provided in literature (Table III).
TABLE III.
RANKS, SCORE AND OPENNESS ACHIEVED BY ASIAN
COUNTRIES IN THE GLOBAL OPEN DATA INDEX OF 2017 (SOURCE [36])
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Countries
Japan
India
Indonesia

A. For Analysis Selection of Countries
Three decisions guided the selection and identification of
the initiatives in order to analyze in the paper. The 1st decision
was to select the countries which have not their proper open
government data portals. In the 27 Asian countries 4 countries
(Myanmar, Cambodia, Afghanistan and Bhutan) were
eliminated.

80%
*
6%
0%
0%

*

*

Middle east

*
81
64
*

*
14%
23%
*

*
0%
0%
*

*

*

*

After all these decisions, finally seven countries were
selected through their well-structured open governmental data
portals and the ranking on the global open data index and
openness. Those seven countries were Taiwan, Singapore,
Japan, Hong Kong, Israel, India, Bangladesh and Thailand
(Table IV).

*

*

*

Central Asia
Middle East
South Asia
Middle East
Southeast
Asia
Southeast
Asia

Score
61%
47%

Openness
26%
13%

61

25%

0%

51

34%

6%

17

60%

33%

53

30%

0%

Hong Kong
Malaysia

24

51%

20%

87

10%

0%

Korea
Pakistan
Iran
Israel
Myanmar
(Burma)
Sri Lanka
Cambodia

*
72
67
41

*
19%
21%
41%

*
0%
0%
13%

94

1%

0%

*

*

*

74

17%

0%

Taiwan
Saudi Arabia
Bangladesh
Nepal
Afghanistan
United Arab
Emirates
Uzbekistan
Oman
Bhutan
Bahrain
Brunei

1
*
61
69
84

90%
*
25%
20%
12%

*

Singapore
Philippines

Timor-Leste

Asterisk (*) are those countries that don’t have any data or
information on the Open Government Data Index, that’s the
Global ranking system.
Different countries have attained enormous echelons of
open government data growth, and that can be perceived from
the various ranks of positions attain on Index by respective
country on the Open Government Data. Based on literature,
that is some annual rankings which are being published by
Open Knowledge Foundation from which countries are
evaluated around the whole globe comparative to its index of
OGD growth [21]. There are some facts that were gathered
from some public sources to analyze the availability of
government data according to the definition of Open Data.
Conversely, the activities of these portals and benefits of the
open government data to the Asian countries have not been
given the consideration.
III.

This portion of paper describes that how the measurements
were taken and which areas were targeted, how those areas
were adopted and which criteria was use for the analysis.

Asian region
East Asia
South Asia
Southeast
Asia
Southeast
Asia
Southeast
Asia
Southeast
Asia
East Asia
Southeast
Asia
East Asia
South Asia
Middle East
Middle East
Southeast
Asia
South Asia
Southeast
Asia
East Asia
Middle East
South Asia
South Asia
South Asia

Rank
16
32

Thailand

in Asian countries with the description of challenges and
recommendations provided.

RESEARCH METHOD

As described earlier the objective of this research is to
analyze the open government data portals and content analysis

The 2nd decision was to base the identification of the
countries on the list of Global open data index and the ranking
published
by
open
knowledge
foundation
(https://index.okfn.org/place/). In this global ranking system
some countries have not their governmental data. In the
remaining 23 countries we eliminate 8 more countries (Korea,
Sri Lanka, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Uzbekistan,
Bahrain, Brunei and Timor-Leste). Therefore, 15 countries
have been selected which have their open government data on
their web portals and also ranked in global open data index.
Unfortunately, when the analysis started, it was observed that 7
countries (Indonesia, Philippines, Malaysia, Iran, Pakistan,
Nepal and Oman) has some information on their governmental
portals and ranked on the global open data index but they are
not opened to their public. When we were in the analysis phase
the Indian open government data portal was not active so we
also discard it.

TABLE IV.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Countries
Taiwan
Singapore
Japan
Hong Kong
Israel
Bangladesh
Thailand

LIST OF COUNTRIES/INITIATIVES ANALYZED
Portals
https://data.cdc.gov.tw/en/
https://data.gov.sg/
http://www.data.go.jp/
https://data.gov.hk/
https://data.gov.il/
http://data.gov.bd/
https://data.go.th/

B. Criteria used for Analysis
The following standards are used for detailed examination
of facts:
1) Performed Activity Level Analysis on the Open Data
Plate Forms
Five separate types of activities were inspected:
the
activity of open data site visitors, the activity of data providers,
the actions taken by developers for building the applications,
the activities correlated with knowledge discovery, and the
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activities related to the complete and efficient resource
utilization which was available on the open data sites.








Open data visitor’s activity measured the strength of
availability and utilization of the portal by common
visitors, what provides a gesture of the utility and
relatedness of the Open Government Data portal. The
value accredited to this standard was collected by
inspecting a element’s collection for instance site
analytics, targeted counter’s access, posted comment’s
number, information quantity provided through
networks community networks, and discussion for a
participation quality.
Portal supplier’s activity measured the strength and
quality of the open data plate form ―feeding of
process‖. The accreditation of value has been carried
out to this standard was collected by considering and
analyzing the provider of data in numbers on the portal,
along with the action quality for instance the number of
published data sets, as well as the readiness and of
excellence the data shared. Special observation is
needed for the readiness of data inspection, moreover
various initiatives are considered because for someone
one year data might be outdated and for other three
years data means a lot.
Applications development
related activities
measured how the open data plate form can be helpful
for building the new software-based application. These
applications should be available on data sites. Number
of applications accredited the value to this standard
which was available on the data sites as well as by the
review of opinion and feedback delivered to these
applications.
Activity related to the generation of new
knowledge. This standard aimed to assess how the data
published on the Open Government Data portal has
been utilized to discover latest knowledge and hidden
patterns. Inspection elements accredited and gained the
value to this standard which expresses the presence of
sharing (of initiatives, of documents, of movements, of
applications,) among the various users of portal, since
we assumption has been carried out that basic gadget to
knowledge development is sharing.

 Overall resource usage available on the portal
activities. This is objected to the standard to inspect
the way how multiples users attached with it are
handling the data and also to evaluate the publishing
standards of data and applications created and
developed through the use of open data. For this, the
user’s activities related to application usage on portals
are to be accessed.
2) Open Government Data benefit’s Observable Analysis
Every portal was also inspected in order to find out how
role is being played for acquiring the benefits which are
normally obtained from Open Government Data strategies. For
the measurements we supposed the following kinds of
prosperities:



Transparency of government published dataset’s
nature exhibits a valuable attempt by the government
administrations to accomplish their tasks more clearly.



Public participation: This type of published datasets
exhibits an attempt of administration to encourage the
involvement and attachment of citizens in social and
political life.



Entrepreneurship and Innovation the newly
published data sets provide the users an ability to
analyze the data and create and discover new meaning
of data and build new applications and services.



Efficiency of Government published dataset’s types
are convenient to promote the betterment of public
strategies and the accomplishment of quality gains and
efficiency of governmental services.

For analyzing the factors of government transparency,
public participation, entrepreneurship, efficiency of
government, and innovation have been analyzed through the
datasets of 7 Asian countries. For this, 256 data sets of Taiwan,
1275 datasets of Singapore, 21,029 datasets from Japan, 632
from Hong Kong, 556 from Israel, 58 datasets of Bangladesh,
and 1095 datasets of Thailand were analyzed.
3) Each initiative Differentiating factors Analysis
Apart from the inspection of the standard exhibited in (1),
(2) and (3), from the beginning of the content examination on
web of the portals, identification was also strained to the
attention of any specific exclusive characteristic or feature that
might be able to differentiate the initiatives.
IV.

DATA ANALYSIS

Summary is presented in Table IV concerning the number
of datasets, formats of datasets and available services or
applications on the open government data portals. This table
also describe conversion rate of the application dataset.
Indication is given by conversion rate gives an indication of the
active data utilization that is shared on the portals of countries
in order to produce something. That conversion rate calculation
of dataset to application was done by this formula: (number of
applications/services developed / number of datasets) × 100).
There are surely huge contrasts among the activities not just
in what concerns the suppliers of the data, with nations having
in excess of ten thousand datasets accessible to nations that
have just minimal in excess of a hundred, yet in addition in the
level of utilization of the information made accessible, as
appeared by the altogether various conversion rate of datasetto-application introduced by a few nations (Table V).
The assessment’s conformance level with the open
government data is compressed in Table VI. For explanations
of space, in the table every rule is characterized by a code as
indicated by the accompanying correspondence: complete
(OGD-P1), primary (OGD-P2), timely (OGD-P3), accessible
(OGD-P4),
machine
processable
(OGD-P5),
nondiscriminatory (OGD-P6), non-proprietary (OGD-P7), and
license-free (OGD-P8).
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TABLE V.
DATA COLLECTED ASSOCIATED TO DATASETS AND
APPLICATIONS/SERVICES ARE FOUND ON PORTALS. SEVEN PORTALS OF
DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

Japan

Hong Kong

21,029

632

Israel

556

Bangladesh

58

Thailand

1,095

0.78

14

1.10
TABLE VII.

ANALYSIS OF PORTAL ACTIVITIES

Portal Activities
36

0.17
Countries

27

4.27

47

8.45

04

6.90

Taiwan
Singapore
Japan
Hong Kong
Israel
Bangladesh
Thailand

A
A
A
B
B
D
C

A
B
B
A
A
D
D

A
A
A
B
D
D
D

Overall
utilization of
resources

1,275

02

Perceptions results in what portal activities are concerned
shown in Table VII. In the case of portal activity the difference
is very important, contrarily to what happened with compliance
principles of open government data, and there was tenuous
difference in between the Asian countries.

Knowledge
generation

Singapore

csv, json,
xml, pdf,
geojson
csv, pdf,
kml, shp,
api
csv, zip,
xlsx,
pdf,html
and 39
other
formats
Asc, csv,
gif, gml,
ics and 14
other
formats
xls, xlsx,
zip, html,
csv and 23
other
formats
csv, xlsx,
pdf, excel,
xlb, data,
xls, zip
csv, xls,
xlsx, pdf,
xml and 8
other
formats

Dataset to
application
conversion
rates

Applications
developments

256

No. of
applications/
service developed
and available

Suppliers

Taiwan

Formats
of
datasets

Visitants

Countries

No. of
dataset

This data likewise demonstrates that, while there aren’t
affected distinctions among all the Asian countries tend to
show unrivaled conformance levels with the open government
data principles.

B
B
A
B
B
C
C

A
B
A
B
C
D
D

Legend: : A: very good, B: good, C: enough, D: poor
The observation concerned with open government data
benefits is enumerated in Table VIII.

02

0.18
TABLE VIII. OBSERVED OPEN GOVERNMENT DATA BENEFITS

Countries
P7
A
A
A
A
B
B
A

P8
A
A
A
A
A
A
B

Legend: : A: all, B: most, C: some, D: none
The eight Open Government Data principles are applied in
the initiatives sensibly as evinced by the data, showing a
comprehension with respect to public institutions on how data
ought to be made accessible. The third principle, Timeliness
(OGD-P3), that is the aptitude to made data accessible as
rapidly as essential to save its actual value, is the rule that
accomplished grouping at lower terms, showing dependable
specialists may have some exertion in keeping the systematic
accessibility of data.
The fifth principle, Machine readability (OGD-P5), is
almost good in all the countries, but is lot of other data formats
that first has to transform in machine readable format before
data any manipulations.

Taiwan
Singapore
Japan
Hong Kong
Israel
Bangladesh
Thailand

B
B
B
A
B
B
B

A
A
A
C
B
D
B

A
B
B
B
C
D
C

Government
efficiency

Taiwan
Singapore
Japan
Hong Kong
Israel
Bangladesh
Thailand

Eight principles of Open Government Data
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
B
A
A
A
B
A
B
B
A
A
B
A
B
B
A
A
B
A
B
B
B
B
B
A
B
B
C
C
B
B
C
B
C
C
B
B
B
B
C
B
B
A

Public
Participation

Countries

ANALYSIS OF THE EIGHT OPEN GOVERNMENT DATA
PRINCIPLES

Government
Transparency

TABLE VI.

Innovation and
entrepreneurship

Observable OGD benefits

A
A
A
B
B
D
D

Legend: : A: very good, B: good, C: enough, D: poor
Once more, in the intended table, a distinction in between
the seven Asian countries is apparent. This distinction is much
disreputable for advantages of "participation of public",
"government efficiency", " entrepreneurship and innovation". It
is intriguing to take note for the achievable benefits, in which it
is required that data is released as well as that the reutilization
of open data is possible, i.e., they rely upon the effective
utilization of the datasets made accessible on the portals,
through the expansion of new applications and services, and
accordingly it is essential that society (enterprises, public and
numerous different entities) has a culture of transparency and
participates in the establishment and data reutilization. Maybe,
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open data’s social appetence may validate the distinctions
found amongst Asian countries.
Perceptions consideration as a whole is carried out along
with the collection of the data we are move forward to the
concluding terms that the primary distinction between the
quality of the open government data development at present
accomplished in seven selected Asian countries lays not on the
amount and sort of datasets made accessible yet primarily on
the amount and way those data is salvaged, as delineated in
Table IX.
TABLE IX.

AVERAGE VALUES OF ASIAN OPEN GOVERNMENT DATA
PORTALS

Average values
Available dataset’s average number
Average number of developed applications/
services
applications conversion rate’s average number

Asian countries
3,557
18.8
3.12

As the values appear, the average conversion rate of seven
selected Asian countries is calculated and displayed. This leads
us to reason that to encourage the open government data
singularity, while it is basic to open the data, that isn’t enough.
It is additionally vital to advance the reuse of the open data by
the general public.
A. Challenges of Open Government Data faced by Asian
Countries
Open Government Data as a movement and theory initiated
in the countries which are developed and after this now the
developing Asian countries are adopting it. Moreover, open
government data challenges are illustrated in Fig 2.
Subsequently, they have done plethora of development in this
regard and are currently countries well-ahead from the other
regions in terms of both quality and quantity of datasets. But
still according to the many factors, OGD initiatives of the
many developing countries are still at its early stages,
subsequent and numerous challenges at the implementation
level [22].
 Cost for releasing public data: Releasing public data
may incur some potential costs allied with the creation
and presentation of open data that need to be
deliberated [23]. This may be factual in tasks like data
collection, data management and data cleaning that
needs assured abilities for the human resources.

quality. Lacks of Meta standards, lack of accuracy,
outdated and non-valid data are amongst the problems
originate in existing data in the open government data
portal [26].
 Outdated and non-valid data in OGD portals:
Government organizations also face the data privacy
issues when some of the datasets comprises personal
identities, when merging with different datasets [27].
In precise, government leans towards to publish the
data which is easier to collect, unstructured and
incomplete.
 Government organizations also face the data
privacy issues. In determining the adoption of OGD
initiatives the level of understanding of what is OGD
amongst government organizations correspondingly
plays a central role. It is frightened that some
government organizations just hopped into the
supportive central agency’s or top management
decisions but not on voluntarily reasons. Because of
this problem, organizations may be emancipating data
only once and no supplementary movements to publish
more datasets [27].
 Pressure from public to release the data: Technical
barriers are not the only aspect in OGD adoption, on
the other side, government may suffer the pressure
from community to release more practical data as civil
society organizations, civic hackers, citizens, nongovernment agencies to label a few are receiving more
aware of valued datasets e.g. from the health data,
crime data, government spending and transport data
[28].
 Multiple and decentralized data sources and
incomplete datasets in different sectors: There are
multiple and decentralized data sources. There is not
proper integration in the datasets and the
incompleteness of datasets in different sectors.
Information which is published is very limited and
majority municipal level data portal have more data
than the nation level data portals.

 More complex data more barriers will come: If the
task is more multifaceted which the user desire to
achieve, the more barriers will occur therefore forcing
the organizations to train their human resources with
such technical skills [24].

 Zombie data that are dump data: In some cases,
there are lots of zombie data that are not ―live‖ but are
only databases dump which can be downloaded and
present in the intended format. Even if retrieved over
an online API, there is not any assurance of updates in
source. None of either national portal unambiguous
data updates policy or used open data portals.
―Existence of information is guaranteed by the system
in their databases however data updating is not
guaranteed‖ [29].

 Appropriate infrastructures of OGD: By opening
government data, the government organizations may
necessitate preparing appropriate infrastructures such
as buying the new server or upgrading network
infrastructures [25]. For the successively OGD
initiatives, these factors comprising cost that may be
the foremost obstacles for government.

 Government released one-way data to public:
Governments lean towards to release the data which is
one-way from the government to the public. Such data
can be illustrated by applications, but there is quite
limitation in the foremost online facilities and valuable
applications, with public returns data to government
[29].

 Lack of metadata and accuracy in open data
portals: Another dispute in OGD application is data
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 Published online data through full disclosure policy:
Another aspect is a failure to Deliberate Audience, the
envisioned the policy design’s users of the data.
Datasets can be reviewed in the policy in order to look
in the datasets that are desired by public or are of
concentration to user values and create the essential
documents to be published online through the Full
disclosure policy [30].
 Public is not conscious about the available data on
the websites: Groups of citizens are not conscious that
data is available on the websites. They also struggle in
engaging with released data of government. If the
government is serious with guaranteeing transparency
and accountability, should notify and local participants
are capacitated on how to navigate and how to access
along with the utilization local government data [31].
 Low internet diffusion: Open data assists only the
info requirements of less than 40% of the populace. In
a perspective of low internet diffusion, public are
dependent on other ways of information distribution to
protect local government data [32].
 Data is in raw form and not open: Deliberated the
raw material of the 21st century, the data must be
refined, located, and extracted in a directive to produce
value. Accordingly, in any significant sense the data is
not open to the public when published in its raw form.
Frequently, a normal citizen is incapable to travel the
collection of available datasets due to the deficiency of
essential statistical and computational expertise [33].
 Lack of Data quality: Data quality is a main aspect on
the open government data portals. There is lots of
invalid and missing data on different open portals so
that’s the foremost obstacles for the public and other
organizations [34].
 Attained datasets in automated way: Attained
datasets in an automated way through the application
of Information Technology Systems is still a bigger
challenge [35].
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Fig. 2. Challenges of open government data faced by Asian countries.

As was stated through this paper, technological and
political urges showed to be conclusive factors in the growth of
Open government data crusade. First, the acknowledgement of
Obama in 2009, necessity Administration for application of the
notion, which roused the rest world to this necessity and,
second, the Internet, the benefits of a single resource for the
information sharing. In a few years, significances of this OGD
are clear: at a political phase, that delivers better transparency,
collaboration and accountability to representatives and
particular policies, donating to a more participatory and
independent society. Moreover, the material establishes a rich
resource that delivers the formation of new services and
products whether envisioned for civil usage or to encourage
better efficacy in governmental services themselves.
Consequently, it can be said that, the open government data
notion gives society the aptitude to influence public data and
reutilize it for drives that encounter the desires of the parties
intricate, thus endorsing the generation of novel knowledge,
entrepreneurship and innovation.
The analysis demonstrates that there is still some lots of
illiteracy about this notion on civilization side, which is
reflected in the feeble participation of social representatives on
the reprocess of the released data. Which are the motives for
the feebler reprocess of opened data in Asian countries is
consequently a fascinating research query to explore.
The reflections and analysis directed propose that the
dissimilar appetence level exploit adopt and to accept the
notion of open government data, which are demonstrated by
some countries, may be owed to the presence of dissimilar
ethnicities and cultural attitudes about notions for instance
privacy of data. Do cultural problems have an influence on the
level of data opened to civilian reprocess? Are there any kin
between country size and open government data growth
achievement? Or do cultural problems have an influence on the
societal appetence actors to reutilize and exploit the values of
open data? In future works, that we propose to achieve on this
stream of research, more nations should be elaborate and
various ways of collecting the data about initiatives, for
example, interviews to those accountable for open government
data portals, to individuals that publish datasets in open
government data portals and to individuals that are using
information available on open government data portals to
develop the applications and services should be applied.
The study has theoretical as well as practical implications.
This study is a major contribution to literature regarding the
activities of data portals, principles and the benefits of open
government data. Furthermore, the development of the
countries has been depicted through the study which will
contribute to the literature. Additionally, challenges and
recommendations would help researchers find some other
research related dimensions. On the other hand, the practical
implications include the use of benefits and principles by the
seven and other Asian countries. The less developed Asian
countries would also benefit from the study.
V.

CONCLUSION

The notion of Open Government Data swiftly developed
one of the most pertinent subjects of dispute among
governments of many countries around the world.
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The results of the study indicate usage of data sets on the
larger scale by the countries of Japan, Singapore and Thailand
that depict the high scale of open data usage in these countries
with the inclusion of technological development. Also, the
open datasets are increasing in Hong Kong, Israel and Taiwan
as well. Bangladesh is found lagging behind because of
underdevelopment and less technological usage. Furthermore,
the dataset conversion rate has been described depicting the
data sharing on country’s portal for boosting public
participation in order to produce something of value. The
conversion rate is for Japan and Thailand has been viewed as
attractive as these countries maintain huge number of datasets
on the applications that portrays proper management of open
government data. In addition, the open government data
principles have been analyzed. These were given the rankings
of A, B, C and D where A stands for very good, whereas B for
good, C for enough and D for poor. Out of 8, the principles of
primary,
machine
process
able,
non-proprietary
nondiscriminatory and license free are ranked as very good and
good for all the countries while principles complete, timely and
accessible hare regarded as good and enough. The reason
behind the factors of completeness, time and accessibility
being god and enough is because of the skills held by people
related to the management of open data. Also, the portal
activities are very good and good for Taiwan, Japan, Singapore
and Hong Kong. On the other hand, these have been regarded
as enough and poor for Israel, Bangladesh and Thailand. This
is because the developed countries are much advanced in
technology development for the purpose of data management
and opening the government data. Additionally, the benefits of
government transparency, public participation, innovation and
entrepreneurship and government efficacy has been regarded as
good and very good for Taiwan, Japan, and Singapore. Hong
Kong have been regarded as very good, good and enough
because of difference in use of open data by different level of
governments. In the nutshell, the number of applications
developed for the purpose of open government data and data
conversion rate is not so high in the Asian government which
faces different challenges including cost and complexity. The
need for improving the mechanism has been provided through
the recommendations.
The study carries limitations as in form of limited number
of countries studied. Countries like Japan, Singapore and
Thailand are enough advanced to the level that they use and
manage the open government data. Also, the study has
limitation in methodological form as it lacks the proper use of
sampling technique and other forms of web portals used for
open government data. The future researchers must include the
less developed countries including Pakistan and Iran for the
purpose of understanding the open government data in these
countries so that use of open government data could be
enhanced in such countries as well.
VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

As per the key problems and status in data initiatives of the
open government in the sample areas, eight recommendations
are proposed for the expansion of opening governmental data
in Asian countries which can are illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Recommendations for the expansion of open government data in
Asian countries.

A. Improve Data Openness and Machine-Readability
Open government data initiatives are recommended,
whether still under-development and in future it has to be
developed, ought to improve the machine-readable format of
open data, and to certify that data are not published in different
other formats for instance web pages, pictures, or PDF, etc.
Intended prerequisite should not only be the work plans of the
initiatives of open government data but local-policy documents
should also be personified and, but also be occupied as an
important indicator to evaluate all released data in several
initiatives. To explicate the goals and meaning of various
formats i.e. machine readable, trainings should be provided,
familiarize mutual machine-readable formats, and to provide
consistent tools for the help to convert non-machine-readable
data into machine-readable formats. Additionally, all initiatives
ought to establish endorsement process to sternly observe data
formats before they are published with mutually manual and
automatic approaches, so as to certifying that published data
gratify the prerequisite of open formats.
B. Open High-Value Datasets and Display Data Applications
It is recommended that initiatives of open data should be
concerned with user’s demands and parallelized the data
release departments and demanders of data (like reporters,
enterprises and individual developers, etc.) there should be
round table meetings in order to communicate face to face on
data needs that can improve the quantity, quality form and
open data worth. In addition, data release sections ought to
collect public needs through shared communications via social
media and websites, to constantly display developed based
applications and open high-value data and on open data.
C. Improve Management Structure and Ratify Policies and
Work Plans
Presently, numerous regions are short of plans, policies and
actual management architectures targeted at open government
data schemes. Firstly, it is recommended to create or elect
capable sectors to take work responsibility related open
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government data and permit full authorities sectors to
participate data provided by supplementary business sectors.
Temporarily, partition of work and responsibilities of business
sectors ought to be elucidated. Secondly, it is endorsed to
formulate specifications, work plans, practical policies, and to
describe requirements, principles, forms, boundaries and
objects of open government data to certify the systematism and
normalization of data opening. Lastly, to formulate yearly
work plans and make them public is suggested, as a struggle to
improve social public’s responsiveness of and contribution in
the open government data.
D. Strength Leadership Support
It is distant from being sufficient to leave departments in
responsibility only to endorse open government data schemes.
Obvious support from domestic managers is no doubt a serious
influence in lashing open data initiatives. It is recommended
that local administrators ought to excavate their considerate of
the drive and implication of open government data also fortify
their sustenance for opening governmental data in significant
local discussions, public discourses and setting up an ethos on
the daily works, of open government data, growing the
cognizance of open data, refining the aptitudes and providing
supervision and sustenance for sectors in responsibility to the
development of open data.
E. Permit Open License
Initiatives of open data ought to workout open license that
are valid in Asia. The license ought to be in line with
prevailing laws of their countries, but also clearly certify public
the privileges to freely attain, use, and redistribute the data.
Governments must focus on the obligation and importance of
open license and ease data publishers and data users to develop
the open license reciprocally.
F. Update Data Timely
Open data activities ought to set up comparing particulars
and supervision components to guarantee that data are
refreshed timely. For instance, exposure buttons could be
determined to data pages to enable general society
programmed investigation strategies can be built up in open
data stages to naturally convey refreshing alarms to comparing
departments or to report data that are neglected to be refreshed
timely. Given the cost and weights of task and upkeep, data
discharging departments may enable social associations or
undertakings to assume the liability of looking after data.
Through open private association, dynamic data can be reliably
given to the general public.
G. Lower Threshold for Data Accessibility
Open data stages ought to data convenience and
collaboration for lower thresholds with data holders, enable the
public to obtain data and contribute in the communications
without having to register. In addition, the user’s valuation on
data requests, datasets and recommendations intend to be
timely studied and retorted. Lastly, the practice of social media
tools ought to be reinforced to timely broadcast the news and
happenings of open data to the public, in directive to entirely
promote and broadcast open data crusade and develop public
consideration, contribution and sustenance. Furthermore,
communications could arise not only among and the public and

the government, but consistently between data users
themselves to deliberate and interconnect on substances
associated to open data and motivate more notions and produce
more applications, so as to paradigm a dynamic, maintainable
and well functioned ecosystem of open data.
H. Promote Innovative Ideas
Another recommendation is to promote innovative ways to
successfully engross with participants to source notions and cocreate resolutions and grasp the prospects provided by digital
government tools, together with the usage of open government
data, to sustenance the accomplishment of the aims of open
government initiatives and policies.
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